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Introduction

The same day that we returned after 
two months in California – having 
decided that we would not be moving 
back to the States at the beginning 
of our retirement – my wife Dorothy 
and I took our property off the market 
… and ordered a puppy. Fritz the 
Schnauzer arrived a few weeks later 
and by the end of June, 2003, we 
had entered that unique society of 
dog owners who people London’s 
Paddington Recreation Ground.

The society in which we were now 
to take our place remains a unique 
one, an ever-changing kaleidoscope 
of dogs and their owners. The dogs 
represent most of the popular breeds 
and many of the mutt-like mixtures 
and so do their accompanying 
humans – who come from diverse 
nationalities and from many walks 
of life: professionals and job seekers, 
young and old, family members and loners. They are united in their love of dogs, and 
on the central green of the park, on its walkways and at the café where they gather after 
exercising their animals, they often let this affection for dogs carry them into friendships 
that transcend park life and involve many of them in additional social activities.

Fritz had been a member of the pack for about a year when I decided to keep a daily 
record of his antics and the folkways of the rest of the crew, human and canine. I have 
done so ever since. I reasoned that not only would this furnish us with an insight into the 
relationship of man and beast but that it would also provide a glimpse into London life. 
Such a life, we know, is full of struggles and tensions and these were certainly reflected 
in the chronicles that followed. I have tried to make this record a candid and accurate 
one.

I must thank all of those who provided photographs for this project, the staff and 
management of the Rec itself, and my sister-in-law, Naomi, who assisted in editing. 
Special thanks to “London Janet,” Daisy-Mae’s mom, for designing the cover of Volume 
VIII, one that features the Pug, Emilio. 



Has any dog ever received as much dedicated attention as my Fritz? Has any canine 
society ever received such scrutiny? We turn to the diaries of Samuel Pepys for insights 
into London life as it was experienced in the latter half of the 17th Century. No wonder 
some wag has called me The Pepys of Pups  – for my project, with its analysis of London 
life as it was lived in the first two decades of the 21st Century, is now almost twelve 
years old. 

I published the first four volumes of “Life Among The Dog People of Paddington 
Rec” in a traditional print format and these are all still available either directly from 
the publisher at Authorhouse.com or Authorhouse.co.uk or from Amazon.co.uk, from 
Amazon.com or from any of the other online booksellers. These include:

Volume I: Strictly Come Barking, published in 2008 and covering the years 2004-2005.

Volume II: Have I Got Dogs For You!, published in 2010 and covering the years 2005-
2006.

Volume III: DSI: Dog Scene Investigation, published in 2011 and covering the years 
2006-2007.

Volume IV: A Doggy Day in London Town, published in 2012 and covering the years 
2007-2008.

In 2013, with Volume V, however, I was able to switch to a new publication format, 
making Invasion of The Biscuit Snatchers (covering the years 2008-2009, available 
in e-book format, free for all who want to follow this story by going to my website: 
anthonylinick.com.

Volume VI, My Dog’s Breakfast, covering the years 2009-2010, was published in 2014 
and is available at anthonylinick.com.

Volume VII, covering the years 2010-2011 is called The Great British Bark Off. It 
was published in 2015 and you will find it too on my website, anthonylinick.com. To 
download click here.

Volume VIII, “And Your Little Dog, Too” recalls a line spoken by the wicked witch in 
the Wizard of Oz. I have always felt a special affinity for this film. My first home was in 
Culver City, where my father was a screen story analyst at MGM. The year of my birth 
also saw work begin, only a short distance away, on the famous film. Of course I later 
married a Dorothy myself and we were tempted on a number of occasions to call our 
dog Toto. We resisted the temptation but you could say that my present dog, Otto, bears 
the name in anagram form. Volume VIII is published in 2016 covers the years 2011-
2012. Have fun as you click.

http://anthonylinick.com
http://www.anthonylinick.com/paddington/barkoff-full-book.pdf
http://www.anthonylinick.com/paddington/AndYourLittleDogToo-full-book.pdf
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Peter takes Bobby for an outing.
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Wednesday, June 1:
We could not ask for better weather as Fritz and I begin what is, for us, another 
year in the park. Recent rain has at last brought some depth to the green surfaces 
of Paddington Recreation Ground and now we have bright, warm sunshine and a 
gentle breeze. A fuzzy brown dog named Oscar, still dragging his red training lead, 
is just exiting the park with an entirely unsuitable banana skin in his mouth. More 
exciting is the discovery of a partially deflated Nike football – which I have soon 
kicked into action for the benefit of my excited dog. This goes on for only a short 
time, however, because soon the ball is carried behind the cypress trees – and I 
refuse to go in after it. Instead we carry on until we have reached the Rec’s central 
green and here I produce a tennis ball for Fritz to chase.
There is a great deal of activity out here this morning and I count eleven owners 
and their animals. There are, in fact, three Schnauzers: Fritz, of course, but also his 
look-alike cousin Oscar and the long-eared Pepper. Linda has brought the latter but 
she doesn’t join us, a few minutes later, when we go in for coffee at the café. Today 
is Winnie the Pug’s eighth birthday and Davide orders all our drinks in celebration. 
Soon Winnie’s second daddy, Dan, arrives as well – and our group expands to 
include Ronnie, Ellen, Peter, Ofra, Georgie, Janet, Claire, Hanna and Matthew’s 
mom, Cipa. The latter has brought Emilio the Pug for the last time – as she returns 
to Manchester today. For his part, Emilio is actively patrolling the fence of our 
canine compound – barking furiously at anything that moves on the other side. He 
has a lot to say to poor Ziggy (the Lurcher-Bedlington cross), who is tied up out 
here when Celine goes inside for her coffee. Ziggy always looks as though he had 
just stuck a paw in a socket and he looks particularly aggrieved after having to 
endure this Puggish scolding.
Dan says that his doctor has ordered some therapeutic sun-bed treatments for his 
psoriasis. Davide reports that the dried beef biltong he has brought back from 
South Africa is fit for human consumption – though today it is only the dogs who 
are offered this treat. Peter is scolded by the others when it is revealed that he eats 
only ready meals at night – and Ofra says she is making him some meatballs. I 
report that I have just received from Los Angeles a copy of my high school alumni 
magazine and that (in addition to a picture of me taken on a train in Scotland last 
summer) there is a photo of Frank Sinatra on a visit to Hamilton High School in 
1945. Ronnie produces photos on his mobile phone of the house that he and Susie 
are purchasing in a Bedfordshire village. There is admiration mixed with sadness 
– for it can’t be too long before one of the charter members of the Paddington Rec 
dog mob will be leaving us for good. Thus, on the opening day of a new chapter, 
we can also anticipate the closure of another. 
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Thursday, June 2:
There is little change in the temperature today – for we have another delightful, 
sunny and warm morning in the park. Fritz growls at young Jez, who dares 
approach him while he is concentrating on his first pee. Then we make fairly rapid 
progress toward the green. I can hear Ronnie and Peter chattering in the doggy 
compound even before I have rounded the critical corner but we continue on down 
the Randolph roadway, passing Davide – who is standing in the shade at the foot 
of the park’s only hill (and named by me Mt. Bannister) and chatting in Italian on 
his mobile phone as Winnie lurks in the shadows. A right turn allows my dog to 
begin a slow circle of the park but by the time we have reached the Grantully exit it 
is time to put him back on lead so we can cross the green on our way to coffee and 
treats. There is one distraction — for sitting on the grass is Sabina with Oscar the 
Schnauzer and the Westie, Scamp. Fritz insists on a fulsome cuddle before we can 
move on.
I leave my dog with Ronnie and get in the coffee queue; Claire is standing in front 
of me and in front of her is a mother with a lad who is wearing Messi’s No. 10 
Barcelona jersey. “I only just found out who Messi is,” Claire admits, “my parents 
were watching the big game on the TV.” Claire doesn’t linger long at coffee, taking 
Panda and Oggy off with her. But we have, in addition to Ronnie, many of the 
usual suspects: Davide, Georgie, Janet, Peter, Ellen, Wendy and Ofra. I let Fritz 
off the lead as soon as I am seated and he actually accepts his fair share of biscuits 
this morning. Chloe is mightily interested in these treats but she is too lazy to get 
off Ronnie’s lap and I have to feed her in situ – “Your dog wants breakfast in bed,” 
I say. Winnie is a permanent customer and so is Ofra’s Bailey, the obsessed King 
Charles Spaniel. Today I also have Janet’s Shih-Tzu, Daisy-Mae, in my lap – the 
better to advance her claims on these goodies. When I am slow off the mark she 
barks at me and I make her spell out her request – with each bark standing for a 
letter of the alphabet: B, I, S, C, U, I, T, S. 
Ronnie is still trying to ease the pain of separation by insisting that his new 
Bedfordshire village, Ickwell Green, is only forty minutes from King’s Cross. He 
has already started to refer to the place as “Sickwell.” I suggest “Inkwell.” Ofra, 
as Linda earlier, has been trying to arrange a summer work experience for her 
son, but the process is complicated as she is refusing to take the calls of the chap 
who is supposed to be providing this opportunity. Janet says she will be here only 
briefly tomorrow  – for she is off on a hen weekend on the Isle of Wight. This leads 
to a discussion of ferry crossings and other sea adventures. I say that next week I 
will have a break from my Northumberland Coast Path walk when we take a two-
and-a-half hour Farne Islands cruise to visit the puffin colony. Ronnie and Peter 
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shuffle off first today but, after reminding one another not to let Fritz out, they do it 
anyway – and as I have a workman heading my way this morning I decide to call it 
a day as well. 

Friday, June 3:
Once again we seem to be heading for an outstanding day: high white clouds 
against a deep blue sky, lots of sunshine, warm temperatures and a cooling 
breeze. As we near the Carlton roadway we find Panda, waiting for us. Claire’s 
little dog (an animal I call a West Yorkshire – since she is a Yorkie-Westie mix) 
has never forsaken her unrequited passion for my dog, and she offers several 
fruitless, ingratiating kisses now. I can see Janet, Georgie and Davide at the foot 
of Mt. Bannister and we head here next, then we begin a very slow progress in the 
direction of the Randolph gate – where I notice that turves of grass are being laid 
to replace the bare patches lining the tarmac here. As we are walking back to the 
café I can also see that there is a crisis – a woman with lank black hair is asking for 
the help of the other dog owners in locating her missing Akita, Hero. Her phone 
number is recorded by several of our lot and she goes off in search of the wayward 
fellow.
Ellen very kindly offers to fetch my cappuccino so I can take an early seat under 
Metty’s umbrella – where I join an assemblage that also includes those already 
mentioned plus Ronnie, Wendy and Peter. Ronnie announces that his portly King 
Charles, Chloe, has lost a kilo – and there is a round of applause. Claire says 
that she has installed new wooden flooring in her flat but that Panda has taken 
exception to the loss of the old carpets – retreating to the margins and pretending 
that she can’t possibly leap onto the sofa from such an uncertain surface. For that 
matter, so we learn, the willful madam has taken to peeing on her mommy’s feet if 
she thinks she is being ignored in favor of visiting guests. We now also witness our 
own version of bad behavior among the canine population at our feet. First, Fritz 
manages to escape when Claire leaves and she has to drag him back on lead. Then 
Daisy-Mae takes exception to the presence on the walkway of the black Chows, 
Chinny and Bliss, and twice she attacks them – to the great consternation of Janet.
For some reason there is no wish to linger today, in spite of the great weather. 
Wendy leaves first, then Ronnie takes Peter off. Now we notice that, in homage to 
Elvis Presley, Peter has a new pair of blue suede shoes; indeed he has ordered this 
same model in two other shades as well. I can now see that Georgie is saddling 
up not only her own Sparkie but also Lady Belle and Sweep, the fluffy little white 
dog who has also been an overnight guest. Today she even gets Daisy-Mae – since 
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Janet now leaves for her hen weekend on the Isle of Wight. Last to leave the 
compound is Winnie – whose gait is a constant reminder that it would be hard to 
imagine a greater cruelty than our requirement that she must now actually walk 
home. 

Saturday, June 4:
It is definitely a bit fresher this morning — but still lovely in the summer sunshine. 
Almost immediately we meet up with Ellen, who is sitting on a sunny bench with 
Jack the Jack Russell and Lucky the Corgi. When we reach the green I can see 
that Winnie has both of her daddies with her this morning; Dan, for his part, is 
lying on his stomach next to the cricket crease and calling for Fritz. When my dog 
responds he is treated to another rough cuddle in the grass; his moans and groans 
of delight have the effect of unsettling poor Simba, the Golden Retriever — but a 
few minutes later this barking tornado has replaced my dog as the object of these 
attentions and he is squirming delightedly. Then he takes off a great speed for the 
loos – having decided that he could use a drink. Fritz, meanwhile, has decided he’d 
like to visit the Grantully doggy stockade and we spend a few minutes here before 
re-crossing the green in pursuit of the other dog owners – who are now heading for 
the café. (Claire can be seen rushing back to reclaim one of Panda’s squeaky balls 
— which Fritz would really like to have.)
A little boy is already in our doggy compound with Rocky the Staffie but they are 
soon off and we have our usual ensemble of characters – today including Dan, 
Davide, Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Ofra, Wendy, Claire and Hanna. Pretty soon Bailey 
has jumped into an empty chair, the better to stick his nose into Ellen’s croissant 
crumbs. Daisy-Mae, protecting a biscuit from any potential rivals, next launches 
a vicious attack on Winnie — who is so agitated that Dan is afraid she will stop 
breathing and collapse. Fritz is not to be outdone is this canine misbehavior saga. 
When Ofra leaves she forgets to keep the door closed and he is off – a minute later 
she has recaptured the rascal and is carrying him back so that he can serve out the 
rest of his sentence. 
Dan rejects his bacon sandwich because it has been toasted – against his expressed 
wishes. He is intent, this morning, on getting Peter to undertake some form of 
holiday this summer – but Peter is stubbornly refusing to be drawn. Instead 
he has prepared a short list of four runners in today’s Derby and several of the 
punters place extra bets with him in addition to our official choice – which turns 
out to be the Queen’s horse, Carlton House. (I suggest that the Queen is on a roll, 
after the royal wedding, a successful trip to Ireland, the visit of the Obamas, and 
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newly published plans for her diamond jubilee.) Georgie announces that daughter 
Lynn and grandson Oliver are coming for a visit today and Dan announces that 
he is taking Winnie to a party in Islington tonight and that she will be wearing a 
pink dress. I announce that I have just heard by email from Suzanne (Sunny the 
Springer’s mom), who is visiting her cousin in Spokane and that Suzanne has just 
discovered that her cousin Joan was, in fact, in my graduating class at Hamilton 
High School over half a century ago!

Sunday, June 5:
Sun is fighting a losing battle with clouds as we enter the Sunday scene in 
Paddington Rec. As well, the temperature has plummeted and there is a chilly 
breeze to contend with as we begin our stroll along the back walkway. As often 
happens on a weekend my Fritz seems reluctant to carry on into footie madness, 
having already been disturbed by the shouts of men at play, and after a while he 
decides he’d just as soon head for the green via the Morshead roadway. So we 
reverse directions and, acknowledging a greeting from Tanya, who jogs by with her 
trainer and Pasha the Weimaraner, we begin a circle of the greensward. Fritz finds 
a miniature basketball and carries this deflated specimen some distance. There 
is no one about and so we undertake a leisurely stroll, Fritz somewhat baffled by 
my suggestion that he can choose our next direction. I kick the new ball around 
a bit on the green itself and then we head for the café, where I can see our crowd 
foregathering. 
It takes forever to get my cappuccino to arrive since Ofra, in front of me, keeps 
adding the requests of late arrivals to her own order. I am impressed when Bailey 
follows mommy into the café and she manages to send him packing with an evil 
eye only. Dan, suffering from a headache blamed on too much cheap wine, is also 
in the queue and we are joined by Makiko, back from her Tokyo business trip. She 
has brought little squeaky toys for all the dogs – including a multi-colored rubber 
sushi roll that Winnie claims. Outside we have to get extra chairs for a crowd that 
also includes Claire, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Susie, Linda and Georgie – who, this 
morning, is also accompanied by daughter Lynn and grandson Oliver. Oliver gets 
one of those plastic ice cream-filled toys, a shark evidently, favored by some of 
our local collectors – but he actually wants to eat the ice cream. At the café counter 
Georgie’s day is made when one of the baristas asks her if she has brought her 
nephew today.
There are many complaints about the return of cold weather. Ofra complains 
about someone who has trapped her car by double parking. Peter complains about 
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the poor showing of all our horses in yesterday’s Derby. (In fact it wasn’t a great 
sporting day for British interests – with the Queen’s horse finishing only third, 
only one Sri Lankan wicket falling, and England having to come back from a 2-0 
deficit just to tie Switzerland in a European qualifier.) More positively, much of our 
attention is focused on young Ollie – who seems delighted by all the dogs, quickly 
learning how to slide to the gate bolt open in order let them all out. He has long 
blonde hair and a runny nose this morning and we congratulate him on announcing 
his need to wee-wee. Unfortunately, the announcement is not a prophecy but 
commentary on a process that has already begun within his blue jeans. Lynn now 
whips out a portable potty and the toddler is seated on this device in order to 
complete the process. Georgie deposits the soiled jeans in a plastic bag and Lynn 
now carries the half naked infant down the Morshead roadway as our morning in 
the park comes to an end. 

Monday, June 6:
I have to reach for the raingear as Fritz and I get ready for our morning in the park. 
At least it has dried out – after we were well-soaked during our late night walk 
yesterday. Today I am also carrying the rainbow-colored umbrella, a hardy survivor 
that has been in our closet for the better part of twenty years – having been 
abandoned by some absent-minded student in a classroom at the American School 
all those years ago. 
A park keeper is blowing water off the pavement as we pass between the footie 
pitches, but there aren’t many park users about on this sodden morning. I am 
surprised to see Peter sitting in the doggy compound with four young people but 
then I realize that these interlopers are just taking advantage of our green umbrella. 
Fritz spots Ellen with Jack and Lucky at the far side of the green and he heads here 
for a brief visit. Then he wanders over to the tennis courts and here he finds Ozzie 
— who follows him as we return to the Randolph roadway. By the time I get my 
dog heading for the café the rain is beginning to lessen; Fritz digs his heels in as 
though I were dragging him to his doom.
Ellen and Peter are the only other dog owners present on this unkind morning  – 
though, technically speaking, neither owns any of the dogs in question. In Peter’s 
case we are talking about the tiny white Poodle, Bobby. The latter keeps trying 
to jump into Peter’s lap (or mine) – a gesture discouraged on account of very wet 
paws. “No!” Peter repeats, “can’t you understand English?” “Actually,” I say, 
“Bobby is French.” “Non!” Peter responds. I give Ellen a birthday card for Ofra, 
since I will be away for the event itself next week. Indeed, so I tell my friends, I 
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won’t be back until a week from tomorrow for I leave this afternoon for a walk on 
the Northumberland Coast Path. By this time the rain has stopped and we can head 
for home so I can pack and make things ready for the comeback tour of David the 
Dogsitter. 

Tuesday, June 14:
I return today to the park after a weeklong trip up north, walking the 
Northumberland Coast Path with my long-time walking partner, Tosh. In my 
absence David has provided a stellar service, giving Fritz lots of exercise in the 
park. (Fritz evidently howled when I left last Monday – but he was quite restrained 
in his greeting when I returned yesterday afternoon.) Our own journey to the 
park this morning is not easy since the repaving of Morshead Road, a three-day 
project, is into its second day of noisy activity and the Essendine entrance is all but 
barricaded.
We set off on our well-remembered pathways – with a major detour at the 
environmental area, where Fritz makes a deep incursion. When we reach the green 
Ronnie, already sitting in our doggy compound, is the first to greet me and to ask 
me how my trip went. The same thing happens as we reach the tennis courts – 
where Janet is walking with Daisy-Mae and Renata is accompanying Maxi. I have 
to tell them about the weather up north (nice if you exclude a rainy Saturday) and 
the mileage total: 62. Fritz and I then continue on to the Randolph gate and then 
we return to the café, where our group includes those already mentioned — plus 
Peter, Ofra, Georgie (who has the care of Sparkie, the Lhasa pair of Luna and Luci, 
Molly and little Suki), Ellen and Claire (who has both Panda and Oggy). The dogs 
take a while to realize that Mr. Biscuit Bag is among them again – but soon I regain 
my old popularity. Eventually Hanna also arrives with the black Schnauzer Yoyo. 
I ask her if she watched the Canadian Grand Prix on Sunday but she says she only 
watched bits. For that matter this could have been true for most of us – since rain 
delayed matters for so long that my recording ended well before Jenson Button 
(who was, at one time, in last place) took advantage of a Sebastian Vettel mistake 
to take the victory flag on the last lap.
Other TV fare is under discussion this morning as a number of us have seen a 
fascinating program, narrated by Terry Pratchett, on assisted suicide, a program 
that was followed with a Newsnight debate on the same topic. Janet asserts that 
she can see no reason why individuals should not be allowed the freedom to die 
in dignity in their own country – as opposed to Switzerland, where assistance is 
provided in a clinic near Zurich. (I note that, in my absence, one of the characters 
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on Emmerdale has relied on the help of others in ending his life – proof that this is 
a very hot topic now.) After only half an hour or so I announce that I need to make 
an early start for home – where sister-in-law and brother-in-law are due to arrive 
for an extended visit in a few hours. 

Wednesday, June 15:
I make a daring attempt at a summertime wardrobe today – heading for the park 
with only one layer (my Detroit t-shirt). In fact, it is slightly too cool for such 
garb, but (under increasingly cloudy skies) not too bad. When Fritz and I reach the 
green he notices some familiar figures near the Grantully gate and here he heads 
forthwith. One of these figures is Dan, just leaving for work, but Janet and Georgie 
remain, returning to the center of the wide-open space just as Naomi and Adrian, 
after a visit to the 123 Cleaners, enter as well. The presence of all these folk, and 
the bouncing tennis ball, have kept Fritz anchored to the spot for once. Soon it 
is time to head for the café, where my relatives have been hankering after one of 
Metty’s bacon sandwiches for the last year.
The presence of these visitors augments the numbers considerably and we soon 
have Janet, Georgie, Makiko, Wendy, Peter, Ellen, Ofra and Ronnie at the central 
grouping – with Hanna and Claire at one small table and Vlad, with his neighbor 
and her infant daughter at a second. The baby looks shocked when Ofra scolds 
Bailey after the naughty Cavalier makes a pest of himself with his greedy antics. 
For that matter, there are plenty of mouths to feed and I soon have Sparkie, Daisy-
Mae, Winnie, Panda, Yoyo, and Chloe at my feet; even Wendy’s T-bone accepts 
a biscuit this morning. The little Bichon will spend the day with Georgie (along 
with Sparkie, Lady-Belle and Winnie) because Wendy will be attending an uncle’s 
funeral in Winchester today. With all the dogs barking and all the people chattering 
and not one but two school groups shrieking out on the grass it is hard to hear 
anything today. One of the groups is an all-girl ensemble, with half of the players 
enjoying their rounders in headscarves. 
Our visitors have met most of the dog people before this moment and they spend 
some time (while eating their sandwiches and fending off the attentions of ravenous 
dogs) catching up. Adrian says that he plans to resume his cigar smoking at some 
time in the future and Renata remarks that this is odd – since so many people at 
our table are trying to give up tobacco. Someone asks Claire, who has obviously 
suffered a relapse in this regard, how she is doing and she looks quite miserable 
at this point. (No one asks Vlad if he has ever thought of giving up the weed; no 
wonder I call him Vlad the Inhaler.) The one person at our table whom Naomi and 
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Adrian have never met is Makiko and this leads to a discussion of the small world 
syndrome since her Matthew worked at the same bank in Tokyo where Adrian also 
spent several years. Makiko dials her husband and turns the phone over to Adrian 
and it is agreed that Matthew will soon arrive in the park to continue exploration 
of this theme. Thus I start for home without my relatives, accompanying Janet and 
Georgie on a back passage walkround. I can see that Morshead Road has its new 
surface now but that today we will have the lines repainted by the noisy workforce.  

Thursday, June 16:
The morning is an extremely dark one, and it comes as no great surprise when 
it begins to rain shortly before it is time to hit the streets. I strap on the dog’s 
raincoat, don my own rain jacket, put up my hood and hit the newly paved streets 
outside. I have to say that few former wet moments have rivaled this downpour 
in its intensity and I am soaked, in spite of all my preparations, in seconds. To 
make matters worse, my dog decides that this is the morning to slowly sample 
grass shoots. Eventually I get him to move – never having released him from his 
lead, and we head directly for the café, entering by the nearest gate on the Carlton 
roadway. 
To my surprise some of the other dog owners are already settling down under our 
green umbrella; these include Dan, who is here to deliver Winnie, Georgie and 
Janet – whom I meet in the coffee queue. She says that this rain is my fault since 
I did insist on announcing summer by wearing a t-shirt yesterday. I tell her that 
Naomi and Adrian are on their way, the sad consequence of my habit of sending 
all guests to the café (which Metty has generously opened early today) for their 
breakfast – since, relying on this resource, I no longer keep breakfast materials 
at home anymore. These two do soon arrive under their umbrellas and take their 
places at our table. Also braving the steady downpour is a troop of youngsters 
– attempting a bit of wet field hockey on the green. None of us can explain this 
idiocy (I would always be afraid of a lightning strike) but after only five minutes 
their teacher gives up and they make an early exit.
Ofra, full of anxiety about the exams undertaken this week by her children, has 
brought a recipe for mango bread to share with Naomi – but it’s too wet for this to 
be copied and she will have to bring it again. I tell the others that I have discovered 
that I have missed not only the death of Jackson on Emmerdale but also, so I 
learned last night, of Sambuca Kelly on Waterloo Road. Dan says that as the other 
dogs jumped into his car for their ride to the park this morning Lady Belle jumped 
into the torrential river that was flowing between his tires and the curb. Careful 
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attention must be paid that no dog jumps into our laps this morning – though Ofra 
and Janet have brought towels against the sodden feet of their pets – a precaution 
I envy when these animals rest their paws on my knees in search of a handout. 
Similarly, Adrian has a fine time trying to defend his bacon sandwich from the 
attentions of a persistent Bailey. Ofra now notes a slackening in the rain’s intensity 
and we decide to make a move down the somewhat sheltered Morshead roadway. 
At home I have to change all my clothes and turn on the heat.

Tuesday, June 21:
All very well to mark the official start of summer – but no one would call it warm 
today. At least it is not raining, though there has been much of this here recently, 
and the dark clouds are not at all reassuring as Fritz and I head for the park. I 
have missed four days in this environment – accompanying my American visitors 
on a trip to Paris – but it is good to be back. There are quite a few people out on 
the green and here we head first. Linda, who had taken over for David as Fritz’s 
custodian yesterday, has already let me know some sad news – which I am now 
able to confirm with Georgie: in Glasgow Scottish Billy, the veteran of so many 
spirited ball-chasing days in the Rec, has died. A month short of his fifteenth 
birthday, he just collapsed; efforts to revive him at the vets were unavailing and 
he left this world. Poor Jean has now lost both of her dogs in the same year. It is 
at this moment that Tracy reports that Minnie the Akita has had a litter of adorable 
puppies. So, endings and beginnings. 
Fritz and I now continue down the Randolph roadway where Wesley the Chocolate 
Lab is having his picture taken as he stretches out in the best possible site for 
this occasion – which turns out to be the deepest of the surviving puddles. A few 
minutes later Wesley has rolled over on his back so that he can be sniffed properly 
by the Golden Retriever, Ollie. By the time I get Fritz turned around we can head 
back to the café – where the line-up includes Ronnie, Peter, Ofra, Georgie and 
Janet – with Hanna and Wendy making late appearances as well. The dogs aren’t 
tardy in recognizing that the biscuit man is back and I am soon the object of some 
special attention. Among the supplicants this morning we also have Tara, the 
Rhodesian Ridgeback. She also makes off with some of Ronnie’s croissant and 
inserts her big head under Georgie’s left arm – the better to stare down at a plate of 
scrambled eggs.
I tell the others that we had rain in Paris too and that on one showery morning we 
descended the Rue de Seine in search of the new African art gallery just opened by 
Jean-Baptiste – whose Cocker Hercules also used to be a Rec regular. We not only 
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found it, we found Jean-Baptiste at his desk! Our itinerary also included a visit to 
Monet’s house and gardens at Giverny (where Wendy has been as well) and here 
we had a lovely walkround just before another downpour. I am able to tell Ofra 
that we dined at one of her great favorites, the Relais Entrecôte, but there is no 
consensus over which is the dominant spice in the famous sauce here. Ofra says 
that she has been invited on a four-day excursion to Paris with a number of other 
women – including actress Lucy Liu. She says she isn’t going and I ask her if she 
can pencil me in instead. As a matter of fact I have to get going now. Ronnie has 
opened the gate wide as he and Peter head off before the next rain storm – and Fritz 
has made an early break for home himself. 

Wednesday, June 22:
The volatile weather persists – well, it is the Wimbledon fortnight. At one moment 
the sun breaks through and warmth follows but at other times it is gray and 
windy and there is a chill in the air. You call this summer? Fritz rushes out to the 
green in order to greet some of his pals out here – Daisy-Mae, Winnie, Sparkie, 
Lady Belle – then he resumes his own position as an object of fascination for 
the bug-eyed Australian Shepherd, Ozzie. Ozzie bustles after him as Fritz takes 
to the embowered walkways above the right-hand tennis courts (undergoing 
refurbishment), though we manage to lose Ozzie as we return to the green. We get 
as far as the Grantully gate before I put my dog on lead, a gesture clearly resented 
by one stubborn Schnauzer – who fights every effort to cross the green as I zero in 
on the café.
This morning our grouping includes Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Renata, 
Claire and Wendy – with Hanna and Vlad at a side table. Ronnie says that he has 
had to wear a brand new pair of jeans – which he hates  – because last night he 
laughed so hard at a joke during his bridge night that he spewed a mouthful of 
wine all over his trousers. We have our problems with projectile explosions when 
little Bobby (described by Peter as a feather on a leash) throws up under his carer’s 
chair. Georgie hands Peter a napkin to cover the mess (evidently Bobby’s second 
offering in this category today) and as Peter reaches for this he manages to overturn 
his own coffee, which leaks through the tabletop mesh and creates an even larger 
puddle below. Thereafter Peter refuses to let Bobby sit in his lap – for fear of a 
further eruption – but Claire thinks this is cruel and places the little Poodle there 
anyway. Peter then reports that when he is doing his morning exercises at home 
that Bobby likes to sit on his stomach – but that he’d much rather have a woman 
there – a remark that causes Claire to threaten a change of tables.
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Our dogs, when they are not besieging me for biscuits, are also up to mischief. 
Daisy-Mae has taken a dislike to the black Chows, Chinny and Bliss, and goes 
out onto the grass to assault them – “Racist!” Janet says. All of the dogs send up 
a howl of protest when a Lab walks innocently by – Peter’s method for silencing 
Bobby on such occasions is to dangle the little fellow from his harness in midair. 
The next moment Jonesie the Lhasa Apso walks by – but there is no comment 
whatsoever from our lot. After forty minutes or so we begin a back passage 
walkround. No one would describe the park as an oasis of calm today. A group of 
ladies from St. George’s is undertaking a game of rounders at one corner of the 
green, Boyd is mowing the grass on Mt. Bannister, a chap is laying down yet more 
paint in an effort to create running lanes on the dogs’ play area, and on the real 
running track another school sports day is underway – with tents, chants, applause 
and the insistent commentary of a chap with a microphone who is bombarding the 
neighborhood with unwanted sound. 

Thursday, June 23:
Fritz has the company of three of us as we begin our walk in the park today. It is 
a blustery morning, with lots of sun, though not warm – I am actually wearing my 
leather jacket again (though I have been feeling a bit fragile after all of these days 
of running around in the cold and rain). Adrian peels off to join Peter and Ronnie 
under the umbrella and Naomi accompanies me as far as the Randolph gate. I let 
her hold Fritz’s lead after we have turned around; she lets him travel at his own 
pace (where I would have given an occasional yank) and the consequence is that it 
takes us a long time to get back to the café.
Others present this morning include Ofra, Janet, Georgie, Claire, Ellen, Wendy 
and Hanna. Ofra discovers another Israeli mom and they exchange telephone 
numbers. Peter announces that next week we will have to refresh our turf stakes. 
Georgie, who is suffering from a cold sore, finds that this is far too early to make 
such an announcement and that he needs to remind her next week. (She is counting 
the days left before her school work comes to an end.) Ofra announces that she 
and Ricky have bought a flat near Ramat Aviv – where I once spent a month with 
Michigan State students. I ask Claire if she really did sit on Peter’s stomach while 
he did his exercises this morning – and she cringes in horror over this suggestion. 
The two bacon sarnies ordered each day by Naomi and Adrian turn out to be 
scrambled eggs on toast when they are delivered to our table this morning – and 
the kitchen staff has to start over again. It is somewhat chaotic in the caff – with all 
those school sports day moms clogging things up for the regulars.
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Naomi has brought some special doggy treats from Philadelphia (bacon and cheese 
in a spongy little figure with a smiley face) and these are much appreciated by 
the animals at my feet. Winnie is manic today and Daisy-Mae is advancing her 
case by barking loudly in my ear. For his part, Bailey is zeroed in on those bacon 
sandwiches across the table. He stands in Ofra’s lap, his feet on the tabletop, 
staring intently at the desired object. At one point he puts a paw down on Claire’s 
coffee cup, it spills a bit onto his paw, and he has to be comforted. Ofra insists that 
her pet is not like Yoyo or Winnie: sure, he likes his food, but what he really wants 
is affection. This announcement is greeted with a certain skepticism by the other 
dog owners. A few minutes later I find him raking away at the already distressed 
sleeve of my leather jacket. “See,” I say, “he doesn’t want any food; he’s just here 
to pet me.” Naomi and Adrian are on their way to the British Museum this morning 
so I am soon on my own for the return journey. We pass the ranks of school kids 
marshaled on the running track. This lot seems to be able to organize themselves 
without a megaphone – yesterday’s contingent, unfortunately, got rained off again. 

Friday, June 24:
Again Fritz enjoys the company of three human companions as we make our way 
over to the park on a lovely June morning. (It is sunny today, but if you are not in 
the direct path of the sun it can still be quite cool in the shade.) Fritz, who seemed 
anxious to make last night’s walk as short as possible, now unloads quite a bit of 
poo on our in-lap – the better to race forward unselfconsciously thereafter. We soon 
encounter the back Whippet Fly, waiting patiently outside the playground while 
celebrity model Jasmine Guinness has a go at the swings with the baby. The green 
is again well-populated, with a game of rounders at one corner and a toddler’s 
track meet on the chalked lanes in the center: signs warn parents not to interfere 
in the efforts of the organizing teachers – that is stay away from the sporting area, 
especially the finish line. By this time Fritz has reached Janet and Georgie, and, to 
my surprise, Georgie’s sister Jean. This means that I can pass on my condolences 
to Jean, whose Billy used to be such a star athlete on this very grass. As we head 
in to the café Jean says that she is in London to see an exhibition of work by Egon 
Schiele at a gallery on Bond Street. 
Once again we have a mighty turnout at coffee this morning: our lot, the three 
ladies already mentioned, plus Ofra, Ellen, Ronnie, Peter, Renata and Wendy – 
with Claire and Hanna at their own table in the corner. Today is Jack’s seventh 
birthday and Ellen has laid on the coffees for those assembled. She has also 
purchased a bacon sandwich – just for the dogs – and this is shared out to the 
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beseeching canines. I have plenty of customers as well; I have to put my baseball 
cap over Daisy-Mae’s head in order to discourage her from barking at me 
imperiously. When they are not cadging for treats the dogs keep up a constant 
racket – particularly if alien animals are on the periphery. Now it is Lady Belle 
who is insisting on the sanctity of our space – even if the visitor is gentle Red, the 
huge Alsatian. Sparkie is his usual manic self at such moments, though one would 
have to say that Bailey would much rather eat than fight. For his part the birthday 
boy celebrates his anniversary by humping his sister, the portly Corgi, Lucky. Ollie 
the Golden Retriever is also active just outside our compound: he has found the 
one muddy puddle still left over after all the recent rain and, to our vast amusement 
– and his owner’s embarrassment – he rolls over onto its surface rapturously. 
Food orders are slow in arriving – again a consequence of the sports day crowd; 
one chap borrows one of Metty’s chairs and takes it out to the improvised track on 
the green where we can soon see that three-legged and sack races are underway. 
I have brought a German stamp with me; everyone agrees that it looks like it 
is Renata who is being honored here, though it is in fact actress Grethe Weiser 
who is featured. Renata has brought a jar of silver polish with her and she works 
away on her rings – one of which Georgie tries on. In a quiet moment I make an 
announcement: “I don’t wish to arouse any jealousy – for envy is such an ugly 
emotion – but I have to say that yesterday I secured ownership of an Olympics 
ticket for the August 9, 2012 session of the synchronized swimming!” This 
statement is greeted by the merriment it deserves, and we all get up to head our 
separate ways. Naomi and Adrian are off to the National Gallery while I use the 
Morshead roadway to head for home. I can’t help noticing (with all those paint 
lines decorating our green) that there is not a soul/sole using the running track 
itself. 

Saturday, June 25:
A light rain has just come to an end as our group heads for the park on a gray 
and cool morning – Fritz is so eager to reach the bottom of the stairs that he gets 
his toes trodden on in his impatience. Janet is just entering the park with Daisy-
Mae and she accompanies us on our entry lap. Fritz peels off to have a sniff in the 
environmental area – with his Shih-Tzu pal waiting patiently for him to emerge. 
On the green itself Daisy-Mae takes no part in the doggy hijinks, preferring to sit 
sedately on the grass while the Pugs duke it out. Today we have four members of 
this tribe: Winnie, Zorro, Mutley and Guinness. Also present this morning is Stuart 
with Skye the Cairn – since Michaela is off on a weekend junket in Spain (with 
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Linda as well). Someone has brought a small green squeaky ball and this is soon 
claimed by my dog – though Sparkie manages to steal it away once or twice.
Georgie returns the prize to me when we reach the cafe after a few minutes, and 
here we have to pull a third table up to the end of our usual two as the numbers 
continue to grow: Georgie, Janet, Jean, Ofra, Adrian, Naomi, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, 
Claire, Dan, and Davide – with Wendy and Hanna making late appearances. Dan 
makes a fuss of saving a seat for his friend, Margaret (Mutley’s mom) and some 
of our ladies twit him about our being abandoned for a new flavor. Dan bristles 
at this, suggesting that he wouldn’t want to be part of any ensemble that was so 
unwelcoming to newcomers; it is a typical illustration of Dan’s acting style – in 
which it isn’t clear whether he is really serious or just winding everyone up. When 
Wendy asks what Winnie likes to eat (since she will have care of the Pug at some 
point this weekend) Dan insists his dog eats only diced fillet steak – here we can 
tell that he is obviously kidding – since Winnie will eat everything. Generously, 
my in-laws have put money behind the counter for everyone’s drinks this morning 
– a farewell gesture on behalf of their non-existent dog, Phantom. Dan is now 
asked to pick a winner in today’s turf wars; he chooses Dr. Zhivago in the 4:40 at 
Newcastle but Peter says that this race will not be televised and therefore the rules 
of the syndicate require a second choice. Dan says he wants to see these rules but 
eventually he chooses Rain Delayed in the 2:00. 
The last of the cheese and bacon doggy treats from Philadelphia are distributed 
to the ravenous beasts and then I am down to biscuits as my only defense against 
the tattoo of dog paws on my trousers. Bailey crawls from lap to lap – making a 
nuisance of himself — but Panda and Winnie remain earthbound. Fritz has trouble 
getting any food down because he still has the squeaky ball in his mouth – but after 
it loses its siren song he becomes as obsessed over the handouts as all of the rest of 
them. Ofra is still trying to produce the mango bread recipe for Naomi, who begins 
to make the rounds of the table with her farewells – Adrian having gone off to visit 
a toy soldier exhibition already. Ofra seems a little subdued this morning but it isn’t 
long before the source of this malaise is revealed… she has again lost her mobile 
phone. 
On a more serious note, someone asks if any of us have seen the article in 
yesterday’s Evening Standard – in which the police have appealed for witnesses to 
an incident at our own café, one in which two men attacked and severely injured a 
man, who fled into the gym. It is a token of the gulf between the morning and the 
afternoon cultures of the park that no one at our table has heard anything about this 
— though the attack took place on May 31st. 
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Sunday, June 26:
Fritz and I are on our own this morning – for some twenty minutes before our 
departure a minicab took Naomi and Adrian to Paddington Station on the first leg 
of their return journey to Philadelphia; we will miss them. It is some compensation, 
I guess, to note that this morning provides us with a lovely, summery park scene 
– though my energy levels are low after three very active weeks, concluded last 
night’s sumptuous farewell meal at the Goring Hotel. Through the haze of an 
alcohol-fueled indisposition I can see an unusual sight on the green: a ladies cricket 
match is in progress. “They’re not very good,” Susie says from the sanctuary of the 
doggy compound. “Well that’s why they need the practice,” I reply – though surely 
that is a child minding the stumps this morning. This activity has repositioned 
some of our group on the slopes of Mt. Bannister, though Fritz and I continue 
along the Randolph roadway, encountering a number of familiar canine faces here: 
Snowdon, the white Alsatian, Remy, the black French Bulldog, and finally Bailey, 
who is just entering the park with Ofra. Fritz is back on lead at this point and so we 
walk with this pair back to the café.
After waiting out a long Sunday queue I join a grouping that includes Ronnie, 
Susie, Peter, Ellen, Janet, Georgie, Dan, Davide, Ofra and Renata. I am able to 
turn over to the latter the blue ball of her Maxi, which has ended up on the café 
counter… “They said next time they’d just as soon have money,” I tell her. Ronnie 
is almost immediately warned by Susie not to share even a croissant crumb with 
Chloe – an admonition that always irritates him. (Though, if the truth were told, 
he is trying to get me to slip his pet one of my biscuits at the same time.) Our 
dogs have to get into pack formation on a number of occasions – when some alien 
presence is detected on the other side of the fence. The last time this happens the 
protest vote is addressed to the Shiba Inu, Koji, who is about to join us in the care 
of Claire today.
I discreetly raise the fate of our entry in the 2:00 at Newcastle yesterday — but it 
appears that Rain Delayed was Just Delayed. Ronnie says that the Bedfordshire 
village to which he and Susie will be moving later this year, Ickwell Green, has 
no Moslems or blacks, though now it will have one Jew. “Well, there goes the 
neighborhood,” I suggest – to the amusement of both members of this couple. 
Dan announces that he is off to New York soon and I note that my friend Gavan 
reported by phone yesterday that New York State has just passed a same sex 
marriage statute. This leads Renata to discuss the time she urged an Indian friend to 
join her in a gay pride march – only to be told that her friend was afraid this event 
would be televised – and that her parents would think that she was a lesbian. By 
an odd coincidence a dog owner is just passing our gate when this remark is made, 
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and she does look at us quizzically. This passer-by is the unmistakable Mary Portas 
(aka Mary Queen of Shops), here with her little black dog, Walter. Ofra, Georgie 
and Janet are planning to attend a rock concert in Hyde Park this afternoon and 
much time has to be spent arranging a meeting time and place – not easy if the one 
you are meeting is Ofra. 

Monday, June 27:
The hot weather, long predicted, has arrived with a vengeance – indeed Fritz 
started to pant even after our afternoon walk yesterday. The punishing sun has 
returned for a second day as we enter the park on a bright Monday morning; no one 
will object to my wearing only a t-shirt today. Almost immediately Sue passes with 
our old friends, Millie the sheepdog and Sidney the Cavalier, and Fritz decides 
he’d just as soon pursue this party. I can see him well ahead of me, even disdaining 
a stop at the environmental area, and I don’t catch up until I reach the café. Some 
of our ladies are already heading here, in an attempt to escape the heat of the green, 
but Fritz has followed Ellen, Jack and Lucky into the “female toilet,” where she is 
filling a water bowl. This makes it easy for me to collar the chap, again somewhat 
early, for the short trip to the shade of our café umbrella.
There is quite a lively turnout here: Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Ronnie, Ellen, Peter, 
Wendy, Claire, Jean and Makiko — making her return after several days – with the 
noisy Emilio at her feet. The Pug has evidently spent this time at his old kennel in 
the company of others of the same breed – but again there was no success in the 
romance department. Instead, his energies seem to be directed into defense of the 
doggy realm and he actually snaps at another dog through the bars. Meanwhile 
Daisy-Mae heads out to the green to attack a Chow (failing to understand why she 
gets no reward biscuit from me on her return) and Sparkie makes a little girl cry 
with his manic barking. Whenever there is any brouhaha little Bobby joins in from 
the safety of Peter’s lap; the little Poodle has been shorn since we last saw him and 
he seems half his size – if that is possible — fighting now at Super Bantamweight 
instead of his usual Featherweight. 
Janet and Georgie report that they spent hours at the rock concert in Hyde Park 
yesterday and that many of those present had been turned red by the sun. (Ofra did 
not make this rendezvous.) In particular there is much praise for the performance 
of that golden oldie, Rod Stewart. Makiko reports on another form of entertainment 
that she witnessed while clubbing on Ibiza (where she met up with Davide 
and some of his Italian friends). In one club, she says, the guests were covered 
periodically in foam, which they seamed to enjoy. Here she paid €10 for a bottle of 
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water – an extravagance that horrifies poor Peter. Ofra wants to know why Georgie 
doesn’t join her in wearing shorts but Georgie says no one will ever see her in 
shorts again. I report that the phone company is back with another request to build 
a mast in the planter at the head of Castellain and that there is now a shisha joint 
(happy hookahs) on Lauderdale Parade, where its music can be heard a block away. 
There goes our neighborhood. 

Tuesday, June 28:
We have spent a very uncomfortable night, after another steamy day. Fritz seemed 
to pant most of the time and he was obviously uncomfortable. Thunderstorms have 
been predicted as well but as we head for the park there has been no moisture at all 
– only gray skies. Nevertheless I am surprised how much cooler it is outside this 
morning and I shall have to open some windows as soon as I get home. Janet is just 
entering the park with Daisy-Mae but she heads off for a rendezvous with Dan and 
we are on our own in our slow progress toward the green. Here Fritz rushes out to 
check in with some of his pals; Sparkie is here with Jean and he continues to bark 
until his ball is thrown. Dan says that yesterday he went to pick up Winnie only to 
discover Jean, Georgie, Janet and Ofra playing cards in a tight circle. “It was like 
The Golden Girls all over again,” he adds – as these ladies are the gratuitously 
linked with the actresses whom they most closely resemble. Janet is upset when 
she gets assigned Estelle Getty.
Our group this morning includes all of the aforementioned ladies, plus Ronnie, 
Peter, Renata, Ellen and Wendy — who brings with her today a young Irish chap 
in a Galapagos t-shirt named Steed. Claire and Hanna are also here but they take 
the little table in the corner – where Fritz spends much of the morning session, 
convinced that they are holding out on him. Today is Jean’s last day for a while 
– since she leaves on the 1:30 for Glasgow. Someone asks her why she doesn’t 
stay longer (since there are now no dogs awaiting her return) but she says she has 
tickets for Liza Minelli’s first ever concert in Scotland. Janet is also discussing 
travel plans; she has a wedding this weekend and then she is off to Boston, the 
Cape and Nantucket to visit Liz — with Dan linking up as well for an expedition to 
Provincetown. I’m going to Kensington High Street tomorrow.

I warn Janet that the Chows are approaching – so she can keep an eye on Daisy-
Mae, who spends much of her time barking in my ear. When the pack rounds on 
some passers-by Peter again suspends a snarling Bobby from his own harness – a 
gesture that Renata complains always hurts her heart. (She is, however, celebrating 
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a £61 win in the Lotto draw.) Janet believes she was short-changed £5.00 in an 
art supply shop in Soho – but they wouldn’t give her the money back. Ronnie 
announces that he has discovered there is a bridge school in his new Bedfordshire 
village. Georgie receives instructions on the care and feeding of Daisy-Mae, whom 
she will be watching while Janet is away; she will also be keeping an eye on 
Janet’s flat. “Use the garden,” Janet suggests to her friend. Others suggest Georgie 
hold parties there. “Hey,” Georgie concludes, “I even plan to take in a boarder.” 

Wednesday, June 29:
A beautiful sunny morning has replaced the gray skies of yesterday – skies that 
continued to darken after our return from the park, leading to several hours of 
heavy rain, lightning and thunder. Fritz, the living barometer, knew what was 
coming and he began to pant long before the first heavenly blow. Thereafter he 
searched the house for an appropriate hiding place – even jumping into the bathtub 
once. Eventually I gave him a dose of Rescue Remedy and put him under the 
covers and he relaxed a bit. There was a brief sunny interval and we went to the 
park in mid-afternoon; the storm was all over by dinnertime and our late night walk 
was also both dry and quiet.
Spirits very much restored, Fritz now makes quick work of our trip to the green – I 
am slowed a bit by a special request from the central footie pitch: would I please 
throw back an errant soccer ball? My heart sinks a bit when I see that the green 
has once again been commandeered for a toddler’s sports day – with brightly 
colored pieces of equipment littering the space. Fritz begins a slow circuit, ending 
up at the Randolph roadway where the rounders team from St. George’s is just 
arriving to take up a position at the northeast corner of the green. “Hello there, Mr. 
Schnauzer,” one of the lasses says, while another, seeing the defensive posture of a 
friend, says, “Why are you afraid of dogs? They’re so cute!”
Our group this morning includes Janet, Georgie, Makiko, Peter, Elle, Ronnie, 
Wendy, Ofra, and Renata. Makiko tells me in the coffee queue that during her 
vacation in Ibiza mice have made themselves at home in her flat – polishing off a 
bowl of nuts and not cleaning up when they were finished. Davide, to keep up the 
food theme, has introduced a Sardinian form of gnocchi to some of those present – 
and this is the next topic of conversation. Peter has brought some special dog treats 
in a package that only Ofra can open. Janet announces that her life drawing class 
will have a go at portraying Daisy-Mae this morning. (“Don’t forget her blusher” 
– Georgie.) Fritz, we now notice, is sitting all by himself in a quiet corner, long 
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vacated by Carrie and Claire, and staring out at the unfolding sports day with great 
interest. He seems happy, however, when we begin our back passage walkround. 

Thursday, June 30:
Another lovely day beckons as Fritz and I reach the park on a sunny, mild morning 
– the last day of the month of June. Sparkie rushes over to see us as we make our 
entry to the green, a space without a single school group for once – well, many 
schools (and other public offices) are on strike today in protest over draconian 
changes in pension rules. A seldom seen presence out here is Jo Lynn’s Border 
Terrier, Tilly – who is being looked after today (from the security of her lead) by 
Janet. Fritz receives fulsome greetings from Georgie and Ellen and then begins a 
slow walk down the Randolph roadway. We do not reach the gate, however, since 
the sound of a chainsaw shatters the peace at this end of the park. I am the first in 
line, as we await the opening of the café doors, and in the shadows here I almost 
wish I had worn something other than a t-shirt.
Janet and Georgie are present at breakfast but Ellen has gone off to join an 
expedition to Windsor in Kevin’s mobile home – I tell her that NATO has just 
taken out Colonel Gaddafi’s Winnebago with a missile – and that Morshead 
Mansions Ltd. is considering a similar fate for Kevin’s colossus. Ofra, Claire, 
Davide, Peter and Ronnie are also present today – but Renata and Makiko arrive 
only at the end of the session. Ofra is complaining of toothache but she is putting 
off a trip to the dentist. The others try to convince her that they will probably just 
take x-rays at the first visit – I haven’t the heart to tell her that these days they can 
read x-rays within thirty seconds. “If I am needed urgently,” she says at one point, 
“I’ll be in the loo.” “Are we likely to need her urgently?” I want to know.
Ronnie is complaining of a sore back – but he refuses the offer of a painkiller from 
Peter. Oggy, with Claire today, should also be complaining of a sore back – since, 
for some unexplained reason, he is being humped by a confused Sparkie. Janet 
reports that Daisy-Mae just went to sleep under a table at art class – and that no 
portraits were produced in this fashion. Ellen arrives with the news that there will 
be no expedition to Windsor today – as Kevin’s mother, the ancient Aisne, has 
refused to budge from home. We head for home ourselves now, though Winnie is 
so slow off the mark that when I have reached the exit gate I cannot see any of the 
others even emerging from the cypress tress – they are so far behind me. 
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“And Your Little Dog, Too”
Life Among The Dog People of Paddington Rec, Volume VIII

By Anthony Linick

Chapter 2—July, 2011

Winnie surveys the scene – and finds much that needs improvement.
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Friday, July 1:
We begin another day in the park – and another month – but there has been no 
change in the lovely weather; it remains bright and breezy, with sun and cloud 
alternating in a deep blue sky. I am distracted a bit by the presence of gardeners 
in our hallway (for the second day in a row) – how much time needs to be spent 
on one large window box? – and this turns out to be one of those mornings when 
I have forgotten something essential in consequence. In the present instance make 
that two things – for I have not only forgotten my bag of doggy treats but also my 
supply of poo poo bags. In the latter instance I am at least able to sweep Fritz’s first 
offering under the adjacent bushes with a stick; then I meet Janet heading up Mt. 
Bannister with Daisy-Mae and I am able to borrow an additional bag. 
As we descend from the park’s only peak I re-hook my dog – for today we have 
one of those early morning missions: a trip to the Randolph surgery to drop off 
a prescription renewal request. On the Randolph Avenue pavement, where we 
seem to be following both Will and Grace and also Toby the Bulldog, we also 
encounter that friend of Fritz’s youth, Fonzi the Yorkie – the two animals still seem 
to recognize one another. Fritz seems most perturbed to be on lead for much of the 
morning’s session and our trip back to the café is certainly marked by a halting 
progress at best. The queue is very long at the café and I sit down for a few minutes 
to wait it out. When I do make my order I am able to remedy my second deficiency 
(no doggy treats) with an order for two slices of brown unbuttered toast – having 
already endured the accusatory stares of half a dozen hungry canines, animals who 
can’t believe that I have nothing with me this morning.
Our group this morning includes Janet, Ofra, Davide, Ellen, Claire, Ronnie, Peter, 
Matthew and Makiko. Linda is also present with Pepper, but the latter has been 
quite poorly of late. Suffering from arthritis and tummy problems he has not been 
eating – and Linda is quite worried. Janet is remembering that the BBC, after an 
exposé on the inbreeding endemic in certain dog breeds, refused to cover Crufts 
last year. “Let me get this straight,” I add, trying to lighten the mood, “they refused 
to cover Crufts because of inbreeding and yet they still cover the affairs of the royal 
family.” Janet is about to start her holiday, Georgie is visiting her grandchild in 
Hereford, and Davide says that he is about to fly to Mexico City – where torrential 
rains are predicted. Matthew is contemplating a swim before he goes to bed at 2:00 
this afternoon – since he has a night shift in the A&E department at his hospital 
tonight.
Much of the rest of the morning’s conversation is devoted to the subject of musical 
dogs. Davide has brought Sparkie to the park this morning (after a last minute dive 
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to prevent the scamp from rolling in cat poo in the back yard) but the Yorkie will 
be going home with Ofra. Winnie is going to spend the night with Wendy and then, 
when Georgie returns, she will bunk down with a reunited Sparkie ¬– Georgie will 
also have Daisy-Mae while Janet is in the States. There seems only one inescapable 
conclusion as we make our slow progress through the narrowing fences of the back 
passage: it’s very selfish of Georgie to take off any time at all. 

Saturday, July 2:
Though there isn’t much direct sunshine this morning, it is still bright enough, 
and temperatures remain on the mild side. I have forgotten nothing this morning, 
not even the birthday card that I am able to hand to Susie as we pass the doggy 
compound during our in-lap. She reminds me that the coffees are on her today 
and then I follow Fritz out to the middle of the green, where Toby’s soccer ball is 
just being tucked away at the end of a furious play period. We spot Janet walking 
with Daisy-Mae and accompany these two past the front of the clubhouse, where a 
black woman is just giving a drink to an adorable Alsatian puppy named Satchmo. 
Fritz has a sniff at the heels of a gym mistress – whose clients are a bunch of hard-
charging women out in the middle of the green – and thereafter I put him back on 
lead so that we can begin our session at table.
In addition to Susie and Janet we also have Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Ofra and Claire 
this morning, though both Makiko and Wendy arrive somewhat later. In Wendy’s 
case there is obvious distress, as her overnight guest, Winnie, has just rolled in 
something entirely unacceptable, soiling her harness – which has to be removed 
and washed in the ladies’ loo. Ofra reports that Sparkie caused no trouble during 
his sleepover last night – though he wouldn’t eat (Bailey ate his dinner for him) – 
but she did find the Yorkie asleep atop her glassed dining table this morning. Peter, 
who has picked a 33-1 shot in the 3:10 at Sandown today, won’t let Bobby into his 
lap – since the little Poodle hasn’t done a poo today and he fears that the dog might 
do so on his trousers. Poor Bobby can’t understand why his usual place of refuge is 
denied him today and he rakes away at Peter’s coat until the latter attaches him to 
the fence. The rest of us agree that in the unlikely event of Bobby actually pooing 
while in Peter’s lap we will happily pay for the dry cleaning – it would be worth it 
to be able to see such a sight.
Janet leaves early for a wedding in Colchester, with Daisy-Mae remaining in Ofra’s 
care. The latter has a lot to say about Wimbledon, where Andy Murray has again 
crashed out in a semi-final. She has also been to see the musical version of Ghost 
(with Janet) in the West End last night, and both of these ladies say it is a great 
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show. Another topic of conversation is the sad story of the police dog-handler who 
left two animals in his car on a hot day last week – resulting in two fatalities and a 
suicide attempt on the part of the perpetrator of this unhappy event. Susie says that 
her daughter saw a dog left in similar circumstances at a Sainbury’s in Biggleswade 
but when she went to the customer service desk the woman in charge refused to 
make a public announcement about this impending tragedy, adding, “Anyway, 
I hate dogs.” Needless to say, the manager was then summoned, the story made 
it onto local radio, Sainsbury’s sent a fulsome apology and said that the service 
desk operative was being sent on a retraining course. Claire now adds that there 
was an incident here earlier this week when a dad, with a ten year-old daughter in 
a wheelchair, stopped by to ask the dog owners if the girl could pet one of their 
animals. When one of those sitting in the compound offered an emphatic “No!” the 
others rose as a body and rushed to offer their own pets to the surprised dad. 

Sunday, July 3:
It’s an idyllic day in the park as Fritz and I begin a long Sunday session under 
sunny skies. There is no one about when we first approach the green and so we 
continue in a grand circle of this space, a slow progress punctuated by the chance 
encounter with many another canine nose. Only when we have reached the 
Morshead roadway do we finally spot some familiar figures: a returned Georgie is 
here with Sparkie and Winnie and Janet is here with Daisy-Mae. There is still no 
one seated in the doggy compound when we complete our circle and it takes them 
a while to get the café doors open as well. Eventually we have a well-attended 
breakfast session – with Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Renata, Peter, Ellen, Claire, Makiko, 
Hanna, and Wendy. (Ronnie has texted Peter to say that Susie has a migraine and 
that he is not coming in today.)
Hanna underlines her usual entreaty – that Yoyo receive no food – by adding that 
Tim, Yoyo’s owner, now says that the Schnauzer has a heart murmur and has to 
cut down on proteins. Hanna says that it’s okay if Yoyo has one of my biscuits 
but when the black hellion takes my fingers into her mouth (as well as the treat) I 
want to know if fingers count as protein. Soon Hanna receives a call from Tim and 
heads across the park to return Yoyo – who will soon be enjoying a tramp through 
Hampstead Heath. Her absence means that it is up to the other dogs to keep up 
the constant demand for handouts and to patrol the perimeter fence in an effort to 
keep all potential dangers at bay. Emilio, Jack and Sparkie excel in this department 
– and each has to be asked to knock if off when the racket becomes deafening. 
Renata says that at the other extreme her Maxi is so frightened of encounters 
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with other dogs that he doesn’t want to get out of the car when she arrives at the 
park. Still, he seems okay on the green now ¬¬– chasing his ball after Renata has 
launched this missile from our compound with her ball sling. A little girl comes by 
on a scooter and stops for a greeting from Panda, whom she calls out by name. 
Transportation is a minor theme in our conversation this morning. Janet, who 
begins a ten-day trip to Massachusetts this evening, says that when she tried to 
check in this morning she discovered that she had received a ticket upgrade – 
though, at this stage, she doesn’t know if Davide had anything to do with this 
surprise. Ofra is complaining of the high costs of a short tube ride and everyone 
wants to know why she doesn’t use an oyster card. “I have one, but I didn’t found 
it,” she explains. Since this is Ofra someone suggests that perhaps she should 
have two cards but it turns out that she does have two – neither of which could be 
found yesterday. Peter, lacking the chance of a ride home from Ronnie, decides to 
join Wendy in a second cup of tea – almost dropping the tray in the process and 
producing his patented “Gordon Bennett!” in protest. We have to fight our way 
through the Sunday footie crowd outside the five-a-side pitch as we at last aim for 
home. Daisy-Mae has only a few hours now before she is turned over to Auntie 
Georgie for a ten-day stay. As if reluctant to let go, she now hangs on to her lead 
with her teeth. 

Monday, July 4:
I have forgotten two important items in my pre-park preparations today: my 
eyeglasses (though I still have their sun-shielding cousins) and, more importantly, 
my dog’s stars and stripes bandana – since today is American Independence Day. 
The sunglasses are immediately in play for we have another bright, sunny and 
warm morning. As we near the Carlton roadway I spot a purposeful Jack Russell 
heading my way and, to my surprise, his owner asks me to apprehend the fellow 
so that he can be placed on lead. This I do while the chap explains that his dog, 
off-lead, seems enchanted by some enticing smell and keeps heading back to visit 
it. Toddlers and canines are both in ample evidence as Fritz and I make our way 
slowly along the Randolph roadway. The toddlers are either pushing miniature 
baby buggies or skating along on their scooters. The dogs are trotting happily along 
at the feet of their owners – Jez, Rocca and Rebel among them. On the way back 
to the café we meet Claire and her visiting sister, Lindsay. It is Claire’s birthday 
today, the coffees are on her, and I have brought with me a card, one of those 
special dog-themed cards I purchase every year at Greetings in Palm Springs.
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A woman, waiting to talk to Georgie, is sitting at the little table in the corner, 
accompanied by Frankie the Yorkie and Josie the Jack Russell. When Georgie 
arrives with Sparkie, Winnie and Daisy-Mae the woman departs, and Hanna 
takes her place with Yoyo. For company, Hanna has Fritz at her feet for most of 
the session. At our table grouping we have the birthday girl and her sister – plus 
Georgie, Ofra, Makiko, Ellen, Peter, Ronnie and Wendy. Another visitor is Jackie, 
who arrives to present Bobby to his carer, Peter. Jackie and Ofra have a breakfast 
conversation in Hebrew. Ofra tells me that she was listening this week to Jo Good’s 
radio program and that there was a guest on the show who claimed that Cavaliers 
are so inbred in this country that their brains are now too big for their skulls. (I 
haven’t the heart to add, judging from Bailey’s behavior, that most of the Cavaliers 
I know need even more brains than the breeders have provided.) Beneath Claire’s 
chair Daisy-Mae is lurking with a biscuit and it isn’t too long before she is lashing 
out at Panda over its possession. Since Janet is away no one bothers to intervene as 
these two ladies duke it out – and quiet is soon restored.
Peter says that had he known it was Claire’s birthday he would have brought 
a bottle of wine but Claire reminds him that she doesn’t drink – a remark that 
produces total astonishment; she might as well have said she had three left feet. 
Makiko now announces that they have at last killed one mouse in her house; 
though the mice, after three successful raids, are still ahead 3-1. There are also 
some final thoughts on Wimbledon, just completed. Ofra says she once met the 
parents of this year’s champion, Novak Djokovic and that she finds the women’s 
winner, Petra Kvitova, very pretty (but surely no more so than loser Maria 
Sharapova). I add that, sure, the Williams sisters were never that popular here, but 
at least you could pronounce their names. Georgie reports that she has received 
a phone call from a vacationing Dan in New York – he is already complaining 
about his hangover. Near the end of our session the focus becomes diffuse: Ronnie 
leaves early, Ellen has a hospital appointment, Lindsay gets up to put more money 
in the meter, Carrie comes in with Oggy and the rest of us begin a back passage 
walkround in the bright sun. 

Tuesday, July 5:
I decide to abandon my lightweight fleece in order to wear a bright red t-shirt only 
– and I’m immediately glad that I have made this decision; it is quite warm in the 
bright sunlight and I have a lot of walking to do today. None of our lot have yet 
to make an appearance on the green or at the café but Fritz seems content to rush 
out to the middle of the grass anyway. Eventually we head for the foothills of Mt. 
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Bannister, where Lindsay is sitting in the sun with Panda. Claire soon joins her and 
the sisters spend the entire morning session soaking up some rays on the hillside. 
Ellen, with Jack and Lucky, is sitting on a low stone wall with another Jackie, 
whose black Lab, Monty, is ranging about. Fritz reminds Ellen that it is already 
time for her to open her purse and he is so insistent in his whinging that she gives 
in. Satisfied with his treat my dog now notices that they have left the back door 
of the gym open and this is an opportunity not to be wasted. I can just see his tail 
disappearing through the door but by the time I have penetrated this space he is 
well down the corridor on his way to the main exercise area. They are pretty cool 
here about this intrusion and they do remember to shut the door when we have 
exited.
Our next stop is the café’s doggy compound but I do not linger for long – handing 
Fritz over to the keen-eyed supervision of Ellen, Ronnie and Peter. I have an errand 
– a quick visit to the Vineyard Pharmacy on Maida Vale Parade, where I now drop 
off a prescription renewal form. On my return I can see that a tardy Georgie is just 
making her way across the green to join an enclave that also includes Matthew, 
Makiko and Ofra. The dogs have been waiting impatiently for their biscuits, which 
can be disgorged after I have at last secured my cappuccino. Makiko catches sight, 
for the first time, of an apparition that the rest of us have witnessed for several 
days now – a portly street character in a gray tracksuit who carries in the front of 
his trousers an obviously swollen genital bulge. “What is he carrying in there?” 
she wants to know, finally understanding the true identity of this swelling when I 
suggest that there may be a medical condition here. “I would say that this is almost 
certainly a medical condition,” Dr. Matthew concurs. Peter now informs us that 
last night he was Skyped by Liz, who also had Dan in attendance for the broadcast. 
Dan was wearing a luridly-colored pair of trousers but Peter is not certain where 
such a costume might be worn with safety. At the little table in the corner we have 
Vlad with Tara and a young chap with a cigarette lighter the size of a coke bottle 
and a young part-Boxer named Theo.
For some strange reason there is an early departure of just about everyone. I 
remind the tag team of Ronnie and Peter not to let Fritz out, they agree, and let him 
out anyway. Ronnie catches him adroitly and Georgie drags him back inside. Not 
for long, however, for Ofra, returning from the loos, also lets him out. (Fritz has an 
open door policy; open a door and he’s through it.) Captured a second time, Fritz 
has by this time almost no company in our compound and, for me, this is a problem 
– since I was planning on leaving him a second time while I fetch my prescriptions. 
Georgie generously agrees to remain behind, all alone, as I undertake this errand. 
On my return I tell her that I would have taken Fritz with me had the pharmacy 
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been a bit more dog friendly and that there was a time when I would just have tied 
him up outside this establishment but that, after her Pebbles was kidnapped all 
those years ago, “that world is gone forever.” We begin a back passage walkround, 
Georgie walking with four dogs: Sparkie, Lady Belle, Daisy-Mae and Winnie. 
Only the first two are on lead since Sparkie is not to be trusted and Lady Belle 
hates children. As we near the environmental area Georgie rushes forward to close 
the open door – if Winnie gets inside here our journey would be delayed endlessly.

Wednesday, July 6:
Temperatures have plummeted, though it is still pleasant enough in the park today, 
a day of high clouds and strong breezes. Fritz overtakes a black Staffie, intent 
on his ball work, and reaches the Carlton roadway just as Peter is entering with 
Bobby. We disdain an early entry to the café forecourt and continue along the 
Randolph roadway. Heading our way is Lizzie with Yoyo; I remind Lizzie that 
Yoyo is the subject of this month’s photo on Janet’s Paddington Rec dog calendar 
and that she is therefore actually walking with Miss July. When we have walked 
around the green we meet up with this pair again, just as Yoyo is being handed over 
to Hanna for the day. We cross the green as Georgie is entering with her quartet and 
Matthew is arriving with Emilio. By this time we can head for the café.
I am a bit worried about a crush in the queue, since I have seen sports day parents 
lurking in the forecourt, but they have gone off to participate in the opening 
ceremonies. In fact the racket in the park is deafening – with two groups at 
rounders on the green, little kids (incited by their megaphone-bearing organizers) 
getting underway near the Morshead roadway, ever more school groups filing in 
and, of course, our dogs barking at the moon. Chanting youngsters and starter 
horns add to the cacophony. Our group this morning includes Georgie, Ofra, Claire, 
Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Wendy, Matthew and Makiko. Ofra is recommending a new 
form of exercise guaranteed to give any man a six-pack in two months; Matthew, 
at whom these comments are pointedly addressed, says (while finishing his second 
chocolate croissant) that he already has a sixteen-pack. Makiko reports that the 
mice have been ignoring the peanut butter trap and leaving their own droppings 
instead – meaning they now lead the contest 4-1. Wendy has banged her head on 
a window but she is still sensitive enough to recognize that T-bone, a Bichon, has 
been given a Poodle cut – so that his exposed feet now look like the claws of some 
burrowing animal.
As Claire opens the gate to let Panda out my Fritz streaks out as well and she soon 
has to drag him back to his place of imprisonment. A little later a young mother 
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arrives with a baby carriage and while this is being admitted Fritz makes a second 
escape – with Ofra dragging him back this time. The young woman has a three-
month old baby girl named Sofia and there is a great deal of fuss made over this 
sweet bundle – especially by Ofra herself. A third member of this new entry is a 
young be-tailed Schnauzer, Eva, who bustles about in a diamante collar. Then a 
woman with an umbrella and a thirteen year-old tiny dog named Toby opens the 
gate – and lets Sparkie, Eva and Fritz out at the same time. This time Georgie 
retrieves my pet. Daisy-Mae also manages to escape at one point and she is on the 
walkway already when Georgie and I get up to begin a back passage walkround – 
the Shih-Tzu is the only one of Georgie’s charges allowed to begin this parade on 
her own recognizance since Sparkie, Lady Belle and Winnie all have to begin this 
process on lead. 

Thursday, July 7:
Under gray and threatening skies Fritz and I begin our morning in the park. The 
blustery breezes do not inhibit our progress toward a green that, for once, we 
have all to ourselves. I produce one of the two tennis balls that we came home 
with yesterday afternoon – after a walk with Linda and Pepper. (Linda now seems 
reluctant to take her pet on longer expeditions, such as our usual afternoon rambles 
in Regent’s Park, because of Pepper’s crippled back legs.) Regent’s Park is also the 
favorite exercise ground, these days, for Zara and Dash, the Cavaliers belonging 
to Lisa – whom we meet next. Lisa, her exams over for the year, says she has 
one more year before university and that she wants to study sociology at L.S.E. 
Another Cavalier, Bailey, is descending from the heights of Mt. Bannister with 
Ofra, who is keenly studying the exercise techniques of two women who are leg 
kicking on a nearby walkway as we watch.
There is only a small turnout at the café this morning: just Carrie, Claire, Peter, 
Ellen, Georgie and Ofra. The absence of significant traffic means that Fritz is out 
of luck in his escape attempts this morning – he sits disconsolately next to the gate, 
refusing the mundane diet of biscuits I am offering to the other dogs, budging only 
when there are a few crumbs left over from Ellen’s croissant. Ofra says that she 
spent so much time on slow buses yesterday that she finished reading half a book. 
Her goal was the Israeli Embassy, an institution that tried to send her away because 
she had failed to bring a needed identification number with her. She argued that 
they had assigned the number and she wasn’t leaving until they had looked it up on 
their computers – and that is exactly what they had to do. Claire tells an interesting 
tale involving the Yorkie Barkley. Mommy was asleep aboard a train that was 
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bringing her back to London when some of the other passengers informed her that 
her dog had just made his exit. Leaving her luggage behind her the woman rushed 
to prevent the doors from closing, calling urgently for her pet who, thinking it was 
all a game, was now circling the platform joyously. There was a happy ending: 
the dog was eventually collared, the woman retuning to her seat with the naughty 
fellow in tow and the other passengers giving them both a round of applause.
Someone asks Carrie why she is here so much earlier than usual. She replies that 
she is certain that rain is coming and she wants to get in some exercise for her 
Oggy before it arrives. (I mention at this point that I dodged showers throughout 
yesterday as well – observing a downpour while in the checkout queue at 
Sainsbury’s but finding dry skies when I emerged a few minutes later.) Carrie 
has brought her own ashtray and Claire wants to know where all the sand has 
gone. Carrie says that after much use the sand was mostly ash – and now must 
be replaced. Once or twice Claire notes that she can see rain lashing the trees on 
the other side of the green. Eventually Georgie and I decide to make a break for 
it – not helped by Winnie’s go-slow tactics or Daisy-Mae’s game of hanging on to 
Sparkie’s lead with her teeth. There is indeed a brief shower as we clear the cypress 
trees but we manage to make it home without getting too wet. 

Friday, July 8:
We manage to leave home without getting too wet but the skies are definitely 
damp this morning, with a light mist falling on a be-jacketed Fritz. I am wearing 
my raingear as well. Needless to say, there is very little activity in the park: no 
kids, nobody waiting at the café, no action on the green. Fritz and I walk along 
the Randolph roadway as far as the gate but on our return to the café the heavens 
open up again and I am glad to get under canvas, that is under the broad shoulders 
of Metty’s green umbrella. Davide and Ellen are seated here by this time and 
Georgie is making her way across the green. Unfortunately Lady Belle (or L.B. for 
short) is acting up – and Georgie has to undertake quite a chase in order to get the 
mischievous animal to enter our compound. A fifth (and final) member of our party 
is Ofra.
Davide is just back from Mexico City where, he reports, they had light rain every 
morning and tropical downpours every afternoon. He reports that the famous 
BA strike is at last history and that he has had his travel perks and his seniority 
restored. But when I ask him about the original issue in the long conflict and the 
proximate cause for the strike in the first place – the size of the cabin crew – he 
says that this still remains within the company’s discretion. On other matters he 
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is able to report that Janet, Dan and Liz have had a yacht ride in Boston harbor, 
and a trip to Provincetown – and that the weather on Cape Cod is just grand. (The 
only sour note coming when the English visitors were attacked by a swarm of 
mosquitoes.) 
Ofra gives a long report on last night’s substandard pizza delivery – which had to 
be repeated since the first version of this delicacy was tepid at best. She is drinking 
one of her famous Ofra coffees but I am last able to determine that it isn’t the 
coffee that is different in any way, it is the cup – since she prefers a smaller cup 
than that offered to the rest of us. Her Bailey, in the meantime, has jumped into 
an empty chair (lots of these today) in order to rake every object on the tabletop a 
little closer – just in case any of it is edible. “Isn’t he cute?!” Ofra says – but when 
I add something about ill-discipline she blames her husband Ricky for spoiling the 
fellow. There is now a somewhat earlier departure than usual; it seems as though 
the rain is slackening off a bit and now is a good time to make a break for home. 

Saturday, July 9:
Though still blustery it is not raining this morning ¬– indeed the sun frequently 
breaks through and the temperatures are quite humane. Fritz makes his usual 
incursion into the embargoed environmental area and a chap coming up just behind 
us with a black Lab says, “My dog can’t read either.” School groups have vacated 
the green but some athletic women have dotted the surface of this space with 
colored cones. We begin a grand circle – since there is no one about at all so far. 
By the time we have reached the Morshead roadway I put Fritz back on lead so that 
we can at last see if anyone has made an appearance in the café’s doggy compound. 
Here we find Peter, Ellen and Davide. Ofra, Michaela and Georgie are also here 
this morning ¬– with Claire and Hanna arriving somewhat later.
Before I get properly settled I have to go onto the green one more time – for there 
is something going on out here that I have never seen before in our park: a mom 
and her little boy have brought with them (in his own harness) a rabbit! “That’s 
the strangest dog I have ever seen,” I tell them. They tell me the furry dark brown 
animal is named Erik – information I pass on to the others when I return. “Do you 
suppose I’ll have to include his name in my index?” I want to know. Claire (who 
soon has to recover an escaped Fritz) says that this is not the rabbit’s first visit 
and, indeed, she shows us pictures she has taken of Panda sniffing the newcomer 
intently. The other major non-canine animal story belongs, since this is a Saturday, 
to the horsey set. Peter is fretting about the non-appearance of Makiko, who is 
supposed to make today’s betting choice; the task is soon passed on to me. I choose 
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a horse called Quite Sparky but I give Peter an extra two quid for a bet on Amico 
Fritz in another race. Later we conclude that the horse of the day should actually be 
named Quiet, Sparkie!
Michaela has dropped by to discuss with Georgie details of Skye’s care while she 
and her son are in New York next week – Skye himself remains out on the green. 
From this direction we soon get a visit from Luna and Luci, the Lhasa Apsos who 
are in the care of Yara’s mother today. Claire says that Yara seems bored with the 
pet store idea and that she has gone off to Lebanon for three weeks. We check in 
on the activities of Dan and Janet on Cape Cod and I add, with allusions to the 
chief news story of the week, that these two have left the country in an era in 
which The News of The World was by far the best selling paper in all of Britain 
– and that they will return in a few days to discover that this title has ceased to 
exist! Everyone seems stunned by the decision of the Murdochs to end publication 
– following revelation of evidence that the paper’s minions have been bribing 
policemen for tips and hacking into the phones of politicians, crime and terror 
victims and celebrities. We get up to begin our usual back passage walkround but 
this time Daisy-Mae joins Winnie in simply staring at our receding heels as these 
dogs dig their own in on the Carlton roadway – and someone has to go back to 
make sure that both of them get a move on. 

Sunday, July 10:
The sun is making a real effort as Fritz and I make our way over to the park on 
a mild Sunday in July. The gate to the environmental area is padlocked for some 
reason this morning and so there is no excuse for loitering as we continue on to the 
green. Here Georgie is just entering with Sparkie and Daisy-Mae. The latter has 
found a large plastic water bottle and she has adopted it as toy ¬– convincingly so, 
since Sparkie is soon trying to take it off her. Fritz continues on to the Randolph 
roadway where four little kids are playing with a lively four-and-a-half year-old 
charcoal-colored Schnauzer named Zigzag (or Ziggy for short). They ask a number 
of questions about Fritz, whom they dub the granddaddy of all Schnauzers. I note 
an unusual accretion on Ziggy’s collar – it is an anti-barking device, one that emits 
a spray of water if triggered by the throat it adheres to. I ask the kids if it works 
and they say it does. I tell them that barking is often a Schnauzer issue ¬– though, 
fortunately, it has never been a problem with any of our members of the tribe, not 
Bertie, not Toby, not Fritz. After we have returned from the Randolph gate Ziggy 
rushes forward to jump on Bailey, still on lead as he and Ofra make their entrance, 
and Bailey sends him packing with some emphasis. Ofra is very proud of her pet.
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In the coffee queue a few minutes later I ask her if her friend Samantha (Janus) 
Womack has really left EastEnders – as the character she has been portraying has 
just received a three-year sentence for baby snatching. Ofra says that this may 
be true, that the actress found it increasingly difficult to combine the killing soap 
schedule with normal family life. Returned to the doggy compound I note that, 
unusually, we are all able to crowd around a single table today – for the turnout 
(Georgie, Ofra, Davide, Peter, and Ellen) is very small, especially for a weekend. 
At least I am able to tell the others that yesterday, as I was walking along Elgin 
Avenue, I ran into the former king of this park (at least as far as canine activities 
were concerned). I am talking about Michael, of course, and I met him just 
as he was leaving his care home on his way to the Harrow Road to buy some 
strawberries. He was able to point out which was his room in the building across 
the street and to ask how all the old gang were doing. He looked well enough, 
though he was complaining about some teeth that needed to come out. Once again 
he promised he would come to visit us in the park and I was able to confirm that 
we still meet every morning for coffee at 9:30.
A woman admits a small white dog named Molly to our circle while she goes 
inside the café herself. I ask what kind of dog this is and Georgie says that it must 
be a cross. I say Molly is cross, for the abandoned animal is making frenzied 
circles in her anxiety. Another visitor is Peter, that is the owner of the Romanian 
rescue dog Gypsy. His dog remains on the green but Peter pauses to say hello 
(we haven’t seen him in some time) and to give Fritz a cuddle. My dog soon has 
another love object, Claire, who now arrives with Panda. Claire has purchased 
some Bonios at the supermarket but she has now discovered that they are the large-
sized treats and she has a struggle breaking them up into smaller pieces. Hanna 
arrives but Georgie and Davide are just getting up to begin our back passage 
walkround. Georgie has just been explaining that, when she went to fetch Winnie 
at Wendy’s a few days ago, the Pug dug her heels in and refused to leave – having 
been fed so well. She does the same thing now, performing her patented sit-down 
strike in front of the café doors. I suggest that these two incidents are related – for 
I have always felt that Winnie is reluctant to follow the rest of us in a homeward 
direction because this means having to say farewell to an abundant source of food. 
Daisy-Mae is also at her dilatory best during our retreat. Indeed as I leave the park 
I can hear Georgie imploring the little madam to get a move on: “Daisy-Mae, 
come!” “Daisy-Mae, please hurry up!” “Daisy Mae, bye!”
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Monday, July 11:
I am back to a t-shirt only as the warm weather persists; we have sunny skies, with 
gentle breezes sending us on our way as we begin a new week in the park. The 
place is jumping – with kids already crowding the trackside bleachers and other 
school groups filing in from the far corners. Indeed a car is unloading gear intended 
for the five-a-side pitch as we pass the playground and one woman is cradling the 
dreaded megaphone in her arms – as though it were a sacred object. I can see that 
Dan has accompanied Davide this morning, even though he is just off the plane, 
and that the two are standing out on the green talking to Georgie. Fritz gets a 
fulsome cuddle from our returned traveller and then he is off for a stroll along the 
Randolph walkway again. On the way we get a greeting from Jasmine Guinness, 
here with baby and Fly ¬– Jasmine is actually wearing a green Guinness t-shirt this 
morning. The burly Bulldog Toby is encountered next; he wants to lick my dog’s 
willy but there is no unpleasantness. The others are heading for the café as we 
return from our stroll.
In addition to those already mentioned our group this morning includes Peter, 
Ellen, Makiko and Ronnie. Dan gives us a detailed report on his recent holiday – a 
highlight of which was close observation of cavorting hump-backed whales. He 
adds that Roxy still dislikes New York City but the Beagle comes alive when she 
reaches Liz’s house on the Cape. Renata now arrives and she has a tale to tell as 
well – having been struck by a car on Prince Albert Road. Details are somewhat 
confused – since she had evidently walked absent-mindedly into a speeding car, 
but she also blames the driver for not seeing her and stopping in time. Fortunately, 
a trip to the hospital and many x-rays revealed no broken bones, just a lot of nasty 
bruising and at least Maxi, though frightened, was not hurt this time. Claire now 
makes a late arrival as well; she is collecting money for tomorrow’s Euro Millions 
rollover lottery – where first prize is 170 million. Most of those present agree to 
enter her syndicate and money is collected on the spot.
We begin our back passage walkround, Georgie having to worry about Sparkie, 
Daisy-Mae and Skye, whom she is looking after as well these days. (She reports 
that the Cairn has been welcomed by Daisy-Mae with growls and snarls – but 
perhaps this is understandable since Skye evidently begins every visit to Georgie’s 
house by pissing on the kitchen bin.) As we pass the five-a-side pitch there is an 
incident. Daisy-Mae penetrates the open door and begins to roll on the rubber 
pellets. An hysterical woman, throwing her quite considerable weight around, 
begins to explode over this incursion, suggesting that children are coming (none 
are present as she speaks) and that this dog must be removed immediately. A 
suggestion is made that if she had just closed the door this would not have been 
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a problem but she has lots to say about controlling your dogs – this is always the 
suggestion of someone who owns no dog; you might as well expect total obedience 
from, well, children. Georgie and Dan give as good as they get and loud voices 
are heard for the next few minutes. At one point the hysterical one suggests that 
if Daisy-Mae enters this sacred spot a second time the menacing Shih-Tzu will be 
on the receiving end of a good kicking. “You shouldn’t be in charge of children 
if you can talk like that,” Georgie says. “You need to go now,” the imperious one 
concludes, adjusting the chain on her forbidden bicycle. I think we are all glad to 
get out of here today. 

Tuesday, July 12:
It is a bit chilly this morning and there is a substantial breeze blowing through the 
park as Fritz and I begin our usual entry. Once again, as we make our way past 
the cypress trees, we are greeted by Jasmine Guinness with baby and Fly. Fritz 
makes his usual incursion into the environmental area, but he is distracted by the 
tennis ball that I am bouncing while he loiters, and soon he is pursuing this down 
the walkway. A few more tosses are attempted on the green itself but there is a 
chap endlessly circling the cricket pitch on his lawnmower and so we head for the 
foothills of Mt. Bannister – just as Georgie is arriving with Sparkie, Daisy-Mae, 
Winnie and Skye. I would keep the ball in play here but I notice a new menace: 
once again they have left the back door of the gym open and, fearing another 
incursion, I decide to continue the walk by topping the hill and returning to the 
café via the Carlton roadway. By this time the troops are beginning to gather in our 
compound – where our sturdy green umbrella is easily able to withstand the strong 
winds. 
Our group begins this morning with Georgie, Ofra, Ronnie, Ellen (who kindly 
fetches my cappuccino), Makiko (who abandons Emilio so she can make a quick 
trip to the bank) and Peter. Renata makes a late appearance and Claire is soon 
spotted crossing the green with Panda and Oggy. Peter has a new name for Claire: 
syndicate woman. Sure enough, she soon produces xeroxes showing each of 
the twenty-four lines we have selected so far in tonight’s Euro Millions Lottery. 
Soon it will be twenty-eight lines since both Ellen and Ronnie now ask to join the 
syndicate – which includes the names of most of the usual suspects and even that 
of a woman named Mala, who owns two Jack Russells. I have to give my copy of 
the chart to Renata, but I tell Claire that I won’t be watching the numbers as they 
are presented on TV tonight anyway, and that I trust her to give a true account. 
When she sniggers, I add, “Well, then, I trust Georgie.” It turns out that Lurch, 
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delivering a sandwich, is sure that he is going to win the lottery – so our own 
efforts are all in vain. He does promise to build a swimming pool for the dogs with 
his winnings. 
Ofra admires the black top that Claire is wearing but Claire reminds her that this 
garment was in one of her sales and that Ofra tried it on and rejected it then. Renata 
has also brought in some tops for Georgie to try on. Not to be outdone by all this 
fashion chatter I note that Jasmine Guinness was wearing a very stylish leopard-
print coat this morning. The remark leads to a discussion of recent celebrity 
sightings in the park. Claire says that a few days ago she saw Kristin Scott-Thomas 
here with her dog, and I suddenly realize that I did too – only my thought was 
just, “Doesn’t that woman look a lot like Kristin Scott Thomas.” Meanwhile our 
own canine divas, Winnie and Daisy-Mae, are besieging my knees –but when the 
latter jumps into my lap this is too much for Emilio, who is always unsettled by 
Daisy-Mae (after a few unhappy scraps under the table) and he sets up a furious 
barking fusillade – from the safety of Makiko’s lap. We are able to complete our 
back passage walkround without incident today, though I do notice that today’s 
school sports day includes a high jump platform. Just as we near the Essendine 
gate Georgie turns to me and says, “I won’t say anything, but I have to give you 
a cuddle.” “You always remember,” I reply – for Georgie is just bringing to the 
surface a thought that has been flowing just beneath the surface throughout today’s 
session in the park: Dorothy died four years ago today. 

Wednesday, July 13:
We have an unfriendly, gray day before us – and even a sweatshirt is not sufficient 
cover against the penetrating chill. I am made even more uncomfortable by the 
sight of tents and flags dotting the running track and its environs: QK are about to 
have their own version of a sports day – one that requires the rest of Maida Vale 
to listen to the broadcast advice, instructions and news on not one but two forms 
of public address. The scene on the green is no more cheering – for here we have 
colorful pieces of plastic covering a vast territory in anticipation of the arrival of 
yet another group of even younger school kids. Fritz has to content himself with a 
stroll down the Randolph roadway again; as we return I can see that Georgie has 
succeeded in getting four of her charges into the doggy compound (Sparkie, Daisy-
Mae, Winnie and Skye) but that Lady Belle is leading her a merry chase, eluding 
all attempts at capture. Very cleverly Georgie adopts a new strategy. She sits down 
on one of the forecourt chairs and invites the mischievous one to sit in her lap. This 
works and Lady Belle is soon among the canine ranks at our feet. 
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Our group this morning includes Georgie, of course, and also Ofra, Makiko, Peter, 
Ellen, Renata, Carrie and Claire. The latter is amazed at the number of moms and 
daughters wearing headscarves in the school group now arrived on the green, 
but we want syndicate woman to tell is just how well we did in last night’s Euro 
Millions lottery. I guess I have figured out that we couldn’t be the big winners – 
someone would have called me – but now I learn that our syndicate has scored on 
only three of our 28 lines and that, for our stake of £4.00 each, we are entitled to 
the massive sum of £1.25 a piece. (The dogs will have to wait for their swimming 
pool as well.) Our disappointment is taken philosophically by most of the punters 
and when Claire proposes that we use the meager dividend in purchasing new 
chances in Saturday’s lottery everyone agrees – save for Renata, who has had some 
good luck recently in buying her own lucky dips.
The dogs, meanwhile, are quite concerned by all the activity whirling about us and 
on a number of occasions they charge the fence to register their protests. Emilio, 
when he is not barking at Daisy-Mae, attacks anything moving. Sparkie tends 
to specialize in tractors and toddlers but Panda will suddenly spring into action 
when another dog passes by. One of these is the boisterous Pointer, Scout, whose 
presence leads to a baying chorus of disapproval; Red the Alsatian is no luckier. 
Fritz, for his part, disapproves of all this ill-mannered protest; he hates the racket 
and whines in protest, rushing to Hanna’s feet at the little table in the corner for 
some comforting. When they are not barking the animals are eating; I exhaust the 
biscuit bag and there is disappointed disbelief when I have to put the empty bag 
back in my pocket. In spite of the chill temperatures we are a long time at our table 
(Carrie keeps me going my pouring half of her latte into my empty cappuccino 
cup) but at last we make a move. On the five-a-side pitch today I see a sport I have 
never seen here before – although one with an ancient lineage – for here kids are 
using a long rope for an authentic tug of war. 

Thursday, July 14:
It is still bright but cool in the Rec, and I long to stand in the open sunshine for a 
little warmth. I have again brought a tennis ball with me and Fritz chases it down 
when we reach the empty green, but soon he is bored. Ellen is sitting on a little 
brick wall behind the gym and here he goes next – since he knows he will get a 
lovely cuddle here. I now spot Janet, heading our way across the green, and I walk 
out to meet the rover returned. She looks well after her American holiday but she 
is anxious, after stepping off the plane only a few hours earlier, to be reunited at 
last with her Daisy-Mae. I explain that Ofra may still have the Shih-Tzu – since 
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Georgie had her hands full yesterday and may again today – and because Ofra 
wanted to give Daisy-Mae a bath before mommy returned. After Fritz and I have 
returned from the Randolph gate I can see that the reunion has taken place and that 
Georgie is now crossing the green with Emilio, Lady Belle, Sparkie, Winnie and 
Skye.
I am in the first in the coffee queue this morning but this does not mean that I 
get my cappuccino quickly; this is because Lurch has to demonstrate the art of 
foam sculpture to a new member of staff. Our group this morning includes the 
four aforementioned ladies plus Hanna, Ronnie, Peter and Renata – with Makiko 
returning from her early morning errands and Claire arriving with a new lottery 
handout (they don’t call her syndicate woman for nothing). In honor of her 
mommy’s return Daisy-Mae starts a fight under the table with Skye and Panda. A 
little girl, fascinated by the dogs, stands behind us at the fence while the canines 
come over to be petted or to bark at the toddler. The mother, sensibly, makes even 
these noisy outbursts into a game and the visitor is soon chortling in merriment at 
the explosions of Sparkie and Emilio. The park is again full of sporting teenagers, 
whizzing about dangerously on bikes or getting elementary instruction in rounders, 
and one could only have wished that some of the self-dramatizing young ladies 
who are now recoiling in fear at the approach of a small dog had enjoyed a similar 
introduction to canines in their youth.
Ofra talks about shopping at Kurt Googer’s but eventually we understand this as 
Kurt Geiger. Janet, who has left her phone behind in the States (where Michaela 
should be able to reclaim it for her), says that her nose is out of joint because 
no one staked her to a position in our lottery syndicate on Tuesday. I notice that 
Renata has a cigarette in her hand ¬– which means that the last of the abstainers 
(with Georgie and Claire succumbing before her) has returned to the evil weed. 
As we get up to begin our back passage walkround I tell Janet that I have gone 
wireless at home – though reaching this point was not easy since BT, in its wisdom, 
disconnected me from an earlier system, failed to deliver both halves of the new 
equipment on Monday, claimed (through an Indian intermediary) that they couldn’t 
get the missing part to me until Wednesday, and thus left me without Internet 
access for three days. How dependent we have become on such systems!

Friday, July 15:
Temperatures have risen considerably as Fritz and I head for the park on a sunny 
Friday. Soon after we enter I notice that Janet is just a few yards behind us with 
Daisy-Mae. The latter is still sporting a pink bow, a decoration that Auntie Ofra has 
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supplied at the end of the famous bath. Janet and I discuss a number of computer 
issues as we walk along – she makes the prediction that in five years every 
electronic device of this nature will be wireless. Fritz does not seem interested in 
his ball at all this morning and so we begin a circuit of the green – beginning at 
the bandstand and concluding at the foot of Mt. Bannister. Here we continue on up 
the hill and so back to the Carlton roadway once again. Fritz deposits a third poo 
against a tree and by this time we can think about heading in to the café itself.
As often, I hand my dog’s lead over to Uncle Ronnie while I head for the coffee 
counter. (Today they also have the back window open – which means they must be 
counting on a lot of ice cream sales on a warm day.) Vickie is checking with the 
customers on their reaction to the new jumbo croissants; people do seem to like 
them but they are 20 pence dearer. Others are heading into the doggy compound as 
I return with my coffee: soon we have Ofra, Janet, Georgie, Davide, Peter, Ellen, 
Ronnie and Makiko, who has also brought with her Matthew’s sister, Gabriella 
– who lives in Frankfurt. Claire (who is now calling herself Syndicate Girl) and 
Hanna occupy the little table in the corner. As earlier, Georgie has a lot of problems 
securing Lady Belle – who is Fritz’s opposite; he doesn’t want to stay in the 
compound while she doesn’t want to come in. Skye wanders from lap to lap trying 
to get someone to throw his ball and after a while Claire takes pity on the Cairn, 
borrows a ball sling and goes out onto the green to give him some exercise.
Travel is still a hot topic at our table. Ofra, who says she needs an osteopath first, 
is off on an extended trip to Israel on Monday. Janet, who is still giving details of 
her American holiday, says that she has scheduled a three-week trip to Australia 
in October. And, Davide, just returned from Cape Town, says that one of last 
night’s first class passengers was Desmond Tutu himself. Peter is preoccupied with 
reminding Makiko how she can do online research before choosing tomorrow’s 
horse. No one seems to getting ready for any travel today, that is I am all alone 
on my return journey and so, choosing the fastest way home, we head down the 
Morshead roadway. As we pass the new outdoor exercise area I recall that I have 
now read in two Westminster Council publications that the equipment can be used 
until 10:00 pm. This will come as not entirely happy news to the Rec’s neighbors – 
who were promised at one time that the park would close at 9:00, then at 9:30, and 
who now face a further extension of noisy activity if this is true. 

Saturday, July 16:
It is cold, damp and gray today – some moisture has already fallen and I put the 
dog’s coat into the pocket of my rain jacket just in case. Fortunately there is no 
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rain as we make our way out to the green, where the eastern end is occupied by 
the Training in the Park people, whose dominatrix, a pretty blonde in shorts, is 
putting a mixed-sex group of young adults through their paces on the cone-dotted 
greensward. I decide to begin a grand circle here and we make slow progress. By 
the time we have reached the Morshead roadway Fritz has spotted Georgie, Janet 
and Dan in a little circle in front of the clubhouse. I come close to decapitation 
after an errant toss from Georgie’s dog sling whistles past my cheek. Thereafter 
I try to get Fritz into the empty doggy compound at the café; he digs in his heels 
and I have to pretend we are continuing our walk along the Carlton roadway – thus 
entering the forecourt from the other side.
Peter tells the assembled punters that Makoki (he never pronounces this name the 
same way twice) has selected Sea of Heartbreak as our entry in an afternoon race 
at Newbury. Then he actually leaves – to attend these races in person – and Makiko 
arrives with Matthew and Gabriella. We also have Georgie, Dan, Janet, Ofra, and 
Ellen. Georgie and I speculate on the whereabouts of Claire ¬– satisfying ourselves 
that she is waiting at home for the bodyguard needed as security in the transfer of 
all that cash we must have won in last night’s lottery. Eventually she does arrive – 
but it turns out that the draw is tonight. Another tardy arrival is Davide, who has 
been to the Chinese supermarket in Cricklewood ¬– where he has purchased a £22 
steak (from Uruguay). Claire says that yesterday someone left a piece of steak in 
the rose garden and that Oggy, whom she has brought today, disappeared three 
times in pursuit of this object. Our dogs have to content themselves with biscuits 
this morning ¬– and I am under assault from the outset, especially from Daisy-
Mae, Bailey and Winnie. At one point I borrow Emilio, hoping that his hysterical 
barking (from the sanctuary of my lap) will dissuade Daisy-Mae from making a 
pest of herself. 
Dan and Janet are still reminiscing about their encounter with the mosquitoes of 
Massachusetts. Georgie is searching for a spare cigarette (Claire helps her out) and 
Matthew and Makiko are planning a drive to Manchester this morning – Matthew’s 
dad is having a hip replacement. We also get a medical report from Linda, who 
arrives with the limping Pepper. After a very expensive MRI the medicos can’t 
see anything wrong with the dog, and this is obviously as worrying as a definitive 
diagnosis. Linda, wearing jeans that surely served as breakfast, lunch and dinner 
for the moths, accompanies us on our back passage walkround. This part of our 
comforting daily ritual reminds me of all those members who are no longer here 
to participate. A number of us have received an email from Cheryl, writing to us 
from Houston: “As fun as it is having company and traveling all of the time, I have 
no new friends and no real time to go out and try and find them. It takes time to 
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develop relationships and I’m impatient. That doggie group just made it too easy.  I 
love you all!!!” 

Sunday, July 17:
We managed to dodge the intermittent showers yesterday, but we still have to see 
what today will bring – as Fritz and I head for the park on a gray and blustery 
morning. I have to enter the environmental area myself today – in order to keep my 
grazing dog moving in the direction of the green. Here we turn left, Fritz sensing 
that around the corner he will find some pals: at the foot of Mt. Bannister Daisy-
Mae and Sparkie are into ball chasing and Fritz uses the opportunity of a visit here 
to do some good sniffing in the foliage that climbs the hill. Ellen is also here with 
Lucky and Jack and Fritz has to say hello here too ¬– then he continues on down 
the Randolph roadway. It takes us quite a while to get turned around and the café 
has already been open for five minutes or so by the time I am able to hand my 
dog’s lead over to Peter.
Others in our group today include Dan, Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Claire, Wendy, 
Hanna, Carrie and Ronnie (who seems quite unsteady on his feet today). Peter 
reports that he had an enjoyable day at the races yesterday – in spite of the 
changeable weather ¬– but that our own entry, Sea of Heartbreak, was withdrawn 
because of the wet ground (see our heartbreak). Claire’s news is no cheerier – we 
have failed in our quest to become Thunderball millionaires. Dan brings some 
lovely biscuits from Sardinia – part of the usual care package from Davide’s 
parents, who are currently visiting. Ofra takes one of these delicacies and begins 
an act of deconstruction – since she only likes the soft interior. “Only Ofra,” I say, 
“knows how to fieldstrip a macaroon.” In fact, this is one of Ofra’s last acts here 
for a while – since she will be heading for a month’s holiday in Israel tomorrow. 
While she is gone Bailey, of course, will be resident at Auntie Georgie’s house and 
there are last minute instructions now on the care and feeding of the Cavalier – “Be 
sure to clean his eyes every day.” 
Bailey, of course, is only one of a number of supplicants at my knee this morning. 
He is even more relentless than Yoyo and Winnie, but all of the dogs keep up a 
steady demand for their treats – with the possible exception of Fritz, who is more 
interested in plotting his next escape. He does manage to abscond once – but he 
is soon recaptured and frog-marched back to his former place in our compound. 
When we get up to begin our back passage walkround it is Winnie who excels in 
naughtiness – refusing to leave the café without a prolonged nagging. When we 
reach the Essendine gate we spot Linda and Rob with the limping Pepper. Fritz is 
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thrilled by this encounter, especially with the chance to greet Rob – who receives a 
detailed high-pitched explanation of what’s been happening in my dog’s life from 
an excited Schnauzer. 

Monday, July 18:
It is with some reluctance that I bow to the inevitable this morning – and take my 
leather jacket once again from its hanger in the hall closet.  Outside it is dark, 
gray, cold and damp – with the threat of rain, a condition that we again successfully 
dodged yesterday, when we had periodic showers throughout the afternoon. On 
a tree near our usual entranceway I note the distressing appearance of a poster 
calling for assistance in locating a missing five year-old black Lab male – who 
disappeared while on an expedition to Covent Garden Market. Curiously we pass 
just such an animal as we turn left ¬– but this version, in a red harness, is Charlie. 
Janet now comes up behind us with Daisy-Mae. The latter makes no concession to 
the jogging redheaded Ruth, charging forward with a friend and several dogs, and 
Ruth has to leap over the Shih-Tzu. We get as far as the environmental area where, 
once again, I have to go in there myself in order to get my dog moving in the right 
direction. This is a scene that causes a good deal of amusement for a German 
woman on a bicycle – she says that she just brings her own dog through this space 
on lead; she clearly approves of my dog’s name.
When we reach the green I have to follow Fritz as he heads off on a mission (a 
second poo against a tree at the end of the Morshead roadway). Thereafter I let 
him choose his own direction and he begins a grand circle of the green itself; on 
our left some of the other dogs are in spirited play: Zorro the Pug, for instance, and 
the mismatched pair of black dogs, Jez and Jazz. Instead of clinging to the circular 
path Fritz veers off above the tennis courts and I have to follow him ¬– he is 
waiting for me as I round a corner. Here I put him on lead as we begin our halting 
progress toward the café. Today we will have Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Janet, Georgie, 
and Davide – with Hanna, Carrie and Renata making late appearances.
I ask Davide how his parents are enjoying this fine English weather but he says 
that, for them, it represents a break in the hot Sardinian summer. Hanna has a copy 
of the Metro and this leads to a discussion of the escalating scandal that is currently 
engulfing British political life. What started as a minor instance of phone-hacking 
at the the News of the World has led to the demise of the paper in question, 
Rupert Murdoch’s abandonment of an attempt to buy all of BSkyB, the arrest of a 
number of his former employees, the appointment of an investigative committee, a 
summons to appear before Parliament for some of the participants and, yesterday, 
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the arrest of Murdoch high-flyer Rebekah Brooks and the resignation of London’s 
police commissioner. Many at our table predict that the focus of investigation may 
shift to the United States now ¬– there seems to be unanimity that those in hot 
water now deserve their fate. 
As we begin our back passage walkround the conversation returns to Davide’s fruit 
shopping – for yesterday he managed to buy some square (or flattened) peaches, 
some square nectarines and two pieces of a fruit that we spend a lot of time 
trying to name. The conclusion is that these specimens are custard apples and this 
reminds me that this fruit has a certain resonance for me since an alternate name is 
cheremoya (or cherimoya) and that our Hollywood home was on a street with this 
very name. I had never seen a cherimoya until I was in a supermarket in Spain and 
I had to buy one just to try it out. This emboldens me to conclude that whatever 
fruit Davide bought yesterday it was not a cherimoya. 

Tuesday, July 19:
Skies are still gray but there are occasional bright patches and during our morning 
in the park the sun does make a breakthrough. Fritz makes a lively enough start, 
even disdaining his usual foray into the environmental area. On the running track 
a little kid in a blue sweater is announcing to his friends that he has to pee and I 
fear the worst (at least for our bushes) but I am heartened to see, a few minutes 
later, that the lad is exiting the men’s loo behind the café. Claire, who says she has 
decided she must make an earlier start to her day, is out in the middle of the green 
with Panda and we head here next. She is talking to Peter, but in today’s case this is 
the chap who owns the Romanian rescue dog, Gypsy. It has been a long time since 
he has paused for a chat and he wants to shake my hand. I am remembering his 
wonderful Cocker puppy Hector (killed in a road accident years ago) as I follow 
Fritz – who has tired of chasing the balls flung to him by Claire and Ellen and now 
wants to begin a grand circle. The last third of this is accomplished on lead so that 
we can make some orderly progress toward the café.
There has been a mass lie-in among the staff this morning for, though the café 
is open for business, the tables in our compound are misaligned and chairs are 
just being brought out. We sit down at last, with today’s assemblage including 
Davide, Georgie, Janet, Renata, Matthew, Wendy, Peter (the one with Bobby in 
his lap), Ronnie and Ellen. Claire arrives somewhat later than this lot, having 
picked up Oggy in the interim, but she has to sit at a little table by herself since 
not enough chairs have been delivered to our grouping. Bailey has again arrived 
with Georgie but she gets Bobby for a while too – as Peter has an appointment. 
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Daisy-Mae objects to the presence of the little Poodle in Georgie’s lap and attacks 
the trembling creature – requiring Janet to tie her pet, for several minutes, to the 
naughty fence. Once released the Shih-Tzu is soon joining the biscuit queue. 
“Sparkie is trying to hypnotize you,” Ellen says as she breaks open her supply of 
tripe sticks. “Nonsense,” I respond, “I have him hypnotized.” 
I tell Davide about my researches into his custard apple but by this time he has 
discovered a sticker on the mysterious fruit and knows that we are not talking about 
cherimoyas. He has purchased, in fact, a Sharon fruit – a variety of persimmon, 
and this at last makes sense. Matthew is back from his trip to Manchester, where it 
rained for three days. He, too, has seen the news report about last week’s smash-
and-grab raid on Bond Street. Unusually, the jewelry stores escaped the attention of 
the robbers this time ¬– they were after handbags at Jimmy Choo’s. (No one hears 
Peter mumbling to himself, “And now they’re looking for twenty homosexuals.”) 
While we are focused on fashion Renata discovers that I am wearing Calvin Klein 
hiking socks. She doesn’t notice that my hiking boots themselves have started to 
rot nor that I am wearing a new baseball cap today since my favorite tan version 
has, I realized this morning, started to fray at the edges. No one has anything to say 
about the latest development in the phone hacking scandal as, since we last met, 
Assistant Met Commissioner John Yates, head of counter-terrorism at the Olympics 
and the man responsible for shelving an earlier investigation into misdeeds within 
the Murdoch empire, has also resigned. We begin our back passage walkround. 
Davide says he will see me on Friday – as he is off to Dallas later today. 

Wednesday, July 20:
For once there is no immediate threat of rain – though it is predicted for later in the 
day– and Fritz and I are able to make a dry entry into the park. Here we encounter 
the usual array of dog walkers, joggers, and out-of-shape bodies under instruction 
from the park’s phalanx of physical trainers. More ominously I can again see the 
troops marshaling for another sports day on the track: this lot can’t run a step 
without firing pistols and broadcast commentary. I keep the tennis ball in play as 
we cross the green in the direction of dogs – at exercise of their own. Today there 
is a wonderful collie-faced three-month-old fuzzy fellow named Oscar and a black 
Cavalier named Bella. Fritz outgrows the amusement value in such a scene and we 
are soon doing our usual walk in the direction of the Randolph gate. We return to 
the café just as Georgie is arriving with Sparkie, Bailey and Winnie.
There is only a small turnout this morning: for in addition to Georgie we have 
only Janet, Makiko, Peter, Ellen, and Claire – though Wendy and Hanna make 
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late appearances. A great tragedy has occurred behind the café counter: the 
coffee machine is broken and we must all drink tea. Even those who drink tea 
regularly say that it is no substitute for coffee at this time in the morning. As each 
new customer passes by we have to break the news and there is a good deal of 
grumbling, naturally. The dogs manage to behave themselves though poor Yoyo is 
teased unmercifully because no one likes her new bright yellow Puppia harness. 
Some say she looks like a member of the Kill Bill assassination team and she 
is compared to bees, hornets and (Georgia Tech fans) yellow jackets. Peter tells 
Makiko that she gets to choose the horse again this weekend but she is busily 
looking up stuff on her Blackberry – as we have just had both Mary McCartney 
and Jasmine Guinness strolling by together and she wants some biographical 
background.
Conversation again returns to the phone hacking scandal –¬ although this lot 
usually eschews politics – perhaps because at yesterday’s parliamentary grilling 
Rupert Murdoch denied any responsibility for the behavior of his underlings – 
“humbled” and “betrayed” were the words he used to describe himself – before 
a self-styled street comedian hit him with a shaving cream pie. (No wonder I got 
an email from Gavan this morning to the effect that we have quite a soap opera 
going for us in this country now.)  After we have completed our morning in the 
park I head for the bank, where customers can follow more of the saga, while 
waiting their turn, on an overhead TV screen. This too is following events – while 
the broadcasters have one of those machines that listens to what is being said and 
converts this into text for the hard of hearing. The machine itself, I note, needs a 
hearing aid; it translates the name of hacking victim Hugh Grant as “puke grant.”

Thursday, July 21:
It is another dark day as Fritz and I head for the Rec. I am feeling a bit groggy, 
not having slept well in days, and I am more than a little relieved to note that no 
one seems to have organized a noisy sports day this morning. When I reach the 
green I can hear Janet’s voice from a distant corner: “Daisy-Mae, leave Winnie 
alone!” From this I know that the naughty madam has again zeroed in on the tail of 
her chum. Fritz can now hear Georgie, urging Bailey to stay in formation, and he 
rushes out to the middle of the green in anticipation of her arrival. There are a lot 
of dogs milling about this morning – you sniff my bum and I’ll sniff yours – it’s a 
real throwback scene. Sparkie now crosses over to the bushes snaking down from 
the top of Mt. Bannister and Fritz, who never goes here on his own, has to follow 
his friend. Soon this pair is grazing contentedly – while Daisy-Mae watches them 
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with considerable interest from a spot on the grass. The problem with this idyll is 
that it is now beginning to rain and I am not very well protected by the roof over 
the little metal gazebo. The others dogs head in for our session at the café, but I 
have to go extract Fritz from the foliage myself.
The café staff are having a good time teasing us ¬¬– “No coffee again this 
morning” – but, in fact the machine has been repaired and we are able enjoy our 
usual hot drinks. The turnout is small to start with – just Janet, Georgie, Peter 
and Ellen but the numbers continue to grow with the addition of Claire, Carrie, 
Matthew and Makiko. Makiko has summoned a picture of the Rec on Google 
Earth and it is obvious that the shot was taken in far dryer times – for in Google’s 
picture our lush green looks parched. I tell the others that I am getting depressed 
by the uniformity of all the damp weather that we have been enduring, and Janet 
challenges me to see if I can check (in last year’s July journal) to see if things were 
any better then. Peter has had a brain scan (yes, he still does have one) and the docs 
are changing one of his prescriptions as a result. Georgie says that her husband will 
have to work through the first match of the season in the Scottish Premiere League 
and thus miss seeing his beloved Glasgow Rangers. Peter reminds her that he 
supports the Rangers as well ¬– but in his case it’s the team that calls Queen’s Park 
its home.
I am under attack from the moment I sit down – as one beast after another lays 
siege to my biscuit bag – even tiny Bobby wants a biscuit this morning, though I 
have to break it in half for him. As usual, Bailey is the most persistent supplicant, 
scraping away at my arms and knees until I adopt the defensive posture of inserting 
a serving tray between me and the naughty Cavalier. Food issues are only half of 
the problem today for our dogs are also over the top in their vociferous barking 
¬¬– every time an alien presence is detected outside the compound. Panda starts 
the hysteria off for she spots a large dog named Molly, one, it appears, who always 
has her “shackles up,” a guise that is deeply resented by Claire’s little dog – who 
now spends some time tied to the naughty fence.  Even Bobby, who can’t see 
what the other dogs are barking at, joins in when the chorus is in full throat. (Fritz 
will as well some of the time; usually he shows his displeasure at all the racket 
by howling in protest.) An American woman now comes by with a quite docile 
half-Lab, half-Chow named Lucy. The latter has received a summer clip and in 
her red-brown fur she looks a lot like Koji, the Shiba Inu. Claire hopes that Panda 
will relax a bit, since she likes Koji, but there is the same wail of protest. We begin 
a back passage walkround – just in front of us, walking with her Paddy, is a very 
pregnant Mary McCartney.
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Friday, July 22:
At last we have sunny skies, though there is a cool breeze and it seems far chillier 
than it should be for July. Fritz is full of beans this morning and instead of heading 
for the Essendine entrance he prefers the Morshead gate today. A few minutes later, 
as we near the Grantully gate, I am not at all pleased when he suddenly leaves 
the premises – I find him on the pavement outside the park. Hanna, who hears 
this story a few minutes later, is no doubt correct when she notes that Fritz knows 
there is some exciting departure from our usual routine coming today – because I 
am wearing my knapsack (not to mention my non-park sweater and cords and my 
trainers rather than my hiking boots). Once I get Fritz heading in the right direction 
he continues to hunt for scenic variations by crossing the Randolph roadway and 
continuing along the back of the tennis courts (where we meet Renata with Maxi) 
and then, once we have reached the parking lot, we climb steeply up to the top of 
Mt. Bannister. From here we head down to the Carlton roadway and Fritz has to 
have a go at entering the forbidden environmental area from a new angle. By now 
it is time for us to head to café, where I am one of the first in line.
Our group this morning includes Renata, Dan, Janet, Georgie, Makiko, Ellen, 
Peter and a young chap named Sam – who is already is residence at our table, 
when we arrive, with the lively Theo – who turns out to be a Staffie/American 
Bulldog cross. In spite of this fearsome pedigree the long-legged white dog is a 
perfect citizen today – even enduring with equanimity an assault by our tiniest 
club member, Bobby. For his part Emilio keeps up a constant critique of Daisy-
Mae, who is sitting in the next chair; this reminds Makiko that on her Blackberry 
she has a humorous video (which makes the circuit of our tables) in which a Pug 
seems to be barking out the word “Batman” over the credits of the cartoon version 
of the famous show. Peter is again anxious that Makiko begin her preparations for 
tomorrow’s equine divination as soon as possible but, at least, I am able to prove 
that I have done my homework. This comes when I present to Janet a printout 
in which I have pasted in twenty or so sentences about the July weather as they 
appeared in my journal for last year. It makes for interesting reading for it certainly 
does prove that we had better weather in 2010 – warmer, sunnier and much dryer. 
Eventually all of the others at our table have made their departure and it is just 
Hanna and Claire still sitting at the next. I have delayed my own next move until 
10:20 or so because Fritz and I now have to undertake the long walk up to St. 
John’s Wood, where a well-overdue appointment with Karen at St. John’s Pets is 
scheduled for 11:00. Things go smoothly enough until we reach the Wellington 
Hospital, where we encounter hundreds of cricket fans streaming down the street 
(without any concession to normal traffic patterns or the position of those heading 
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in an alternate direction). I should have guessed, from the few turbans in the 
crowd, that England are hosting India in today’s test. I have a little over two hours 
to kill after delivering my dog and so I visit the local post office and then head into 
the West End for visits to Foyle’s and Maplins. Fritz looks a treat when I at last 
retrieve him and we begin our usual halting progress as we head for home at last. 

Saturday, July 23:
After an early morning shower skies are clearing at last – we even had to hide 
under the park trees as we edged along the pavements during our late night walk. 
Now, though there are still many huge clouds (and not all of them white) there 
are also large patches of blue and bright sunshine as well. Just as we enter the 
park Daisy-Mae comes charging up behind us and Janet tells me that her dog has 
obviously picked up our scent on entering the park. When we all reach the green 
Fritz heads down the Randolph roadway and I follow ¬– again we meet up with 
Renata and Maxi as we reach the tennis courts. On our return to the café Fritz spots 
an interesting collection of dogs and their owners near the cricket crease and we 
have to check them out first. The highlight of this grouping is a quartet of blonde 
Pugs: Winnie, Emilio, Zorro and Mutley. Dan kneels to give Fritz a roughhouse 
cuddle and soon we are hearing the delighted groans and chortles of an enchanted 
Schnauzer. Fritz does earn many compliments on his spiffy appearance.
At coffee this morning we have Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Matthew, Makiko, 
Renata, Dan, Davide, Margaret (Mutley’s mom) and even a rare tableside 
appearance for Zorro’s mom, Debbie. The Pugs behave themselves tolerably well, 
though this doesn’t stop Daisy-Mae from attacking Winnie over some scrap of 
food – with Davide sticking a leg between the contestants. Margaret is trying to 
market some pictures she has put together of Pugs with wings – and samples are 
passed around the table. I notice that at least one of our own Pugs is naked today 
¬– but Janet explains that Winnie doesn’t want any bikini lines. I lose track of my 
own dog – who only rarely drops by for a biscuit – perhaps he is staring through 
the fence at the Saturday strollers. At least he manages to stay firmly inside the bars 
this time.
Makiko is puzzling over the racing pages as Peter waits anxiously for her choice: 
she picks Mariachi Man in the 3:15 at Ascot. Then she turns her attention to 
Matthew, who has once again ordered two croissants. The poor man not only gets 
teased by the wife on this occasion but soon others are mocking him for wearing 
his white trousers to the park – though Davide does insist that with his outfit today 
(open shirt over t-shirt) all he needs to look quintessentially Italian is a Vespa. Dan 
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is wearing cut-off jeans today and he too is wrongly dressed – for it is often quite 
chilly this morning. Renata has a different kind of complaint – depression. She 
has been to her doctor about this (he doesn’t think she is suffering from dementia, 
as she suspected) and she is trying out all sorts of herbal remedies. She now gets 
up to join the back passage walkround, one that includes Dan, Davide, Makiko, 
Matthew, Georgie and Janet. For some reason little Emilio gets left behind and 
when he finally spots his parents he dashes after us as speedily as his little, panicky 
legs can carry him.

Sunday, July 24:
As I look from my sitting room window in the early light of the dawn sun I can see 
a skinny fox, walking along one of our walkways as though he owned the park. 
At this hour he still does. Three hours later, however, it is the doggy population 
that can lay claim to these pathways – Fritz is greeted on our entrance by the year-
old Maltese, Ollie, who seems fascinated by my pet, following him all the way to 
the green. The black woman who owns this little fellow says that she has noted a 
number of other dogs in the park also named Ollie – and that her pet, who clearly 
has a mind of his own, answers any voice calling his name. Fritz continues on, 
taking advantage of the bright and breezy morning by heading for Mt. Bannister. 
This time it is Koji who wants to follow my dog and so he does – all the way to the 
top of the hill. 
Fritz inches his way down the hill to the Randolph roadway and begins a circuit of 
the eastern end of the green. This is broken off when he spots our group stationed 
on the cricket crease and so he has to head here as well. When we arrive I can tell 
that the dog owners are sharing the news of some tragedy, but it takes me some 
time to figure out what it is: Amy Winehouse, the troubled and self-destructive pop 
diva, has died – speculation immediately turns to “overdose.” I have little time to 
digest this news since Fritz has again given way to wanderlust and we are soon 
headed down the Morshead roadway – where I at last get him back on lead for our 
return to the café. As we pass the clubhouse I sense an alien presence, an outrider 
on Fritz’s left. Sure enough, it is his biggest fan, Ollie.
It takes a while for me to wait out the coffee queue – while Maxi takes up a 
position just inside the café’s doors – on the assumption that this counts the same 
as staying outside, where he is supposed to be. When I finally make it to the table 
there is not a single chair left and I have to use my, “What, no room for your 
biographer!?” line. Dan fetches a chair from another table and I pull out my biscuit 
bag. Dan (who hosts Fritz in his lap this morning) is joined today by Davide, Peter, 
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Ellen, Susie, Ronnie, Janet, Georgie, Renata, Matthew and Makiko. The latter’s 
choice in yesterday’s 3:15 at Ascot, Mariachi Man, has been manhandled, and 
Peter now announces that he has been persuaded by the ladies in our group to put 
our money on the Thunderball lottery next weekend instead of another horse. 
Susie is trying to pick a Sunday on which to have a pre-farewell party for the 
park people (an unhappy prospect for the rest of us anyway). I always sit between 
Susie and Ronnie at our table – today they are squabbling over Chloe’s health 
again since Susie knows that her pet is not losing weight and that Ronnie must be 
letting the rest of us sneak her treats. The Cavalier also has a skin condition – now 
in the hands of famous vet, Dr. Bruce Fogle, and the latter says that if there is no 
improvement by tomorrow he is calling in the doggy dermatologist. Dan has come 
up with a website that lists dog-friendly places of accommodation and a number of 
us complain about showing up at supposedly dog-tolerant places only to find the 
welcome decidedly sour. I mention the two times we checked into Lake District 
accommodation only to be told, “We usually like the dog to stay in the car.” Susie 
is interested in this topic because she and the asthmatic Ronnie may have to stay 
in a hotel while their new house undergoes renovation in Bedfordshire. “That’s all 
right,” Ronnie says, “I can always stay in the car.”

Monday, July 25:
It is again a lovely morning in the park and we soon encounter Sabina, sitting on a 
bench at the head of the running track and enjoying the warmth of the sun. Oscar 
and Scamp are eager to check out their old pal and Fritz has some difficulty settling 
down to his first poo in the face of such interest. Twice he has to shoulder Scamp 
aside as he circles into a squatting posture under a rosehip bush. Progress continues 
to be slow as we at last reach the green and turn left. Today Fritz is content with a 
round-trip on the Randolph roadway. On our way back I spot a dog walker I have 
never seen before: he has eight dogs with him, including a chocolate Lab named 
Eddie. Most of the dog people don’t approve of a contingent of this size; there is 
no way a lone dog walker can keep an eye on eight dogs – and their poo. 
I join Renata outside the door of the café and we have a long wait before the 
doors are opened; this time Maxi just settles down at his mommy’s feet next to 
the counter. In addition to Renata our group includes Georgie, Makiko, Claire, 
Peter, Ellen and Ronnie. (Janet is participating in the first of a two-day course at 
an art college in Hampstead.) One might expect further conversation on the topics 
of the moment ¬– the death of Amy Winehouse or the tragedy in Norway, where 
a right-wing extremist has killed over a seventy people. Not so, however – since 
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our group is still worrying over the decision to invest our money in the lottery 
rather than the horses. Claire begins by suggesting that some people can choose 
their own numbers and others can just have a lucky dip and she produces her 
own plastic-wrapped lottery card from Sainsbury’s. Peter, our purser, is having a 
meltdown over this change in plans, however, and he is so over-faced by the task 
of coordinating the wishes of all sixteen syndicate members that he says Claire will 
have to do the ticket purchasing this week.
Theo is here this morning and, like so many other dogs in the past, he finds Bailey 
irresistible. This the Cavalier resents ¬– since he is trying to focus on the all-
important issue of food handouts – and his growling responses soon have all the 
other dogs in an uproar. When they are not barking at Theo they have a go at every 
other stranger at the gates – this morning including the Pointer, Scout. Georgie 
has arrived with four dogs – Sparkie, Bailey, Lady Belle and Winnie, but now she 
has Daisy-Mae (seated in her own chair) as well. This doesn’t make life any easier 
when it is time to begin our back passage walkround. As usual, Winnie hangs back 
but there is no problem with a poo escaping detection when we travel; someone is 
always ready to point out the evidence so that it can be recovered. As we near the 
Essendine gate I notice that Fritz has coiled into a frozen shadow – but whether 
this is to defend himself against the approaching Pepper or to attack this selfsame 
pal I cannot tell. 

Tuesday, July 26:
Although temperatures are mild enough, it is very gray today – and inside the park 
the mood is also dark. This is because, even before we reach of entrance, I can hear 
the sounds of an unfolding incident. A large and fast-moving dog, chasing his ball, 
has come close to a little black boy – who emits a blood-curdling shriek. I hear a 
muttered apology from the dog’s owner and remarks about “should be on lead” 
from the aggrieved mom but by the time Fritz and I have entered the park itself 
the mood is obviously lighter – and there are good natured chuckles on all sides. 
Sabina is again sitting on her bench at the head of the track – Oscar and Scamp 
at her feet – but we both mourn the lost sun. Fritz and I get stuck behind a slow 
moving lawnmower on our path but when we are able to pass this behemoth we 
head for the center of the green ¬– where Janet is just handing Daisy-Mae over to 
Georgie and Dan is doing the same thing with Winnie.
Fritz looks like he would just as soon follow Dan out of the park but he is 
distracted, at the Grantully gate, by the arrival of Scout and the unusual sight of 
Hanna, who has Yoyo on lead as she pushes an empty baby’s stroller as well. It 
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turns out that she has claimed this object from the discard pile next to a skip late 
last night and brought it with her in order to pass in on to Georgie – who should 
be able to use it during the visits of grandson Oliver. We walk with Hanna around 
the east end of the green where we meet up with Alf, the handsome Standard 
Schnauzer. Fritz follows his larger cousin toward the café and I am congratulating 
myself on the easy transition to café life when my dog, sensing my intentions, 
takes off for the Morshead Roadway – and it is another six or seven minutes before 
we actually make it back. In the interim we have passed Wendy, who is struggling 
across the green with T-bone (who has hurt a hip) in her arms.
Our group this morning includes Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Wendy, Georgie, Hanna, 
Renata, and – when she returns from the bank ¬– Makiko. Peter is still preoccupied 
with the logistics of lottery wagering but he seems to have reconciled himself to 
the fact that some members of the syndicate may want to supply their own numbers 
and others are content with the lucky dip. He and Claire will evidently purchase the 
tickets tomorrow ¬– for Friday’s draw – but there remains the issue of how much 
needs to be won in order to justify the complex task of dividing the sum by sixteen. 
“Anthony,” he says, “you’re one of the more sensible members of the group, how 
much would you say?” I suggest at least a pound – after remarking that I have just 
been damned with faint praise. 
Fritz manages to escape when Peter and Ronnie depart but by this time the others 
are preparing to leave as well. Georgie decides that instead of marching through 
the streets with an empty baby buggy she will put Winnie into this vehicle. A 
second problem is avoided by this gesture as well ¬– since, for once, we don’t have 
to wait for the slow-moving Pug. I do worry that passersby will soon be muttering 
about the ugly baby but Winnie is impervious to such criticisms. She rides regally 
– as Makiko takes her picture – never once attempting to jump from her seat 
as Rob, again arriving with Pepper in tow, distributes treats to all the dogs. The 
problem is, I tell Georgie at our exit gate, Winnie will now expect a ride like this 
every day now.

Wednesday, July 27:
Fritz is sick – no doubt about it. Yesterday afternoon he vomited in my study (after 
eating a heretofore untested treat) but he seemed to have his usual appetite at 
dinnertime and he had no trouble scarfing down his food. He slept next to my head 
and I heard no tummy rumbling but this morning, as I am getting ready to head 
for the park, he spits up two plumes of white foam. His first park poos are solid 
enough and he does not nibble on any grass shoots – as he often does when he feels 
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troubled in the tummy – but subsequent poos get increasingly sloppy and out on 
the green he throws up some more white foam. 
We have company on our in-lap this morning, Lisa, who is accompanied by her 
Jack Russells, Megan and Zack. I haven’t seen her in some time but she says 
that she has been preparing for a move back to Derbyshire and that even on a 
reconnaissance mission her northern accent came flooding back: “Get that sheep 
off t’road!” Zack now positions himself at our feet, insisting that we kick either a 
plastic bottle or a stick for him to chase. When we reach the green we spot Georgie 
and Janet and also Ellen, whose two charges, Lucky and Jack, are each rolling on 
their backs on the cricket crease in ecstasy. Fritz looks like he wants to head down 
the Morshead roadway but I am able to snag him this time and we head back in the 
direction of the café – where I tell the others not to give my dog any food. I had 
better starve him for a day and see if he gets any better without intervention by the 
vet.
Our group this morning includes Janet, Georgie, Ellen, Peter, Ronnie, Claire and 
Kevin – Lucky and Jack’s titular master; he has brought with him Jill, his 97 year-
old mother’s carer. Ronnie announces that he and his partner lost everything at 
bridge last night but our attention is again focused on another game: this weekend’s 
lottery. I had thought that we had settled everything yesterday and matters also 
seem to be a bit more simple for Peter today – since everyone has decided on 
the lucky dip option. But Claire now says that you can’t win as much money in 
Friday’s draw as on Saturday’s and she wants a really big prize. There are two 
spirited responses to this suggestion. Peter says that he would be glad to abandon 
organization of our joint entry to Claire – if she thinks she can do it better – and I 
tell her, “Your big prize is having breakfast with us every morning.” 
Latecomers are still heading our way and we soon have Hanna, Vlad and Carrie at 
the little corner table. The latter’s Oggy has managed to frighten a little boy in a 
red football jersey – who mistakenly chooses to run (thus making the Bichon think 
this is a game) rather than stand still. In this case, in some contrast to yesterday’s 
incident, the accompanying mother notes that there has been no harm done and 
calm is soon restored. Somewhat earlier than usual we begin a back passage 
walkround – giving me yet more opportunities to observe the digestive processes 
of my pet. (A day of this is made all the more complicated by the arrival this 
afternoon of my visiting cousin Therese from Stockholm.) Fritz looks a bit miz ¬ 
but then so does Winnie ¬– who has to walk home today. 
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Thursday, July 28:
Fritz is obviously in a cheerier mood today and perhaps much of this change is 
due to the arrival of cousin Therese, whom he clearly adores (sitting in her lap, 
climbing into her bed, etc.). Nothing has issued from any orifice in twenty-four 
hours and before we head for the park today I cook up some convalescent food for 
my dog – roast chicken and boiled rice. I let all this cool as we head for the park 
– it is the first time that Therese has been in this part of the world and I feel like a 
tour guide. 
It is a beautiful morning, sunny and warm. We work our way around to the foot 
of Mt. Bannister where Dan, Janet, Michaela and Georgie are standing and I can 
make my introductions. A little later we meet up with Hanna and then with Linda, 
who is crossing the green with the limping Pepper and her neighbor’s dog, the 
Jack Russell Chica. By this time the café is open and Therese can order a toasted 
sandwich when we go in to get our coffees. The dogs introduce themselves to her 
knees when this foodstuff arrives and I have plenty of visitors as well. 
In addition to those already mentioned our group this morning includes Ronnie, 
Peter, Ellen, Makiko, Wendy, and Renata; Claire spends most of her time on the 
green with Panda, and Theo is exiled here as well when his hectoring of poor 
Bailey causes the latter to retaliate angrily. Ellen announces that Kevin will try 
to coax his mom aboard the Challenger, his mobile home beast, for an outing to 
Henley today. Georgie announces that she will have Pepper this weekend, when 
Linda and Rob are out of town, and that she is thinking of employing the baby 
stroller because of his hip problems. Janet announces that her tai-chi class will be 
meeting in the park tomorrow for an outdoor session and members of the breakfast 
club say they want to watch. After half an hour or so we get up to leave and, just 
before Therese and I depart for some sightseeing (and shopping), I prepare for Fritz 
a fabulous breakfast.

Friday, July 29:
Fritz seems to be on the mend and perhaps today I will introduce some more solid 
food into his diet. His spirits are certainly undimmed and he is again delighted to 
have two of us for company as we enter the park under gray, humid skies. Therese, 
who has been reading Have I Got Dogs For You! is full of questions about the park 
and its people and it is fun for her to have these answered on the spot. Fritz agrees 
on a right turn before we reach the tennis courts, then he rushes out into the center 
of the green in order to greet Dan, who is just leaving, and Janet, who has a bag 
of roast pork tidbits for the mutts. I am just congratulating myself on a trouble-
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free entry into the doggy compound at the café when my pet again senses that I 
am about to limit his freedom – and I have to cross the green in order to secure his 
services.
The others dogs are equally ill-behaved this morning. When they are not barking 
at anything on the move they are squabbling over food handouts or demanding 
attention at our knees. Daisy-Mae twice attacks other dogs, including Tara, the 
Rhodesian Ridgeback, and she has to spend several minutes tied to the naughty 
fence. Chloe, on the ground instead of her usual perch on Ronnie’s lap, is striking 
like a cobra whenever there is a bit of food on offer. But perhaps the worst offender 
today is Bailey, who keeps jumping into empty laps in order to advance his own 
pursuit of edible merchandise. Peter has brought his Schmackos and Ellen her tripe 
sticks and both of these benefactors have to fend off the supplicants.
In addition to those already mentioned our group this morning includes Georgie, 
Hanna and Makiko – while Claire and Vlad are sharing the little table in the corner. 
Peter has brought with him scanned copies of a sheet showing the numbers for all 
of the sixteen lucky dips he has purchased for our syndicate. He tries to give one 
of these to Makiko (who already has one) on three occasions. Claire still has some 
suggestions to make on how to expedite this whole process and Peter is growing 
ever more rattled by this interference in his orderly methodology. All of a sudden 
there is an explosion – “Gordon Bennett!” Claire is not the object of his expletive 
– Bailey is. This is because the willful Cavalier has taken advantage of Peter’s 
distraction to jump into his lap – thereby displacing several inches from a coffee 
cup poised critically above his reluctant host’s crotch. First there is a complaint 
about the effects of heat on certain delicate parts of the anatomy; then there are 
complaints about how cold it is down there now. Janet dismisses these objections 
– “That’s the most activity you’re likely to have down there this year.” The rest 
of us can’t speak because to do so would require us to stop laughing hysterically. 
Peter gets up to join Ronnie and Ellen on the ride home and we can see nasty 
stains all over his trousers – which means that more laughter ensues. I suggest he 
send his dry cleaning bill to Ofra, but he implies that there is little hope of proper 
compensation in this case. His place at the gate is taken by Linda, just come to 
deliver Pepper to Georgie and soon after this Therese and I make an early departure 
for home –since we have tourist duties in Hampstead and on its heath. 

Saturday, July 30:
Sunny skies prevail but there is a breeze to keep the temperatures down as we 
begin our morning in the park. Michaela is talking to Sabina, seated on her favorite 
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bench, just as we enter the park. Oscar and Scamp prance forward to see what 
Fritz is up to while Skye barks out an order: give that ball another heave! Fritz is 
showing off – now that he also has Therese as audience – and he turns left after we 
reach the Carlton roadway (instead of our usual right) and, to my great surprise, he 
darts behind the gym and out of sight! When we catch up I can see what has lead 
to this unusual departure: he has somehow spotted Lucky on the grassy hill and 
rushed forward to greet the portly Corgi and her smaller brother Jack. When we 
arrive he has switched his attentions to some grass shoots at the foot of the left-
hand hedge here – perhaps he needs something for a convalescent stomach. Next 
he is rushing out to greet Janet and we accompany her and Daisy-Mae on a stroll 
behind the tennis courts ¬– where Daisy-Mae chases a squirrel until it climbs a 
fence. 
Janet then spots Dan and Georgie, crossing the green, and goes out to greet them 
while Therese and I head for the café. It takes quite a while for our party to get 
properly seated. I can see that Georgie has brought the baby stroller with her but 
she is crossing the grass with Pepper on lead and Dan, accompanied by a visiting 
friend (Jo) today, is pushing the famous vehicle across the green with Winnie 
aboard instead. In addition to these personages our table grouping includes Ronnie, 
Peter, Matthew (Makiko is at home, waiting for an Internet clothing purchase to 
be delivered), Ellen, Wendy, Hanna and Renata. The dogs continue to misbehave: 
there are no fights today but they insist on forming a pack of protest whenever 
another dog passes by outside our gate: Chow, Cocker, it doesn’t matter who it is – 
they are outraged and we keep telling them to shut up!
The human participants in our breakfast scene are also having a bit of a temper 
tantrum. It all starts when we ask Peter how well we did in last night’s Thunderball 
lottery. He informs us that, in return for our £16 stake, we have won the princely 
sum of £15! This means, he explains that we are each entitled to 94 pence and 
therefore he plans to keep the £15 for some future wager. The suggestion is made 
that we each give him six pence to refresh our standing in next week’s game of 
chance but he bristles over the very idea – claiming that he doesn’t want all that 
change rattling around in his pocket. To help matters along I address the latter 
problem by giving him, on our collective behalf, a single pound coin – but he 
rejects this too. Renata now takes up the cause and he becomes so upset over any 
deviation from his arcane accountancy arrangements that he begins to shout at her, 
repeatedly asking her is she wants to run the whole enterprise. When Dan squeezes 
in an extra chair next to her she bristles too – and tempers are not improved when 
Dan, in a mischievous mood, asks if Peter couldn’t produce a written document 
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outlining all of the rules of the syndicate. There is at least one happy moment in the 
morning’s session: Janet presents to me a watercolor painting of my Fritz!

Sunday, July 31:
Today’s session in the park begins with a melancholy moment as we head for 
our usual entrance gate and Therese, dragging her suitcase, heads in the opposite 
direction, her visit now over. Fritz doesn’t appear to have noticed this defection 
for the first few minutes of our walk, but by the time we have reached the middle 
pitch he begins to look over his shoulder more and more. For a short while he is 
distracted by Ellen – who is leaning up against the fence while chatting with the 
owner of Guinness, the black Pug. Then I decide that I had better put him on lead 
– just so he doesn’t go searching for our Stockholm cousin after all. In this fashion 
we reach the green, where Georgie is just arriving with her brood. Makiko, Janet 
and Hanna are here as well and when we head for the café we find Matthew, Peter 
and Ronnie. 
Ronnie is impatiently staring out at the green, where Ellen (who usually fetches his 
coffee) is still chatting with Jackie, the owner of Monty the Lab. Other late arrivals 
include Claire (who takes a seat with Hanna at the corner table), Jo Lynn, who 
arrives with Tilly the Border Terrier, Renata, and ¬– delayed by forty-five minutes 
after a night out with friends, Dan. Tilly makes her self at home immediately; for 
a while she sits facing the table in her own chair, then she climbs onto the tabletop 
itself. Pepper, who has a shrill shriek of a bark at the best of times, joins in the 
canine chorus when a strange animal passes our fence but the prize for puppy 
misbehavior again belongs to Daisy–Mae. When one of the huge Newfoundlands 
passes us the aggressive Shih-Tzu squeezes through the fence and actually bites the 
black beast. Janet has to spring into action again – chiding her pet for such naughty 
(and dangerous behavior) and we are soon past this crisis.
Jo Lynn tells us about the PR efforts she has been making on behalf of a children’s 
home in Essex – where the “not in my back yard” crowd are campaigning against 
the home’s proprietors. Makiko reports the successful delivery of a pair of sports 
shoes – an event that kept her away from our table yesterday morning. I ask her 
about her war against the mice and she says that they seem intimidated by all the 
traps she has laid for them. Claire complains of a sore head after having to wait 
until 11:30 for her food at a dinner party that she attended last night. Peter gets 
up to tell her about yesterday’s post-lottery barney and then, after he leaves with 
Ronnie, I get up to tell her what really happened. Some of us, having been here 
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for an hour, begin to make our homeward move but, loyally, Georgie says she will 
remain behind with Dan – who has just taken delivery on a full English breakfast. 
This means that, for once, the dogs are all sitting at his feet and not mine. 
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“And Your Little Dog, Too”
Life Among The Dog People of Paddington Rec, Volume VIII

By Anthony Linick

Chapter 3—August, 2011

Daisy-Mae has been burying her biscuits again.
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Monday, August 1:
It’s quite warm and humid as we begin another month in the park – and I can 
see that, well before I sit down to have my coffee, I am going to have to lose my 
sweatshirt. Fritz, who seems completely recovered from his recent indisposition, 
races ahead and we soon arrive on the green – where Georgie and Janet are already 
standing. Fritz doesn’t wander very far but before heading down the Randolph 
roadway I put him on lead – just in case he should be tempted to delay proceedings 
any further. When we return to the café I can hand him over to his Uncle Ronnie, 
and this means that I am at the front of the queue when the doors open at 9:30. 
Our group today includes Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Makiko, Ronnie, Renata 
and Hanna, but Claire sets up headquarters at the little corner table – where she 
is joined by Carrie and a chap named Roger. The latter has brought with him the 
young Jasper, a Jack Russell character whose troubled early history we learned 
about almost a year ago. Panda is still very fond of him and Claire lets her out onto 
the green to play with the chap; thereafter Panda lies in wait for any passing baby 
carriage – jumping up eagerly to greet the surprised passenger inside. Ronnie is 
trying to reign in Chloe’s greed this morning but I am surprised when I get no visit 
from Bailey; he is sitting in a chair up against the fence –– staring into space – or 
perhaps hoping for the next ride in Georgie’s baby stroller. The actual user of this 
vehicle, Pepper, is enjoying his fourth Reiki treatment from Aunt Hanna. He is 
lying blissfully on his back in her arms – quiet for once. 
Peter now announces that our next venture into lottery high finance will take place 
on Saturday – and that he needs each of us to refresh our stakes this week. (He 
is also working on a complicated turf trifecta that, eventually, we may be asked 
to participate in as well.)  At one point he uses that wonderful British expression 
“happy as a sand boy” and Makiko, BlackBerry in hand, must immediately look 
up the origins of this phrase. The sand boy in question turns out to be the chap 
who used to deliver sand (a crude floor covering) to pubs – and if he received a 
pint in return we can understand his happiness. Peter now gets up with Ronnie 
and after they have departed someone notes that he has left his green pen behind. 
Remembering their earlier contretemps I mischievously suggest that Renata take 
it home with her so that Peter will have to report to her house to pick it up – but 
Georgie says she will take it. We begin our back passage walkround but the other 
dogs are either so dilatory or so feckless that by the time Fritz and I are heading for 
our own gate I can look over my shoulder all the way back to the cypress trees ¬– 
and there is not another soul in sight.
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Tuesday, August 2:
We are in the middle of a mini-heat wave and I would be wearing shorts as well 
as a t-shirt if I were not anticipating the effects of clawing paws on bare skin. 
We pass Sabina and her dogs just as Janet comes in behind us with Daisy-Mae. 
I tell her that, in anticipation of another visit from Liz, I have mailed off to New 
York my accounts of activity here in the park for the last two months – so that she 
will be up-to-date with our local characters and their crises. She has responded 
characteristically: would I now do the same for Corrie and EastEnders? When 
he reach the green we can see Dan – just handing Winnie over to Georgie for 
the day. Dan is explaining that in Sardinia, where Davide has been for the past 
week, his partner has suffered a form of facial paralysis that has actually required 
hospitalization. Davide is coming home today – but Dan is angry that no further 
medical intervention is going to be pursued and that no proper diagnosis has been 
achieved. Several of us amateur neurologists say that it sounds like Bell’s Palsy to 
us.
Fritz, in the meantime, has wandered off to the Grantully side of things and 
eventually I have to follow. We turn off to pursue shady paths leading to the 
Randolph roadway but when I get here my dog has disappeared. I try the narrow 
chute behind the northerly tennis courts and, sure enough, he has discovered Ellen, 
with Jack and Lucky, and he is following her toward the parking lot. I put him on 
lead here and we actually penetrate the third and smallest of the doggy areas before 
emerging on the Carlton roadway. A fire engine, which has evidently answered the 
summons of an insistent alarm in the pavilion, is just exiting – and we use a side 
gate to enter the café’s forecourt. Lucky now settles down to fifteen minutes of 
delighted chomping on an all-day bone which she has dragged behind the water 
bowl – and the others dogs zero in on my knees. Bailey is the most persistent of 
these and I have his wet head (he has been rolling in the grass) and his raking paw 
beseeching attention for the next half an hour. It turns out that there is a second 
reason for his jumping into any available lap this morning. Renata is sharing out 
pieces of bacon from her breakfast and Daisy-Mae has terrorized the Cavalier with 
a vicious attack on his bum while these treats were being passed out. It is actually 
Maxi’s bum that is the subject of concern this morning; he has been suffering from 
the runs and Renata has to borrow a large piece of plastic so that she can protect 
her lap from this filthy presence. 
Georgie now announces that in Glasgow (where several of these ladies are 
planning a field trip) Jean has adopted an eight month-old Lurcher pup named 
Ziggy. Janet says that Daisy-Mae will be going to the groomer today (and I note 
that I will be doing the same thing at my hairdresser tomorrow). I remind Peter 
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that he left a green pen here yesterday – we had thought that Georgie had put it 
in the famous stroller before her departure yesterday but we discover now, only 
after Peter has departed, that Hanna has it in her purse. I propose that each of 
us (meaning a group that also includes Ronnie and Makiko today) take turns 
bringing it home with us for the rest of the week. We get up to begin a back 
passage walkround – with the sun beating down quite emphatically on our heads. 
As we pass the environmental area one dog after another rushes is and pees on the 
entrance sign – the one that says “No dogs.” 

Thursday, August 4:
I made no report yesterday, though I did enter the Rec. briefly, even encountering 
the stricken Davide on the cricket crease before taking Fritz home – and heading 
off to have my own grooming at Sali’s on Formosa Street. My return to the park 
this morning comes under threatening skies – for it is dark, gray, and there is 
even a little moisture in the air. I am wearing my rain jacket as a precaution and 
it doesn’t take too long for me to realize the wisdom of this choice – for it begins 
to drizzle in earnest almost immediately. Someone has deposited a large log at the 
head of the running track and for some reason, charmed by this addition to the 
scene, my dog squats and deposits his first poo thereon. (Well, at least I don’t have 
to bend over quite as far as I usually do.) There is no one about when we reach the 
green and we begin a long perambulation – first down the Randolph roadway, then 
around the green itself (with a visit to the Grantully doggy area), then down the 
Morshead roadway itself. By the time we are able to head for the café itself the rain 
has become a steady downpour and from the pocket of my jacket I now produce 
the dog’s raincoat as well. 
Under the green umbrella we have a stalwart band of responsible dog owners – 
who have braved the bad weather in order to give their animals some exercise: 
Peter, Makiko, Davide, Janet, Georgie and Hanna – with Carrie arriving somewhat 
later with Oggy (who gets his own seat) and Roger arriving with a wet Jasper. I 
manage to keep most of the wet paws off my trousers – but Yoyo (who is allowed 
only one biscuit these days) still manages to create a wet patch on my right 
leg. I run out of treats rather early (enduring the baleful glances of a number of 
disappointed clients) but Peter has brought some Schmackos. Janet (sporting a new 
haircut administered by her friend Lyndon yesterday) has brought a water pistol 
with her. You would think such an object would be redundant on a day like today 
but she uses it to dampen the ardor of any of our barkers and even Emilio shuts up 
after a while.
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Makiko has already done some BlackBerry research on the origins of the 
expression “it’s raining cats and dogs” but she says it’s too early in the morning 
for her to make a coherent presentation of her research to the rest of us. I ask 
Davide how his visit to the doctor went yesterday and he says that he is on steroids 
for Bell’s Palsy – a condition Janet and I diagnosed from a description of his 
symptoms while he was still in hospital in Sardinia days ago! At least he doesn’t 
suffer from the facial deformity that some sufferers report and he plans to return 
to work by the end of the week. Hanna now reports that a second patient, Pepper, 
has continued to receive Reiki treatments ¬– and that he seems to be improving 
and enjoying a new diet as well. Every now and then the rain intensifies and people 
are beginning to wonder how they will get home without getting drenched. Peter, 
for instance, has come to the park with neither coat, cap nor umbrella – but Janet 
promises to give him a ride and so we make a dash for it along the Morshead 
roadway… the quickest way home. 

Friday, August 5:
The rains have brought with them fresher temperatures and, in their wake, less 
humidity as well. This means that it is relatively comfortable for us in the park 
today – an alternation between sun and cloud throughout the morning session. As 
Fritz and I pass the five-a-side pitch I notice a magnificent spider web covering a 
gap between a pillar and the fence, but it is just as well that I am not tempted to 
take a photo here for nearby for I also see a “No Photography in This Area” sign. 
There is of course no explanation for this gesture though little kids do inhabit the 
space on Saturdays – but there is (as yet) no such sign on the playground itself. 
Another dog owner, spotting the sign, says, “It’s like living in Russia.” 
Fritz rushes out to the green, where Janet, Georgie and Davide are standing, and 
then we begin a half circle of the grassy space itself – returning to the café just as 
they are opening the doors. I am the first customer, followed closely by Davide, 
and I ask him if he is still going back to work this week. He says he might as well, 
since it will take a while for the steroids to do their work on his face. You can’t see 
any problem but he says that when he talks he sounds as though he were drunk – I 
don’t hear this. When we return to our table the medical census continues. Ronnie 
says that Susie felt light-headed this morning, Georgie says she did too, and Renata 
says that she has been so dizzy recently that her surgery is sending a doctor over 
to check on her this afternoon. Peter says that he often feels dizzy while walking 
¬– but he is okay when he sits down. He doesn’t notice when I unhook Fritz from 
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the lead that I had handed to him earlier – and he can’t figure out where my dog 
has gotten to now. In addition to those already mentioned we also have Ellen 
and Makiko here this morning (with Hanna, Claire and Linda at the little table in 
the corner). I tell Makiko that as I returned from the West End at about 7:30 last 
night I could see her sitting at her front window, working on another report on her 
computer. The others ask me what I saw at the Curzon Soho during my outing. I 
tell them that I saw Beginners, a film about dying in which the audience, obviously 
meant to experience this process for themselves, could only hope for the end to 
come quickly. 
The medical emphasis now shifts to our animals. Chloe has obviously been 
chewing on her tail again; it is raw – though Ronnie keeps repeating that she is 
getting better. Pepper is far more mobile after the ministrations of Aunt Hanna but 
Emilio is suffering from an attack of apoplexy – after an assault under the table by 
his nemesis, Daisy-Mae. He seeks the refuge of Makiko’s lap and barks furiously 
whenever the feisty Shih-Tzu is nearby. Today Janet has brought a watercolor 
painting of Makiko’s Pug – a bit of an irony, all things considered. Janet’s water 
pistol is employed several times this morning and things are a bit quieter as a 
result. When we get up to begin our back passage walkround Linda decides to stay 
behind with Pepper but the recovering Schnauzer wants to come with the rest of us 
– and she relents. Pepper has just had a grooming; he not only feels better, he looks 
better as well. 

Saturday, August 6:
It is somewhat overcast this morning – bright enough and cooler than earlier in the 
week. As we round the corner near the environmental area we see Jo Lynn heading 
our way with Tilly. These two reverse direction in order to accompany us on our 
march to the green: Jo says that in the latest chapter of her struggle on behalf of the 
Essex care home she has a meeting with minister Eric Pickles – who represents the 
constituency and acts in this area of social care for the government. Fritz leaves us 
standing on the pavement outside the café and spends a good deal of time working 
the crowd out in the center of the green. When he rejoins us he is soon off on 
his travels and we work our way half way round the margins of the green until, 
approaching the Grantully gate, we encounter Hanna with Yoyo.
I put Fritz on lead here and we head for the café. There is a very lively scene here 
this morning… with Georgie, Janet, Dan, Peter, Ronnie, Ellen, Makiko and a 
newcomer, Helen, in attendance. Helen was brought with her a delightful fourteen 
week-old longhaired Jack Russell puppy named Digger. Reluctant to let him off-
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lead on his first visit to the park, she is convinced by the others to take this step and 
the pup us soon having the time of his life. He races around our table in frenetic 
circles and dives on the giant head of Lucky beneath the table. Helen has a squishy 
rubber ball in her pocket and this is soon sniffed out by my dog – who eventually 
gets it into his jaws – relinquishing it only when there are some treats on offer. 
Thereafter he pays court to a number of the other ladies – including Ellen, and, at 
Hanna’s corner table, the just-returned Yara (here with Luna and Luci). Georgie 
also has a newcomer with her – at least when it comes to the doggy compound: 
this is Callie, the low-slung black Lab, who sits there patiently while the smaller 
dogs pay court to my knees. Today I have Yoyo, Daisy-Mae and Bailey in my lap 
at various times – each hoping for more handouts. Yara shows the others some 
pictures she has taken on her BlackBerry of nightclubs in Beirut. 
Peter passes out information on the numbers we have drawn in our lucky dips 
for tonight’s Thunderball lottery. Dan asks him if we are going to win big and 
when Peter offers little hope Dan makes a speech on the need for more positive 
thinking. As Peter vociferously justifies his pessimistic view of the world Janet 
snaps to attention and squirts the gentleman with her water pistol. This is taken in 
good part, fortunately, and she soon returns to her canine prey…all the dogs rush 
the fence to object when a young Alsatian is walked by and Janet gets up to hunt 
them down one by one, even going outside the doggy compound to silence a few 
of the protesters. (For his part, the Alsatian rushes away from the barking mob in 
terror.) Linda is now spotted crossing the green with Pepper, here for his morning 
Reiki treatment. When we begin our back passage walkround it is easy to see that 
he is much more active; he picks up a large stick and manages to whack the heels 
of a number of the dog walkers. Daisy-Mae has a biscuit in her mouth and she 
tries to bury it in the brickwork of the café’s forecourt. As we pass by the fence 
of the central pitch we encounter an expert in such gestures: a real squirrel, who 
is spread-eagled at eye-level – Daisy-Mae is fascinated. It takes us a long time to 
reach the Essendine gate; Georgie, for instance, has to wait some time for Callie to 
emerge from the depths of the hedgerow that protects the park’s perimeter. 

Sunday, August 7:
Again we have sunny skies and a stiff breeze, one that keeps the temperatures 
depressed. Fritz rushes out to see what Jo Lynn, Janet and Dan are up to in the 
center of the green and then he is off to greet Georgie, just arriving from the 
Morshead roadway with Sparkie and Callie. We follow Jo as she makes her exit 
from the park at the Randolph gate. Today she has a second Border Terrier with 
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her, Dora – a dog whose coat is far thicker and wavier than Tilly’s. I ask her about 
her expedition yesterday to Shoreham-by-Sea. She says that Tilly enjoyed her first 
experience with waves and that we ought to organize a mass excursion for our dogs 
to Shoreham in the future.
There is again a lively turnout in the café’s doggy compound: Peter, Ellen, Dan, 
Janet, Georgie, Wendy, Ronnie, Susie, Renata (looking much better today) and 
Makiko at our table – Hanna, Claire and Linda, arrived for yet another Reiki 
treatment for Pepper, at the little table in the corner. Wendy does not remain for 
long, having just come in to hand T-bone (and a security t-shirt) over to Georgie 
before heading off to Ireland. As usual I am under siege from biscuit hounds but 
there are some special treats on offer at the other end of the table as well. Georgie 
is handing out some chicken treats when Daisy-Mae attacks Fritz in the queue. I 
can’t see what is happening, though Peter says Fritz stood up for himself (literally) 
quite well. Poor Janet is again mortified by the bad behavior of her pet and 
Daisy-Mae is extracted from the melee and tied to the naughty fence for several 
minutes. I wish Janet had brought her water pistol today for we have much of our 
conversation drowned out by the high-pitched yelping of Pepper and the rumbling 
growls of Emilio.
I note that Peter has not needed to arrive in the park with an armored van 
containing all of our lottery winnings and, indeed, the news on this front is dire: 
not a single winner in sixteen Thunderball entries. Mischievously, Dan now blames 
Peter himself for this debacle, citing yesterday’s extreme negativity. Peter says that 
the unlucky flight of the numbered ping-pong balls could not have been affected 
in any way by his mood, but Dan gets the rest of us to agree that we need more 
positive energy next time. (Ronnie adds he’s always positive – positive that Peter 
will lose again next week.) At our end of the table there is cause for celebration, for 
Susie has this week handed in her formal resignation (with three months’ notice) to 
her titled employer, a doyen of the London arts scene for whom she has worked as 
a personal assistant for years. Of course this gesture has been treated as an act of 
betrayal by the spoiled dame, but Susie is euphoric. “I feel like a new woman,” she 
says ¬– with Ronnie (proving that the oldies are still goodies) adding, “I feel like 
one too.”

Monday, August 8:
It’s another lovely morning in the park: sunny, breezy and mild. We are soon in a 
long queue of dog owners and there is quite a traffic jam at the end of the cypress 
trees – where we catch up with Sabina with Oscar and Scamp and Janet with 
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Daisy-Mae (and a visitor form Australia named Marilyn) just as we are overtaken 
by the chap with the two killer Chihuahuas and meet, head-on, Stephen with Will 
and Grace. (The latter still has an ear infection and she yelps a bit when Janet 
bends over to pet her.) Out on the green Fritz rushes in one direction to see Ellen 
and then in another to see Georgie and then he crosses the grass to pursue his 
Randolph roadway ramble. 
As we return to the café I can see that Makiko is also heading here – with Emilio 
in her arms. This is because the Pug has been the object of the spirited play of 
Anya the Husky and has, in fact, fainted on the spot. This is evidently not so rare 
an occurrence among Pugs – it has happened to Winnie a number of times as well. 
Emilio seems to be okay and he is soon patrolling the fences with his usual vigor. 
Daisy-Mae is also following her old routines – in this case it is poor T-bone who 
suddenly squeals in panic when he is the victim of a blitzkrieg. (The villainess of 
the piece gets a point blank squirt from the water pistol and another sentence tied 
to the naughty fence.) Fritz is working the room, cadging handouts. He spends 
some time begging from Ellen, then he begins a long courtship of Claire’s knee – 
singing away plaintively. For her part, Renata is also a victim this morning – since 
she is doling out pieces of toast to the mob at her feet and twice Lucky comes away 
with fingers as well as bread. 
At our table we have Ellen, Renata, Davide, Janet, Marilyn, Georgie, Peter, Ronnie 
and Makiko – Claire is actually seated with Hanna in the corner. Travel plans 
are discussed as Davide is on his way to Toronto and Janet and Marilyn leave 
tomorrow for a brief holiday at Lake Como. I tell the ladies that they have picked 
the wrong weekend to visit Glasgow at the end of the month. If they were there 
this week they could witness a convention of bagpipers – including the Red Hot 
Chili Pipers. Janet and Marilyn drove through Brixton on their travels yesterday 
after a barbeque and they witnessed some of the aftermath of rioting that has 
recently exploded in a number of districts of London – following the death of a 
resident of Tottenham Hale at the hands of the police. Janet says that in Brixton a 
melee broke out when rival gangs were being treated at a hospital and that it would 
have been just as well if they had been allowed to fight to the last man. She seems 
genuinely worried about a summer of discontent in the capitol and about the fate 
of this year’s Notting Hill Carnival. Peter, never a cheery presence at the best of 
times, is still acting out the role of positive thinker in lottery matters but he does 
have time to lecture Renata on the near-death experience of Maxi – who evidently 
dashed across the Randolph roadway just as a power-driven wheel chair whizzed 
by. Renata has already had enough trouble this morning: Bailey (who has just been 
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humping the ill-used T-Bone) has put muddy paw prints all over her pink track 
trousers. 

Tuesday, August 9:
There is again a succession of sun and shadow as Fritz and I enter the park on 
a chilly Tuesday morning. The park seems all but deserted – since none of the 
summer holiday kiddie groups has arrived yet. The unusual quiet intensifies an 
atmosphere of crisis that lies over much of London this morning – following 
another night of riots, looting and fires. The green is also deserted when we arrive 
but as Fritz begins to circle about we do see Davide arriving with Winnie and 
Georgie entering with the fearsome foursome: Sparkie, Daisy-Mae, T-bone and 
Bailey. A tiny Dachshund is trying to get up enough courage to approach Fritz – 
but that self-contained presence offers no encouragement to the little fellow. I try to 
get my dog to abandon the shadows as I seek a position in the sun but the only way 
I can get him to do this is to attach his lead and cross the green on my way to the 
café. 
The morning line-up includes Davide, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Makiko, Hanna and 
Linda and the conversation is again dominated by the London riots. Peter wants 
to import water canon so that police can spray rioters – evidently the use of this 
device is currently authorized only in Northern Ireland. It is noted, with some 
irony, that one politician after another has had to return to the city from an overseas 
holiday destination; Makiko passes around a BlackBerried image of David 
Cameron -– who is pictured warning London’s youth that if he has to return from 
his vacation he will be jolly cross. Makiko also has a Google map on her screen 
¬– showing that fires have been set in more than 40 locations. It is hard to get 
anyone to examine the social causes for the behavior of the disaffected – even the 
politicians seem to want to see all of this as a matter of criminality alone. Someone 
notes that the looters (who have been burning out the homes of their neighbors) 
have attacked a warehouse with video game equipment – and someone else 
suggests that if they could make playing such games into a job then peace could 
easily be restored to our streets. 
Hanna is unable to give Pepper a Reiki treatment this morning since she has 
an emergency visit scheduled at the dentist – after having broken a tooth while 
flossing yesterday. She is grumbling that she will have to pay for the visit privately; 
the first NHS appointment she could get was at the end of September. Pepper, 
she notes, seems to have an infection and Linda, who has spent a fortune on her 
pet recently, resigns herself to another visit to the vet. We get up to begin our 
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back passage walkround but we get only as far as the environmental area when, 
perhaps emboldened by recent example, there is a mass trespass by the dogs – led 
by Bailey, who is already across the pond bridge before being spotted, but also 
including the little white Jack Russell, Jesse. When order is restored Georgie 
tells us that this weekend there was a celebration at her son-in-law’s barracks in 
Hereford and that daughter Lynn reports that also walking though the visiting 
crowd she spotted the recently celebrated royal couple: William and Kate. Thus, in 
today’s conversation, we have the two Britains at one session. 

Wednesday, August 10:
Again we have a rather brisk morning in the park – it’s sunny enough but also 
rather chilly in the shadows. I follow my dog out to the green, where Davide and 
Georgie are just arriving. The latter has five dogs in tow this morning: Sparkie, 
Bailey, Daisy-Mae, T-bone and Emilio – with Lady Belle evidently on the way. 
“I think we should have a good Scottish clan name for this lot,” Georgie says. 
I give this problem some thought as I follow Fritz on his ramblings and, by the 
time we have walked along the Randolph roadway for some distance and then 
turned around to approach the café, I have a suggestion. “Why not call them the 
McCanines?”
Our turnout this morning is a modest one – at least at first. Georgie and Davide are 
here (and also a woman sitting at the corner table with the half-Chow Lucy) but 
Peter soon comes in – and so do Claire, Ellen, Hanna and Linda. Perhaps it is some 
sign of his recovery that Pepper is up to his old noisy eruptions and today he leads 
the others in their assault on the perimeter fence whenever a strange dog appears. 
Fritz succeeds is making one successful escape – when Claire goes out to fill up the 
water bowl ¬– but that talented lady again makes short work of re-capturing him 
and returning him to serve out the rest of his sentence. In fact, the dogs are quire 
noisy this morning – perhaps this is down to the presence of so many strangers: 
Lucy, of course, but also Sue’s Millie and Sidney are here as well. 
The London riots continue to serve as the principal conversation topic – with a 
number of us reporting recent communications from friends in the States who want 
to know if we are all in danger here. In fact there are rumors that windows were 
broken in Maida Vale Parade (I can check this out later today), that shops have 
been closing early on the Kilburn High Road, that robberies have occurred in St. 
John’s Wood and at the Ledbury Restaurant in Notting Hill – and these locales are 
not so very far removed from Paddington Rec. Hanna wants the rioters exiled to 
some distant island in the Hebrides (they can take their mobile phones with them), 
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others believe that some salutary shooting would be a good idea. Linda, however, 
takes the lead in addressing the social origins of the kind of criminal behavior that 
obsesses the politicians – pointing out that we have a whole generation of poorly 
educated, jobless young people who feel they are entitled to any form of mischief 
they choose to perpetrate. Davide again suggests that only in Britain is there such 
deep suspicion of the identity card – which many Europeans have carried for 
years – and that we have gotten into a situation where the police (who have often 
just stood by while looting was in progress) are afraid to stop and search anyone 
for fear this will be seen as an infringement on liberty or nothing but racism. The 
problems of the world thus rectified, we can begin our back passage walkround. 

Thursday, August 11:
I didn’t expect rain this early in the day but there is no doubt about it – Fritz and 
I have just entered the park when a light drizzle begins. Neither of us has any 
protection against the elements this morning and so I suggest to my dog that we 
should turn right after our entrance – since there is a bit more tree cover on the 
Morshead roadway side of things. This works reasonably well but an additional 
rainy-day strategy, penetrating the Grantully doggy area, is forestalled by a rope 
around the entrance gate. At this point I decide to put my dog on lead and continue 
on around the green as rapidly as possible. Even though it will be five or so 
minutes before the café opens its doors at least there will be good shelter under our 
green umbrella.
The session turns out to be a lengthy one – with a group consisting of Georgie, 
Davide, Makiko, Ellen, Peter, Ronnie and Hanna giving way, gradually, to a group 
that includes Claire, Linda, Carrie and Suzanne. It has been some months since I 
have seen my former ASL colleague, off on her American travels, and so it is fun 
to catch up. Suzanne is one of those teachers who remain in contact with a large 
number of former students and so she has many a tale to tell. I knew many of these 
same students as well and so this recital is particularly fascinating. At the other end 
of the table there still seems to be an obsession with mobile technology ¬– with a 
lot of equipment passed around and one conference call to Dan, whose office we 
now seen on Davide’s screen. Makiko uses her own version of this toy to confirm 
that she got it wrong when, in discussing riot damage, she referred to the Walmer 
Castle on Ladbroke Grove; the pub in question is on Ledbury Road – these streets 
do sound a bit alike when filtered through a Japanese accent. I report that I saw no 
sign of any damage on Maida Vale Parade when I took the tube yesterday; there 
is agreement that there have been a lot of wild rumors flying around, but also 
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complaints that destruction in some parts of the city has gone unreported by the 
media – at least we have had a second night of relative quiet. There is a debate 
about police tactics. “Some of you want to use water cannon, others suggest plastic 
bullets and you, Ronnie, want to use real bullets,” I tease, “what ever happened to 
good old-fashioned tear gas?”
Suzanne is accompanied by her Springer Spaniel, Sunny, and also by the Vizsla, 
Suki, and she says that the latter has been a guest for the last two weeks and that 
these two seven year-old ladies have been chasing one around the flat like puppies. 
Emilio does most of the chasing this morning – having resumed his manic mode 
– patrolling the perimeter fence in fury. The other dogs are making a nuisance of 
themselves as well, though in their case it is food that is the issue. Bailey is such a 
nuisance with his paw raking away at my sleeve that I have to insert a serving tray 
between him and me. This also serves to fend off Daisy-Mae, who prefers to have 
me in her sights as she barks out her orders. Fritz, meanwhile, is slow off the mark 
and by the time he settles down at my knee his pals have eaten all the treats. He has 
great difficulty in accepting this truth and I have to endure his accusatory stare for 
the next ten minutes. The rain has not let up all this long time but it does thin out a 
bit and those of us still at table decide, after an hour in our seats, to make a break 
for it. Again I use the Morshead roadway, the quickest and driest way home. 

Friday, August 12:
I won’t be needing my sunglasses today. Though there doesn’t seem to be any 
threat of rain, it is gray and overcast in the park, albeit mild enough. I can see 
that Janet, returned from Lake Como, is just ahead of us with Daisy-Mae and an 
orphaned Bailey (Ofra is in Israel) – but we don’t catch up until we have reached 
the middle of the green. Here Janet complains that she wouldn’t undertake such a 
short trip again – especially as she found the local transportation system mysterious 
and the Italians less than helpful – at the railway information booth she was 
called “stupid” (in English) for not knowing the intricacies of the Milano public 
transportation system. There are lots of dogs about and one of the owners has 
discovered a squeaky Santa Claus ball that he now offers to the rest of us. Panda 
tears herself away from a new love object, the Bichon Blanco, and begins to roll 
over on the toy ¬– but everyone knows that it is only a matter of time before Fritz 
claims the ball for himself and to forestall a morning’s squeaking torment I put it in 
my pocket. Fritz and I then complete a Randolph roadway circuit and head back to 
the café. I note that there are a dozen small dogs at play on the green – all the same 
size for once. 
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At coffee this morning we have Claire, Georgie (newly colored a chestnut brown 
at Sali’s), Janet, Makiko, Ellen, Peter and Ronnie – with Hanna occupying a little 
table in the corner. I try to give Claire the squeaky ball but she is afraid that Fritz 
will sniff it out in her purse and she puts it for safekeeping in one of the nearby 
planters. Then she draws up a special chair for Oggy to sit on – and T-bone spends 
the session in Ellen’s lap. Janet has brought her water pistol and some Italian 
biscuits; the latter is used to quell the appetite, the former the barkers – led again 
by Emilio. There still seems to be a lot of bubbling resentment against the recent 
rioters – many of whom, it turns out, cannot really claim poverty as an excuse 
for their rage – but much of the morning’s conversation is focused on a more 
personal tragedy – the forthcoming departure of Ronnie, who will be moving to 
Bedfordshire at the end of October. I suggest that we ought, at the very least, have 
a stuffed dummy made in Ronnie’s shape ¬– so that we can still place it every day 
at the head of our table. Claire says that perhaps this should be a blow-up doll and 
that we will need a blow-up Chloe as well. I then recommend that every night one 
of us will have a turn at taking these blow-ups home – as long as we remember 
to return them the next day. Ronnie finds all of this vastly amusing – though he 
suggests that Peter is unlikely to notice any difference between the original and the 
doll. 
When it is time for us to begin our back passage walkround I remind Hanna to 
remind Claire, who is out on the green again, about the ball hidden in the foliage. 
Janet again takes charge of Bailey but he goes missing almost immediately. She 
has just warned me not to step in some dog poo when, hunting for the missing 
Cavalier, she steps in it herself. Up behind us comes Renata, whose Maxi almost 
immediately rushes into the environmental area in order to deposit an illegal poo of 
his own. In fact much of this scene is taking place well behind me – for Fritz, as on 
so many occasions, grows impatient with the dilatory habits of the other animals 
and rushes forward on his own. 

Saturday, August 13:
I don’t quite trust it – the weather. It has been raining overnight and it is still very 
gray as Fritz and I make our way into the park. I am wearing my rain jacket, just 
in case, and I have Fritz’s version of this same garment in my pocket – just in case. 
(In the event, we manage to escape further moisture). Westminster is organizing 
some footie activity for kids today – but this spectacle is quite low-key for once. 
Fritz rushes past the sign-up tent in order to see what is happening on the green, 
soon spotting Janet with Daisy-Mae. The latter two have paused at the head of the 
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Morshead roadway, a welcoming party for other regular members of the group 
– who always enter from this side. Soon we have Dan, arriving with Winnie and 
Bailey. (Janet says she would be glad to have Bailey stay at her house but that he is 
so afraid of Daisy-Mae that he won’t come out of the kitchen.) Georgie arrives next 
with Sparkie, T-bone and Lady-Belle and then Matthew and Makiko arrive with 
Emilio. Margaret is also here with her Pug, Mutley; Dan says she is now designing 
Pugnacious wallpaper. 
In addition to those already mentioned our morning group includes Peter and Ellen. 
We also have a visit from Kevin, whose Lucky and Jack are in Ellen’s care. Kevin 
has brought with him the two little girls of his mom’s carer; they are wide-eyed at 
the presence of all these dogs ¬– though they do decide that Bailey is the prettiest. 
Eventually we have the arrival of Linda with Pepper, Hanna with Yoyo, Carrie with 
Oggy and Suzanne with both Sunny and Suki. The latter is a bit of an attention 
sponge these days and she soon discovers that she has a pal in Dan; she climbs into 
his lap (not an easy thing for a Vizsla to do) and begins to sing a canine oratorio in 
her delight. Pepper’s vocalizations are never musical, though they are loud enough, 
and he is only one of the dogs signaled out for a burst from Janet’s water cannon. 
Dan tells Hanna that Yoyo’s new green harness is “so gay” but he fails in his 
attempt to wind her up – since she agrees with this sentiment. 
Once again there are demands for a set of written rules governing participation in 
the syndicate’s wagering ventures – since Peter seems to be carrying some part-
time participants (who are behind in their contributions) and should there ever be a 
big pay-out it can be predicted that there will be an almighty ruckus over who gets 
to share in the winnings. He pulls out his mobile phone on this occasion in order to 
make sure that Renata wants to participate in tonight’s Thunderball draw; she does. 
Peter, not surprisingly, is in a grumpy mood; he has been offered some diagnostic 
therapy for a sore neck but since this involves embedding needles in the affected 
muscles and shooting them with electricity he has decided to forego further 
investigation. The sun is by now beginning to break through and this encourages 
many of those present to begin a second hour at table. Just passing us is David the 
dogsitter and I use his presence as a pretext for my own withdrawal. I walk with 
David and his two charges (Frank the Chinese Crested Dog and Bianca the Boxer) 
along the back passage and this turns out to be a useful meeting for David now 
agrees to do some more dog sitting for me next month – when I am scheduled to 
make a trip to the States. 
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Sunday, August 14:
The sun has not been completely successful this morning but it is bright enough 
(and certainly warm enough) in the park. When we reach the café I can see Susie at 
the end of a speedy circuit of the green with the under-exercised Chloe. When this 
happens we usually look to see Ronnie – making his own halting entrance from the 
opposite direction – but there is no sign of him at all this morning. “I don’t know 
whether that’s a good thing or not,” Susie says. We are standing in front of the 
ladies loo – where Marley the Cocker is barking hysterically because his mommy 
has gone inside without him. I decide to see if Ronnie has taken a seat somewhere 
and Fritz and I cross the grass and continue down the Morshead roadway. There 
is no sign of Ronnie but we do meet up with Dan and Georgie; the latter has the 
pushchair with her (for Pepper’s return journey). By the time we get back to the 
café Ronnie has appeared (after a long loo break of his own) and there he is, 
smoking one of his large cigars contentedly.
In addition to those already mentioned our table offers spaces for Peter, Ellen, 
Renata and Claire. Peter announces that he won £130 on the horses yesterday; 
we won £10 in the lottery (or we lost £6, depending on how you figure this.) It is 
obvious that Peter thinks we will soon grow tired of our lottery venture and return 
to the gee-gees – but this time he will have a three-race accumulator involving 
eight horses to tempt us with. (It is a complete accident that Susie now spills a 
good portion of Peter’s coffee into that gentleman’s lap.) She is telling Ronnie that 
next week they are all going to see the new house in Ickwell with her daughter and 
that there will no room in the car for baby and Chloe and that Georgie will keep an 
eye on the latter and that Ronnie is not allowed to sulk about this separation. Dan 
is still playing with his new phone; he orders it to send text messages to a number 
of those seated at our table and asks it to provide driving directions as well. “Take 
it back!” I insist – having clearly heard this machine mispronounce Morshead as 
More-shed when the local pronunciation is Mores-head. 
Janet exhausts most of the water in her pistol – and it would have run out 
completely had she enjoyed a better shot at Pepper, who is at the opposite end 
of our seating arrangement. His high-pitched squeaking is now employed in 
reminding me of his urgent need for biscuits and after a while I have to borrow 
the water pistol. There are also noisy eruptions from Bailey and Winnie (who have 
each received a flea treatment after some recent scratching) and there is quite a 
ruckus when little Digger comes by for a visit. He squeezes through the bars and 
circles our table joyously at great speed and this is taken as a signal for a general 
departure. Renata is fretting over subletting her flat (so that she can afford to go 
to Spain this winter) and Dan is advising her on how to use the Internet for this 
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process. Daisy-Mae is hanging back in order to have a better chance at nipping 
Winnie’s tail. A young and timid Alsatian is barked at by all of our dogs and 
George, one of our be-tailed Schnauzers, stops for a cuddle near the cypress trees. 
At the Essendine exit we pause so Georgie can settle Pepper down in the stroller – 
and then we are off on our own journeys home.

Monday, August 15:
We begin a new week under blue skies – a lovely, sunny morning with a fresh 
breeze helping to keep things from getting too warm. After passing Sabina, Oscar 
and Scamp we head out to the green – where a dozen little dogs are soon at play. 
Among these we have the lively Guinness – who is searching for someone to chase 
her. Daisy-Mae is a likely candidate but while these two are wrestling Sparkie 
takes advantage of the little black Pug by mounting her, a gesture that brings a 
frightened intervention from Guinness’ mom in spite of Georgie’s assurances 
that Sparkie has been fixed. There is some suggestion that Emilio might make a 
more useful swain, should it be decided to breed Guinness – but there seems to 
be no enthusiasm for this project. Another newcomer this morning is Rocky the 
Shih-Tzu. Rocky is in the process of recovering from near-blindness – with laser 
treatments having restored (at great expense) some 30% of his sight so far.
When Fritz and I return from a trip to the end of the Randolph roadway we settle 
down at a table that includes space for Georgie, Janet, Makiko, Renata, Peter, 
Ellen, Claire and Carrie. Makiko and Renata are wearing the same kind of black 
trainer and I suggest that they have a little one-on-one action over on the new 
basketball court. Several of the ladies have been watching inventors on The 
Dragon’s Den and there is serious consideration of the utility of a pattern to be 
worn by guys into the sunbed (so that it appears they have a six-pack when they 
emerge) and of a machine-washable grassy-colored bit of carpeting so that your 
dog can poo indoors. While on the subject of the entrepreneur the topic shifts to 
China’s increasing dominance in the U.S. economy and Janet says that this will 
continue until Chinese workers begin to assert themselves. Claire gets up to take a 
call from one of her designer-suppliers and comes back to complain that no one has 
the patience to read all the detailed instructions she has already sent them – they 
seem to get it only when they are on the phone. 
The dogs behave tolerably well this morning (much use of the water pistol) – 
even when dog walker Tracy comes in with her little white Sweep. At a corner 
table Hanna is giving Pepper another Reiki treatment. I tell the others that I had 
two dreams last night in which Fritz was taken along on walking trips. In one he 
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got to playing with all the other dogs and disappeared. In the other he followed 
a member of the walking party into a store and when he rushed back he failed to 
notice that the store had a glass door – running into it at full tilt and cracking it. 
(These anxieties may explain why I have never taken Fritz on one of my walking 
holidays.) Georgie has brought the baby stroller for Pepper – though I never see 
him in it. Instead Bailey climbs into it and spends the morning session here – and 
when we begin our back passage walkround Winnie is placed on the seat. (This 
makes it easier to make sure that the lazy madam does not fall behind.) Peter 
pushes the Pug this morning and so there is a double dividend in utilizing this 
device: Winnie gets a ride, yes, but Peter (who has been quite unsteady on his feet 
recently) gets a kind of rolling Zimmer frame. 

Tuesday, August 16:
There is little sign of the sun as Fritz and I hit the streets on a gray and unfriendly 
Tuesday. When we reach the green my dog heads off to greet that great canine 
menagerie presided over by our Georgie; Davide and Janet are also here. Noses 
touched with T-bone, Pepper, Sparkie, Bailey, Daisy-Mae and Winnie, Fritz now 
charges over to the other side of the green, where the black woman who owns 
Ollie the Maltese kneels to give him a lovely cuddle. Also over on this side are 
two characters I have not seen in two and a half years: the mismatched duo of Tay, 
the long-haired Jack Russell with the half black, half white face, and Monty, the 
chocolate Lab. Fritz and I wander around the Randolph roadway as the babies in 
their pushchairs gurgle over the doggy woggies and then we are ready to head for 
the café.
Our group this morning includes Peter, Ronnie, Ellen, Georgie, Janet, Davide, 
Makiko and Renata – with Hanna (still applying her Reiki treatment to a 
mesmerized Pepper) at the little table in the corner; here she is joined briefly by 
Claire and Yara – though these two are soon sitting together out on the grass, 
smoking their cigarettes. Janet is now offering details of her Italian holiday to 
Davide – who wants to know what she ate. Renata is still marveling over Dan’s 
ability to tell his phone to send text messages to his friends, but I have to remind 
the assembled technophiles that when it was first announced that the newly 
invented telephone would now enable Maine to talk to Georgia some cynic had to 
ask, “Yes, but has Maine anything worth saying to Georgia?” For her part, Renata 
is still asking if anyone wants to rent her flat for the three winter months.
That same lady seems to have given up on her attempts to ban Maxi from the 
interior of the café – since he never accepts his embargo for long. She is sitting in 

The Great British Bark Off
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the middle of our grouping and using a ball sling to heave the dog’s toy over the 
tabletop, the café fence, the roadway and onto the green. It is only a matter of time 
before such activity leads to injury – indeed her backswing comes perilously close 
to Peter’s ear even now. That gentleman is distributing Sizzlers to the assembled 
animals – a process punctuated by “Gor Blimeys!” and “Gordon Bennetts!” 
because he will not offer these treats with an open hand and therefore often gets 
his fingers nipped in the process. I too am under attack from this assemblage, 
but Bailey, always the worst offender, again takes himself off and climbs into 
the stroller – emerging only when we are starting our back passage walkround 
and there opens up a brief opportunity for him to bop Daisy-Mae while she is 
wrestling with Sparkie. I tell the others that last night I met Tim with Yoyo (another 
pestiferous biscuit searcher) and that he told me that he had just put Lizzie to bed 
with two hot water bottles. I asked if she had a chill, but he told me that the two 
of them had been in China for two weeks and that it was so hot there that London 
now seemed like mid-winter already. It does look like it might rain.

Wednesday, August 17:
It is somewhat overcast this morning, though temperatures are still mild enough as 
Fritz and I begin our day in the park. Dan is standing out on the cricket crease with 
a woman named Lex – she has brought with her a lively nine-month old longhaired 
Dachshund puppy named Teddy, who now rushes out to see what my dog is all 
about. After a while, however, Fritz grows bored with the scene here and slopes off 
to the bottom of Mt. Bannister, where Janet is just descending with Daisy- Mae. 
One of the security guards asks me if this is my dog and I begin to fear that the 
wayward fellow has committed some sort of public nuisance – but no, this comes 
later when I am close at hand and easily able to pick it up. Eventually we make it 
all the way to the Randolph gate – a baby in a pushchair waving wildly at us. I put 
Fritz on lead now but as we return we can see that the scene on the green has been 
augmented by Georgie and her entourage and by Margaret, with Mutley.
Margaret joins us at breakfast this morning (bringing with her samples of the 
Pug-inflected wallpaper she has been working on) and we also have Dan, Davide, 
Georgie, Janet, Makiko, Peter, Claire, Ellen and Ronnie. (At the corner table, 
which she shares with Vlad, Hanna continues Pepper’s Reiki treatment.) Daisy-
Mae has one fight – attacking Pepper almost a soon as he comes off Hanna’s lap; 
the Shih-Tzu therefore spends several minutes tied to the naughty fence. Tara has 
her head through the fence, waiting for her master to return with his coffee, and 
we are all concerned when a little toddler wanders over to tweak the Rhodesian 
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Ridgeback’s nose – after wandering away from his nanny. Emilio is sitting on 
Makiko’s lap and when Davide teasingly blows air at him the noisy Pug doesn’t 
know what to do – his body language suggests, “Help, mommy, there is a crazy 
man over here!” 
Peter has brought in a sample of the three-race parley that he is seeking investors 
for and he does such a good job of enticing our greed that everyone asks to be 
included– and he ends up without a share of his own. Makiko and Claire are 
the last of the holdouts but even they stump up eventually – it’s as if no one can 
bear the idea of Peter making a lot of money without their having a share in the 
winnings as well. I tell Peter that I can see that Claire is obviously keeping new 
pets at her house… this is because her park outfit today includes a sweater on 
which the moths have had a feast. I also ask Makiko if she knows the Japanese 
myth involving a fox with nine tails – since this figure provided an important clue 
in one of the cop shows featured on this week’s TV. She claims ignorance. Janet 
passes around two pictures, one showing David Cameron making a speech while 
a photo-shopped looter climbs out of the window behind him, the other a view 
of the toilet on her recent Italian holiday – which looked out over the marvelous 
Lake Como scene. Dan and Davide spend most of the session squabbling: (1) just 
how many minutes are required in order to describe a pre-show meal as leisurely? 
and (2) which of the two has the best strategy for getting Winnie moving when it 
is time to abandon the café? At least the last issue can be ruled on definitively…
nobody has a good strategy for getting Winnie to move. 

Thursday, August 18:
It is cold and gray this morning and for much of our session in the park it looks like 
it might rain at any moment. Fritz is encouraged to move away from a suspicious 
pile of black brackish poo – his own first offering coming when he backs up against 
a trash barrel. Out on the green we see no one we know in the center but the dog 
soon spots Ellen, on the far side with Lucky and Jack, and he rushes at great speed 
to intercept this trio – getting a nice greeting from Ellen in the process. Davide and 
Janet now appear and Fritz has to get a good morning cuddle from Janet as well. 
A speedy Dachshund is waiting for me to throw his red ball to him and I oblige – 
just as Hanna enters the park with her furled umbrella at the ready. Here Fritz gets 
a third cuddle and we walk with Hanna over to the tennis courts and up to the top 
of Mt. Bannister. Hanna is complaining that she has been putting on weight as a 
consequence of giving up cigarettes; while she does so she is shaking the locked 
front door of the café – hoping to attract the attention of someone inside.
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We have a lively group at our tables this morning – including Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, 
Hanna, Claire, Renata, Janet, Georgie and Davide. I can see that Peter has a pile of 
change on the tabletop in front of him and this is a happy omen ¬¬– for everyone 
who gave him £2.00 yesterday has won £21.12! There is general celebration over 
this outcome and everyone signs up for today’s three-race accumulator as well – 
and Yara, who joins us at the end of the session, comes up with £4.00 for Peter’s 
Saturday lottery as well. Also present today is Terry, the American chap who brings 
with him his Alsatian, Cris, and a girl named Paula, from Poland, who is writing 
a dissertation (for a degree in urban planning) on Maida Vale. She sits down now 
and asks several people at our end of the table about the concept of  “community” 
in our neighborhood – fortunately I am also able to draw her attention to some of 
my books. After she leaves we continue with several older themes – including the 
community’s war against the local population of mice. Makiko reports that they 
have caught another one at her house (making the score 4-2 in favor of the mice) 
and Claire says that Panda not only chased a mouse recently but played with it for 
hours under the bed. This she knows to be true when (after getting over her own 
screaming fit atop the bed) she rescued the poor wet creature and put it out the 
window.
Davide has been with Dan to see a production of South Pacific at the Barbican and 
Makiko soon expresses a deep anxiety over the portrayal of the Japanese in this 
ancient musical. Davide does a good job of reminding her that the play – with its 
endorsement of the inter-racial love affair – was, in its time, a liberal’s attack on 
racism itself – but you can tell that Makiko is still worried. Davide defends the 
notion that in presenting materials from yesteryear it is acceptable to portray the 
language and attitudes of the past – even the use of the “N” word in certain cases. 
There is another interesting aspect of this conversation for we now have a new 
visitor to a spot that Terry has described as Maida Vale’s only gated community 
– our doggy compound. This is the sweet little black girl who has brought her 
Japanese Spitz, Suki, into the area, and who now takes up a seat directly behind 
Davide. She listens intently to his analysis of racist rhetoric ¬– without any change 
of expression. We continue to discuss these themes as we make our back passage 
walkround – where several incidents occur. First, a worried Natasha comes around 
the corner with her Millie, the Miniature Pinscher, and Sonny the Shih-Tzu – 
looking for a missing Lab. Then it is noted that Lady Belle has also discovered the 
brackish poo pile that so intrigued Fritz – but that she has earned herself an early 
bath by rolling in it!
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Friday, August 19:
After a prolonged period of heavy rain yesterday we return to sunny skies for 
our morning in the park today. It is, however, one of those mornings on which I 
have forgotten at least one vital element in our park planning – I have come away 
without any poo poo bags. Fortunately I have a copious plastic sack full of biscuits 
in my right front pocket and corners of this have to serve as a substitute today. The 
problem is that by the time Fritz parts with his second gift, along the Randolph 
roadway, the bag is in such tatters that all the treats fall out and I am sure that both 
Fritz and Will the Maltese have scooped up at least one biscuit each before I can 
get the loot back into my pocket. We start on a walk around the green but Fritz 
soon spots a number of pals (human and canine) out in the middle of the grass 
and we head here first. Georgie is complaining that no sooner had she applied the 
shampoo to the bath-bound Lady Belle yesterday when the naughty girl shook 
herself – depositing shards of shit all over the towels and walls of the bathroom. 
Our morning session is dominated by gambling. We have not been successful 
in our three-race accumulator yesterday (though we had a winner in the first 
race). But the bug has bitten so deeply that most of those present (Janet, Georgie, 
Makiko, Ellen, Davide, Renata, Claire and Ronnie) shower more money on Peter 
for today’s card. Unfortunately, I add to the usual confusion by handing on to Peter 
the £4.00 that Yara gave me yesterday. (I blame Yara, therefore, for this morning’s 
forgetfulness: I obviously grabbed her money instead of poo poo bags.) These 
coins are also a problem for Peter since he believes that Yara actually owes him 
this sum for wagers of yesteryear and Claire, therefore, gives him another £4.00 for 
Yara’s inclusion in our lottery syndicate now. At this point our Lebanese glamour 
bunny arrives with Luna and Luci and there is another protracted consultation on 
the issue of when Yara’s participation begins – and since Peter has already bought 
our lucky dips for tomorrow it appears that Yara will have to wait until next week 
to re-join the group, though she does come up with £2.00 for today’s horse races. 
Two other matters have to be addressed. First, Peter conducts all these negotiations 
standing up right next to me and I find this hovering so oppressive that I join 
Hanna at a corner table, where she is giving Pepper another Reiki treatment. Next, 
after half an hour’s painstaking negotiation and note-taking Peter manages to lose 
his notes! Five minutes are spent as he searches through his pockets, wallet and 
shopping bag – but without success.
Meanwhile I have fished all of the loose biscuits out of my pocket and placed 
them in my cap; this means that I get lots of remarks on the brevity of my haircut 
– my hair is still very short sixteen days after my most recent shearing. I run out 
of biscuits fairly early in the process and this means that I have to endure quite a 
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lot injured puppy feelings and accusatory glances at the end. The dogs manage to 
stay out of any fights but they are often noisy – particularly when some seldom 
seen canines and their owners pass by our front gate…Christopher with Ziggy, 
Denise with Rizzo. On our back passage walkround we encounter the other Peter, 
sitting on a bench in the sun with Gypsy. Both Sparkie and Fritz rush forward for a 
reunion cuddle with their old friend. 

Saturday, August 20:
It is again mostly overcast in the park this morning – though it is bright enough and 
warm enough too. By the time we reach the Carlton roadway we have caught up 
with some Asian ladies who have three dogs with them, two Tibetan Terriers and a 
large, white Clumber Spaniel named Bella. The latter is obviously overweight but 
she does make some effort to chase down a ball for her mistress. Fritz and I wander 
down the Morshead roadway ¬– just in time to greet Georgie and Dan. I note that 
Georgie has stopped bringing the baby stroller for Pepper; she says that he seems 
to have no difficulty with the long walk to the park and, although he does so rather 
stiffly, he does run around at some speed on the green.
I have put Fritz on lead and we now head for the café, where Ronnie and Peter and 
already in residence. Soon we are joined by Dan, Davide, Janet, Georgie, Renata, 
Ellen and the redheaded Juliette. It has been a while since the latter has joined us 
for breakfast and therefore some time since we have had the company of the lively 
Irish Terrier, Boris – now over a year old. Boris makes himself at home and soon 
he has climbed into my lap, the better to reach the biscuit bag. Of course I have 
had to replace yesterday’s version of this sack and I am now using one of the green 
poo poo bags that Ronnie gave me yesterday. Boris is not my only customer by 
any means (though he is the only dog who has the same hair color as his mistress). 
Janet proposes that we have a competition for the dog with the most annoying bark 
– Pepper earning her own nomination. Just outside our fence the Chows, Chinny 
and Bliss, are making plenty of noise as well.
Again we have failed in our quest to repeat our earlier success on the turf, but most 
of us sign on for today’s races with Peter. The latter has indeed discovered his notes 
– they were in his wallet, where Georgie told him to look for them yesterday. As 
often, Dan now wants Peter to produce a copy of the Tattersalls guide to turf rules 
– in case there are any disputes – and Peter not only refuses to do this but suggests 
that if Dan wants to come out of the syndicate he can do so at any time. “My dear,” 
Dan says, “I came out years ago.” To further wind up our bookie-in-residence, Dan 
now proposes that he and Peter become roommates – to which I add, “Well we 
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can guess which one will be Felix and which one Oscar.” Dan has to endure some 
ribbing himself – since everyone tells him that his big prize money for the week 
was handed over to Davide – and Davide says that he has already spent it. Then a 
plastic bag with the £21.12 is produced for Dan after all. On today’s occasion I do 
have to leave after only half an hour – since Fritz and I are expecting the visit of 
my former student and loyal walking partner, Gavan, and I need to get home.

Sunday, August 21:
The sun is breaking through on a warm and humid Sunday morning as Fritz and I 
begin our usual park rituals. A haltered Staffie is right behind us and for a while he 
and Fritz fall into lock step as they travel side by side along the cypress trees. Out 
on the green I can hear the sound of a squeaky ball and it doesn’t take my dog too 
long to figure out that it belongs to Sparkie – and that he must have it. He manages 
this easily and, enduring Sparkie’s protest barking in his ear, he happily trots 
around the green, in and among Daisy-Mae, Winnie, Bailey and Rocky the Shih-
Tzu. Also present this morning are Georgie’s Lynn and grandson Oliver; they have 
just spent a day at London Zoo (with a canal boat ride thrown in). For a while I am 
fearful that I will never get Fritz headed in the direction of the café – since he will 
see my attempts to collar him as the first stage in ball recovery but I manage to get 
him hooked up and I can soon pass him on to Ronnie.
That gentleman is joined by Susie and we also have Wendy (reunited with her 
T-bone this morning), Georgie, Lynn, Oliver, Dan, Janet, Matthew, Makiko, 
Ellen and Peter – with Claire and Carrie at a little table in the corner. I am able to 
announce that yesterday, for the very first time, Fritz was able to participate in one 
of my country walks. This was so because Gavan and I left so late for a six-and-a-
half-mile jaunt on the Capital Ring, starting in Richmond, that I could not leave the 
dog at home and get back to him in time for his afternoon walk. In the event he did 
very well, though he spent the entire session on lead and got rained on for the first 
hour of the venture as well. He joined us for a pub lunch in Isleworth, had a good 
sniff of a lot of alien territory for the better part of four hours, and today he shows 
fewer signs of fatigue or stiffness than I do. (He didn’t like the underground, it is 
fair to say.)
Once we are all seated Peter, assuming his usual standing position, begins a long-
winded explanation of why (even though we failed yesterday on the track and 
in the lottery) we are each getting £1.56 this morning. It turns out that Yara is to 
blame since she is now to join our lottery efforts but she is not entitled to any of 
our earlier winnings in this category and a level playing field must be restored. 
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It takes forever for Peter to make this clear to the assembled punters (who keep 
interrupting – as when Dan wants to know why there is no interest accruing) and 
every latecomer gets the story from scratch. When Peter orders Claire and Carrie to 
report to our table for their update the latter says she’s afraid to face Peter. Matters 
are also complicated by an expansive gesture on the part of our turf accountant 
– who manages to knock Dan’s cup of tea overboard, where the hot water hits 
Winnie’s back, causing Dan to rush his pet into the loo so that he can sprinkle 
cold water over the Pug. One by one most of the breakfast group begins to depart 
but I am on my own for the return journey today. Or almost alone – for as I reach 
the Morshead roadway Gavan comes up behind me. Shyly, he has not wished to 
intrude on our morning scene and has quietly had his own breakfast inside the café. 

Monday, August 22:
I seem to be remarkably alert for someone who rose at 3:00 this morning in order 
to see Gavan off on the next stage of his holiday – which began with an early 
morning departure for Krakow from Stansted. Fritz will miss his pal but he too 
seems lively enough as we reach the green – where I witness a welcome change in 
park philosophy as one of the workmen actually offers to take the photograph of 
some visitors. Out on the green Ellen is walking Lucky and Jack and Fritz rushes 
out to see what they are all up to. Then he throws up – a brackish slime that makes 
me wonder if this is not a consequence of all those unsuitable pools he sipped 
from on our canalside walk on Saturday. His poo is fine, so I’ll just have to spend 
another day in watchful waiting. 
We have only a small turnout this morning, though Georgie has no fewer than 
five dogs with her: Sparkie, Lady Belle, Winnie, Daisy-Mae (Janet is in Brighton 
today) and Bailey. Also present this morning are Ellen, Peter, Ronnie, Linda, 
Makiko and, eventually, Claire. The latter deposits her purse on our table and goes 
into the café to order her coffee – returning with a unique complaint. “One of my 
flip flops is soaking wet!” she says – “so which one of you dogs has peed on my 
foot?” No one comes forward to admit to this crime; they are too busy cadging 
food – especially from me. Fritz seems as eager to have his share of biscuits as the 
other dogs today – even Lady Belle wants biscuits this morning. Sparkie is lying 
on his back, pinned there by the heavy weight of Lucky – when he is not patrolling 
the fences and barking at passers-by. One of the workmen actually tells him to shut 
up this time – and he does. Dan has been teasing Daisy-Mae – telling her that her 
mommy is not here because she is visiting a puppy farm and the Shih-Tzu looks 
properly chastened. 
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Peter has decreed this a no horse racing week and the lottery is not until Saturday 
so you would think that gaming would not reappear as a topic ¬¬¬¬– but our head 
gambler is still fretting about Yara – since he has forgotten that Claire has given 
him some money for Yara’s participation in the lottery this weekend. (Peter also 
has to sort out Liz, who arrives for a visit this week.) Ronnie is finally scheduled 
to see the new house that Susie has purchased in rural Bedfordshire and Peter 
wants to know what happens if Ronnie doesn’t like it. “I’ll just move in with you,” 
Ronnie says – which means that this is the second offer Peter has had to decline 
this week. Makiko, who is still fretting over Matthew’s weight, says that she and 
her hubby have seen Howl, a film about the life and work of Allen Ginsberg. She 
is very impressed when I tell her that I published one of Allen’s poems in my little 
magazine (fifty years ago), that I attended one day of the famous Howl trial and 
that I spent the day of JFK’s assassination sharing a sofa with the poet while we 
watched TV coverage of the tragedy. Makiko is impressed – I just feel very old.

Tuesday, August 23:
It is very dark outside and I can see that some of the pavements are already damp 
and so, on a day of dire weather predictions, I begin by putting my rain jacket on 
and stuffing the dog’s version of this garment into a pocket. We haven’t been in the 
park for more than three minutes when it is necessary to extract it and strap it on to 
a reluctant Fritz – it is beginning to drizzle. Our progress is speedy enough and I 
am happy to note that, even after a day in which his diet did not vary from his usual 
fare, Fritz’s poo would pass the test of a Chinese emperor. When we reach the 
green I can see Dan, Georgie and Janet near the cricket crease. Dan is just turning 
Winnie over to the others before heading off to work and I am able to tell him that 
only an hour earlier I gave my final approval to the cover design for volume three 
in the Paddington Rec cycle – which will, of course, feature the famous Pug. Fritz 
now begins a stroll along the Randolph roadway – but there are certainly not many 
other dogs around on this wet morning – just Monty the Lab, carrying his red lead 
in his own mouth, and Tackis, the black Cocker.
“What kind of a turnout do you call this?” I ask when we have made our way back 
to the café – for only Ellen, Janet and Georgie are present. This means that the 
canine contingent is also much reduced, though Georgie also has Pepper (since 
Linda is off visiting aunties today) and Panda (since Claire is making preparation 
for another of her sales, due to begin tomorrow). Daisy-Mae, still haunted by 
yesterday’s desertion, follows Janet into the café – and has to be banished. Winnie 
makes a snatching grab for every morsel on offer this morning, often intercepting 
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a treat intended for another mouth – what a great free safety she would make. 
Pepper, who never stops shrieking, is clawing away at my legs in order to elicit 
more biscuits. I let Fritz lick the foam from my cappuccino cup but he is far less 
interested in food this morning than the other dogs. Daisy-Mae and Sparkie are 
sharing Janet’s lap and this gives them a good staging post in their search for 
cheese on toast.
Fritz even disdains the covering of our green umbrella as he wanders around 
the compound and Janet says that ¬¬¬– with torrential rains predicted – we are 
having a mild dose of rain at best. She says this just before the heavens open and a 
downpour begins. How cheerless the park athletes look now – strolling along with 
their completely useless tennis rackets. Soon the café’s guttering is overflowing 
and the wind is whipping up a storm in the trees above; even our umbrella bends 
enough to splash water down the back of my jacket. Ellen is the first to leave – 
but she gets no further than the pavilion porch before she has to take refuge from 
another pulse of rain. I wait for normal service to be resumed, that is drizzle instead 
of deluge, and when this moment comes I tell the others I am making a move for 
it. Soon they are following me down the Morshead roadway. I guess I won’t be 
picking up my laundry from the 123 Cleaners this morning. 

Wednesday, August 24:
It turns out that the worst of the water from on high fell during our session under 
the green umbrella yesterday; it cleared up a bit in the afternoon and I was able to 
retrieve my laundry after all. Still, it is again somewhat damp and very gray today 
and I repeat yesterday’s strategy, keeping Fritz’s coat in my pocket, as we head for 
the park. When we reach the green a posse of small dogs is making slow progress 
from right to left, pausing only long enough to see off the mid-sized Jazz. One 
of the little ones is crying piteously: this is Panda, who stares after the departing 
presence of mommy Claire as the latter heads for work – the dog’s lead having 
been passed on to Georgie. The latter also has Sparkie, Winnie and Lady Belle in 
tow. We pass the black Pug, Nanook, as Fritz begins a long circuit of the green – 
but about the time we reach the bandstand it is necessary to extract his raincoat 
from my pocket. It is beginning to drizzle just a bit.
While I am waiting in the coffee queue I note that, his back to the café window, 
we have John the Commentator with us today  – and I reflect that he has been 
the great loser in the construction of a separate doggy compound here. He used 
to enjoy a much closer proximity to the dogs – about whom he kept up his non-
stop monologue, but now he rarely gets close to our lot. In the gated community 
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today we have Georgie, Janet, Ellen, Wendy, Carrie, Peter, Ronnie, Renata and, 
returned at last from Israel, Ofra. The dogs manage to behave themselves tolerably 
well today – if you don’t count Sparkie standing on Daisy-Mae as the latter sits in 
Janet’s lap or Lucky snatching every food offering intended for other mouths by 
Peter. At one point Tim delivers Yoyo – believing that Hanna will soon be along to 
claim her charge – but a few minutes later, in some panic, he and Lizzie return to 
retrieve their pet, having clearly missed connections with the missing Finn.
Peter is still returning the paltry winnings we had accumulated in pre-Yara 
days and Renata says she is going to spend her share on a new lipstick today – 
though I can’t imagine that £1.56 will get her very far in this direction. Georgie 
is complaining that her husband’s snoring kept her up last night and Ellen is 
removing the sleep from the eyes of the dogs with a wet-wipe. Fritz sits patiently 
and regally at her feet when it is his turn, and Ofra says, “Look at him; he is the 
king.” Ofra has some news: her daughter will begin a neuroscience curriculum at 
Bristol University in October. We also hear about the recent holiday in Israel (Ofra 
is well-tanned), enjoy some Israeli baked goods and we learn that some things 
never change: Ofra has forgotten a cookie jar and a bag of shoes – left behind in 
Israel. 

Thursday, August 25:
There has been some early morning rain, I can see, but the sun is also making 
an effort and so, under very cloudy skies, Fritz and I enter the Rec. Almost 
immediately Fritz pauses to poo – and this attracts the attention of Oscar and 
Scamp. As I bend over to attend to my cleanup chores Oscar gets a sniff of the 
biscuits in my front pocket and he won’t leave me alone until I have offered him 
one of these treats. When we reach the green I can see Janet and Georgie on the 
opposite side and, near the Grantully gate, Dan is standing with a very familiar 
figure. This is Liz, come to join us during another of her nostalgic visits: she says 
she feels far more comfortable and at home in London than in New York – and her 
kids say the same thing. She now joins us as we circle the green in order to end up 
at the café, which is just opening its doors.
Ofra, hooded, follows us inside and an Ofra coffee is added to Janet’s request list. 
As I am carrying my cappuccino back to the doggy area I note with alarm that 
the heavens have opened up again. I have no raincoat, nor has Fritz, nor, indeed, 
have any of the other dogs. Ronnie, Peter, and Ellen are also here this morning and 
Makiko soon makes her entrance as well. It would seem unnecessary to squirt our 
animals with the water pistol on such a wet morning but Janet has a go at several of 
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the more ill-disciplined members of the canine fraternity (this means you, Emilio). 
My trousers are soon wet with the paw prints of the tribe – Bailey is raking 
away, Winnie is claiming me with both front feet on my knees, even little Bobby 
agrees to accept half a biscuit this morning. People keep telling Fritz to get under 
the umbrella and Ellen suggests. “Your daddy should run home and fetch your 
raincoat, shouldn’t he?” 
Janet also has occasion to point the water pistol at Peter on several occasions – 
as he pedantically tries to bring Liz up to date on our gaming activities, which 
she wants to participate in again. These two, we learn, have kept up a lively 
interchange on Skype – though Peter is chided for contacting Liz in the wee small 
hours of the morning (New York time) and for conducting his interviews in the 
nude (just kidding). We ask Liz for a report on that Rec veteran, Roxy, but the news 
is not good. The eleven year-old Beagle has never taken to big city life, continues 
to seek out food ravenously, still pees inside, hates the city streets, prefers her 
own company, often stares off into space. The rain, meanwhile, continues to fall in 
buckets and soon we have the same conditions faced on Tuesday. Again I look for 
any let-up in the downpour and, after almost an hour at table, I decide to make a 
move – running across the grass for the protective trees of the Morshead roadway, 
Fritz following along on lead. When he get home it’s dry towels all around. 

Friday, August 26:
Again I don’t trust it – the weather. Even last night we had a walk in the rain and 
I can see that some moisture has landed on the pavements now. Therefore we 
are both in rain jackets as Fritz and I head for the park – even though there is no 
rain falling at the moment. We are welcomed by the wide-eyed Ozzie, a greeting 
answered on his part by a Fritzish growl. Soon thereafter my dog seems to join 
a party of canines being shepherded around by a dog walker – but by the time I 
reach the green Fritz is on his own and it has started to rain, as expected. We begin 
a slow circle of the green and I am resigned to a similar stroll down the Morshead 
roadway but the sight of Lucky and Jack, crossing the green with Ellen, refocuses 
his attention and we are soon entering the gate of the doggy compound – with its 
sheltering umbrella. 
Our group this morning includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Liz, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie 
and Hanna. The first four members of this congregation are on their way for a 
long bank holiday weekend in Glasgow, where they will be visiting Georgie’s 
sister, Jean. It is the third time that these friends, whose association is a continuing 
dividend of our mornings in the park, have gone on holiday together – with 
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previous outings to Southwold and Galway Bay. Three dogs will also be making 
the journey today: Sparkie, Daisy-Mae and Bailey, and I suggest that in their 
absence substitutes have to be nominated. In the hysterical barking category 
Sparkie has a worthy stand-in in Emilio – who arrives just as we are getting 
ready to leave. In the most likely to start a fight category Daisy-Mae’s role has to 
be assumed by little Bobby, who is growling at someone beneath the table now. 
Finally, Bailey’s title as food scrounger extraordinaire can easily be assumed by 
Winnie.
Liz now gives Peter £20 – so that she can be a member of our lottery syndicate 
through Christmas, when she plans to return (Peter passes out our Thunderball 
numbers now). You can tell that Liz is a bit worried about the hurricane that is 
heading up the east coast – New York and Cape Cod in its sights. Ofra, meanwhile, 
is fussing with her luggage – which she has brought with her to the park. She has 
remembered the schnitzel, which she has made for the ladies’ lunch (though, out 
of breadcrumbs she has used crushed matzo). The real problem is that she has 
forgotten to bring a lead for the ditsy Bailey, and I offer to loan her one now if 
the girls drop by my house before getting their ride to Euston from Linda. I start 
out for home first, the rain still coming down on our heads, and a few minutes 
later I have handed a lead over to Ofra. She has something to leave with me in 
return – having discovered that Jean has no Internet access she now hands to me a 
redundant computer. 

Saturday, August 27:
The skies are a little less heavy this morning and it seems quite a relief not to have 
to worry about raingear – even our afternoon walk yesterday was undertaken in 
a downpour and several bolts of lightning (with attendant thunder) unsettled the 
early evening as well. We are on our own for the first few minutes of park life this 
morning – with only the attentions of a lively Boston Terrier named Sidney to see 
off. I give Fritz his choice of routes and he heads for the Randolph gate; thereafter 
he turns around without my urging and I am assuming that there will be a quick 
passage back to the café. No, he turns off to the left, climbs a hill behind the tennis 
courts and uncovers Ellen, with Jack and Lucky, walking down an embowered path 
hidden from everyone but my keen-eared pet. Next we meet Panda, in the care of 
Claire’s mother today, and the little madam attempts one of her flirtatious forays – 
to no effect whatsoever. When we do get to the café I turn Fritz over to Peter since 
I have an errand to run – I have to head for the Vineyard Pharmacy (undergoing a 
massive refurbishment) to pick up the prescriptions I have ordered yesterday. 
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On my return to the park we meet Terry with Cris and we walk together back to the 
café. At our table today (no Georgie, Liz, Janet or Ofra) we still have Peter, Ellen, 
Matthew, Makiko, Renata, Hanna and Carrie. Dan has Pepper with him (Linda had 
Winnie yesterday). This means that it is Dan’s turn to beg for mercy when Pepper 
issues his manic shrieks. Emilio is also very noisy – indeed I would suggest that 
apoplexy is the likeliest way of describing his reaction when Winnie tries to claim 
Makiko’s attention by putting her paws on “my mommy’s knees.” Other animals 
make brief appearances in the compound as well – first Tara and then the lively 
Pointer, Scout. Scout’s mommy is also wearing a sweater with moth-eaten holes. 
(Though these holes are so large I would say that she has suffered not a moth 
infestation but one of crows.)
Dan, who still bears the pink imprint of last night’s clubbing on his wrist, dials up 
Glasgow and gets a full update on what the girls have been up to. Peter, who now 
passes out today’s horseracing information, says that the white Bobby is showing 
signs of Maxi’s coloration on his backside – I didn’t know you could turn apricot 
with age. Makiko presents to me a print of a painting by Hokusai – one featuring 
the famous fox with nine tails. She is complaining that Matthew has been watching 
too many U.S. detective dramas but Dan, still on the subject of TV, reads from 
today’s paper an article that predicts the return of Absolutely Fabulous. I wonder if 
Joanna Lumley’s Patsy will still be portrayed as such an unregenerate drunk – now 
that Joanna herself has become the grand conscience of the nation (move over, 
Vanessa). Matthew says he liked Joanna better as Patsy. Makiko, meanwhile, is 
describing her car journey to Colindale, which always brings her by the front doors 
of some of the other coffee drinkers. Challenged on this back road itinerary by 
Peter she defends her route by arguing that this is what her car navigation system 
tells her to do. “Wait a minute,” I interrupt, “obeying the commands of unseen 
anonymous voices is what we used to call schizophrenia.” 

Sunday, August 28:
My neighbor thinks it’s Monday; this will explain why I can hear her door hinges 
squealing at such an early hour; she has gone downstairs to leave a blue bag for the 
recycling lorry – even though these gentlemen are not due on our street for another 
day. No, it’s Sunday, and today is the first day of the Notting Hill Carnival. I can 
hear the first rhythmic backbeat as Fritz and I reach the wide-open spaces of the 
park; fearing a riot hangover, the authorities have mandated earlier starting and 
closing times for this year’s event. When we reach the green Fritz rushes out to see 
what Ellen is up to and since that lady is heading for a bench at the top of the hill at 
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the eastern end of the grass we head here too. Sitting on the bench we find Carrie, 
with Oggy, and Claire, with Panda. Claire says that her clothing sale on Brick Lane 
is going well and that today is the last day. Fritz jumps up onto the bench, the better 
to get his nose into Claire’s bag and then, satisfied with his treat, he heads for the 
Grantully gate – with me in pursuit. I have spotted Peter, sitting alone in the doggy 
compound at the café, and I note that he has his plastic carrier bag with him – this 
is often a hopeful sign since it may mean he has winnings to distribute to members 
of the syndicate.
It takes us a while to get assembled and there are again many defections today. 
Janet, Georgie, Ofra and Liz are in Glasgow, Matthew and Makiko have gone to 
Dorset. and Ronnie is on an expedition to view his new house in Bedfordshire for 
the first time. Susie has turned Chloe’s lead over to Peter for the day and Claire 
soon does the same, handing Panda’s lead over to Carrie. This means that we begin 
with Ellen, Peter, Dan and Carrie only ¬– though after a while Linda crosses the 
green with Pepper and joins us as well. Dan has the full English breakfast this 
morning and this means that the dogs get to share in the leftover toast; even Jack, 
who usually disdains other treats, likes toast. Winnie does a good job of cadging 
for two – eating Bailey’s share of the biscuits as well as her own. I ask Dan is 
he thinks Winnie’s pals will be bringing her a present from the north – perhaps 
a t-shirt with the legend, “My friends all went to Glasgow and all I got was this 
stupid shirt.” 
Peter does indeed have a small plastic bag for each of yesterday’s equine 
enthusiasts – for our £2.00 stake we each now receive £4.34. We were also 
winners in the lottery last night – we won a total of £18.00 after investing a total 
of £18.00 – but this sum will not be distributed. Dan says that Davide is home 
from Singapore and that he has already objected to the new goatee that Dan is 
attempting to grow. Dan and Linda have differing attitudes toward the Carnival; 
both have floats that get started near their homes but Dan has never enjoyed the 
experience himself and Linda appreciates all the time and effort that goes into 
Carnival preparations. When we get up to begin our back passage walkround we 
(and the usual Sunday Thai football players) are caught between two cultures: the 
booming bells coming from St. Augustine’s on our right and the boom box of the 
carnival on our left. Linda has volunteered to give Peter a ride home; he is happy to 
accept – since the lazy Chloe is unlikely to have ever walked that far. 
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Monday, August 29:
It is very bright in the park this morning and I actually use my sunglasses – an 
object that usually lies dormant on the rim of my sweater. No sooner have we 
reached the green than I can hear a voice calling for Fritz. The latter is quite 
puzzled by this and it takes him a while to figure out that the summons is coming 
from Rob, who is walking in front of the clubhouse with Pepper. After a happy 
reunion Rob and I and the dogs head down the Randolph roadway; we are followed 
by Leon, the Shih-Tzu, who seems fascinated by our dogs and reluctant to leave 
them alone. I bring Rob up to date on my efforts to scan the hundreds of slides that 
I hope to use in a walking journal website later this year. Fritz veers off to the left 
as we begin our return journey and we have to follow him; then Pepper is reluctant 
to follow us onto the green – how independent these Schnauzers can become. 
Rob goes off and I continue on to the café, where our group this morning 
eventually includes Peter, Ronnie, Susie, Dan, Davide, Ellen and Kevin. Today is 
actually Chloe’s birthday but Ronnie and Susie have come too late to buy us our 
celebratory coffees. Dan is in no mood to celebrate, however, since some unnamed 
black Pomeranian had just pissed on Winnie as the Pug was squatting to poo – and 
now he has to take her into the loos and wash her off before other dogs add their 
two squirts worth. Meanwhile Susie is worrying that Chloe is beginning to chew 
her own feet again; the vet has suggested that there may be a hormonal imbalance 
but he can’t test while the Cavalier is still on steroids. This conversation prompts 
Davide to say that he has to spend almost as much money on Winnie’s health 
insurance as on his own BUPA policy.
Davide is just back from Singapore and Sydney and this leads to a discussion of 
the travails of air travel these days, particularly the joys of passport control and 
customs. (Liz has reported that if she imports her son Jack to the States one more 
time with a faulty passport that she will have to pay a $2500 fine.) Some thought 
is also expended on the plight of the Glasgow contingent (and their dogs), who 
are scheduled to return today on a train with only one carriage set aside for those 
without seat reservations. Ronnie is quizzed on his reaction to the new house in 
Bedfordshire. He seems reasonably satisfied (it’s either make his peace with the 
place or move in with Peter, so there isn’t much to debate) – though I feel Susie is 
wildly overoptimistic about the speed with which the builders can accomplish the 
major changes she has ordered. After a three-week holiday she returns reluctantly 
to work tomorrow – with only nine weeks left before retirement. “Thinks of that 
and forget the rest,” Davide says by way of encouragement. We get up to begin our 
back passage walkround – the sounds of the Carnival’s last day already pounding 
the western skies. 
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Tuesday, August 30:
Gray skies predominate today – and I wouldn’t call it warm either. Indeed, I am 
wearing my leather jacket as Fritz and I head for the park – meeting Janet and Liz 
with Daisy-Mae just as we reach the Essendine gate. We have made our way out 
to the green when, a few minutes later, we meet up with Georgie – accompanying 
Sparkie and Lady Belle. Georgie too is complaining of the cold; she says she 
hasn’t been able to get warm since returning from Glasgow yesterday afternoon. 
Ofra (who brought back the borrowed lead and reclaimed her computer at about 
6:00 last night) soon comes down the hill as well – she says she could never live 
in Glasgow because it was just too cold. Fritz soon grows bored with all these 
grassy reunions and heads off down the Randolph roadway; when we return to the 
café Ronnie reminds us that today the coffees are on him, in belated recognition of 
Chloe’s fourth birthday, yesterday. 
Our group this morning includes Ronnie, Liz, Janet, Ofra, Georgie, Ellen, Kevin 
(who has arrived on bicycle), Davide and Peter – with Carrie and Claire making 
late appearances. Ronnie can’t seem to get his phone to behave – but no one at 
our table has any practical advice unless you count Janet’s favorite instruction – 
“RTFM!” – which translates as “Read the Fucking Manual.” Liz is also having 
phone problems – since she has left her adapters back in the States; at least she 
is able to report that both her New York and her Cape Cod homes have survived 
Hurricane Irene. She also tells us that as she was making her way back to Janet’s 
last night a drunken Irishman who works for the National Grid insisted that she go 
out with him, offering her a piece of pizza as incentive. Overhead at the same time, 
as we can all attest, the last of the post-Carnival police helicopters was churning 
the clouds and keeping the rest of us awake. Ofra complements Ellen on some 
recent weight loss and Ellen explains that she eats less when the weather is hot. (I 
want to know what country she is living in – certainly not England, like the rest of 
us ¬– where we have had the coolest summer since 1993.)
Fritz takes a seat at the feet of Claire and begins one of his patented treat-me arias. 
Unfortunately our busy entrepreneur has had very little opportunity for biscuit 
shopping and Fritz is out of luck. He could follow Panda’s lead – for Claire’s dog 
is at my knee while all this is going on. Claire says that trade was slow this time 
in Brick Lane (though Susie bought three things yesterday) and perhaps she will 
have better luck in November, when the next sale is scheduled. Roger, the owner of 
Jasper the Jack Russell, comes into the compound and the lively little fellow makes 
himself at home in Claire’s lap. Soon he is off to rub noses, through the bars, with 
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his own look-alike, the puppy Digger. As we get up to begin our back passage 
walkround a little girl named Grace, her face smeared in the melted morsels of a 
chocolate croissant, wants to pet the dogs – and Fritz sits patiently for this laying 
on of hands. 

Wednesday, August 31:
I am again wearing my leather jacket ¬– but I don’t think I will do this again 
tomorrow as it is obviously getting warmer; still, we are at the end of August and 
we shouldn’t have to be worrying about such matters anyway. When we get to the 
green I see that some of the other owners are already foregathering at the cricket 
crease and we head here too. Winnie, Sparkie and Daisy-Mae are among those 
present but we also have Rocky and Guinness. The latter proves to be one tough 
lady and she finds a worthy competitor in Daisy-Mae. Unfortunately their scrap 
turns ugly on two occasions and Janet has to rush forward to extract the black Pug 
from the fray – utilizing that feisty madam’s pink harness. A ball is thrown down 
the cricket crease in an effort to distract Guinness but only Fritz chases this. Of 
course he doesn’t bring it back and I have to fetch it myself. My dog then wanders 
around in front of the bandstand – but by the time we get to the Grantully gate it is 
time to put him on lead for a direct assault on the café.
Our group this morning consists of Davide, Janet, Georgie, Liz, Makiko, Peter and 
Ronnie – with the latter two waiting impatiently for Ellen to come in and fetch 
their coffees for them. (Neither is very steady on his feet these days and Peter says 
that he now has a woman do his shopping for him at Sainsbury’s – something I am 
on my own to do later today.) There are other latecomers. Ofra comes so late that 
she has to order her own coffee – though I do notice that it is delivered by Elian, 
a gesture that none of the rest of us seem to deserve. Claire is also a tardy one; 
she seems half asleep but she is awake enough to produce her £2.00 for Peter’s 
Saturday turf efforts. She then gets an extra chair for the little table in the corner 
– even though there is an empty one there already. This is because she knows that 
Oggy, in her care this morning, likes his own chair. Then she opens a recently 
purchased bag of treats and becomes very popular very quickly. My popularity 
waxes and wanes but Bailey is such a pest, raking away at my arm, that I have to 
use a serving tray on that side as a buffer. 
Makiko has lots of south coast pictures on her mobile phone and I am able to 
revisit some old friends including Durdle Door and Lulworth Cove. She says that 
she and Matthew took a lot of walks in this wonderful country but that Emilio 
exhausted himself. Liz is telling me places I should visit in Harlem when I visit 
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the Big Apple next month. Makiko says she has a neighbor who is on her way to 
Singapore and Davide is asked for the weather there; he says it is always hot there 
at every time of the year. After we have chatted for about half an hour someone lets 
me know that my Fritz is out on the green ¬– he has obviously made a successful 
escape through the doddery legs of the departing Peter and Ronnie, and I decide, 
with many errands to run today, to follow him rather than attempt any form of 
recapture. Soon he is prancing down the Morshead roadway as we bring to an end 
another month in the park. 
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“And Your Little Dog, Too”
Life Among The Dog People of Paddington Rec, Volume VIII

By Anthony Linick

Chapter 4—September, 2011

Ronnie, accompanied by his Chloe, delivers fresh water to the doggy compound.
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Thursday, September 1: 
The sun has made a brave breakthrough this morning and, true to my word, I 
disdain my leather jacket for our morning sojourn in the park. Janet is coming up 
right behind us as we enter and I give her some homework to do as we march along 
the back pathways: see if you can figure out how to open a new memory stick that 
I purchased recently at Maplin’s. I figure that someone with her background in IT 
should be up to this task and, after an almighty struggle, she succeeds. Janet is also 
into a technology mode this morning – since she has brought her camera with her 
– already thinking of capturing some doggy faces for this December’s calendar. 
Ronnie is struggling with the water bowl as he makes his way from the loos back 
to the doggy compound – I hold the door open for him and repay him the £2.00 he 
advanced to Peter yesterday as my stake in Saturday’s horserace. Fritz and I then 
do a complete circle of the green before returning to the café – where Claire is very 
proud of herself for being first in the queue.
Claire takes the little table in the corner – the better to smoke in peace – and she 
is joined by Carrie and Hanna. At our grouping we have Janet, Davide, Makiko, 
Ellen, Ronnie, Renata, Linda, Peter and Ofra – Liz is off this morning to attend 
some class in connection with her oft-delayed interior design curriculum. The 
dogs are particularly noisy this morning and we have all the usual suspects plus 
Thomas, the veteran Lhasa-Apso, with us as well. Janet is snapping away – though 
several of the ladies object to being photographed in their park clothes and park 
hair. There are also difficulties involved in achieving characteristic poses. I want a 
picture of Bailey raking away at my elbow but he never does it when the camera is 
pointed in his direction. Then there is the issue of Emilio’s tongue ¬– which should 
be a prominent feature of any face shot but which is rolled up tightly in his mouth 
whenever the lens is pointed at him today.
Ronnie shows off some new pictures of the house in Bedfordshire on his phone 
and this inspires Makiko to show us a picture of Matthew with Emilio (and tongue) 
riding a steam train during their recent holiday. She has also brought with her an 
issue of Country Life with an article that sings the virtues of the Pug as a country 
dog. Just to tease her I suggest that I have also seen Pugs as the designer dogs of 
drug dealers – after witnessing two louche characters outside a bar on Portobello, 
each cuddling a bling-spangled Pug. I also note that Japan now has its fifth prime 
minister in six years and Davide has to tease Makiko as well – “That’s even more 
than Italy!” We begin our back passage walkround – with seven of us and our dogs 
making painful progress along the walkways, though somehow the Poms, Sparkie 
and Buddy, manage to overtake us without any trouble. The walk ends in good 
humor ¬– even though it is noted that Sparkie has made off with Maxi’s ball. 
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Friday, September 2:
It remains on the sunny side and I am still wearing only a sweatshirt up top – 
though I have changed from blue to red today. Fritz has his usual survey of the 
green scene and decides to check out the activity near the cricket crease. Guinness 
is again in active play with Daisy-Mae, though today’s romp is far more restrained 
– just as well since the little black Pug is wearing neither collar nor harness and it 
would be far more difficult to extract her from any unpleasantness. I am chatting 
with Janet and Davide (who is off to Riyadh today) when I notice that Fritz has 
headed off in the direction of the Morshead roadway. I am in time to scoop up a 
second poo and then we head for the Morshead gate – soon encountering Makiko 
with Emilio; she is quite puzzled because it looks like we are leaving. Soon we are 
heading back to the café where, just coming around the corner with Skye the Cairn, 
we meet up with Michaela and Liz. They laugh when I refer to these two interior 
decorators as “The Swatchbucklers.”
We have a lively turnout this morning…Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Davide, Liz, Janet, 
Makiko, Georgie, and Renata – with Ofra, Wendy and Yara also making late 
appearances. Peter has a packet of Schmackos and he distributes shards of this treat 
by throwing pieces to the animals at his feet. I remind him that these are dogs, not 
birds ¬– but he is clearly spooked by the dangers represented by snatching teeth. 
With no Claire to assail, Fritz focuses on Yara who ¬– indeed – is secreting more 
goodies in her purse. She breaks off a piece and hands it to me so that the rest of 
the dogs won’t know it comes from her – and set up camp at her feet. Peter, who 
passes out copies of our Thunderball numbers for tomorrow’s draw, can’t quite 
figure out what is going on in a series of photos that Georgie passes around…
they picture Sparkie in the cuddling, white-stockinged arms of Jean’s new Lurcher 
puppy, Ziggy, and the scene is an adorable one. 
Ronnie is still showing off new pictures of the house in Bedfordshire, images 
available on his phone. He now makes arrangements for Georgie to look after 
Chloe while he and Susie are in a hotel in Biggleswade – since dogs are not 
permitted here or anywhere else nearby. Liz is telling us about her new on-line 
decorator business, due for its launch in November. She gives Peter a £20 note 
so that she can be included in our turf efforts for the next few weeks. Our back 
passage walkround is again well-attended – this time as we near the head of the 
running track we encounter Peter (of Peter and Gypsy fame) sitting on a bench 
in the sun. Our dogs all like Peter and several stop for a cuddle – including Fritz; 
Daisy-Mae even jumps up on the bench for her greeting. Davide won’t be seeing 
Liz again – since she will be leaving on Sunday before he is back from Arabia 
and so goodbyes are said at the Essendine gate. When I get home the first order of 
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business is to write up today’s report on my brand new MacBook Pro – purchased 
at great expense at the Apple Store on Regent’s Street yesterday. 

Saturday, September 3:
Under gray skies Fritz and I begin our Saturday in the park. Atypically, I insist on 
a right turn instead of our usual left – this so I can see a late entry in the London 
Riots sweepstakes: a trash can that some of our benighted youths set alight here 
after the park closed its doors yesterday. (We had fire engines and lots of police 
here, though, unlike the night visitors, the police never figured out a way to get into 
the Rec.) Now Fritz and I can resume our usual back passage progress, reaching 
the green just as a number of the other dog owners are arriving. They are gathered 
around a sweet tiny Dachshund named Pickle – who is intrigued by our lot. Fritz, 
of course, cares little for the company of other animals and he is soon heading 
down the Morshead roadway, a dog with a mission ¬– in this case an extended visit 
to the doggy area on this side of the park.
The café is just opening its doors as we return but Dan and Georgie (suffering 
from a cold and sleeplessness) are in the queue ahead of me and they seem to be 
ordering for half a dozen others so it takes a while before my cappuccino is ready. 
There is a lively turnout this morning; we have Claire and Hanna at the little table 
in the corner but our version of the breakfast board has Dan, Janet, Georgie, Liz, 
Matthew, Makiko, Ronnie, Peter, Linda, Wendy and Ofra. The latter has baked 
some cake and slices are soon passed around. Peter also hands to selected punters 
the turf line-up for this afternoon’s wagering. I am under an immediate assault 
from the biscuit hounds and I find this extremely annoying: Pepper shrieking, 
Bailey raking, Daisy-Mae barking. As often happens, a young Boxer innocently 
passes our compound and for some reason there is an intense reaction – with half a 
dozen dogs baying in unison at this intrusion (from the safety of our fence). 
Ofra is going to a wedding tonight – with her pal Lucy Liu. I want Ofra to bring 
Lucy to breakfast; I am certain she could silence any of our dogs with one Ling-
like look. There is a good deal of phone sharing at one end of the table (including 
a film version of the girls in a Glasgow bar) but I object to this form of interchange 
since the screen is rarely passed on to the rest of the breakfasters – who remain 
excluded. Linda is also complaining of sleeplessness – after chaperoning a teen-
age party in her own house. Matthew wants Makiko to accompany him on an 
expedition that she rejects – and he then gets called “a Victorian husband” for his 
efforts. We set off on a multi-stage back passage walkround. Fritz, as usual, often 
hangs back to do some earnest sniffing but by the time we reach the cypress trees 
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he has passed all the other competitors. Today there is an additional reward in such 
endeavor – he is on the spot to drag out a brand new red and green tennis ball from 
the bushes near the Essendine gate.

Sunday, September 4:
I can’t quite figure out the weather this morning. There is evidence of some 
moisture on the pavements and it is quite gray – but the sun is trying to come out 
as well and so we head for the park without any special preparation. By the time 
we have reached the green this optimism seems justified for the sun has come 
out strongly and Janet and Georgie are soaking up the rays. Then it goes gray 
again. Fritz manages to remain in close contact this morning and soon we are 
turned around and heading for the café. In front of us we can see Susie walking 
briskly with the pudgy Chloe. Ronnie, meanwhile is making his own way from the 
Morshead roadway and Susie unhooks her dog so that she can be reunited with her 
beloved daddy. This strategy works ¬– for the Cavalier puts on some real speed as 
she closes the gap. 
A queue is forming outside the café door (Susie, Georgie and one of the ubiquitous 
tennis players) and while we are standing here there is some speculation on the 
whereabouts of Peter, who has yet to make an appearance. I try to think positively 
¬– he’s late this morning because the bag containing all of our winnings from 
yesterday is so heavy that he can move only haltingly. In the event the gentleman 
in question arrives with no bag at all – we have lost all of our money at the track 
and won a grand total of £3.00 in the lottery. We do have another outstanding 
turnout at breakfast this morning: Georgie, Janet, Dan, Makiko, Matthew, Ronnie, 
Susie, Peter, Ellen, Renata, Wendy, Liz and Linda. There is a newcomer in the 
mix today, a delightful Cockapoo puppy named Stanley. I ask his mistress if I 
can give him a biscuit but the question almost comes too late as the mischievous 
fellow is already clawing away at the biscuit bag – which soon has two bite holes 
in its bottom. Thereafter the puppy addresses his nose to the private parts of my 
dog ¬– who is chided by Ellen for bullying when he produces a throaty protest 
growl. “He’s not bullying,” I protest, “he’s only protecting his own dignity!” 
Fritz gets over his discomfiture with two inches of bull pizzle – offered up by his 
Auntie Claire, who sits alone at the little corner table. Thereafter the willy licking 
responsibilities pass to Emilio, who is pursuing Bailey. Fortunately Ofra doesn’t 
see this – since she is busy telling Makiko all about her evening with Lucy Liu. 
Emilio now spends the rest of the session in Matthew’s lap, enjoying an extended 
cuddle with his daddy – one that includes a lot of face-licking with that famous 
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long tongue. Makiko notes that she doesn’t get that treatment from her pet but that 
Matthew is, after all, “the meat provider.”
Dan, Liz, Janet and Georgie have had a very successful evening meal at the newly 
refurbished Corinthia Hotel and we have to re-eat this repast course by course 
(again supplemented with telephone photos). Dan adds that tomorrow he is moving 
offices to a site in Vauxhall – which means no more visits to the cheese store in 
Covent Garden for Winnie (with her patented cheese dance). Matthew is celebrated 
for wearing a salmon-colored polo shirt and I pull on the collar of my sweatshirt 
in order to reveal that my t-shirt bears the same shade. This exercise in vanity 
receives its appropriate comeuppance, however, when Susie notes that the effect 
is rather undermined by the un-ironed wrinkles of my sweatshirt itself. Eight of 
us participate in the back passage walkround this morning, perhaps in homage to 
Liz, who will be flying back to New York this afternoon. She promises to return in 
October but I will be able to see her before this – when I visit NYC in a few weeks. 

Monday, September 5:
There is plenty of sunshine on offer this morning but it is surprisingly chilly, and 
there is a stiff breeze to unsettle matters as well. Jasmine Guinness, with baby and 
Fly, is heading our way and when we reach the green we spot a number of old 
pals in action: the young Jez, the veteran Skye, Gus, the long-eared Schnauzer. 
We are almost ten minutes earlier than usual and this gives us time for a leisurely 
circle of the green and then a bonus jaunt along the Morshead roadway also. For 
much of this journey we have the company of the Australian Shepherd Ozzie ¬– 
who continues to express his great fascination for my dog, sniffing away at every 
opportunity and answering ever pee with a copycat splash. When we reach the 
Morshead gate I attach the lead to Fritz’s collar and we head, very slowly it seems, 
back to the precincts of the café.
Ellen and I head for the front door of this establishment at the same time and 
discover something quite unique in our recent history here: not only is the door 
already open but there is no one waiting at the counter ahead of us. The turnout this 
morning is definitely less robust than we have seen recently: Georgie, Janet, Ofra, 
Peter, Ellen, Makiko and Renata – Ronnie has an appointment at the vet’s this 
morning as more time and attention is devoted to Chloe’s recurrent skin problems. 
It isn’t too long before I have had to deploy a serving tray as a buffer between my 
chair and the importunate Bailey. Peter is also dispensing treats but the fate of a 
small tidbit intended for Emilio takes several of us by surprise. This is because 
Makiko picks it up, puts it into her mouth, extracts it, and then offers it to her pet. 
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The explanation is that this is the only way the bustling Pug will know that it is 
okay to eat it. None of the rest of our dogs seem to need this level of instruction.
Peter then produces his scraps of paper and begins to accept fivers from those 
punters who want to remain in the lottery league. He also announces that we will 
resume our investments in the track this weekend, when the St. Leger dominates 
turf activity. Renata receives compliments on the shade of her nail polish – to me 
it looks like there is no shade at all, but what do I know? Ofra, one of Renata’s 
admirers, is herself scrunched up in her chair – complaining about how cold it 
is. She adds that today she must do some cooking – having ignored this art for 
several days. (I turn to Makiko to note, “You can tell she doesn’t have a Victorian 
husband.”) Georgie, who has been suffering from a cold, reminds us that she has 
actually returned to work – though, as often happens, the disabled young lady 
whom she ferries to school didn’t actually make it to class this morning. It is by 
now only 10:00 or so but I announce, “I hate to drink and leave, but…” I make 
this statement (and indeed, this is why we were in the park so early this morning) 
because I have a number of West End errands this morning (including a visit to the 
Apple store on Regent’s Street) and it is time I got started. 

Tuesday, September 6:
The night has been a blustery one and the streets are wet as Fritz and I head for the 
park today. We are both in raingear, though, truth to tell, it isn’t actually raining at 
this moment. We pass Pippa the Papillion as we near the cypress trees but when 
we reach the green there is no one else about. Finally Fritz spots Ellen crossing 
the grass with Jack and Lucky and he rushes out here to see what they are doing. 
Thereafter he senses that we have plenty of time for an extended ramble and that I 
am content to follow where he leads and so he is soon trotting down the alleyway 
behind the tennis courts. Eventually we reach the parking lot and Fritz lines up 
outside the door of the park’s smallest doggy exercise pen – where he enjoys an 
extended sniffathon. I can sense that it must be time for the café to open its doors 
and so, as we exit onto the Carlton roadway, I re-attach his lead.
The troops, again much reduced in number, are just taking seats under the green 
umbrella…Davide, Ofra, Georgie, Janet and Ellen only. The wind continues to 
whistle menacingly and pulses of rain blow across the park; out on the grass a 
lonely park worker is painstakingly painting the cricket boundary with his little 
machine. Makiko and Claire arrive now as well, Claire again pulling up an extra 
chair for the spoiled Oggy. She has also brought with her a most exotic treat – a 
package of venison chips from New Zealand – and these prove to be very popular. 
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I note that Emilio and Bailey are also wearing their raincoats today; the latter is 
again a biscuit pest and I have to deploy the serving tray defense. Among the other 
supplicants at my knees is Sparkie – unusually, he is the only dog Georgie (who 
did take her pupil to school this morning) has brought with her today. I warn her 
that if she looks after Chloe when Ronnie and Susie are in their hotel she will be 
accompanying Chloe on the longest walk the Cavalier has ever undertaken – a 
walk to the park.
The lousy weather we have been experiencing is blamed on the tail-end of the 
hurricane system that has been bedeviling the States. In contrast, Davide says it 
was so hot in Riyadh that he couldn’t leave the comforts of his hotel for more than 
five minutes and that even the cold water tap in his room, produced hot water as 
well. He is leaving for Tokyo on Thursday so he reminds Makiko to give him a 
shopping list if she wants any treats from her native land. He also asks that the list 
be in Japanese since there is no English signage in the supermarkets and he needs 
to show this list to the local clerks. (We urge Makiko to put some embarrassing 
items on the list – just to see what happens.) We now have a discussion on the 
subject of chocolate – with Ofra maintaining that the Swiss make the best and 
Claire patriotically defending her Cadbury’s Dairy Milk. Janet asks me how my 
visit to Apple store went yesterday and the fact that I bury my head in my hands 
is enough to tell her that the outcome was not a completely happy one: I had 
taken my old and failing Mac with me, along with my new one, in the hope that 
the technicians could transfer much of the contents of the former into the latter – 
but that last night at 9:00 or so one of the techies had called to tell me that they 
couldn’t even get my old G4 (with its library of photos and music) to power up at 
all! No wonder I have had a disturbed night of sleep and, now that I have dodged 
the rain on our homeward journey, I am writing this account of our day in the park 
on Dorothy’s old machine.

Wednesday, September 7:
Violent squalls and rattling winds have passed us by and, though no one would 
describe today as either sunny or warm, at least we have dry skies for our morning 
in the park. Fritz looks about for any familiar forms on the green and, finding none, 
joins me for a walk around the perimeter. Ozzie runs forward to sniff my dog but 
this meeting is far briefer than yesterday’s. Then we pass Jonesie, making her slow 
way down the Randolph roadway, and turn right to cover the half circle around 
to the Grantully gate. By this time I can at last see some of our people out on the 
grass and, since I am quite chilled, I decide to put Fritz on lead and head for the 
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café – where I am again the first customer. Surprisingly, many of the others spend 
an extra ten minutes chatting out on the green before joining the rest of us.
Our contingent this morning includes Janet, Georgie, Makiko, Ellen, Peter, Ronnie 
and Ofra, with one late substitution, Claire, who is wearing number 20 on her 
purple jumper today. Georgie has brought Sweep with her today, though the little 
white dog – who spends much of the time staring out at the green looking for his 
mommy, Tracy – remains aloof at feeding time. Not so Bailey, Daisy-Mae, Yoyo 
(who is here with a corner-sitting Hanna), Sparkie and Panda – all of whom set up 
a feeding station at my feet. I admire the young mom who tells her toddler that the 
hysterical Emilio, who is objecting to the presence of this pair outside our fence, 
is just saying “hello.” Emilio also joins in the barkathon when the black Chows, 
Chinny and Bliss, take up a position in front of the café. This mob is actually led 
by Daisy-Mae, who, for some unknown reason, has developed a deep antipathy for 
these entirely innocent fluffy dogs. 
Georgie says that she will not be watching this year’s version of Strictly Come 
Dancing because she has an antipathy for one of its contestants, the Scottish 
singer Lulu. I discuss another TV program with Peter, last night’s broadcast of 
the European qualifier between an unlucky Wales and a lame, though victorious 
England. Ronnie is wrestling with another piece of technology, his new HTC 
phone. Fortunately he has Makiko here today; she owns a similar model and she 
spends the next thirty minutes fine-tuning Ronnie’s version, showing him how to 
get his email, providing him with a new ring tone, demonstrating how he can take 
pictures. This will explain why a picture of Peter (with Bobby nestling in his lap) 
is proposed as a screen saver on the new machine – but Ronnie says, no he doesn’t 
want that. Peter says, that to keep Susie from worrying too much the picture has to 
feature a guy or a dog – but I suggest that Ronnie could have trees or clouds too. 
The next technology question is directed to me – Janet wants to know how they 
got on with the transfer of my files from old to new machines at the Apple store. 
The fact that, again, I bury my head in my hands is an indication that problems are 
insoluble, at least on Regent Street, and my next stop will have to be at the data 
recovery store around the corner. At least I know I had better take a jacket with me 
for this trip. 

Thursday, September 8: 
Gray skies continue to dominate – so much so that I am wearing my rain jacket this 
morning and I have tucked the dog’s raincoat into my pocket. A chap smoking a 
cigarette is perched on a bench at the head of the running track and I can see that a 
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lively Alsatian is at his side. Coming toward us is a woman with a mid-sized dog 
and these two animals begin to circle one another amid ominous growling sounds. 
Fritz now rushes forward as if to break up this conflict but the encounter turns out 
to be good-natured enough and he can resume his own walk, police duties over 
for the morning. We begin a grand circle of the green and by the time we reach the 
Grantully gate we encounter Dan, who has just crossed the grass after delivering 
Winnie to Ronnie (in the absence of a missing Janet) at the café. I ask about the 
new commute and Dan says he is enjoying the bike ride to Vauxhall but he will try 
out a new route today. Up behind me now comes Ofra and we continue our circle 
together. She says she has just made contact with the manic jogger – the chap who 
spends an hour on the walkways each morning, muttering to himself as he passes 
us by and swinging his hand weights at the same time. She says he is an Israeli 
security guard and that he can’t understand why the dog owners are always picking 
up their animals’ poo!
Georgie now arrives with Sparkie, Lady Belle and Sweep. You can tell that my dog 
would really like to continue down the Morshead roadway but the presence of all 
these other canines and the pressure of our migration across the green seduces him 
into accompanying us – and before long we have reached the doggy compound 
at the café. While Ofra and I are waiting at the counter Janet at last appears with 
Daisy-Mae. She says that she had just lost track of the time while talking with 
head groundsman Boyd and she is much relieved that Winnie, who usually ends 
up in her care when Dan goes off to work, is safe and sound with Ronnie. Our 
group this morning includes the three aforementioned ladies plus Ellen, Claire, 
Makiko, Matthew and Ronnie. Peter has some Cheesy Bites for the dogs and Fritz 
also has an aria of supplication to sing at Claire’s knee though, again, I am the 
chief purveyor of doggy sustenance. Bailey is again a pest and when he actually 
succeeds in raking my biscuit bag off the table I put the last of these treats in my 
pocket – feeding for the day is over. Meanwhile Emilio is modeling several coats – 
including one whose Japanese legend translates as “Dandy Man.” Ellen tells us that 
she went to a waterside birthday party for Kevin yesterday and that Jack got into an 
argument with a swan. 
Claire repeats a disturbing rumor – that there are plans to shut down parts of 
that medical colossus known at St. Mary’s Paddington! There is considerable 
consternation over this intelligence for the hospital plays such a vital part in the 
health of our locality (we’ve all been there many times) and Matthew, who would 
like an assignment a bit closer to home, is particularly upset. The poor man is given 
no peace by the assembled patients this morning and he has to answer a number 
of questions about sleep, among other topics. Makiko, for her part, is called on to 
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perform additional surgery on Ronnie’s telephone while Peter is beavering away 
over his ledgers – recording the participation of a number of punters who are 
taking advantage of three days of racing at Doncaster. Janet remembers to ask me 
about the fate of my computer and I tell her, as I ready myself for a fourth trip to 
Oxford Circus in a week, that the news is positive: all of those materials stored on 
my old hard drive (including lots of doggy pictures) have been recovered. Before 
I can go, however, my friends, for the second time in a week, have to make some 
suggestions about my appearance. In this case, however, my sweatshirt seems to be 
acceptable, but there is the minor matter of all that brown cappuccino foam all over 
my face. On the way home we can tell that the school year has begun again when 
we pass the maroon-clad lasses from the Francis Holland School. 

Friday, September 9:
I feel slightly warm in my rain jacket this morning but the skies are still so 
gray that I am worried about more moisture. When we reach the park we find 
ourselves following Jasmine Guinness (no baby for company this morning, just 
a mobile phone in her ear) and Fly. Fritz trots along with the latter as we pass 
the cypress trees and we are soon at the margins of the green. Georgie, Janet and 
Dan are standing in the center as that age-old ceremony, the transfer of Winnie’s 
custodianship to Janet or Georgie, is under way. Winnie is considering the idea of 
just following Dan out of the park so Georgie asks her (in memory of an ancient 
TV commercial), “What’s it to be, Winnie, daddy or cheese?” In fact it is not 
Winnie who follows Dan on his passage to the Grantully gate but Fritz. I manage 
to catch up with my dog before he exits and thereafter, on lead, we cross the green. 
He is only one of the dogs who spend some time this morning rolling on his back 
in the grass. Sparkie does this too but Lady Belle chooses a spot encrusted in fox 
poo and that means that poor Georgie, who has an abscessed tooth this morning, 
will have to give LB a bath as soon as they get home.
Our group this morning includes Janet and Georgie, of course, and also Ofra, 
Ellen, Ronnie, Wendy, Matthew and Makiko. Today Ronnie needs help with 
the removal of troublesome emails from his phone and Makiko is again called 
in to troubleshoot. Order restored, Ronnie can then show me a Google map that 
indicates the precise location of his new village. Janet is also showing a phone 
image – a sunset she took yesterday. While she is doing this her phone rings – it 
sounds like Big Ben calling – and she speaks to the missing Peter, who has had to 
stay in to receive a workman. (We had been hoping that he was just late because 
he was portioning out our turf winnings – but no such luck.) Matthew also receives 
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a call from his hospital – and he goes off to confer on some matter related to 
embryonic development. In his absence we continue to discuss yesterday’s rumors 
about closures at St. Mary’s. Janet says that these have been officially denied but 
there is still concern that some departments may close. Wendy says that many years 
ago she trained as a nurse at St. Mary’s.
With neither Claire nor Peter in residence I again serve as the chief source of 
snacks for our dogs – and for occasional visitors like Tara. They do such a good 
job at this sport that by the time Yoyo arrives with Hanna the treats have all gone. 
Fortunately Lady Belle does not join the feeding queue – several of the diners 
report that she is really beginning to stink. When they are not eating our dogs are 
also rushing the fence to bark like banshees at any passing animal on the other side. 
An Alsatian puppy is among the victims of this onslaught. He looks at his owner as 
if to say, “Mommy, I just discovered a nest of idiots.” We begin our back passage 
walkround as I explain to Janet that the hard drive doctor has rescued all my old 
photos but there are other problems in the transfer process that I have to wrestle 
with today. I always say: new technologies always bring as many tragedies as 
blessings.

Saturday, September 10:
Having been fooled only yesterday I disdain raingear as Fritz and I head for the 
Rec on a very gray Saturday. At our first corner there is a lively scene – with the 
old pals, Sabina and Denise, chatting away while Scamp, Oscar and Rizzo crowd 
the pavement and, tied to the track fence, Jo-Jo the Chow stares out at us while 
her mistress gets in some sprints. A toddler is clutching the bars of the playground 
fence as we clear this landmark – watching the parade of dogs pass by with great 
interest. Linda is just around the corner with Ronnie at the café and she and Pepper 
now accompany us as we complete a grand circle of the green and I use this time 
to give a report on my attendance at the ASL Trustees’ annual reception at the 
Drapers’ Hall last night. 
Our group this morning includes Linda and Ronnie, of course, and also Ofra, Janet, 
Georgie, Dan, Peter, Ellen, Makiko and Renata – who continues to whistle Maxi’s 
ball over the roadway from her seat at our table, a gesture that is bound to surprise 
some jogger or biker speeding by from a hidden position in the wings. Pepper 
spends much of the session in Linda’s lap, where he is less likely to offer his ear-
piercing commentary on everything. Linda has come to the park in Janet’s car – 
since the distance from home is too far for the limping Schnauzer to walk and Rob 
is off helping his father-in-law at a boot sale. Hanna comes in eventually and asks 
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for a detailed report on her former Reiki patient. She says that the weather seems 
quite tropical and, indeed, we are expecting such a storm some time today. It is 
both humid and very dark for much of our session – and then everything brightens 
up as well.
Ellen reports that Lucky has an infected boo-boo in her groin and that the injury is 
so painful that she won’t allow herself to be examined closely – a visit to the vet 
is scheduled later this morning. Peter passes out lottery and turf information and 
has to endure such queries as: what does the “C” stand for next to our names in 
today’s column on his ledger sheet? Peter says it stands for “clear,” but Dan, in a 
mischievous mood, wants to see a show of hands in support of a motion to replace 
this symbol with “P” for paid. “Am I your worst customer?” Dan says hopefully 
and Peter agrees that in our narrow circle this may be true – but after many years 
behind the post office counter he has seen far worse. Ronnie gets “Makito” to make 
some further adjustments to his HTC address book and then he and Peter begin our 
exodus with a doddery walk across the green. It seems a minor miracle that they 
can both make it across the grass without either of them falling down. 

Sunday, September 11:
The sun is beginning to emerge after a night of rain and we have, in fact, a very 
pleasant morning. I can see Janet walking along the street on her way to the park 
and she and I, Fritz and Daisy-Mae, enter the Rec at the same time – our way 
blocked by the large shaggy form of John’s Ché – though it is a woman on her 
mobile phone who accompanies him today. Fritz has to growl several times when 
Ché pays too much attention during the pooing process and then we are free to 
continue on to the green – where there is already a crowded circle of dog owners 
in the middle. Four Pugs dominate this scene – Winnie, Zorro, Emilio and Monty 
– but there are some newcomers as well: a blind Yorkie named Buddy, who bristles 
whenever another dog gets near, and an adorable black ten week-old puppy, 
part-Alsatian and part-Staffie, named Casper. Fritz soon grows bored with this 
assemblage and for the next few minutes leads me on a tour of the park – down the 
Morshead roadway, across the green, behind the tennis courts and (on lead now) 
through the parking lot and along the Carlton roadway to the café. 
We have a very lively turnout this morning: Ronnie, Susie, Peter, Ellen, Janet, 
Georgie, Makiko, Ofra and Dan to start with, then Ian (Monty’s custodian), 
Suzanne (with her friend Angie) and finally Linda. Everyone here remembers 
exactly where they were and what they were doing on this day ten years ago – as 
we have reached the one-decade mark for 9/11, the terrorist attacks on the World 
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Trade Center and the Pentagon. Our dogs, none of whom was even alive in 2001, 
are unaffected by memories of this day of tragedy and pursue their own dreams of 
endless biscuits and other treats – with the exception of Fritz, who hungers for the 
freedom of the green and twice makes good on brief periods of escape before being 
rounded up by departing customers and escorted by his collar back behind the bars. 
Ofra has brought with her some homemade biscotti and Dan a box of chocolates 
and these are passed around to the satisfaction of all. 
Susie spends some time trying to get to grips with the pronunciation of “Makiko.” 
Peter says we were unsuccessful in all of our three days of betting at the St. 
Leger meeting, but that we won £8.00 in the Thunderball lottery (or lost £10.00 
depending on how you measure this). These paltry returns mean that we now have 
a kitty of £29.00 and I ask if we are still adding to this sum for our Christmas 
party. Peter says we can’t do this because Ronnie, who owns a share of this pot, 
will have departed well before the holiday, but I finally convince him that Ronnie’s 
share could be returned to him before he leaves. Linda is full of excitement after 
participating as a promenader in the Last Night extravaganza at the Albert Hall. 
She now accompanies us as we complete our back passage walkround. We have 
just reached the narrow defile between the playing fields when we meet up with 
Natasha (with Millie) and her friend, the actress Nicola Stapleton, with her Sonny. 
(Nicola has recently returned to destabilize the action on EastEnders, after an 
absence of some eight or nine years.) We turn the corner where two young girls 
in headscarves are celebrating 9/11 by plunging behind the cypress trees so as to 
avoid any contact with our dogs. 

Monday, September 12:
Another wild night, with high winds and additional moisture, yields at last to 
clearing skies: we will have sun within a few minutes. Janet is again coming in 
behind us and as we walk along she tells me of an interesting incident, one that 
occurred only a few minutes or so before she reached the park. Trotting along 
Shirland Road there came a troop of mounted horsemen. Daisy-Mae was petrified 
by this noisy cavalcade and tried to turn around so that she could go home. 
One member of the canine fraternity, however, was not so timid – this was an 
unaccompanied Jack Russell who was dancing in protest at the hooves of one of 
the horses. Neither horse nor rider paid any attention to this nuisance – who at least 
gets credit for persistence: when the troop turned onto Kilburn Park Road the Jack 
Russell turned with them, still yapping away.
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When we reach the Carlton roadway Fritz turns to the left, not our usual gesture, 
but we soon figure out why: Janet often turns in this direction and he is just 
anticipating a ramble over the top of Mt. Bannister. He is redirected to the green, 
which he crosses before turning left and trotting along the back of both sets of 
tennis courts. We cross the parking lot and the little doggy compound over here 
and reach the Carlton roadway a second time. Here we encounter Ofra, who is 
breathing fire. It seems that the ticket machine in the parking lot is broken and she 
has had to hike to the office in order to purchase her usual space in the parking lot 
we have just crossed. (“Why don’t you just give us a few days free parking then?” 
she had asked with some emphasis.) We wait for her to attach the precious piece 
of paper to her Smart car and then we head for the café, where I hand Fritz over to 
Ronnie. In addition to those already mentioned we have Georgie, Davide, Makiko, 
Peter and Ellen. The latter again has the job of entrapping an escaping Fritz, a task 
made easier by the offer of a biscuit bribe. I have brought with me a bag full of the 
chicken wafer treats that Naomi brought with her from Philadelphia this summer 
and these are soon very popular – that is the other dogs crowd my knees in search 
of a handout – my own dog takes no part in this process, preferring to stare out at 
the green through his prison bars. 
Ofra is complaining of a mosquito bite but Davide convinces her that it may be 
bedbugs instead. Georgie thinks a tooth abscess may have subsided sufficiently 
for some dental attention – if she can get up the nerve to make an appointment. 
Davide, who has been doing some cosmetics shopping for Makiko in Tokyo, 
reports that one of the items on her list was not in stock and to prove this he now 
presents a note to Makiko from the sales clerk – which he requires the recipient to 
translate for the rest of us: “You are a spoiled kid! Do not blame Davide because 
we are out of the specified product.” While we are chuckling over this Claire 
comes in with some more sobering news. She reports that no sooner had she 
cleaned her flat to a spotless standard than Panda pooed all over the kitchen and 
wiped her bum in several spots on the just shampooed carpet. This, however, is 
not the bad news: Claire has cleaned her flat so that estate agents can bring by 
prospective buyers – she is selling her property and moving back to Dorset! As we 
complete our back passage walkround I note that there seems to be an alarming 
trend in our little doggy fraternity and one that causes me to wonder if people are 
giving up on London – for I can now cite a number of dog people who are leaving 
our world: Lisa (of Megan and Zack fame) who has already moved back to the 
Midlands, Ronnie and Susie, who are moving to Bedfordshire, and now Claire. 
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Tuesday, September 13:
The winds seem to have died down, after another day of window rattling intensity, 
and the sun is shining brightly as Fritz and I begin our morning in the park. At 
one end of the cricket crease we have the lively trio of Jez, Guinness and Rocky 
– with Daisy-Mae and Winnie sitting sedately at the other. Boyd, mounted on his 
lawnmower, is just beginning an hour of ever decreasing circles on the green and 
to escape this menace I lead Fritz into the doggy compound on the Grantully side 
and here, with the sounds of repointing issuing from the scaffolding that encases 
Ashworth mansions, we spend an idle five minutes. 
I hand Fritz over to Ronnie when we at last reach the café – where the queue is 
already clogged with young mommies, each with one infant in a baby buggy and 
one bun in the the oven. They slow things down for the rest of us because they 
want to pay with a credit card (not possible) and because they don’t want to carry 
their own trays. Our group this morning includes Janet, Georgie, Davide, Matthew, 
Makiko, Ofra, Ellen and Ronnie – Peter (who went to the pub last night to see his 
beloved QPR play Newcastle on the telly) sends Janet a text indicating that he has 
overslept and won’t be back among us until tomorrow. Georgie’s nose is slightly 
out of joint since she has now completed a week’s custody of Sweep – having been 
told that the little fellow would be reclaimed after four or five days. Sweep takes 
no part in the assault on my biscuit bag, whose chicken wafers still seem to be very 
popular among the canine contingent – even Fritz enjoys this treat today. Bailey 
and Daisy-Mae distinguish themselves in the greed sweepstakes, however; I have 
to extract the latter from my lap on a number of occasions and the serving tray has 
to be deployed in a desperate attempt to deflect Bailey.
Ellen is still preoccupied with St. Mary’s rumors and Matthew, who has shifted to 
another hospital on the northern borders of our metropolis, uses the dread word 
“rationalization.” Georgie has still not made an appointment at the dentist’s and she 
has to endure a well-intentioned nagging from her friends on this point. (Someone 
compares her predicament to that of Winnie – who had to choose between daddy 
or cheese; Georgie has to choose between these naggers and the dentist’s chair.) 
Claire now arrives and takes a seat at the little corner table occupied by Hanna. 
Fritz thinks he can charm her into disgorging some treat from her purse and he 
pays court to her feet – while Panda is joining the queue at my own. When we get 
up to leave I tell Claire that we have all been depressed since receiving the news of 
her impending departure. She says, “I’m depressed too” – to which I reply, “Then 
don’t do it!”
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Wednesday, September 14:
It’s another splendid morning in the park – with lots of bright sunshine providing a 
lovely, early autumn setting. After we have rounded a corner just past the cypress 
trees Daisy-Mae runs up from behind us and gives Fritz an enthusiastic greeting, 
one he reciprocates by ignoring her and rushing Janet’s toes enthusiastically. 
These days I have to give Janet an update on my struggles in restoring the former 
status of my computer life, and today I can record that I have at last restored the 
spellchecker. It is nice and warm in the middle of the green, where Michaela 
soon joins us with Skye. The latter also recognizes toes – since he deposits his 
tennis ball before mine, hoping for a good kick. All these years and he has still not 
learned to leave some distance between his nose and the ball at such moments. 
The consequence is that the third kick bounces off his head and flies skyward; he 
plucks it from the air with the grace of a wide receiver making his first catch after 
spending twenty months in prison for shooting himself in the leg. Fritz now heads 
down the Morshead roadway and when I get him turned around it is time to head 
for the café.
Our group this morning includes Janet, Georgie, Davide, Ofra, Peter, Makiko, 
Ellen, Renata, Ronnie and Wendy. Little Bobby is wearing a plastic collar and poor 
Peter has to explain to each new arrival the reason why: the tiny fellow has been 
biting his own bum. This sounds a little bit like the ailment from which Chloe has 
been suffering, though Ronnie’s dog seems to be on the mend. I get out the green 
biscuit bag and continue to administer the Philadelphia treats but today there is a 
nasty sequel – as Lucky, who still snatches at her food, manages to bite the middle 
finger of the hand that feeds – and I have to spend the rest of the session with my 
bleeding finger wrapped in a tissue. Fritz is eager for more chicken wafers this 
morning – though he does take some time off in order to escape briefly when Yara 
arrives with Luna and Luci. The rest of the dogs do not neglect their sentry duties – 
with much of their anxiety expressed over the arrival of a triple wide baby carriage: 
twins and a third baby (all boys and all born at the same time) side by side by side. 
Ronnie gets Makiko to make another adjustment to his phone and Peter makes 
several announcements about the lottery – whose course is fated to run less 
smoothly because Ofra wants to choose her own numbers rather than rely on our 
lucky dips. (Renata doesn’t help matters by suggesting that, if we ever have a 
big win, Peter will undoubtedly disappear with our loot.) Peter himself says that 
he missed yesterday since he had to sleep off the effects of a pill he took when 
he became overexcited after watching “the most exciting scoreless draw I’ve 
ever seen.” I now suggest that, for some reason, I am on the e-mailing list of the 
Westminster North Labour Party and that they have been following closely the St. 
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Mary’s saga, attributing the birth of all the rumors to a report in the Independent to 
the effect that a firm has been hired to see how to turn the hospital into 500 flats. 
I add that there was some material here on the history of the hospital, including 
Fleming’s discovery of penicillin (something mentioned by Matthew recently) 
and pioneering work on keyhole surgery by Professor Ara Darzi. This means that 
two years ago, without knowing what an august personage I was being referred 
to by my GP –I had been treated by the famous man myself. The question of the 
morning, however, is, will Fritz require medical treatment? – for as soon as we get 
home today he uses the sitting room carpet to disgorge all the food he has scarfed 
down this morning.

Thursday, September 15:
The great weather persists and our first moments in the park today are an instant 
replay of yesterday’s chapter. Up behind us we again have Daisy-Mae, for instance, 
and when Janet catches up our conversation again turns to the complexities of my 
computer transition. I tell her that I spent the better part of two hours yesterday 
(with calls to Germany thrown in) trying to get a software update to accompany 
my new slide scanner system. Janet says that they make it a complicated process so 
that users will get fed up with the idea of a free upgrade and buy the newer version 
instead. When we reach the green Boyd is again making his machine-assisted 
circles ¬– this time in pursuit of leaves – and this displaces the doggy population. 
We meet up with Davide and Makiko but the latter soon heads off to a dental 
appointment (are we listening, Georgie?). Fritz heads up Mt. Bannister, where 
Suzanne is slinging the ball to Sunny and a chap with an Alsatian-Staffie-Lurcher 
mix named Ted is doing the same thing. When we descend to the Carlton Roadway 
Fritz marches through the café forecourt and continues on down the Randolph 
roadway, where we at last come to a stop and return to the café. 
There is a relatively small turnout this morning – just Davide, Georgie, Ofra, Janet, 
Ellen, Peter and Wendy. Peter is still fielding questions about Bobby’s unusual 
plastic chapeau – Georgie says it makes his bum look big – and this remark seems 
to incite Bobby to a morning of growling rage, with every passing animal, led by 
Chinny and Bliss, earning a responsive snarl. I am very wary about risking my 
bandaged finger as I offer treats to dogs this morning – Lucky gets her biscuit by 
airmail and Sunny’s offering is left on my knee. Daisy-Mae and Bailey are great 
pests and Fritz is a regular customer as well – but I don’t give him any chicken 
wafers today, suspecting that this diet may be too rich form his delicate tummy 
(hence yesterday’s little accident) and so I dole out only Shapes to him; his 
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stomach seems fine today. While our dogs are begging for food or making little 
girls cry with their senseless barking, I notice that out on the green itself (Boyd 
having vacated this space at last) a large group of dog owners (most of whom 
I don’t recognize) has arrived to exercise their animals: it’s like looking at our 
former selves out there. 
Ofra, who hands her Thunderball choices over to Peter, is having trouble with 
her mobile phone and she and Davide, in an effort to see what the matter can 
be, switch SIM cards – which causes a great deal of confusion indeed. Ofra’s 
daughter is still in Israel and there are motherly concerns about a diet of chips 
and schnitzel. Wendy wants to know what schnitzel is but when I suggest that the 
wiener schnitzel is often made from veal she says she doesn’t eat this meat. For 
Wendy this is an assertive statement, but there is more to come – since she is still 
fuming because the nine year-old boy next door has destroyed the intervening 
trellis fence with his hammer. She stays behind for a second cup of tea with Peter 
– after each insists on paying for these drinks – and the rest of us begin or back 
passage walkround. The rest of us begin our back passage walkround, I should say, 
except for Winnie, who, we discover, has remained behind at the café while we are 
well beyond the playground. Davide has to go back and fetch his pet but on several 
other occasions during our retreat it is possible to turn around and see that the little 
madam has again slowed to a halt. 

Friday, September 16:
It looks gray and somewhat forbidding outside and so I put my leather jacket on 
just before we head for the park. Almost immediately, however, the sun comes out 
once more and the morning seems to be another lovely example of early autumn. A 
young blonde Lab named Nelson trots by just as we enter; he is muzzled for some 
reason. Fritz would wish the same fate on Ted, who pays a bit too much attention 
when my fellow squats for his second poo and on Ozzie, who, as usual has to get 
his nose to work when we reach the green. We have come somewhat early today 
and so there is plenty of time for a complete circuit of the green – but Fritz has 
other ideas, having spotted Winnie, Sparkie and Lady Belle out in the middle. 
Thereafter we stroll down the Morshead roadway where, at the gate, we discover 
a puzzled Nila catering truck – whose driver doesn’t know that all deliveries are 
made only through the Carlton gate. 
They are opening the doors of the café just as we arrive; I hand Fritz over to 
Ronnie and thus I am again the first to approach the counter for my morning 
drink. In addition to Chloe’s dad we also have Davide, Georgie, Ofra, Peter, Ellen, 
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Makiko and Claire this morning. (Hanna comes later; her nose is out of joint 
because Oggy has his own seat at the table this morning.) Bobby gets himself 
wound around the chair legs but Peter, in spite of Claire’s entreaties, thinks Bobby 
will stay out of trouble more easily this way – he does begin to growl menacingly 
at Tara, five or six times his size. Emilio is also in a manic mood but his targets 
include five or six men in suits on their way to a meeting in the gym – never a good 
move when it is always possible that these chaps might have some control over 
our own fate. To assuage the hunger of our beasts I have brought with me today a 
second batch of organic dog treats brought from the States by my sister-in-law in 
June. These seem to merit universal approval and several of the owners have a sniff 
at the package – you can tell that one or two of them would really like to sample 
these goodies themselves.
Instead, Ofra has brought for us some delicious date-filled pastries and these are 
also enjoyed – even by Makiko, whose visit to the dentist yesterday was her first 
in almost fifteen years. She could use a big win on the lottery to pay for all the 
work needed now – I tell Peter that Ofra has decided to change all the Thunderball 
numbers she turned in yesterday but, of course, I am only kidding; Peter already 
has a printout for the punters with all of our numbers finalized and he is also taking 
money for anyone interested in tomorrow’s racing. Georgie says that her husband, 
who should be encouraging her to give up cigarettes, has brought her a new 
machine that allows her to roll her own filter-tips. Claire also thinks this is a good 
idea but I ask these ladies, “If your husband brought home a device for mixing 
your own poison would you use that too?” 

Saturday, September 17:
Again the gray skies have lifted just as Fritz and I enter the park ¬– we have mild 
temperatures and sunshine throughout our stay. The park is full of little boys – 
here for some Saturday footie action – but the green itself is almost empty when 
we arrive here, and no one has yet taken up a seat in our compound at the café. 
Therefore we begin a leisurely circuit of the green itself but Fritz manages to 
turn strolling into stalling – at least this seems to be my diagnosis when, for five 
minutes or so, he disappears into some bushes outside the Grantully stockade. 
This deviation from our line of march is soon explained: he has discovered a large 
bone, one which he now brandishes proudly as we continue our walk. Of course he 
knows that I am likely to take this off him and therefore he keeps well ahead of me, 
trotting down the Morshead roadway so purposefully that Renata, just arriving with 
Maxi, thinks we are going home.
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I get my dog collared at last and, bone still protruding from his mouth, we return 
to the café – where I manage to snatch the object away and deposit it in a trash 
bin. We have only a small turnout this morning – especially for a Saturday – just 
Georgie, Ofra, Peter, Ellen, Renata and Ronnie. Noticeable defectors include 
Dan (in Sardinia), Davide (in New York), and Janet (returning from Kenilworth 
this afternoon) but at least, after the rest of us have been seated for at least thirty 
minutes, Hanna, Makiko and Wendy make tardy appearances. I have remembered 
to bring with me £2.00 as my stake in Peter’s trifecta offering – which turns out to 
begin with the 2:00 at Newbury today. He doesn’t have Bobby today but Georgie 
does have Winnie – who manages to snatch away at everyone’s fingers in her 
greed. Georgie reports that there have been complaints about Sweep’s squealing 
from her neighbors and that she will therefore not be sitting the little white dog 
when Tracy goes to Australia.
In other news Ofra tells us that she is now taking boxing lessons – but she won’t 
say whose ears she plans to box once she has mastered this skill. From the beastly 
to the beautiful – for next we discuss the arcane exercise known as eyebrow 
threading (zzzzzzz………). Ofra denounces some of the practitioners of this 
craft for overcharging and says she can do it herself. She also complains that 
the meal she ate last night was too sweet – by which she means that there were 
pomegranate seeds in the salad. Georgie says she must get home and start dusting 
because daughter Lynn and grandson Oliver are due here on Monday – and Renata 
adds that this morning’s sunshine has revealed that she hasn’t dusted in her house 
for three weeks. But in spite of these suggestions that there is work to be done 
elsewhere I can tell that no one seems to be making a move for the exits and so, 
after having been in the park for almost an hour and a half, Fritz and I make our 
lonely way home. 

Sunday, September 18:
The skies seem uncertain in their message this morning: there is some intermittent 
sunshine but many of the clouds seem ominously dark and it is impossible to guess 
which of these elements will win – or perhaps they both will. Once again we are 
greeted by the lumbering Ted, heading toward us with a large stick in his mouth. 
Between the playing fields a Husky stops to give Fritz a close sniff – and Fritz, not 
wanting to give offense, stands like a statue while this examination is endured. It 
all ends in a growl of disapproval from my pet – but he gets no sympathy for me: if 
he had kept moving none of this would have happened. When we reach the green 
Fritz can see Sparkie, just entering stage right, and he rushes forward in greeting. 
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Thereafter he completes a large loop around the trees near the Morshead roadway 
and then he crosses the wide spaces to begin another half circle of the green itself. 
For a while I lose track of him altogether – assuming he has gone back into the 
bushes where yesterday’s bone was found – but, no, he is just far ahead of me near 
the Grantully gate. 
I can see a large group forming in the middle of the green and, sensing some new 
participants, I urge Fritz to accompany me on my investigations. Sure enough there 
are two tiny Yorkie sisters here, four months old, and named Biscuit and Lila. They 
are being held by proud owners but they are trembling with the excitement of this 
strange place and they do not make an appearance on the grass itself. Linda now 
comes up with Pepper and she follows us into the café compound where Fritz, who 
has been trying to charm Jez’s mom into surrendering some treat, agrees to join us. 
I am at the very end of my collection of acceptable doggy treats and it is hard to 
satisfy the multitude at my feet – with Daisy-Mae barking at me from the safety of 
my own lap and Bailey raking away at the biscuit bag with his paw. Our numbers 
are again small, with Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Peter, Ronnie, Susie and Ellen making 
up the numbers. 
Peter gives each of the horse racing patrons a bountiful £2.16 – all we have earned 
for a £2.00 stake, even though three winners (all favorites) have succeeded in 
yesterday’s turf action. (In the lottery our £18.00 earned a magnificent £11.00 
in winnings.) Ronnie and Susie apologize for a tardy arrival – something about 
having to wait in to see the end of the Rugby World Cup match between England 
(who emerged victorious) and Georgia (I wonder if this squad are also called the 
Bulldogs). Once seated she has a difficult time deciphering a text from her TV 
technician – who evidently can’t figure out how to restore Sky’s zoom setting. 
Janet says that she has just been to the Lidl store in Cricklewood and that she has 
found many bargains here. When she says that one shopper scooped up five pairs 
of trainers I ask her is she didn’t feel that she was experiencing riot time all over 
again. At this point I have to make my early excuses as I have an 11:00 brunch in 
Acton with some former colleagues. I also have to leave some time to repair that 
aforementioned deficiency – we must get some more Shape biscuits!

Monday, September 19:
The temperature is a bit on the chilly side but there is no doubt that we have 
another very nice morning in the park, clear and sunny. Up behind us come a 
mismatched trio of dogs – including one of our Paddington Newfoundlands 
– but whether this is Tank, Bo or Grizzly Bear I don’t know. (My friend Gill 
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reported at brunch yesterday that while she was in a cabin in Wyoming she saw 
a Newfoundland in the woods – but it turned out to be a black bear.) There isn’t 
much activity on the green itself this morning and so Fritz and I continue down 
the Randolph roadway, where we have not been for some time, and by the time we 
turn around we can head directly for the café.
There is a small turnout this morning – just Georgie (who arrives late, after having 
had to walk all the way home from work), Janet, Ofra, Ellen, Peter and Ronnie. 
Ronnie has brought with him some paper napkins – each imprinted with versions 
of the £20 note – and these cause considerable amusement. Various suggestions, 
each worthy of the imagination of a twelve year-old, are made for what to do 
with them in order to capitalize on the greed of passers-by. I suggest that Georgie 
use one of them to light her next cigarette. Claire now joins us; she is clearly 
preoccupied with the flat selling process and she has already started to dispose of 
no longer needed possessions. In the latter category there is a box of oil painting 
paraphernalia that she presents to our budding artist, Janet. Davide arrives, just 
back from New York and here to reclaim Winnie. (Georgie has also brought Emilio 
to the park this morning.)
I have remedied our Shapes deficiency and Fritz is happy to receive specimens of 
his favorite park treat. As for the others, we have the usual catalogue of greed and 
ill-discipline. Daisy-Mae is growling at me form my lap, Bailey is raking away at 
me, and Winnie blots her copybook quite early in the feeding frenzy as she bites 
my finger – trying to snatch a treat intended for Fritz. “What I want to know,” 
I now ask, “is who is going to replace me when I’m not here to service your 
hunger?” The question is not merely rhetorical – for tomorrow I begin almost two 
weeks of travel in my native America. 
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“And Your Little Dog, Too”
Life Among The Dog People of Paddington Rec, Volume VIII

By Anthony Linick

Chapter 5—October, 2011

A farewell salute to Ronnie. Standing (from left):  
the author, Claire, Wendy (holding T-bone), Davide, Georgie (holding Sparkie), 
Renata, Susie, Ronnie (holding Chloe), Matthew, Ellen, Ofra, Makiko, Shefali, 

Michigan Janet. Kneeling (from left): Linda and Dan (holding Winnie). Loose dogs 
(from left): Bailey, Jack, Lucky. 
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Tuesday, October 4:
My return to the park, long-delayed by almost two weeks of travel, is a tardy 
one: after a day fighting jet-lag yesterday I have opened my eyes only at 9:30 this 
morning. A patient Fritz watches while I throw my clothes on and a few minutes 
later we make our tardy entrance. It is a gray morning, with rain in the forecast, 
but temperatures are mild enough – everyone says that there was a minor heat 
wave in London while I was away. I am so late this morning that Ellen, walking 
with Kevin, Lucky and Jack, is already heading for home as we pass between the 
football fields. I urge Fritz to enter the doggy compound at the café as soon as we 
arrive here. Evidently he is used to a bout of spirited ball chasing on the green (part 
of David the Dogsitter’s athletic regime) but he will have to make due with a far 
less active morning from his comatose owner today.
Seated at our twin tables this morning we have Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Peter, Hanna 
and Claire – though latecomers also include Ellie, the owner of the Cockapoo, 
Teddy. The latter is invited to join Oggie and Panda on the green but he is soon 
back, feeling excluded from their spirited play, and anxious to be reunited with his 
mom. As predicted, I have been well-missed by the other canines – who instantly 
line up for treats from my biscuit bag. Customers this morning include Winnie, 
Bailey, Sparkie, Panda and Daisy-Mae, but Hanna discourages me from including 
Yoyo in the list. The latter is looking a bit like Andy Gump after having had all 
her chin whiskers chopped off. Hanna would like the same fate to befall my Fritz 
(already due for another clip) but I refuse. I ask if there is any news – but beyond 
another local stabbing and a shooting on the Mozart Estate there seems to be 
little to report. Ofra says that her daughter had her first day at Bristol University 
on Friday. Claire is fed up with the disruption to her life caused by all the flat 
viewings – but she has still not had an offer. Ellie says that if there is no action in 
the next few weeks she should take the flat off the market – since no one buys a flat 
in mid-winter.
When it is my turn to offer an update I am able to tell the others that (1) I had 
lunch with Davide in Boston on the first day of my trip and that (2) I had dinner 
with Liz in New York last Thursday. On this occasion I also visited her 19th floor 
apartment and together we took Roxy for a late-night walk to Carl Schurz Park 
on the East River. I have to report that this was a dispiriting experience since the 
Beagle is clearly out of synch with big city life: she digs her heels in when he 
reaches the sidewalk, refuses to have anything to do with the other dogs, won’t 
conclude any of the processes of elimination outside the flat, and in other ways 
shows signs of her distress. All of this, sad to say, is accompanied by the distress of 
her mistress, who, near tears, has had to admit that she doesn’t know what to do to 
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restore happiness to her forlorn pet. We have arrived much later than usual but I at 
last tear myself away – in order to begin another day as a zombie. At least I have 
some good news to share in parting: yesterday afternoon at about 5:00 the doorbell 
rang and there was soon placed in my eager hand the first printed copy of volume 
III in the Life Among The Dog People of Paddington Rec cycle: DSI: Dog Scene 
Investigation. 

Wednesday, October 5:
My eyes half shut after another restless night, I follow Fritz into the park on a 
balmy but breezy Wednesday morning. Jo-Jo’s mistress is exercising vigorously 
at the corner of the running track as we walk by – her Chow eager to touch noses 
with my dog through the intervening fence. Four magpies are pecking about in the 
picnic area as we pass by and soon we are out on the green itself – where Janet, 
Georgie and Renata are discussing dentistry. After a while we continue on down 
the Randolph roadway – as Fritz completes his task of refreshing my memory of 
these well-trodden pathways. By the time we have reached the gate on this side of 
the park the others have all headed in for coffee and this is our next task. 
I get stuck behind three black-clad sub-teens from St. George’s in the café queue 
– but fortunately they only want to buy one giant chocolate chip cookie. At our 
tables, in addition to those aforementioned ladies, we have Ellen, Peter, Hanna 
and Ronnie – with Wendy appearing as a late arrival and Yara and Vlad sharing 
the little corner table. Georgie gives Luna a nice lap cuddle but Daisy-Mae, on the 
next lap, stares in disbelief: how could anyone be as cute as I am? (It doesn’t help 
matters that the Shih-Tzu, who soon comes to bark her biscuit demands at me, has 
an extremely dirty face this morning.) Other supplicants include Sparkie, Lucky 
and Winnie; Yoyo spends most of the session on my lap, trying to look appealing, 
but Hanna says she is not to have any treats – having already devoured half of 
the cat’s breakfast back home. Fritz is sitting at Ellen’s feet, half way through an 
oratorio on how he needs something special from her purse this morning. 
I am brought up to date on the first weekend of this year’s edition of Strictly Come 
Dancing – with Georgie now saying she would have watched the show if she had 
known just how awful Lulu would be. Janet says that the smoothie that she made 
for herself this morning was especially delicious – with the addition of a ripe fig in 
the concoction. Hanna tells Ronnie that he is a total townie and that he will miss 
the urban scene when he departs for Bedfordshire at the end of the month. There 
is an early exodus and it is just as well that it is time to go – because Fritz has just 
escaped through Peter’s legs at the gate. Our progress along the back passage is a 
slow one since we must contest the space with two-dozen teens from the Francis 
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Holland School. These ladies are a clattering multitude – with their hockey sticks 
hitting the pavement – and they seem to have as many members in red and grey 
as in their traditional maroon today. On the whole their faces contain a gruesome 
surprise or two – for they are already sporting their blackened gum shields every 
time they smile. 

Thursday, October 6:
It is much cooler than I would have expected and I am regretting the absence of 
a jacket as Fritz and I reach the park on a blustery Thursday. When we reach the 
green Fritz rushes forward to greet Dan, Georgie and Janet and I follow. “Are you 
on UK time yet?” Janet asks – but I have to tell her that last night’s sleeping pattern 
was only a slight improvement on the previous evening’s. I note that my dog has 
now headed off in the direction of the clubhouse, where he can join a party making 
its way toward the café: Ellen, Kevin, Jack and Lucky. Peter is standing in front of 
the café as well but I continue on down the Randolph roadway, where Fritz turns 
left to trot behind the tennis courts – here a park worker is blowing leaves off the 
courts; colors are deepening and many leaves are falling now as we enter autumn 
proper. After progress through the parking lot we reach the Carlton roadway and by 
this time we can head for the café ourselves.
All of those mentioned to this point are soon seated – but we have Ofra and Claire 
as well. Dan is taking funny photos with one of his many phones – the flash of the 
famous Apple logo is a reminder that today we mourn the loss of Steve Jobs. (How 
well I remember my former ASL students telling me twenty years ago that the 
Macintosh would soon disappear under the all-conquering footprint of Mr. Gates 
and his empire…wrong!) Two community policemen, meanwhile, are trying to 
get the attention of a teen in gray sweats who, they are quite convinced, belongs in 
school at this moment; Hanna and Georgie say that he is a notorious bicycle thief. 
When the smirking chap goes off Claire says that she was a bit happier with the 
potential buyers who visited her flat yesterday; I notice that, in my absence, Panda 
has decided that she deserves a seat at our table now as well. The other dogs are 
using their patented biscuit-seeking antics: Winnie claims me by putting her paws 
on my knees, Sparkie assumes a pathetic orphan pose, Daisy-Mae jumps into my 
lap and barks at me, and Bailey rakes away at my sleeve as though he were ripping 
the bark off a tree.
Near the end of our session Rowena comes into the compound with Timmy (who 
shows a full set of teeth when Winnie growls at him). Rowena has brought with 
her a xerox of an article from yesterday’s Evening Standard – the featured story 
was headline news yesterday on both the local and the national broadcasts but I 
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am quite surprised to learn that there is a Paddington Rec dimension to all this. 
The story begins with the troubled Akita, Mimi, whom we used to see here in the 
care of Tracy. (Janet says that she was herself bitten by this ginger-colored pooch.) 
Mimi was evidently impregnated by the smiling white Alsatian, Nico, and the 
young man who owns the latter has assumed responsibility for all these animals 
and the resultant puppies. It is just as well that Mimi has found a new home 
because her real owner, we now learn, was the famous “Fast Eddie” Davenport, a 
self-styled “Lord” and mega-fraudster who, after bilking a long list of celebrities of 
millions, was sentenced to eight years in prison yesterday.  

Saturday, October 8:
I have missed a day in the park while accompanying my Fritz on his appointment 
at St. John’s Pets – where Karen has worked her usual magic on the overgrown 
boy. (I had explained to the others that I would be undertaking this mission but, as 
often happens, no one was paying any attention: this will explain why Hanna had 
to call me at 10:00 or so to ask if I was okay.) Today I am carrying with me the first 
copy of Dog Scene Investigation and almost immediately I am able to show this 
copy to Sabina, whose Oscar and Scamp are well-represented in the index of this 
volume – and I have to answer questions about how to get a copy. The same thing 
happens a few minutes later when I show the book to our café proprietor, Metty. 
The latter is also tremendously excited and asks to borrow the book for a few 
minutes while I lead Fritz out out to the center of the green.
There are quite a few animals out here and Fritz wanders from group to group, 
checking out the scene. Over in one corner two small dogs are wrestling and one, a 
kind of Poodle cross, manages to hurt himself in his play. We all know this because 
there follows a series of unearthly distress signals as the hysterical pooch expresses 
his pain. He is comforted by his mommy but when she picks him up he begins 
shrieking again – as other dog owners gather to see what is going on. The poor 
fellow is carried from the park as Fritz and I begin a half circle around the green. 
Peter is standing in front of the café, his race-day shopping bag in his hand, and 
Ellen is here as well with a giant “Sorry You’re Leaving” card for Ronnie – who is 
carless after an accident and consequently absent today.
Georgie (visiting Lynn in Hereford), Makiko (returning from Japan) and Ofra 
(Yom Kippur) are also missing today but we have Dan, Davide, Janet, and 
Matthew, and Matthew’s Emilio-sitting friend, also named Matthew. The book 
is recovered from the café and passed around with great interest and Dan takes 
a picture of the cover (which features Winnie in a pile of leaves). Davide has to 
borrow a cigarette from the counter staff and a match from Matthew – though why 
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a physician should be carrying matches (arsonist or secret smoker?) is a mystery. 
It is a cool and gray morning and no one seems to be in a mood to linger for long 
once the food has been eaten and the coffees consumed. As we begin our back 
passage walkround Dan and Davide suddenly realize that someone is missing: the 
cover girl has been left, all on her own, inside our compound back at the café. 

Sunday, October 9:
Rain is just coming to an end as Fritz and I head for the park today – I am 
wearing my leather jacket, fearing more moisture, but this is hardly needed since 
temperatures are quite balmy and the skies are clearing nicely. We have just 
reached the head of the running track and Fritz has just had his first squat when, 
much to my surprise, my dog reverses direction and rushes back toward our entry 
point. I think he must have heard Sparkie barking over there but it turns out that 
the attraction is not the Yorkie’s bark but his ball, whose squeaker has acted like 
a magnet. By the time I have caught up with Janet (who has brought the orphan 
to the park today) the ball is in Fritz’s mouth and here it remains as we approach 
the green. The owner of the puppy Casper asks me if that was Fritz streaking 
by and when I confirm her suspicion she says that he looks so much thinner – a 
common observation following a haircut. Janet now says that Sparkie (who got 
up this morning with a serious case of bed-head) has been a very good guest and 
that he endures Daisy-Mae barking in his ear and biting his bum with surprising 
equanimity.
Out on the green the squeaky ball is soon an object of interest to others – including 
an unaccompanied black Lab who not only chases it down but brings it back each 
time. Meanwhile the chap who has brought Charlie the Cocker to the morning 
scene has a squeaky toy in his pocket. He is soon sounding it seductively because 
Charlie, disdaining his own toy, steals the squeaky ball and makes off with it. 
The other dogs are unable to shake it loose and a number of owners are equally 
unsuccessful in their attempts – the owner of the half-blind Rocky takes a tumble 
in the grass in vain pursuit of the teasing Cocker. Fritz is among those animals 
upset over the loss of the yellow ball but he takes his frustration out on poor 
Gus, whom he runs off – as he does every time his fellow Schnauzer attempts to 
ingratiate himself. (Gus does a poo while his owner, half a green away, reads the 
newspaper.)
I put my dog on lead as we head for the café, where Zorro (who seems most upset 
that I know his name) is guarding the gate. We soon have a lively weekend turnout 
that includes Dan, Davide, Janet, Ofra, Peter, Claire, Wendy, Matthew, and, just 
returned from Japan, Makiko. The latter has brought with her a variety of Japanese 
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treats – some soothing eye patches for the ladies, a Kit-Kat variety featuring 
green tea fondant, and some doggy treats that include sticks of cheese wrapped in 
Parma ham. Ofra has also brought with her some freshly baked cake and the coffee 
drinkers tuck into the Tupperware box with gusto. Wendy says that yet more teeth 
have been extracted from the damaged mouth of her Ted – at a cost of £900. Claire 
says that she was still in her pajamas when the estate agent unlocked her front 
door with the latest batch of flat viewers. Peter says that we were out of luck in 
yesterday’s horse racing and that only £5.00 of the £18.00 wagered was returned 
to us in last night’s lottery. We get well stretched out in our homeward migration 
today and poor Bailey (a dog of very little brain) loses track of his mommy and 
rushes back to the café – that is, in the wrong direction – until Ofra is reminded of 
this happenstance so that she can call back her puzzled pet.   

Monday, October 10:
It is quite windy today but the sun is shining as well and I need my dark glasses 
when I turn toward the green – after Fritz and I have made our usual entry along 
the back walkway. In fact my dog is far ahead of me here and when I reach the 
Carlton roadway I can find him nowhere. That’s all right ¬–¬ he often rushes 
around the corner to see what is happening in front of the loos. When I reach this 
spot (where, Georgie later reports, a homeless woman is in the ladies’ – brushing 
her teeth) I can still catch no sight of my pet. That’s all right – the lawnmower is 
circling the green itself and in such circumstances the doggy people often occupy 
the foothills of Mt. Bannister and so I head here next: Sparkie, Daisy-Mae and 
Winnie are in place but, again, there is no evidence of any missing Schnauzer. 
Finally I spot my fellow, well behind me near the flagpoles and he does approach 
tentatively when I call his name. There is something unusual in the picture, 
however, for I can see that his head has a giant white addition – he has found a 
huge bone, one which I am easily able to twist from his disappointed mouth and 
deposit in the nearest trashcan. Thereafter we pursue our usual patterns: around the 
green, down the Morshead roadway and, at last, back to the café.
Our group this morning includes Georgie, Janet, Davide, Ofra, Peter, Hanna, 
Makiko and Juliet (with Vlad, Claire and Wendy as outriders). Juliet is 
accompanied, of course, by the Irish Terrier Boris and Boris is accompanied by a 
yard-long stick, which he takes with him everywhere – knocking it into our legs 
and then field-stripping it with his teeth so that bark is lying all over the floor at 
our end of the table. Boris soon joins the canine petitioners at my knee but there 
is major disappointment when I produce only kibble pellets instead of the usual 
biscuits – the dogs are not at all impressed by my promise to make good on this 
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deficiency when I visit Sainsbury’s on Wednesday. Inspired by the close match in 
hair color represented by Juliette and Boris there is now some discussion of the 
similarity of owners and their pets. No one will claim such a kinship to any of our 
Pugs but Makiko admits that she really missed Emilio in her bed when she was in 
Japan.
Ronnie phones Peter to report that it will be several more days before his 
damaged car is ready to roll. Ellen is also missing; Claire says this is because of 
a chest infection. Makiko and Juliette discuss changes to their websites and both 
agree they should be at home attending to business. Davide reports that his next 
assignment will be a flight to Bangalore and Janet reminds us that she will be 
taking off for a three-week holiday in Australia in a week or so. Georgie says that 
her grandson Oliver cried when she climbed aboard her return train in Hereford 
yesterday – not because granny was going away but because he was not. 

Tuesday, October 11:
Our approach to the green is far more straightforward today and it is timely as well; 
today is another blustery day with brief moments when the sun breaks through 
the gray cloud – I am not entirely unhappy that I have worn my leather jacket 
this morning. Dan is just yielding Winnie up to Janet and Janet is just yielding up 
Sparkie to Georgie – who is entering the park along the Carlton walkway. Fritz 
checks out this scene and soon he is trotting down the Randolph roadway on some 
solitary quest. Here he turns left and I follow him along the back of the tennis 
courts over here, then through the parking lot and then back to the Carlton roadway 
again. It is still a bit early so we rejoin the green scene, heading for the café only 
after five minutes of additional sniffing, barking and peeing.
I have brought with me the first copy of Dog Scene Investigation again – for 
there are a number of people who did not get a chance to see it on Saturday; 
these include Georgie, Makiko, Ofra and Claire and they are all present today. 
Janet is also here and so is Peter ¬– but Ellen (whom Janet now phones) and 
Ronnie are still missing. Ellie enters after a few minutes with her Teddy and 
almost immediately she goes to work at trying to get a reservation at Heston 
Bluementhal’s restaurant in the Mandarin Oriental Hotel. You can get a meal for 
six for a mere £900 here ¬– but not this month for you will have to wait weeks 
before making a booking for this medieval feast. Not to be outdone in the iPhone 
sweepstakes Makiko produces a picture of one course of this meal on her HCT. 
Peter, for whom a fish supper is haute cuisine, is appalled. 
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The dogs are again in for a disappointment as I am distributing kibble pellets 
only. Perhaps this will explain Daisy-Mae’s malevolent attack on (first) Bobby 
and (then) Emilio. Makiko rushes over to comfort her dog (who has a Daisy-
Mae phobia anyway) and Janet ties her naughty madam to the fence. It is only a 
minor infraction, compared to all this ill will, when Teddy squeezes through the 
fence in order to follow his mommy into the café’s interior. Ellie says he should 
be exhausted after a spirited play period with the Labradoodle puppy, Lady. It 
transpires that Lady is part of a litter fathered by the missing Alfie, the black Lab 
whose theft in Covent Garden was well advertised on dozens of local posters a 
few months ago. Evidently the owner is still hoping for the return of his pet (his 
kids are devastated) but perhaps Lady can help ease the pain. There is, of course, 
a special circle in hell for dog thieves. This is a crime, when you think about it, 
worse than cattle rustling – after all, the purloined steer was probably never treated 
as a member of the family. 

Wednesday, October 12:
It is quite dark this morning but there doesn’t seem to be any moisture about and so 
I am content to wear my leather jacket only. Our assault on the green is fairly direct 
and Fritz is soon checking out the action. He gets a nice cuddle from Dan, who has 
obviously been rolling in the grass with his own Winnie – since Janet has to brush 
him off before he heads off to work. There is a nameless be-tailed Schnauzer out 
here and he and Fritz team up with Jez in some ball chasing – well Fritz thinks 
if he climbs the leg of Jez’s mommy there will be a treat in it for him. These 
distractions do have the effect of keeping him close at hand and there is none of the 
usual wandering about before we are ready to head for the café.
Claire and Hanna join Vlad at the little corner table but our group this morning 
includes Janet, Georgie, Makiko, Ofra, Peter, Ellen, Ellie, and Janet – no, I have 
not listed the same person twice for, after fifteen minutes or so, Michigan Janet 
arrives, having just dropped her suitcase off at the start of a three-week visit. I open 
my meager goody bag and dole out the tiny pieces of kibble to the dogs at my feet 
– an expedition to Sainsbury’s cannot be delayed any longer. Ellie says that she 
has a 99 year-old neighbor who still walks his own dog; several of the park people 
remember meeting him when he was only 96. Ellie says she is worried about his 
falling ill on his own – since he has outlived his own children ¬– but he does have 
grandchildren who look in on him.
Departure today is not only a staggered affair but a star-studded one as well – as 
least by the standards of Paddington Rec. I don’t join London Janet and Georgie 
when they get up to leave – since Michigan Janet is still finishing her toast. This 
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means that I am in perfect position to see Holby City’s own Nurse Chrissie (also 
know as actress Tina Hobley) fighting her way through the gates with toddler and 
baby buggy on her way to the gym. She turns down our offers of help. Then, as 
Janet and I are walking between the playing fields a few minutes later, we get a 
nice greeting from the (re-branded) Mary Queen of Frocks, here with her little 
black Walter. At home Cathy tells me that at Mary’s section of the House of Fraser, 
as seen in last night’s show, all the mannequins were wearing wigs in the style of 
Mary’s famous redheaded bob. 

Thursday, October 13:
After a blow-out I am able to restore electricity to only a portion of my kitchen this 
morning – but all the kerfuffle with ladders, switches and fuses has put me about 
five minutes behind schedule. Nevertheless Fritz makes a lively enough progress 
along the back walkways and, once again, Dan is still present to hand Winnie’s 
lead over to Georgie on the green. There seem to be a lot of dog people out here 
this morning and I keep losing track of my fellow, but when I see him disappearing 
down the Randolph roadway I have to give chase, accompanied this time by Linda 
and Pepper – the latter has recovered much of the use of his rear legs and thus 
Linda and I had one of our Regent’s Park expeditions on Tuesday. Today Linda 
has to rush off, as we return to the café, in order to pick up the ingredients for a 
birthday cake for Liam, who is 17 today.
Our coffee club this morning includes Peter, Georgie, London Janet, Wendy, 
Margaret, Makiko, Hanna, Ofra and Ofra’s nephew from Israel, Dean – I know this 
doesn’t sound like an Israeli name to me either. Dean plays ball with the dogs and 
eats a sandwich – after having been warned not to keep the plate in his lap, where 
it lies far too close to the noses of marauding canines. I have, as promised, been 
to Sainsbury’s since yesterday’s session, and I am able to offer real dog biscuits 
today; my impatient customers have soon eaten them all. Emilio, is full on anxious 
rage this morning. Margaret asks Makiko is he has always been like this, receiving 
the reply, “No, only since we moved here.” I offer a brief correction, “You mean 
only since he has met Daisy-Mae” – for the Shih-Tzu is surely the cause of this 
morning’s agitation, even though she is sitting innocently in Janet’s lap. 
Michigan Janet, for that matter, never makes it here for coffee this morning – she 
has to spend a great deal of time preparing her hair since, at noon, she has an 
appointment to have her hair done in a salon near Marylebone High Street. There 
is a good deal of conversation on the topic of shoe shopping in Camden Town 
(zzzzzzzzzz) and Hanna comes up with a page from today’s Metro featuring a 
variety of expensive dog coats. Margaret is asked what her dog is called this 
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month – a cruel reminder that her Monkey is now her Mutley. Wendy reports that 
Suzanne’s Sunny has had to disgorge an injured squirrel – which the Springer was 
so proud to have caught up with. Only Janet and Georgie get up to begin our back 
passage walkround, a process that also includes the capture by Daisy-Mae of an 
empty drinks bottle on the five-a-side pitch. Fritz, perhaps hoping for yet another 
toy from the suitcase of our visitor, races ahead today and we are soon all alone as 
we exit the park. 

Friday, October 14:
Our guest Janet is ready to accompany us on our morning in the park and so we 
enter the Rec on a lovely sunny fall day – with just a bit of a cool breeze to remind 
us that we are now in mid-October. Fritz makes short work of his dash to the 
green but just as we round the corner at the café there is something that causes 
all passers-by to come to a dead stop. This is a new trash bin, one that sings, 
warbles and shouts at the slightest movement nearby. Mothers are gaping with 
astonishment as their toddlers thrust their hands into the bin in order to set the 
mechanism off – an unwanted addition to sanitary standards in our little world. On 
the green the dog owners are all muttering their protests – and trying to imagine 
what it must be like to sit at the picnic table just behind this annoying presence. 
Claire (who has already told me that I wasn’t dreaming when I saw her here so 
early with Panda and Oggy) says that when she put some doggy poo into the new 
bin she was yelled at by one of the park employees – but the red bins, which he 
was touting, are always so unpleasant to use and often they have not been emptied 
in days. It all ends up in the same landfill anyway. 
I follow Fritz down the Randolph roadway and around the top end of the green, 
where we meet Hanna. (She too is outraged by the singing trash bin but says that 
once the kids from QK start dropping firecrackers into it we won’t have to worry 
about it for much longer.) Yoyo and Fritz have soon formed their own mini-pack, 
though the black Schnauzer wants to dominate the gray one – as we see when 
Yoyo trots along with her chin on Fritz’s back. The two go missing in the bushes 
on several occasions as Hanna and I walk around behind the tennis courts and 
up to the plateau on Mt. Bannister. Below us we can see that Linda and Janet are 
standing with a lively Pepper and this is a signal for us to return to the café.
Our group this morning includes Davide, the two Janets, Georgie, Ofra, Dean, 
Makiko, Wendy, Peter, Ellen and, back for the first time in over a week, Ronnie. 
The latter is among those who now purchase the first of four copies of Dog Scene 
Investigation – which I have brought with me in my knapsack this morning. Travel 
plans are the chief topic of conversation. London Janet leaves on Monday for three 
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weeks in Australia and Michigan Janet may not see her again since she and I are 
undertaking a two-day car trip to Kent beginning tomorrow morning. Later, Linda 
will accompany our visitor on an expedition to Edinburgh. Meanwhile Davide 
has returned from a flight to Bangalore. I ask him how it was and he says that he 
arrived in darkness, departed in darkness, and spent the intervening hours in his 
hotel room (he has done some of the tourist itinerary here before). Michigan Janet 
now produces some fancy dog biscuits (these in the shape of glazed donuts with 
sprinkles), the product of a dog bakery in South Haven. Unfortunately they are 
so hard that no one can break them into little pieces for our dogs and so the first 
sounds we hear, upon our return to home base, is the echo of the hammering these 
delicacies now receive.

Monday, October 17:
We have missed two mornings in the park – with Fritz bunking down with his 
Auntie Linda while Michigan Janet and I toured Kent in a rent-a-car. The dog was 
the brief beneficiary here for when we returned last night Janet suggested we use 
this vehicle to pick him up at Linda’s and so we headed here yesterday afternoon 
– finding Rob and Liam on the street walking Fritz and Pepper. A barbeque was 
underway and so we were invited to tuck in – a most welcome gesture. Fritz at last 
got his ride home and this morning, after a brief sojourn in the Morshead Road 
doggy area, he remained behind while Janet and I returned the car to its home base 
in Bayswater. Then she and I took the tube back to Maida Vale and she headed for 
the café while I went home to fetch the dog a second time. 
I return to the park with my knapsack, full of more copies of Dog Scene 
Investigation, which I have soon distributed to interested parties – I will have to do 
the same thing tomorrow. Much of this morning’s coffee session is spent with pen 
in hand, therefore, as I add dedications to purchasers. This means that Michigan 
Janet is appointed as my successor in the treat department ¬–¬ handing out shards 
of the doggie doughnut that her hammering has by now reduced to manageable 
sizes. For me there is the additional treat of a delicious piece of Ofra-baked 
cheesecake.
When it is time to depart I walk with Makiko – who tells me that Noel Gallagher 
was seen recently in the oasis known as Paddington Rec. At the door to the 
environmental area both Pugs, Emilio and Winnie, enter in order to undertake a 
concerted squatting session. “I think we need to add synchronized pooing as an 
Olympic event,” I suggest, not for the first time. A third Pug, the black Nanook, 
passes us as we near the gate – where a melancholy scene is taking place as 
London Janet is bidding goodbye to Daisy-Mae, who will remain in Georgie’s care 
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for the next three weeks. Outside our building the postman is getting ready for a 
rare early morning visit – which means that Fritz has lost the chance of raising a 
ruckus as the delivery comes through our own chute. Perhaps he will have a second 
protest opportunity when the clearers arrive outside the front door with their 
vacuum cleaners. 

Tuesday, October 18:
Janet is a few minutes behind us today so Fritz and I are on our own as we enter 
the park on a blustery, chilly – though sunny – morning. Almost immediately 
we encounter the jogging form of photographer Richard Dunkley, who wants to 
set up a time for us to have coffee next week. While we are chatting I can see 
Fritz disappearing ahead of me and so I have to take off after the fellow, Richard 
turning around to accompany us as far as the café. Fritz and I then travel down the 
Randolph roadway before reversing directions ourselves and heading back to a 
group of coffee drinkers represented this morning by Peter, Ronnie, Ellen, Kevin, 
Ofra, Georgie, Wendy, Makiko and, eventually, Michigan Janet (in the absence of 
London Janet the only Janet in town).
I have brought more copies of the new book with me and I spend much of the 
session signing copies for Georgie, Vlad and Makiko. I also take a copy over to 
the office in the clubhouse and ask that it be passed on to the park manager. The 
receptionist seems most reluctant to accept this object – as if I were handing her 
a particularly unpleasant sack of dog poo. I explain that it is a present and, under 
these circumstances, she agrees to finger the suspect volume.
In addition to my usual supply of Shapes biscuits I have brought with me today 
another bag of American treats, in this case Waggin’ Train Cowboy Steaks – these 
enjoy an instant success among the assembled hungry mouths. I ask Georgie how 
Daisy-Mae did on her first night as a long-term boarder and she says things went 
quite well – except when the phone rang and the Shih-Tzu assumed each time that 
it was mommy calling to say she was on her way to pick up her pet. One by one 
the dog owners depart but Janet and I remain behind because Suzanne now arrives 
with Sunny. It’s been a while since I have had a chance to talk to her and it will be 
a while before we converse again – for tomorrow she is off on a twenty-four day 
tour of India. I am getting cold sitting in the chill breeze so at last we rise to begin 
our homeward journey.
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Wednesday, October 19:
Again we have sunny skies and again the temperature is decidedly depressed – just 
as well that Fritz keeps up a lively pace as we enter the park. Richard Dunkley is 
at the same spot as yesterday and we exchange a few words before moving on to 
the green (no sign of the nagging trashcan these days). Linda is just arriving with 
Pepper and she follows us as we head down the Randolph roadway. In turn we 
are pursued by Zorro the Pom – who seems to be fascinated by the Schnauzers 
and scurries after them as they take turns peeing on one another’s heads. We pass 
behind the tennis courts and into the parking lot and here we meet Ofra, who is just 
parking her Smart car. Then we return to the Carlton roadway and Janet goes into 
the café to place £20.00 behind the counter: today is her birthday and the coffees 
are on her.
Ofra has baked a cheesecake in honor of this occasion and Janet cuts slices of this 
treat for everyone. Ofra, meanwhile, has taken on the responsibility of selecting 
this weekend’s lottery numbers and she now goes off to the little corner table to 
pore over the form – “Quiet,” Claire says, “she’s channeling.” Georgie announces 
that her school duties will come to an end on Friday with the beginning of a half 
term holiday and she is obviously delighted by this prospect. Peter has a phone 
conversation with Jackie, Bobby’s owner, and he goes off to pick up the little 
fellow at the Carlton gate. You can tell it is winter because Peter is already wearing 
his gloves. I almost wish I were doing the same ¬ – though this would make it even 
more difficult to subdivide the rock-hard doggy treats that Janet now produces 
from her purse. 
Until these are distributed I am the focus of canine activity – with Winnie, Bailey 
and Daisy-Mae so insistent on cadging gifts from the biscuit bag that I become 
quite cross at all their nagging. (Fritz is in the mix too but he has to woo first 
Claire and then Ellen – to whom he sings one of his needful arias.) Unusually, 
Ellen has no dogs with her today  – Lucky and Jack having gone off on a trip with 
Kevin. After a while Koji the Shiba Inu is admitted to our compound and Bobby, 
the tiniest member of our band, begins a period of aggressive objection over the 
presence of a stranger in our midst. (Emilio is also keeping up a non-stop lecture 
on the subject of Daisy-Mae, whom he heartily distrusts.) Outside our compound 
we also have the black duo of Chinny and Bliss, the Chows. They too are the 
beneficiaries of Janet’s doggy treat bag as we pass them by on our way home. 
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Thursday, October 20:
Janet is a bit behind us in her park preparations (following a successful expedition 
to the West End and a birthday dinner at Linda’s yesterday) and so Fritz and I are 
again on our own as we head for the green. The sun is still shining brightly but it is 
chilly and I have added wool hat and scarf to my ensemble in defense. Out on the 
grass Georgie and Davide are in deep conversation and, spotting them there, my 
dog rushes out to offer his usual greeting. A few minutes later I can see that he is 
heading toward the playground – but his attentions are actually centered on a trio 
of benchwarmers who are sitting near its gate. Here Peter, Ellen and Ronnie have 
taken seats in the sun and here Fritz makes his second stop – eventually jumping 
up on the bench between Ellen and Ronnie, where he can command the attention 
of both. I worry a bit that he has displaced Chloe but Ellen says he has merely 
occupied a space left vacant when Ronnie’s dog jumped down. At any rate it is 
easy to hook Fritz when it is time to head for the café.
I sit down in a chair in order to retie by left boot – and I am immediately besieged 
by the usual suspects. These include Daisy-Mae, Winnie and Sparkie, but I tell 
them they will have to wait until I return with my coffee. I try the front door of the 
café – seduced by an erroneous “open” sign, but Lurch soon arrives to make the 
sign live up to its name and I am first in the queue. Seated at last I can open the 
black biscuit bag. As I am doing so Vlad arrives with Tara and Fritz uses this entry 
to make his exit. Surprisingly, however, he returns to the compound when Vlad 
bids him do so – that never works when I try it. Tara now joins the biscuit brigade 
– though I am careful to toss her treats – her snatching teeth can cause quite a nip. 
Daisy-Mae spends a lot of time in my lap; I feel sorry for the orphan. After the 
feeding frenzy Emilio sets up his usual diatribe – warning us that the Shih-Tzu is 
now free-range.
Davide tells us that London Janet has had a bit of a travel misadventure. As he was 
preparing for his own flight to Washington he had remembered that Janet had said 
nothing about obtaining the necessary registration for her stay in Australia. He sent 
her a text message – only to discover that our friend had been completely ignorant 
of this requisite. Fortunately she and her travelling partner (also called Janet) were 
enjoying a couple of nights in Singapore and they were able to visit the Australian 
embassy in order to obtain the necessary permit. We decide to tell Michigan Janet, 
whom we can now see making her way across the grass, that Scotland also requires 
a visa – but she is on to this bit of nonsense. I tell the others that yesterday, on our 
visit to the West End, Michigan Janet and I visited the third floor of the House of 
Fraser on Oxford Street – where park regular Mary Portas (now known as Mary 
Queen of Frocks) has just opened a shop for mature customers. We had seen an 
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hour-long TV documentary on this subject on Tuesday night and it was unusual to 
walk into the space and see all the featured sales people going about their business 
as though they were not media stars. Janet spoke to each in turn – “You looked 
wonderful last night” and they did seem pleased by the attention. Makiko now says 
that she has emailed me photos of Janet feeding the dogs with Michigan goodies 
and we head for home to see these on my computer screen. 

Friday, October 21:
Fritz and I again make an unaccompanied entrance into the Rec this morning. I 
find that the temperatures are a bit milder today and the bright sunlight certainly 
makes for an idyllic atmosphere in the park. The dog gets far ahead of me as we 
make our way past the cypress trees; it looks like he is trying to join up with a large 
group of canines under the care of one of our resident dog walkers. These days he 
cuts a corner at the café – since a gate is left open on the Carlton side – and so I 
follow in order to release him onto the Randolph side. None of his pals is about yet 
and so he continues down the roadway, pausing every now and then to exchange 
mutual sniffs with some passing pet, and then he turns right at the tennis courts and 
uses some back passages to reach the green again. By this time I can see Davide, 
Georgie and Makiko out on the grass and so we join them before heading in for 
breakfast.
In the coffee queue I exchange greetings with one of the many bus drivers who 
people our park – this is a chap I haven’t seen in some time and he says he didn’t 
recognize me away from my customary table. He asks after some of the other 
members of our fraternity – whom he always greets with a laugh and a smile. Ofra 
is also present in the queue. She wants Ellen to return her croissant because it is 
overcooked but I note that most of this item will go to the dogs and they are not 
that fussy. Ofra also finds it necessary to tell Lurch how, after five years behind 
the counter, to make a cappuccino. Perhaps her somewhat sour mood is explained 
by a toothache, the aftereffects of an extraction on Tuesday. There is a great deal 
of advice from the others on this topic; Makiko and Davide have also been to the 
dentist recently – and I should go. 
Janet joins us now and brings with her some bacon-infused Pup-Peroni treats – 
which serve to divert the dogs from my knees. Peter is passing out a sheet with 
tomorrow’s (Ofra-chosen) lottery numbers and also taking funds for tomorrow’s 
racing. Janet says she will add her two pounds to the latter operation. Ronnie 
announces that he is going out to dinner tonight and Ellen says she will be away 
tomorrow – though Lucky and Jack are back from their caravanning. Emilio 
dances around, warning everyone of Daisy-Mae’s presence but the latter manages 
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to behave herself. Davide leaves early with Winnie – which means that we don’t 
have to wait for the dilatory Pug when it is time for us to begin a back passage 
walkround. Pippa the Papillion and the Poms Buddy and Sparkie are back here 
today and also a large and handsome Weimaraner – whom an overawed Daisy-Mae 
tiptoes around. 

Saturday, October 22:
The lovely autumn weather is still with us as Fritz, Janet and I head for the park on 
a sunny Saturday morning. The Rec is quite busy for this early in the day – with 
lots of little boys in footie kit lining up in the various pitches while moms and dads 
crowd the sidelines. I drop my knapsack and another shopping bag off at our usual 
table and, after Fritz has had a look at the action in the middle of the green, we all 
head down the Randolph roadway. At the gate I hand the dog over to Janet so that 
I can make a brief run to the Vineyard Pharmacy, where I left my prescriptions off 
yesterday. On my return I find that Janet has hardly budged – since my loyal dog, 
distressed by my sudden disappearance, has refused to return to the café. We head 
here now. Janet says, “Most people come to the park for drugs; they don’t leave it 
for them – like you just did.”
I head inside with Janet now, since I have to deliver to Metty the copies of the 
new book that he has ordered. Outside I tell Dan that an image of the book’s cover 
(featuring Winnie of course) can now be seen on the Amazon website and he 
has to summon this instantly on his phone. Ronnie wants to see it as well and it 
takes some time for his HTC to behave – with a timely intervention by our local 
consultant, Makiko. Phone technology is very much the topic of early conversation 
today. Dan is giving voice commands to his version of this device – though “Peter” 
is translated as “Pizza Express.” Dan also has an app that offers distorted images of 
the faces he is is shooting: Makiko and Janet are his first victims – but he says that 
Ofra’s face seems to undergo little change when it is snapped. 
Peter passes out a sheet with our horse racing choices and, unusually, none of 
the nags has a name bearing any connection with the Arabian Peninsula. Dan 
and Renata exchange dirty jokes (unrepeatable in a family publication like this) 
and soon I have quite a canine congregation at my feet – with Winnie, Sparkie, 
Daisy-Mae and Bailey as the most persistent customers. Chloe is also in active 
pursuit – Ronnie says that he and Susie have at last found a Bedfordshire hotel that 
will take Chloe as well. This is a reminder that Ronnie has only a week now as a 
member of our group and this is a very melancholy matter indeed. “I’ll miss this 
place,” he says with some emotion. Fritz, for once, is the last of the dogs to leave 
the compound at the start of our back passage walkround – even Winnie has exited. 
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The return journey is a slow-moving one for we must fight our way through all the 
Saturday crowds – not to mention boys on forbidden bicycles scything their way 
through the multitude. 

Sunday, October 23:
Temperatures seem to be just a little bit warmer this morning (baseball cap instead 
of its woolen cousin) as Fritz and I head for the park today. Jo-Jo is straining at 
the leash as we pass by and there are lots of other dogs here today, their owners 
encouraged by the sustaining sunshine. There isn’t much activity in the middle 
of the green, however, and so Fritz heads for the eastern end of this space, where 
Gus is waiting in anticipation and we discover a slow-moving caravan with 
Lucky, Jack, their owner (the 97 year-old Aisne in wheel chair), her carer, and, of 
course, Ellen. Fritz soon makes himself a member of this ensemble and we stay in 
formation as far as the Morshead roadway – where I hook the dog in order for us to 
make an orderly progress in the direction of the café.
There is a terrific turnout this morning – in part because today we will be honoring 
Ronnie and Susie – who are beginning their last week as members of our park 
society. Susie has just five days to go before retirement and she is soon in tears 
as the cards we have all signed and the presents we have purchased are opened. 
Chocolates and champagne are opened by Ronnie; Peter has bought more candy 
and a bottle of Irish whiskey for his pal – in gratitude for all those rides home he 
has received over the years. Many of those present are meeting Aisne only for 
the first time – but the old lady has trouble remembering any of our names. Janet 
arrives (making the number of celebrants an even fourteen) but she has to sit at a 
side table – as do Claire, Vlad, and the chaps who own Koji. 
Dan and Davide have brought their Kindle with them today and in this fashion I 
see a black and white version of Winnie – staring out at me from the cover of my 
latest book. (Winnie herself is naked today, for some reason.) Davide then passes 
around a printout of Internet reviews of the food at the Warrington Pub. In this 
fashion I learn just how obscene you are allowed to be on the Net and also that 
Gordon Ramsey has sold his interest in this local establishment – before any of us 
(save Georgie) have had a chance to sample its wares. Dan now has a second piece 
of technology that he produces for our enjoyment – an app that transforms any 
photo into a “painting” (with painter and easel) so that Makiko and Janet both seem 
to be sitting for their portraits. In other technological developments we punters all 
received a spoken text message from Peter on our telephones yesterday, the news 
that one of our entries wouldn’t appear in the 14:45 at Newbury (“Non-runner: 
Allied Powers.”)  “It’s a good thing this isn’t World War II,” I add. Peter has to 
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inform us that all our efforts in both turf and lottery categories were completely 
wasted yesterday – but no one seems greatly disappointed. We begin a back 
passage walkround – Janet and I answering questions about our afternoon’s venture 
– when we will be travelling to Wembley Stadium to see a regular-season NFL 
contest between Chicago and Tampa Bay.

Monday, October 24:
I can’t quite tell what set Fritz off – but we returned from our football outing 
(seven hours long) to find him throwing up in the hall. There was a lot of pooing 
when I took him outside as well, so I know that today, as we begin a new week in 
the park, I will have to keep a close eye on the rascal. As soon as we near the fence 
this morning I can see Linda – trying (without much success) to manoeuver into a 
parking space. I know that she is just here to deliver Pepper to Georgie prior to her 
own departure for Edinburgh with Michigan Janet and so I head in her direction 
and she is happy to hand her dog (and his goody bag) over to me before driving 
off. This means that I have a rather awkward entry to make: looking after Fritz’s 
(substandard) poo while holding Pepper’s lead and his bag and picking up his 
(quite respectable) poo at the same time. The consequence of all this juggling is 
that, as soon as I have handed Pepper over to Georgie, I must head across the green 
and into the men’s room to wash my hands.
Fritz follows me into the loo and then Pepper, against Georgie’s wishes, follows 
the both of us down the Randolph roadway. We turn around, therefore, and head 
for the café  – where our group this morning includes Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Ofra, 
Georgie, Davide, Matthew and Makiko (Claire replaces Vlad at the little side 
table). I tell the others not to give Fritz any food this morning and I have to wait 
until his back is turned in order to share out the biscuits with his pals. When they 
are not scraping away at my knees the dogs are baying at a poor little boy with a 
tennis racket. Tara manages to snatch a whole cheese croissant from Ellen’s hand 
and the latter gets up to buy another one. Near the end of our session Yara arrives 
with Luna (who can still squeeze between the bars) and Luci; Fritz uses the open 
gate to make his escape but Yara manages to corral him without too much difficulty 
– she has had lots of practice. Later Luna disappears, gets into the picnic area on 
her own, and causes several other dog owners to begin a worried search.
Davide says that he received a text at 3:00 this morning – London Janet 
announcing that she will not be deplaning for a visit to flooded Bangkok on her 
return journey from Australia next week, but coming straight home. There was also 
a message for Peter; Janet is finding it very expensive down under (£4.00 for a loaf 
of bread) and expects some wager winnings on her return. Peter announces that 
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our lottery venture this week will be nailed down earlier than usual since he will 
be on a coach trip to Blackpool at the weekend. He is beaming with pleasure over 
Chelsea’s loss to his QPR this weekend – and Manchester United’s humiliating 
loss to Man City. Makiko, who has just taken delivery on yet another HTC phone, 
objects to the amount of pastry purchased by her husband this morning. Fritz 
would like a little bit for himself but I have withstood a morning of baleful glances 
from his pathetic face and we now get up to head for home and a day of watchful 
waiting. 

Tuesday, October 25:
We continue in convalescent mode with Fritz restricted to a chicken and rice diet – 
if you don’t count the bones and other street dreck he managed to scarf up during 
our afternoon walk yesterday. He seemed to be unfazed by his stomach problems 
– eagerly pursuing me whenever I ate anything and in other ways demonstrating 
his healthy hunger. He also survived a shower during our late night walk and the 
first fusillade in the annual fireworks season. His poo seems a bit more solid this 
morning and there is fortunately very little of it as we follow our usual route down 
the Randolph roadway, behind the tennis courts, through the parking lot and back 
to the café.
Again I suggest that my dog will not participate in any of the usual table handouts 
this morning and, inevitably, the others dogs are the losers in this gesture. Fritz 
travels from knee to knee, looking up pathetically while Pepper sits at my side 
shrieking periodically. Georgie, who accepts delivery on Winnie after we have 
been seated for some fifteen minutes, says that Pepper crashed out so limply on 
her side of the bed last night that she decided to sleep on the sofa herself. Panda 
now rushes the fence to object to the presence of Skye, who passes by with Olivia. 
Claire says that Panda had a panic attack when fireworks (for sale at bargain prices 
at the local Sainsbury’s) were set off in the park yesterday. She also reports that 
Carrie was up all night with an ailing Oggy.
Claire has another one of her sales soon and she tells Ofra that she has a new 
supplier, a company that specializes in L.A. style blue jeans. (I note that it was my 
L.A. style to wear such jeans throughout my long-distant youth.) Peter is giving 
a preview of his forthcoming trip to Blackpool but everyone wishes that Dan 
were here to take the mickey. Claire does cause a certain amusement when she 
predicts that Dan will, when he is 70, closely resemble his favorite target. Hanna 
now arrives with Yoyo and soon she has a hypnotized Pepper in her lap, getting 
his Reiki treatment. This gesture has the additional consequence of bringing some 
quiet to the scene – since Pepper forgets to bark when he is undergoing therapy. 
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The noise soon resumes when Fritz and I accompany Georgie on her return 
journey: today she has Sparkie, Winnie, Pepper and Daisy-Mae in a tangle of leads 
as she leaves the park. 

Wednesday, October 26:
It is quite clear, from the shiny streets outside, that it has been raining recently, 
and the skies are still heavy laden as Fritz and I head for the park on a chilly 
Wednesday morning. Ozzie is first on the scene and he has to turn tail in order 
to complete his inspection of my dog, who squats for his first convalescent poo 
opposite the running track – verdict: my dog needs to return to solid food soon. We 
begin a slow and halting circuit of the green itself and after we pass the Grantully 
gate we meet up with the Australian Shepherd Dog a second time, though on this 
occasion there is a another nosy visitor, a Staffie named Rocky – who gets growled 
at by the smaller dogs. “Serves you right,” Rocky’s owner says. I put Fritz on lead 
as we near the clubhouse and thus we are able to return to the café – where the 
early crowd is already sitting down with their coffees.
Our group this morning is a small one – just Ofra, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie 
and Claire, though Makiko makes an appearance much later. Fritz is allowed his 
share of the treats this morning, though I give him only some small-sized kibble 
while his pals are snacking on the big biscuits plus treats from Claire and Peter. 
The latter interrupts conversation with a loud plea – “I’m in desperate trouble; 
can someone please help me!” By the time he has repeated this twice he has our 
undivided attention and we are eager to learn what kind of trouble he is in: dogs, 
finances, food, shelter, what? It turns out that it is none of these but the chap has 
managed to catch the zipper of his new coat on its lining and he cannot unfasten 
this garment at the throat. Ofra gets up and fusses a bit with the zip until she frees 
the mechanism at last. With calm restored I ask Georgie if she managed to get into 
her own bed last night. She says that she did – though, after turning the TV off in 
the sitting room, there was a mad race for the bedroom as she attempted to head off 
Sparkie, Daisy-Mae and the shrieking Pepper – all of whom (and husband James) 
ended up in the bed soon thereafter.
While we are nattering away I can see one of the assistant managers fiddling 
away with an announcement that he is adding to the “Responsible Dog Owners” 
bulleting board – an object that presides over our space as though we were 
somehow remiss in our obligations. This same impression is not dissipated when 
he hands me several copies of the bulletin for distribution to my tablemates. It’s 
heading, “Great news for all dog owners,” arouses instant suspicion but I suppose 
we will have wait and see just how great the news is. Park management, whose 
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obsession is the gym and its revenue, has decided that our doggy compound (with 
its diners and smokers) is undermining the image it would like to project to the 
health-conscious consumers of the adjacent facilities and we are therefore going 
to be moved (umbrella and all) to the section of the café forecourt just inside the 
meeting of the Carlton and Randolph roadways. “This move will enable us to 
provide more space for dog owners to sit in comfort with their dogs while enjoying 
refreshments. In addition it moves diners away from the public toilets and should 
provide a lighter, brighter area throughout the year.” 
The proposed move, part of a larger scheme that will also see park reception 
move from clubhouse to gym, is the subject of immediate debate, one which 
now includes the Rec’s General Manager, John Jennison, who pops by to answer 
any questions. Ofra is deeply suspicious about our new locale and he takes her 
to the new spot so she can see what is being proposed – she returns somewhat 
mollified. Peter thinks the new location will be sunnier. Claire feels that the desire 
to shield the health conscious from the presence of nearby diners and smokers 
is daft. I suggest that we had better wait and see what Hanna has to say before 
taking any position. Under any circumstances the consultation period is so short 
and the desire to complete the work by the new year so pressing that there is little 
chance our views will be taken seriously. Ofra and I remain behind to continue 
the conversation with Mr. Jennison (who owns a Staffie himself) and, alone, Fritz 
and I make our way down the Morshead roadway on the way home. It has already 
rained once while we have been in the park and I have changed my mind – I’m 
not walking over to Sainsbury’s this morning. I can’t help thinking that the worst 
aspect of this morning’s news is that whatever happens it won’t effect two of those 
present at this morning’s session: Ronnie and Claire, both of whom are on their 
way to other parts of the country. 

Thursday, October 27:
It is so dark outside this morning that the porch lights are still on; it looks like rain 
as well – though, in fact, no moisture falls while we are in the park. Fritz and I start 
off alone this morning but we soon have company in the form of Natasha and her 
Miniature Pinscher Millie. Millie is wildly excited to see me and she always enjoys 
the company of Fritz and so, as a foursome, we complete our journey to the green 
– which we circumnavigate together as well. Natasha says that her friend, Nicola 
Stapleton, has done so well on EastEnders that her contract has been extended. She 
blames the somewhat portly figure of her dog on Nicola’s Sonny – since the latter 
eats a richer diet when he comes for a visit and Millie scarfs it down too. Natasha 
says that her own career as a make-up artist is blossoming and that Halloween, 
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when there is much demand for ghoulish face painting, is a particularly busy time 
for her.
When I return to the café I am surprised to see Liz, here on a brief visit from 
New York. I ask her where she is staying and she says that she is bedded down 
at Janet’s. I then ask if Janet knows this ¬¬– for the two certainly kept this visit 
a well-disguised surprise. Liz brings us up to the present on her Internet dating 
schedule; one week devoted to bald candidates, the next to Jews. (And the next, I 
want to know, to bald Jews?) Our group this morning begins with Ronnie, Ellen, 
Peter, Ofra, Georgie, Davide and Liz – but Michigan Janet, Wendy, Matthew and 
Makiko soon swell these numbers. Davide says that he feels like a zombie after 
his recent return from Vancouver. Ronnie passes around a sheet of paper with his 
Bedfordshire address: Sunday will be his last day as a member of our confraternity.
Janet has brought with her a box of Scottish shortbread and this is shared out 
among the coffee drinkers. With Matthew present the conversation turns naturally 
to medical matters – in this case the true cause of the death of Amy Winehouse, 
whose autopsy was concluded yesterday. It is an irony, pointed out by Matthew 
among others, that her three week program of abstinence – followed by an intense 
vodka binge (she had five times the drunk driving limit in her bloodstream) – my 
have contributed to her fatal coma: if she had been drinking some every day the 
binge might not have killed her. I tell the others that the convalescent Schnauzer, 
Fritz, continues to show signs of recovery and he is allowed most of his usual 
treats. I remain a focus of interest for the other animals as well, though I notice 
that Daisy-Mae, sitting in the chair next to me, is guarding her biscuit instead of 
eating it, and I make her chew it up before giving her a second. Janet finds a likely 
candidate for some leftover buttered toast in T-bone who, after all, has no teeth. 

Saturday, October 29:
I have missed a day in the park – out walking with my friend Tosh on an eleven-
mile section of the Chiltern Way in Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire. Fritz did not 
lack for exercise since Janet had charge of the fellow – not neglecting to bring with 
her a large kitchen spoon with which she managed to pick up his poos in the Rec 
and in Regent’s Park – where she walked in the afternoon with Linda and Pepper. 
Two of my worlds came together only as I climbed from the bowels of the Maida 
Vale tube stop at 7:00, encountering Hanna with Yoyo and Claire with Panda and 
Oggy as I walked stiffly along Elgin Avenue.
Yesterday seems to have been a gloriously sunny day in London as well as in the 
Chilterns but this morning things are grayer, though temperatures are still mild 
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enough when Fritz and I head for the park. A charging jogger in skintight exercise 
clothes passes us by at the cypress trees – a frustrated Chow, Jo-Jo, on lead at her 
side. Out on the green we meet up with Dan, Davide and Liz and soon thereafter 
Janet arrives with Linda and Pepper. I manage to grasp Fritz by the collar as he 
nears the gate into the doggy compound at the café and we are soon settling down 
for a lively Saturday session with all of the aforementioned plus Ronnie, Ofra, 
Margaret, Georgie and Renata. Claire is sitting by herself in one corner and Debby 
comes in with Zorro, the better to see young Mutley, but Panda takes exception to 
the jingle-chested Pug and Debby has to remove her pet from the fray.
Ronnie says that the movers have packed away the family marmalade and he goes 
into the café to pick up a few sachets of this essential staple. Liz says that her 
elder son has had an adverse reaction to alcohol and that she was up all night in 
conversation with the Boston emergency room to which he was taken. This gave 
her plenty of time to redesign London Janet’s apartment, though she did stop short 
of moving all of the furniture around at this stage. Dan now calls London Janet in 
Australia, where she seems to be having a relaxing time, and we all get to shout 
out our greetings to our missing friend. Dan then composes a list of things that he 
intends to do today but when Davide adds, “As if you’re going to do any of them,” 
Dan takes instant umbrage and storms off, ending his visit to the park for the day. 
The rest of us don’t quite know what to do with ourselves and it is just as well that 
it is soon time to head for home. Winnie is again very slow off the mark – perhaps 
not wanting to get home in time for the inevitable fight – but eventually we get her 
going. Sabina is sitting on a bench at the head of the track with Oscar and Scamp 
and she produces some treats for Fritz and Winnie. This further delays proceedings 
but we are at last able to head for our own home. 

Sunday, October 30:
Time has changed overnight and as soon as I get up today I busy myself pushing 
clock settings back an hour. I think Fritz does a very good job of accepting the 
new departure time – for his body clock must tell him we are very late – but we 
now hit the park just as a burly Bulldog is squatting for a poo and John’s Ché, in 
the company of a Slavic woman chatting on her phone, pass before us. Out on 
the green Georgie is walking with Dan and Davide (obviously speaking again) 
and we join this grouping briefly before Fritz rushes over to greet Susie, walking 
with Chloe, and Ellen, who is standing at the foot of Mt. Bannister with Jack and 
Lucky. As I squat to pick up one of my dog’s poo the fellow disappears and I have 
to descend a steep path to the tennis court alley, where I find him waiting for me 
patiently. Thereafter we stroll through the parking lot, enter the little doggy area 
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over here, and then, the dog back on lead, make our way over to the café. 
There is a tremendous turnout this morning for today is the melancholy moment 
when we must say goodbye to Ronnie and Susie. Seated around our conjoined 
tables we have the guests of honor plus Dan, Davide, Georgie, Michigan Janet, 
Wendy, Makiko, Matthew, Linda, Renata, Ellen, Ofra and a new face, a woman 
from India named Shefali – who has brought with her a lively female semi-Staffie, 
semi-Bull Terrier named Yaris. (Claire is seated by herself at the little table in the 
corner.) The coffees are on Ronnie and Susie and much time is spent exchanging 
numbers and email addresses with this pair, who will be staying at a hotel for two 
weeks while builders take down some walls in their new house and make one 
bathroom useful.
Before anyone leaves Dan organizes a group photo as a memento of the occasion. 
With our dogs we therefore line up in two ranks at the margin of the green while 
one of the baristas snaps away on Dan’s phone and my camera. Then there are final 
kisses and hugs and a large contingent begins a back passage walkround. This is a 
halting affair, especially as a number of the participants are arranging a luncheon 
rendezvous at the Salt House on Abbey Road and there are phone calls (with the 
missing Liz) and instructions given. Matthew takes some time catching up with the 
rest of us – it turns out that a late arriving Hanna, sympathizing with the café staff, 
has called him back to complain about the amount of junk left on our table. Ronnie 
will miss such moments. 

Monday, October 31:
Fritz is wearing his special Halloween bandana as we pass an entering neighbor 
on the stairs – she says, “Isn’t he sweet!” Soon thereafter, a jogging German 
lady chides me for depositing my poo package in a black bin – rather than the 
overstuffed red one nearby. “It all ends up in the same place anyway,” I respond¬ – 
forbearing to mention that if the park authorities really wanted poo in red bins only 
they’d provide more of them and they’d empty the existing ones in a more timely 
fashion. Fritz receives many more compliments on his bandana as we near the 
green, where Georgie is just arriving with Winnie, Sparkie and Daisy-Mae. Fritz 
doesn’t remain for long, but I get him to return from the Morshead roadway by 
squeezing the little squeaker mechanism I keep I my jacket pocket. Thereafter we 
travel down the Randolph roadway as Fritz completes a close investigation of the 
adjacent foliage by nose alone.  
There are ten of us at table this morning: Georgie, Ofra, Michigan Janet (on her 
last visit to the park for this trip), Peter, Wendy, Ellen, Makiko, Claire and Hanna. 
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Janet has brought with her some chocolate eyeballs, in honor of Halloween, and 
Hanna responds by presenting her with a box of rum truffles as a goodbye gift. 
Many of those present today were also part of a luncheon party at the Salt House 
yesterday – where dogs were permitted in certain parts of the establishment. Today 
our animals are up to their usual antics – lead by Daisy-Mae, who spends a great 
deal of time beneath Peter’s chair, guarding a biscuit I have given her and lashing 
out at Fritz when he happens to come by. Her presence incites the usual anxieties in 
Emilio, who has to warn all of us of the menace – barking hysterically, especially 
when she jumps into Makiko’s chair.
Peter is asked for a report on his coach trip to Blackpool. He seems to have had a 
good time, but he preferred his hotel (with its piano player) to the illuminations, 
which he failed to visit. He tells us that he endured two minor crises: no heat in his 
room and an unhappy moment when, needing a desperate pee, he failed to master 
the intricacies of his door card. He also tells us that we have won only £3.00 in 
Saturday’s lottery. Janet and Makiko exchange email addresses – Janet says that 
she feels that her attachment to the park people has been far deeper on this trip than 
on previous visits. Georgie announces that she has to go to the bank in order to pay 
her rent – amid reminders that if she doesn’t there will be a lot of homeless dogs. 
In fact it is Ofra who leaves first. She has been gone only for half a minute when 
she suddenly returns: “I forgot my dog,” she says, but, in order to forestall our 
merriment, she adds, “Don’t laugh! I once forgot my daughter.”
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“And Your Little Dog, Too”
Life Among The Dog People of Paddington Rec, Volume VIII

By Anthony Linick

Chapter 6—November, 2011

Lucky and her brother, Jack. Usually we find Jack on top of his sister.
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Tuesday, November 1:
After a three-week visit, Janet begins the first day of the new month with a cab ride 
to Heathrow – and a return to Michigan. This means that Fritz and I are on our own 
as we enter a gray park where, only a few hours earlier, a brief shower has served 
to dampen surfaces. Liz and Georgie are already resident in the doggy compound 
at the café but I know there is no point in our joining them this early in the morning 
and so, after Fritz spends some time in choosing an appropriate direction, we 
pass the clubhouse (while being overtaken by a yellow-clad contingent from St. 
George’s) and head down the Morshead roadway. Here we encounter Makiko 
and the first order of business is a thank you to her for her recommendation of a 
superior Indian restaurant on Boundary Road (the Meghna Grill) ¬¬– where Linda, 
Rob and I had a farewell dinner for Janet (passing hordes of Halloween kids on the 
streets of St. John’s Wood on the way). Fritz and I now reverse direction in order to 
walk with Makiko to the café but as we do so a young Middle Eastern woman in a 
headscarf jumps away in terror as Emilio dances near her feet. (Then she laughs at 
her own fear.) 
Our group this morning includes the aforementioned ladies plus Ofra, Hanna, 
Renata, Ellen and Peter. The latter is at work on all of his ledgers and charts as 
Liz makes arrangements to participate in our various syndicates – even though 
she will be returning to the States tomorrow. Much of the morning’s conversation 
is devoted to her continuing anguish over the unhappiness of her dog, Roxy the 
Beagle. After a recital of the problems – compulsive eating (at Cape Cod this 
included rotten fish and seaweed in her diet), refusal to pee outside (meaning Liz 
will have to replace a wooden floor in her flat), and a reluctance to venture outside 
in an urban environment that she obviously hates – the advice comes pouring in. 
Ofra and Hanna – citing the dog’s obvious distress, the enormous expense her 
behavior entails, the reluctance of others to admit the dog to their own homes even 
for a short visit, and Liz’s own constant anxiety – suggest that it is time to put the 
dog to sleep. Liz, near tears, says that she just can’t do this to a pet who has been 
part of the family for over ten years. 
Our own animals, immune from such concerns, pursue their own patterns 
uncaringly. Fritz is pissing on the chair leg at the unclaimed little table in the 
corner. Bailey is disgracing himself in some matter involving greed and Ofra 
actually ties him to the naughty fence for a while. Many of the dogs rush the 
fence to bay at poor Red, the docile Alsatian – who is only interested in snatching 
his Frisbee from the skies. Bailey, Bobby, Fritz, Sparkie and Panda (here with 
Georgie today) exhaust my supply of biscuits. As we get up to leave I observe 
two interesting sights. A lady with a Cairn Terrier is tying her pet to the doggy 
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compound fence – with the plaintive statement, “My mother can’t be outside and 
my dog isn’t allowed inside.” Then, as we pass a table surrounded by Middle 
Eastern women outside the café’s front doors, I notice that an empty chair has 
been occupied by a cheeky Daisy-Mae – who has somehow missed the obvious 
conclusion that here she is definitely persona non grata. 

Wednesday, November 2:
It seems to be a bit chillier this morning, but the sun is shining brightly and the 
leaves are resplendent in their fall colors. Fritz dashes into the park and makes 
short work of our walk to the green. The dominant color here is orange, but we 
are not talking about leaves but the bobbed hairdo of Mary Portas, who is strolling 
through the scene with her lively Walter. Fritz elects the Morshead roadway as his 
sniffing route this morning and we begin a slow progress along this avenue – soon 
encountering Georgie, who is entering the park with Sparkie, Winnie, Daisy-Mae 
and, after a month away, Lady Belle. This is my signal to return to the café but 
when I arrive Georgie says that Claire’s mum is in desperate need of some treats 
for Panda, since she has misplaced the bag of goodies supplied by her daughter, 
and so I leave Fritz in the compound and make a journey out to the center of the 
green in order to hand over some biscuits. Here, also, I meet for the first time 
a lively mid-sized black dog who is chasing her tennis ball. This is Bobbie, a 
little over four months old. I suppose the presence of the tail inhibited any easy 
identification but I now discover that Bobbie, is in fact, a Giant Schnauzer puppy.
I enter the café, where Ofra and Georgie are getting rid of £6.40 in change at the 
coffee counter. Outside our group includes these two ladies plus Liz, Peter, Ellie, 
Hanna, Makiko and Renata. Peter is telling Liz all about the dangers of Internet 
dating – as if he has had any experience whatsoever in this activity. He tells me 
that he is having great difficulty getting in a word edgewise amid this gaggle of 
females and I agree that perhaps he and I will need to sharpen our abilities in this 
essential skill – perhaps there is a refresher course on offer at one of the local civic 
night schools. Liz tells us a good deal about her recent business activities and says 
she is close to concluding a deal that will require her presence in London at least 
once a month. She says she is never getting married again – unless she can find a 
man who can fix things around the house.
Georgie now admits that she has recently had a dream in which she was about 
to marry EastEnder’s Ian Beale, but I suggest that she will have to fight Mandy 
(park visitor Nicola Stapleton) for him first. Georgie also tells us that her grandson 
Oliver, riding in a toy car with a friend, responded to his pal’s idea  – “Let’s now 
go see Batman!” – with a counter-suggestion, “No, let’s go to Sainsbury’s!” This 
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is a reminder that I must head for this food emporium myself later today – I am 
down to kibble alone now that my dog biscuits are exhausted and this is matter of 
grave disappointment to Daisy-Mae, Sparkie (who sits in my lap auditioning for 
the next cover photo) and Winnie, who now stays behind at some stranger’s table 
as we begin our back passage walkround. As we are walking between the playing 
fields (the girls of St. Augustine’s on one side, those of Francis Holland on the 
other) Makiko tells me that she went to a Noel Gallagher concert last week and that 
yesterday, when she was having tea at the Warrington Hotel, the rock star arrived 
with his family. This time she introduced herself, since they have a mutual friend, 
and later in the afternoon, when she was at our café with Emilio, the Gallagher 
clan showed up again here. By this time we have neared the Essendine gate and 
Liz, making her farewells, has recorded everyone’s email address and telephone 
number. She says she will definitely be back among us in December. 

Thursday, November 3:
The streets are still damp from last night’s rain as Fritz and I reach the park on 
a gray but mild Thursday morning. Almost immediately Fritz has to withstand 
the attentions of Jo-Jo, who always wants to have a good sniff. It’s an awkward 
moment because Jo-Jo is never off-lead and thus his mistress is, perforce, dragged 
along to these encounters – which inevitably end when my dog utters a protest 
growl. A few minutes later, another Fritz-follower comes up behind us; this is 
Panda, also on lead – a fate that has followed a bout of barking that has quite 
discomfited Claire’s mother. When we at last reach the green we stroll down the 
Randolph roadway, returning to the café just as this institution is opening its doors.
We have only a small group this morning: Ofra, Georgie, Peter and Davide 
initially, then Hanna, Makiko and Wendy. I share with Georgie a recollection of 
our good luck – since last night we both managed to get in our late night walks 
between the showers. This I know because I had spotted her across Elgin Avenue 
with Sparkie and Daisy-Mae (we waved) at about 10:00. Today Lady Belle has 
been added to her menagerie but Winnie has been reclaimed by Davide. Peter has 
Bobby with him this morning and I have to break a biscuit in half when the tiny 
white chap joins the queue. Emilio has just started to accept a biscuit from me as 
well; heretofore it had to come from his mommy or he wouldn’t touch it.  Bailey, 
at the head of the line as usual, has spent a day without food after a bout of tummy 
trouble. When Georgie starts to dissect her ham and cheese sandwich he makes 
such a pest of himself that he ends up being tied to the naughty fence again. 
There are a number of comments on the turning of the leaves, which, every day, 
display a new autumnal shade, darker now and richer in color. Davide, just back 
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from Buenos Aires, is obviously depressed, since he has just received a text 
message from Italy, where one of his good friends has just died after years of 
struggle against cancer. He tells us that he may be late tomorrow – since they are 
coming to see if his flat really does deserve to be in a higher property tax band than 
that of his neighbors. A number of us have watched last night’s installment of the 
wonderful BBC David Attenborough documentary, The Frozen Planet. Makiko 
says that Emilio paid no attention to the whales, the narwhals or even the penguins, 
but when the albatrosses began to fly and squawk he became extremely agitated, 
raced about in distress, barked at the screen and farted. 

Friday, November 4: 
It has been raining most of the night and there is still just a little moisture in the air 
as we ready ourselves for another day in the park. I decide to put my rain jacket 
on, and I store that of my dog in a pocket – just in case. I am glad I have done this 
because by the time we have reached the green a light rain is falling and I have to 
strap the coat onto Fritz’s back. He doesn’t seem at all discomfited by the moisture 
and soon he is trotting around the eastern end of the green. We pass Bekki, here 
with Chica the Boxer, and dive behind the foliage to emerge onto the Randolph 
roadway for a climb up Mt. Bannister. As we reach the summit we encounter two 
curious Labradors – who want to give my dog a good sniff. One is blonde, a rescue 
dog named Renzi, and the other, chocolate in color, is sporting the splendid name 
of Sherlock. We now descend the hill on the Carlton side and, back on lead, Fritz 
heads for the café – where Ellen is all alone with Jack and Lucky.
We two are soon joined by Georgie, Ofra, Davide, Makiko, Peter, and Renata. 
Georgie again has Sparkie, Lady Belle and Daisy-Mae – the latter, after our wet 
weather, looking again like a damp mop with legs. Ofra protests when her Bailey 
puts his wet paws on her shocking pink track trousers but I have no sympathy – 
since he has already placed these sodden feet on my cords. Winnie does this too 
but at least her daddy is in a better mood. He says that the chap who has come 
to see if he is situated in too high a property tax band seems to have supported 
his contention that he is. Ellen says that she has missed a day because Lucky had 
to go to the vet with a strained ligament. (I ask if being humped by Jack is part 
of the therapy.) Peter takes in a few more pound coins from those interested in 
tomorrow’s racing card – but he lacks a pen with which to record these wagers 
and the lipstick on offer is too crude a writing implement. Makiko says she went 
to a new Japanese restaurant on Regent’s Street yesterday and satisfied her lust for 
home cooking with an extensive (and free) taster’s menu. “Well, Schatzi,” Ofra 
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says to Renata, “what have you got to say for yourself this morning?” “Very little,” 
our German friend replies, “I have forgotten both my ears and my teeth today.”
Ellen is the first to depart this morning but when she does so Fritz makes one of 
his traditional great escapes – though she and Georgie soon have him recaptured. 
As we part at the head of the back passage walkway, Peter heading down the 
Carlton roadway with Ofra, Georgie notes that this is the moment when there was 
always a ride on offer for Peter from the missing Ronnie. By this time the sun has 
been making a valiant (though perhaps temporary) attempt to break through and 
this means that I can plan an expedition to the 123 Cleaners. At home there is an 
email from the recently departed Liz – one carrying a copy of a New York Times 
article in which the volunteer work she has done as accountant, grant writer and 
fundraiser for an African rain forest conservancy is highlighted. Well done, Liz!

Saturday, November 5:
And so we reach bonfire night at last. In fact, there have been percussive 
explosions for more than a week – to the considerable distress of my dog – but last 
night, Guy Fawkes Eve, there was such a sustained bombardment that Fritz would 
not eat his dinner, he spent several hours panting and pawing the carpet, and he 
made very short work of our late night walk. It is true that he seemed to recover his 
spirits a bit as midnight neared – he ate his food, had several drinks of water and 
slept far more soundly than I did. So we start off for the park this morning without 
any signs of the previous night’s discomfiture and Fritz has soon reached the green 
and headed down the Randolph roadway. 
There are nine of us at breakfast this morning – including Ellen (who fetches my 
coffee for me), Peter (who passes out our horse racing choices for this afternoon), 
Dan, Ofra, Wendy, Renata, Georgie and Shefali. The latter is again accompanied 
by Yaris who, yes, was named after her original owner’s car. Wendy reports that 
her Ted is suffering from some form of rash and is on antibiotics. Bailey is again 
the most pestiferous of the pooches, raking away at his mommy today and also 
climbing forward on to the tabletop in order to lick some almost empty plates. All 
of the dogs rush the fence to register their disapproval when Dex walks by with 
his Yorkie Ozzy, but Fritz, who is intent on getting Ellen to open up her purse and 
distribute some hidden treats, howls in protest over this unwelcome noise; it’s bad 
enough that he has to endure the mindless explosions of the neighborhood humans 
– he shouldn’t have to suffer from the noise made by his canine pals.
I have brought with me a copy of Dog Scene Investigation for Renata and Dan 
now proposes that, after I have signed it, cover girl Winnie will then affix her paw 
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print – in fact he will be bringing an ink pad with him to the park tomorrow. Renata 
also expresses an interest in a parachute jump and Dan insists that this event must 
be a fundraiser whose slogan will be, “How much would you pay to throw this 
woman out of an airplane?” (We have to tell Renata that raising money to pay 
for her own dentures doesn’t qualify as a charity event.) Renata says she is going 
to a Christmas market in Germany next month and her picture of life in the Alps 
inspires Dan to insist that he we wants an Alp too. Shefali describes something 
of her very strict Catholic boarding school upbringing and, as we begin our back 
passage walkround, you can tell that she commands the compliance of her pet in 
tones the nuns would surely be proud of. 

Sunday, November 6:
Our morning walk gets started over two hours earlier than usual – for at 6:50 
Fritz begins to whine near the front door and this is my signal to get up and get 
dressed. I am not surprised that there should be such a premature request since 
we have endured another disturbed night – with a more or less continuous aerial 
bombardment from nightfall at 5:00 until midnight. After about an hour of this 
idiocy I squeezed some Rescue Remedy down my dog’s throat and perhaps there 
was a little less of the manic floor scraping that epitomizes his distress under such 
provocation – but I would find him standing rigidly in some darkened corner or 
another for the next few hours. My own sleep was intermittent but I was relieved 
to hear my dog shake himself in the hallway and the sounds of his sipping from his 
water bowl as dawn at last arrived. The park isn’t even open when we undertake 
the kind of pavement stroll that should have been our late night exercise – but Fritz 
now seems lively enough.
A few hours pass and we are able to begin our usual morning in the park. As we 
clear the head of the track there is evidence of law-breaking everywhere: on the 
walkway we step over a number of discharged fireworks that have been launched 
in the park itself and on the running track a young man races around on a bicycle. 
There isn’t a great deal of activity on the green – just Chinny and Bliss at one end 
and Georgie with Daisy-Mae and Sparkie at the other. We turn left to pass behind 
the tennis courts and enter the parking lot. A machine is chugging away here and 
so I decide to use the steep, leaf-covered path to the top of Mt. Bannister. As we 
head up the hill we encounter the unusual daylight sight of a brown fox crossing 
out path at some speed. We continue down to the Carlton roadway where Fritz goes 
back on lead for our advance on the café  – whose doors have just opened. 
Our group this morning includes Peter, Ellen, Ofra, Dan, Davide, Makiko, 
Matthew, and Georgie. Peter announces that we have won £18.00 using Ofra’s 
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numbers in last night’s lottery (well that includes our own stake of £15.00) but 
we decide not to distribute this munificent sum now but to add it to our Christmas 
party kitty. Dan passes his phone around so we can see a YouTube epic involving 
a chap who comes home to find that his dogs have attacked the kitchen waste bin 
and that one of them is still wearing the lid around his neck. Then we have a great 
deal of conversation on the subject of teeth whitening and Ofra changes seats so 
she can monitor more closely Makiko’s efforts in this regard. For her part, Ofra still 
feels she is overweight and her friends say she needs to step on the scales without 
any clothes on. For my part, I suggest that there is at least one item of apparel that 
I have to wear whenever I step on the scales. This leads to an extensive guessing 
game. “Your tie?” “No.” “Your hat?” “No.” “Your scarf?” “No.” The answer, 
which someone at last comes up with, is “Your glasses.” “Yes,” I concede, “the 
clue is in the ‘I have to’ – if I don’t wear my glasses I can’t read the numbers at my 
feet.”  

Monday, November 7:
I think that both of us are a bit more rested today. It is true that we continued to 
hear sporadic firing last night but Fritz eschewed his usual manic pawing, content 
to snuggle next to me on the sofa throughout the evening. Of course he took in 
no sustenance but our late night walk went almost normally (except for those 
moments when the dog insisted on changing from one side of the street to the next 
when a distant boom unsettled him). On our return he finally ate his dinner, drank 
some water and joined me in the bedroom – and there was only one episode of 
heavy breathing to interrupt the night’s rest.
I note that Fritz shows some interest in grass chewing this morning but I get him 
moving and we soon reach the green. Here Davide and Georgie are just entering 
from the right and I am able to inform the latter that it is okay for her to watch 
Strictly Come Dancing now – since her bête noir, Lulu, was voted off last night. 
“That’s made my day!” she replies. As I follow Fritz over to the Grantully gate 
I pass one end of the cricket crease and note that it lies blackened after having 
been utilized as a site for firework launching or as one for a bonfire itself. (Later 
the park manager tells me that there is already an appropriation in place for a new 
cricket crease, but why the park doesn’t employ some nighttime security during the 
incendiary season will remain a mystery of Westminster accountancy.) Fritz now 
begins a voyage of discovery, sniffing his way around the eastern perimeter of the 
green, then down the alleyway behind the tennis courts, then into the parking lot 
and the doggy compound over here – finally we can join the coffee drinkers at the 
café.
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Our group this morning includes Peter, Ellen, Ofra. Davide (who has a cold), 
Georgie, Hanna and Claire. Neither Peter, Ellen nor Hanna has a dog in tow today 
– Lucky and Jack are on a road trip to Suffolk in the giant caravan and Yoyo gets 
delivered to the compound by Tim only after we have been seated for a while. 
Georgie reports that her daughter and grandson are coming for a visit this weekend 
and she has to fine-tune her housecleaning in order to avoid criticism from the 
eagle-eyed Lynn. (“That’s payback,” I add, “for all those moments when she was 
a teenager and you ordered her to clean her room.”) Claire gives us an update on 
her recent sale at Brick Lane (where camouflage jeans were the big seller) and on 
Panda’s own sufferings during fireworks season. The sad news (at least for the rest 
of us) is that she has sold her flat and is scheduled to move on December 15. She 
does promise to visit us after her move to Dorset, perhaps once every eight weeks. 
“I need my London fix,” she concludes. 

Tuesday, November 8:
An echoing firework put Fritz into reverse gear as we were half way through our 
late night walk yesterday, but thereafter we seemed to resume our regular rhythms 
and the night was far more comfortable – at least for the dog. Today there are 
obvious signs of a recent downpour but it is only spitting when we hit the street 
and Fritz’s raincoat remains in the pocket of my rain jacket. Will and Grace are 
heading our way as we pass the top of the running track and soon thereafter my 
dog dives behind the cypress trees. I am standing staring at this foliage as Guinness 
and mom head our way. “Do you have a dog in there?” she asks – well it does look 
I am just here for the Leylandia – but Fritz soon emerges to validate my position. 
When we reach the green we begin a slow circuit of this open space, passing 
Bekki with Chica and, at the Grantully gate, the black Cocker Tackis – we passed 
him on our late night walk as well, only a few yards from this spot. Far across 
the greensward I can hear Ofra’s merry chortle and this is a sign that we need to 
complete our circle and join the others at the café.
Our group this morning includes Ofra, Ellen, Makiko, Davide, Georgie, Peter and 
Hanna. Ellen, who wants to know why Fritz isn’t wearing his coat, has reclaimed 
Lucky and Jack; Hanna again takes delivery of Yoyo half way through our session. 
“Look at this,” she says to her charge, “your daddy has put your harness on under 
your coat!” Today we also have a number of late arrivals in our compound. First it 
is Ellie, whose Teddy nestles comfortably in mummy’s lap throughout the session. 
Then we admit the giant Pancho, whom we have not seen in some time, and Vlad 
arrives with Tara. Finally Claire comes with Panda. She wants us to admire her 
newest footwear– a pair of galoshes with Beagles affixed. “It’s the first time my 
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parents have ever given me something to wear that I haven’t had to send back!” 
There is some speculation that Hanna’s new Furla handbag must come from one of 
Claire’s sales but it is only her scarf that comes from this source – the bag is from 
John Lewis.
Davide is the subject of some gentle ribbing in the wake of Silvio Berlusconi’s 
latest escapade – using his Facebook page to deny rumors of his resignation. 
There is also some discussion of the guilty verdict that was handed out to Michael 
Jackson’s physician in Los Angeles yesterday. Our verdict: yes Dr. Murray was 
negligent, but how do you deny anything to a demanding and needy superstar 
like Michael? Ellie, who is off to Ikea soon, notes that I am wearing the hood of 
my jacket and this is a symbol of how cold it is this morning. Peter says that he is 
about to don full winter gear as well. Perhaps one of the reasons I am shivering is 
that I have remained behind when Georgie and Davide make an early departure. 
But when Ofra lets Fritz escape (albeit into the café forecourt) I decide it is time to 
make a move and we are soon heading down the Morshead roadway on our way 
home.   

Wednesday, November 9:
We seem to have spent all of the previous day in darkness – so it is with some relief 
that we emerge into ordinary grayness, several shades lighter than yesterday’s 
murk. When we reach the green I can count eight dog owners exercising their 
animals but, truth to tell, I don’t know any of them or their dogs. Georgie is 
walking on the margins with Sparkie, Daisy-Mae, Lady Belle and Winnie and I ask 
her if there has been any sign of London Janet, who returns from Australia today. 
She says there has been no sign as yet ¬–¬ but almost immediately she reverses 
herself: we can just make out our friend walking toward us from the clubhouse. 
Georgie alerts Daisy-Mae that mommy is here and as soon as Janet calls for her 
pet there is a mad dash over the intervening leaves so that the Shih-Tzu can be 
swooped up by her delighted owner.
Fritz now continues on down the Randolph roadway, turning left again to walk 
behind the tennis courts. Head gardener Boyd is instructing some tree trimmers as 
we pass through the parking lot and into the Carlton roadway doggy compound. 
We don’t linger for long but this is a matter of some disappointment to a woman 
just entering with a copper-colored Pomeranian – who needs someone to play with. 
I remind her that my dog is much too set in in his ways for that kind of play these 
days but if she will head for the green (where tiny Guinness is chasing a delighted 
Puli) she might find what she is looking for. The café is already open when we 
arrive and I pass the lead of my dog over to Peter while I go inside to order my 
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cappuccino. This morning our group includes Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ofra, Hanna, 
Renata, Claire, Carrie and Makiko.
Will he stay or will he go? We begin the morning’s conversation with more 
attention paid to the fate of Silvio Berlusconi. This leads Ofra to a discussion of 
the price of truffles at an Italian restaurant in Knightsbridge and then there are 
questions on Australian cuisine that Janet has to answer. (She says she enjoyed 
the mangoes and skipped the conger eel.) Makiko gets up to make a phone call 
and Bailey jumps into her chair in order to have a go at stealing her sandwich. 
(Ofra says he wouldn’t have actually taken it – but no one believes this.) Panda 
is suffering from a sore shoulder and Hanna begins a session of Reiki therapy, 
with the dog situated in her lap. Panda needs to be removed from the fray at just 
this moment anyway because a young woman with two ungovernable Staffies has 
approached our fence and there is a howl of protest, led by Panda. As we make 
our way out to the Carlton roadway at the end of our session we meet Debby with 
Zorro and Margaret with Mutley. This means that we have four blonde Pugs at our 
feet but these dogs pay no attention to one another – for each the motto seems to 
be, “I’m the only Pug in this park.”

Thursday, November 10:
I can see Janet coming into the park behind us and so we wait at the head of the 
track for her to catch up – Fritz managing an unwelcoming growl as Daisy-Mae 
approaches. I ask Janet how her jet lag is progressing – with Australia ten hours 
earlier than the English time zone she has returned to. She says she is trying to stay 
awake during the daylight hours; today she is wrestling not only with the phone 
company over all those roaming charges she accidentally occurred in the Antipodes 
but also with the Bangkok hotel, which doesn’t want to give her any money back 
after she cancelled her reservation in the wake (quite literally) of the recent floods 
in Thailand. When we reach the green the dogs rush forward to greet Ellen, Jack 
and Lucky and thereafter Fritz slopes off to begin a slow examination of every 
leaf pile on the Morshead roadway. As we near the street on this side we encounter 
Wendy, just arriving with T-bone. She lifts her pet over the leaves, however, since 
she feels that his recent skin problems may be related to the mold and spores 
resident in this foliage. 
A few minutes later I am handing Fritz over to Peter as I head into the café for 
my morning cappuccino. Our breakfast club enrolls the aforementioned owners, 
of course, but also Dan, Georgie, Ofra, Renata and Makiko. Peter is distributing 
Thunderball numbers for the weekend and taking wagers on tomorrow’s racing 
calendar. When he fails to offer Dan a printout of the lottery numbers the latter 
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pretends to be affronted – even though he has no interest in this document: “I 
like to be asked.” Janet has brought with her two packages of Tim Tam biscuits 
from Australia and Dan now demonstrates that if you bite a little out of the end 
of each chocolate covered treat you can then use the cookie as a delicious straw. 
He then sucks his coffee through his Tim Tam and I do too, but after the second 
suck the whole confection melts into my coffee cup. Perhaps incited by efforts in 
the consumption category our dogs are also insistent on their own goodies. At one 
point I have tiny Bobby raking away at my left knee in pursuit of a biscuit (well, he 
can manage only half a biscuit at any one time) and Emilio raking away at my right 
knee – the first time he has participated in this ancient canine custom. 
In the naughtiness sweepstakes, however, these animals are no rivals to the leading 
candidates for the day, Bailey and Daisy-Mae. Ofra’s Cavalier, someone notices, 
is actually having a poo in a corner of our compound – a most unexpected crime. 
Then someone notices Daisy-Mae’s face. I know it was clean when we started 
out this morning but now most of it is a grisly black – she has obviously rolled in 
the ashes of the cricket crease and, as soon as she gets home, must have a bath. 
We do begin our homeward journey (with Georgie trying to trick Winnie into 
getting a move on by promising that daddy is just around the corner) and now 
Renata continues a morning of protest. It begins when she takes exception to the 
conventional greeting, “How are you?” because the people who say this have no 
interest in a real response – as she has discovered several times while attempting a 
detailed answer. Then, it turns out, her sour mood is also related to a true financial 
crisis: the sudden arrival of a huge assessment for “needed improvements” in the 
building she lives in (with eighty or so additional leaseholders) in West Hampstead. 
We discuss these matters and any potential remedies as we make our way slowly 
toward the gates – and then our day in the park is over. 

Friday, November 11:
It’s cold and gray as we head for the park today and it’s just as well that Fritz 
maintains a lively pace on our march to the green. Here there seem to be two 
choices: Janet is atop Mt. Bannister with Daisy-Mae but Fritz wants to head for 
the cricket crease because he has spotted Winnie, Lady Belle and Sparkie making 
their way into the chilly scene. A few minutes later we are turning left at the tennis 
courts (seriously disfigured by huge green screens bearing the name of some 
corporate identity) and heading for the parking lot. While we are in the little doggy 
area over here I can see Ofra pulling in with her Smart car and soon we are all 
on our way back to the café, whose doors are just opening. Today we have Janet, 
Georgie, Ofra, Ellen, Peter, Makiko and, eventually, Wendy and Claire. 
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As the dogs foregather at my feet I note to the other owners that one large bag of 
Shapes no longer lasts long enough to feed all these ravenous beasts for two weeks. 
Fortunately, today, there are other goodies on offer: Ofra has brought some tripe 
sticks, Makiko some Power Flower biscuits (or perhaps Flower Power) and Ellen 
some dried sausages – Tara snatches at these treats and makes off with far more 
than her fair share. After a while the dogs tire of this exotic fare and begin scraping 
away at my legs again – at least Daisy-Mae has had her head cleaned since 
yesterday (and Bailey is freshly groomed as well). 
Janet asks me to send her copies of the photos taken at Ronnie’s farewell party 
so that she can Photoshop herself (and Peter) onto the image. She reports that she 
has had a heart-to-heart with Orange and they have reduced her mobile phone 
indebtedness from over a thousand pounds to a mere £135. Makiko expresses 
puzzlement over the cult of the poppy, which reaches its apogee today. In particular 
she cannot understand why some militant Moslems have been burning wreaths 
of poppies in protest (the home secretary banned one such group yesterday) or 
why FIFA has suggested that English football players not be allowed to sport this 
symbol on their uniforms. This requires a bit of a history lesson as we make our 
way slowly toward the exit – but I think she takes it all in. 

Saturday, November 12:
After more rain the sun is making a comeback on a mild November Saturday. I 
note that Fritz, squatting for his first poo near the red collection box, has a fan – 
closely watched poos. His observer, in this case, is Daisy-Mae, who has just come 
up behind us with Janet. We continue together toward the green – though progress 
is slowed when Fritz makes an incursion into the environmental area. When Janet 
heads right to greet Georgie, we turn left on the Randolph roadway: Fritz has 
spotted Ellen with Lucky and Jack and rushes off to give greeting. Thereafter it is 
Pippa the Papillion who exercises a certain fascination for my dog and we end up 
in the embowered walkway behind the more southerly of the tennis courts. Soon 
we are walking along the alleyway behind the northerly courts, climbing steeply to 
the top of Mt. Bannister and dropping down to the Carlton roadway. By this time 
the café is open but there is such a long queue that I decide to wait a bit before 
registering my order.
Our group this morning includes the three aforementioned ladies plus Linda, 
Dan, Peter, Wendy, Ofra and Renata. I eventually join the crowd inside the café, 
returning with my cappuccino and Linda’s espresso and soon feeling Pepper’s 
claws raking away at the back of my legs. I have lots of other customers as well 
and, when they are not feeding, the dogs are busy patrolling the fence and barking 
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at any interlopers. One of these is Paddy, the mostly Beagle belonging to Mary 
McCartney. Linda, seeing her friend, gets up to welcome Sir Paul’s latest grandson 
in his pushchair (Mary now has four boys). Renata’s Maxi, meanwhile, is off his 
feed and there is some concern about his health – he has also been eating grass – 
but he does chase his ball out on the green; he is now too plump to squeeze through 
the fence.
For the turf enthusiasts in our circle there is good news: Peter’s nominations 
in yesterday’s trifecta have produced a £10.18 win for every $2.00 wagered. 
Winnings are distributed and then Janet and Peter are posed out on the green for a 
phone photo taken by Dan – the better to facilitate their addition (via Photoshop) to 
the famous picture taken at Ronnie’s farewell gathering. Dan, who is anticipating a 
holiday in Miami and Mexico, tries to phone Ronnie but again he gets only voice 
mail. Hanna now comes in and there is a joint effort at capturing Pepper so that he 
can have a Reiki treatment. There are other instances of canine naughtiness. Daisy-
Mae, while waiting in front of the cafe for Janet to return from the loos, hops onto 
an empty tabletop. Bailey (a dog of very little brain) gets confused when Ofra joins 
us on our back passage walkround (instead of heading down the Carlton roadway) 
and she has to go back to fetch him. And Winnie steadfastly refuses to join our 
long march – so that Dan has to backtrack to reclaim his pet. As we near the 
environmental area there is the unusual sight of a half naked toddler having a pee 
just inside the open door. I tell Ofra that we can hardly object to this public peeing 
– our dogs all like to go in here for the same purpose. 

Sunday, November 13:
What a gorgeous day for mid-November – for Fritz and I walk in radiant sunshine 
on a mild Sunday morning. The park is crowded with joggers, self-punishing 
exercisers and toddlers under footie instruction and something about this unusually 
large contingent spooks the dog who, just before we reach the cypress trees, 
reverses direction. He stops several times to check that I am still following him as 
we pass our original entrance and head for the Morshead roadway – where Dan 
is just entering with Winnie and Sparkie. Georgie is present on the green but this 
weekend she has been playing hostess to her daughter Lynn and grandson Oliver. 
Fritz, after enduring an examination by the shaggy Thomas, heads down the 
Randolph roadway, reaching the gate on this side before I can re-attach his lead 
and head for the café.
As we near this oasis I can see Dan carrying the empty water bowl in the direction 
of the loos. This is a mission he undertakes to replenish the liquid contents – which 
have just been dumped over the tiles to wash away a cup of coffee spilled by Ellen. 
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This event, which seems to have caused much amusement, soon has a sequel – 
for Janet manages to knock Dan’s coffee over as well. The effect of all this extra 
moisture is that our dogs soon have very wet feet – as we discover when they 
place paws on knees. Among my customers, these days, is Emilio – who has just 
started to apply for treats directly. Sparkie jumps into the laps of both Matthew 
and Makiko – visits lasting for only a very few seconds. Dan has brought with him 
a plastic sack with puppy kibble and something that looks like yellow elephant 
tranquilizers. These turn out to be the left-over containers from Kinder Surprise 
treats and, if filled now with the kibble, make ideal quarry for Winnie – who enjoys 
pouncing on these objects and chewing them until they open up and yield their 
contents. Meanwhile Maxi seems to have recovered his appetite and his reward is 
most of his mommy’s croissant.
Topics of conversation: Matthew’s Christmas work schedule, Oliver’s fondness for 
train travel, Dan’s £8.00 haircut and the marvelous weather – Renata even gets up 
and removes a layer. When we begin our back passage walkround Oliver disdains a 
ride in (Winnie’s old) baby carriage and so progress is quite slow. There are lots of 
footie parents on the walkways – their kiddies being told, as we pass the five-a-side 
pitch, to clap their ears as a sign they are listening to what the coach has to say. 
At the corner by the cypress trees we meet two members of the UCS contingent, 
Lisa (with Zara and Dash) and Olivia (with Skye) – two other students of the 
Hampstead school being Linda’s Liam and Ofra’s Guy. I hang back a bit as we 
near our exit gate for I need to say farewell to Dan, whom we may not see for two 
weeks – as he is off to Mexico on Wednesday. Renata, just to cheer him up, says 
that a hurricane is heading for the Yucatan. 

Monday, November 14:
No one would call this morning a gorgeous day for mid-November. Instead, we 
have murky gray skies, chilly temperatures, and a fine mist falling. I lose track 
of Fritz as we reach the café; this is because he likes to take a shortcut across 
the forecourt – though this means that Peter, standing on the Randolph roadway, 
has to open the gate so that the dog can reach the green. Georgie (with Sparkie, 
Winnie and Lady Belle) is heading our way with Janet but Sparkie has decided to 
investigate the bushes that snake down from the top of Mt. Bannister and Fritz has 
to see what he is doing. It takes a while for me to extricate him from this area – 
since he wants to sample some particularly succulent grass shoots here – and when 
I do so he rushes out to the middle of the green in order to check out the action 
here. Then he is off to see what Ellen (with Lucky and Jack) is up to. By the time I 
have my pet collared at last the café has been open for five minutes. 
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I can see that we have two new additions to the canine mixture in our compound 
– since a woman has brought with her two delightful tiny puppies, a Shih-Tzu-
Poodle mix called Coco and a Cavalier-Bichon cross called Henry. Janet says that 
Coco is a “Shit-Poo,” and her purebred Daisy-Mae shows her superior breeding 
by making the rest of us feel abjectly ashamed of our inability to supply her with 
a constant stream of treats. Panda, for once, shows little interest in biscuits: she 
needs to bark at the world this morning and this gives Claire, who is recovering 
from a bad cold, a real headache. There already seem to be a lot of dogs underfoot 
but now one of our resident dog walkers comes into the compound with four of 
her charges, including two Cavaliers and a wonderful fuzzy black puppy named 
Morrison.
Georgie reports that every time Lynn sends a picture of Oliver wearing green 
her husband, James, takes offense at his grandson wearing the colors of Glasgow 
Ranger’s archrival, Celtic. Ofra and Peter quarrel over whose numbers to use in 
the next installment of our lottery investments on Saturday; he has been buying 
fifteen lucky dips, she wants him to use numbers she has painstakingly supplied. 
He claims that his system has at least worked far better than the one employed by 
Dan but it is suggested that he ought to be more discrete in attacking our missing 
friend – because Georgie might be wearing a wire! Peter does agree to use Ofra’s 
numbers next time and he reminds us that we all need top up our lottery stakes. 
Makiko now comes in and tells us that last night she and Matthew went to the 
Playboy Club in Park Lane. Here they were offered a membership for a mere 
£2000 (“I’ll take two, in that case” is my comment). She says that the cheapest 
drink on the menu was a champagne cocktail for £16.00. We are still scraping 
Peter’s jaw off the floor. 

Tuesday, November 15:
The sun has returned to our skies, temperatures have climbed – but I have a new 
problem. This is a bad back, one that keeps me moving stiffly over the park’s 
walkways as Fritz makes his steady advance on the green. He rushes out to see 
Georgie and Davide – I don’t. Instead, I wait for him to return and together we 
toddle down the Randolph roadway, turning left at the tennis courts. Fortunately 
our progress is very slow-moving as my dog conducts his investigation (by nose) 
of the all the fallen foliage. I put him back on lead when we reach the Carlton 
roadway and thus we are at last able to head for the café. Most of our ensemble 
have already placed coffee cups in front of them and I have no one in front of me in 
the queue. 
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With us this morning we have Georgie and Davide, of course, but also Ofra, Janet, 
Peter, Ellen and Claire. Vlad also arrives, somewhat later, and when he enters with 
Tara, my dog takes advantage of this moment to make one of his patented escapes. 
Vlad tries to get him to come back but Fritz is having nothing to do with this. 
Davide then has a go – and I am astonished to see my pet trotting back meekly as 
they soon re-enter the compound. Davide’s explanation is even more surprising: 
“I told him he had to follow me because I have a bad back and I don’t feel like 
bending over to grab him.” Ofra finds the number of an osteopath to hand to her 
friend – who, of course, is scheduled to take off for Mexico with Dan tomorrow. 
Meanwhile we have the return of another world traveller when Suzanne enters our 
space with her Sunny. Suzanne has been on a twenty-four day tour of India and we 
have an extensive report; she attended the same camel fair in Pushkar visited by 
our party in 2004 and actually saw tigers at Ranthambore. 
I am running desperately short on Shape biscuits so the animals each receive only a 
single specimen of these treats – will I feel like a Sainsbury expedition tomorrow? 
These short measures are a matter of some concern for my usual customers: Daisy-
Mae sits in an adjacent chair and barks at me without let-up. We humans have a 
little better luck with some chocolate cake baked for us by Ofra. That lady spends 
much of the session at the fence – chatting with her friend Tanya. The latter is 
accompanied, as usual, by her Weimaraner, Pasha, and our dogs object to this 
alien presence on their doorstep, twice raising noisy protests – so noisy that my 
dog, who hates loudness in any form, howls in disapproval. It takes great effort for 
me to rise to a standing position when it is time for us to begin our back passage 
walkround but I am looking forward to returning to my heating pad. 

Wednesday. November 16:
It’s a cold and gray morning and I am wearing my wool hat and my gloves for our 
excursion in the park. My back is still bothering me and I have already decided 
that my every-other-Wednesday expedition to Sainsbury’s is off. Walking itself is 
not too uncomfortable and I follow Fritz slowly out to the green, where I can see 
almost no activity at all – save for Bekki playing with Chica over in one corner. 
Janet is just descending from the heights and we join her and Daisy-Mae in a 
gentle stroll around the perimeter. Janet says has she has been watching a TV series 
on the activities of Westminster Council and that last’s night’s episode featured 
scenes from the Rec itself – including the obtrusive talking rubbish bin. She 
also says that plans for the new doggy area at the café have undergone yet a new 
permutation and now no one is certain where they’ll put us. By this time we have 
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reached the Morshead roadway and we can see Georgie making her way toward us 
with Sparkie, Lady-Belle and Winnie.
Vlad has taken up a lonely position at a corner table already but we have soon 
edged around the margins of our tables in the center of our compound. In addition 
to Janet and Georgie we also have Peter, Ellen, Makiko, Hanna and Ofra today. 
I may not be going to Sainsbury’s but I had better head for the Food & Wine in 
Maida Vale Parade for I am almost out of Shapes biscuits and members of the 
canine corps are deeply unhappy: I have Bailey scraping away at me on one side 
and Daisy-Mae barking at me on the other. In disgust the disappointed Shih-Tzu 
then attacks poor Bobby for good measure. The animals shift their attention to 
Ellen, who is eating a croissant and then to Makiko – who would like to eat a 
sausage sandwich with brown sauce – if only Tara would remove her head from 
Makiko’s lap first. Yoyo is somewhat behind the others in her search for treats; 
Hanna says that recently, after the black Schnauzer had disappeared for half an 
hour as she sought scraps in the park bushes, a flashing red light has been attached 
to the scavenger’s collar.
Janet reports that she has received a text from Dan and Davide as they wait for 
their flight to Mexico and Ellen reports that Susie and Ronnie are beginning their 
third week in a Biggleswade hotel as work on their new house moves forward 
slowly. Hanna says that yesterday afternoon a mob of kids pursued by police 
sought refuge in the park – and she missed it! Georgie wants to know where she 
can go toy shopping for Oliver and Ofra is suddenly reminded of waiting outside 
such emporia at 5:00 in the morning in order to get the right Teletubbies toy for 
her children. In fact, Peter misses much of the morning chatter since he is wearing 
a hat that covers his ears. He can see, however, that Hanna has returned from the 
café counter with an unclaimed dog lead. No prizes for guessing that the object has 
been forgotten here half an hour earlier by Ofra. We get up to begin a back passage 
walkround, joined now by Ellie and her Teddy. As we near the tree trimmers at 
the Essendine gate Ellie says that her daughter, thwarted in some desire, has again 
threatened to report mom to Childline. “Go ahead,” Ellie quotes herself as saying, 
“and when you’re taken into care don’t expect pancake breakfasts on a Saturday 
morning; you’ll be lucky if they give you that bowl of gruel!”

Thursday, November 17:
Under gray skies I tap my way down the stairs, cane in my right hand, as Fritz and 
I begin our Thursday session is the park. Walking isn’t too jarring on my back, 
though I seem to be taking only tiny steps, but I need the assistance of the cane 
when I bend over to let my dog run free or to scoop up a poo – the first of these 
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is somewhat delayed by the proximate nose of an inquisitive Puli. Fritz seems 
somewhat bemused by my pace and the echoing tap of my stick but he stays is 
reasonably close formation as we reach the green. 
Here we encounter Ofra, who is about to start a circuit of this space with Bailey 
– Fritz decides to tag along and I follow them all, slowly. Up on our left, that is 
on the top of Mt. Bannister, I can make out Janet in conversation with Ellen – the 
latter is seated on a bench, Jack sitting next to her. By the time we have reached 
the Grantully gate I have noticed that Fritz is turning around, every now and then, 
in order to see what is keeping me. I catch up just in time to remind my pet that 
we don’t exit the park here. When we reach the Morshead roadway I can see that 
Ofra is waiting for Georgie, who is just arriving with Sparkie, Lady Belle and 
Winnie. Fritz now indicates that he’d just as soon have a lap on the running track, 
whose gate is wide open, but I manage to divert him from this course by pinching 
the squeaker mechanism that I always keep hidden in my jacket pocket just for 
moments like this. When he rushes up to investigate I manage to get him back on 
lead and thus we resume our tardy progress toward the café.
Our group this morning includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Makiko, Peter and Ellen 
– though Wendy makes a late appearance, Suzanne does as well, and, like 
yesterday, Tanya appears at the fence with Pasha. Our dogs again offer a chorus 
of disapproval, though at least they are a bit happier with me today: in spite of my 
sore back I have trundled down to the shops and returned with a box of Shapes. 
Metty now arrives and gives us an update on the future of this part of the park 
(at least as much as he knows), a restructuring affecting café, offices, gym and, 
of course, the doggy compound. We use the opportunity of reminding him of our 
need to retain tables and umbrellas: my back makes this an appropriate moment 
to comment on the need we senior citizens have for real chairs – as opposed to the 
backless surfaces provided by the picnic tables that populate the forecourt of the 
café at present. When it is time to begin our back passage walkround I let Fritz 
accomplish this distance off-lead but he doesn’t wander far. It is even darker now 
than when we entered as hour earlier.  

Friday, November 18:
The worst thing about carrying a cane is that a polite answer is required every time 
a well-intentioned query interrupts any halting progress that may be under way: 
“Did you twist a knee?” “What’s the matter with your foot?” “What happened to 
you?” To compensate for all this palaver we have, today, a beautiful, sunny and 
mild autumn morning – one made all the more blissful by the quiet that envelops 
the playing fields as they await the schoolyard hordes to come. Fritz chooses his 
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new favorite route today… down the Randolph Avenue, left at the tennis courts, 
through the parking lot, into the tiny doggy compound over here. This morning we 
meet Debbie with Zorro here – I note that the burly Pug is not wearing his jingle 
bell harness today. Soon, however, he is part of a large Pug contingent: so many 
they could make up their own basketball team: Zorro, Mutley and Guinness out of 
the green, Winnie and Emilio inside our café encampment. When I make note of 
this plethora of Pugs to Makiko she has only one word in response, “Wonderful!”
Today, as I learn at the coffee counter, it is Peter’s 72nd birthday and the drinks 
are on him. “Is it too early for a gin and tonic?” I inquire – I am as disappointed 
as Renata, who asks for champagne. Ellen kindly offers to bring my coffee out to 
me – so I can sit down – though this means that I have a new bout of questions to 
answer about my sore back. We have a lively group this morning – including Peter 
himself, of course, and the previously mentioned Ellen, Renata and Makiko, but 
also Janet, Ofra, Georgie and Wendy. Indeed this morning we also have Ellie and 
Yara – I had no idea these two even knew each other but they are soon discussing 
mutual social plans since they know each other from some gym. There is a quarrel 
over whose lipstick decorates the cheek of the birthday boy – but all the ladies 
claim they are wearing a smear-free edition of this essential item of makeup. 
Meanwhile Makiko and I keep tugging at Peter’s coat, since he likes to stand up 
while recording our contributions to his various wagering schemes and, in doing so 
today, he is blocking out the sun.
The dogs have now learned that I am good for the odd Shape biscuit or two and I 
am a popular fellow therefore. Even Bobby and Emilio pay court – I tell Makiko, 
incidentally, that her arriving at our table so early today does not make up for 
all the times she has arrived late. Ellie says that her arms are tired after mixing 
the dough needed to make 35 cupcakes for her daughter’s classmates – from 
this we can gather that no one has decided to go into care and that perhaps Ellie 
doesn’t need to pay for a gym after all. Georgie says that she will be babysitting 
Oliver again when Lynn comes to town to attend a George Michael concert (as 
long as they don’t let him drive to the gig, I add). As we get up to leave Claire is 
just arriving with Panda but we encounter quite a few dogs as we make our way 
between the now crowded playing fields on our way home: the Golden Retriever 
Simba, a black Lab named Alastair, and finally Pippa the Papillion. I can hear that 
tree trimmers are still at work off to the left but they are so far away that their noise 
won’t bother me today; it is still lovely outside.
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Saturday, November 19:
It is again a lovely morning for a stroll in the park – unfortunately the early stages 
are uncomfortably complex. Fritz wants to rush down the stairs – even though I am 
struggling behind him with a bag of garbage, Lynn’s copy of DSI for Georgie, and 
my walking stick. When we cross the street we get mixed up in the arrival by car 
of a lively Cocker Spaniel and his accompanying parents. She is charmed by Fritz, 
who sticks his nose under the Cocker just as a pee is coming out – while I struggle 
to hook his lead over a fence prong so that I can get the garbage into a black bin 
outside the Essendine gate. Then, no sooner have we entered the park then Fritz 
squats for his first poo and I have a devil of a time extracting a poo poo bag from 
my jacket pocket. The park is full of footie kids, as usual on a Saturday, but we 
manage to negotiate these pretty well in our progress toward the green. Janet and 
Georgie are standing on the grass and we follow them into the café (where they 
have forgotten to unfurl our umbrella); Fritz has not had nearly enough exercise.
There is only a small turnout this morning: just the two aforementioned ladies, 
Peter, Ellen, Ofra and Claire. The latter leaves Panda and Oggy in our care when 
she goes off to do an errand in Maida Vale Parade. (Panda joins the biscuit queue 
at my feet; Oggy jumps into a chair at the little table in the corner and slumps in 
disconsolate abandonment.) Peter has brought some Schmackos with him today 
and (making sure that Hanna is not around to disapprove) he tears them into tiny 
pieces for the dogs. Ellen is also performing surgery on a chocolate croissant so 
that the dogs get only the doughy bits. On two occasions our beasts rush the fence 
to object to an intruder, but this fellow, a brown Lab, likes to bark back. Also 
present today is young Nicole, her jumper streaked in paw dirt, who comes in with 
Suki, and Suzanne, who arrives with Sunny and a review of last night’s drama 
production at ASL.
Peter has been given a belated birthday card, a Photoshopped specimen of Janet’s 
handiwork picturing our friend atop a horse, and several scratch cards – one 
of which is a £5.00 winner. I sign Lynn’s book (“now you can discover what 
your mother gets up to when you are not looking”) as Makiko makes a belated 
appearance at the gate. Today, however, she is not coming in – Emilio has a 
cough and she is taking him to the vet. Claire has to answer lots of questions 
about her move; while she is looking for a property in Dorset she will be living in 
her childhood bedroom and Panda will be barking at every moving object in her 
parents’ garden. While all this chatter is progressing I am growing increasingly 
cross; this has nothing to do with the company or the conversation but with an 
inescapable fact: I seem to have only one glove in my jacket pocket and there 
should be two. I have one hope, however – perhaps I dropped it while fishing for 
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a poo bag an hour earlier. When we set out on our back passage walkround (Fritz 
again off lead) I keep my eyes peeled – and sure enough, someone has found 
the missing object and placed it on the arm of a bench at the head of the track. I 
conclude the morning’s march in a much better mood; now, if only my back would 
also show some signs of improvement. 

Sunday, November 20:
Well, my back is a bit better and so, leaving the walking stick behind, Fritz and 
I head for the park of an extremely foggy Sunday morning. Almost immediately 
Janet and Daisy-Mae come up behind us and we walk together along the back 
passage. In the five-a-side pitch the tiny football players, under instruction, 
manage to kick one of their balls into the walkway between the two fields. Here, 
a youngster slightly older than these students, is talking into his mobile phone as 
he tries to kick the ball back. The ball fails to make it over the fence and, indeed, 
it bounces backwards into the central field –where the Thai football teams are at 
play. “That sucks!” junior says. When we reach the green itself I have to keep a 
close eye on my dog so that he doesn’t disappear into the fog – it is so thick that 
you can’t see the opposite side of the park. Instead, Fritz heads down the Randolph 
roadway and turns left at the tennis courts. A few minutes later we have made it 
back to the café; this diversion has taken so long that most of the other dog owners 
already have their coffee cups in front of them.
There is some confusion over our fate in yesterday’s turf action. Janet, quoting 
Georgie, thinks we have lost everything when one of our horses, Overturn, 
overturned in attempting one his jumps in the 2:45 at Ascot. Instead it was another 
runner who fell and we have each won £8.16 for our £2.00 bet – the second time 
we have been victorious this month. (By contrast, we didn’t win a sou in last 
night’s lottery.) Peter distributes our winnings while I begin to administer biscuit 
treats to the faithful. Surprisingly, Winnie is absent this morning – the voracious 
Pug, having already had one early morning walk, has refused to undertake a sequel, 
preferring to go back to bed and leaving Georgie to undertake this morning’s 
expedition with Sparkie alone. 
I do have a new customer at my knees this morning – Cressida – who arrives with 
the seldom-seen Jeremy, here in London on a two-week visit from Swaledale. 
The long-retired GP brings us up to date on her own recent activities and those of 
her friend. Lisa, who left London for Derbyshire a few months ago. She says that 
Cressida hates the train ride, particularly if the line in question is electrified. We 
give each other Yorkshire geography puzzlers. I ask her to name the only dale that 
does not bear the name of its resident river: she is correct with Wensleydale, whose 
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river is the Ure. She asks me to name the only dale whose waters do not flow to 
the North Sea – I am correct with my answer, Ribblesdale. Ofra, meanwhile, gets 
up several times without taking her turf winnings with her but eventually these 
are tucked away for the beginning of our back passage walkround. For some 
reason the fog has made it easier to see the forest of spiderwebs that decorate the 
playing field fences – though now the sun is beginning to make a breakthrough. 
Instead of heading immediately for home I follow Georgie across Elgin Avenue 
today (Sparkie making a fool of himself when we encounter the white Alsatian 
Snowdon); this is because, having failed to make it Sainsbury’s this week, there 
are several severe deficiencies in the catering department and, while Georgie holds 
Fritz’s lead, I can duck into Hamish II and undertake some remedial action. 

Monday, November 21:
The new week begins with a bang and a whimper. The bang is the sound of a bird, 
in full flight, hitting my front window as I sit at my computer; the whimper comes 
from me – there is no way the little animal can have survived such a collision. As 
Fritz and I hit the streets soon thereafter I look in the front garden for any sign of 
the fallen body – but I am unsuccessful. Slowly we make our way into the park: 
the mist has lifted this morning but it is still chilly, damp and gray. I have again 
abandoned my stick and I can follow my dog at a steady pace, but I would not say I 
am back to normal in the back department as yet. These days Fritz cuts through the 
café forecourt – which means that he has to wait for me to open the gate onto the 
green. This morning Ozzie is waiting for us, Chica is playing ball nearby and only 
Ellen stands out in the middle of the grass – here Fritz heads for his usual morning 
greeting. Lucky and Jack are out here of course (my dog is always more interested 
in human company) but the latter is soon springing into action – today it is the 
Jack Russell who is excited by a sighting of Snowdon, whom he charges furiously. 
The Alsatian, after a wild youth, is now the most docile of creatures; he pays no 
attention to this ill-tempered demonstration and we soon pass them by as we head 
for the Randolph gate.
We have only a small turnout this morning: Janet is in Kenilworth where she and 
her sister may finally have sold their mom’s house, Dan and Davide are still in 
Mexico, and Makiko is keeping away because Emilio does have kennel cough. So 
we have only Georgie, Ofra, Ellen, Wendy and Peter. The latter notes that Dan has 
posted pictures of himself and Davide in Mexican garb on his Facebook page, a 
posting Peter finds objectionable – until I remind him that there is no reason why 
he has to keep tabs on Dan’s Facebook postings in the first place. There is some 
discussion of last night’s TV fare – with Ofra arguing that she is growing tired of 
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the sadistic public’s selection of the terrified Sinitta as the sacrificial victim in the 
bush tucker trials on I’m A Celebrity. There is also a wave of nostalgic sympathy 
for astrologer Russell Grant, evicted at last from Strictly Come Dancing. Everyone 
agrees that he couldn’t dance but he did undertake all of his assignments with 
remarkable gusto.   
I note that Winnie has agreed to get out of bed this morning and this means that 
she is once again one of my most insistent customers. (She and Jack have a furious 
scrap under the table.) Fritz is sitting at Ellen’s feet, moaning in supplication. 
“Are your little paws cold?” she asks. “It’s your cold heart he is worrying about,” 
I respond, “he is certain there are treats in that purse of yours.” In addition to 
Emilio it turns out that we have another regular at the vets – for Peter now reports 
that little Bobby has received a bad cut at the groomers. (It is assumed that this 
is a real wound, and not just a bad hair cut that we are talking about.) Bobby is 
therefore unlikely to surface until tomorrow but there is a problem with Peter as 
dog-sitter since he has a hospital appointment and it looks like Georgie may have 
to look after the tiny Poodle. Georgie is uncertain about her schedule for the rest 
of the week since it is not quite clear if and when she is due to travel to Hereford 
for some baby-sitting: her soldier son-in-law Sean is due back this weekend from 
a six-month posting in Afghanistan. As she and I get up to begin our back passage 
walkround Claire makes a tardy appearance with Panda. She tells us that she left 
house without any coffee money – so it’s just as well that Peter now hands her a 
little envelope with Saturday’s track profits, isn’t it? 

Tuesday, November 22:
On the way out we step over a card on the threshold, one that offers additional 
places in the Sunday footie training sessions (run by Maxim) at the Rec for four 
to eight year-olds. In the Rec itself there are kids from Paddington Academy off in 
the distance as Fritz works his way down the back walkways. It is not quite as cold 
as yesterday but it is very gray; an hour or so earlier it was raining here. When we 
reach the green Fritz loses himself in the leaves beneath the bushes outside the loos 
and then we continue on to the tennis courts, where we turn left. Four ladies are 
having a game of doubles on our right and one is saying to an opponent, “It doesn’t 
matter where you stand – once you see my serve.” We spend a little time in the 
doggy area over here and then it is time to head back to the café – where our group 
is just foregathering. 
Makiko is back today, though the convalescent Emilio is still at home. One 
reason for the appearance of our Japanese friend is that today is her birthday 
and she wants to pay for everyone’s coffee. She has also brought with her some 
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lovely Japanese biscuits and Georgie now gives her a birthday card that Janet has 
prepared, one that features Emilio on the front and, superimposed on balloons 
inside, the faces of all the other Paddington dogs. Enjoying this impromptu party 
are Makiko and Georgie, of course, and also Ofra, Ellen, Peter, Wendy, Ellie and 
Claire. Claire has brought with her both Panda and Oggy and the latter, as usual, 
gets his own chair. Ellie and Claire are studying a brochure with doggy fleeces 
on offer and deciding which colors would look best on their pets. I tell them that 
raincoats for dogs are okay but I don’t really care for fashion accessories on canine 
backs. Ellie, whose Teddy is settling into mommy’s lap with his wet paws, clearly 
sees a puppy fleece as a way of keeping the dog clean enough for household re-
entry. “You must have a lot of white furniture,” I suggest – and I get no denial, just 
a guilty smile.
Ofra tells us the story of the time she forgot a thousand pounds and a thousand 
dollars and four passports in a New York taxi – all were returned a few minutes 
later by the cabby. I say that all these forgetting incidents prove one thing, 
“Ofra will live forever because she will just forget to die.” The lady in question 
is delighted with this suggestion and soon joins a detailed conversation on the 
posher restaurants of London, a topic inspired by Makiko’s suggestion that tonight 
Matthew will take her for a birthday meal at Gordon Ramsey’s restaurant at 
Claridges. Someone suggests that she ask for a doggy bag at the end of the meal 
– though this extra food would certainly not be intended for any of our dogs. Our 
talk is now interrupted by a bout of barking hysteria from Oggy – who can just 
see the tail of a bobbing magpie, who is pecking away at something in a nearby 
gutter above us. To silence the little white fellow Claire gets up and shoos the bird 
away (I tell Georgie that I am not certain that much good luck can come from 
chasing a solitary magpie.) I think I am seeing double when we begin our back 
passage walkround since there seem to be two golden Vizslas with Lawrence in the 
forecourt. The newer version, Bronny, four-months old, is a beautiful specimen, a 
half-sister of the veteran Suki. 

Wednesday, November 23:
Fritz is quite confused this morning – since normal preparations begin almost an 
hour earlier than usual. This is the consequence of an 8:00 am appointment with 
Pimlico Plumbers, whose Peter soon arrives to begin the task of replacing the 
extractor fan in the bathroom. Then there is a second delay, when Cathy arrives 
for her weekly battle with vacuum and duster – but at last we are ready to make 
our way into the park. It is very cold today, a penetrating damp accompanied again 
by low-lying ground mist. I am glad I have my gloves with me but I wish I had 
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brought my wool hat as well. Fritz, who doesn’t seem to mind the temperature, 
trots along the Randolph roadway – where he and a Westie contest ownership of a 
lamppost with streams of pee. Back on the green I can hear Bekki urging Chica to 
get a move on – “I have to work.” (These days Bekki works in the park.)
We are alone when the café’s doggy compound is reclaimed, but eventually Janet 
and Ellen make their way from the center of the green and a few minutes later 
Georgie, Ofra and Makiko arrive as well. Janet asks me if I want her to get my 
coffee for me or just to hold on to Fritz while I go inside and get my own – this 
morning I choose the latter option since I want to enjoy a few minutes of warmth. 
It turns out that, only a day after mommy, Emilio has his birthday today and 
Makiko celebrates this occasion by buying the dogs a hearty portion of sausages 
and toast. Bailey, who is manic this morning, makes such a pest of himself, 
scraping away at knees, elbows and even one of the wooden planters, that Ofra 
has to tie him to the naughty fence – where he whines piteously when the goodies 
are passed out to the other dogs, and he is soon released to join the feast. Makiko 
has brought with her a tiny deerstalker hat that she has made for Emilio and this 
item of apparel is tried on the heads of a number of the dogs – while pictures are 
snapped – though the macho Fritz escapes this humiliation. Tanya arrives again 
with Pasha and the latter, unlike many of the passing dogs, enjoys winding our lot 
up by charging the fence and snapping away at the protesters inside. 
Janet reports that exchange of contracts and closing formalities have at last been 
concluded on her mother’s house in Kenilworth – but only after the solicitors 
dragged things out for hours, insisting on concessions that the new buyers 
themselves were not interested in. Janet has been watching I’m A Celebrity and 
has taken a dislike for DJ Pat Sharp, who claims that he was only making life 
miserable for the other contestants so that he would be selected by the public for 
last night’s bush tucker trial. Ofra adds that at least we were spared the prospect 
of another session with the blubbering Sinitta. I tell the others that I ran into Jan 
Prendergast, our councilor, and that the good lady wanted to know how the dog 
people were taking the news of their imminent removal from the precincts of the 
gym. I add that Jan told me that one problem was that cigarette smoke from our 
tables was penetrating the gym itself but this explanation is greeted with hoots 
of derision. I now notice that my knees are knocking from the cold and I had 
better get a move on: I’m down to puppy kibble in my treat sack and Sainsbury’s 
beckons.  
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Thursday, November 24:
For some reason, Fritz, soon after he gets out of bed at 7:15, begins to whine near 
the front door. This is usually a sign that he needs an immediate introduction to the 
great outdoors but the noises are intermittent at best and not very loud under any 
circumstances – so I try to ignore these interruptions for the better part of the next 
hour. Finally I give way and put my boots on – Fritz charging down the stairs with 
great eagerness. And then – nothing. No explanation for all these urgent squeaks 
– just a few wee-wees and nothing from the other end until we are well inside the 
doggy area near the Morshead gate. So, after a few minutes, when Boyd enters the 
area with his leaf blower, we head for home so I can at last get into the shower.
A few minutes later we are making our second entry into the park. A woman in 
a red car is just assembling a mobility vehicle, which comes out of her trunk in 
three pieces and, once mounted, she then enters via the Essendine gate with her 
little brown and white dog. Fritz seems to like this little fellow and they travel 
together down the walkways, only a few inches from the slow-moving rider, and 
we leave this party behind only when we reach the green. Here Boyd is chatting 
to Ellen and Jackie about his recent appearance on the Channel Five series on 
the activities of the City of Westminster. When I compliment him on his fifteen 
minutes of fame (we can see him on his mobility vehicle, a lawnmower, during 
the credits of each show) he claims that he has far exceeded fifteen minutes with 
his repeat appearances in the series. Fritz hangs around for this chatter for a while 
and then heads down his new favorite path behind the tennis courts. Here we meet 
Renata with Maxi and our dogs pal up for an extended forage in the foliage of Mt. 
Bannister. Renata says that she has seen several dead foxes hereabouts recently 
¬– victims of gunshot wounds, which must indicate a cull of some kind. (Don’t tell 
Hanna.) Renata also says that today Rowena has an appointment with park officials 
to complain about the repositioning of the café’s doggy compound, and that she 
will argue that the new spot is far too exposed to the elements.
Our breakfast group today includes Renata, Georgie, Ofra, Ellen, Peter, Matthew 
and Makiko. Georgie, who has Sparkie, Winnie and Daisy-Mae, reports that Janet 
has a hospital check-up, that Dan and Davide return from Mexico tomorrow and 
that daughter Lynn will not be coming to town for a George Michael concert since 
the star is in hospital in Austria. Peter says that Bobby, injured in a grooming 
accident, has stitches under an armpit and that these will have to come out next 
week. Ellen reports that she is dogless today since Lucky and Jack are spending a 
few days in the New Forest. We get up to leave just as Claire arrives with Panda – 
“You sure know how to clear a room,” I tell her. When we reach the environmental 
area I am surprised to see many of the other owners heading inside with their 
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dogs; this is explained to me later by Georgie as a protective maneuver  – since 
there are some loose Staffies about and Sparkie likes to wind them up. Meanwhile 
the owner of these animals pauses to pet Fritz, who accepts this greeting with 
utter nonchalance. Ofra, witnessing this, says, “Fritz, you are the king of the park. 
You’re afraid of no one. You’re just so cool.”

Friday, November 25:
A brief early shower has given way to clear and sunny skies and our sojourn in the 
park takes place on a wonderful, fresh and mild morning. As we make our way 
forward there seem to be the usual characters on the walkways at this hour: the 
senior unnamed hound dog, the joggers – including the muttering Israeli security 
guard wearing an Italia sweatshirt and clutching his hand weights – and the pretty 
young lady who accompanies the bug-eyed Ozzie. Some of our lot are already 
seated under the umbrella but Fritz and I persist as far the Randolph gate, where 
we encounter Renata with Maxi. By the time we have returned to the café Maxi 
is waiting in the queue and Yoyo is in here too. I have just seen Lizzie and Tim 
scurrying from the park but they have missed a connection with day-carer Hanna – 
and Claire has taken temporary custody. 
Our group this morning includes Claire (who is taking pictures of the dogs on her 
telephone), Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Peter, Ellen, Renata, Wendy, Matthew, Makiko 
and, after a while, Hanna. Until the latter lady arrives Claire and I include Yoyo 
in the distribution of treats; she is no more manic than the others, especially 
Bailey, who is raking away at Renata when he is not clawing me. Peter has the 
convalescing Bobby with him and Claire agrees to look after the little fellow 
when Peter goes into W.H. Smith’s – though she says she often takes Panda into 
this establishment with her and they seem to be unbothered. I am surprised to see 
Winnie still in Georgie’s care – but this is explained by a text that she receives 
from Davide as we drink our coffee. It seems that Mr. Dan has disdained an 
economy seat on the first return flight and, since a club seat is available soon, they 
will be taking a later flight – arriving home at noon. 
Ofra is at the little side table shuffling her credit cards but she returns in time to 
join the conversation on the first expulsion from the Australian jungle on I’m A 
Celebrity – Stephanie Powers. “It’s so British,” Ofra protests, “they have to vote 
off the only American.” Peter now accepts stake money in tomorrow’s horse racing 
activity – we have already received our lottery numbers. Renata announces that 
she will leave early tomorrow morning for Germany, where she expects to spend 
a week or so visiting the Christmas markets. Janet is the first to leave – since she 
has a tai-chi session this morning. The rest of us follow along some fifteen minutes 
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later – with Matthew having the job of throwing the ball back over the fence to 
the hapless goalie. These days Georgie attempts to get Winnie moving by telling 
the Pug, “Come on, Winnie; let’s go see daddy.” Today, when she says this, it may 
actually be true. 

Saturday, November 26:
No one would call this a sunny morning but it is bright enough – though quite 
cold – as Fritz and I head for the park. Just inside our gate I can see Janet in 
conversation with Rob and so we turn right instead of our usual left and join this 
party – which also includes, of course, the ailing Pepper. I ask for a report on the 
floppy-eared fellow’s health: he has, in addition to his usual limp, a willy infection 
requiring antibiotics and a fatty lump on his tummy requiring surgery at some time 
in the future. Rob is trying to get Fritz interested in a treat but my dog has yet to do 
his first poo and his mind is on other matters. Soon thereafter Rob goes off to do 
some shopping and we make our way through the Saturday mobs and all the way 
down the Randolph roadway. My former ASL colleague Ray is just entering, here 
to renew his backgammon rivalry with Suzanne. He complains that it is perhaps 
too cold to pursue this sport outside today but since Suzanne is in the park with 
Sunny the competitors can’t go inside the café. (As Fritz and I head here I can see 
that Ray and Suzanne are heading across the green – no doubt they will play at 
Suzanne’s flat today.)
There is a long queue at the café and, even though Ofra manages to squeeze my 
order in as she waits for her own, it takes a long time to get my hot drink. Our 
group this morning includes Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Wendy, Ellen, Peter, Carrie, 
Makiko, Claire and, making his way across the green after a night of partying, Dan 
– the latter is wearing his detachable furry pilot’s cap (Covent Garden Air Force). 
As usual, the animals at our feet are insistent in their demands for treats but, today, 
none more so than my Fritz. First he petitions Ellen, whose hidden tripe sticks have 
to come out of her purse after his whining gets really intense. Then he switches his 
attentions to Claire, who has a bag of miniature fig-newton shaped biscuits – liver 
newtons, I would say. Makiko is also trying to finish off some fishy biscuits that 
Emilio won’t eat; the recovering Pug does start to wheeze and it takes a while for 
him to relax.
Dan has a terrific tan and he now spends some time bringing us up to date on his 
Mexican vacation. His hotel complex, he says, offered every type of cuisine and 
several gourmet restaurants but Peter wants to know if you could fish and chips 
there. Peter, for his part, hands out a list of our runners in this afternoon’s racing; 
one of our entrants is the happily-named Sparky May but Peter says that he has 
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not placed any money on the long shot, Blazing Bailey. (I have grazing Bailey at 
my knee, and Sparky and Daisy-Mae as well.) Davide, we learn, has already taken 
off on a flight to L.A., but there is much discussion of next Wednesday’s strike by 
public sector workers (protesting pension changes), a work force that also includes 
border control officials at the airports – where chaos may ensue. Claire seems 
unsympathetic to this day of protest – after all, she worked for nine years for a 
private company that went bust, taking all of her pension contributions with it. 

Sunday, November 27:
An hour before departure time, and it seems that there is no way of escaping 
raingear today. To my surprise, however, the sun is shining brightly when we at 
last head for the park and it is fairly mild as well. Janet is arriving with Daisy-Mae 
just as we reach our gate and so we accompany these two on a slow stroll toward 
the green. Janet says that Jo Lynn has sent her an email to the effect that someone’s 
dog has been attacked with acid in the Rec – but Janet has heard nothing about this 
(nor have I) and is inclined to question the rumor’s authenticity. Georgie and Dan 
are standing out on the wet grass and we now join them but, just as the others are 
heading for the café, my dog takes off down the Randolph roadway. For a while 
(even after we turn off at the tennis courts) we are pursued by Gus, the long-eared 
Schnauzer, but he understands my pointing gesture and retreats after a while. When 
we reach the parking lot another Schnauzer, a small female with a tail and a dirty 
bum, gets out of a car and follows us as well. I put Fritz on lead and we head for 
the café at last.
There isn’t much of a queue this morning – though I don’t know whether to count 
Ofra as part of this formation or not since she seems to be behind the counter, 
where she can better advise the staff on how to make a cappuccino. In addition to 
those already mentioned we have Ellen, Peter, Makiko and Wendy this morning – 
though Linda drops by briefly with Schnauzer Number Four, Pepper. Janet again 
raises the acid attack story and again no one has heard anything of this rumor. Dan 
suggests that we should start a new rumor to the effect that someone has set a bear 
trap in the Rec and that it has chopped a Chihuahua in two. Still in a mischievous 
mood he then starts to bounce pellets off the table top; one ends up in Makiko’s lap 
and another hits Peter – who has just given the punters £3.86 as our winnings in 
yesterday’s racing. 
We begin our back passage walkround – very slowly as usual. Daisy-Mae 
disappears into the picnic area in search of squirrels. Fritz manages to deposit his 
third poo next to a bin that is so overstuffed with the cardboard coffee cups of the 
Sunday parents that it is impossible to find room for another entry. As we reach 
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the cypress trees we encounter Claire, heading for us with Panda and Oggy. She it 
is who, in fact, confirms the acid rumor… some kids, under the cover of darkness, 
have splashed the dog of a chap who has not even bothered to report the incident to 
the park authorities. In a somewhat more sober mood we now head for our exits. At 
the Essendine gate there is another of those tragic reminders of the discontents of 
dog ownership – a poster seeking the return of Princess, a local Jack Russell, who 
has gone missing. 

Monday, November 28:
As we make our exit from the building this morning I have to tell a neighbor, who 
has just parked his car, that they are cleaning the drains on our street today and 
that he is not allowed to park here now. He seems dubious about this but after I 
refer him to the yellow signs (ones that have been staring down on us for a week) 
he agrees he had better move his car. My next chore is the delivery of a sack of 
garbage to the black bin outside our usual park entrance, a process that always 
requires the placement of the handle of my straining dog’s lead over one of the iron 
fence spears – since Fritz will not be deterred in his quest for park life by any side 
trips, even ones of only ten feet. Mission accomplished, we enter the Rec at last 
and within a minute there have occurred not one but two public ordure offenses. 
The first perpetrator is a black Cocker Spaniel, who squats next to a tree while 
his custodian, a dog walker with four other charges, strolls on ahead, oblivious to 
this occurrence, intent only on her cigarette and her reveries. The second offense 
is committed by my dog (or by me, if you think about it) when Fritz squats for his 
first poo in some marginal bushes and, in spite of my best efforts, I cannot spot 
where it has gone within the thick leaf pile.
When we reach the green Fritz rushes out to greet Janet, Georgie, Claire, and 
an American woman who has brought a brown six month-old Cockapoo puppy 
named Lexie. (The woman says she actually prefers to call this mixed breed a 
Cockadoodle.) Fritz gets a bit jealous when Lexie pays court to Claire but at least 
he does not wander off when it is time to go in for coffee – I am even able to get 
him to enter our compound with the bribe of a Shapes biscuit. Our group includes 
the three regulars mentioned above – plus Ofra, Makiko, Ellen and Peter; Claire, 
seeing Peter’s heavy headgear, suggests we must have a Russian spy in our midst. 
Even though the café has just opened it seems to take forever to get to the front 
of the queue – I have time to remove Panda from the premises on three separate 
occasions. Once seated I have the usual onslaught to contend with – with Daisy-
Mae, due for a visit to the beauty parlor later today, the most importunate guest – 
barking at me for the comforts of my own lap. (Fritz, for his part, is making a real 
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pest of himself by moaning in front of Ellen for most of the session.) Emilio gets 
into a scrap with Jack and then jumps into Makiko’s lap, where, finding himself 
close to his bête-noire, he rolls his eyes at Daisy-Mae and begins a long growling 
diatribe on the dangers that her mere presence portend. Late-coming dogs are Tara, 
who arrives with Vlad, Guinness, whose mommy, wearing Washington and Lee 
sweatpants, sits down with us, and Oggy, who arrives with Carrie. Janet remembers 
that, in Ronnie’s absence, we don’t have a designated water carrier anymore – and 
she takes the empty bowl to the loo to fill it up. When it is returned Fritz has a long 
drink. 
Claire says that the acid attack has at last been drawn to the attention of park 
authorities. It turns out that I now recognize, from her description, the owner of 
the poor animal – for he has often been seen sitting next to the cash dispenser of 
the Nat West bank on Maida Vale Parade, begging. Claire also comments on the 
contrast in shape between our blonde Pugs, Emilio and Winnie, and the lively 
black Guinness. It is true that the black Pugs do seem to have much longer bodies 
and smaller heads – “Look,” Claire say, “she even has a neck.” Conversation then 
shifts to last night’s edition of I’m A Celebrity – where the animal kingdom was 
represented not by canines but by cockroaches, one of which climbed up Fatima 
Whitbread’s nostril. We then begin a back passage walkround – encountering 
Mary, Queen of Shops/Frocks jogging with Walter under the cypress trees and the 
duo of Guinness and Casper duking it out near our exit. Here Fritz, deciding to 
protect the much smaller Pug, rushes in to break up the action. This is what Ofra 
means when she calls him king of the park.  

Tuesday, November 29:
It is a bit of a surprise that we are in the park at all this morning – for Linda and 
I (and our dogs) had been scheduled to undertake a journey by car today to some 
south of London sites I wanted to photograph. But shortly before 8:00 Linda calls 
to cancel: rain is predicted and skies are already very dark and so we decide to put 
this expedition off for another day. From the outset it seems certain that Fritz, who 
knew nothing of our plans, has somehow sensed that he has been cheated of some 
great adventure – for he is at his willful best throughout our morning in the Rec.
When we reach the environmental area, for instance, he makes a deep incursion; he 
seems to want to cross the bridge into deeply forbidden territory but I do get him to 
reverse directions and accompany me to the green. Here Georgie has arrived with 
Sparkie, Lady Belle, Winnie and a freshly groomed Daisy-Mae – the latter because 
Janet is again having a check-up test at the hospital. As we are walking down 
the Randolph roadway we encounter a couple being lectured by a woman with a 
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clipboard. A few minutes later they stop so that the woman in this couple can pet 
my dog. She explains, in an American accent, that she has a Scottie and that she is 
looking for local properties and it is only now that I realize that the woman with 
the clipboard is an estate agent… she has brought her clients into the Rec, having 
heard that they are dog owners, and I am able to confirm that this is a near-perfect 
atmosphere for our pets. Fritz then heads for the parking lot and a few minutes 
later we have reached the Carlton roadway. I am just about to replace his lead when 
he heads straight through the gate into the forbidden maintenance area! I call, I 
squeeze my squeaker, I brandish my biscuit bag – all to no avail.
Fortunately my dog’s progress is slowed by Boyd, whose home base is here, and 
I tell our head groundsman that I am having a Fenton moment. This is a reference 
to this week’s Internet sensation – a film of a dog owner in Richmond Park who 
had an hysterical meltdown when his dog, Fenton, refused to respond when he 
was called because there was a large herd of deer to chase. Fritz is now returned 
to the restraint of the leash and we head for the café – where a small group has 
assembled: Georgie, Peter, Ellen and Ofra at first, then Matthew, Makiko and 
Claire, and finally Ellie – who manages to let the naughty Fritz out of the gate as 
she enters and then borrows my lead so she can track down the recalcitrant animal. 
Other instances of canine misbehavior ensue: Bailey tries to snatch Georgie’s 
breakfast out of her hand before she can get it into her mouth and Emilio grosses 
everyone out by trying to lick the bottom of a visiting Alsatian named Samson. 
Emilio is wearing something that looks like one of Sarah Lund’s Danish jumpers.
Conversation is devoted to I’m A Celebrity – with much talk devoted to the oft-
asked question: how much male DNA does Fatima Whitbred really have? Peter 
says that he wouldn’t watch such a program (neither would Ellie’s husband) but 
Ellie puts a quick end to his intrusion by noting that he is so enshrouded in winter 
weather gear that she had assumed he was hibernating. Claire passes around a 
picture she took this morning on the Kilburn High Road: a large Staffie in a coat 
sniffing little Panda. What makes this shot an unusual one is that the owners of this 
animal have sewn a teddy bear to his coat so it looks like the bear is getting a ride 
on the Staffie’s back. Ofra now introduces a melancholy topic: we all want to have 
a social gathering for the celebration-phobic Claire – who agrees to be feted on the 
eve of her departure in just a couple of weeks. Georgie, who is rasping with a sore 
throat, heads straight down the Morshead roadway when it is time to make a move. 
By the time she has all four dogs on lead and they are pressing on toward the gate, 
she says, “I feel like Ben-Hur!”
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Wednesday, November 30:
Skies are very much brighter this morning and we have sunny skies throughout 
our session in the park – it is on the chilly side, however. Fritz manages to keep 
in close formation today and so we make it as far as the picnic area in short order. 
Here, on our left, I can see Daisy-Mae chasing a squirrel around the bottom of a 
tree; she almost catches it and a few minutes later, when we are standing in front of 
the loos, Janet wonders what would happen if her pet actually caught one of these 
animals. Ellen says that she used to feed the squirrels in the rose gardens and that 
one of these fellows bit her. Janet says she had a friend who adopted an orphaned 
squirrel as a pet (Cyril the Squirrel) but that he tore up the house and scratched 
his rescuer so much that he had to be released into the wild. Our own animals are 
pursuing their own wild agendas as we stand around. Claire kneels to give Fritz 
a cuddle and some early treats and when Panda tries to get in on the act, my dog 
growls in protest – even though Panda is Claire’s dog he doesn’t want to share the 
attention just now. Thereafter he starts down the Randolph roadway but when he 
sees me take out his lead he is immediately off again and I don’t manage to catch 
up until we have reached the Grantully gate. 
I have to move a chocolate Lab named Coco (perhaps that should be Cocoa) as I 
enter the café this morning; the lively chap has to be expelled a number of times 
before he joins the rest of the canines in our doggy headquarters. In addition to the 
aforementioned ladies our group today includes Georgie (who is having trouble 
talking), Ofra, Peter, Makiko, Hanna, Wendy and Davide. Peter and Ofra have 
resumed an age-old quarrel… he has taken her place in the sunny corner of our 
table arrangement but she turns away and starts to talk to someone else whenever 
he has something he wants to say. Peter now announces that he will not be here 
tomorrow – as he needs to take Bobby to the vet in order to have the little fellow’s 
stitches removed. Vlad comes in with Tara and the latter sprawls across his knees 
and stares longingly at an abandoned croissant on the tabletop. Ofra, meanwhile, 
ladles out some wonderful specimens of a tiramisu she has made – utilizing the 
saucers and spoons that came with our coffee cups.
Today is an unusual one in UK history as public sector workers, protesting 
changes in their pension provision, are striking en masse and disruptions at 
airports, in schools and in government offices are expected everywhere. Davide 
is congratulated on returning from L.A. yesterday rather than today – he is off to 
Sardinia tomorrow. Georgie reports that the school she ferries her disabled students 
to is closed today. But, on the whole, there doesn’t seem to be much interest in the 
conflict: everybody can put up with one day in which the bins aren’t emptied by 
council workers. Instead, Hanna, for one, seems far more interested in the choice 
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tidbits offered by today’s copy of the Metro: a giant catfish caught in the River 
Ebro, an orange-headed monkey born at the zoo, the chap in Dayton, Ohio, who 
had a pile of poo tattooed onto the back of his cheating girlfriend. (The Metro 
knows how to follow the really big stories of the day.)   
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“And Your Little Dog, Too”
Life Among The Dog People of Paddington Rec, Volume VIII

By Anthony Linick

Chapter 7—December, 2011

After a Reiki treatment from Hanna, Pepper gets a ride home. 
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Thursday, December 1:
Surfaces remain wet after recent rain but skies are beginning to clear as Fritz and 
I head for the park. Casper and another svelte black canine are larking about as 
my dog squats for his first poo and there are growls of protest as these youngsters 
persist in their hijinks. When they resume a more normal demeanor he is happy 
to trot along with them as far the green, where he now spots Georgie, Janet and 
Davide. Georgie has Sparkie, Lady Belle and (for the morning at least) Emilio ¬–¬ 
who is off investigating the antics of an Alsatian puppy nearby. Thereafter we head 
down the Randolph roadway, encountering Ofra with Bailey, and turning left at the 
tennis courts. All of this is very much our usual pattern these days but something 
now happens to shatter this picture of complacency: Fritz throws up twice, pools 
of brackish yellow slime ¬– though his poo seemed fine only a few minutes earlier. 
Also unusual is his next gesture – for he now slips into an empty tennis court and 
won’t come back when called. I have to go in here myself and put him on lead 
so that we can complete our morning walk, first through the parking lot (where 
publicist Lynn Franks is just pulling away) and then onto the Carlton roadway 
(where one of the many men at work on the leaf blowers today is shouting at Boyd 
that he isn’t going to do some assigned task).
By the time we have arrived back at the café I have decided not to offer any food 
to my dog’s delicate stomach today and this means I won’t be dispensing treats to 
any of the other canines either, a fate that Daisy-Mae and Bailey find particularly 
difficult to accept. Claire decides not to offer any treats as well – and this leaves 
only Peter’s Schmackos as the snack de jour. Peter says that someone else is taking 
Bobby to have his stitches out and that is why he is able to join us today and to 
pass out our lottery choices for Saturday. This time he has made sure that we have 
at least one ticket with each of the possible Thunderball numbers so that we are 
guaranteed at least £3.00 in return for our investment – a sum needed to bring the 
undistributed funds in our Christmas kitty to £5.00 each. When he says that every 
number is represented once but that nine makes two appearances Ofra grumbles 
that this choice should have been six. 
Claire has something to grumble about as well: the woman who owns the freehold 
to her building (a neighbor) has disappeared just when her signature is needed on 
the sale of Claire’s flat – jeopardizing the whole deal. Hanna now arrives (with 
lots of advice on what Claire should do next) but Davide leaves – he is off to 
Sardinia, with Winnie left behind to spend the day with Janet. I’m sure they have 
lots of wonderful food for good dogs at Janet’s, a comparison that my dog is keen 
to point out to me as he sits at my feet gazing accusingly – when no biscuits are 
forthcoming. We get up to begin our back passage walkround, Emilio’s nose firmly 
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ensconced in Winnie’s back passage. By now the sun is shining brightly, there is 
even a touch of warmth in its rays and all would be well if someone wasn’t sulking 
over his impending starvation. We pass Tracy, here with her Sweep and Renata’s 
Maxi, and make our way out of the park.

Friday, December 2:
The sun is again shining brightly and I am glad I have tucked my dark glasses into 
my pocket – but I wish I had added my wool hat to this ensemble since it is also 
very chilly. Fritz, who showed no further symptoms of stomach distress yesterday, 
races ahead, buoyantly proud of a successful mission: sending the ginger cat who 
lives downstairs up an escape tree near the front door. To my surprise the café is 
already open as we pass by, some ten minutes early, and there are already dogs 
in our corner – indeed it takes me some time to get Fritz moving forward again 
because here one of Koji’s owners is feeding treats to his pet and Panda (whom he 
will be looking after today) and my still-hungry canine is obviously intrigued. We 
do continue around the green, encountering the veteran Tibetan Terrier, Cosmo, 
near the Grantully gate. “It seems that winter is finally here,” Cosmo’s mommy 
says, and there is plenty of evidence for this as Fritz and I cross the green on our 
way to the café – frost covers much of this grassy surface.
Inside the doggy compound there is an eruption of sound, a barkathon, and when 
we arrive I ask for the origins of this contretemps. It seems that Koji, sticking his 
nose into the water bowl, has incensed the featherweight champ, Bobby, and by the 
time order is restored Lucky and Panda have gotten into the fray as well. Claire, 
sitting at one end of our tables, says that she is looking forward to a day in which 
she will not have to worry about Panda’s barking. “Yes,” I say, “Panda is one of 
those dogs who likes to bark at the moon…and when there is no moon she barks 
until it shows up.” Claire, claiming she wants the sun on her back (and a cigarette, 
no doubt) now moves to the little corner table, where she is joined by Ofra and 
Ellie. I find this subdivision off-putting. At any rate, we shall not see Ofra here 
tomorrow – she is off to visit her daughter at her university in Bristol and Bailey 
will now be handed over to his Aunt Georgie.
Peter, who needs to stand up whenever he takes in money, is collecting wagers on 
tomorrow’s racing and blocking off the sun at the same time. Wendy now enters 
and opens a tin of Marks & Spencer shortbread as a birthday offering for her 
T-bone, whose actual birthday and age have never been established satisfactorily 
– though she thinks her pet is about eleven years old now. Eileen now approaches 
with Samson, but the shy Alsatian refuses to squeeze through a gate guarded by 
Tara. Vlad has to tell his pet that the shortbread he has just taken from Wendy is 
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for the baby in his lap and not for Rhodesian Ridgebacks. The baby is having a 
thoughtful chew, though it is unclear whether she has enough teeth for the job. Our 
departure comes in fits and starts and I find myself with Makiko alone as we make 
our way by the flowering mahonia on the back passage walkround. Emilio is using 
his back legs, after a comfort stop, to spray the world with leaves. I tell Makiko 
that yesterday he succeeded in covering Fritz with leaf litter in the process. As we 
near our door that cat is again staring down at us from a nearby pillar – and there is 
objection to this from one furry gray Schnauzer. 

Saturday, December 3:
It is not quite as cold this morning and the sun is again in evidence as Fritz and 
I begin our Saturday in the park. Coming up behind us is Renata, back from her 
Christmas market holiday in Switzerland, France and Germany. Her eyes mist 
over as she describes an Alsatian village that has not changed since the Sixteenth 
Century. Maxi, meanwhile, makes a deep incursion into the environmental area 
and then we continue on to the green, where Fritz turns left. We make rapid 
progress behind the tennis courts, cross the parking area and enter the little doggy 
compound over here. This morning it is occupied by the killer Chihuahuas – who 
are on their best behavior this morning if you don’t include the one who is snaffling 
down some chicken bones as his owner goes ballistic over this crime. I put Fritz on 
lead as we make our way back to the café, where Ellen volunteers to get my coffee 
for me. 
Our group this morning is somewhat diminished – with Ofra in Bristol and Janet 
visiting her friend (also Janet). In addition to Ellen and Renata (who has brought 
some chocolate Mozart pralines) we have Peter, Georgie and Hanna – but after a 
few minutes Dan (suffering from another cold) arrives with Linda. This means that 
Pepper (who ends up in Hanna’s lap for an impromptu Reiki treatment) joins the 
assembled canines at my feet – his advantage in the eternal struggle for sustenance 
is that his yelp is so loud that I am inclined to honor his request without protest. 
Daisy-Mae (here this morning with Georgie) is in almost the same category but 
Bailey (ditto) rarely needs to add noise to his repertoire of beseeching tactics. 
We also have one of those percussive protest votes as an alien dog passes by our 
fence. Here the noise is so deafening that Fritz, who hates such outbursts, wails in 
opposition.
I try to get some movement on our annual dog owners’ Christmas gathering ¬– 
which ought to be scheduled for some time next weekend if we are to undertake 
a proper farewell to Claire, who is scheduled to move on December 15. There are 
instant objections from the far end of the table, no counter suggestions at all, and 
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so I have to let the topic languish. Dan, who is usually a captain of revelry when it 
comes to organizing any social get-together, seems only interested I another new 
app ¬– one which irons out the wrinkles in any photographed face. After he shoots 
Peter he sends this version to Liz in New York – suggesting that the septuagenarian 
has undergone extensive facial treatment in order to make himself more attractive 
during her projected visit later this month. (The app fails to make any progress 
with the wrinkles on Winnie’s face.)
Having failed to make any progress on party plans I now share with the others 
something of Yoyo’s Welsh holiday – having run into Tim when we were out 
walking our dogs last night. It seems that Yoyo fell into a rabbit burrow – just as 
the rabbit was attempting an exit; it actually squeezed itself out between the dog’ 
legs! Yoyo did not give chase and therefore she had plenty of energy left when her 
careless owners made the mistake of leaving their dog and a feta and olive quiche 
in the car at same time. (Tim was at the end of a very long walk, one that he needed 
to make so that the naughty madam’s tummy could be emptied – since she had 
scarfed the lot.) Linda now makes an early departure, and, as I have not seen her in 
some time, I decide to accompany her on a back passage walkround. 

Sunday, December 4:
It is rather gray this morning but there is no sign of any much-needed moisture 
(London suffering from drought-like conditions these days) as Fritz and I make 
our preparations for Sunday morning in the park. “If you are king of the park,” I 
tell my pet, “it’s about time you gave your kingdom a snap inspection” – and with 
that we are off down the steps at great speed. Denise is just parking her bike near 
our entrance, Rizzo jumping down from his basket, and (amid the many weekend 
joggers) we begin our passage along the back walkways. Everything seems in 
order as we reach the green – which must be investigated from every angle as Fritz 
begins a grand circle of the grassy space. As we near the Morshead roadway I spot 
Dan with Winnie and Bailey and Fritz rushes forward to follow this group across 
the grass to the café. Linda is here with Pepper but she has just time enough to 
make certain that I am warm enough… yes, I am wearing my long underwear for 
the first time this year and yes, I do have my gloves in my jacket pocket.
A Christmas tree has been decorated inside the café, from which I soon emerge 
with a cappuccino whose foam is piled so high that Lurch claims it too looks like a 
Christmas tree. We have only a small turnout this morning – yesterday’s absentees 
still missing. Only Georgie, Dan, Peter and Ellen are here to start with – though 
Claire comes in after half an hour – only to be told that our annual Christmas 
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gathering is scheduled for December 23rd at the Bridge House pub on the canal, 
a date well after she expects to have moved to Dorset. Peter is bothered by this 
schedule since he has now gotten our per person payout in the lottery (after a 
meager £3.00 win last night) to £5.12 – and Claire’s portion may have to be paid 
out before she leaves; the rest of us, presumably, will drink our shares at the pub.
Dan says he has complained that they never stock the Sunday Times in the paper 
rack at the café and this leads to a discussion of the London press in general. Peter, 
having expressed a preference for the Mail on Sunday and The Sun, has to endure 
accusations from Dan that he is (1) getting very little actual news and (2) what 
he does get is heavily dosed with right-wing bias. I defend Peter – “If a three-
headed baby is born in Gabon Peter is sure to know this first.” We discuss last 
night’s victory by Dougie Poynter in I’m A Celebrity, Get Me Out of Here!  Dan 
is very proud of the runner up, Mark Wright – whom he sees as an outstanding 
ambassador for his own home county, Essex. I point out that it could still be 
a double celebration for McFly, for the band’s drummer, Harry Judd, is still a 
favorite in Strictly Come Dancing. The dogs, meanwhile, manage to exhaust both 
Ellen and Claire, who have goodies with them today, and they now turn their 
attentions to me. I run out as well – how could so few dogs eat so many biscuits? 
We begin a back passage walkround; to our horror, Bailey and Daisy-Mae dash 
through an open door and into a crowded Sunday-morning footie scene on the five-
a-side pitch. Fortunately they don’t stay in here for long. “I thought we were going 
to have a real pitch invasion there,” Dan says. 

Monday, December 5:
Though sunny, it is quite cold this morning and I am already regretting my decision 
not to wear my long underwear. To make matters worse, movement forward is 
painfully retarded as Fritz only inches along, sampling the occasional grass shoot 
– he was much livelier yesterday afternoon when Linda and Pepper accompanied 
us on a nice walk in Regent’s Park. By the time we reach the café I can see that this 
establishment already has its doors open – nevertheless we continue forward on the 
Randolph roadway, soon encountering the sweet Alsatian puppy, Katy. I keep Fritz 
moving toward the exit on this side, but he turns around well before we reach the 
gate and this is my signal to put him on lead and head back to the café.
As I arrive (handing Fritz’s lead over the heavily gloved hand of his Uncle Peter) 
Ellen tells me that the coffees are on her today – tomorrow is her birthday but she 
will be having a hospital checkup then. Joining us this morning we also have Ofra, 
Claire, Janet, Wendy, and Georgie. It takes me a while to find an empty seat – 
because Bailey is using my usual chair to remind his mommy that he needs more 
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of her croissant. Thereafter he switches his attentions to me, raking away at me 
from every angle, then jumping into Ofra’s lap the better to bury his nose in my 
biscuit bag. When he is not active at my feet I also have Panda, Lucky, Sparkie and 
even Fritz – but no one is noisier than Daisy-Mae, who is wearing her blue quilted 
winter coat today. She begins an intemperate tirade, barking away at the stupid 
man who can’t figure out what is required right now. 
On the medical front, Claire says that yesterday, as she was walking Oggy home, 
Carrie’s dog began to pee blood. The vet thinks the little white fellow is actually 
suffering from kidney stones – Claire thinks that the problem is compounded by 
the fact that Oggy seems never to take a drink of water. (Claire is sporting a new 
haircut, with bangs.) I ask Ofra how her visit to Bristol went. She says she had a 
good time – including the hours spent cleaning her daughter’s room. (Lee’s fellow 
students marveled over how tidy this space had become.) Hanna now arrives with 
Yoyo and so I have another customer at my knee. We don’t linger for long after 
this, discouraged by the cold. Skies remain clear throughout the session and it is 
easy to spot the parade of planes, one after another, as they move from east to west 
and on to Heathrow. 

Tuesday, December 6:
Frost covers the running track and other surfaces in the Rec this morning and I 
have not neglected the addition of long johns to my park ensemble. By the time 
we reach the green I can see that some of our people are already foregathering at 
the still-closed café. I am standing on the Randolph roadway, waiting to see in 
which direction his nose will carry Fritz today. There are a lot of dogs bobbing and 
weaving nearby as a dog walker leads three or four animals on their tour, and then 
Ofra accompanies Bailey into our compound. To my surprise, Fritz seems content 
to hover nearby and, even more unusually, he accepts my invitation to enter our 
corner without even the assistance of his lead. I let him wander free in this space as 
I head for the coffee counter.
Our group this morning includes Georgie (with the fearsome foursome of Sparkie, 
Winnie, Lady Belle and Daisy-Mae), Ofra, Renata, Peter and Matthew – with 
Makiko arriving somewhat later. Peter begins by complaining that Ofra has taken 
his seat – but no one pays any attention. Renata wants to know if Georgie is going 
to install a Christmas tree but the latter says that if her grandson were here she 
might do so but probably she will not – in spite of the temptations on offer at the 
123 Cleaners, which makes room at this time of year for a Christmas tree outfitter 
bearing in its name one of the most atrocious play on words in marketing history 
– Pines and Needles. I try to think of something funny to say to Makiko about 
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tomorrow being the seventieth anniversary of Pearl Harbor but, in the event, I think 
better of this and bite my tongue. Makiko and Matthew are about to test a new 
burglar alarm – as there has been a break-in at a ground floor flat in their unit. 
Vlad arrives with Tara and, once again, manages to hold the gate open long 
enough to permit my dog to make his escape. “Shall I go get him?” Vlad asks – 
my response is a philosophical one, “If you think you can.” Of course Fritz is not 
in any mood to cooperate – though Georgie has a bit better luck when she tempts 
my dog back with a squeaky toy. Next Claire arrives in the company of Panda and 
Scout; she gets her takeout coffee cup from the café and says she will just be taking 
a lap around the green with these dogs before joining us – but we never seen her 
again: for me it is just a token of her impending departure from our midst. Finally 
Hanna arrives with Yoyo and immediately takes a seat by herself in the distant 
corner. Makiko is just administering the last of some treats that Renata has brought 
with her and the latter lady says, “Give Yoyo some before Hanna tears your head 
off.” Unfortunately, our Finnish friend has heard this comment and marches over 
to yank Yoyo from the feeding frenzy, muttering to herself about such “totally 
unnecessary” remarks. Chastened, we soon begin a back passage walkround. 

Wednesday, December 7:
Again we have sunny but cool weather as we head for the park – but I think it is 
just a bit warmer than yesterday and I leave my gloves in my pocket. Fritz looks so 
much better, as he dances down the walkway – an emergency turdectomy having 
been performed since yesterday’s session by Dr. Linick – now we have a snowy 
white bottom to follow instead of the previous sore sight for offended eyes. We 
pass Ozzie and Scout and four dogs in the care of one of the dog walkers as we 
approach the green. Here I encounter Michaela, carrying Skye’s ball sling. She is 
a bit worried about an alien dark brown dog, mostly Staffie I would say, who is on 
his own during frequent visits to the park. She is quite worried about his safety – 
he seems friendly enough – but catching him will be difficult as he has no collar. 
She goes off to flag down a security guard as I hook Fritz for another early entry 
into the café’s doggy compound. 
Our group this morning includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Davide, Peter, Ellie, 
Makiko, Ellen and Wendy. Both Janet and Ellen are back after visits to the hospital 
yesterday – and both seem to have good news. A lump near the incision line 
that accompanied Janet’s cancer surgery last year is just scar tissue, it turns out, 
and Ellen’s drop in blood pressure is worrying no one – she doesn’t even have 
to change her medication. Our animals are suffering from the malady known as 
greed. I have Emilio grunting at my side and Bobby raking away at my knee in 
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addition to the usual suspects. Once again Bailey is the worst of these. He jumps 
into Makiko’s lap and steals part of the biscuit she has selected from the tray of 
Sardinian delicacies brought back by Davide. Then he jumps into Wendy’s lap – 
the better to position himself in the distribution of her biscuits. This causes great 
distress to her own T-bone Ted – who also jumps up – only to be knocked back 
(literally) by the invading Bailey.
It turns out that, after his family holiday in Sardinia, Davide will fly off to Seattle 
tomorrow. This leads to a complex discussion with Peter over how much Davide 
has paid into the horseracing coffers and Peter doesn’t have his charts with him 
and can’t remember. When it is decided to defer this discussion until the evidence 
is at hand Peter lapses into quietude and Wendy wonders if he is asleep. He is 
wearing his fur cap and I tell her that in this outfit someone else has proposed that 
he is actually hibernating. Since Ellie is present we have the continuation of the 
interrupted conversation about expensive holidays and restaurants. Ellie says her 
family is so large that it is cheaper for her to take them all to a posh hotel for lunch 
rather than cook for them at home – a statement that makes sense only when she 
reveals that she is counting in all the hours of preparation and clean-up time as 
part of the home expenses. There is some discussion of plans for the forthcoming 
Christmas meal. Davide says he will be away on this holiday and he wishes he 
could be gone every year from December 20 well into January. Georgie says that 
only her husband likes this traditional meal and that, in years past, she would cook 
it for him – while she and daughter Lynn dined on curry.  

Thursday, December 8:
It is very dark and gray this morning and it looks like there has been some 
moisture – and that more might be on its way at any moment. It isn’t quite as cold 
as yesterday, at least, and we make a lively enough start along the back walkway. 
Rounding the corner near the cypress trees I can see Pepper and Scout – Linda is 
just on her way out of the park but Fritz has at least one opportunity of growling 
at an advancing Pepper, whose overtures are not welcomed just at this moment. 
Janet and Georgie are already taking their seats in our doggy world and Georgie is 
most amused when Fritz, cutting his usual corner, stands at the adjacent gate, all by 
himself, staring out at the green. I now round the corner, release my pet, and follow 
him down the Randolph roadway, behind the tennis courts, through the parking 
lot and into the little doggy compound – where the killer Chihuahuas make a great 
fuss over him; he pays them no attention at all and soon we are strolling down the 
Carlton roadway a second time on our way to the café. 
In addition to Janet and Georgie we also have Claire, Ellen, Peter, Matthew, 
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Makiko and Ofra this morning. Vlad arrives with Tara and takes up a position at 
the little corner table, leaving his pet to circle our tables in search of any treats 
going. Daisy-Mae uses her third biscuit as bait – and Tara falls for this. The 
ensuing scuffle, in which the Rhodesian Ridgeback plays no part, greatly excites 
Emilio ¬–¬ for it is more evidence, if this were needed, of the essential evil of his 
rival and you can hear him muttering loudly, “I told you so!” Under the table Jack 
persists in humping his sister – Lucky just lies there and thinks of England. Jack 
has an unusual form of foreplay – he likes to nibble on the fur of the giant Corgi. 
Unfortunately, Lucky turns over at one point, knocking Jack’s head into one of our 
table legs and the Jack Russell looks quite dazed for the next moment or so. Panda, 
meanwhile, is actually sitting quietly in Claire’s lap – but soon there are airplanes 
to bark at (Winnie does this too, evidently).
Peter is taking money from those of us who want to participate in the racing either 
tomorrow or Saturday or both – and there are many takers this morning. As usual 
he stands to record all these transactions and to make change – but this morning 
no one can complain that he is blotting out the sun. When it is time for us to go I 
manage to put Fritz on lead while I am still seated but when I get up my dog heads 
the wrong way and wraps himself around the table leg – I have to ask Claire to 
shove him forward a bit so he is freed from this maze of his own making. “Don’t 
take him to Hampton Court,” Peter advises. Our back passage walkround is 
seriously delayed by a recalcitrant Winnie. Eventually we get her moving but now 
it is Daisy-Mae who slows us down. First she discovers an unclaimed drinks bottle, 
one that gives her quite a tussle in its attempt to escape. Then, as we near our gate, 
she is diverted by a squirrel – it climbs a tree along the back fence but it takes quite 
a while to convince the Shih-Tzu that there is little likelihood of its return.  

Friday, December 9:
The winds that have been battering our locality for the last twenty-four hours seem 
to have abated a bit as Fritz and I make our appearance in the park – under sunny 
skies. It is chilly but not that unpleasant. Peter is standing guard on the walkway 
outside our doggy area at the café and he tells us that there is not much going on 
out on the green – though we can now see Janet and Georgie at the eastern end. 
Fritz spots Ellen with Jack and Lucky over by the cricket nets and he has to see 
what they are up to. Soon I see him standing on the little walkway behind the gym 
but he accepts my invitation to continue around the green itself. He dislodges a 
crow and dodges an Alsatian and then we cross the grass ourselves as we head for 
the café – whose doors have just opened. Panda rolls over on her back, hoping to 
seduce Fritz at last. 
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In the queue I meet up with Claire, who has been watching The Sopranos on Sky 
Atlantic – appropriately one of Peter’s horses for this afternoon’s racing is called 
Uncle Junior. I take my seat in the bright sun and proudly display my cappuccino 
– a work of art, a ziggurat of foam sculpted by Blarina (or so Claire says her 
name is), Metty’s most outgoing and helpful female member of staff. Makiko, 
who borrows a poo poo bag from me, is also present. She tells us that she and 
Matthew have been to a restaurant at Lancaster Gate where the waitpersons burst 
into operatic song as they present your food. She asks Peter, who has shrunk into 
his hat and coat again, if he is meditating – certainly a promotion from simple 
hibernation. Georgie announces that she will be taking the train to Hereford later 
today – bearing Christmas presents as she begins a babysitting stint. (Janet too will 
be away.) 
Ellen has brought a hunk of tripe for the dogs (Claire wonders if someone has 
stepped in poo) and when this is finished the dogs content themselves with 
handouts from my biscuit bag. Daisy-Mae is at her hectoring best – though her 
third treat lies uneaten on the chair next to me. Janet thinks her pet wants to bury 
this prize and lets Daisy-Mae out onto the green. When this seems to bring no 
resolution to her dilemma she is re-admitted to our compound and (his worse fears 
realized) she drops the treat in order to defend it against the entirely uninterested 
Emilio. While voices are raised Sparkie, the devil, rushes into the melee and steals 
the biscuit – Daisy-Mae looks very puzzled and sulky after this. Claire gets a phone 
call and gets up to meet her friend Stephanie, who has just picked up a mostly Jack 
Russell from Battersea. Soon she’s back with the lively six year-old fellow whose 
name, fittingly, is Rescue Rex. Rex can’t settle down among all of our dogs but we 
are soon on our way along the back passage anyway. We get mixed up in a tribe of 
red and gray-clad hockeyettes from Francis Holland – their sticks clanking on the 
walkway as we pass them by.

Saturday, December 10:
Frost still clings to many surfaces as Fritz and I reach the park on another sunny 
morning. It is extremely cold. The door to the environmental area is locked today 
but we still have to deal with the feet of all those footie parents, here to watch 
their youngsters slither around on the frozen pitches. Fritz is soon climbing the 
legs of Rocky’s dad and then of Ellen – ignoring a spirited chase-the-ball session 
that Janet is undertaking for the benefit of Sparkie and Daisy-Mae on the flanks of 
Mt. Bannister. After a while Fritz resumes his own travels – continuing along the 
Randolph roadway and then turning left at the tennis courts for his new favorite 
circuit: through the parking lot and the doggy pen and then down the Carlton 
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roadway to the café. 
While Peter hangs on to my dog’s lead I join the slow-moving coffee queue. 
Coming in behind me is Margaret – who has brought with her for Dan a winged 
Pug statuette and a series of wall decorations (to be displayed like Hilda Ogden’s 
ducks) featuring her “Pugs Might Fly” motif. She tells me that she has been 
tweeting with Pug-owning Jonathan Ross and that his inclusion of some of her 
materials on his site has meant a sudden influx of business contacts. In spite of 
the chill temperatures there is a good turnout this morning: Margaret, Janet, Dan, 
Ellen, Peter, Claire, Shefali, Ofra, and Makiko. There are a lot of Pugs about: 
Winnie, Emilio, Mutley and, hovering in the background, Zorro. The latter is 
wearing a jumper knitted by Janet’s sister with his own name emblazoned thereon; 
today Winnie is wearing a Sarah Lund special. Shefali’s Yaris, a very lively 
presence, is the only new element in the canine mixture. Claire, who leaves to 
pick up Oggy, has brought her liver newtons, others are offering shards of their 
sandwiches and, when all other sources dry up, there is always my biscuit bag.
Peter passes around a list of names in today’s treble entry and Ofra becomes 
excited by the appearance of Menorah in the second race. No one seems interested 
in the important matters of the day – England’s volatile relationship with the 
European economy ¬–¬ but there is time devoted to other current matters: 
yesterday it was reported that London’s bendy bus has had its last run (ending 
the life of the fare dodger’s favorite mode of transport) and in Scotland they have 
actually finished painting the Forth Bridge – which shouldn’t need another coat 
for twenty years. These matters thoroughly digested, we begin our back passage 
walkround. All goes well until we have cleared the cypress trees – then Yaris, 
perhaps unsettled by all the hard-charging joggers, has a manic meltdown. She 
jumps up on passing strangers and then grabs a tree limb, breaking off a branch and 
chewing on the stick before bounding off across the grass at great speed. I am very 
happy to get home: we have been in the park for the last hour and a half and I am 
thoroughly chilled. 

Sunday, December 11:
Neither Fritz nor I have had a very restful night. I blame my “singing” shoulders 
but I don’t know why Fritz seems to have been troubled in his sleep. I did hear 
some tummy rumbling and twice I heard him whining in the hall – but these 
sounds did not prefigure any demand for an immediate descent to street level. After 
the first of these representations he just jumped back on the bed; after the second 
he seemed satisfied when I opened the door to the sitting room – where he likes to 
sleep on one of the sofas. It is also true that when we do finally hit the streets today 
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that Fritz shows no sign of unusual distress or urgency and his poo is also just fine. 
So, mystery unexplained, we make our way out to the green where there doesn’t 
seem to be any action. Fritz heads down the Randolph roadway but he turns around 
before we reach the gate and I put the lead on so that we can head back to the café. 
With Georgie still in Hereford and Janet visiting her sister we have a very 
light turnout this morning – just Dan, Davide, Peter, Ellen and Ofra. Almost 
immediately someone discovers a lump of poo on the brickwork at one end of our 
ensemble and Ofra and Dan go to work with paper and hot water from the loo to 
clean it up – it has clearly been here for a while and none of our dogs is to blame. 
Peter reports that we have won £16.00 in last night’s Thunderball lottery (after an 
investment of £15.00) but that neither Friday nor Saturday produced a triumph 
from us at the track. He also shares with us some medical news: doctors, after 
an MRI, now believe that he has suffered a series of mini-strokes and that these 
explain his walking difficulties of late – evidently he veers suddenly off in a new 
direction when he least expects it. I am also able to share some news garnered on 
yesterday afternoon’s walk with Fritz. Here we ran into Patrick, Saskia’s husband, 
and he was carrying a new baby daughter, four-month old Romy – an exquisite 
creature in a white boiler suit. (I was able to tell Patrick that the latest dog book has 
a picture of his Golden Retriever, Buddy.) 
Davide is complaining of a cold (which, he says, he has had for a month) and this 
leads to a discussion of the efficacy of various remedies, including Echinacea. Peter 
wants to know if there is a good substitute for aspirin – since he has enough blood-
thinning medications in his prescription list already. Unfortunately, Matthew, who 
could answer these questions, is missing this morning. Dan now complains that 
Winnie and Sparkie inserted themselves between himself and Davide last night and 
managed to take all of the duvet into the trough so created. Ofra says that Bailey 
is a good citizen of the bed but Dan makes a number of disparaging remarks about 
Bailey’s manhood. (“Don’t confuse sensitivity with effeminacy,” I say in defense.) 
When we get up to begin our back passage walkround (a light rain having given 
way to ordinary dull greyness) Bailey comes in for more criticism. Ofra joins us on 
our walkround but Bailey gets confused and backtracks to the Carlton roadway – 
meaning that mommy has to run all the way back from the cypress trees in pursuit 
of her pet. “He is stupid,” Dan concludes. 

Monday, December 12:
After a night of rain, skies have cleared, temperatures have dropped and amid 
bright sunshine we make our way into the park at the beginning of a new week. 
Between the playing field fences we encounter Janet, with Daisy-Mae, and Adriana 
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with Ozzie. I can tell that the two are deep into a conversation I don’t want to 
penetrate – but later Janet tells me that a tearful Adriana, seeing Daisy-Mae, has 
been reminded of her own Shih-tzu, who has died in Brazil. Fritz rushes out to 
the middle of the green to check out the doggy scene here and to growl at any of 
the youngsters, dogs who have the effrontery to put their noses on the backside 
of so senior a citizen. Thereafter we take our traditional tennis court-parking lot-
doggy compound walk and follow Claire and Peter as they head down the Carlton 
roadway on their way to the café.
In addition to Janet, Peter and Claire we also have Georgie, back from Hereford, 
Davide, Ellen, Makiko, Ofra and Linda – who arrives with Pepper and Chica. 
Arrives on foot, sad to say, for her first item of news is that she has run into the 
back of a van with her Prius and that major damage (to the car only) has been 
sustained. Bailey, who couldn’t keep up with his mommy yesterday, somehow 
manages to join her in the coffee queue this morning. Outside there is a mad scene 
under our tables – with Fritz hectoring first Ellen and then Claire, while Bailey, 
Daisy-Mae, Sparkie and Panda are raking away at my legs in an effort to command 
my attention, and even a lively Guinness is suddenly added to the mix. Eventually 
there is an almighty roar as these dogs express a series of conflicting interests 
under the table. I’m too far away to see who started this melee but others say that 
Daisy-Mae had something to do with it. 
Makiko has received a Care package from Japan with some green-tea flavored Kit-
Kats and one bar is broken up and passed around for the rest of us to sample. Most 
of us can taste only sweetness not tea in this compilation – perhaps Makiko will 
have better luck with sweets from Italy – where she is heading on Friday. Ofra now 
orders Georgie to go to the doctor for her recurrent cold, Peter complains that ITV 
has nothing of interest to him in its nighttime programming, and Linda announces 
that she is heading for home. I get up to accompany her but as we complete a back 
passage walkround we are overtaken by two jogging photographers. One of these 
is Richard Dunkley but we also have Mary McCartney – running with new baby in 
his buggy and Paddy; she stops to chat with Linda about the transfer of one of her 
boys to Liam’s school in the new year.  

Tuesday, December 13:
I have no trouble identifying the origins of another restless night (at least for 
me) – for we have just endured hours of window-rattling high winds and rain 
showers. Fortunately, skies are clearing as dawn comes and by the time Fritz and 
I are active in the park it is again quite sunny – though quite cold as well. Our 
progress is a slow one (and not merely because there is a lot of branch litter on the 
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walkways) but because Fritz wants to sample some grass shoots this morning. Out 
on the green, a few minutes later, he has a lot of sniffing to do before we are able 
to continue down the Randolph roadway. The hazard over here is a forklift that is 
being used to replace bulbs in the light standards that surround the green; we dodge 
this slow moving vehicle and head for the café.
I use my time in the queue to zip up my leather jacket but it is difficult to find a 
comfortable position at our table this morning…the sun glasses are needed for it is 
very bright (but my wool cap has no brim) and it is never easy drinking cappuccino 
with your gloves on. Our group this morning includes Davide, Janet, Georgie, 
Ellen, Peter, Ofra, Hanna and Makiko – the latter and her Emilio are both wearing 
Sarah Lund jumpers today. At one point someone asks where fellow Pug Winnie is 
and the answer is “on the prayer mat.” It takes me a while to realize that I am the 
prayer mat (or my legs are at any rate) and that the paws thereon belong to Winnie 
– it is very hard to see in all the brightness. Soon Yoyo, Daisy-Mae, Sparkie and 
Bailey are also worshipping at my feet – though, curiously, Fritz takes almost no 
part in this feeding frenzy. If you offer him a biscuit when there are other eager 
muzzles reaching for the same treat he will turn away and take no sustenance. 
Hanna is reading the Metro and eating a plate of scrambled eggs, fried tomatoes 
and umbrage – today the focus of her disapproval is the politician, starting with 
Barack Obama, then Cameron and Clegg, then the Danish politicians (fictional) 
featured on episodes of The Killing. She asks me if there is any news on the fate 
of Linda’s car but I tell her we won’t have long to wait for an answer since I can 
see the lady in question crossing the green with Pepper. I am afraid the news is 
not good – the car (which has taken us on so many lovely afternoon adventures in 
Regent’s Park) is a write-off and Linda has been driving Janet’s car this morning. 
We begin our back passage walkround. As we approach the last of the cypress trees 
someone reminds Daisy-Mae that she has missed something – a squirrel, at the 
level of our heads, is staring down at the dogs brazenly, completely unperturbed 
by the presence of so many enemies. Just as we are leaving the park Janet offers 
two pieces of good news: her famous dogs of the Rec calendar should be ready for 
distribution this weekend and Metty is planning to keep the café open for most of 
the holiday period!

Wednesday, December 14:
The sun is making an effort to break through as Fritz and I begin another day in 
the park; it is chilly, of course, but not too bad. When we reach the green my dog 
rushes forward to see what’s going on out here and, having satisfied himself, he 
returns to the Randolph roadway. I follow, certain that he will begin another of 
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his famous walking routes but, to my surprise, he changes his mind and returns 
to the middle of the green a second time. When he does make a move it is to the 
Grantully doggy stockade but I have just seen a convalescent pooch go in here 
(Elizabethan collar and all) and so I put Fritz on lead and we circle the east end of 
the green before reporting to the café. 
Today is a very melancholy one for our society – for it is Claire’s last morning in 
our midst. She has paid for everyone’s coffee and has brought cards (featuring the 
faces of 19 canine members of the pack) and cups of doggy treats for all of Panda’s 
friends. Davide says we should have done something for Claire – receiving from 
me only the surly reply, “Some of us tried!” Claire’s card bears the message, “We 
will miss our mornings in the park terribly but we will be back to visit as often as 
possible.” Fritz, who spends so much time cadging treats at her knee, will miss her 
very much, I am sure, and so will I – it’s always nice to have someone who can be 
counted on to approach the world in a calm and measured frame of mind.
There are several rarely seen faces in our compound this morning. First we have 
Tilly the Border Terrier, here with Jo Lynn, then we have Chica the Boxer and 
then Milo the Beagle. In the case of the latter two animals the humans who have 
brought them here are just inside the café, enjoying some warm refreshment, while 
their pets are being looked after by the rest of us – a practice Claire frowns on. 
Linda arrives next with Pepper; once again she has walked from home – though 
a friend has loaned her a car while she ponders the purchase of a new vehicle. 
Today we learn that Janet is participating in a show at her art college, that Makiko 
is learning Italian and that Claire, who will need a car in her new country setting, 
would like a Mercedes Benz ¬–¬ but if she is to afford it this vehicle will have to 
be at least ten years old. 

Thursday, December 15:
Another blustery night has been followed by clear, sunny skies and depressed 
temperatures. Our departure is somewhat delayed as I search in vain for my 
warmest wool cap, an object that has disappeared from our living space since I 
took it off last night! Fortunately there isn’t much wind for its thinner replacement 
to contend with as we head for the green. Even though a number of our fellow 
dog owners are already taking seats in the doggy compound at the café Fritz and 
I continue on down the Randolph roadway, behind the tennis courts and into the 
parking lot. Here we spot Bailey, who has jumped from Ofra’s Smart car while 
today’s parking sticker is being displayed on top of the dashboard. We now 
accompany our newly arrived pals up to the top of Mt. Bannister, down to the 
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Carlton roadway and back to the café a second time.
Our group this morning includes Ofra, of course, and also Janet, Georgie, Makiko, 
Ellen, Davide and Peter – though after a while Linda arrives as well. “Does this 
chair belong to anybody?” she asks – my answer, with lump in throat, is “Well, 
usually Claire sits there.” Makiko, who is leaving soon for a weekend in Milano, 
has been watching Kate Winslet as Mildred Pierce in the TV mini-series that I 
watched a few months ago – and she is as impressed as I was by this portrayal. 
Davide is describing various treats he is able to stock up on in the Whole Foods 
store in Redondo Beach during L.A. assignments. Peter passes out Saturday’s 
lottery numbers, noting, in passing, that we are now down to 14 punters. Linda 
reports that she will be visiting garages today as she begins her search for a 
replacement vehicle. Peter has opened his Christmas box from Claire, and the 
dogs, including Fritz, abandon my feet for a place next to his.
The others get up to begin a back passage walkround but we are heading in another 
direction today – out of the park along the Carlton roadway and on to the Hamilton 
Vets on Boundary Road. Fritz is not poorly but it is time for him to get a dose of 
kennel cough booster up his nose. This morning we see Dr. Tom – who makes his 
usual speech about keeping an eye on the weight of the burly Fritz: it’s the same 
speech I always hear from my cardiologist. As I am paying my bill I decide to ask 
for three cans of intestinal formula dog food. Given my dog’s history of tummy 
problems, I think it is wise to be prepared.   

Friday, December 16:
Tummy problems were not long in coming – though I think, in this case, they have 
been induced by the kennel cough medicine itself. Unfortunately the indisposition 
surfaced at 3:00 am and this is the hour I found myself on my knees, mopping up 
a brackish stew outside the bathroom door. This was just another dark moment in 
the annals of dog ownership – only a few hours earlier we had both been jacketed 
tightly for our late night walk – in the rain.
Our raincoats have dried sufficiently by the time we are ready to leave for the 
park – but they do have to be donned again for it is still raining – though there are 
occasional frozen pellets of sleet in the mixture today as well. Not surprisingly 
Fritz stops almost immediately for some medicinal grass shoots but by the time 
we reach the green – where only Jazz is active in pursuit of her ball – he doesn’t 
seem to know where to go. The other dog owners are already sitting under our 
umbrella and Ellen, as she often does, offers to get my coffee – but soon thereafter 
Fritz begins to move at last. We turn left at the tennis courts and I put him on lead 
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when we reach the parking lot. I try to get him moving – I know my cappuccino is 
becoming iced coffee on the tabletop in my absence.
In addition to Ellen we have Ofra, Janet (with both Daisy-Mae and Sparkie in 
her lap for warmth), Georgie, Peter, Davide, and two who join us only because 
they need the shelter of the umbrella: Vlad and Hanna. Davide says that his next 
assignment is the Miami flight and we envy him. He is also happy to report that 
he has succeeded in lowering the tax band on his flat – and that the borough owes 
him £800.00. Georgie reports that the driver who helped her deliver her disabled 
student to school this morning kindly remained to give her a ride home – even 
though this meant waiting for a concert of Christmas carols to come to an end. I 
discuss with her the possibility of a new client in February (Fritz) – when I will 
be heading off for my annual trip to California. The animal in question is standing 
out in the rain, looking miserable, and taking no sustenance. The same cannot be 
said for Bailey, who soon soaks my trouser legs with his wet paws – eventually I 
have to deploy a serving tray as a defense against this constant assault. Recipes, 
Christmas shopping and property taxes each having received our concentrated 
attention, we now get up to begin our back passage walkround. It is still raining.  

Saturday, December 17:
It has not been necessary to starve my dog – he has done it himself as tummy 
problems persist; we have even had another nasty eruption beneath my desk chair. 
Fritz has shown no interest in treats or in his dinner and I was most reluctant to 
abandon him last night in favor of Michaela’s Christmas Party. Here I had a chance 
to spend some time with a number of other dog people: Rob, David the Dogsitter, 
and Tony – whose Hercules used to be a regular in Paddington Rec. Tony reports 
that his Cocker Spaniel at last seems to be mellowing a bit with age and that trips 
to Regent’s Park don’t seem to be characterized by the aggressive incidents that 
made walking with him such an adventure. Today, Tony says, Hercules bristles 
only in the presence of Basset Hounds – as some puppyhood trauma resurfaces. 
It is bright and sunny as Fritz and I head for the park now, but it is also very cold 
and frost makes some of the walkways a bit slick. We get only to the head of the 
track before my dog begins his therapeutic grazing and it takes forever to get him 
to move forward. Indeed, after several false starts I decide to reverse directions and 
this is acceptable to my willful Schnauzer, who trots along happily as we head over 
to the Morshead roadway (where one substandard poo is deposited). In front of the 
clubhouse we met Janet with Daisy-Mae and Fritz hangs around on the green to 
see who else is heading our way – with Georgie coming next with Sparkie and the 
black Lab Callie. Thereafter I get Fritz to follow me around to the parking lot as we 
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complete our current favorite migration route and thus return to the café. 
In addition to the ladies already mentioned we also have Ofra, Ellen, and Hanna 
plus Matthew, Peter and Dan. Today seems to be the day for the exchange of cards 
and gifts. I pass around a card addressed to us collectively from Ronnie (“We 
miss you!”) and an ad that Gavan has sent from the States featuring a picture of 
a Schnauzer wearing a transparent Dogbrella, an inverted bumbershoot that you 
can have for your animal for $29.95 – several of those present want one. Janet has 
brought copies of the 2012 Paddington Rec dog calendar; this year’s version (with 
drawings instead of photos) features pictures of dogs and owners superimposed 
on relevant birthdates. Peter passes out today’s racing info at Ascot and Janet has 
presented a number of us with hand warmers – I want to employ mine immediately. 
I open my biscuit bag and this time Fritz agrees to accept several of these treats – 
though he again remains reluctant to take a biscuit if other snatching mouths are 
nearby. Meanwhile I have been observing an ominous dark streak in the Western 
skies and, sure enough, we are soon enveloped in its grayness as rain begins to 
fall. After a while we have to brave it – though I notice everyone heads down 
the Morshead roadway since this is the quickest way home (or to nearby cars). 
Fortunately the rain is coming to an end (at least for a while) and the sun is coming 
out again. 

Sunday, December 18:
We begin our Sunday in the park under bright skies; it is very cold, however, 
and I find the walkways rather slippery with black ice. Fritz gets mixed up in 
the movement of other dogs and, as I pick my way gingerly along the paths, he 
outraces me… I find him waiting for me to let him out onto the green from the café 
gate on this side. Over on our left we see Janet and Ellen and Fritz rushes over to 
touch base; then it is Georgie attracting his attention over on the right: today she 
has Sparkie, Skye, and Callie with her – though Skye is upset because he only likes 
tennis balls. A little while later we meet up with another lively black Pug – this one 
named Ottie – and then Fritz spends some time in the foliage behind the right-hand 
tennis courts. By the time I have hooked my pet and we have returned to the café 
the doors of this establishment have opened at last.
I pass one of my holiday greeting cards to the counter staff and receive a small 
panettone in return. Outside (where they have forgotten to untie our umbrella) 
there are more goodies – as Janet has baked some delicious scones. These are 
served with thick cream and jam and, after Winnie has used her perch on Dan’s lap 
to lick the cream tub, her indulgent owner makes the Pug her own scone – which 
she scarfs down in only two or three bites. Thereafter she and Daisy-Mae get 
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into a scrap under the table (each owner blaming the other dog). Fritz (in Claire’s 
absence) whines piteously at Ellen’s feet while the others pay court to my knees. 
Skye proves to be just as fast as Lucky is pouncing on stray biscuits. After a while 
Linda arrives with the shrieking Pepper – but while the latter is sitting on Hanna’s 
lap a flea is discovered on his tummy.
Dan reports on his Oxford Street Christmas shopping expedition yesterday – he 
says he almost fell over while waiting in a queue at the House of Fraser. Peter, 
wanting to clear his books, gives each of us a package with a little over £7.00 in 
it – the undistributed lottery winnings for the last half year (yesterday we won 
£18 pounds ¬–¬ after investing £14.00). He says he has to get to the pub by noon 
today so he can watch his beloved Queen’s Park take on Manchester United. Linda 
says that she has chosen a new car at the garage and will take delivery of a used 
Toyota Auris on Wednesday. She complains of the cold and, like yesterday, there 
does seem to be a deterioration in the weather while we are at table. It doesn’t rain 
but skies become grayer and temperatures seem to drop even more. Georgie (still 
suffering from her permanent cold) says her head is warm enough. She is wearing 
a furry pilot’s cap identical to Dan’s (indeed a gift from him last year) and this 
means that we begin our back passage walkround with two members of the Covent 
Garden Air Force in formation. 

Monday, December 19:
I am wearing my heavy winter coat this morning but I am still cold – a penetrating 
damp and gray skies depressing the atmosphere. My hands, in particular, are frigid 
– even though I am wearing my gloves. Of course gloves are meant to remain in 
place for maximum comfort but when you have a dog who likes to squat on three 
separate occasions most mornings in the park (today: four) the gloves keep coming 
off. On the first occasion for such an exercise Fritz is disturbed in his concentration 
by one of two Tibetan Terriers accompanied by a Thai nanny – one actually jumps 
on his back and there are angry words. I think some separation in required but soon 
Fritz is happily running along the back walkway with this pair – as though nothing 
has happened. A collection of mostly unfamiliar pooches is milling about in the 
center of the green but Fritz, after a quick sniff, continues on to the tennis courts. 
When we reach the parking lot he asks to enter the little doggy compound here and 
it takes forever for us to get moving in the direction of the café. I resent every extra 
minute in the cold.
Indeed, as I return with my coffee to our own area at the café, I tell the others, 
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“I have a complaint! I was hoping for a long queue so that I could thaw out a 
bit and instead I was served immediately.” The others, today, include Davide, 
Georgie, Makiko, Janet, Ofra, Peter, Ellen and Hanna. Two of these incite envy 
almost immediately – first Davide tells us of walking yesterday on the beaches of 
Miami, then Makiko fills us in on all the exotic Italian meals she enjoyed in Milan. 
(Matthew had to attend the Christmas party at his hospital on his own, and there is 
a good deal of gentle ribbing on his dancing with all those lady doctors.) Makiko, 
meanwhile, has finished watching the HBO version of Mildred Pierce – though she 
was so disappointed when the series came to an end that she tried to get additional 
(non-existent) episodes from the video store and now plans to read the James M. 
Cain novel to see if he has another ending to the tale. 
I am keen to make sure that Bailey doesn’t start scratching my coat (fresh from 
the cleaners) since he has gradually turned my jacket into an exercise in distressed 
leather. He is joined in his pursuit of treats by Yoyo, Daisy-Mae, Winnie, Lucky, 
Sparkie – even Lady Belle, in Georgie’s care this morning, joins the queue. After 
we have been seated for a while Georgie’s phone rings and she goes off to a 
distant corner to take the call. Janet, in her friend’s absence, says that, after a lot 
of nagging, Georgie has finally made an appointment at the doctors. This is a great 
triumph – for no one is more doctor-phobic than Georgie. Unfortunately, when 
Georgie returns, the news is not good: she has been such an infrequent visitor at 
her local surgery (last time: 2008) that they have removed her from their registry 
(without letting her know this) and cancelled her appointment! Vowing to start all 
over again she joins an early exodus from the park and (feeling a bit guilty over 
leaving Hanna to her solitary tomatoes and scrambled eggs but feeling nevertheless 
thoroughly chilled) I am not slow in making my own exit. 

Tuesday, December 20:
The park seems deserted as Fritz and I make our way forward under sunny skies. 
In the cool air sounds do carry and from the Rec itself there is little to register: just 
a few huffing joggers on the track but no school groups and, indeed, not a single 
other dog heading our way. What we can hear is the cacophony of building sounds 
coming from the construction site on Kilburn Park Road – as each day we seem 
to see the gigantic cranes add another floor to a major low-cost housing project 
undertaken by Brent council. (An alarming thought occurs: if they allow dogs in 
this new project Paddington Rec will undoubtedly become just another province of 
Staffordshire – if you receive my meaning.) 
When we reach the green we encounter Renata, whom we have not seen in some 
time. Fritz heads out to the middle while I remain on the walkway: here, at the 
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corner of the green itself, there is an ill-tempered outburst as the killer Chihuahuas 
take exception to the presence of two burly Bulldogs and the owner of the former 
has to insert his leg into the melee in order to protect his tiny pair. Later the 
Bulldogs arrive at the café – where we learn that they are called Brutus and Caesar. 
Makiko, who somehow manages to get Fritz into the compound without putting 
him on lead, says she is thinking of getting a second dog – perhaps a second Pug or 
a Bulldog. 
In addition to Renata and Makiko we have Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Ofra and 
Davide this morning. Georgie says that she has at last re-registered at her local 
surgery (which also had an ancient address for her husband, who was still on the 
rolls) and now she has an appointment on Friday. Ofra says that we will not be 
surprised by her news – she has lost her wallet and spends a good deal of time 
trying to remember which shop it might have been left in. Peter announces that 
after due consideration he is now proposing that we drop our participation in the 
Thunderball lottery and switch allegiance (at least for a while) to the Irish lottery 
instead. (“Why not,” I suggest, “Ireland’s economy is in the tank; they need our 
money.”) Peter has considered several betting options and he passes out some 
forms from the bookies but no one pays any attention to these intricacies – we are 
content to let him invest on our behalf. He has Bobby with him today and the little 
fellow joins the others in his biscuit begging.
Renata has brought Christmas cards for the rest of us and these are now distributed. 
Then she and Makiko discuss a recipe for sauerbraten – which, brave girl, Makiko 
is planning to cook (for the first time) for a German family before she and Matthew 
go to Manchester over the holiday. Makiko has been reading my own greeting 
card very carefully and, intrigued by references in it to my stepfather, has been 
doing research on the Internet and now wants a copy of my Lives of Ingolf Dahl. 
I promise to bring one in for her tomorrow and then it is time for us to begin our 
back passage walkround. Winnie, of course, hangs back and Davide has to retreat 
to get her moving. Then Daisy-Mae and Sparkie sneak into the empty five-a-side 
pitch and chase one another in ecstatic circles. When we finally get moving again 
Janet and I compare notes on our recent battles with PhotoShop. She says that 
yesterday, as she was at work on her computer, Daisy-Mae jumped into her lap, sat 
on the keyboard, and somehow managed to convert the screen image into “portrait” 
mode – and it took Janet an hour to reverse this gesture. (Rob says PhotoShop is 
designed for brain surgeons while all the rest of just want to know how to cut our 
nails.)

Wednesday, December 21:
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A light rain is still falling (as it was during our late night walk as well) when Fritz 
and I make our appearance in the park today. At least temperatures have moderated 
a bit. We make speedy enough progress along the back walkways and arrive at 
the green just as Linda is entering the scene from the Morshead Road side. Fritz 
rushes forward to greet her and then he and Pepper follow the two of us as we 
make a slow perambulation along the paths at the eastern end of the green. The 
dogs settle down for some concentrated grazing outside the tennis courts and it is 
hard to get them moving again. We part as we cross the grass once again – Linda 
is about to take delivery at last on her new Toyota but she is full of complaint 
over Westminster’s decision to shut down all of its One-Stop offices. To get a new 
parking permit is now evidently a monumental chore requiring the computer skills 
of Bill Gates. 
 
Everyone else has already been served and seated at our tables by the time I make 
it into the café – but I don’t have to wait long for my coffee. My trousers are soon 
saturated as wet puppy paws make their presence felt: Bailey and Yoyo are the 
worst of these petitioners. Our group this morning includes Hanna, Davide, Janet, 
Georgie, Renata, Ofra, Wendy and Makiko. I have brought a copy of the Dahl book 
for Makiko and she gives us each a handmade Christmas card featuring photos of 
Emilio (1) snoring in his basket and (2) reading the new biography of Steve Jobs. 
Other cards and gifts are exchanged and holiday travel plans and social gatherings 
are discussed. We will meet at the Bridge House for our annual party on the 
23rd and again on the 28th at Le Cochonnet to celebrate Davide and Janet’s joint 
birthday. In the interim Janet will be off to visit her sister in Kenilworth and Davide 
is flying to Houston over Christmas. Ofra reports that her daughter is already skiing 
in Austria.
Ofra seems to be looking for a cleaner – though she says she always has to clean 
up after the cleaner has left. (“Not before as well?” I inquire.) She then criticizes 
the state of Davide’s besmirched jeans – which is just her way of winding up the 
fastidious Italian. She wouldn’t dare say anything about my cords which, by this 
time, are a damp mess following the attentions I have received from her dog. I 
suggest that I may have to change them before I undertake today’s journey to 
Sainsbury’s – Hanna says that on such a day as this I would just fit in there without 
any change in costume. Then she asks me if I would pick her up some swedes and, 
to my great embarrassment, I have to ask what one of these vegetables actually 
looks like. We get up to begin our back passage walkround and there is an incident. 
For some reason the lively, big-eared Casper jumps up and collides with Renata’s 
face – and there are words.
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Thursday, December 22:
Well, we have reached the winter solstice at last and now the days can start getting 
longer. Today, to celebrate this event, we have bright, sunny skies and quite mild 
temperatures and our in-lap would be very pleasant indeed if I were not lugging an 
orange Sainsbury’s bag containing three swedes; they are the size of bowing balls 
and they weigh a ton. I put them on my chair when I get to the café and follow 
Fritz out to the middle of the green. Later he decides to explore the Morshead 
roadway and here we encounter little Walter ¬–¬ out walking with Mary Queen of 
Shops and her companion. The former is on the phone but the latter tells me that 
Walter is half Schnauzer and I can now see this distinctly. Fritz has wasted a lot of 
time on this expedition and by the time we get back to the café all the others are 
sitting in front of their drinks and there is a long queue inside. 
In front of me is Hanna and I can report that my Sainsbury mission was successful 
– though I am puzzled why no one mentioned that a swede has a purple top. 
Hanna says that this vegetable is so resistant to carving that she has to stand on 
the knife – this sounds quite dangerous. The line moves oh so slowly (with only 
Metty’s brother behind the counter) but eventually I return with my coffee, joining 
a collection that includes Linda, Wendy, Makiko, Peter, Ellen, Davide, Ofra, Janet 
and Georgie. Peter is distributing information on the Irish lottery and says that 
the next track venture will be on Boxing Day. He is delighted by the appearance 
of Yara, here with Luna and Luci, since he has been carrying around some 
undistributed funds for her. She says she wants to give him £10.00 for the next 
ten weeks since she might not actually make it to the park in time for our morning 
session during this time period. 
Linda gives us a report on her new car and then goes off to wait for the plumber. 
Ofra reports that her husband has been asking her, in an accusatory tone, just how 
many kangaroos have had to be sacrificed to make her Ugg boots – but no one can 
confirm that roos are used in a product that is supposed to be sheepskin. This line 
of thought causes Renata to report that Europe has refused to accept delivery on 
boots from China – after it was discovered that they were made using the skin of 
dogs! This news seems to have a sobering effect on the conversation and there are 
a lot of early departures, Janet first, and then the rest of us on our walkround. Fritz, 
as so often happens, is the last to get started (since there is a last-minute poo to 
complete first) but long before we reach our gate he has outstripped all of the other 
animals and we are alone when we exit our gate. 

Friday, December 23:
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Skies have clouded over and temperatures have dropped as we enter the park; there 
is also a chilly wind to remind us that we are now officially in winter. Just around 
the first corner we meet up with Janet, who is in conversation with Stephen – while 
Will, Grace and Daisy-Mae wait patiently. When we are moving forward again 
Janet tells me that yesterday she went to the Natural History Museum with her 
niece in order to see an exhibition of wildlife photography. (She also tells me that 
some time ago we lost Andrew, a dog whom I used to describe as the acceptable 
face of Akitadom. He was quite old and had been shuffling around the park at best 
during the last year or so.) 
When we reach the green Fritz rushes forward to greet Georgie, who has her 
famous and long-delayed appointment at the doctor’s office this afternoon. There 
are lots of animals rushing about our here this morning, including a lively and 
lithe Beagle named Henry. Fritz decides that this is the morning to explore the 
Morshead roadway (and sections of the forbidden rose garden) and it takes us 
a while to return to the café. Once seated I am the immediate focus of canine 
attention; Bailey plants himself between my legs and scrapes away at my stomach 
while Yoyo, in her greed, manages to mouth both the biscuit and the fingers at 
the same time. Outside our fence we have Thomas the Lhasa Apso and there is 
immediate objection from our dogs, Daisy-Mae even squeezing through the bars 
to check out the visitor. Meanwhile Emilio is in a frenzy of protest. Someone says 
that this is because he thinks that Thomas is Daisy-Mae – grown much larger and 
full of even more menace. 
The human contingent this morning includes Peter, Ellen, Hanna, Davide, Ofra, 
Janet, Georgie and Makiko. Davide gives Hanna a Christmas gift of some Scottish 
biscuits and these are passed around. There is a good deal of conversation on the 
subject of cooking: Hanna has been watching Nigella make a pavlova, Davide has 
his eye on some herb-crusted pancetta, and Makiko says she thinks that piglets are 
so cute she could never eat a suckling pig. The subject of venison concludes this 
topic – Makiko is asked if she would ever eat Bambi. Peter is trying to get a word 
in edgewise (“I have to make an announcement of great importance”) but Ofra 
ignores this as she chuckles over the fact that the winning goal in Arsenal’s latest 
victory was scored by Israeli international Yossi Benayoun. To add to the irony 
Arsenal is sponsored by Emirates Airline. When Peter does finally get the floor his 
announcement concerns Wendy, who, he has discovered, knows none of the details 
about tonight’s dog people Christmas gathering at the Bridge House pub. We can 
see the lady in question making her way toward us so we leave Peter to give her 
the details and begin our back passage walkround. Emilio falls well behind and this 
is puzzling until it is noted that Daisy-Mae is waiting for him at the next corner. 
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Saturday, December 24:
I am a bit late getting started this morning – though last night’s celebrations at the 
pub have nothing to do with this. In the event, we had a very good turnout at the 
Bridge House, where diners included Dan, Davide, Shefali, Janet, Georgie, Peter, 
Renata, Makiko, and David the Dogsitter – with Wendy and her husband (Vass 
Anderson) and Linda arriving for drinks as well. Many cards and presents were 
exchanged and several bottles of wine were consumed. Shefali insisted I was doing 
something to chill her adjacent legs – until she realized that the draft was coming 
from people opening the front door. (This pub also has a satirical revue upstairs 
and so it was quite busy.) Vass, an actor, had just been to the wrap party for a film 
in which he had made an appearance, Quartet ¬–¬ directed by Dustin Hoffman. 
The food was okay but what excuse was there for running out of fish and chips 
and sausage and mash – the first two items on the menu – or for running out of 
ketchup? On the way home I got a ride in Linda’s new Toyota.
Fritz and I are about five minutes behind schedule this morning but it doesn’t seem 
to matter much. When we get to the café I can see Dan, Janet, Renata and Georgie 
standing on the walkway in front of the loos but, to my surprise, Fritz shows no 
interest in rushing forward to greet this group. Instead, he is peering intently into 
the empty doggy compound and, as I backtrack, I can see why. He has spotted a 
little red rubber ball and, when I let him in to grab it, the toy turns out to have a 
very useful squeaker inside: Merry Christmas, Fritz! His prize well secured, we 
can now move forward around the green and as far as the doggy area near the 
Grantully gate. It was been a while since we have been in here but I feel it will be 
easier to collar my pet within its fenced confines. I let him keep the ball when we 
leave and we continue all the way around the green and so reach the café…where 
Ofra, Ellen, Peter and Hanna have joined those already mentioned. On a number 
of occasions an attempt is made to reclaim the red ball – which Fritz continues 
to chew enthusiastically – but especially after she discovers how much the noise 
annoys Renata – Hanna insists on letting him keep it.
The Finnish lady is into advice mode this morning and I learn how to give a dog 
a bath and Makiko learns how to take Emilio on his first train trip (to Manchester) 
later today. Daisy-Mae, who will also be traveling today, is wearing a Santa Claus 
suit and a flashing collar pendant. Bailey is photographed wearing one of the 
Covent Garden Air Force pilot caps – Commissar Bailey. Georgie, reporting on 
yesterday’s visit to the doctor, says that she on antibiotics, has an appointment at 
the respiratory clinic, and that she must give up smoking. Last night’s festivities 
are thoroughly analyzed and there is some discussion on where we survivors are to 
meet tomorrow – when the park café begins its first three-day shutdown. Plan one 
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is to head for Plan Nine on Castellain Parade. Then we are off on our back passage 
walkround – with Fritz, still searching for the red ball that now sits safely in my 
pocket and managing to get his lead tangled in a cypress tree. We have to get home 
before I forget how to give him a bath. 

Sunday, December 25:
Shortly before it is time to leave for the park we get a visit from Linda, here 
to hand over her Pepper for the day. It has not been that long since we were all 
together at her house for a lovely Christmas Eve feast. The newly fluffy Fritz had 
a great time sniffing out hidden objects under pieces of furniture and buried in 
closets and whining over the loss of these prizes. At the dinner table, where he 
enjoyed several pieces of a wonderful Rob-baked ham, he came face to face with 
the cat – who was outside and staring through the French doors, mewing to get in. 
Nothing happened, to my surprise – Fritz must have assumed he was just watching 
TV rather than looking through a clear piece of glass. 
Linda now accompanies us for the first few minutes in the Rec – where it is gray 
but mild enough. Then she departs for a service at St. Brides on Fleet Street (where 
she and Rob were married many years ago) and a day at her brother’s house. I keep 
Pepper on lead as we reach the green, though Fritz is free to rush forward to greet 
Dan, just arriving with a Winnie in ball-encrusted Christmas collar. When Georgie 
arrives with Sparkie we begin a slow circle of the green itself, with Peter, Hanna 
and then Ofra joining us en route. We meet, in our circuit, the German woman who 
has both Casper and a friend’s Katy, the Alsatian puppy, and then a thinner version 
of Lucky, a young Corgi named Flora. By the time we have reached the Morshead 
gate Renata has arrived with Maxi – who is wearing a Santa Claus coat. Together 
we now make our way across Elgin Avenue and on to Plan 9, our usual holiday-
time refuge. Dan puts two tables together but Hanna, not surprisingly, choses 
a table of her own; she needs some distance in order to eat a mustard-lathered 
sausage without drawing canine attention. Then she fetches the screeching Pepper 
and gives him a Reiki treatment on an empty chair.
Renata has a red nose that lights up and a devil’s cap and Ofra is wearing a cap 
with pompom ears. Christmas plans are discussed – Dan says that at his parent’s 
house in Essex there may be as a very large number of dogs today. Renata produces 
a present from a friend, a necklace with a separate pearl and complains that she 
hasn’t figured out how to insert the pearl into its wire cage – something she needs 
to do as she makes some sort of wish. Helpfully, Dan picks up all these materials 
and makes an effort at insertion. It looks like he has succeeded but at the last 
minute the necklace slips from his hands and when it is retrieved the pearl itself is 
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missing! Heroic efforts are made at finding the small item but it must have fallen 
into a drain beneath Dan’s chair – and there is nothing to be done. Dan promises 
to replace the lost object but Renata sniffs that now her wish won’t come true. To 
her credit, however, she soon pulls herself together and all is forgiven. We agree to 
meet in the park at the same time tomorrow and I make my way home with both 
Schnauzers on lead. 

Monday, December 26:
Boxing Day – and not a Boxer in sight. I see Chihuahuas, at least three, and there is 
a pair of naughty little dogs named Timmy and Ollie who will not stop long enough 
in their merry chase to go back on lead, but the park is pretty empty this morning – 
another very mild grey day with some efforts by the sun to break through as well. 
Fritz manages to take his own pathways when I begin to circle the eastern end of 
the green but he eventually emerges and we complete a circle. By this time I can 
see Georgie and Ofra well behind us and we wait at the head of the Morshead 
roadway for them to catch up. By the time they do so they have picked up Yara 
as well – for Georgie will be looking after Luna and Luci while Yara spends three 
days in Geneva. Peter and Ellen are already seated in front of Plan 9 by the time 
we have crossed Elgin Avenue – but this is a matter of some disappointment for 
Ofra, who has not succeeded in teaching the staff here how to make a coffee to her 
unique specifications and therefore wants to try somewhere else. We do sit down 
but she soon goes back for a top-up.
Yara has ordered the full English and therefore takes a table of her own (so does 
Vlad) in order not to be pestered by our animals. (Fritz does manage to sneak 
over there for some sausage.) In her solitary position Yara now falls victim to the 
impositions of a young woman who wants to know if she has any change to spare. 
Many of us have seen this same long-haired street child at work in this vicinity for 
many months – always with some tale about her purse having been stolen. I must 
say there is a unique variation in the request this time. When Yara says she doesn’t 
have any change just now the enterprising supplicant notes that there is a cash 
machine only a few doors away. 
Thereafter Yara moves over to our table – perhaps for protection. She and the 
others compare tales of Christmas Day overindulgence. “I need a shower,” she 
says, “I smell like booze and cigarettes. It’s a good thing I don’t have a boyfriend. 
He’d dump me for sure today.” Peter next produces several documents, one to do 
with today’s racing choices at Kempton and the other with his proposals for our 
lottery participation: “We are now going to try our luck on the Irish Lottery. Not 
the millions you can get by getting all 6 numbers correct, but a more realistic 3 
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numbers correct from a total of 4 selected…we use what is called a full perm. (No 
ladies, this has nothing to do with your hair)….This bet will run each Saturday 
until Easter when depending on it’s success or failure, probably another money 
making scheme will no doubt emerge from the café area of the park.” With that 
Ofra now gives our head gambler a ride home in her Smart car. 

Tuesday, December 27:
Bank Holiday Tuesday is again gray – but quite mild. Heading toward us as we 
enter the park is one of the resident dog walkers and today she has two Cavaliers 
with her: Hamish, who evidently howled in distress on the cab ride over here, and 
Bella, who has just chased a squirrel up a tree. A few footie players have returned 
to the scene today and I have to throw an errant ball over the fence for one striker 
wearing the livery of Algeria. Out on the green there is a very lively scene, a dozen 
little dogs nosing about. Here also we have Max, a friendly senior Staffie with a 
skin condition. Linda arrives with Pepper and gives us a report on Rob and Liam’s 
day with Crisis at Christmas yesterday. This is in some contrast to talk about a fatal 
stabbing in the midst of the Boxing Day shoppers on Oxford Street. Fritz hangs 
around for quite a while and then he resumes his usual quest, circling Mt. Bannister 
and arriving back on the green as the coffee migration is about to take place.
Again Ofra wants to try the Italian deli on Lauderdale parade – but it is closed 
and she settles for a takeout coffee from Bon Appetite. (Vlad, at his own table, 
confounds her somewhat with his praise for Plan 9’s coffee.) Our group here 
includes Dan, Georgie and Peter. Dan is brought up to date on Peter’s lottery plans 
and he has a good time sending up our friend’s complex strategies, even offering 
an imitation as he reads the document aloud. “I don’t sound anything like that, you 
Scouse git!” is Peter’s surprising reply. Every now and then someone we recognize 
walks by; at one point we have a brief visit from Ziggy, on the end of Celine’s lead. 
Dan is distributing the last of the goodies in Claire’s Christmas cup and each of the 
dogs has a go at chewing on one pencil-shaped doggy treat. This reminds Peter of 
the time he got into a tug of war with his Prince – an almighty struggle that ended 
when, with a particularly vicious yank, he managed to pull out all the teeth of his 
pet!
Dan tells us how Winnie bossed all the other dogs around during her recent visit 
to Ongar; his pet even went swimming in the local brook. Then the conversation 
shifts to the famous lost pearl and Dan decides that he has to have another look 
in the rain drain beneath his seat. He opens this up and removes several layers 
of leaves and he finds it! Out it comes and it is wrapped in a secure paper napkin 
and deposited in Georgie’s jacket pocket. Dan is very relieved to have succeeded 
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where, day before yesterday, he failed – and the rest of us congratulate him on his 
persistence. Tomorrow the park’s café should be open again and so we agree to 
meet there at the usual hour.     

Wednesday, December 28:
I am in a sour mood this morning. I have a bad back again, I’ve forgotten my poo 
poo bags, and I have just had to tell Cathy that, in California, Don Factor has lung 
cancer. Very slowly I persevere and, while I wait for my dog to complete his visit 
to the environmental area, Janet comers up behind us with Daisy-Mae. Janet and 
Davide share a birthday today and I have brought cards for both of them with me. 
I do not empty my pockets at this point however, for Fritz (back on lead) and I 
have a mission to complete: when we get to the Randolph gate we continue on to 
the street and hence down to the surgery, where I have to drop off a prescription 
renewal form.
When we return most of the other dog owners are already seated around our tables 
under the green umbrella. In addition to Janet and Davide, who have paid for 
our coffees this morning, we have Georgie, Ofra, Renata, Makiko, Peter, Ellen 
and Wendy – with Hanna and Vlad at the little corner table. The dogs have not 
forgotten that I am the bearer of biscuits and I am soon besieged. Fritz, perhaps 
bored with the usual treats, is camped at Ellen’s feet and, sure enough, there are 
some special goodies in her purse. To my surprise I then discover that he has 
inserted his nose into my jacket pocket. This is because he has at last sniffed out 
the fact that, for the last five days, I have been hiding here the noisy red rubber 
ball he found in this space some time ago. I let him have it, though, but, for some 
unknown reason, it seems to have lost its squeak in the interval. The only sound 
issuing from beneath the table, therefore, comes from either Luna or Luci as Daisy-
Mae makes one of her ill-tempered assaults. She is taken to a corner and tied to 
the naughty fence. Bailey is taken to another one in order to receive some flea-
treatment on the back of his neck.
Peter is obsessed by the Irish lottery – or at least our orderly participation therein – 
and hectors each of us for our £5.00 stake (good for the next five Saturdays). You 
either have to pay up immediately or indicate when you will be paying in the future 
and most of us empty our wallets so that the poor fellow can relax. There now 
follows some discussion on the post-Christmas sales. Brent Cross was too crowded 
for some of our lot but Ofra reports that Selfridges was okay. Wendy reports that 
in a similar busy period some time ago she was knifed in the hand by another 
shopper. No, this does not turn out to be another chapter in the random violence 
that seems endemic these days; she was in the knife department and a careless 
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shopper, snatching at a potential purchase, accomplished this deed by accident. As 
we get up to leave (agreeing to meet for a birthday dinner tonight at Le Cochonnet) 
I tell Renata that Dan has succeeded in recovering her lost pearl. She is delighted 
but then a shadow crosses her face – “Oh sugar,” she says, “I threw out the 
necklace chain yesterday!” 

Thursday, December 29:
There is a light rain falling as Fritz and I head for the park on a gray Thursday 
morning. It is not true that a day has passed since I have seen my park pals 
because last night we had a double birthday celebration (Janet and Davide) at Le 
Cochonnet. There was a terrific turnout, with Janet, for one, lining up all her cards 
on the shelf behind our table. Renata had by this time discovered her necklace 
chain in the rubbish and Dan (very carefully) was able to complete the pearl 
insertion that had gone so disastrously wrong only a few days earlier. I told Shefali, 
who was here with a boyfriend, that she was welcome to join the dog scene social 
gatherings whenever she wanted but there was one requirement – she did have 
to bring her dog to the Rec every now and then. I headed for home at 10:00 but 
evidently many of the diners repaired to Makiko’s nearby; I can just imagine 
Matthew’s reaction when he uncovered this lot in his sitting room as he returned 
after a hard day at the hospital. 
Makiko, Davide and Georgie are just convening on the green as Fritz and I now 
arrive – but my dog soon grows bored and heads down the Morshead roadway and 
I have to follow as well. By the time we have returned to the café coffee orders are 
under preparation and I join the queue. In addition to those already mentioned we 
have Peter, Ellen, Ofra, Janet and Hanna with us this morning. Winnie and Jack 
get into a fight over a scrap of food beneath Ellen’s chair – Daisy-Mae is blamed 
but, for once, she is quite innocent and apologies have to be made. Bailey is a 
relentless pest: pawing away at me, jumping onto the adjacent chair in order to 
better his chances at obtaining tabletop food. This includes a paper plate full of 
crumbs, which he pursues with his nose until it falls off the surface. Far from bring 
embarrassed by these antics, Ofra is only amused: she needs something to make 
her smile for she has had a fall at home and is quite sore.
Peter, having collected all the lottery money, seems to fall asleep – the park is a bit 
on the soporific side this morning and Georgie complains that the whole holiday 
season has her bored out of her skull. Emilio, who seems to be suffering from a 
form of teenage acne, is shivering in Makiko’s lap. As she attempts to warm her pet 
up she is quizzed on her sex preferences in the baby department. She thinks about 
this for quite a while and says, “I would want a boy,” soon adding, “a gay boy – so 
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it could be some of both.” On this note we begin our back passage walkround. It is 
always a bit of a challenge rounding up the wayward Luna and Luci at this point. 
This pair burrows under the picnic grounds fence and, a few minutes later, repeat 
the process in order to escape. Then they rush ahead of us and Luna slips onto the 
running track; she does come back when Georgie calls but first she has to chase a 
pigeon. 

Friday, December 30:
Skies are brightening as Fritz and I head for the park today. Across the street Janet 
is just entering with Daisy-Mae and the latter spots us immediately – and you can 
tell that she is in a quandary: should she wait for us to catch up or follow Janet 
(who is walking with Lady Belle’s owner) in the opposite direction. By the time we 
have entered the park ourselves she is gone – to be replaced in our line of vision 
by two jolly robins, who are hopping in and out of the trees on our left. I lose track 
of my dog – who scampers ahead – and I don’t see him until I reach the green, 
where I spot him out in the middle checking out the action. There is a great deal 
of activity today – I count twenty dogs at play – and among the ensemble we have 
two wonderful puppies, a young Akita named Alexa and a Puggle (part Pug, part 
Beagle) named Simba. Fritz spends some time on the walkways and then begins 
his circuit of Mt. Bannister. As we emerge from the doggy area onto the Carlton 
roadway we meet the German lady who has Casper. She says the park belongs to 
the dogs today and I agree: “With no one else about you can really see the original, 
appropriate and best purpose for this park – dogs.” 
A chap with a Labrador has brought two little kids with him and while he waits 
in our compound they come into the café to order their drinks. Coke? Pink milk? 
Hot chocolate? No, this pair choose a peach iced tea and an energy drink. We 
have a lively turnout at our tables: Dan, Davide, Georgie, Renata, Makiko, Janet, 
Peter, Ellen, Ofra and Hanna. Georgie has received a package from Liz in New 
York and now passes out the gifts and cards to the rest of us. I end up with some 
lovely coasters (East Coasters, in this case). Renata is still fussing with one of her 
Christmas presents, the famous necklace. It seems that she has not quite mastered 
the lock mechanism and the gift is handed over to Dan again for his attention. We 
let him have a go – as he is not sitting over a drain at this moment.
Dan then holds up a telephone so we can all see a comedy routine by the Australian 
Pam Ann, who demonstrates how the various airlines might deal with terrorism. 
(One villain, asked his name by the stewardess says, “Jack.” Oh, hi-Jack,” Pam 
replies.”) Several of us have also seen the recent broadcast of a revived Absolutely 
Fabulous, the one in which Edina is watching episodes of The Killing and 
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convincing herself that can now speak Danish – only to have this confounded by 
the presence in her bedroom of Sarah Lund herself, actress Sophie Grabol – who 
confirms that this is not Danish, just gibberish. I am glad that many of those who 
have never seen The Killing now know what we are talking about when we refer to 
a Sarah Lund jumper… today both Makiko and Emilio are wearing a version. Peter 
now collects track money from a number of the punters and we head off on our 
return journey. Emilio falls in directly behind Winnie, his nose up her bum as they 
waddle along in tandem. “No wonder he has acne on his face,” someone suggests.   

Saturday, December 31:
And so we reach the last day of 2011. It is a very gray morning and, though it is 
mild enough, I am wearing my big coat – since it looks like it might rain at any 
moment. In the event there is no moisture to worry about and the park seems a 
little livelier today than yesterday – at least there seem to be more joggers about. 
Janet and Daisy-Mae come up behind us and as we walk along I get some details 
about Janet’s New Year’s Eve party tonight. (This is one of those evenings I always 
stay at home – since Fritz has such a morbid fear of the midnight fireworks ¬–¬ 
but perhaps I will take him along tonight in order to see if the company of others 
provides a suitable distraction.) When we reach the green (and the closed café) 
Georgie is just arriving with Peter in tow and we now begin a long walk around 
the green. Fritz falls well behind here but catches up as we reach the Morshead 
roadway. Now he gets ahead of us since we have to wait for Janet to return from 
the loo before we begin our next Castellain Parade migration – in search of coffee 
at Plan 9. 
Just as we are leaving the park we encounter Dan with Winnie and once we reach 
the street we meet a tardy Makiko, who still has to give Emilio some park exercise. 
Then, obviously heeding my words, we meet Shefali, heading our way with 
Yaris. She promises to meet us later, heading off to a cashpoint first, and we cross 
Elgin Avenue and take up our usual chairs in front of Plan 9. It is a busy morning 
hereabouts. Matthew and a friend take up a nearby table, Yara (who starts working 
at a bank on Tuesday) arrives with Luci and Luna, Davide (who has three days of 
standby duty) comes as well, Makiko returns from the park, and Celine passes with 
her Ziggy. Only Ofra is missing but a phone call reveals that this morning she has 
to attend a bris. 
In Bailey’s absence Winnie takes over as the chief food scrounger, though Daisy-
Mae is not far behind. Fritz, by contrast, refuses to take in food when other mouths 
are vying for the same treat. Yaris is the only dog off-lead here (she does enter the 
café once) but she stays pretty close. Dan brings us up to date on purchases he 
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has made in the sales yesterday and New Year’s Eve plans are outlined. (Dan has 
had a nightmare last night, something about ghosts in his house.) Peter passes out 
information on our entries in this afternoon’s meeting at Newbury and we have to 
explain to Shefali what it is we are doing here¬ – Peter invites her to participate. 
Wendy now arrives with T-bone but I decide this is time for me to make a move; 
Fritz doesn’t really like the crowded spaces at our knees and he is beginning to 
yowl in protest. Before I can depart Dan begs Janet to give him a call on his mobile 
phone. He has obviously done something with his ring tone and soon we hear 
the phone go off to the famous and timely melody, “Should old acquaintance be 
forgot……..”
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“And Your Little Dog, Too”
Life Among The Dog People of Paddington Rec, Volume VIII

By Anthony Linick

Chapter 8—January, 2012

Emilio (left) and Bailey at feeding time. 
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Sunday, January 1:
After spending quite an unusual New Year’s Eve, Fritz and I rise (somewhat 
groggily in my case) to begin a new day and a new year in the park. We had spent 
much of the previous evening at Janet’s flat – where the guest list included Wendy 
and Vass, Georgie, Dan and Davide, Ofra, Renata, and Peter (plus Daisy-Mae, 
Sparkie, Winnie and T-bone). I had hoped that the internal party noise would drown 
out the exterior fireworks, always so distressful for my dog, and this strategy did 
seem to work. Dan and Davide left early (since the latter was again on standby 
duties for BA) and so did Ofra, who was off clubbing in the West End – but a good 
time seemed to be on offer for everyone. We played a guess-who-I-am game with 
our identities stuck to our foreheads, we had an Abba sing-along, and Renata, in 
her cups, boasted that she had once slept with Moshe Dayan in Hong Kong. Fritz 
spent the early part of the evening squeaking Daisy-Mae’s toys, then he had to 
defend himself when she attacked him a bit later. T-bone knocked my wine glass 
over and all the dogs were stuffed with treats. When it was time to depart most of 
the noise had disappeared and we had an uneventful walk home at 1:00.
I was just congratulating myself on mission accomplished when a few random 
blasts sent Fritz off on a furious bout of carpet scraping. When we had at last 
relaxed, about 3:00, neighbors both above and below my bedroom came noisily 
home from their parties and it took a long time to get back to sleep – hence my 
groggy self this morning – when we decide to use the Morshead roadway to 
approach the green – under gray skies. It remains remarkably mild. I can see 
Janet’s red coat a long way off: she is standing near the loos with Peter and the 
owners of Rocky and Toby; the latter is having a wonderful time pushing his 
football around the green with his nose and every now and then the half-blind 
Rocky bites the Bulldog on the bum just to play his part in this otherwise solitary 
exercise. Fritz walks all the way to the Randolph gate and when we return Ofra 
and Georgie have arrived and we begin a circuit of the green before heading off 
for coffee at Plan 9. Just as we are about to cross Elgin Avenue Ofra receives a 
call from her daughter, begging for a ride home from her party (some things never 
change) and so it is just the four of us who sit down at coffee.
Eventually Makiko arrives with Emilio as well but she stays only long enough to 
pick up her turf winnings from Peter; I got mine last night: £20.22 for a £2.00 bet! 
This makes up in great part for a disappointment in the Irish lottery and Peter now 
collects stakes on today’s racing. He looks a little the worse for wear and he was 
not well last night; nevertheless, he tells us, he did not have long to wait for a 28 
bus ride home. Skye and Ziggy are walked by as have our drinks and Daisy-Mae 
attempts to incite a fight by hiding her biscuit under her chin. It is still there when 
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we are ready to leave but happily she takes up Janet’s suggestion that she bury it 
– climbing up on the planter in front of the café and digging away with paws and 
nose. The latter is very dirty by the time she has finished but Janet says her pet 
will remember this spot and try to retrieve the treat the next time she is here. “Your 
dog,” I say, “has been spending too much time with squirrels.”

Monday, January 2:
I can see the sun shining brightly as I make my preparations this morning and, at 
this time of year, this also means that it is likely to be cold again. I am wearing my 
heavy coat and my long underwear when we hit the street, therefore, though I wish 
I had remembered my scarf and my sunglasses too. Almost immediately I can see 
there is a problem with my dog’s backside. He is straining away with little effect 
and I have to cover my hand with a poo-poo bag before attempting to unplug the 
blockage. This still leaves an unpleasant mess back there and I know that, once 
again, there will be a quick visit to the shower room when Fritz and I get home.
After some grass grazing in the environmental area we continue on to the green, 
where there is another lively scene. Some of the young fry rush up to check out the 
famous Fritz but, of course, he rejects all such overtures. A posse is forming for our 
Plan 9 project and soon we are heading down the Morshead roadway: Dan, Davide, 
Ofra, Janet, Georgie and Peter. In the close confines of our chair legs the dogs have 
soon tangled their leads and there is a constant repositioning as Janet hands out 
portions of the leftover New Year’s Eve sausages. Fortunately, no one spots my 
dog’s soiled bum. After a while Renata appears with Maxi; her alarm clock has 
failed and she is an hour behind schedule. To make room for her Davide gets up 
and takes a chair outside the café’s perimeter. This is just as well as he and Dan 
seem to be feuding this morning.
Ofra announces that she has lost a tooth (and her mobile phone) though the latter 
is probably at home. Dan pulls out his version of this device and plays for us a 
recording of a Bruno Mars song – with Dan himself on guitar and vocals. Renata 
and Peter are reliving the last moments of the night before last – when they took 
the 28 bus home after Janet’s party. Renata says she can’t remember taking the 
bus – though this doesn’t deter her from disagreeing with Peter’s version of events. 
This bickering is a signal to some of the others that it is time to make a move. As 
Fritz and I are heading down the street we can see Linda, with Pepper, standing in 
front of our house and Fritz strains at his leash in an effort to reach them. Linda 
reports that she still has her mobile phone but that she has lost everyone else’s 
number. She can see that remedial action is needed on my dog’s backside and so 
this is the next order of business – a quick trip to the bathtub. 
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Tuesday, January 3: 
A night of strong winds and rattling windows gives way to a gray dawn, and by the 
time we are ready to hit the streets it is still gusty, with a light rain driving us along 
from the west. Tackis the Cocker rushes up to have a sniff and then we encounter a 
woman by the cypress trees with a white Westie. Fritz offers his usual growl and I 
have to tell her that there is no malice in this gesture. After watching our two dogs 
she passes us and adds, “They have the same raincoat.” I am well-buttoned up 
against the elements but at least it is not too cold this morning. 
Fritz takes his usual shortcut through the café forecourt –where I discover Kevin 
and Ellen already waiting for the doors to open. Of all the days they could have 
chosen for such an expedition, they have actually brought with them Kevin’s mom 
Aisne, the ninety-seven year old owner of Lucky and Jack – she has made it all the 
way here with the help of her Zimmer frame. Fritz now begins a slow circle of the 
green itself but there is very little activity out here, just the Israeli security guard 
jogging around and, out on the grass, the ill-tempered chap with the blue paddle 
and the Jack Russell. Fritz goes back on lead as we approach the café but here the 
scene is somewhat unusual. Because of the high winds the staff have not unfurled 
our green umbrella and Georgie and Janet have taken seats at a little table under 
the overhanging roof of the café itself. Here we are joined by Makiko and Ofra – 
though the latter objects to the placement of this table; she is right: we should be 
at our old spot in front of the café doors. At least the coffees, in a New Year’s re-
opening gesture, are on the house this morning.
Georgie tells us that she got all the way to Covent Garden before being told that 
her disabled student was not going to school this morning. Her Sparkie is one of 
the customers at my knee but Fritz takes no nourishment. Instead he convinces 
himself that Ofra must have some hidden goodies so he puts his wet paws on her 
knees; she can’t object too much since her Bailey has his on mine. Daisy-Mae 
spends the entire session on Janet’s lap – the rain continues to pepper us and I am 
not even under the overhang. Not surprisingly there is an early move to the exits. 
Fritz, who has been on lead all this time, rushes off so quickly that he snatches the 
handle from my hand and I have to wait for him to emerge from some bushes to 
reclaim it. By the time we have dodged all the puddles we have caught up with 
Kevin, Ellen and Aisne – and they left for home ten minutes ago. 

Wednesday, January 4:
The torrential rains and high winds have now disappeared as Fritz and I make our 
preparations for another day in the park. As often happens when Cathy arrives at 
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9:00 I am somewhat distracted by a torrent of chatter. She is delighted to receive 
one of Janet’s doggy calendars, which I have secured for one of our closest (if 
distant) observers of the park’s doggy scene. This morning Cathy is full of a story 
that has dominated London news in the last twenty-four hours: the conviction, after 
eighteen years, of two of the villains in the racist murder of Stephen Lawrence. 
Fritz grows impatient with this conversation and begins to whine at the door – so I 
have to make my exit. 
It is quite chilly this morning, though the sun is making an attempt to break 
through, but the park is lively enough. As we near the Carlton roadway there 
is a traffic jam of dogs ¬– none of whom wants to obey the call of its owner. 
“Tackis, we can’t hang around all morning watching you poo,” is one sign of such 
frustration but Fritz turning left (when we always go right) is another, and then 
there is a big shaggy Oscar, who won’t come at all, and in the middle of the melee 
Lucky lies down on her back so that all the other dogs can have a sniff. When 
we do get moving again it is to circle Mt. Bannister – things are far quieter at the 
tennis courts, in the parking lot and in the doggy compound over here. I hand Fritz 
off to Peter as I enter the café at the beginning of a new era: the price of a medium 
cappuccino has gone from £1.90 to £2.00. 
In addition to Peter our small turnout this morning includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, 
Ellen and Wendy. Several of those present get a chance to chuckle over the annual 
screed of John the Window Cleaner (everyone’s a writer these days), a document 
I have remembered to bring with me today. What I have forgotten, in all the Cathy 
confusion, is my bag of biscuits and there is great disappointment here – with 
many canine faces turned toward me in utter incomprehension. Perhaps because 
they are so cross they are also very noisy this morning. They find everything 
objectionable and frequently rush the fence to scold some passerby. I tell the others 
that I have just received an email from Claire, who daily walks Panda past a Dorset 
farmyard in which penned pigs behave the same way – squealing at the appearance 
of strangers and sending Panda scuttling forward. Peter now tells us that if we had 
remained with the Thunderball (instead of switching to the Irish lottery) some of 
our numbers would have come up this last weekend. (The same scrap of newsprint 
also contains the story that a hanky signed by Tracy Emin and valued at £300.00 
has been stolen from an Oxfam shop in Herne Hill – I tell the others that they can 
have my hanky for only £200.00.) The intemperate barking which continues to 
characterize our breakfast hour finally drives Janet and Georgie to make an early 
departure. Ofra offers to give Peter a ride home, he accepts, and then she marches 
off without him – only to be reminded by the others that he is following slowly. 
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Thursday, January 5:
High winds have returned to London; they have contributed to another night in 
which sleep was consistently interrupted by rattling windows and they are still with 
us today – when Fritz and I head for the blustery precincts of the park. It is not an 
easy passage. Someone has let the red cat into our building and Fritz utters a roar 
of disapproval when he finds this feline on the landing. This is not an easy problem 
to solve – since the cat can’t retreat without trapping himself next to the building’s 
closed front door. The solution, which we have seen before, is for Gin to leap over 
Fritz in order to head up the stairs; this allows us to leave the scene without further 
peril. We enter the Rec today via the Morshead gate and, to my surprise, I can see 
Georgie and Janet heading my way; no, they are not making an early exit – Georgie 
has left Sparkie with Davide while completing her morning duties (“I don’t like to 
leave him on his own.”) and now she waits for his return. 
Fritz starts to follow Will, Grace and Lady Belle (and their owners) around to the 
Grantully gate and here he begs to be admitted to the doggy area. We haven’t been 
here for a while so I indulge him in this wish and we spend the next few minutes 
as he noses around. I can see that a birch tree has been uprooted in the windy 
weather – I find the birches don’t do very well in this park in the first place. When 
we emerge Ellen is just passing with Lucky and Jack and we continue with them 
(Fritz on lead) over to the Randolph roadway. Ofra is standing out on the grass 
here, searching in vain for a Bailey poo. I hand my dog over to Uncle Peter as 
we reach the café and go inside to order my coffee. Ofra soon follows, somehow 
managing to insert herself in the queue in front of two other customers – who, 
surprisingly, seem charmed by this effrontery. Outside our umbrella remains tied 
up but at least there is bright sunshine today. To those already mentioned we can 
add Makiko, Renata, and Wendy. I have remedied yesterday’s deficiency in the 
biscuit department and I am visited by all and sundry this morning. Maxi, sitting in 
Renata’s lap, is also the recipient of a number of these treats today: I didn’t think 
he had enough teeth to make any progress in this department. 
Davide, it turns out, was summoned on the third day of his standby duties and 
he has just returned from Egypt. Here he had a delightful lentil soup with curry, 
Renata has had one too, and Ofra says she is coming back later for the café’s soup 
of the day: beetroot with feta cheese and pomegranate. After a while we spot a 
Maxi lookalike, who soon sneaks through the bars to give us a visit; this is fifteen 
week-old Alfie, an apricot Poodle – to whom everyone wants to give a cuddle. 
Fritz, of course, pays no attention to this visitor, and, indeed, my dog twice makes 
his escape from our stockade – though he is quickly recaptured both times. Still, 
his adventures are not complete for this day for, when we get inside our building, 
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I am surprised to see that the red cat is still on the stairway, comfortably nestled 
only a few steps below our own front door. This is a better situation since the cat 
can just continue up the stairs and thus escape any confrontation with the dog. But 
Gin is not budging this time; he just stares at us as though we were the intruders. 
Fritz creeps ever closer in order to give the red fellow a quiet sniff but all he gets 
in return is an angry hiss – which causes him to retreat. So, putting the dog on a 
very short lead, we tiptoe by the supine and immovable cat and reach the safety our 
door. Outside it is still blowing. 

Friday, January 6:
The sun is shining brightly as Fritz and I head for the park; there is very little wind 
but the temperature is quite cold. When we reach the green I am handed the first 
of a number of birthday greetings – this one from Makiko – and, in turn, I pass on 
to Janet some cash to go behind the café’s counter: the coffees are on me today. I 
do this now because Fritz is only beginning his exercise and I am unlikely to be 
present at the moment they open the doors today. Instead we continue on to the 
tennis courts, turn left, head for the parking lot and the doggy playground over 
here, and only then, dog back on lead, do we head for the café itself. 
Our turnout this morning includes Janet, Makiko, Georgie, Ofra, Davide, Peter, 
Ellen, Renata, and Wendy – with Hanna occupying her solo position at the little 
corner table. I am busy doling out the biscuits and this means that even little Bobby 
gets fed. Of course I have to break the biscuits into little pieces for this diminutive 
Poodle but he keeps clawing away at my knee in search of more treats – as do 
Daisy-Mae, Winnie, Yoyo, Sparkie and Bailey. At least none of these is guilty of 
fighting under the table: this honor belongs to Bobby alone. For his part, Fritz 
takes no nourishment. He can’t – having been slipped a squeaky ball that he has 
spotted on the tabletop and for which he has moaned so longingly that someone has 
relented and given it to him. Thereafter, although he shows interest in Ellen’s tripe 
sticks, there is no way he can drop the ball and eat at the same time. Eventually the 
ball falls through the fence and when I retrieve it I can see that he has pretty much 
squashed the squeak out of it. Georgie offers to restore it to its former glory but I 
tell her she can do so only if she takes it home with her.
Renata tells us that she has had a dream in which she opened a restaurant in 
Greece. Davide tells us that he will next fly to Muscat in Oman. Janet denounces 
the celebrity status of those participating in the newest version of Celebrity Big 
Brother – I thought we were through with this boring bit of TV programming 
but it has just switched channels. Peter accepts stake money for the weekend turf 
wagers and I make an early move – stopping off at the café to make sure our coffee 
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accounts tally and heading for home along the back passage walkway. I still have 
a busy day ahead of me: a trip to the doctors on Randolph Avenue and a birthday 
dinner at Rob and Linda’s. Gavan soon calls me from Hartford to offer me birthday 
congratulations as well. He can’t believe I’m this old – and neither can I. 

Saturday, January 7:
Another disturbed night gives way to dawn. My discomfiture has nothing to do 
with the splendid repast at Rob and Linda’s or my impatience with Photoshop 
Elements 10 after a man (Rob) who makes his living editing pictures was unable to 
get a full screen view of photos opened in this new program – even after an hour’s 
struggle. No, unwanted noise was the vehicle of despair on this occasion. I don’t 
even count the return of the young adults at 3:00 am downstairs; I refer instead 
to the never-ending abuse of an unattended burglar alarm whining in the distance 
(Kilburn Park Road?) throughout the night. It is still grinding away as Fritz and 
I enter the park on a bright Saturday morning. It is mild enough and, indeed, 
encouraged by the warm winter we have been having, I can see that here and there 
on the margins of the back walkway, a brave crocus is making an early appearance. 
The shaggy Fritz, who had a wonderful time at Rob and Linda’s – and even 
managed to get through a whole evening without obsessing over any hidden ball – 
now bounces along merrily, a cross between a Schnauzer and some exotic breed of 
Highland cattle. When we reach the green he follows some of the other dogs out to 
the middle, then heads for the gate into the Grantully doggy area. I follow, but by 
the time I have arrived he has changed the itinerary and, following a Dachshund 
or two, is heading for the back of the tennis courts. I catch up with him on the 
Randolph roadway and we continue on to the parking lot, through the Carlton Road 
doggy area and, so, back to the café. Here I turn my dog over to his Uncle Peter for 
I have an errand to run. I need to head over to the Vineyard Pharmacy on Maida 
Vale Parade in order to retrieve my prescriptions. By the time I return the others are 
well into their coffees and barista Blarina has even supplied some biscuits she has 
brought back from her holidays. Our group this morning includes Janet, Georgie, 
Makiko, Matthew, Peter, Ellen, Ofra and Dan. The latter has just crossed himself 
– something he often does as a superstitious response to the sighting of any lone 
magpie. 
Ofra is discussing how to cook a chicken without ending up with an overly-dry 
specimen and Dan, quoting Nigela, says, “Just stick a lemon up its bum.” Dan 
is worried that the Olympics will diminish everyone’s enthusiasm for the theatre 
and says that there have been crisis talks among the producers on this topic. This 
reminds me that Gavan wants to unload a ticket to women’s table tennis – but there 
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are not takers at our table. I have to endure the usual onslaught from the biscuit 
seekers but it takes a while before Emilio, his pink tongue protruding from his 
wrinkled face, will take one of these treats. Having done so, he drops it almost 
immediately and this leads to a furious scrap for the prize between Sparkie and 
Yoyo – with Makiko having to grab Sparkie before there is too much damage. 
Hanna, who has been sitting in the corner, now comes to retrieve her charge – 
though this incident is somehow our fault: “You see what happens when there is 
food on offer!” On our back passage walkround it is Daisy-Mae and Bailey who 
act up. Daisy-Mae rushes into the five-a-side pitch (while a game is in progress) 
and snatches an empty drinks bottle – which she carries proudly thereafter. Bailey 
is barking hysterically at the foot of a birch tree because on a low limb a squirrel is 
looking down on him with contempt – a large nut in his mouth. At least the burglar 
alarm is not ringing any more. 

Sunday, January 8:
It’s rather gray today but temperatures remain on the mild side as Fritz and I make 
rapid progress in our journey to the green. Peter is standing in front of the café 
gate here and I notice right away that he is not pushing a wheelbarrow – it had 
been hoped that our winnings at the track and in the lottery would necessitate the 
utilization of such an object to carry all of our money. At the foot of Mt. Bannister 
someone is playing with a dog whose prize possession is a squeaky ball and I urge 
Fritz, therefore, to head off in the opposite direction; we are soon crossing the 
spongy grass on our way to the head of the Morshead roadway. Here we encounter 
Janet, doing a grand circle with Daisy-Mae and Georgie, just arriving with Sparkie. 
Nearby are two tiny Yorkies (not Toys, evidently, but Teacups) and the presence 
of such animals (as in the case of Pucci now) always reminds Georgie of her lost 
Pebbles. Dan and Ofra are now arriving as well and I put Fritz on lead for the 
return journey to the café, where I turn him over to Peter as I head for the coffee 
counter.
In addition to those already mentioned we also have Ellen, Wendy, Linda and 
Shefali this morning. The latter has brought Yaris, who is wearing a beautiful 
sheepskin coat, but one whose bulk makes it easy for the black dog to snag it on 
the under-struts of the table – which she twice succeeds in moving as she forages 
at our feet. Linda tries to keep Pepper in her lap – since he makes less noise here – 
but to deal with the other rascals Janet has brought her water pistol this morning. 
This weapon is employed on a number of occasions when our animals (well, not 
Fritz) charge the fence to hector some passing canine. Hanna now comes in with 
Yoyo and chooses a solitary seat at the little corner table. I notice that she keeps the 
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voracious Schnauzer on lead – there will be no food fights this morning.
Dan has just seen a production of Sartre’s Huit Clos and this leads to a discussion 
of the other productions available on the London theater scene. Then the topic 
switches to film – with those present each nominating a particularly scary horror 
film. My nomination is the original Thing and I can boast of a remote connection 
to this film – since my grandfather, a tailor at RKO, had a hand in making the 
asbestos suit of James Arness. There is a good deal of debate on the subject of 
The Blair Witch Project; several of those present (like my students at ASL) found 
it very frightening indeed. I did not and Wendy says that the celluloid version of 
wooded terror failed to rival, for her, a real experience of having gotten lost in 
some Polish woods. We are a long time at table and there is only one misadventure: 
Ofra, wearing a fur shruggy, manages to get the zipper stuck and, after several of 
the ladies have failed to free this mechanism, she realizes that she will have to get 
home before she can struggle out of the garment and have another go. 

Monday, January 9:
The mild but gray weather continues as Fritz and I begin a new week in the park. 
Progress is slow as the dog has to sample a few grass shoots among the crocuses 
and we are overtaken by quite a few other dogs on our way to the green. Here we 
wait for Janet and Georgie, completing a grand circle of the green, but there is 
still time for us to round Mt. Bannister. As we pass behind the tennis courts we 
encounter some lads who are attempting to roll their own cigarette; tennis would 
be better. Fritz spends very little time in the Carlton roadway doggy compound 
and we are soon heading back to the café, where I hand him over to Peter as I head 
inside.
In addition to those already mentioned we have Ofra, Ellen, Makiko and Davide 
at our table, but there are some latecomers as well – Vlad and Hanna among 
them. When Samson, the shy Alsatian, arrives, Fritz, taking advantage of the 
temporary opening, rushes out onto the green. Georgie, perhaps practicing for such 
duties when she will serve as Fritz’s hostess while I am in California, picks up a 
squeaky ball from her purse and a lead and heads out in pursuit of the rascal. Other 
examples of canine misbehavior soon follow. Bailey rakes a biscuit off the tabletop 
and Daisy-Mae spends some time tied to the naughty fence after a gratuitous attack 
on Tara. I try to give a biscuit to Emilio but every time I hold a treat out for him 
Sparkie, Lucky or Winnie attempts to grab it first. The returned Fritz suffers the 
same fate.
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Ofra has obviously struggled out of her fur jacket – just as well, since it belongs to 
her daughter. She announces that she and her sisters are planning to spend ten days 
in Thailand. I ask Davide for his reactions to Muscat, but he says he was so tired he 
never left his hotel room. Georgie reports that her husband seems to have secured 
a building job that may last five or six months – and this is good news since he has 
often been idle since the construction company for which he worked went bust. 
While we are finishing up our coffees we also get an update on a construction 
project closer to our own hearts. This comes when the park manager, anticipating 
the delivery of a number of new pieces of equipment to the gym, stops by to give 
us an update and suggests, much to our relief, that it looks like they will not be 
moving us from our sheltered corner at the café. “That’s what I call a result!” I 
conclude. 

Tuesday, January 10:
It remains gray today but there is a lovely horizontal line of gold in the skies just 
above Leith Mansions – and this is a harbinger of better things to come. Fritz 
makes slow progress of our in-lap and by the time we reach the green a party 
including Janet, Davide, Renata and Georgie is just concluding a complete circle. 
Instead of joining them we continue on toward the Randolph gate, again very 
slowly, and by the time we have returned to the café Davide is already in the 
process of returning his toasted sandwich for additional nuking. Linda is standing 
in our compound and she immediately releases Fritz from his lead. “Fine,” I 
say, “that means you have to keep an eye on him.” Soon I am returning from the 
counter with my cappuccino and Linda’s espresso.
In addition to those already mentioned we also have Peter, Ellen, Ofra and Makiko 
with us this morning. While Makiko is off talking on her mobile phone Emilio 
actually takes two biscuits from me. I have plenty of other customers as well – 
including the limping Pepper, who spends much of the session in Linda’s lap. No 
doubt Yoyo would have joined the queue as well but when Lizzie arrives with 
the greedy Schnauzer there is no sign of Hanna as yet and so Lizzie has to search 
elsewhere in order to complete the morning hand-off ritual. Linda could use Hanna 
as well since Pepper might benefit from another Reiki treatment.
Much of the morning’s conversation is devoted to a studied evaluation of the local 
NHS surgeries – there seems to be as much interest in calculating your chances 
of getting an appointment with the right doc as there is in choosing a winner at 
Newmarket. While this chatter rumbles on I can sense an impeding crisis. Ofra, 
the first to depart, is standing at the greenside gate, one that, absent-mindedly, she 
is holding wide open as she makes her farewells. Fritz is at the opposite end of the 
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compound but even he senses there is an opportunity here and I can see him slowly 
making his way through the forest of legs as he sizes up his chances. “Shut the 
door! Shut the door!” I shout, but it is all too late and my dog has rocketed through 
the gap and onto the grass of freedom. Ofra blames the dog for this outcome; 
Linda, remembering her earlier assignment, gets up with her lead and soon returns 
with the rascal. A few minutes later it is the Pugs who engender anxiety as first 
Emilo and then Winnie hang so far behind during our back passage walkround 
that worried owners have to backtrack in order to make sure that their pets are still 
moving forward. Linda is still advising Davide on how to get an appointment with 
the right doc. 

Wednesday, January 11:
The sun is shining brightly as Fritz and I head for the park this morning: I am 
glad I have brought my sunglasses. When we reach the green Fritz spots Georgie, 
Davide and Janet on the opposite side, near the Grantully gate, and he takes off 
after them at great speed. Having already swept enough grit into my house with 
boots muddied by the soggy grass out here, I decide to wait where I am. I can see 
that Fritz has reached the distant trio and that he is following them around the 
eastern end of the green as they gradually catch up with another dog-walking duo, 
that of Ellen and Jackie. “Thanks for walking my dog,” I tell them, but now my 
duties begin in earnest as Fritz disdains an early trip to the café and instead begins 
a very leisurely circle of Mt. Bannister. By the time we do get to the café the others 
have all placed their orders.  
The queue is very slow-moving this morning; there are some staff members in 
the kitchen but Lurch is alone at the coffee machine and at the counter as well. In 
front of me a young mother is trying to get her little daughter (who can barely talk) 
to choose a treat from the glass cabinet before her. The child wants everything: 
cupcakes, croissants, pie, muffins and the famous ice cream-filled plastic toys – but 
she is urged to choose a much more healthy strawberry yoghurt in the end. “I’ve 
been gone so long I think I should introduce myself!” I tell the others when I am at 
last able to rejoin our party. In addition to those already mentioned we have Peter, 
Ofra, Matthew, Makiko and Wendy this morning. There are vast objections to the 
occasional canine visitor outside our fence, Chinny, Bliss, Zorro, Tilly and so on, 
but there is also spirited argument over the possession of every scrap of food on 
the floor. At one point Lucky, who is a kind of land shark in such matters, attacks 
Daisy-Mae – who is quite innocent for once. Order is restored somewhat when the 
goodies come out – Peter has some Schmackos, Ofra some lamb treats and Ellen 
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has an exotic package of dried venison livers. “Oh my God,” “I exclaim, “our dogs 
are eating Bambi!”
Matthew and Makiko have a leak in their bathroom and they spend much of the 
session on the phone, trying to summon a plumber. Ofra is still considering her 
Thailand itinerary; she wants to convince Davide that Sharm-el-sheikh is still in 
Israel but that was never true and even the Israeli occupation of the Sinai came to 
an end decades ago. Peter announces that Sparky-Mae, one of our favorite horses, 
has a leg injury and has been retired to stud but that Blazing Bailey is still being 
entered. He and I discuss the change of managers at his beloved Queen’s Park and 
also the dramatic return, after six years, of Arsenal striker Thierry Henry. On loan 
from his New York club Henry (already honored by a bronze statue at the stadium) 
came off the bench and, after only ten minutes, scored the only goal in his side’s 
victory over Leeds on Monday. I explain that Thierry Henry was always my wife’s 
favorite football player. Of course she knew nothing about football and never 
watched a match – she just liked the Frenchman, who used to do TV ads for the 
Renault Clio. We begin our back passage walkround; Sparkie wants Daisy-Mae to 
chase him, but, perhaps chastened by her fight with Lucky, the little madam will 
have nothing to do with such hijinks. 

Thursday, January 12:
It is a bit grayer and a bit colder this morning, but not unpleasantly so. As soon as 
we enter the park I spot the streaking form of Skye the Cairn, in perpetual pursuit 
of his tennis ball, and, while I am chatting with Michaela, this same sphere is 
deposited at my feet for a good kicking. Thereafter we continue on to the café, 
where Fritz, cutting his usual corner, ends up at the greenside gate just as some 
Middle Eastern women in headscarves are attempting to enter. I fear the worst from 
such an encounter, but they are just embarrassed that they have let my dog out. At 
the eastern end of the green itself we have a procession like yesterday’s – though 
today we have Georgie (with Lady Belle, Sparkie and Daisy-Mae), Davide with 
Winnie, and Peter with little Bobby – Janet is taking a new art class this morning. 
Fritz follows none of these, however, but when Ofra descends Mt. Bannister with 
Bailey he does take off after this pair and we end up walking with them all the way 
to the Grantully gate. Ofra tells me that she has been watching a reality TV show 
from Jerusalem and that one of her childhood chums is a featured personality and 
that she has learned only now something of the disturbed history of her friend’s 
family, Holocaust survivors.
As Fritz and I approach the café there is an interesting incident. The Alsatian puppy 
Katy and a similarly sized black dog named Lady are having a riotous romp in 
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front of the loos and at one point Katy dashes through a doorway, slips on the wet 
floor, and slides into a trash bin with a loud thump. “Did you see that?” an amused 
bystander asks me. “At least they knew enough to enter the ladies side,” I reply. 
When I have entered the café itself I see right away that Ofra has sidled around to 
the head of the queue and is standing almost behind the counter, from which point 
she manages to muddle up all of our group’s orders – so that my cappuccino now 
gets paid for twice. In addition to those mentioned already we also have Makiko 
and Ellen with us this morning. Ellen still has some venison liver treats and this 
helps to distract our dogs from my knees. As usual these animals, from the safety 
of the fence, keep up a concerted protest whenever any alien animal appears on the 
other side. Winnie is the leader of the pack; you can tell she is barking, “And don’t 
come back!” I am able to report that Christian and Reina, once park regulars, have 
had another baby daughter.
Davide is complaining about a passenger whose entire view of Italy has been 
narrowed down to Mafia and pasta. Perhaps he will have better luck on his next 
trip – Kuwait. Makiko is also planning a trip to Cannes at the end of the month and 
she makes enquiries about Georgie’s watching Emilio. (Matthew, disloyally, is off 
this morning at the Italian deli on Lauderdale parade, where he likes the coffee.) 
Makiko is able to report success on the plumbing front and she gets up as we begin 
our back passage walkround in a much better mood than yesterday. As I reach the 
Carlton roadway I can see a number of café customers pointing with emphasis at 
Winnie – as though we have forgotten her. Instead, she is just having one of her 
sit-down strikes – “You don’t expect me to walk all the way home now, do you?” 
Near the Essendine exit we encounter Natasha, just entering with Millie. The tiny 
Miniature Pinscher is wearing a handsome coat and she has just as good a memory 
as Skye, whom we encountered at this same spot on our in-lap. In Millie’s case it 
is biscuits she remembers and so I untie my black plastic sack in order pluck out 
another treat. From my sitting room window, a few minutes later, I can see my 
friends slowly making their way around. Winnie is still sitting down sullenly in 
the pathway while the others disappear into the distance. But then I see something 
quite interesting; her fellow Pug, Emilio, decides that he is not putting up with 
this any longer, bullying her into forward motion again and herding her along the 
walkway as they play catch-up.    

Friday, January 13:
Under sunny but chilly skies Fritz and I head for the park on Friday the Thirteenth. 
There doesn’t seem to be much activity on the green but behind the tennis courts 
we finally meet Ofra and Renata. Max the Staffie is just exiting the little doggy 
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compound adjacent to the parking lot back here as Zorro is being admitted from the 
Carlton roadway gate. We don’t linger for long and soon we are heading back to 
the café where Ofra and Renata will soon be joined by Ellen, Peter, Janet, Georgie 
and Makiko. I encounter the latter in the very long coffee queue and she takes pity 
on me by ordering my cappuccino for me. Makiko has brought with her a box 
of Scottish shortbread and this is passed around for the dog owners while their 
animals make do with Ellen’s bacon sandwich and my biscuits.
Makiko, having survived a plumbing crisis this week, now tells us that there 
has been another upset in her building as the bailiffs have arrived to evict a 
troublesome Asian family; sub-letters, these folk specialized in throwing their 
garbage out of the window, causing great distress to other tenants. (And their 
children screamed whenever Emilio made an appearance.) Janet reports some 
disappointment with her new art class while Peter collects stake money for 
tomorrow’s turf action. Georgie again mentions the need for a wheelbarrow so 
that he will later be able to return with all of her winnings. Today is one of those 
mornings when I would have appreciated a long session over the coffee cups but 
there is an early departure for home – except that Fritz and I do not join this exodus 
today: we have another mission.
As the others begin a back passage walkround, therefore, we have to head out to 
the Randolph gate in the first stages of our journey to St. John’s Pets. Since we are 
slightly early I let Fritz have an extended sniffathon as we tread the pavements, but 
by 10:45 we have arrived at Allitsen Road and the long overdue haircut can get 
underway. My dog looks a little bit like a Yak as he is at last handed over to the 
skilled hands of Karen the groomer. As is usual on such occasions I do not head 
for home; my errand this day takes me to the Grand Union Canal at Uxbridge, 
where I want to take some pictures. By the time I return, three hours later, Fritz has 
undergone his usual magical transformation: I don’t know any of the other dogs 
in our circle whose appearance changes so radically with his grooming – now he 
looks as neat as a bandbox, a bright-eyed tiny presence who accompanies me on 
the long walk home. At least I won’t have to give him an afternoon walk as well. 

Saturday, January 14:
It is very cold this morning and I am well-armed against the chill: wool hat, long 
underwear, gloves – but what about poor Fritz, who has lost all of his fur on the eve 
of a cold snap? Frost clings to the natural and the man-made surfaces this morning, 
but the legion of footie lads don’t seem to mind sliding around a bit on the pitches. 
As we reach the green we encounter Sabina with Scamp and Oscar – she notes 
immediately the change in my dog’s appearance since, in fact, her Schnauzer faces 
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the same fate today. Fritz rushes forward to greet Peter (of Peter and Gypsy fame) 
and then begins his usual circuit of Mt. Bannister; soon we are back on the Carlton 
roadway, where Jo-Jo the Chow wants to have a sniff. I hand Fritz over to our Peter 
and join a very long coffee queue inside the café. Fortunately there are a lot of staff 
members on duty this morning so the customers don’t have too long to wait. Twice 
Maxi has to be ejected from the premises.
Our group this morning includes Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Renata, Ofra, Dan 
and Wendy. Ofra, who has just lost one of her gloves (she is sitting on it), begins 
the morning’s conversation with a denunciation of the great British cabbage – a 
vegetable that clearly has its defenders among the other diners. Perhaps Ofra is 
in a crabby mood because she is missing her daughter, whom she has ordered to 
make a home visit from college next weekend – even buying Lee a ticket. (Georgie 
says she used to buy tickets for her daughter – so that she would go away.) Ofra 
does admit that the house is much cleaner without Lee at home; Georgie says her 
house would be a lot cleaner without her husband. Wendy changes the subject by 
announcing that yesterday, at the corner of Delaware and Elgin Avenue she saw, 
emerging from a car and wearing a beautiful Vivian Westwood hooded coat, the 
impressive figure of Madonna. Ofra immediately wants to know who looks older 
– herself or the great star  – since they are the same age. Not to be outdone, I ask 
who looks better preserved, me or Jane Fonda, since we were born within a few 
days of one another. Janet then asks who looks better, herself or Israel, since these 
two were born the same year. I say that Israel shows signs of serious stretch marks  
– after all that expansion and contraction. 
Samson and Tara are added to the mix of our usual canine lineup but the bright new 
presence is provided by a lovely black and white thirteen-week-old French Bulldog 
puppy named Bonaparte. (Fritz and I had met him on our late night walk last 
night.) The subject of doggy misbehavior now concludes our session. Georgie says 
that her Pebbles used to unravel every toilet roll with her little paws and that sister 
Jean once brought home a stray who scratched the sides out of a three-piece suite – 
which had just been delivered. Dan says that one Christmas the family left the two 
German Shorthaired Pointers in the sitting room while the rest of the family paid 
a visit to an aunt. When they returned they discovered that the dogs had opened 
all of the presents under the tree, eaten a box of chocolates and (perhaps under the 
influence of too much sugar) destroyed not only the tree itself but all of the other 
furniture in the room. This recital seems to put into perspective Bailey’s begging, 
Daisy-Mae’s thuggery and Sparkie’s barking. 
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Sunday, January 15:
It is still quite cold, but perhaps one or two degrees warmer than yesterday; 
certainly the bright sunshine persists and I am soon squinting away as we head 
between the playing fields and out to the green. Already there is a tiny Jack Russell 
named Sunset in the doggy compound at the café, which Fritz and I now bypass 
in favor of a slow walk out to the Randolph gate and back. By this time I can see 
other members of our gang making their way towards the café. As he mindlessly 
humps Lucky’s back in front of our gate Jack is certainly not illustrating a good 
model of acceptable Jack Russell behavior to little Sunset.
Our group this morning includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Dan, Matthew, Makiko, 
Peter and Ellen. Janet has had a short back and sides; she lifts her woolen hat 
to reveal a close-cropped iron gray helmet of hair beneath. I give to Makiko a 
Japanese short story, clipped from a New Yorker, and she produces a bag of doggy 
treats that Emilio won’t eat. Shefali soon arrives with Yaris and she has a bag of 
treats as well – the dogs are well fed today. There is some discussion concerning 
Fritz’s current entreaties at a variety of knees. Is he begging for treats or merely 
seeking a warm lap – something suddenly desirable in the wake of his short back 
and sides? He does spend some time getting extensive cuddles from Dan and Janet 
– with Winnie growing jealous over the interloper in her daddy’s lap. To assuage 
her rage she bites Yaris on the leg. For her part, Daisy-Mae ranges under the table 
with a muddy face: the result of her burying a biscuit somewhere out on the green 
– with her nose. At one point the dogs rush the fence to protest at the presence of 
a passing Alsatian. Much amusement is provided by Bailey’s version of a bark – 
which resembles something more likely to emerge from a howler monkey than a 
dog. 
Matthew says he feels like skiing today but he will have to content himself with 
après ski. Dan reports that they are restructuring things at work again – this seems 
to be a never-ending process and one that seems to have as its primary purpose the 
reduction of staff size and any notion of service to customers. Shefali says that she 
will be taking part in a springtime ten-kilometer charity run and will be bringing 
in sponsor sheets soon. She invites others at our table to join in as well – but Ofra 
says she has read somewhere that running gives you wrinkles. Peter says we had 
no luck at the horses yesterday and only one of our numbers came up in the Irish 
lottery. We begin our back passage walkround, a process made more difficult by the 
footie moms and dads in the passageways and the antics of Yaris, who is chasing a 
tennis ball. Fortunately Fritz seems to understand that he needs to put some speed 
on if we are to get back into a warm house with any rapidity. 
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Monday, January 16:
The bright but cold weather continues; again it is slightly colder than yesterday, 
with frost clinging to many of the park surfaces, but the sun is blindingly bright. 
When we reach the green there is no one about and so we begin a slow circuit 
of this broad surface – pausing only once for a greeting from the always curious 
Ozzie. The Australian Shepherd Dog is heading in the opposite direction – 
which explains why, by the time we have neared the bandstand, we meet him a 
second time. Here Fritz begins to sprint forward, uncharacteristically, but I soon 
understand why. He has spotted Georgie and Makiko entering from the Morshead 
roadway and he must rush forward to see what’s going on. Soon he is following 
Sparkie, who is searching for a spot to poo. “Fritz, Sparkie doesn’t need any help!” 
is my advice, but when my dog pees on the resultant pile, I add, “And Georgie 
doesn’t need any help either.” 
Dan and Davide now enter as well – a rare weekday appearance for Dan, who 
has a dental appointment later this morning. I am the first to cross the green, soon 
encountering Peter, who is standing with the chap who, every day, brings in the 
almost sightless Rocky. Today Rocky is aloft, getting a cuddle after another brave 
session of running around with the other dogs. The sun is shining brightly on his 
face and it is easy to see how cloudy his eyes have become. Our dogs are soon 
foraging at our feet in a doggy compound where I have to rearrange the misaligned 
tables and chairs. Georgie has also brought Lady Belle and Daisy-Mae, since Janet 
is away on a spa holiday. In a sunny corner Vlad is sitting with Tara, but the latter 
soon joins the petitioners at my feet. I have learned to administer her treats by 
tossing them in a semi-circle that ends when the Ridgeback’s giant jaws snatch 
the biscuit from the skies. Ellen is also missing this morning and this means that 
I am the only likely source of canine sustenance – even Fritz joins the queue this 
morning.
Peter begins with a problem: do we each have a bank account? He needs to know 
this because is we ever win the Irish lottery (so far we haven’t even come close) he 
will probably be issued a check with our winnings. Dan pretends he doesn’t have 
a bank account, just to wind the gentleman up (with a gratuitous impression of 
Peter’s hectoring tone thrown in for good measure). This is only the start of Peter’s 
difficulties. He gets mixed up when Makiko suggests we should see the new film, 
Shame, confusing it with Alan Ladd’s Shane, which he has already seen (in 1953), 
and he then suggests that Wendy looks different in her glasses – which, in fact, 
she is never without. Davide describes a sumptuous meal that he has cooked (still 
wearing his steward’s badge) for Dan and then suggests that his Middle Eastern 
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itinerary will continue later this week with a trip to Tel Aviv. Ofra says she will 
have a list of Israeli treats that he is to bring back and offers suggestions on where 
he can dine on the best schnitzel. To tell the truth, it is not that unpleasant sitting 
outside in the sun – even if it provides very little in the way of warmth – but at last 
it is time to make a move. As Fritz and I near our exit gate we are approached by 
three almost identical black Cavaliers – all of whom want to have a sniff at my boy. 

Tuesday, January 17:
Frost covers the cars as Fritz and I cross the street on another cold day in the park. 
We seem to be following Stephen, with Will and Grace, ¬and overtaking this party 
only when they stop for a visit with Alexa, the Akita puppy – who is getting bigger 
every time we see her. When we reach the green Fritz senses some interesting 
activity over on our right so we head this way, soon meeting up with Makiko (and 
a visiting friend, Richard, who is a banker moving back to the UK from Japan), 
Davide and Georgie, who are entering from the Morshead roadway. Makiko needs 
help in locating Emilio’s poo – but you would think that on such a day steam rising 
from the deposit would be a good clue as to its whereabouts. (Somehow I am 
reminded of actress Joanna Pettet, who, during her time in the Rec, would pick up 
the poo of her Lab Jake and cuddle the plastic bag in her icy fingers for additional 
warmth!) Fritz now heads for the Randolph roadway and we eventually reach the 
gate at this end – where Jo Lynn is just arriving with Tilly. Fritz accepts a cuddle 
from Jo and we now walk together back to the café.
Tilly now joins the other dogs in their insatiable search for sustenance; there is 
one fight involving an ill-tempered Jack. Fritz decides that Ellen must be holding 
out on him and he sets up a mid-morning vigil at her feet. It takes a while for her 
toasted cheese sandwich to arrive and this is soon subdivided for the dogs; then 
she has additional treats in her purse, including some tripe sticks – in short, Fritz 
was right to make his encampment here. He even manages to chew one of his own 
biscuits while staring longingly up at his other benefactor. They have not been 
putting enough chairs into our compound but eventually, after displacing Bailey 
and Daisy-Mae, who want seats of their own, there are nine of us at table – all of 
those already mentioned plus Ofra, Peter and Wendy. Hanna is also present, but 
she takes a seat in the corner and leaves soon thereafter to pick up Yoyo. As usual 
these days there are lots of complaints about the sun in our eyes; I have brought my 
sunglasses but there is no bill on my wool hat and the glare is intense.
Much of the morning’s conversation is devoted to the tragedy of the Italian cruise 
ship, the Costa Concordia, which ran aground and keeled over on Friday – with the 
loss of a number of lives. Most of the news sources seem to blame the captain for 
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getting too close to the shoreline – in an effort to show off; it is interesting to note 
how many of those present are following events on the internet (with its tweets 
and tubes) rather than on the television set. Ofra’s friend Ellie is patrolling the 
perimeter with her Teddy but, in another instance of electronic distancing, she is so 
intent on her mobile phone partners that the people who are actually present here 
this morning do not even get a greeting. She’s lost her chance – for there is now 
an early exodus, a back passage walkround during which Daisy-Mae slips into the 
five-a-side pitch in order to roll around on the little rubber pellets. 

Wednesday, January 18:
Although temperatures have risen a bit there is no escaping a light rain that now 
falls over Paddington Rec. I have worn my big coat, which is very water resistant, 
and Fritz has his raincoat on as well. To tell, the truth there is not too much 
moisture and for most of the gray morning in the park the rain stops completely 
and we are able to make our normal progress along the walkways without any 
discomfort. While Fritz is concentrating on his first poo he is approached by the 
lively pair of Monty, his fellow Schnauzer, and Popsy, a brown Cockapoo. Then 
we pass the five-a-side pitch where the gym mistress from Paddington Academy is 
instructing a group, made up largely of Asian girls, in how how to make a pass in 
rugby (so not a life skill, I would guess). Under the metal gazebo beside the green 
a security guard is standing with a yellow and green umbrella unfurled; it seems 
redundant under the metal roof but at least it matches his lime green vest. Fritz 
circles Mt. Bannister, sharing the final moments of this journey with Simba the 
Golden Retriever in the doggy area adjacent to the Carlton roadway. 
Our group this morning includes only Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Makiko, Richard, and 
Ellen – though Hanna later arrives with Yoyo. I do my best to resist the attentions 
of the wet-pawed pooches, but I am only partly successful – as I notice later when I 
spot telltale brown spots on the knees of my long underwear. Bailey, as usual, is the 
worst of the lot and twice we have to prevent him from raking the biscuit bag off 
the tabletop. Fritz is still hectoring Ellen, to far less effect this morning, and Emilio 
is reluctant to take a treat while there are other mouths snatching at the same 
biscuit. Richard and Makiko are sharing a toasted sausage sandwich but when the 
latter has to get up to take an incoming call on her mobile phone she complains that 
her half of the sandwich has gone cold. She does not take up my suggestion that we 
re-heat the food with Georgie’s cigarette lighter.
Makiko now tells us how she spent yesterday: life in the big city. Her lodger in 
Brixton, where she and Matthew have sublet their flat, was having trouble with 
the washing machine – so Makiko ordered a new one from John Lewis. The store 
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could only say that the machine would be delivered between 2:00 and 9:00 so 
Makiko had to prepare herself for an afternoon of waiting in Brixton. Repeated 
calls produced nothing more definitive about delivery time and Makiko had a 
business meeting that she had to go to. She phoned her tenant, who left work early 
in order to be in position when the truck finally pulled up. However the Victoria 
Line came to a halt when someone attempted to throw him or her self in front of 
the train and the tenant, in a panic, now flagged down a cab. Unfortunately she 
didn’t have enough cash on her for this emergency and when she asked the taxi 
driver to stop at a cash machine he refused and there was a fight. She was able to 
relieve Makiko eventually and, sure enough, at 8:57 the delivery was made. This 
tale inspires sequels. Janet says that when her train was delayed by a wreck in 
Thailand locals arrived with torches and led all the passengers to an impromptu 
party in their village. Georgie says that her husband was hours late returning from 
Scotland once because a jumper had thrown himself on the tracks an hour before 
the train was due to arrive in London. In this case, however, the carriage was filled 
with a troop of Boy Scouts and they, perhaps looking for a good deed for the day, 
offered to use their jay-cloths to clean the idle carriage!

Thursday, January 19:
We have delayed our departure as long as possible but now we have to do it: head 
for the rainy streets and a sodden Paddington Rec. We have needed rain for some 
time in London and this has been a pretty good soak but, in fact, the moisture has 
just about ceased by the time we have reached the Essendine gate and we can make 
a steady progress toward the green – steady if you don’t count a long incursion 
into the environmental area for some therapeutic grass nibbling. Georgie is already 
seated under the green umbrella and Ofra is just arriving but Fritz and I complete 
a circuit of Mt. Bannister, dodging puddles as we go. Just as we are about to exit 
the Carlton roadway doggy compound I realize that self-congratulation has been 
premature: it is beginning to rain again. 
I put Fritz in our area at the café and fetch my cappuccino. Vlad is sitting at our 
protected table this morning and Ellen and Makiko are now arriving as well. We 
ask about Richard but Makiko says he is hiding from the rain; as his parents, whom 
he is supposed to be visiting next, live in the Lake District, it is perhaps time for 
him to toughen up a bit – but Makiko says he is also waiting around, hoping to be 
called by a head hunter. Ofra is describing a new “Israeli” salad recipe involving 
Greek Feta Cheese and Japanese olive oil. Georgie explains that Janet is at art class 
this morning and I describe my mission to Sainsbury’s yesterday – I have already 
started to put in supplies that I can hand over to Georgie (along with my dog) when 
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I depart for California in some three weeks.
I also describe the state of my long underwear after yesterday’s laying on of paws, 
particularly by Bailey. This causes much merriment in the others, perhaps because 
they are getting a good demonstration of the process from the greedy Cavalier now. 
I am not wearing my long johns today (so there!) but he has soon soaked the knees 
of both trouser legs with his biscuit begging. There is water everywhere and when 
the lively young Pug, Guinness, is introduced, she wants to play with all of the 
other dogs under the table  – advances universally rebuffed; in the process there is 
much splashing about and water even gets into my eye and all over my glasses. I 
suppose, in spite of all these complaints, that it is Vlad who deserves our sympathy. 
He gets Tara, the very large Rhodesian Ridgeback, sprawled across his lap – which 
must soon be very damp indeed. Out in the west skies are beginning to brighten 
and it is decided to make an early departure from this scene; indeed, Georgie and I 
head down the Morshead roadway as the quickest way of exiting the watery park. 

Friday, January 20:
The rains have come to an end, at least for a while, but it is still gray and cold as 
Fritz and I make our Friday foray into the park. Progress is extremely slow. Fritz 
finds a number of fascinating smells at the first corner and then, when we finally 
get moving again, he has to sniff around in the environmental area as well. There 
are lots of dogs on the walkways adjacent to the green this morning – two dog 
walkers are on the same trajectory and this swells the numbers. One little Jack 
Russell rushes forward to drop a small shard of discarded tennis ball at my feet – 
hoping for a good kick. The rest of our group is already foregathering under the 
green umbrella so it is just as well that Fritz heads down the Randolph roadway. 
For an anxious second I think he is about to make an exit at the gate but he comes 
smartly to a halt when I order a stop. Three little boys with bows are looking for a 
good place to launch their arrows – fortunately the latter have rubber suction cups 
at the tip, but this is still probably not a good toy for the park. I return to the café 
just in time to receive a nice hello from Mary Queen of Shops. 
Someone new to our ways brings a Cavalier into the café while I am waiting for 
my coffee. On my return to our table I note that our group this morning includes 
Ofra, Georgie, Janet, Renata, Peter and Ellen – though Makiko also makes a 
tardy appearance. Ofra had been listening to last night’s episode of JoAnn Good’s 
“Barking at the Moon” on BBC Radio London and tells us the story of a young 
Sylvester Stallone who, having sold his dog because he couldn’t afford to feed it, 
tried to buy it back after landing his role in Rocky and had to pay $20,000 for it! 
While she is telling this tale a woman walks by on her way to the gym and Ofra 
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tries to flag her down so that she can ask where that gorgeous jacket came from. 
This doesn’t work because the woman has her earphones on and doesn’t stop – so 
Ofra decides to send Bailey into the gym to steal it. This reminds Georgie that 
Sparkie used to specialize in removing bills from husband James’s wallet. “Let me 
get this straight,” I say, “when James complained of money missing from his wallet 
you blamed the dog!”
I ask Renata where she has been recently and she says she has been hibernating. 
Peter is collecting money for tomorrow’s racing but this is a matter of mixed 
emotions. He is gratified that Makiko pays up at once (saving her a good nagging) 
but he has forgotten his pen, no else has one, and there is no way to record this 
investment. Renata now gets up to sling the ball to Maxi, who chases it down out 
on the green. Here also Emilio is standing at frozen attention while a confused 
Pomeranian is trying to mount the Pug. (Georgie translates this as, “I can’t perform 
out here, let’s go into the bushes.”) At least Emilio has the best chance of getting 
Winnie to move as we begin our back passage walkround – sticking his nose up 
her bum has proved a most useful technique. To my surprise the post has already 
arrived when we get home, but I haven’t time to open it since this morning I must 
get the laundry over to the 123 Cleaners. As is usual on such jaunts I select a treat 
in order to distract my spoiled dog from his immanent abandonment – but today 
this strategy utterly fails and no sooner have I locked the door then the willful 
fellow begins to howl piteously. I have to shout “Stop that!” several times through 
the letter flap before I am free to continue my journey. 

Saturday, January 21:
The sun is breaking through the clouds as Fritz and I head for the park on a chilly 
Saturday morning. Again we have a little trouble getting started: when Fritz pauses 
to poo up against the track fence I note that the spot requires the circumnavigation 
of some very muddy ground and as I bend over to pick up the offering I am joined 
by a very curious chocolate Lab, one with the appropriately tasty name of Nutella 
– Nut for short. You could start your own Children’s Crusade with the number of 
youngsters on hand in the park today – or, given their chief preoccupation, on foot. 
The green too has been taken over by sporting types (he said, disapprovingly) – 
in this case by a series of trainers who are putting their private clients through a 
series of exercises in our public space. In one case a woman is wearing a harness 
and straining forward with her trainer anchoring her progress with his own bulk. (I 
assume that this is a metaphor for woman’s role in general – always having to drag 
some man along if any progress is to be made.)
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Around a corner Linda is walking with Wendy and Fritz rushes forward for a brief 
greeting. He will not be seduced into an early transfer to the café, however, and 
instead, a dog on a mission, he reverses direction and heads down the Morshead 
roadway. I divert him from this trajectory by offering him the sight of Janet in 
conversation with Stephen in front of the bandstand. (Stephen is just explaining 
that his latest assignment is to apply makeup to the faces of ejected contestants in 
the current version of Big Brother.) I now manage to get Fritz back on lead and we 
head for the café; this is well timed, for once, since Linda is just emerging with 
my coffee. She joins us for a lively and well-attended Saturday session under the 
umbrella – with Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Dan, Peter, Ellen, Wendy, Matthew, Makiko 
and Margaret present. Wendy soon departs in order to attend a Hockney exhibition 
and then Ellen leaves and then Linda as well, leaving me all alone at my end of the 
table. “Is it something I said?” I want to know. Fortunately Hanna now arrives with 
Yoyo and takes one of the abandoned chairs.
Dan has Margaret’s Mutley in his lap and then Fritz, to my surprise, jumps here as 
well; he also sits in Janet’s lap for a while – in his smart haircut he seems to invite 
far more cuddles than his old shaggy self did. Daisy-Mae has to spend a lot of time 
barking at me until I realize that she wants biscuits – stupid man. Peter now passes 
around a sheet with today’s horse racing selections at Ascot and Haydock. One of 
the choices is Mon Mome, a former victor in the Grand National, and there is also 
a horse appropriately called According to Pete. Our numbers in the Irish Lottery 
are also circulated but we are not through with our gambling just yet – Ofra is 
selling Dance for Life raffle tickets, with the draw also taking place this afternoon. 
We are a long time at table but finally it is time for us to make our way through the 
Saturday throngs as we begin our final walkround. 

Sunday, July 22:
We have to start twice this morning – since, half way down the stairs, I remember 
that I have forgotten my poo-poo bags. Shortly after our arrival in the chilly park I 
can see Janet coming in behind us with a hard-charging Daisy-Mae. The Shih-Tzu 
is soon touching noses with Fritz but the dogs don’t really have that much interest 
in one another. Daisy-Mae wants to greet me (the source of so many lovely treats) 
and Fritz delivers a delighted chortle as he spots Janet – rushing back to give her 
a big greeting. Janet and I discuss The Artist, a charming film (featuring its own 
accomplished Jack Russell), one that I saw yesterday in Notting Hill with my 
friend Tosh. We now follow Janet and Daisy-Mae over the hilltop and on the way 
down we meet the owner of Callie, who wants Georgie to keep an eye on her pet 
while she takes a class in the gym. Out in the middle of the green other dog owners 
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are gathering and we spend some time here before Fritz begins his independent 
wanderings. As we return to the green from the tennis courts I discover a new 
green tennis ball abandoned on a park bench – and this is soon added to my pocket. 
We have a very large group at breakfast this morning: Janet, Georgie, Linda, 
Ellen, Peter, Renata, Matthew, Makiko, Dan, Davide and Ofra. The latter has 
brought with her prizes won by four of us in yesterday’s raffle: Janet has won a 
silver necklace, Makiko has won some bath salts, Peter has won some soap, but 
I am the chief winner – a beautiful cut glass decanter is waiting for me at my 
usual chair. These presents help us get over our disappointments in the lottery 
and at the racetrack; Peter, for all his efforts on our behalf, gets to hear Dan doing 
a guttural impression of our games-master. “I don’t sound like that at all!” is his 
usual protest. Today Dan asks for a show of hands, “How many here think I sound 
just like Peter?” When the vote goes in Dan’s favor Peter says he will henceforth 
adopt a new accent. I suggest he adopt a posh accent, especially if he needs to 
talk to Jude Law again. Peter thinks this is a good idea – as the actor has just won 
£130,000 in phone hacking damages from the Murdoch empire.
Davide is now quizzed on his recent trip to Tel Aviv but Ofra is disappointed that 
he paid hotel prices for his schnitzel instead of wandering out to spots she had 
recommended. Matthew is quizzed on his new diet, a topic that comes up when 
Renata produces some lovely German gingerbread treats. She is arguing that once 
you have been to the Royal Opera House in Covent Garden you will never be 
happy with a production at the English National Opera – a judgment that is soon 
contested by a number of those present. Ofra calls our attention to a beautiful 
bird perched on the fence behind Ellen’s head – but it turns out to be an artfully 
arranged forsaken mitten. I tell the others that when the sun is shining into my eyes 
at this angle even sunglasses don’t help and it is time for Plan B – unfolding the 
rim of my wool hat so that it covers my eyeglasses and half of my nose. “Much 
improved,” Linda observes. There is some confusion when it is time to depart since 
Georgie doesn’t want to leave Callie all alone and the Lab’s mother is still in the 
gym. Janet decides to wait with Georgie as the rest of us get up to leave. I have to 
let Fritz off lead at this point since I have a large box to carry with my raffle prize 
and he can keep in touch with our party in freedom until it is time for us to near 
our gate – when I manage to hook him for the final stages of our return. Soon he is 
chasing the new tennis ball down the hallway.  

Monday, January 23:
Under gray skies Fritz and I begin a new week in the park – once again noting that 
Janet and Daisy-Mae have come in just behind us. Fritz utters a roar of recognition 
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and we are soon members of a party edging our way over the top of Mt. Bannister. 
We meet the skittish Ozzie along the way and I also manage to see (just behind 
the gym itself) that Jack has already mounted his sister; not an easy task when 
you realize that Lucky is moving forward at the same time. Perhaps it is this scene 
and Janet’s comments on her rivalry with her own brother that bring to mind 
that ancient excerpt from the Playboy Dictionary: “incest is sibling revelry.” By 
the time we reach the café ourselves we discover quite a group already at table: 
Georgie, Davide, Ofra, Peter, Ellen, Wendy and Makiko. 
Davide is reading today’s copy of The Metro, the one bearing the upsetting news 
that, in Chingford, a Staffordshire Bull Terrier has ripped the ear off a six year-old 
girl. Crime, not surprisingly, becomes our first topic of conversation: many of us 
remember that we were buzzed by a police helicopter flying overhead for several 
minutes late last night. Ofra then switches the topic to television; she has been 
watching Dancing on Ice and is appalled at the number of injuries – “They have 
asked me many time to go on this show but I always say no.” Peter announces that 
he sometimes receives visits for another Far Easterner – a woman named Sunoco 
(sic), who is a Jehovah’s Witness. Makiko thinks that Peter is making a mistake 
in lumping her together with others from the Far East and says that the Japanese 
believe they are quite different from any other Asians. I announce that I will not be 
here tomorrow – as I have a doctor’s appointment in the morning. I am thanked for 
this bit of advance warning – since no one will now worry, but I have to remind the 
others that the last time I made such an announcement I got anxious calls anyway – 
since no one had been paying any attention.
Our dogs spend a great deal of time in pursuit of treats and it is interesting to 
note that when Emilio or Fritz finally agree to accept a biscuit there is a parade of 
scavengers in pursuit, hoping for a few of the crumbs – with Lucky as the worst 
of these sharks. Now she joins the other dogs in rushing the fence so that first 
Thomas and then Toby the Bulldog can be hectored from a safe distance. We get up 
to begin our back passage walkround, but this is a slow process as usual. Georgie 
and Sparkie leave the park with me because I have ascertained that Georgie, a great 
collector of such objects, would really like the beautiful purple box with the silk 
lining, the one containing my prize decanter from yesterday. I rush upstairs to get 
it and my knapsack and to toss Fritz a treat – for I need to retrieve my bed linen 
from the 123 Cleaners. When I get home a second time there is a message on my 
answerphone: I won’t miss tomorrow’s session in the park at all – my appointment 
has been changed from 10:00 to 2:00.  
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Tuesday, January 24:
There is no escaping a dispiriting rainfall as Fritz and I head for the Rec on a chilly 
Tuesday morning. I am wearing my raincoat and a baseball cap and my head is 
also encased in the hood of my coat; fortunately there is no wind today so the hood 
can stay in place. Under a pink umbrella Linda is just exiting with Pepper – but 
we don’t stop for a long chat. As we near the café I have to explain my presence 
this morning – since I am getting bemused smirks from those to whom I have 
solemnly announced that I wouldn’t be here today. Fritz and I continue on down 
the Randolph roadway and complete our usual circle of Mt. Bannister ¬– with Ofra 
just parking her car in the lot behind this eminence as we head for the little doggy 
compound on the Carlton roadway. 
Mutley is making a forbidden incursion into the café itself as Margaret takes her 
coffee over to the clubhouse, where she has an appointment with a physical trainer 
in the sheltered vestibule. In spite of the steady rain we have a pretty good turnout: 
Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Makiko, Richard, Ofra and Davide – though Elaine 
comes in with Samson and draws a little table up to the end of ours so that she can 
have some of the protection provided by our umbrella. Peter has little Bobby with 
him – a presence I feel as the little busy paws of this chap are soon tattooing my 
flank. More dangerous to my wellbeing is the insistent Bailey, who – when he is 
not sitting in Makiko’s chair – is raking away at my right knee with his sopping 
paws. My trousers are soon soaked through and Ellen’s lap is suffering the same 
fate because Sparkie, looking for refuge, has settled in here for a warm berth 
– much to the distress of the displaced Jack, who is barking in irritation at this 
incursion. 
I want to know which topic should command our chief attention this morning: 
imminent war in the Persian Gulf or Becky’s departure from Coronation Street? 
In fact, those assembled don’t seem to have much to say on either topic. Instead 
Makiko is taking suggestions on what to do and see when she and Matthew go to 
Cannes this weekend and Ofra is trying to remember what country her husband 
heads for when he goes skiing– she thinks she can narrow down the choices if 
only she can remember what kind of presents he usually brings back from such 
excursions. Ofra’s nose is a bit out of joint anyway because her trip to Thailand 
with her sisters will have to be rescheduled. Fritz makes several attempts to escape 
and trying to get Lucky to leave with Ellen without letting my dog out at the same 
time is a major headache. Eventually we make our exit but, as often happens when 
we want to reduce time spent in the rain, we head down the Morshead roadway. 
Even Peter accompanies us, since Janet has offered to drive him home, and it is 
evidence of the dilatory nature of my dog’s progress (as he searches out the perfect 
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place for a third poo poo) that Peter manages to catch up with us, overtake us, and 
even leave the park before we are able to do the same. 

Wednesday, January 25:
Well, at least it is not raining this morning. Skies are still cloudy, however, as 
Fritz and I head for the park at our usual hour. I can see Janet well ahead of us this 
morning – but we do not catch up since my dog has to make a deep incursion into 
the environmental area and I have to go in myself in order to speed him on his way. 
As we are strolling along the Randolph roadway a few minutes later we finally 
catch up with Janet, who is heading our way with Georgie and Davide. I lose 
track of my animal for a minute or so but he emerges from the foliage at last and 
we continue on in the direction of the Grantully gate. Here Tracy is just entering 
with Sweep and the be-tailed Schnauzer Purdy, and there is a lot of sniffing for the 
next few minutes. Eventually I put Fritz back on lead so that we can reverse our 
direction and head back to the café. 
In addition to the aforementioned dog owners we have Peter, Ellen, Wendy, 
Makiko and Ofra with us this morning. When the subject of Chinese New Year 
comes up Peter asks Makiko when Japanese New Year is – and she teases him 
about this a good deal. Ofra says that she has discovered an ad for a kind of clear 
glass teacup; the price is right but the item seems to be available only in America 
and you have to buy a thousand of them to cement the deal. “I’ll take six,” Georgie 
says, helpfully. Ofra then returns to her Thai travel plans – Columbus spent less 
time organizing the Nina, the Pinta and the Santa Maria. (In the meantime she has 
still not found out where her husband is going skiing this week.) Davide is heading 
for San Francisco next, at least that is clear. Wendy has an expedition planned 
for the weekend after this but there is some problem with Georgie looking after 
T-bone on the Sunday – Georgie will be coming back from Hereford on that day 
and Janet, it turns out, will look after Wendy’s dog. I tell the others that on my 
travels yesterday I performed a useful service for the cardiac patients of greater 
London. The Harley Street chambers of my distinguished specialist had been 
refurbished since my last visit and something vital was now missing. For years 
we treadmill users have run toward the distant goal provided by a black and white 
photograph of a lonely country road in winter ¬– but the photo had disappeared in 
the refurbishment. A number of other patients had already mentioned its loss when 
I added my lament at the time of my consultation. This was interrupted by a sudden 
flash of inspiration. “Wait, I think I know where it is!” my cardiologist announced. 
He picked up the phone, spoke to someone in the building, and I could hear him 
say triumphantly, “Put it back up!” 
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Ellen, meanwhile, tells us that she saw a wonderful Corgi-Husky cross in a pet 
store in Kilburn and there is some debate over what to call such a combination. 
(“How about a Huggy?” I suggest.) Ellen has brought some of Lucky and Jack’s 
toys with her today and Fritz, with his keen nose, has identified a red ball in her 
bag. Soon he has produced a delightful squeak from this toy, even though Ellen 
continues to sit on the bag itself. A lot of moaning follows and after a while she 
relents and gives him the ball. After ten minutes of sustained squeaking an attempt 
is made to retrieve this toy but the obsessive Fritz, of course, is having nothing 
to do with this process. He refuses the usual biscuit bribe and at one point, as 
Ellen struggles with the stubborn fellow, a second ball (whose squeak has been 
well-damaged by Lucky) falls out of the bag – and Fritz grabs it too. How he 
manages to have both balls in his mouth at the same time is unclear – but he 
does. Eventually they both fall out and he makes the mistake of grabbing the least 
annoying of the two – enabling Ellen to reclaim the noisier one. Still, he seems 
content with the remaining ball and he has it firmly in his jaws as we begin our 
back passage walkround. Daisy-Mae also has an object of desire – an empty drinks 
bottle that she snatches from the vacant five-a-side pitch. Georgie now falls into 
conversation with a chap she knows – an actor who has with him a little white dog 
named Suki. The actor is swollen with success since the film Hugo, in which he 
had a small part, has received many Oscar nominations. 
Once again we do not head for home directly. I have been feeling a bit guilty about 
leaving Fritz alone for all those hours yesterday so I want Georgie to hang on to his 
lead while I fetch next week’s Radio Times from the Hamish II store. This doesn’t 
take long and we are at last free to head for home. Fritz still has the ball in his 
mouth and, as predicted, he keeps knocking it under the furniture, moaning, losing 
it over and over again after I have retrieved it for him and – like half a dozen of its 
cousins – by noon it has ended up deep in the bowels of the freezer. 

Thursday, January 26:
It has been raining again and it is still a bit on the gray side but skies are 
brightening as Fritz and I, a few minutes behind schedule, begin our morning in 
the park. Heading towards us are the mismatched trio of Will and Grace, the two 
Maltesers, and the burly Bulldog, Toby. I manage to get us past the gate into the 
environmental area without any side trips today, and we are soon approaching the 
café – where some members of our group are already foregathering. Fritz needs 
some more exercise so we don’t join them yet; instead we continue down the 
Randolph roadway and turn left at the tennis courts. It is usually rather un-busy 
back here and so it proves today; we walk through the parking lot and out to the 
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Carlton roadway before heading back to the café.
Our group this morning includes Georgie, Ofra, Renata, Peter, Ellen, Wendy and 
Makiko – Janet is at art class. Peter is accompanied by the ill-tempered Bobby and 
the latter manages to get into two fights, one with Bailey and one with Daisy-Mae. 
(The latter explosion is accompanied by a furious “I told you so” commentary from 
Emilio, who continues to remind us how dangerous Daisy-Mae is.) Fritz parks 
himself at Ellen’s feet and the two have a love fest. When she tries to leave with 
Jack and Lucky Fritz almost manages to make his escape too – I am astonished that 
my command to desist is actually heeded. (These days Lucky won’t leave when 
she is called and Fritz tries to leave when he is expected to stay.) Conversation 
this morning is devoted to Makiko’s forthcoming trip to Cannes, the temperature 
at which Ofra and Renata like to sleep, and Peter’s preoccupation with the Irish 
lottery – if we win big he won’t be able to pay us our shares until Tuesday, as he 
has the gas man coming on Monday. Margaret comes by with Mutley and shows 
the ladies a new version of her Pug tiles – with “diamonds” in the Pug’s wings. 
We get up to begin our back passage walkround. Winnie accomplishes this task 
at the slowest pace possible ¬¬– but Emilio’s nose up her bum does help speed 
things up a bit. Daisy-Mae manages a brief incursion into the five-a-side pitch 
again and just as we near the cypress trees Walter joins our party. This means that 
Mary Portas cannot be far behind and soon enough she has rounded the corner 
and overtaken us. The Queen of Shops is dressed in a sheepskin coat and pale blue 
track trousers and she has a mobile phone glued to her ear –“so how are you going 
to put money into that?” we hear her say. Now we are also overtaken by Jo Lynn, 
walking with Tilly. Jo says that Mary actually came to the local block party that Jo 
had organized at the time of the royal wedding. Commenting on the recent snatch 
of overheard conversation, I tell her, “Probably millions have been made on mobile 
phones in Paddington Rec and all we are concerned with is the whereabouts of our 
dog’s poo!” 

Friday, January 27:
The sun is shining brightly this morning – which means it is also very cold; frost 
continues to cling to a number of the surfaces. Casper and Katy are heading our 
way as we reach the cypress trees and, having cleared this distraction, we next have 
to make a decision as we reach the gates to the environmental area. I decide to 
march forcefully past these enticements and Fritz, after the briefest incursion, sees 
that I am serious and soon catches up with me – this strategy will not work forever. 
At the corner outside the café Rocky’s owner is just placing his half blind pet into 
the basket of his bicycle – it seems that Rizzo will soon have a rival in this means 
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of locomotion. Fritz begins a long and devious circumnavigation of the green itself 
and it takes a long time for us to reach the café a second time; many of the regulars 
are already seated in the bright sunshine as I head inside to order my coffee.
I meet up with Margaret as I wait – with little Mutley, excluded today, sticking his 
nose into the crack of the door as he strains to rejoin his mommy. Margaret joins 
us at table today… here Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Renata, Peter, Ellen and Wendy also 
have places. Almost immediately Renata begins to improve on Margaret’s business 
plans ¬– why not feature non-Pug designs as well? Margaret does a good job of 
fending off all this advice and the subject then turns to another perennial London 
topic, parking: it turns out that she, Ofra and Renata all routinely castigate anyone 
they see writing a ticket, though Margaret perhaps has more reason to voice such 
objections than the others. She tells us that she lives in a confusing area where 
the borders of Camden, Brent and Westminster converge and that one day she 
discovered that her old banger had been towed. She called the parking czars in all 
three boroughs and each denied any knowledge of the car in question. After two 
weeks she received a call from the Paddington garage (Westminster), informing her 
that they had her car after all and that she owed them £800 in fines for leaving the 
car here for so long a time. There was a useful explosion at this point and she was 
able to retrieve her car without paying the fine. Mention of Camden reminds me 
that last night’s news carried a story about the efforts of Rio de Janeiro, host of the 
2016 Olympics, to encourage attendance at this distant event by erecting a version 
of the famous statue of Christ, the one that dominates the skyline of the Brazilian 
city, on top of Primrose Hill! It is hard to tell how far this project has gotten and 
there are a number of objections voiced at our table: is an image of Christ really an 
appropriate one for a part of civic London that is home to so many other religions? 
Mutley is sitting in Margaret’s lap and I offer him a biscuit. He won’t take it, 
even when she breaks it up for him and pretends to eat it herself. It is time for 
her to continue her exercise regimen and she tells us of her fierce desire for a life 
of thinness – “I have twenty-five pairs of jeans at home and each morning it’s a 
struggle to see which will cover my bum.” A few minutes later she is back, having 
lost a lead for the third time, though this is an expensive leather one. Will Ofra 
soon have a rival in the forgetfulness sweepstakes? With Mutley gone Winnie is the 
only specimen of Pughood on display and she is soon raking away at my knees – 
that is when Bailey is not here first. Beneath the table Daisy-Mae and Bobby have 
a confrontation and a few minutes later Daisy-Mae begins to cry. Janet says that 
this may be a consequence of an unlucky bone that Daisy-Mae ingested last night, 
one that caused some vomiting and may have resulted in a tummy ache now. 
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On our back passage walkround, indeed, Daisy-Mae lies flat on her tummy on a 
number of occasions and has to be carried part of the way home. 

Saturday, January 28:
The sun is intermittent this morning, a chilly January Saturday. I am standing 
next to the notice board near our entrance gate, unhooking my dog and studying 
the park’s tariff notice: it now costs you £1.45 to have a go on the running track 
– which helps explain why we are so often overrun by huffing joggers on the 
ordinary cost-free walkways. (They could take their chances on the track – as I 
doubt this rule is enforced with any regularity.) The gates to the environmental 
area are locked this morning so we only have to worry about the crowded alleyway 
between the playing pitches –clogged with Saturday kids and their parents. The 
green, too, has been commandeered by personal trainers; it says something about 
the atmosphere of the place when you discover that the only quiet place for a 
walk this morning is the parking lot. Fritz and I cross this space (where I am sure 
there is an abandoned BMW) and enter the little doggy area. Resident here are the 
killer Chihuahuas and they bustle about investigating Fritz – who ignores them 
completely. When my dog is at last ready to leave we return to the café, where the 
Saturday crowds are already having their effect on the length of the coffee queue. 
Here moms are trying to thwart their kids’ demands for ice cream or chocolate cake 
– with mixed results.
Tied to our fence is a lovely tan Cocker named Roxy; her family is enjoying the 
warmth of the café’s interior while she whines pathetically outside their window 
for the next half hour. Fritz whines a bit too ¬¬–¬ he has spotted a yellow ball 
belonging to Sparkie on the tabletop and thinks it might offer some squeaking 
possibilities. Eventually Peter lets him have it, but it disappoints and Fritz loses 
interest – until I put it back on the tabletop and he begins to whine for it all over 
again. Ofra doesn’t want Bailey to have too many biscuits today but she leaves 
me with the responsibility of sharing this news with him and he scratches away 
at me to no avail for the next twenty minutes. I have plenty of other customers, 
including Daisy-Mae, who seems to have recovered from yesterday’s indisposition, 
Sparkie and Lucky. Ellen is keeping a close eye on the Corgi – who follows any of 
my successful petitioners in hopes of a crumbfall. It has been determined that the 
weight of her humping brother, the ever hopeful (though neutered) Jack, is causing 
injury to her back – and efforts are made to remove the Jack Russell from his 
perch. 
Peter gives us a chart showing our choices in this afternoon’s card at Cheltenham. 
Ofra reports that her husband seems to have suffered some skiing injury in 
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Chamonix (so at last we know where he is) but she has no details. She has watched 
every minute of Celebrity Big Brother and enjoyed it all. Dan says that he enjoyed 
a corporate day out in Aylesbury this week but that Davide is growing increasingly 
agitated over a court date – he is suing his employer for failure to credit him with 
monies due. Margaret comes by with Mutley, who remains in Dan’s lap while 
mommy goes inside to order her coffee. For some reason the subject of India now 
dominates. Janet and I seem to have had much more positive experiences in our 
visits here than Margaret, who travelled twenty years ago and actually witnessed 
children tied to factory work tables so they wouldn’t disappear. Dan, at his puckish 
best, looks for the silver lining in this cloud by arguing that if these children 
weren’t given this form of employment the cost of a cotton t-shirt at Primark 
would skyrocket! As we make our way behind the running track on our homeward 
journey we are greeted from this surface by Yoyo’s jogging owner, Tim. Ah, but 
did he pay his £1.45?

Sunday, January 29:
It’s cold and gray today, though dry as well, and I am well buttoned-up as Fritz 
and I make our way into a park crowded with footie kids and joggers. Daisy-
Mae, coming in just behind us, rushes forward to give us a big greeting and 
when I mention Janet’s name to Fritz he rushes back to see just where she is. 
Thereafter the four of us begin an extensive journey through the Rec: first past 
the environmental area, where Fritz is diverted from his usual incursion by the 
squeaker mechanism still hidden in my jacket pocket, then up over the top of Mt. 
Bannister, then down to the green for a complete circuit. Janet and I are discussing 
the treatment options of the California friends I plan to visit in a few days – both 
Don and Richard are battling cancer. When we reach the Morshead roadway we are 
joined for our final assault on the café by Dan, Ofra and Georgie.   
In the coffee queue Dan asks me if I have heard anything recently from Michigan 
Janet and I am able to report that she called last night. Georgie and Dan are 
standing in the queue with identical fur hats (much to the amusement of Blarina) 
and I have to explain that this is merely the standard uniform for members of the 
Covent Garden Air Force. (In other café news, I soon learn, we had a visit here 
yesterday afternoon from former barista Bouzha, here with her seven month-old 
baby boy.) Outside we are joined by Peter, Ellen, Hanna and Wendy. Dan asks each 
of us to try to remember our first infantile memory – Janet remembers her brother 
trapping her inside her overturned pram. Food is also a topic. Ofra (who confirms 
that her Ricky has a shoulder injury) says she wants to lose weight in Thailand 
and Dan tries to entice her into sampling the local crickets on a stick. He then 
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says he won’t shop at Panzer’s – the upmarket food emporium in St. John’s Wood 
– because the salespeople are so rude. Ofra defends this institution and says the 
manager is really nice. Hanna says that they have the best smoked salmon but Dan 
says he’d rather shop at Sainsbury’s. Asked for his food preferences Peter (who has 
not been able to report any gambling successes for our syndicate yesterday) replies 
that it is still fish and chips. Dan then recommends Mickey’s Fish Bar on Praed 
Street, near St. Mary’s Hospital, and Peter says he has an appointment here in a 
few days and will try out Mickey’s.
Fritz is still trying to get some response from Sparkie’s yellow ball but this is not 
working at all. After hectoring Ellen for quite a while he jumps into Janet’s lap for 
an extended cuddle and then into Dan’s for an even longer one – he never jumps 
into my lap but, at home, he has resumed an old habit…lying on the sofa next to 
me with his gray furry body straddling one of my legs. I distribute a lot of biscuits 
this morning and the dogs rush the fence several times to contest the presence of 
any other animals. When it is time for us to depart Peter wants to know which of 
us has forgotten our gloves – two black mitts lying on the table in front of him. I 
say they are not mine and Dan also denies any knowledge of these objects. Then 
someone suggests that the gloves, in fact, belong to the absent-minded Peter 
himself – and so they do! Our back passage is slowed by all the joggers and the 
Sunday strollers but as we near our exit gate I can see a bit of romance among the 
Chows. I can’t tell whether Jo-Jo is humping Chinny or Bliss but, as I tell Janet 
triumphantly, I have last learned that Jo-Jo is a boy. 

Monday, January 30:
Shortly before it is time for us to leave the doorbell rings – it is Linda, who has 
arranged to leave Pepper with me today so that she can accompany her ailing father 
on a number of medical visits. She hands me her pet’s lead and I cross the street 
with the two Schnauzers; it is gray and cold outside. The rarely seen Fly is just 
barking at another dog as Jasmine Guinness wheels her baby along the walkway; 
a minute later we see Phoenix – it has been months since we’ve seen him as 
well. Janet comes in behind us now; she reports that there has been a shooting on 
Kilburn Park Road and that the street has been closed even to bus traffic – causing 
chaos on the local streets. When we reach the green, Pepper still on lead, Fritz 
decides to head for the Randolph gate. Along the way we encounter Ozzie, who 
seems as fascinated by Pepper as he is by Fritz – and I begin to worry that he will 
jump on the vulnerable back of our guest. At the Randolph gate I run into my 
former student, Marty, and we compare notes on all the visitors we will be seeing 
during this summer’s Olympics.
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Our group this morning includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Davide, Peter, Ellen, 
and Hanna – though Margaret comes by to say that she has had to make an 
appointment with an osteopath in Kilburn after her exercise regimen has resulted 
in a sore hip. Ofra reports that her husband is still suffering from a sore shoulder – 
but still skiing. Davide says that the weather in San Francisco was terrific – after 
the morning fog lifted from the towers of the Golden Gate Bridge. (Today he 
is wearing a wool hat, very unusual for him, because of the cold.) Janet reports 
that Daisy-Mae spent three hours dropping her ball into the shoes in the closet – 
untying all the shoelaces in her efforts to retrieve this object and then knocking 
the ball under the furniture until exhaustion set in. Georgie says that she has been 
trying to give Sparkie a trim but he resists capture and the job is only half done. 
Having brought two Schnauzers with me I end up with a third in my lap – Yoyo. 
She keeps a wary eye on my biscuit bag – from which I dispense treats to all of the 
dogs while Peter shares out some Schmackos and Ellen distributes toast. Pepper, 
of course, manages to shriek throughout the session; you can tell that Hanna would 
like to give him a Reiki treatment but he too proves impossible to capture. I let 
Fritz run free as we begin our back passage walkround – during which Winnie 
distinguishes herself with a series of sit-down strikes. We meet up with Thomas, 
whom Sparkie evidently adores, and a series of other dogs as we near the gate at 
last. Here Fritz goes back on lead as well. He still has a treat waiting for him at 
home ¬¬– as the cleaners have just arrived with their vacuum cleaners and after 
Pepper struggles up the stairs the dogs can share the responsibilities for protesting 
against this ruckus – from the safe side of our front door. 

Tuesday, January 31:
And so we come to the last day of January, a bitterly cold morning in the park. 
I have to reach for my gloves almost as soon as we get to the street and I feel 
fortunate that Fritz does not dawdle as we approach the green – I just want to keep 
moving. There are lots of dogs about on the walkways and I lose track of my boy 
for a minute or two but soon we are beginning what appears to be a grand circle 
of the grassy perimeter. Fritz turns right at the tennis courts in order to begin 
this journey and then switches paths – somewhat surprised to see that, with the 
underbrush missing from the little hillside, I am able to follow him without my 
usual lengthy scramble around the bushes. When he emerges from this area I can 
see that he has winkled out a prize – a long flat bone is protruding from his mouth 
like Groucho’s cigar. Naturally I want to avoid the bone chip problems that beset 
little Daisy-Mae last week and so I know I will have to get my pet to relinquish 
this object. This, I know will not be easy. He knows, from the outset, that I am the 
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villain of this piece and he sets off across the green itself, trying to put as much 
distance between the two of us as possible. In doing so he trots across the cricket 
crease – or what remains of this site for, with the help of a tractor, this artificial 
surface, one on which so much doggy activity has taken place over the years, is 
coming up.
I head now for the café, hoping to distract my dog, but he continues on down the 
Morshead roadway and even disappears for a while into the forbidden rose garden. 
When he returns, squeezing through a gap in the hedge, I am waiting for him. Thus 
I am able to pull the bone from his mouth, put him back on lead, deposit the bone 
in a trash can, and begin a return to the café. I pass his lead over to Peter and head 
in for my coffee but, to my great disappointment, there is no queue… I was hoping 
for a longer bit of time in the warm interiors of the café. Outside I can see that 
Peter is sitting down with Janet, Georgie, Davide and Ellen. Ofra arrives somewhat 
later and she is given the assignment of fetching Davide’s espresso along with her 
own coffee. This takes ten minutes because Vicky is on duty behind the counter 
this morning and she and Ofra have to have a catch-up gossip.
Peter is still reminding us of where we stand in our lottery subventions; on his lap 
he has the tiny Bobby and the little fellow seems to be serving as a kind of canine 
hot water bottle. (After a few minutes Georgie notices that man and dog have both 
fallen asleep.) Davide tells us that his next destination is Cape Town and Ofra gives 
us the dates of her Thailand venture. Georgie reminds us that she will be going to 
Hereford to visit her grandson this weekend; she has Emilio with her this morning 
because, although Matthew has returned from Cannes, he has done so because of 
work and Makiko will not return until tonight. Emilio takes no food this morning – 
he seems to be scanning the horizon, searching for mommy – but the other dogs are 
insistent. Fritz whines at Ellen’s knee and I have Bailey (who tries to help himself 
to biscuits in my tabletop bag) and Daisy-Mae (who barks imperiously in my ear) 
among the supplicants on my side of the table. Although the sun is trying to come 
out it provides no warmth and it is one of those mornings when no one wants 
to linger for long – and so we are soon beginning our back passage walkround. 
Perhaps Fritz is cold too for we have soon outstripped the others in our dash for the 
exit gate. Here I meet up with Jeff, whom I have not seen in some time. Today he is 
with Izzy, a fuzzy terrier who pauses to give Fritz a nice sniff before she begins her 
day in the park. 
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Chapter 9—February, 2012

Fritz enjoys a snow day.
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Wednesday, February 1:
It is bitter cold this morning and I am wrapped up in myself: big coat, muffler, 
hood, gloves, long underwear. There is even a bit of a wind – though it is sunny 
enough. I urge Fritz to keep moving as we come face to face with Will and Grace 
and soon we have reached the green. Outside the ladies loo Fly is waiting patiently 
as super model Jasmine Guinness enters with baby and stroller. Fritz trots on to 
the tennis courts, where he turns left and heads for the parking lot. I am reluctant 
to leave the sun behind and equally cautious about entering the doggy compound 
on the Carlton roadway – where some big young dogs (including Alexa the Akita) 
are having a wrestling match. Instead, Fritz back on lead, we head for the café – 
following a lineup of kids from Quintin Kynaston, who have just climbed down 
from their school bus. 
I can see that we will have only a small turnout this morning…only Janet and 
Georgie are seated, though I do find Ellen inside when I join the coffee queue. Next 
to me is someone I have seen very recently, that is on last night’s episode of Holby 
City – actress Tina Hobley. Today she is here with two little kids and there is much 
discussion over which treat to pluck from the display cabinet. Makiko makes her 
way into our compound after a while and then the whiff of celebrity takes over yet 
again. First we have the brother of Piers Morgan, Rupert, who arrives with Lady 
Belle – whom Georgie will be looking after today. All of the dogs, especially Fritz, 
love Rupert, who squats down to give them all a cuddle. Then I note that taking a 
seat at our table now is a very pretty young blonde woman with a mobile phone 
and two tear-stained Shih-Tzus in wool jumpers. The woman pays no attention to 
us and spends the next half hour chatting away on her phone and thus, since it is 
repeated often enough during a conversation on return flights from Cape Town, I 
learn that her name is Kimberley Marren – another model. 
We are now joined by another mobile phone addict, Ellie, who asks us if we want 
anything from the café. (“Just your company.” I reply.) Ellie soon returns with her 
tea and her croissant and she and Ofra swap tales of the jungle that is London’s 
educational system. Ellie’s younger daughter, having just survived the eleven-plus 
ordeal, is enduring a series of interviews at prestigious private school and Ellie is 
having a meltdown since the young lady won’t wear a skirt to these encounters. 
Ofra too has brought a lovely cake for us to eat (semolina, coconut, orange peel 
and nuts), and I agree that for a piece of this confection I will even take my gloves 
off. A man is now helped from the gym, limping badly, and Georgie again notes 
that exercise is bad for you. Boyd stops by to ask if anyone knows which dog has 
just thrown up in the ladies’ loo. As we begin our back passage walkround Makiko 
fills us in on her recent trip to Cannes; it rained and she never got to wear her beach 
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shoes but she did have lunch with rising star Leah Weller, whose father, Paul, we 
have seen in this park on a number of occasions. She then tells a tale that must be 
every dog owner’s worst nightmare. It seems that Margaret’s Mutley, the smallest 
and most innocent of all these local Pugs, has been involved in an incident. A 
child of a Middle Eastern woman has taken fright at his presence and run away 
screaming, thereby enticing the dog to give chase. In this case the aggrieved mom 
has added to the misery by calling the police and Margaret has been interviewed. 
As Makiko repeats this tale I suddenly remember that I overhead Margaret herself 
this morning as she was walking with Debbie and Zorro: “I kept telling the child to 
stop running” – but we all know that this never works. 

Thursday, February 2:
The surprising thing is that there is no frost. The bright sun illuminates a park 
that seems to be basking in a lovely clear morning light – and all of the normal 
activities that we would expect on such a day are present: school kids, joggers, 
dog walkers. This is the view from the comfort of my double-glazed sitting room 
window. The reality is quite different – for not only is it bitterly cold outside 
but today we also have a biting wind to add to the discomfort; even though I am 
buttoned up against the elements I decide, almost from the outset, that there is no 
way I can sit outside today at coffee time. The great freeze, one that has paralyzed 
much of the continent, has made its way from Siberia to England at last.
Fritz does not seem to be greatly discomfited by the temperature. He dashes into 
the park, climbs the planter bank opposite our entrance and deposits his first poo. 
I am not able to wear my gloves during the clean-up process and now I have to 
bury my hands deep in my pockets while he adds two more contributions as we 
make our way out to the green. Here we encounter Georgie, who has Winnie 
and Daisy-Mae as well as Sparkie in her care this morning. I tell her about my 
coffee decision and she agrees that she too will not linger for long at the café this 
morning. Fritz and I then begin a complete circle of the green but when we reach 
the bandstand we do not continue on back to the café as usual but turn down the 
Morshead roadway. Fritz likes this itinerary anyway – since it means more free 
time for sniffing and even a fourth mini-poo. Here we also encounter Jo Lynn and 
Tilly. Jo calls Fritz to her and adds, “He looks puzzled. He’s thinking, ‘who is that 
gobby woman in the white hat?’” After a noisy cuddle he and I continue toward the 
Morshead gate.
Somehow he senses that we are heading for home this morning and, much to my 
alarm, he actually exits the park before I can get him back on lead. Fortunately 
he does stop on the pavement out here and, under restraint again, we are able to 
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continue our quest for the warmth of home. This unusual day has still one more 
unique variation. As I try to remove my coat I discover that, like Ofra, I have 
somehow jammed the zipper a few inches below my throat – and I can’t seem to 
budge it. After a minute of struggle I take my hat, glasses and scarf off and manage 
to pull the garment, inside out, over the top of my head. Escaped from its clutches, 
I find it fairly easy to loosen the offending zip. Now for something I have been 
thinking about for the last half an hour: a quick return to my warm bed and a nice 
mid-morning nap. 

Friday, February 3:
Those first few al fresco steps provide a measure of today’s temperature ¬– and 
say everything about how pleasant or unpleasant today in the park will be. In 
fact, although it looks like a replay of yesterday’s scene, with the sun again 
streaming, it may be a degree or two warmer today and there is no wind – and this 
is encouraging. I am still buttoned up tightly and much of the ground is frozen, 
but there is still no frost on any of the surfaces – over which Fritz moves speedily. 
As we are walking between the playing pitches I am overtaken by Daisy-Mae, 
who has evidently spotted me at a great distance. While I return her greeting I lose 
track of my own dog – discovering him out in the middle of the green after I have 
rounded several corners. Here Alexa the Akita pup is looking for suitable partners 
in play; Fritz is not suitable – as she soon discovers when he roars in disapproval 
(perhaps remembering earlier, unhappy experiences with exemplars of this breed).
Next he rushes over to greet Georgie and only after he has checked in on all of his 
pals does he begin his circuit of Mt. Bannister. This is a slow process, one that ends 
as we join Zorro in the Carlton roadway doggy pen. For some reason, after a slow 
sniffathon, Fritz wants to use the back gate to escape this area – but he is soon on 
lead as we head for the café. Heading toward us, perched inside his bicycle basket, 
is Rocky. Coming up behind me is one of the park’s West Indian groundsmen and 
he suggests that the dog should be walking and not riding. I explain that Rocky is 
half blind and there are mutterings about putting down such animals. Most of the 
others have already started on their coffee as Fritz and I enter our compound at the 
café. Today we have Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Makiko, Ellen, Dan and Davide. 
Davide is just explaining that his famous court case has concluded on an interesting 
technicality, the judge arguing that because the disputed hours were part of the BA 
strike scene another court would have to rule on their disposition. (Though why the 
case ended up in this court, when it was clearly indicated that it was a strike-time 
matter from the outset is not clear.) Davide has, however, been offered an option: 
if he agrees not to pursue the matter further he will not have to pay £1500 in court 
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costs and – relieved to have the anxiety-provoking matter behind him – Davide 
has accepted this outcome. Dan suggests that this must mean that Davide now has 
£1500 to spend on some nice treat for the two of them, though Davide doesn’t 
concur. I ask Dan why we have the pleasure of his company on a weekday and he 
says that he is getting his gold crown today. I suggest that some would say he has 
possessed this object since birth; Davide adds that now Dan can be the rightful 
queen – only to be described by his partner as a queen mother.
The subject of Bailey’s diet comes up next – since Ofra has forgotten to tell us 
that her pet wants to go out in the cold every hour because he is overstuffed and 
we shouldn’t be feeding him. Somehow this topic inspires Dan to offer another 
food-related tale. He swears this is a true story, but I have my doubts. It seems that 
a friend of his wanted to order some Chinese food and called her usual local to 
place an order. “I’d like chicken chow mein, the special friend rice and some prawn 
crackers.” “Wit’ crow!” was the response. “No crow, please, we don’t eat them 
in this country.” “Wit’ crow!” came the reply – several times as a matter of fact. 
Finally Dan’s friend asked to speak to the manager, who responded in unaccented 
tones. “I’d like an order of chicken chow mein, the special fried rice and some 
prawn crackers.” This time the response was clearer, “Were closed!” 

Saturday, February 4:
Today there is a bit of frost on some of the surfaces and it remains on the frigid 
side – no warmth seems to be coming from the sun today. Fritz makes a fairly 
speedy advance on the green (perhaps the padlocked doors to the environmental 
area help in this process) and soon he is scanning the horizon, looking for his pals. 
The park is full of people this morning – for the cold weather seems to have had 
no effect on the footie lads (and their parents) or the personal trainers, who have 
again commandeered wide swaths of the “village green” as an exercise arena. 
Fritz, trotting across this space, manages to piss on a stationary gym bag – I have 
to admit that I am not too upset by this inevitable consequence of an invasion of 
an area that has been devoted, 365 days a year for many a year, to dog exercise. 
(Anyway, today all the owner of the bag has to do is wait a few minutes until the 
pee freezes, then chip it off.) Dan is now entering with Janet and he seems a bit 
frazzled, telling us that he left work yesterday with 125 emails unopened and an 
equal number opened but not answered. 
Fritz is sniffing around the stripped cricket crease, where one or two pieces of the 
old carpet are still in evidence, but after a third poo out here he continues on to 
circle Mt. Bannister. We end up in the doggy compound on the Carlton roadway 
and here the veteran mostly Lab Rebel is sticking his now grey muzzle through a 
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slat in the fence. I let Fritz off lead when I reach our area at the café – here Ofra is 
having a fit because some people have just left their rust-colored Cavalier, Max, in 
our area, and he is hectoring poor Bailey. The latter’s lead is being used to tie Max 
to the fence as I head into the café. I tell Blarina that I have been looking forward 
to a long Saturday queue, so that I can thaw a bit, but again there is no one ahead 
of me at all. 
When I return to our table with my cappuccino I am greeted by a most unpleasant 
scene. Peter, his charts laid out in front of him like the commander of the Dogship 
Enterprise, is attempting to secure lottery contributions from the punters and, as 
so often happens, there is some ambiguity about Davide’s contribution – which 
Dan refuses to contribute today, claiming it has been paid already. But this non-
compliance would leave a blank in the charts and who knows what chaos would 
ensue. Unfortunately Peter will not stop his hectoring and Dan now explodes, 
demanding that his own name be removed from the list. For the next minute 
the two outdo one another in their shouted “You Shut Ups!”  ¬– much to the 
embarrassment of the rest us. 
I try to return the conversation to other topics. Is disgraced energy secretary Chris 
Huhne guilty of getting his ex-wife to say she was the driver when his car was 
cited for speeding? Is Spurs manager Harry Redknapp guilty of cheating on his 
taxes with an unreported bank account in Monaco? Janet thinks they are both guilty 
– but we will have to wait the outcome of their trials to know for sure. Rob now 
enters the compound with Pepper and there is a great commotion as our dogs rise 
to give him a noisy greeting. Linda’s father has collapsed and is being assessed in 
hospital and this is very worrying. Rob has brought with him a large supply of dog 
treats; someone has presented these to Linda but Pepper, with his delicate stomach, 
can’t eat them, so Rob has brought them for the other owners to claim. Some of 
these, including dental stix and some large “bones” are opened on the spot and 
shared out. Fritz claims one of the bones and, since it is made only of compacted 
meal, we let him enjoy it this time. Unfortunately first Lucky and then Tara steal it 
away; Tara does a particularly good job of breaking it into smaller pieces with her 
giant jaws. When it is time to begin our back passage walkround I am impressed 
by Fritz’s no-nonsense progress but the explanation for this celerity is soon evident 
when we get home. He still has a large bone shard in his mouth and, perched on 
one of the living room sofas, he spends the next hour in delighted mastication. 

Sunday, February 5:
I was not so delighted when I discovered that flecks of the appetizing bone were 
embedded in the bedspread that decorates the living room sofa. For that matter 
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there were sticky chunks of the tasty treat embedded in my dog’s beard as well. 
The bedspread, I could see, is machine washable but I had another strategy to deal 
with Fritz’s whiskers. Snow was scheduled to fall at teatime (and so it did – for 
the next five or six hours) and I remembered that there is nothing Fritz enjoys 
more than sticking his snout into the white stuff and running along like a furry 
snowplow. By the time we were back from our late night walked his beard has 
been washed and rinsed several times over.
This morning we begin crunching through several inches of snow – it covers 
everything, cars in the street, all the walkways, the playing fields and all the natural 
surfaces of the park. It is all very lovely at this stage – though not improved by a 
poo or two; these have to be removed immediately in order to restore the pristine 
white. When we reach the green we encounter a wonderful scene – with dogs 
running around joyously and families at work on a number of snowmen. Fritz is 
far more sociable than usual, rushing from group to group to see what is going on 
– while Janet snaps away with her camera. Matthew and Makiko are next to arrive 
and I hope to start a gentle migration in the direction of the café but Fritz and I are 
all alone in this gesture. Ellen is sitting by herself under our umbrella, drinking her 
coffee and eating a croissant. I leave Fritz with her and go to fetch my own drink. 
After I have been seated a while the others come in, then Ofra (who has walked 
here) arrives, then Dan; Vlad also comes in with Tara and manages to let Fritz out 
again. To his credit he wades in after my dog and, amid guttural protests, picks him 
up and carries him back to additional incarceration. 
It is a struggle keeping wet (and cold) paws off my knees today. Sparkie 
(whose barking at passing strangers is beginning to unnerve Janet) is among the 
supplicants and he is joined by Bailey, of course, and by Lucky, Tara and Fritz. 
Daisy-Mae, for once, remains huddled in her mummy’s lap; balls of ice hang from 
her fur and she looks most miserable. Emilio, in Matthew’s lap, also asks for no 
treats; he looks like he has the weight of the world on his shoulders – as if someone 
had asked him to solve the world’s economic crisis all on his own. “Is Winnie too 
late for biscuits?” Dan asks plaintively. He is sitting next to me with his dog on his 
lap – so she doesn’t have to move in order to receive her treat. Into this mix comes 
a lovely Cockapoo puppy named Violet. She runs around and greets all the other 
dogs while her owner is inside, getting his coffee. (Fritz objects when she stands on 
his back). There is one nasty incident As Lucky is making her way to the exit gate 
she bumps into Sparkie, he snarls, she attacks him in earnest – and it is not easy to 
separate the fighting dogs. 
There is only a brief reference to yesterday’s human contretemps – Janet does 
remember that Davide topped up his lottery stakes last Monday – though this 
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information was missing from Peter’s charts. Several of those present are wearing 
ski pants and there is a discussion of what to wear if these conditions persist. I am 
wearing my old hiking boots and I can tell already that they are taking in moisture. 
I need to replace them – perhaps in California, if I ever get there – Virgin’s flight to 
L.A. is not flying today. There is some concern voiced over Georgie’s return train 
trip from Hereford this afternoon – evidently people were stranded in their cars on 
the M25 for eight hours last night. As we get up to leave Ofra can’t find her glove. 
(Trust Ofra to have lost the other half of this pair.) Dan begins to sing songs in 
which “glove” is substituted for “love.” “No other glove have I,” is my nomination 
in this category. Bailey goes missing during our retreat but I find him in some 
bushes. We do not have to worry, for once, about Winnie’s whereabouts; she is 
wrapped in a blanket and stuffed into a satchel carried home by her considerate 
owner. 

Monday, February 6:
Walkways are rather mushy in places (others parts are clean of snow) as Fritz 
and I head for the park on a rather murky (but mild) Monday morning. Ozzie is 
waiting to greet us as we clear the cypress trees – he likes to pursue Fritz excitedly 
whenever they meet. Sparkie and Winnie are just nearing the café as Fritz and I 
reach the green. Georgie says that she did have an interruption to her travel plans 
yesterday (but not because of the snow). Her direct train back to London was 
cancelled so she had to change in Newport – but this was a fast train and she got 
home twenty-five minutes earlier than expected. I tell her that today’s version of 
my L.A. flight is on schedule – but that, anxiously, I will be checking this departure 
every day this week. Fritz chooses the Randolph roadway return-trip this morning 
and so we are right on time as the café opens and I can leave Fritz with Georgie as 
I head inside.
We have only a small turnout this morning: just Georgie, Janet, Ellen, Ofra and 
Makiko. Janet wants to know if Peter is staying away because of the weather or 
because of his fight with Dan – but no one can answer this question. She now 
produces copies of some pastel drawing she has done – works based on photos 
of our dogs, including those taken in the snow yesterday, and these are greatly 
admired. Georgie says that in her absence husband James had actually heated up 
his own stew – but she doubts he ate much of this since the floor, the walls and the 
stove top all contained evidence of the struggle. Ofra is complaining about gaining 
a kilo; no wonder she disdains a piece of Georgie’s toast – which has a butter 
lake on top. Georgie adds that today she has a rendezvous with John the Window 
Cleaner. Then she notes that on her recent train trip she had to change first seats 
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and then carriages because of a whining child and then had to endure a forty-five 
minute mobile phone call from her new seatmate – who had to tell the world about 
the breakup with her boyfriend. Makiko asks me if I have watched the Super Bowl 
but I tell her that kick-off was so late that I have recorded the game instead. 
Tanya now walks by with Pasha the Weimaraner and, much to our surprise, a 
beautiful baby sister, a puppy named (so far) Coco. Much fuss is made over this 
new addition and then our dogs take umbrage over the passing presence of an old 
black dog and the baying begins. Perhaps there is just too much excitement in this 
because the foraging Bailey now throws up. Denouncing him as “an old lady,” Ofra 
gets up to remove the mess – always fearful that her dog will lick the offending 
matter back up. We begin our back passage walkround (with Winnie under orders 
to do her own walking today) but somehow Thomas gets mixed up in our progress; 
first he pursues the always fragrant Bailey (this always drives Ofra mad) and then 
he joins the rest of us on our traditional walkways. As we near our gate Natasha 
is entering with the excitable Miniature Pinscher Millie – who dances around our 
party in great delight.

Tuesday, February 7:
It is somewhat colder than I expected this morning – last night’s walk was far 
milder than today’s bite – and I am soon buttoning the hood of my coat, zipping 
same, and searching for the gloves buried in my pockets. The sun is out, at least, 
and the snow has disappeared from many spots. It does cling to the playing 
surfaces – on the running track pitch showers from the corner sprinklers are being 
used in an attempt to melt the remaining snow. There doesn’t seem to be anyone 
about as we reach the green and so we continue on down the Randolph runway as 
Fritz attempts to anoint every snowball still left on the margins. There is no one in 
the Carlton roadway doggy park either and here we wait for yellow-clad hockey 
stick-wielding lads from St. George’s to pass before returning, full circle, to the 
café.  
Inside this establishment I can see Georgie, waiting in the queue and poking at 
the numbers on her mobile phone while scanning the horizon through the large 
windows. “Are you dialing up Sparkie?” I ask. This is a correct guess since she has 
left her pet off at Dan and Davide’s house while undertaking her morning duties. 
Sure enough we can see Dan, making his way across the green from the Grantully 
gate – with the Yorkie in question and Winnie. Dan remains briefly for a cup of 
coffee and he is soon joined by Davide, just off his Cape Town flight. Also present 
this morning are Janet, Wendy, Ofra, Makiko, Ellen and Peter. It is the first time all 
of the parties involved in Saturday’s shouting match have been present and we, at 
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last, reach a denouement. Davide confirms that he paid Dan’s lottery subvention 
one day and that on the next he bought Peter a cup of coffee and gave him £3.40 
for his own stake. Peter accepts this and immediately apologizes to Dan for his 
outburst; Dan, for his part, says that this was obviously not a straightforward 
transaction (hence the confusion) and apologizes for telling Peter to shut up. (Ofra 
and I agree that it was much more fun when they were fighting.)
Davide has brought with him some South African doggy treats (with Omega 6) 
and these seem to be quite popular. He also reports that on his drive in from the 
airport he got caught up in the tailback that has been a daily part of life in west 
London ever since the Hammersmith Flyover was reduced to two lanes because of 
structural repairs. Peter now reminds Georgie that he will be bringing Bobby by 
on Thursday afternoon because he has a hospital appointment then. She says that 
this is fine because her school breaks up for half-term tomorrow – does this make 
her a half-termagant? The ladies at my end of the table are discussing porridge 
recipes and Ellen recommends use of the microwave. Makiko says that she has 
had a microwave phobia ever since some childhood experiments went wrong. I 
report that I have an arsenal of microwavable containers, ones that once contained 
takeaway Chinese food. Our animals, still on the subject of food, are having a 
feast this morning: Davide’s South African treats, melted cheese from grilled 
sandwiches and, of course, my own biscuits. Fortified with these goodies we are at 
last ready to make our departure. We leave behind a green that is populated with 
displaced school kids – whose regular surfaces are still not available – including 
some footie lads, who slope off to the café counter, and the hockeyettes who are 
using their sticks to decapitate all the remaining snow piles. 

Wednesday, February 8:
Temperatures are hovering near the freezing mark as Fritz and I enter the park on 
a frigid and gray February morning. Fritz rushes out to the center of the green, 
where a number of dogs are at play, has a good sniff here, and then rejoins me on 
the Randolph roadway. I think that he is heading for the gate on this side but at 
one point he turns around and heads for the parking lot. A chap back here has two 
Labradors and the chocolate version has settled down comfortably in a bed of ivy 
in order to munch on a tasty branch. Fritz is astonished by this scene and has to 
have a look before we are able to enter the doggy park over here. Very little time is 
spent in this space and we are soon making our way back to the café – which has 
already served a number of the members of our group.
Today we have Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Davide and Ofra. Peter begins the 
session by tucking little Bobby into the folds of his overcoat – which means that 
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the little fellow has no access to the foodstuffs that the other dogs are begging for. 
Davide apologizes for forgetting the South African treats at home, but he is able 
to share out the melted cheese from his toasted sandwich. Ellen has brought some 
more venison liver treats and Fritz enjoys these and anything else going. Only 
after all of these possibilities have been exhausted does he join the biscuit queue 
at my feet. It is getting harder and harder for him to enjoy such handouts because 
these days he always has the specter of Lucky, monitoring every mouthful and 
hoping that some crumbs will fall her way. Bailey is raking away at my sleeve 
and this is so annoying that I have to tilt his chair forward so he has to jump off. A 
minute later Makiko makes a tardy appearance and when she sits down she almost 
squashes Ofra’s pet – who has leapt into another chair.
Just to cheer me up my friends now begin a discussion in which it is predicted 
that, with another snow front heading our way, I am likely to spend forty-eight 
hours at Heathrow on Friday. Meanwhile. Ofra is chuffed because Madonna has 
decided to begin her next big tour in Israel, where, no doubt, she needs to confer 
with the rabbis on the true meaning of the Kabbalah. Many of those present have 
seen the superstar’s stupendous halftime show at the Super Bowl; Ofra says that 
since she and Madonna are the same age she is delighted to have such an athletic 
contemporary. While she unravels Ellen’s lead (still wearing her gloves) the topic 
shifts to visas – since her nephew has just arrived for a visit with an almost expired 
passport. Davide complains that he has just paid £14 to renew a visa – only to 
discover that he still had a valid one from work. No one wants to linger for long 
this morning (Makiko doesn’t even order a coffee) and so, earlier than usual, we 
begin our retreat. This is made more difficult for me when Fritz, whom I have 
hooked under the table, heads for the gate on the wrong side of the table base. As 
we reach the narrow path between the pitches we encounter another blonde Pug 
and both Davide and Makiko have to pause in order to greet young Henry. 

Thursday, February 9:
Fritz can tell that something is up; and I can tell this from his whining whenever I 
move about – a great dislocation is ahead for both of us. As we exit the flat he roars 
in protest and from this I detect that he has spotted the red cat somewhere on the 
landing below us. I try to reel him in but he manages to pull me off the last step 
just as Ginger jumps over his head and moves upstairs. It is again cold and gray 
in the park as we approach the green; on the way I note that the café has opened 
its doors a few minutes early and that Georgie is already at the counter. We do not 
stop, continuing on down the Randolph roadway and circling around behind the 
tennis courts. It is pretty quiet back here and soon we have completed our circle 
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and joined the others under the green umbrella.
There is only a very small turnout this morning: just Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Davide 
and Makiko. Georgie, with whom I confer about tonight’s handover, says that 
Sparkie, dressed in a bright red jumper, was attacked by a Husky-type dog this 
morning; he still seems to be in shock. Daisy-Mae (with Janet at art class) spends 
much of the time out on the margins of the green (she can still squeeze through 
the bars) and she therefore misses the disbursement of South African treats, 
which Davide has remembered today. Fritz enjoys these and also some goodies 
from Ellen’s handbag. He sets up headquarters here, indulging in a recitative of 
unrivaled greed. Bobby is again buried in Peter’s lap; he does join in whenever 
there is a group protest over a passing dog. When Peter tries to silence the little 
fellow he discovers that Bobby has bitten into his black glove in rage. 
Again there is much talk about the likelihood of snow and the disruption to flights 
at Heathrow – I have enough anxieties to wrestle with on the eve of these trips and 
I don’t need this added concern. Makiko says that she needs to get a passport for 
Emilio since she wants to take him to Italy this summer; you would think that a 
dog named Emilio would have no trouble getting into Italy. The Pug evidently likes 
to climb into the suitcase when he sees his mommy preparing for a trip; Georgie 
says that her brother-in-law’s Jack Russell does the same thing and, buried under 
clothes, almost succeeded in stowing away recently. Davide reports that he knows 
that cats have succeeded in this strategy – surviving the cold of the pressurized 
luggage hold by snuggling up in the clothes of the soon astonished passenger. I add 
that, if possible, I never take my case out until Fritz is off the premises. Georgie 
now takes over the care of Bobbie, so that Peter can attend a hospital appointment, 
and we begin a walk home. On the way I add more details on the care and feeding 
of my Fritz – whom I will be delivering to Georgie at 9:45 tonight. I am already 
dreading an empty house. 

Tuesday, February 28:
The echoing sounds of a cane, tapping its way forward on the walkways of 
Paddington Rec, are a sure sign that I have returned from my holiday in California 
with a really bad back. Fritz, who was returned to me at 4:00 yesterday, now spots 
Janet, entering the park with Daisy-Mae, and they now accompany us on a slow 
procession along the back walkways. I am just explaining to Janet that the back 
suffered its severe strain on Saturday (as I completed the last adjustment to the 
eight large boxes full of books that I was filtering into the shelves at Don Factor’s 
house in Palm Springs) when she turns back in horror: Daisy-Mae has found a 
pile of ashes (left over when some of our less enlightened citizens set fire to the 
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walkway itself) and is rolling delightedly in the mess. (She likes to do this in the 
middle of crosswalks as well.) Having made it a far as the café I decide that this is 
enough walking for me this morning and I take my seat at the famous doggy table.
We are nine at breakfast this morning: Janet, Georgie, Davide, Makiko, Hanna, 
Peter, Wendy, and Ellen – who kindly agrees to fetch my coffee for me this 
morning. Georgie is now able to give me a more detailed account of Fritz’s recent 
stay at her home, where he seems to have had a good time with all the other 
canines ¬–¬ if you don’t count the occasional contretemps with Winnie over who 
had rights to Roxy’s old dog bed. In return I have to give an account of my recent 
trip during a fortnight in which all news of the rest of the world and its doings 
were shoved aide for the really important event of the moment: Whitney Houston’s 
funeral. For his part Davide reports that his return flight from Dubai suffered an 
hour-and-a-half delay because of a sandstorm; my flight from California was an 
hour early.
The dogs have not forgotten my biscuit bag and I am soon besieged. Yoyo, Sparkie, 
Winnie, a dirty-faced Daisy-Mae and Bailey are among the supplicants and Fritz 
too, but first he has to get over the shock of an entirely unprovoked attack from 
Jack – Ellen gives him the greater part of her bacon sandwich in recompense. Little 
Bobby should be a Husky and not a Poodle today for he is dressed in the colors of 
the University of Washington. Peter says that he too has a sore back – after getting 
up too quickly to answer a knock at the door, then passing out and falling on his 
own table. Hanna says that she has fasciitis in both feet. Somehow, in spite of these 
infirmities, we manage to struggle to our feet when the session is concluded. I let 
Fritz roam free for most of the return walk, one that is delayed when Bailey (who 
is shaggy and curly after a weekend bath administered by Ricky) spots a squirrel in 
the environmental area and goes crazy in pursuit. 

Wednesday, February 29:
I can walk a little more smoothly today but I am still dependent on my cane – 
especially when it is necessary to bend over in pursuit of the odd poo or two. 
When we reach the green I am surprised to see a flurry of activity – at least fifteen 
dog owners in the central space, with dogs in spirited play (“Daisy-Mae, leave 
Winnie’s tail alone!”). The star of the moment is a delightful Akita-like puppy 
named Smiler; she (evidently her breed is “Eurasian”) has found her match in our 
Lucky. Fritz joins this melee for a while and then he begins a long march along the 
Randolph roadway, behind the tennis courts and through the parking lot – with me 
tapping along behind. In the doggy area on the Carlton roadway I lean over to hook 
him again and so we make our way slowly back toward the café.
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The personnel is almost identical to that assembled for yesterday’s session: 
Davide, Georgie, Janet, Makiko, Hanna, Peter and Ellen ¬(who once again fetches 
my coffee for me). Davide is complaining that the repairs to the Hammersmith 
flyover have made his journeys to and from Heathrow into a nightmare. I ask 
him about the story, on the news last night, that a BA steward is being tried 
on terrorism charges after writing a threatening message in one of the plane’s 
bathrooms – Davide sniffs that this is what happens when the company insists on 
hiring youngsters. (Tomorrow his parents arrive for a visit.) Peter reports that he 
has lumbago and Hanna offers a number of remedies that might be of use to my 
fellow back sufferer. She knows that he has a neighbor who visits the market for 
him and suggests that a hot water bottle be added to the list. (“Peter has a shopping 
bitch,” she explains.) Then, noting that we have reached “leap day,” she suggests 
that today is the day women can propose to men and that if the later refuse then 
they have to buy a nice present for the rejected party. (Here it is also suggested that 
Peter is likely to have a queue of such candidates lining up when he gets home.)
Peter has again brought Bobby with him – still wearing his yellow and purple 
outfit. The feisty little Poodle has one set-to with Sparkie but at least he is not 
among those pesterers who see in me just another meal ticket – I have Winnie and 
Bailey clawing away at me and Yoyo claiming me with a proprietary paw on my 
knee. Janet is giving Sparkie a cuddle on her lap – evidently he is coming for a 
sleepover at her house – “but no farting this time!” Georgie, for her part, says that 
she had to walk all the way home after delivering her student this morning and that 
to make such journeys go faster she sings to herself. (I suggest that drivers who see 
this must be saying, “Well, there goes another care in the community case.”) Again 
Fritz is freed to make most of the homebound journey off-lead. He does a good 
job of staying in touch – unlike Winnie, who manages to remain behind at the café 
when the rest of us begin our back passage.
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“And Your Little Dog, Too”
Life Among The Dog People of Paddington Rec, Volume VIII

By Anthony Linick

Chapter 10—March, 2012

Sparkie keeps the green well-watered.
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Thursday, March 1:
Can this be spring? Already? Well, we’ll take it – even if it is a false dawn: a lovely 
mild morning with sunshine illuminating the busy park scene. For the sake of 
my back I am still using my cane for these lengthy excursions and so I tap along 
contentedly as Fritz heads swiftly for the green. I lose track of him and he is not 
waiting for me at the café gate, as usual – perhaps Georgie (here with Sparkie, 
Lady Belle and Bailey) has let him out – for here he is, on the Randolph roadway. 
We head for the gate on this side and thus we encounter Renata, here with Maxi, 
who has (yet again) lost his ball in the bushes. By the time we have reached the 
end of this circuit and returned to the café I can see that all the others are already 
drinking their coffee. Renata asks me for an explanation for my use of the cane – 
receiving only a snarling response (“Ask the others!”) as I head for the counter. 
This is a reminder that the worst aspect of an injury like mine is the litany of 
explanations demanded by well-wishers. Hint: if the sufferer wanted to share his 
health history with you, he would do so without being prompted! 
As it turns out, there are others in far worse condition than yours truly. Georgie 
is circulating a get-well card for her sister Jean, whose anti-arthritis medication 
has failed to counteract persistent joint pain. Then Peter, a latecomer with Bobby, 
trundles in with a sour expression (well, more sour than usual), still suffering 
from his bad back. Georgie herself is having lots of medical tests these days (“my 
M.O.T.”) and arrangements are made for Janet to keep an eye on Sparkie and Lady 
Belle. Davide is not ill, but he seems more than a little frustrated by the crowded 
schedule he has arranged for his visiting parents. I ask him why he never brings 
them to the park and he protests that he has definitely done so in the past – though 
usually in the afternoon, when I am not here. “Well, that’s okay then,” I tell him, “I 
thought your were ashamed of us.”
Bailey is now climbing onto the tabletop in order to rake the biscuit bag a little 
closer to the edge – while Winnie is climbing my knees and Daisy-Mae, whose 
image adorns the March page on Janet’s doggy calendar, is barking at me from 
my own lap. I can’t complain too vociferously because my own dog has camped 
at Ellen’s feet in hopes of one more piece of tripe stick. I now tell Janet that there 
was an interesting sequel yesterday to the roll-over antics of her dog. Cathy, come 
for her usual Wednesday battle with the dust and disorder at our house, asked me 
for the name of that member of our dog group who always wears a red coat. After 
I had identified Janet she added, “Well the other day I was walking along Shirland 
Road and her little dog had stopped to roll onto her back in the middle of the zebra 
crossing!” Miss March now leads the parade of the homeward bound. Fritz is again 
allowed to run free here and I fall into step with Renata. She is complaining about 
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the constant stream of negativity that is the chief form of commentary from the 
mouth of the surly Peter. What an odd couple these two are. She rants about his 
dour pessimism but she will be giving him a ride home in her car later this morning 
and, perhaps as she did the other day, stopping off to rub healing cream into his 
sore back – because, “After all, he has nobody.” 

Friday, March 2:
After escaping rather lightly in the jet-lag category, at least for the first few 
nights, I am now firmly settled into all the discomforts of this classic malady. On 
Wednesday night I couldn’t sleep until 3:00 in the morning and last night was 
essentially sleepless – I think I finally nodded off at 6:00 am and I suppose I can 
consider myself lucky (or Fritz can) that I snapped to shortly after 9:00 – when 
it was already time for our morning in the park. I have thrown on my clothes, 
grabbed my cane, and tapped down the stairs, my eyes half shut, to begin another 
excursion in the Rec. Janet is just reaching our entrance with Daisy-Mae and they 
accompany us on our steady assault on the green. Here Fritz begins a half circle 
of this space – but when he gets to the Grantully gate I put him back on lead and, 
desperate for a cup of coffee, I lead us back across the grass. In this journey I note 
that the cricket crease has at last received a new felt topping. 
Our group this morning includes Janet, Georgie, Davide, Peter (who is still 
complaining), Makiko and Ellen – who again resumes her duties as my coffee 
carrier. Davide has again failed to bring his parents (something about the problem 
of getting all four people a timely turn in the bathroom) but he has brought 
something from Sardinia in recompense – his mother has purchased at a local 
bakery a plate full of wonderful fluffy macaroons. “If the Costa Concordia had 
these at the ready,” I tell him, “they wouldn’t have needed any other flotation 
devices.” The dogs have to make do with more mundane fare – though it appears 
that Sparkie is about to be mugged when Davide’s toasted ham and cheese arrives 
and it is the Yorkie who is in his lap – and not a proprietary Winnie. Georgie says 
that when she got up this morning she discovered that her dog and Bailey had 
folded one rug in two, dragged another half way across the floor, and closed the 
door to the sitting room.
Linda enters now with Pepper and he joins the chorus of the needy at my feet – 
Fritz is off serenading Ellen with his own version of the tripe stick blues. Linda 
wants to know if Emilio’s tongue is always hanging out (it is) and I quiz Makiko 
on another topic…did she watch the BBC 2 program on the children of the tsunami 
last night? She has not, but I recommend it heartily – though it did make me cry 
on several occasions. It seems that there will again be some defections in the ranks 
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soon: Georgie is off to Hereford, no one knows for sure when to expect Ofra back, 
and Davide, his parents and Dan are soon off for a holiday in Sharm-el-Sheikh. 
Davide has brought with him a copy of Lampedusa’s The Leopard – which he has 
ordered for the missing Hanna from Amazon. This is left for her at the café counter 
as we begin our walkround – or some of us do. Georgie and Janet remain behind 
and I am following only Davide and Makiko as we cross the Carlton roadway. 
Here a large black teenager riding a bike – even though one foot is in a cast – tells 
the lad who owns the burly Theo, “I just got kicked out of my school – for good.” 

Saturday, March 3:
Again I begin the day in the guise of a jet-lagged zombie – having nodded off 
all day yesterday in the wake of an essentially sleepless night. I revived only 
briefly when Fritz and I spent a nice evening with Linda and Rob, her brother 
and sister-in-law and her dad – who seems to have recovered well from his recent 
indisposition. Fritz had a great time and distinguished himself once again in 
ferreting out every example of squeaky toy hidden in closets and under furniture – 
and giving the prize a workout with his jaws. From Rob he accepted endless tidbits 
from the dinner table – and then came home and ate his own food as well. 
This morning session is somewhat unusual in a number of respects. First, after 
another sleepless night, we leave somewhat early and, having abandoned my cane 
temporarily, we cover a good deal of ground before I can turn Fritz over to Peter 
as I begin a mission to deliver my prescription scripts to the Vineyard Chemists 
on Maida Vale Parade. It is a gray but mild morning as I return – with young 
Bonaparte making a rare parkside appearance in front of the clubhouse. I am 
introduced by Dan to Davide’s mother (she congratulates me in Italian for my most 
most recent publication) and then Davide enters with his father, whom I meet for 
the first time as well. These four are off to visit the in-laws in Essex before their 
flight to Egypt tomorrow. 
Unfortunately, I am not able to enjoy our usual weekend session at the café 
because I now have a second mission. I need to get home by 10:00 for this is when 
I have promised to admit some workers, who are coming to install a heat sensor 
– part of the continuous and expensive fire safety upgrade that many in our world 
are undergoing these days. Fritz now manages to squeeze out a fourth poo as we 
walk along the Morshead roadway and, bending over in the retrieval position, I am 
beginning to wish I had brought my cane after all. Nevertheless the ladders are on 
display as we reach our building, Fritz is soon secreted in the sitting room, and I 
begin another day of trying to stay awake. 
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Sunday, March 4:
Intractable jet-lag persists and, with bedtime close to dawn, I am barely able 
to open an eye at about 9:20 – some ten minutes later than our usual departure 
time these days. Fritz patiently waits while I throw on my clothes; today this 
means raingear for both of us since there is a light drizzle outside. Perhaps it is 
just my unusually acute sensitivity to outside stimuli but I take umbrage, almost 
immediately, to the use of a horn – disturbing the peace of a quiet Sunday morning 
in Maida Vale – as it launches the first of a tier of young runners (girls this time) in 
Westminster’s version of a mini-marathon. By the time we reach the café the other 
dog owners have abandoned their animals in pursuit of the coffee counter and we 
have a woeful contingent made up of Winnie, Sparkie, Jack, Lucky, Daisy-Mae and 
Yaris – all of them staring at me as though I had just arrived to rescue them from 
their damp misery.
I add Fritz to this mix – as Ellen arrives with her coffee cup – and join the queue 
myself. Here I find Shefali – who buys my coffee for me. Our Indian friend is 
dressed very smartly in red coat, black trousers and faux leopard-skin boots – but 
almost immediately Janet urges her to adopt a different costume for the park – 
since Yaris now begins the process of tattooing this ensemble with muddy paw 
prints. Sparkie (dressed in a red coat with leggings) soon adds his contribution. 
Janet, who is looking after him, a sodden Daisy-Mae and an orphaned Winnie, 
says that she tried to get one of her dog’s coats onto the portly Pug but that none 
of these garments fit. (Dan has evidently left instructions that Winnie is gaining 
weight again and this means the rest of us have to ease up on the treats.)
Parents are standing at the gate, urging their joggers on in endless circles of the 
green – we can see that boys are now in the mix as well. Much of our conversation 
is devoted to the eminent transition to digital broadcasting in British television 
and any strategies we need to employ in order to be ready. With technology on 
the table the next topic is, naturally, our computers. I have been wrestling with 
the changeover to a new operating system with my Mac – which means that 
many earlier (Mac) documents are now unreadable. I note that my friend Richard 
remarked, while I was in California, that when they opened the clay vessels 
containing the Dead Sea scrolls that the hidden documents, though 2000 years old, 
were instantly understood – while that epitome of modern technology, the Apple 
Empire, cannot produce a machine that will open automatically its own ten year-
old documents. Wendy now arrives with T-Bone and she and Janet discuss their 
Kindles before we return to the rain for our back passage walkround. As we pass 
the back yards of the houses on Kilburn Park Road our animals, led by T-bone, 
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engage in a furious barking match with a dog on the other side of the fence. The 
enemy in this case, a big white dog, is wagging his tail – so perhaps this is just a 
friendly conversation – one that would not take place at all if it weren’t for a sturdy 
fence between the conversationalists. 

Monday, March 5:
Fritz begins his day with an exemplary act of detection. While I am in the 
bathroom I can hear him barking in the hall – and this is usually a sign that he 
has detected something amiss in the hallway: chatterers, the postman, the dreaded 
housekeeping staff with their vacuum cleaner. When I open the door, however, I 
can see that he is facing the kitchen, not the front door. I have a peek around the 
corner and it soon becomes evident what it is that has inspired his latest protest 
vote. A man, high up in the tree of a neighboring house, is sawing away as part of 
a major trimming project. This alien presence, which my dog has detected from his 
angle on the hallway floor, is the true cause of this morning’s guard duty noise – 
for which he now receives appropriate praise.
I wish I could be as cheerful about the weather, which, though sunny enough, is 
decidedly chilly – and I am regretting, almost immediately, that I am not wearing 
wool cap and gloves. At least I have had a normal night’s sleep if you don’t count 
one interruption after midnight when it sounded like two turkeys were engaged in a 
mating ritual outside the bedroom window– though this is unlikely in the extreme. 
Fritz makes a lively start to our day in the park that, before the school groups 
arrive, is eerily quiet. Out on the green he rushes here and there, finally spotting his 
Auntie Georgie – just entering with Sparkie and Lady Belle. After the appropriate 
greeting, and one for Janet with Daisy-Mae and Winnie, we resume our march – 
this time heading for the Randolph gate. There is just a little warmth in the sunlight 
– but the shadows allow the whistling wind to have its sway and I am happy when 
it is time to reverse directions and head back to the café.
This morning we have Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ellen and Makiko – with her mother-
in-law. These latter two are on their way to the Cotswolds on a brief overnighter. 
Janet is also full of travel plans – indeed she is just finishing up on her mobile 
phone with the bookings necessary for a return trip to Lake Como in May. Georgie 
gives a thorough report on her recent visit to Hereford and Peter admits that his 
back is a little better (I wish I could say the same thing). Shefali arrives with 
Yaris, full of complaint about the wind – which rattles our umbrella several times 
this morning. “Are we about to have a Mary Poppins moment?” Janet wants to 
know. Sparkie and Bailey, meanwhile, are more than unusually pestiferous in their 
demands for biscuit treats. In the bright sunlight I can see the clear evidence of all 
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this paw-based importuning: the nap on the knees of my cords has been worn away 
by their attentions. It can only be a matter of time, when, kneeling to recover some 
offending poo, I discover that my knee has sliced through a fabric worn away by 
the insistent scrabbling of all these starving canines. 

Tuesday, March 6:
Temperatures remained depressed and the skies are an unsmiling gray as Fritz and 
I head for the park on a raw Tuesday morning. I have had another uncomfortable 
night – after a day with too much activity for my tender back, one that included 
a long-delayed expedition to Sainsbury’s, led by the ever-helpful Linda. There is, 
however, a cheering sight to welcome us as we reach our entry gate – Natasha, her 
coffee cup in one hand, is leading her Millie into the same gap in the ironwork for 
which we are heading. Our two dogs always seem to enjoy one another’s company 
and so we begin a long journey together. I complain to Natasha about my jet lag 
and she recommends melatonin – for this condition and also for Fritz’s fireworks 
phobia. She says that her Miniature Pinscher is unaffected by this noise but that she 
does suffer from separation anxiety. The first task this morning is to separate Millie 
from an Alsatian, whom she is chasing in the opposite direction – though Natasha 
says that her dog is actually chasing down the black woman who is jogging around 
the park with this large dog. 
“Millicent!” rings out in disapproval more than once as we make further progress, 
including a left turn at the Carlton roadway – where Fritz gets confused by this 
deviation from our normal route and Millie has to bark at the Nila man and his 
delivery trolley. We climb to the top of Mt. Bannister and down the other side – 
where Millie has to run off to greet Daisy-Mae and Fritz disappears into the bushes. 
Our two dogs continue around the green in fits and starts, often disappearing into 
the foliage for extended sniffathons. When we reach the head of the Morshead 
roadway I am able to hook my dog for an assault on the café – while Natasha 
begins another circuit with her dog. Again there is only a small group in our corner: 
just Janet, Georgie, Peter and Ellen – though after a while Ellie downs her mobile 
phone long enough to join us at our table with her Teddy; today he is wearing a red 
sweater and trying to climb into his mommy’s lap. 
The dogs exhaust my biscuit bag this morning, but not their voices – which are 
raised in protest on a number of occasions when alien animals pass our fence. 
Sparkie has a set-to with a chocolate Lab and Daisy-Mae and Bobby have a scrap 
under the table. Our conversation seems focused on California, not only because 
of my recent visit but because Ellie is planning to take her husband and daughters 
there this summer. She says she hasn’t been there since her honeymoon at Big Sur 
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fourteen years ago (I was there on my honeymoon too) but her girls are mostly 
interested in places with the scariest rollercoasters. Ellie is also excited because she 
has learned that Victoria’s Secret will be opening two outlets in London. Janet asks 
what they sell at this shop and when she hears the lineup (including bikinis) she 
says that she ought to go into the business of manufacturing beach burkas. On our 
back passage walkround both Daisy-Mae and Bailey get into the squirrel chasing 
mode. One member of this species leads Daisy-Mae on a merry chase all over the 
picnic ground but Bailey has actually managed to get into the environmental area 
and Georgie has to go in there after him – joining us at last on the other side with 
the daft boy. 

Wednesday, March 7:
Every time I think I have resumed a normal sleep pattern hours of post-midnight 
wakefulness disabuse me of this notion. Returning to bed at 6:00 this morning I 
have my deepest sleep for the next three hours – indeed, I would still be asleep if 
it were not for the timely arrival of Cathy at 9:00. There is just time to brush my 
teeth and then I have to pull myself together for our morning duties in the park; 
fortunately Cathy has advised me that a light rain is falling and so dog and man 
are both in appropriate garb when the moment arrives at last. I am congratulating 
myself on having missed the morning shower when, between the playing pitches, a 
horizontal band of rain arrives from the west and I am soon struggling to button the 
hood on my coat. 
I try to get Fritz to enter the confines of our dog corner at the café as soon as we 
arrive, but he is on to me and, instead, he begins a slow march around the eastern 
end of the green – unperturbed by the steady downfall. At last I succeed in hooking 
his collar and we make our way back to our enclave – where people are lined up 
on the least exposed side of our green umbrella. There is a very substantial turnout 
– in spite of the nasty weather – and we begin with Matthew, Makiko, Janet, 
Georgie, Peter and Ellen, though eventually we add Wendy, Hanna and – joining 
this ensemble after a long holiday in Thailand – Ofra. Bailey, of course, goes crazy 
with delight over the return of his mommy; then he joins all the other beseeching 
canines in soaking my trousers with a tattoo of sodden paws. 
Matthew and Makiko tells us of their adventures in the Cotswolds – where 
they stayed in a Tudor mansion with a huge open fire – and where Emilio was 
a welcome guest. But for travel tales the focus certainly belongs to a very 
tanned Ofra – who has brought with her some rice and coconut cakes and also 
some elephant-bedecked coin purses with key rings attached for all the ladies. 
As promised, she now tells us, she lost weight in Thailand since (to the great 
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consternation of her sisters) she refused to eat anything unfamiliar. She did enjoy 
the beaches and the exotic travel but Bangkok, with its hustlers and cheaters, 
obviously induced culture shock. She did not find many bargains: the knickers on 
offer for two pounds she could get at Primark for half the price. She did attend 
one of the infamous ping-pong shows, ones in which the ladies manage to fire 
ping pong balls (and even frogs) from their private parts, but I am sure she is right 
when she says, “It wasn’t at all sexy. You see something like that and it will be two 
years before you want to have sex.” With this conclusion she is off home with her 
reclaimed boy and the rest of us are sidling down the Morshead roadway, eager to 
get back into dryer conditions. 

Thursday, March 8:
Conditions have improved somewhat this morning. I wouldn’t call my sleep an 
uninterrupted one, but at least I wasn’t up at some ungodly hour – and I managed 
to wake in time for my usual morning ablutions. Outside we have a much more 
congenial day as well – a little warmth is registered in the sunlight of a bright 
though still chilly park. Janet is just coming in behind us with Daisy-Mae and we 
stay with them for an ascent of Mt. Bannister and then a complete circuit of the 
green. Fritz manages to lose himself in the bushes on a number of occasions during 
this perambulation – during which we find Ellen sitting on a bench overlooking the 
tennis courts with Jack and Lucky at her side. Eventually I have to hook my dog – 
otherwise there will be no chance that he will ever voluntarily head for the lockup 
that is our doggy corner of the café.
They have forgotten to untie our green umbrella this morning but, in the bright 
sunlight, there are no complaints (I am glad I have brought my new wraparound 
sunglasses, though). Our ensemble this morning includes Janet, Georgie, Wendy, 
Peter, Ellen, Renata, Makiko and Ofra, though after a while Yara, who is working 
from home these days, enters with Luna and Luci and takes a corner table – the 
better to utilize the charms of her mobile phone. (From here she also has to answer 
questions about her pink Smart car – just spotted by Renata.) Ellen and I serve 
as the chief sources of puppy sustenance today – even T-bone asks for treats this 
morning and Sparkie, Daisy-Mae and Winnie are not far behind. I am trying to get 
Bailey to sit before he gets his biscuit, but this is a tough task – evidently Ricky 
wants to have his dog’s hearing tested but Ofra’s friends suggest that her dog 
hears well enough… he just doesn’t listen. Of course he still manages to cling to 
his mommy’s leg for much of the session and, in doing so, he is vulnerable to the 
amorous intentions of Emilio, who is quietly licking the Cavalier’s willy while no 
one is looking. Bobby and Daisy-Mae have another snarling fight under the table. 
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Ofra continue her tales of Thailand. I had not realized yesterday that her party was 
a victim of theft – a brigand on a Vespa having snatched a purse from a sister’s lap. 
(When they went to the police to report this incident they discovered twenty other 
tourists similarly undone.) More pleasant, Ofra concludes, were the antics of the 
monkeys – one of whom snatched a coke can from her hand and had a nice drink – 
and the huge elephants, who enjoyed the offering of bananas…which they ate, peel 
and all. Janet, who has been to Thailand a number of times, adds some of her own 
tales to this recital and the hour passes most pleasantly in the bright sunlight. 

Friday, March 9:
Gray skies have returned but it is not too cold and at least it is dry as Fritz and I 
head for the park today; almost immediately we encounter Janet, arriving with 
Daisy-Mae, and so, once again, we begin a long walk that includes the ascent 
of Mt Bannister and a circuit of the green itself. We pass a number of the usual 
suspects – including Red, the panting Alsatian with his favorite Frisbee, and we are 
accompanied part of the way by the randy Japanese Spitz, Ninja, who hopelessly 
mounts Daisy-Mae several times – the latter just lies there and thinks of England. 
Near the Grantully gate we meet up with a curly American Cockapoo, a fifteen 
week-old puppy named Brady. At the head of the Morshead roadway we also meet 
Georgie, here today with Sparkie and Winnie and Makiko with Emilio. I have 
placed Fritz on lead at this point so that we can make orderly progress back to the 
café. This journey is disorderly for the other dogs. Sparkie wants us to throw his 
tennis ball but he won’t let us have it and Daisy-Mae will not leave Winnie’s tail 
alone.
During our journey we pass a passel of Essendine School kids and their guardian 
moms and Janet says that she walks by the gates of this establishment daily (while 
the moms recoil in distaste at the approaching Shih-Tzu) and that the school seems 
almost entirely Islamic these days. I am reminded that as Fritz and I entered the 
park a few days ago we got a good lesson in how to teach fear when a woman in a 
headscarf (a convert I would guess) urged her toddler to catch up by warning the 
little girl, “Hurry up – this dog is going to get you!” Janet and I, some ten minutes 
later than usual, now join the coffee queue and bring our drinks back to a table that 
hosts Georgie, Ofra, Renata, Makiko, Peter and Ellen.
Peter, who assumes his position as standing sentinel once again, begins to collect 
lottery and horse money (with the warning that Cheltenham is coming up with five 
race days next week). He is already fretting about Dan and Davide’s participation 
in these activities and Janet reminds him that at least he got some horse money 
from Davide. (I suggest that we ought to send our Peter up to Coronation Street 
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to man the bookie shop now that Peter Barlow is to be arrested for the murder of 
Frank.) Renata is telling Makiko a long story about the purchase of a fur jacket in a 
thrift shop recently – though when she got home with her prize she discovered that 
it was the same color as her Maxi – and that people would think she had dyed her 
dog to go with this garment. I am reminded that we once discovered a fur jacket 
in an abandoned lockup in our basement; no one would claim this item and it was 
too big for my Dorothy so Anna Factor claimed it and now it is in a closet in Palm 
Springs – where it is too hot to wear furs.
Makiko and I prepare to begin our back passage walkround and I tell her that I 
am reading a book about netsuke, Edmund de Waal’s The Hare With Amber Eyes 
– and she says she is reading it too. We manage to get our resident Pugs moving 
forward at the same time and soon we are slithering through the defile between 
the playing pitches with hockeyettes from St. George’s on one side and their 
counterparts from Francis Holland on the other. (I do note that there are boxes of 
restorative doughnuts waiting for the Francis Holland girls – ah, the social divide.) 
As we near the Essendine gate we see a third Pug. This is Mutley and his presence 
is a reminder that we haven’t seen Margaret, a recent victim of dog phobia, in some 
time. She says that she has had a bad case of shingles and that she was lucky that 
her eyes escaped the ravages of this disease. On a cheerier note she says that her 
website (www.pugsmightfly.co.uk) is up and running. 

Saturday, March 10:
As is usual these days my deepest sleep comes with the dawn – and I am only 
barely functioning when it is time to get up and begin my preparations for a 
morning in the park. Outside it is gray and chilly but this does not seem to have 
dampened the spirits of the Saturday crowds who have migrated to the Rec 
today in search of exercise (for themselves or their kids). An international cast of 
characters is loping along the running track in a kind of game that, this morning, 
might with some justice be called “Find the Englishman.” Footie lads and their 
moms and dads are crowding the walkways and, after Fritz has rushed out to 
the center of the green to greet old pals, we discover that even the usually quiet 
walkway behind the tennis courts is today blocked by tennis toddlers and their 
folks. We find quiet only in the parking lot and the doggy area on the Carlton 
roadway before braving the mob at the café.
In the coffee queue are two business dads who are discussing how to buy low-cost 
“units” and double their money in the resale; it all works out well on the screens 
of their mobile phones, at least. Peter is again at attention as he passes out today’s 
racing lineup; he is still fretting over missing punters – not just Dan and Davide 
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but the seldom seen Carrie and someone named Kimberly, who joined his cartel 
briefly but whom no one can now remember at all. Others present today are Ofra, 
Janet, Georgie, Ellen (and later, replacing her, Shefali) and Makiko. Renata has 
made a delicious plum cake and has even brought a can of cream whip as an 
embellishment. She has, however, forgotten Maxi’s ball (and Sparkie has lost his) 
so the little Poodle has to make do with a spot on her lap – leaning forward to lick 
the cream off her cake and munching on some of my biscuits. In this activity he is 
joined by all of the other candidates.
Renata hopes that she has won last night’s Euromillions draw and she says that if 
she has then she will buy a first class ticket for everyone at our table as the start 
of an all-expenses paid vacation to the Maldives or the Seychelles. (Shefali pulls 
out her phone in order to check the results – at least we know she is not a winner.) 
Ofra, who is still obsessed with Thailand, says that she hopes her tan is deeper than 
any that Dan or Davide might bring back from Egypt. (Janet wants us all to darken 
our faces with fake tan as a way of greeting these wanderers.) I am getting cold and 
so I am just as happy when the others make a move. Our progress, a halting one 
given all the extra bodies in the fenced chasm, is also a matter of some puzzlement 
for Bailey – for today Ofra accompanies us and this is not her usual pattern at all 
and her dog doesn’t know which way to turn. More puzzling for the rest of us is the 
question: will we recognize him tomorrow? This is because the shaggy Cavalier 
is scheduled for a beauty treatment later today – and not a moment too soon, it is 
agreed. 

Sunday, March 11:
An early spring morning beckons as Fritz and I head for the park on a sunny and 
mild Sunday: a number of the local trees are already in blossom, the daffodils have 
lifted their yellow heads and the first blossoms have appeared on the forsythia. The 
park is again crowded with weekend visitors and I notice that the five-a-side pitch 
hosts both footie lads at one end and a Thai team at the other. The lads are being 
encouraged by their American coach to emulate Thierry Henry; one of the Thai 
athletes is slumped in a corner, smoking a cigarette. Out on the green we also have 
the unusual sight of a father and daughter exchanging passes with their lacrosse 
sticks. Fritz rushes forward to see what Sparkie, Winnie and Daisy-Mae are up to 
– even agreeing to chase a tennis ball himself for a while – and then he heads for 
a corner, passing two mating Labs, one of whom seems to be named Zebedee. A 
few minutes later he is crossing the green again, having spotted Ellen just fetching 
a bowl of water from the loos. To my great surprise he enters the doggy compound 
voluntarily – when was the last time that happened?
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There is already quite a queue in the café, where, once again, we have an illegal 
Maxi dancing at our feet. Renata is wearing a red leather coat and matching shoes, 
claiming that she is just emulating Janet in this choice of color – I have to pull my 
sweatshirt down so that I can reveal a red t-shirt as well. Ofra arrives in her lurid 
pink track pants and dark glasses; she admits they are knock-off Dolce & Gabbana 
– “Dodgy and Gabbana,” I propose. She has brought with her a closely shorn 
Bailey and there are many compliments on his spiffy new appearance. Shefali 
arrives as well with Yaris, Wendy with a pristine white T-bone and we can see the 
long missing Carrie making her way across the green with the equally white Oggy. 
Her reappearance at our table means that Peter can at last explain in great detail 
what her betting options are – and how much she needs to add to the kitty if she 
wants to participate. Carrie says she doesn’t care what the wager is as long as she 
wins something. (It has been a long time since any of us have known this feeling in 
any of our betting.) 
Reports are coming in from Dan that Sharm-el-Sheik is a disappointment – and 
Renata denounces the atmosphere and the cuisine there since she, too has visited 
this spot in the last few years. Georgie reports that Sparkie is in disgrace since she 
and Janet and their dogs went to Hampstead Heath yesterday and the Yorkie rolled 
in some runny shit just as the ladies were about to sit down to lunch at Kenwood’s 
outdoor café. Fortunately they found a fountain in which to wash him off – thereby 
saving Sparkie a ducking in Kenwood’s lake. Ofra reports that her excursion 
yesterday was a late-night party, one that was distinguished by her discovery of a 
new British delicacy. Knowing how fussy she is in her eating habits we are eager 
to learn what it is that has at last satisfied the palate of this discriminating diner. 
I don’t think any of us could guess the answer, however – Ofra has fallen in love 
with bread and butter pudding!

Monday, March 12:
Another gorgeous morning greets us as we begin a new week in the park. Almost 
immediately we have the company of Ozzie and he and Fritz exchange positions 
as leader of the pack as we make our way out to the green; here we are also 
welcomed by Simba – who is soaking wet after rolling on the damp grass. I think 
we are about to begin one of our usual lines of migration but just as we reach the 
northeastern corner of the green Fritz spots Janet and Georgie entering from the 
Morshead roadway and so he has to cross the wide grassy expanse in order to greet 
them. Georgie has Winnie and Lady Belle as well as Sparkie but Lady Belle is in 
disgrace – after rolling in some crap. (“Dirty bitch!” is Janet’s assessment.) As we 
are making our way over to the café I see that Red has a new way of returning his 
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Frisbee: he can roll it over his shoulders and bring it back as a large red necklace. 
This morning our group includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Peter, Makiko and Wendy – 
but after fifteen minutes or so Davide arrives for his reunion with Winnie. She does 
seem pleased – but no more than Fritz, who also offers an enthusiastic greeting. 
Soon Winnie is benefitting from the long strings of melted cheese dripping from 
Davide’s toasted ham and cheese sandwich; indeed all the dogs surround him 
now – this is just as well because they have exhausted my supply of biscuits. (No 
wonder that one of them throws up behind Georgie’s chair.) Not welcome in any 
lap this morning is Lady Belle – who is scheduled for an early bath.
Ofra has been fretting that Davide might return with a deeper tan than her own 
– but I would say honors are even. We now hear a detailed account of the recent 
holiday in Sharm-el-Sheikh, which – if I read between the lines – Davide is not 
anxious to repeat. First there are complaints about the hotel room: charges for 
the use of the internet and even for use of an electric kettle (not that any were 
available) – and complaints about the unvarying menu and the high prices for 
everything – Davide’s mom did have a camel ride. It was evidently a long way 
to the shallow shoreline and you could not step out of your hotel without being 
besieged by cabbies and street hawkers. Worst of all were the other holidaymakers 
– British in the main – with their fatties on scooters and their search for booze. The 
departure last night, Davide reports, was like a scene out of Shameless. I ask him if 
he saw any sign of the Arab Spring but he can only laugh – while bags were going 
through the x-ray machine the guards were chatting and smoking and paying no 
attention. After this recital there is hardly time for Makiko to add that yesterday 
she visited Henley-on-Thames in order to have a look at George Harrison’s nearby 
house. Pictures of this fairytale pile are displayed on her mobile phone and then we 
all get up to begin our back passage walkround. 

Tuesday, March 13:
The sun has disappeared and the skies are uniformly gray as Fritz and I begin our 
day in the Rec. I am also surprised at how cold it is; no point in trying to cheer us 
up, you daffodils, we know we have stepped back into winter. A young Alsatian 
is crouching on the walkway, ready to pounce on my pet. I am assured that he is 
just being playful but I have to take this on trust as the huge animal rushes forward 
and leaps into action at my dog’s feet. The next menace comes from one of the 
dogwalkers; she has five little fellows in tow and Fritz has to growl at each in turn 
as they get too close to his dignified presence. After a brief visit to the center of 
the green we are soon heading down the Randolph roadway. A forensic scientist 
hunting for blood spatter with his microscope would finish faster than my dog – 
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who has to examine every blade of grass for telltale signs of earlier canine activity. 
By this time the others have been served their coffee back at the café. 
This morning our group includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Peter, Ellen, Makiko, 
Davide and Ellie. The latter approaches us only after cruising by with that mobile 
phone plastered to her ear. I tell her it is possible to walk and not talk at the same 
time but she is unrepentant. Her Teddy settles in her lap and she says that if she 
had known how much easier it is to have dogs than kids she would have chosen the 
former – “He never whines, he never asks for anything, I don’t have to worry if he 
has done his homework or how he might do on his GCSEs.” Davide has brought 
some dog pellets with him and Ellen is administering some croissant chunks to 
the assembled candidates – then they turn to me for sustenance and at one point I 
have both Sparkie and Daisy-Mae in my lap at the same time. Meanwhile Emilio is 
spending a great deal of time warning us that Daisy-Mae is on the loose – though 
Janet says that he is this brave only when Makiko is present.
Peter is still scouting for punters and Makiko (who offers the worrying intelligence 
that her landlord may want to sell her flat) adds her ten pounds to the kitty. I can 
see that one of our old favorites is running at Cheltenham this afternoon, Uncle 
Junior, and, as I think of the world this character inhabited on The Sopranos I 
suggest that such a name conjures up a horse’s head rather than a whole horse 
– to which Janet adds, “As long as he wins by a head.” It turns out that Ellie is 
also scheduled for a family holiday in Sharm-el-Sheikh in April and Davide now 
undergoes a second grilling on what she might expect here. Not to worry about all 
those problems he encountered, we learn – she plans on never leaving the premises 
of her luxury hotel.     

Wednesday, March 14:
It is just a tad warmer this morning and there are some signs that the gray skies 
may give way to a brighter sky – even during this midweek expedition to the park. 
Our march to the green is uncontested and here Fritz searches the horizon for 
some sign of his pals. In fact, Peter – in front of the café – and Ellen, near the loos 
– share the walkway with Janet, Georgie and Davide – who look as though they 
have just completed a grand circle. Not surprisingly, therefore, my dog heads their 
way, passes them by (ignoring an hysterical welcome from Sparkie) and begins 
his traditional tennis court-parking lot-doggy compound itinerary – making his 
way slowly forward, sniffing every inch of the way and taking so long with it that 
Davide has already finished his sandwich by the time we rejoin this group (also 
including Ofra) at the café.
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There is one other member of the group present this morning but she never makes 
it to coffee. This is Makiko, who, soon after arriving, takes a call on her mobile 
phone and spends the entire session walking in small circles in the forecourt. This 
call is evidently from her niece, who is calling from Tokyo on the eve of a visit 
here. Makiko’s preoccupation with this event means that I do not get a chance to 
tell her that last night I finally watched the follow-up program to the famous TV 
documentary on (1) the crimes of the dog breeding industry on the one hand and 
(2) the best in show breeders on the other – two halves of the same enterprise that 
has overbred and inbred so many of our popular types that we have animals who 
have brains too big for their skulls, not enough airway to breathe properly (this 
means you, Winnie), chronic kidney disease and tongues too big for their mouths 
(this means you, Emilio). I missed the original program – which caused such a 
storm of protest that the BBC dropped its coverage of Crufts.
We have not done that well in another animal category, the horses – for Peter 
reports that after an initial victory our nags were lacking in races two and three. 
(I’m demoting him to Nephew Junior.) Ofra is also complaining that the disc they 
gave her in Thailand (the one showing a monkey drinking from her Coke can) 
seems damaged. Janet promises to have a look at it and then goes on to say that her 
art class is going to study oil painting next. Ofra says she doesn’t like this medium 
but Janet says work done in oil will last much longer than that completed in other 
media… this means immortality is guaranteed for Daisy-Mae, who is on and off 
my lap in pursuit of biscuits this morning. Much more annoying is Bailey (who 
could use more brains in his skull); he uses the chair next to me to attack every 
biscuit on the tabletop and to rake away at my sleeve when I move the bag out of 
reach. Over on the running track pitch the hockeyettes are singing happy birthday 
(with the odd ululation added between phrases) to one of their number. 

Thursday, March 15:
The ides of March arrive – and they do not seem ominous at all. An early morning 
fog has lifted and the sun is shining brightly now; it is also a bit warmer than 
yesterday and so a stroll in the park could not be more pleasant. I do have to 
climb the grassy knoll opposite the Essendine entrance – for here Fritz has chosen 
to deposit his first poo – but thereafter our progress in unhindered and we are 
soon arrived at the green. As often happens Fritz scans the horizon to see if he 
recognizes anyone (before starting off on one of his well-trodden paths) but today 
those he knows seem to be heading already for the doggy compound at the café 
– where Renata is complaining that she has ordered the staff not to put up the 
umbrella when the sun is out and they have done so anyway (though, in this case, 
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all but one of our chairs is still in the sun). To my great surprise Fritz now follows 
the others through the gate and, in Peter’s absence, I decide to let him wander at 
will while I head in for my coffee.
The café has opened about ten minutes early today but there is already a lot of 
activity in the queue. Yara is first in line but she has to expel Luna and Luci, who 
can’t bear to wait outside. “Out!” she shouts on several occasions and I have to tell 
Georgie, just arrived, that this is not intended to include her as well. Georgie, for 
her part, has forgotten her cigarettes and her money while concentrating on finding 
a ball for Sparkie – but Metty tells her she can pay this afternoon. Yara takes the 
corner table by herself but our grouping now includes Georgie, Renata, Janet, Ofra, 
Wendy, Makiko, Davide and Ellen. There is some concern over the whereabouts of 
Peter, who evidently suffered another turn yesterday – having to grab onto a pole 
on the way home in order to keep from falling down. That gentleman does make 
an appearance, however, soon arriving with Bobby, and he now has to dispel the 
rumor that he was merely drunk. Also arriving is Jeremy with Cressida – who has 
recently had an operation on a torn ligament.
Makiko, still fretting over the future of her tenancy, has brought her Italian 
homework with her and Davide helps her with this. Peter complains that no one is 
listening to him and once he rounds on Ofra for squeezing his arm as she takes her 
seat in the confined spaces of our side of the table. It turns out that he was a non-
runner yesterday; our bet was cancelled when one of our horses failed to start and, 
after his earlier discomfiture, he fell asleep during the races themselves. There is 
a great deal of conversation on the topic of smoking (and how to give it up) when 
Renata loses her nicotine-infused plastic cigarette. For a while Lucky has it in her 
mouth and then Maxi pisses on it – but Renata is just happy to have it back. She 
objects when we rise to begin our back passage walkround (we are almost ten 
minutes earlier than usual as well) but soon we are on our way. Both Emilio and 
Winnie break into the environmental area in order to practice the Pugs’ favorite 
Olympic event: synchronized pooing. 

Friday, March 16:
As I enter the park on a gray and chilly Friday morning I see, almost immediately, 
another Olympic event in the making. In lane six of the track a contestant is 
inching his way forward on his stomach, crawling slowly toward who knows 
what finish line. For a while I assume that he must be looking for a lost contact 
lens but this activity persists for a long time and eventually Fitz and I reach the 
cypress trees, turning our back on this unique activity. A few minutes later Fritz is 
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rushing out to the center of the green to greet Ellen, but after he has responded to 
my whistle, we continue our passage around this wide space – completing the full 
circle. At one corner was pass a seven-dog melee, a riot of playful pups of all sizes 
and shapes. 
Only Lurch is making the coffees and serving customers at the counter this 
morning so the queue moves forward only slowly, as you can imagine – and 
Ellen takes pity on me and fetches my cappuccino. We are joined at our table by 
Davide, Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Wendy, Makiko and Peter. The latter is standing at 
his seat, his charts and forms laid out before him like playing cards, swaying back 
and forth as he completes his complex transactions. Complicating matters for him 
this morning is a rare problem – yesterday we won at Cheltenham! Unfortunately 
the odds were not in our favor and our reward was only £3.66 each. (One of our 
winners was Riverside Theater, owned by actor James Nesbitt.) Peter announces 
that instead of an actual payout he wants to extend our betting run by collecting 34 
pence from each punter – and much of the session is devoted to making change. 
Wendy is very upset that a number of horses have been destroyed in Cheltenham 
after various mishaps and notes that if these were dogs we would have stopped this 
cruel sport long ago.
In other matters Ofra is outraged that innocent son Guy was kicked out of a class 
yesterday by a teacher “they all hate” – and she is considering how to react to this 
injustice. Makiko is showing mobile phone pictures of her London-bound niece 
Haruka, seen here wearing a kimono. Janet has witnessed the arrival of the huge 
boring machine that will be used for Crossrail tunneling not far from here and this 
leads to a general discussion of London as one large building site these days – a 
fact I can confirm after fighting my way through all the Oxford Street diversions 
yesterday. There are a number of complaints about the return of chilly weather, 
with the wind helping to depress temperatures even more, and, not surprisingly, 
there is an early exit today. Fritz doesn’t even wait for the restraint of his lead but 
rushes through the gate at the first opportunity, leading us on a quick charge back 
in the direction of some warm interiors. 

Saturday, March 17:
The pavements are a bit damp and I can feel a bit of a mist as Fritz and I head for 
the park on a gray and chilly Saturday morning. Phoenix drops his ball to give 
Fritz a sniff as we near the cypress trees but there are few other distractions as we 
reach the fenced chasm between the playing pitches. Here footie lads are under 
instruction on our left, a healthful weekend exercise, while their dads are smoking 
in the defile – less healthy. When we reach the green Fritz spots Ellen, his great 
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favorite these days, and he rushes forward to greet her and to receive some early 
treats from her copious purse. Then we continue along the Randolph roadway. I am 
in the awkward position of bending over to retrieve my dog’s third poo when I hear 
“Hi, there!” from Mary McCartney – whose Paddy now rushes forward to give me 
a big greeting.
By the time we have returned to the café it has to be admitted that we do have a 
real light rain now and umbrellas are lofted everywhere. Under our green version 
a large Saturday contingent is gathering – though Matthew and Makiko are just 
here to hand Emilio over to Georgie, who already has Lady Belle and Sparkie in 
tow. Our table will soon accommodate Janet, Davide, Dan, Peter, Ellen, Wendy, 
Ofra and even Vlad, taking refuge from the rain and abandoning his little corner 
table for once. Before I can be seated I have to wait out a very long coffee queue 
in the café. Ahead of Janet are two little girls – who take a long time deciding on 
chocolate chip cookie and Sprite – and at her side we soon have Ofra. Even though 
Janet has ordered coffee for this lady it is necessary for Ofra to add last minute 
instructions to the assembled kitchen crew – though to do this she has to jump the 
queue, as usual. “I think we should make it Ofra’s duty to fetch the coffees every 
Saturday,” Janet says hopefully. 
While I am fending off the attentions of Ofra’s dog I catch up on the latest Winnie 
crisis – or, perhaps, it is merely Dan who is having a meltdown. It seems that 
he has grown concerned over a lump on his dog’s side (though others think it 
is just muscle or fat) and called his Clifton Road vet. He is most unhappy when 
no appointment is offered and not mollified when the vet calls a few minutes 
later to offer a 12:30 appointment. In the meantime, indeed, he has been asking 
for recommendations of alternate surgeries and has even called one with the 
intention of switching practices. His unhappiness can be traced back to the loss 
of his favorite vet at the practice in question – an event that was signaled by a 
note pinned to the door. (“They can email me about special offers on dog food 
but they can’t send me one to tell me that a chap I have gone to for two years has 
left!”) I note that this is a growing London habit and that both my printer and my 
physiotherapist have abandoned ship without notifying customers (and I haven’t 
heard from my insurance agent in some time either). This leads Janet to describe 
the departure of a dry cleaner in Shirland Road. Announcements of the closing of 
this firm were placed in the windows (“Please pick up your laundry!”) and when a 
new concern took over the premises there was still a notice advising old customers 
of a phone number to ring if they still wished to claim old items. Then one day she 
noticed a new sign, pasted onto the window by a disgruntled customer: “Answer 
your phone! I need to pick up my fucking dry cleaning.” 
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Sunday, March 18:
Rains (which foreshortened our expedition to Regent’s Park yesterday afternoon) 
have cleared by the time Fritz and I head for the park on a sunny Sunday morning. 
Just ahead of us I can just catch a glimpse of the redheaded Irish Terrier, Boris, 
entering the park with Juliette (well, she is a redhead too). There is no incursion 
into the environmental area today – perhaps because a park keeper is standing at 
the entrance with his stick and sack. (Fritz does get a lovely cuddle from this chap.) 
Out on the green he spots Janet, Davide, George and Dan and he has to rush out to 
give them (and Ellen) a greeting. Thereafter we begin a circuit of Mt. Bannister – 
finding Debby with Zorro in the doggy compound on the Carlton roadway.
In addition to those already mentioned our breakfast party includes Ofra, Peter and 
Vlad – we have the latter again because his favorite corner table (today in bright 
sunshine) has been occupied first by Hanna and then by Matthew, Makiko and 
the latter’s niece from Tokyo, Haruka. Haruka, a lovely twenty-four year old lab 
scientist (pharmacology) has brought with her a box of Japanese biscuits and these 
are added to the treats brought for us by Janet – home-baked scones with clotted 
cream and jam. The coffees this morning are also a present in honor of those 
celebrating birthdays – Daisy-Mae, who is five and Dan, whose actual birthday 
will be tomorrow. Linda now arrives and she is invited to make herself a scone 
– but Peter is chided by Dan for adding the jam first and cream second. Dan also 
announces that Winnie is now to endure the privations of another massive diet and, 
hearing this, the Pug almost immediately lashes out at Sparkie, seated on the next 
lap. Bailey is busy pawing away at my sleeve but I am really mugged by Pepper – 
who begins to shriek when the biscuits are not coming fast enough.
Dan also announces that he has changed vets – though there is no news about 
Winnie’s lump. He is showered with cards and presents – Ofra gives him a 
Selfridges voucher, Janet offers a new painting of Winnie and Renata gives him 
an ice cream scoop. Eventually all these treasures are packed up and we begin our 
back passage walkround. As we near the central pitch there is the unusual sight 
of a lad atop the fence – he has climbed this high in an attempt to dislodge a ball 
from the arms of a cypress tree. This attempt is unavailing but when we draw 
opposite the goal at this end of the field Georgie spots a second ball in the bushes 
and disappears to retrieve it. The birthday boy tosses it back to the lucky lad and 
we continue forward – the first missing ball still sitting high in the unyielding tree 
branches. 
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Monday, March 19:
I am a bit surprised to see frost clinging to the surfaces of the playing pitches this 
morning – for it is a lovely bright spring day, and there is even some warmth in the 
sun. We are a bit late getting started today and we are not catching up – as Fritz 
makes very slow work of our progress toward the green. This dilatory strategy 
almost causes us to collide with the entering ranks of the yellow-clad students from 
St. George’s but we just miss the tail of their parade – and Fritz is free to cross 
the café forecourt. A number of people are already finding seats in our compound 
but we continue on all the way to the Randolph gate. Hedges are being severely 
reduced in bulk by a trio of park keepers as we at last turn around and head back to 
the café. 
Peter is just arriving with Bobby as I unhook Fritz – but I can see that Peter’s usual 
seat is today occupied by Shefali and the others (Janet, Georgie, Davide, Ofra, 
Makiko, Ellen and Wendy) are all waiting to see if there is any reaction from our 
crusty senior citizen when he discovers this. There is no explosion – as Ellen finds 
him a seat in the sun and, indeed, the sun worshippers have more or less turned 
their backs on the rest of us – we are literally left in the shade. Shefali’s Yaris gets 
into two scraps with the feisty Bobby and Daisy-Mae has one barney beneath 
the table as well. The dogs pursue their insatiable quest for treats – with Winnie 
frequently out of luck because of dieting strictures, Bailey almost climbing onto 
the tabletop in pursuit of treats, and Fritz making a permanent, whining presence 
at Ellen’s feet. The latter explains to my dog that he has exhausted her supply of 
goodies but he doesn’t believe her – and he is soon rewarded for this perseverance 
when Makiko donates half of her sausage sandwich to the cause. 
Makiko says that Haruka and her boyfriend are on the Eurostar to Paris this 
morning and that they have made arrangements to visit a school while they are 
in France. Georgie says that in Glasgow sister Jean is now scheduled for some 
surgery and a get-well card is again passed around the table so that we can all 
sign it. I congratulate Janet on an important reform in the design of this year’s 
doggy calendar: the template she has used has once again restored Sunday to its 
traditional position on the far left – previous versions had Monday in this position. 
Wendy says that she needed to put her prescription sunglasses on this morning – 
in order to discover where she had left her regular glasses. Tanya now walks by 
with her Weimaraner puppy on a long training lead – which manages to trip up a 
number of pedestrians as they make their way down the Randolph roadway. I ask 
her what the puppy is named now (Coco having being only a nomination) and it 
turns out that she is now called Chicca (pronounced Kika) – in honor of the 
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family’s favorite ice cream store in Italy. We begin our back passage walkround – 
at last a place in the sun for all of us.

Tuesday, March 20:
I am dressed for winter but it is really spring – at least for the hour or so we spend 
in the park this morning. It is surprisingly quiet – if you don’t count the obligatory 
growl that Fritz has to deliver to any dog who dares come too close during his first 
sniff and pee. He and Emilio are soon circling one another on the margins of the 
green and this is a matter of some distress for poor Makiko – I can’t tell whether 
she is upset because her dog has pissed on Fritz or vice versa. The latter can’t 
seem to make his mind up on a direction to head to next and something attracts 
his attention beneath a bench in the little round garden space off the Randolph 
roadway. I don’t want to linger while he makes up his mind because I have seen 
something in the doggy compound that excites my attention.
This is the sight of Liz, who has arrived for a week’s visit from New York. She 
is staying at Janet’s (who is attending a funeral) but Daisy-Mae is actually with 
Georgie today – the latter insists that Sparkie behaves much more reasonably (and 
definitely more quietly) if he has a companion when his mommy has to go out to 
work. Davide is passing out a pile of diet pellets in front of everyone who normally 
feeds his Winnie – this is because the new vet has classified her as obese and called 
for a radical weight loss program before undertaking an operation to remove a fatty 
tumor from her side. Ofra brags that her Bailey (who is making a pest of himself 
because he can see the pellets on the tabletop) never gains weight and that her vet 
has described him as a model specimen of the breed. “Yes,” Georgie says, “but he’s 
not as perfect as my Sparkie.” Liz adds that even as a puppy her Roxy was chubby 
and this leads to the subject of the Beagle’s continuing rejection of life in the Big 
Apple (“Big Crapple” would be more appropriate here). Liz says that the dog 
is currently boarding on the Cape and that it will cost $6000 to replace the floor 
ruined by her dog’s pee. Under any circumstances Liz thinks she has to move and 
that, eventually, she wants to buy her own place in Brooklyn – where Roxy can pee 
on her own floors.
We don’t hear a peep out of Peter this morning but that doesn’t mean that we don’t 
have a champion complainer in our midst – today this role is claimed by Renata. 
She complains about all the lodgers she has had over the years – every one one of 
whom has stolen from her. She complains that there is too much paper wasted in 
the exquisite wrapping of each biscuit in Haruka’s box. Finally, as we begin our 
back passage walkround, she complains about Peter himself – having convinced 
herself that he is a new Bernie Madoff, that he is running a Ponzi scheme and that 
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we never win anything on the track or in the lottery because of this. In our line 
of vision is the superstructure for the new block of flats being erected by Brent 
Council and Davide cannot resist winding our German friend up – insisting that 
Peter has just bought a three-bedroom apartment here with all of the money he has 
stolen from us. He does this very well and, for a while, Renata accepts all this as 
true. 

Wednesday, March 21:
The sun has already made its breakthrough and we again have a wonderful spring 
morning in the park. Cathy arrives to complain about all the Essendine kids racing 
along the pavement on their scooters, terrorizing (emotive word in this context) 
the pedestrians on the pavement. “Where are their parents?” is her cry but I can 
answer this question: they are getting their exercise (wrapped up head to toe) on 
the running track, where they merely walk, or the walkway itself – one jumps in 
fright as a Cocker Spaniel plays through. After seeing what’s going down out on 
the green Fritz heads for the Randolph roadway and then undertakes a slow circuit 
of Mt. Bannister, arriving in the parking lot just as Ofra is getting out of her Smart 
Car. As we leave the doggy compound on the Carlton roadway one of the bus 
drivers is singing a soulful solo version of “Hello, is it me you’re looking for?”
In the coffee queue Liz is saying that she lived in London for close to seven years 
and this is the first time she has experienced weather as glorious as this. She is 
joined outside by Ofra, Janet, Georgie, Ellie, Peter, Ellen, Davide and Makiko; 
plans for a Sunday lunch at the Salt House are discussed. Meanwhile Ellie says 
that she can finally eat the toast at the café since they have bought, at her urging, 
wholemeal bread – she has even made them show her the package before placing 
her order. Davide, who has had several days off work, claims that he is bored and 
that he is anxious to resume his duties. This makes Ofra nostalgic for the two 
months she spent with El Al. Liz says she has audited Peter’s books and that he is 
spot on with his numbers – pity Renata is not here to to understand that we have 
no new Bernie Madoff after all. Liz also produces an image on her phone – one 
in which she is pictured in a New York theater lobby with Katherine Tate, who is 
currently starring in the U.S. version of The Office. 
Davide again distributes little pellets for the dieting Winnie – who would much 
rather have toasted cheese from a number of sandwiches – or just some of the 
regular biscuits that Sparkie and Bailey are eating. Bailey, who climbs up on the 
tabletop to lick an empty plate, earns a new nickname – “the Ginger Binger” – 
though it is also suggested that “the Ginger Whinger” might do just as well. For 
his part, Fritz makes his encampment at Ellen’s feet and tries to sing her into 
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submission. When we get up to begin our back passage walkround Liz pauses 
to pick up the dilatory Winnie but Davide rushes back to discourage this kindly 
gesture – “She needs to be burning as many calories as possible.” Sorry, Winnie, 
you have to walk. 

Thursday, March 22:
As we reach spring, as measured by the calendar, it is easy for us to be smug – for 
springlike conditions have prevailed in the Rec for some time now – and today 
is no exception: mild, sunny and bright. Fritz completes his assault on the green 
in rapid time this morning, trots out to say hello to his friends, and then resumes 
his eastward march – making sure that I have monitored this change in direction. 
Heading toward us on the Randolph roadway is a chum of his youth, the Yorkie 
called Fonzi, and there seems to be a sign of mutual recognition – indeed Fritz is 
soon following Fonzi on the walkway behind the tennis courts, through the parking 
lot and into the doggy compound on the Carlton roadway. He does not remain 
here for long and we are soon heading for the café – where a large assemblage has 
foregathered, perhaps here to take advantage of the lovely weather. 
Our group this morning includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Davide, Makiko, Renata, 
Liz, Wendy, Peter and Ellen. I have to remove a chair from the little corner table – 
which is soon occupied by a chap with gray hair, glasses and shorts who now asks, 
“Is this a doggy club?” He has brought with him a large rescue dog named Rex – 
who seems quite docile and contented with his big Beagle’s head. Rex is about the 
same size as Tara – for Vlad now arrives; he has to go fetch a chair as well, though 
Suzanne, back after a three month’s absence with her Sunny, does not sit down. 
Before I do so I use a brief lull in the conversation to make an announcement, “For 
years you have seen me every day in my brown park cords, a garment so worn by 
the attentions of your pets that all the ribbing had been rubbed from the knees of 
this garment. Fearing my knee would actually come through these trousers the next 
time I bent over to pick up a poo I have at last said goodbye to them. What you 
see me wearing today, after a strategic purchase at Marks & Spencers at Westfield 
yesterday, is my new pair of brown park cords – now dogs, do your worst!”
Conversation can now return to its normal patterns. There is brief discussion 
of the plans to replace the recreational opportunities available at the Jubilee 
Centre in Queen’s Park (including its famous swimming pool) with a block 
of flats. Liz, warming to this talk of the perfidy of politicians, says that she is 
deeply disappointed in Barack Obama but that each of his would-be Republican 
successors is worse than the next. If one of them is elected, she says, she’s moving 
to London. At this point Wendy says that after being elbowed in the back by an 
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impatient pedestrian yesterday she is seriously thinking of moving out of London. 
We begin a back passage walkround. Renata says that my new cords are darker 
in color than my old pair but we agree that time fades all things – already there 
are puppy paw marks on the knees. I follow Georgie out of the park so she can 
hold onto Fritz’s lead while I enter the Hamish store in pursuit of next week’s 
Radio Times. Unfortunately they have sold their copy of this publication and a 
few minutes later I have to make a second expedition in pursuit of this essential 
document. Fritz howls in protest as I depart and I have to go back to the front door, 
rattle the mail flap, and tell my spoiled dog, “Stop that immediately!” 

Friday, March 23:
We are blessed by lovely sunny weather again as Fritz and I begin our Friday in 
the park. Just ahead of us Janet is entering with houseguest Liz, but, given the slow 
motion in which my dog completes all of his tasks this morning, we never catch up 
with them. They are next seen on the green but Fritz does not remain for any length 
of time here and we are soon off on a semi-circle of the area – encountering a 
number of other dogs as we do so – including the wide-eyed Ozzie. I suspect Fritz 
would like to keep going but I can see that the other owners have already taken 
their seats at the café and so we head directly across the grass (where a whole new 
generation of young dogs is at play) and – as soon as we reach our compound – I 
unhook my dog.
There is quite a queue inside the café and just ahead of me is one of the assistant 
park managers – here to get some energy from a cup of hot chocolate. He says he 
has asked Metty to open the café at 9:00 on a number of occasions – to no effect. 
While he is chatting with a colleague Renata enters – with the ever-willful Maxi 
in tow. The manager reminds her of the no dogs rule here but her only response, 
pointing at her pet, is, “Tell him!” In the event Maxi is made to stand outside 
on three separate occasions – which also means that he has made three separate 
incursions. Outside our group includes the three already-mentioned ladies – plus 
Ofra, Georgie, Davide, Makiko, Peter and Ellen. Davide continues to issue little 
pellets so that Winnie can have something to nibble on while the other dogs are 
eating more substantial fare. Fritz howls in protest when his pals rush to the fence 
to engage in a furious barking match with an equally insistent Golden Retriever. 
Another passerby is Thomas, whose Italian owner is very impressed by Makiko’s 
efforts at learning his tongue (Davide checking her homework every morning). 
After a while another chap comes by with Thomas – who has escaped the 
attentions of his owner during a mobile phone call. 
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Liz says that last night she sat next to Kate Hudson at the Duke of York in an 
outing arranged by Dan. Liz says that the actress was both pretentious and 
demanding and wouldn’t say hello to any of the civilians. I tell her all this has 
reminded me of a scene from my wife’s youth – when she served as an usherette 
at the Ivar Theater in Hollywood. One night Audrey Hepburn and husband Mel 
Ferrer arrived to see some plays by Tennessee Williams. “Got get me an orange 
juice,” Audrey demanded. “In this country,” Mel added, “the ushers don’t do that. 
I’ll get you an orange juice.” Liz now adds that she has accepted an assignment 
as an auditor in the vote counting at the Tribeca Film Festival and some of us are 
wondering if we can get bets down with the help of insider knowledge. Peter, in 
fact, is standing up on his side of the table and collecting money for tomorrow’s 
racing card. Renata says that Liz has accused Peter of running a Ponzi scheme. 
“Yes,” I reply, “Liz may have said something like this – but only you believed it.” 

Saturday, March 24:
The weather remains boringly constant – but who is going to complain about 
another mild, sunny Saturday in the park? Fritz has a hard time getting started 
today but eventually he falls in behind some joggers and thus we are at last able to 
reach the green. Here he spots Ellen, with Lucky and Jack, and rushes out to greet 
this party. Ellen is just heading for the eastern end of the green and here Fritz ends 
up too; it is the start of a complete circuit of our open space – during which we 
pass young Olivia with Skye and young Lisa with Zara and Dash. The western end 
of the green is in the hands of the footie crowd and here I observe the unusual sight 
of a woman about to take a corner kick with a mobile phone stuck in one ear.
I hand my dog over to Peter, who is standing alone in our doggy compound, 
swaying over his racing charts, and I head for the coffee queue. It is maddeningly 
long and slow-moving this morning – and matters are not improved by the antics 
of our dog owning crew who, one after another, rush to the front of the queue to 
whisper their orders in Liz’s ear. That lady has made a reservation for ten at the 
Salt House for 2:00 tomorrow but some of the others are also studying a menu 
from a restaurant in Little Brazilia – off to the west somewhere. It is soon obvious 
that the younger members of our group (that is the middle-aged ones as opposed 
to the geriatrics) have had a night out somewhere – nobody told me anything. Ofra 
wants to know if Dan can get her tickets to a Coldplay concert and Makiko says 
she has already purchased tickets to Radiohead’s October gig. Liz compliments 
Peter on the combination of lilac shirt and gray sweater but Peter is the only one at 
our table who argues that his sweater is not gray – though what color it might be he 
can’t say. Dan is vastly amused by Bailey’s new nickname – the Ginger Binger – 
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and to prove the appropriateness of this designation the Cavalier is now raking the 
biscuit bag off the tabletop and climbing onto this surface as well in order to lick 
all the plates clean. Ofra makes no comment.
Suzanne enters and this time she does take a seat – so that she can share with 
Dan the details of her recent visit to America, including a side trip to Havana. 
This conversation continues as we begin our back passage walkround – always a 
perilous journey on Saturdays with all the footie parents and the joggers fighting 
for space on the narrow walkways. As we reach the cypress trees we meet a 
wonderful copper-colored Cocker puppy named Binky – and everyone stops to 
make a fuss over the charming fellow. Emilio now completes the walk with a limp 
– he has one of those Pug boo-boos on a paw and Dan advises Makiko on how to 
treat this injury with salt water. Daisy-Mae is walking home with Liz today – as 
Janet has already left for art class. 

Sunday, March 25:
I am gratified to discover that I have slept all the way to 7:30 this morning, though, 
surprisingly, I still feel as though I could use another hour of sleep – and so I return 
to bed for just that purpose. When I get up a second time the mystery is at last 
resolved. The only clock in the house that advances electronically when there is a 
time change is the one in my bedroom. It is indeed 8:30 but I have ample reason 
for feeling as though I should still have a good hour-and-a-half to go before talking 
Fritz out for his first walk. Instead I only have a little over half an hour – and I am 
not going to make it since I have to change all the other clocks, shower, and get a 
load of laundry started. Fritz and I are about fifteen minutes late when we at last 
leave the house; it is again bright and sunny but it seems chillier than yesterday. 
Well yesterday this would have been 8:25 not 9:25. 
By the time we have reached the café I can see that many of the other dog owners 
are already in situ (full marks to Ofra for not forgetting the time change). I continue 
on with Fritz and we soon begin a journey around Mt. Bannister – ending up in 
the Carlton Road doggy compound with Fonzi again. I am congratulating myself 
on having made up a lot of time with this speedy progress but, alas, Fritz now 
settles in for an extensive sniffathon. “You must be really bored,” Fonzi’s mistress 
says to me. “No,” I reply, “but I need my coffee.” I put my dog on lead and, with 
the bells of St. Augustine tolling, we begin our march back to the café – dodging 
a boisterous group of kids who are playing football in the turning circle itself…
football having long ago replaced religion as the opium of the people. I notice, as I 
let Fritz into our enclosure, that Bailey has already so disgraced himself that he has 
been tied up to the naughty fence. There is no queue in the café and I don’t have 
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long to wait for my cappuccino. While I am standing around a chap in his tennis 
whites and sunglasses rushes in to complain about the time change – which has put 
him seriously behind schedule. “Which of your sandwiches is the quickest?” he 
asks the confused barista.
There is a large turnout at breakfast this morning: Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Matthew, 
Makiko, Dan, Davide, Peter, Ellen, Liz and Suzanne. The latter’s Sunny is 
overcome by several barking jags and we all end up shouting for her to stop at the 
same time. Winnie twice spits out the diet pellet Dan has just given her – having 
just seen that Davide is eating a toasted cheese sandwich. (The two daddies are 
on their way to Essex, where Dan’s younger brother will be married tomorrow – 
with Dan assigned to undertake a reading in church.) The dogs now rush the fence 
to have a go at two newcomers on lead… Barney and Dubs, seventeen week-old 
Mastiff puppies. They seem docile and friendly enough but it is obvious they will 
grow to a massive size. 
Most of the conversation this morning is devoted to a detailed analysis of a very 
successful outing at the Brazilian restaurant on the Harrow Road near Kensal 
Green last night. More than once I am asked why I did not participate in this 
gathering and I finally have to admit that I did not participate because no one 
actually invited me. For that matter, they didn’t invite Linda (who now arrives 
with Pepper) – even though she had recommended the restaurant in the first place. 
As we begin a back passage walkround I discover that Linda would not have been 
able to attend… her aunt died yesterday and she is a bit weepy, understandably 
so. By the time we have reached the exit gate there seems to have been some 
improvement in dog owner manners. I have been invited to lunch at the Salt House 
this afternoon and someone even offers to give me a ride. 

Monday, March 26:
Heading toward us, as we begin another week in the park, I can see Janet, with 
Daisy-Mae and Sparkie, and Liz. The two dogs (and Maxi) were also present at our 
farewell luncheon for Liz at the Salt House on Abbey Road – where we were also 
joined by Georgie, Renata, Ofra, Shefali and Peter. This was a very jolly meal and 
everyone seemed well satisfied by the food, though there were several surprises. 
First, Peter did not order the fish and chips. Then, Ofra, who had recommended the 
Sunday roasts here, only sent her beef version of this delicacy back once – well it 
was rather pink. Liz and Janet now turn to the right as Fritz and I turn to the left 
and several minutes pass before we meet again on the sunny green. By this time 
I have managed to lose two poo poo bags and I soon have to borrow one from 
Renata, who is coming in from the Randolph gate with Maxi. The little apricot 
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poodle is touching noses with his chocolate-colored version in little Frederick. As 
I walk back to the café I notice that some overzealous timekeeper has moved the 
clubhouse tower clock forward by two hours. 
It takes forever for the line to shrink but I am now seated at a table arrangement 
that includes all of those mentioned to this point – minus Shefali, plus Ellen, 
Makiko and Wendy. Liz has brought with her a green tea cake and we each have a 
mouthful. I persist in my attempts at getting Bailey to sit and stay before receiving 
his treat but sometimes I despair. Fritz is beseeching Ellen but eventually he has to 
give up and he seems little mollified by the foam in my cappuccino cup. Rowena 
next enters with Timmy and there is an initial chorus of disapproval from our dogs 
– but they soon settle down. It seems very strange to get though a session without 
Winnie or any worries about her diet – but she is off attending to wedding duties in 
Essex this morning.
It is well established by now that Peter (who is dressed like Don Corleone today) 
is not another Bernie Madoff but Liz reminds us that her ex-husband’s firm lost a 
fortune to this schemer; she has a background in accountancy herself and tells us 
of her plans to establish herself as the business manager for various architectural 
practices – she already has one client in New York. Poor Liz is always conflicted 
when it comes to future plans: she would like to return to London but she has so 
many strong family ties in the States. She receives a number of goodbye hugs from 
the dog owners as we begin our back passage walkround – she is not certain when 
she will be able to return. I have to borrow another poo poo bag (from Makiko this 
time) as Fritz comes up with a fourth offering – well, he offered no gift at all last 
night, perhaps punishing me for (1) abandoning him for several hours yesterday 
and (2) adding nothing exciting to his usual evening meal – which he refused to 
eat. 

Tuesday, March 27:
Fritz and I have spent a most unusual night and only now are things beginning to 
return to normal – as we prepare for another sunny day in the park. The dog was 
on his late night walk when, as I was marching along Castellain Parade, I noticed 
Makiko, out of the corner of my eye, crossing Elgin Avenue. My assumption was 
that she was just on her way to the Cochonnet for a late night pizza but she soon 
caught up with us. She was on her way to Georgie’s to pick up Emilio, but she had 
a major problem….she had lost her keys and couldn’t get into her own flat! The 
problem was made worse by several other factors – including the loss of battery 
power in her mobile phone and the fact that Matthew, on call at his hospital, was 
not expected to return at all tonight. Fritz and I now accompanied her to Georgie’s 
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– where she retrieved her Pug – and then I invited them to spend the night with 
us. I was planning to give Fritz a bath, as he had again bunged up his bottom, and 
Makiko was now on hand to help me dry him off. Then we made up a bed in the 
TV room (with Fritz very disappointed to be excluded from this space) and went to 
bed.
This morning begins with a few telephone calls. Makiko has a suspicion that her 
keys might have been left at her gym near Green Park and this is now confirmed – 
they were left dangling from her locker door. So at about 7:50 she departs, leaving 
me with Emilio. The latter has been an excellent houseguest, making no sound 
(except for some heavy breathing) and undertaking a thorough inspection of the 
premises – including pushing his way into the bathroom to watch me take my 
shower. Fritz has also been a good host – showing no signs of jealousy or hostility 
whatsoever. Makiko returns to take her pet home at about 9:00 – promising to meet 
us in the park shortly.
After completing a walk to the Randolph gate Fritz and I return to the café – where 
the assemblage this morning includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Peter, Ellen, Vlad, 
Suzanne, and a somewhat tardy Makiko. The latter now presents me a gift in 
gratitude for my hospitality – a box of Lola’s cupcakes, purchases this morning in 
Green Park. These are shared out with others at our table – the dogs make do with 
their usual assortment of treats…with Fritz again making a real pest of himself at 
Ellen’s feet. While we are discussing food we learn one sad bit of local news in this 
category: her lease coming to an end and the decision made to retire, the American 
woman who owns Plan 9 is closing her eatery. There is a good deal of speculation 
about who might inhabit these premises next. Twice before a bookie has been in 
situ but we are hoping for another café – since Plan 9 has been one of our oases at 
those moments when, especially during the Christmas break, Metty’s café has been 
closed for the holidays. 

Wednesday, March 28:
Again we have a lovely, sunny morning in the park and there is a lot of activity 
in all categories: school kids, joggers, dogs. In the later category we have Tackis, 
who always has to give Fritz a good sniff. I have just decorated my dog’s shoulders 
with Frontline flea treatment – in case all the scratching we have had since his 
bath is flea-related. A fairly rapid progress is made as we head for the green; here 
a number of the dog owners are already heading our way in search of breakfast. 
Today this number includes Linda, with Pepper, but she has an appointment to play 
tennis and so she does not join our gathering at the café. Again I am surprised that 
Fritz simply follows the others into our compound – usually it is a struggle to get 
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him to end his morning ramblings, even though there is food on offer. 
My dog immediately sets up his headquarters at Ellen’s feet – whining impatiently 
until her cheese croissant arrives. I have plenty of customers as well – including the 
dieting Winnie. Georgie has brought the Pug directly from Dan and Davide’s this 
morning and she has also secured a large jar of the famous diet pellets – to which 
she has affixed the label: “Please can I have some more – Winnie.” In addition 
to Ellen and Georgie we also have Janet, Ofra, Peter, Wendy, Renata, Hanna and 
Makiko – though after Ellen and Ofra have departed their places are taken by 
Suzanne and Ellie. Ellen has brought with her some dog biscuits for Suzanne 
from a shop in Kilburn. Hanna has a supply of poo poo bags that she passes on to 
Georgie; then she asks me if I can pick up some passion fruit for her during my 
shop at Sainsbury’s later this morning.
After a while Tim crosses the green in order to hand Yoyo over to Hanna for the 
day. The black Schnauzer has evidently been having a good time chasing a ginger 
tomcat that Hanna is also watching over these days. Renata has brought with her 
some tennis balls that no longer bounce high enough to amuse Maxi and she now 
hands these over to Wendy. Emilio is circling the table with a biscuit in his snout; 
perhaps this is a reminder to Makiko, who reaches for her mobile phone in order 
to book a grooming for her pet this afternoon. Only Georgie and Janet begin a 
back passage walkround this morning and Janet soon speeds ahead – when Winnie 
begins one of her patented go-slow episodes. As we cross the Carlton roadway 
a Francis Holland hockeyette, pointing to Fritz, says, “I have that dog.” Her 
Schnauzer, it turns out, is named Ludo. 

Friday, March 30:
I have missed a day in the park – as my friend Tosh and I got the 2012 walking 
season underway with a nine-mile stretch on the Chiltern Way in Hertfordshire. It 
was a glorious day and there was a most pleasant surprise as we returned. Tosh, 
a Mad Men addict, was coming home with me so that we could view two new 
episodes over an impromptu takeaway. As we emerged from the Maida Vale tube 
stop, shortly after 6:30, I noticed that there was a woman, standing at the opposite 
corner with two Schnauzers. As we made our way over a second zebra crossing I 
noted that one of these animals was my own – Linda, having estimated our time of 
arrival, had just taken a chance on greeting us at this corner – after a day as Fritz’s 
custodian. He and Pepper remained on lead as we now returned to Morshead Road; 
my dog had enjoyed an outing on Hampstead Heath in my absence and he was 
about to have the additional treat of several portions of Domino’s Pizza crust as we 
settled in with the ad men. 
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This morning I feel lively enough after yesterday’s exertions as Fritz and I enter 
a park that still basks in springtime sunshine. Fritz pauses to graze a bit but soon 
I have gotten him moving and we make our way along the Randolph roadway – 
joined briefly by Gus the Schnauzer. In our doggy compound at the café we have 
Georgie (who has Daisy-Mae while Janet completes a day at a spa), Dan (enjoying 
a long weekend off), Peter, Ellen, Makiko and the latter’s friend from Japan, Mika. 
The latter is, of course, the wife of Richard, whom we have met earlier; she has just 
arrived from Tokyo and has brought with her her little boy Hugo (who is already 
enjoying his first day of school in Cheshire, their UK home) but also her black and 
white Cocker, Bonzo – who is here this morning. Bonzo seems to make himself 
at home quite rapidly. Dan has both Sparkie and Daisy-Mae in his lap when we 
first sit down but Winnie soon replaces them – the better to stare longingly at the 
sandwich on Georgie’s plate. As none of this treat is coming her way she grows 
increasingly agitated and finally she begins to bark in protest. 
Mika wants to know from Dan which West End musical offerings might incite 
the interest of her five year-old and Dan recommends Matilda and The Lion King 
among other offerings. For the Japanese ladies themselves he recommends a ride 
on the canal as far as Camden Market, also Marylebone High Street and Selfridges. 
Georgie is having problems with the TV reception in her building but this evidently 
has no connection with London’s switch to digital broadcasting – a process that 
begins on April 4. Mika has brought another box of Japanese cookies and there is 
no Renata here today to complain about excess packaging; Blarina also gets one 
of these treats when she arrives with a food order. Ofra is also among the missing 
today – she calls in to report that she has a doctor’s appointment. I remind Georgie 
that the little baby who was sucking on her dummy in the café a moment ago is 
actually smarter than Fritz. Offered half a giant cookie the baby knew enough to 
take the dummy out of her mouth first – if Fritz has a prize rubber ball in his mouth 
we won’t drop it long enough to ingest a biscuit. 

Saturday, March 31:
Well, it had to happen – that great long run of gorgeous weather is behind us now 
and today we have gray skies, a brisk wind and depressed temperatures. Fritz 
attracts the attention of a number of dogs as we enter the park. First we have the 
little black Affenpinscher, Walter Benjamin, and then two Westies, Molly and 
Nelly. The door to the environmental area is locked today; it should have been 
true of the picnic ground yesterday – for the place has been layered in litter left by 
some of our more forgetful citizens. When we reach the green Dan is just arriving 
with his friend Keely and nearby we have Matthew and Makiko with Emilio and 
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Bonzo. Matthew thanks me again for looking after his wife last Monday night and 
then Fritz and I begin a slow circuit of Mt. Bannister. There is a great deal of tennis 
instruction underway over here – Fritz has a sniff at a wayward tennis ball that has 
landed on our path and disdains any idea of adding it to his collection.
There is a very large turnout at breakfast this morning, a baker’s dozen in fact: 
Dan, Keely, Peter, Ellen, Matthew, Makiko, Ofra, Janet, Linda, Shefali, Renata and 
Georgie. The latter, in addition to Sparkie and Lady Belle, has a new client with 
her in the sweet three year-old Schnauzer, Eva. In addition to all of the regular 
canine crew we also have twin Shih-Tzus in handsome harnesses, Alfred and 
Gilbert – here with a chap at the little corner table. Matthew says that either he or 
Makiko have to stay at home these days since Emilio and Bonzo get into such wild 
play that there is real danger to the furniture. “Did you put your nail polish on in 
the dark?” Matthew asks his wife – who has nine red fingernails and one in pink. 
(It turns out that the latter is the result of a pasted on decal, the aftermath of that 
visit to Selfridges.) Dan reports that Davide, on holiday in New York, has been to 
see Matthew Broderick’s latest vehicle, and that he almost spilled a glass of wine 
on Sarah Jessica Parker during the interval. Georgie says she will probably be 
without TV reception until Monday now; Peter passes out a sheet with today’s turf 
choices. Linda and Keely compare notes on life in Singapore.
There is quite a menagerie in tow as we begin our back passage walkround and, 
indeed, Janet takes Eva’s lead. Just after she has picked up one of Pepper’s poos 
Linda discovers a friend walking with her dog in the chasm between the fences. 
The friend is Sarah, who owns a bookstore on Kensington Park Road, and the dog 
is a little Dachshund named Billie, who, it turns out, is only a month away from 
becoming a mother. Linda now asks me if I can look after Pepper when she attends 
her aunt’s funeral next Thursday. As we near our Essendine exit a red-faced jogger 
also stops to share a word with Linda (who seems to know everybody). This is 
Mary Portas, aka Mary Queen of Shops, fresh from a TV crusade to revolutionize 
the ladies underwear scene. She asks Linda how Liam is doing and then continues 
on her run, her little black dog (the other Walter) dogging her heels. 
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Sunday, April 1:
Skies are far brighter today (and I am wearing my sunglasses from beginning to 
end) but it is still very chilly as Fritz and I head for the park at the start of a new 
month. We have had a rather restless night  – with Fritz, much in need of a haircut, 
scratching away at himself – but he seems lively enough this morning. (I do have 
to knock a bit of poo off his backside with a stick.) On the cypress walkway we 
encounter Matthew and Mika walking with Emilio and Bonzo – no sign of that 
slugabed, Makiko. We continue on down the Randolph roadway but here Yoyo 
rushes up to check in with Fritz and the two are soon deep on a foraging expedition 
in the undergrowth. Hanna, who says her feet are much better, tries to coax them 
out of the copse at the far end of the green and when she is at last successful we 
start for the café. She shows me a spot overlooking the tennis courts on this side of 
the park where, she says, a druggie in a wheelchair likes to break off branches to 
amuse his dog. She is not amused.
Today is Renata’s birthday – an event that would not have taken me by surprise 
if only I had turned to the April page on Janet’s calendar. Our German friend 
has prepared more of her plum cake and bought coffee for everyone – and there 
is a good turnout for her: Janet, Georgie, Dan (Keely is still sleeping off a very 
late outing last night), Peter, Ellen, Linda and Yara. Hanna remains at the little 
table in the corner and here she ministers to all the Schnauzers – who dominate 
proceedings here today… Yoyo, Eva, Fritz and Pepper. She spends a good deal 
of time washing the sleep from the eyes of my pet and giving me advice on how 
to dress warmly for Helsinki, where I will be spending a day in three weeks. The 
dogs are real pests with their insatiable demands for treats – and when they are not 
begging they are charging the fence in a phalanx of fury over the presence of some 
alien canine on the other side.
Linda is trying to enlist Yara in her campaign to thwart the council’s plans to do 
away with the Jubilee Centre and build flats on the site instead. Yara, who agrees 
to sign a petition of protest, offers a cigarette to the birthday girl and this leads to 
a long discussion on nicotine and its addictive qualities. Someone suggests that 
these ladies should be smoking marijuana but Yara says the only time she tried this 
she had such a paranoid reaction that she had to be hospitalized – I too had such 
a reaction (forty year ago) though in this instance my Old English Sheepdog led 
me home safely. Ofra is fretting about fuel – since the country is facing a petrol 
shortage exacerbated by the Prime Minister’s suggestion that everyone should be 
storing fuel at home. Many of the local stations have no petrol and Ofra can’t face 
the prospect of life without her Smart Car. It is reported that Plan 9 has now closed 
its doors for good and it is therefore a double shock when Blarina appears at our 
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gate to remind us that the park’s café will be closed tomorrow. Of course this isn’t 
true at all – just an April Fool’s joke!

Monday, April 2:
We have had a most unusual night and by this I do not mean another late night 
evening encounter with Makiko – whom we did meet as she was leaving the 
closing down party at Plan 9. No, in this case I am talking about the discomfiture of 
my dog – whose scratching and head shaking made it almost impossible to get any 
sustained sleep – for him or for me. I gave him a brushing at one point  – finding 
nothing amiss – but the first thing I do this morning is make an appointment 
for Fritz at the vet’s. Hanna has been saying that she thinks he may have an eye 
infection anyway and so there is ample reason for this medical intervention – 
which will take place on Boundary Road at 5:15 this afternoon.
I describe Fritz’s symptoms to Janet, who enters the park just behind us with 
Daisy-Mae. Fritz, however, is into grazing mode and so she has to continue on 
without us. We are overtaken by many other dogs – including five in the charge 
of one dog walker. Finding nothing of interest on the green itself Fritz now begins 
a circuit of Mt. Bannister – with Ofra whizzing by us on her in-lap in the parking 
lot. I am the first at the coffee counter this morning – here I argue that if the café is 
closed, as Blarina joked yesterday, we shouldn’t have to pay for our drinks today. 
Outside our group includes Ofra, Janet, Makiko, Georgie, Renata, Dan, Davide, 
Wendy, Peter and Ellen. Both Ofra and Peter are vociferous in their objections to 
the presence of a nearby park keeper – who is using his leaf blower to send litter 
and cigarette butts into our compound. 
I twit Davide, who is half asleep after an overnight flight from New York, about 
his almost spilling a glass of wine on Sarah Jessica Parker – while attending a 
performance of Nice Work If You Can Get It on Broadway. He says it was three 
glasses of wine and then he and Dan begin a morning of argumentation with 
a debate on whose music was featured in this show. (Curiously, both of them 
nominate the Gershwins – which means they are both correct.) Next there is a 
debate on Winnie’s diet: did Dan really give her a piece of bacon after their return 
from the wedding in Essex? Dan says he did not and that if Davide gives Winnie 
even so much as a smidgen of his melted cheese this morning she will go into 
feeding frenzy mode – a form of behavior she soon demonstrates in a barking 
argument with Sparkie – who is sitting on a nearby lap. Renata says that she had 
her birthday luncheon at the Garden Gate pub in Hampstead yesterday – in fact 
she says this several times since she can’t hear well enough to know if this fact has 
been registered by the rest of us. This leads her to a discussion of the spare parts 
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character of her morning preparations for the park: contact lenses, false teeth and 
hearing aid. Dan wonders what it would be like to spend time on a desert island 
with Janet (who has also been complaining of hearing loss), Renata and Peter – but 
the latter bristles at his inclusion in this grouping. Just before we get up to begin 
our walkround someone discovers that Fritz has rubbed raw a spot on his cheek 
with his scratching foot – another thing to spend the day worrying about. 

Tuesday, April 3:
It has been another rough day – and night. Fritz was seen promptly at 5:15 by 
vet Frank Seddon himself but by this time our chief focus was the self-inflicted 
scratching injury the dog had given to his own left cheek. For a while I assumed 
that treatment would have to be delayed – since Frank was due at another branch 
of his empire in a few minutes – but he had just enough time to sedate Fritz prior 
to cleaning the wound thoroughly. “Acute wet dermatitis” was the verdict – but 
what caused Fritz to begin scratching in the first place is still a mystery – as is 
the depth of the injury he managed to inflict on himself in the hours since I gave 
him a brushing on Sunday. He also has a form of doggy conjunctivitis (Frank 
measures the rate of tear production) for which I receive eye drops. He gets a shot 
of steroids, an antibiotic shot and I am supplied with more antibiotic pills, a new 
kind of shampoo, a new anti-flea medication and a bright blue plastic collar to 
prevent him from doing any further injury to his cheek. Tara the receptionist ties 
this on for Frank, who has to disappear now, and then I am left wondering how to 
get home with a groggy dog. I call Linda (who is walking in the park with Hanna) 
and she is able to arrive by car in five minutes. Thus we are soon home for a most 
troublesome night.
Fritz can drink water from his bowl, even with his collar on, and I place this just 
inside the kitchen door. He shows no interest in food and sleeps much of the early 
evening. I am exhausted and try for an early night. Every half hour I can hear 
whining sounds from the hallway but at 3:00 am I can see that the little fellow has 
been leaking and wants to go outside for a pee. I have to throw my clothes on and 
then watch as the dog bumps into every tree as he tries to complete the smelling 
part of the ritual before lifting his leg. Trying to get him back up the stairs is also 
difficult – since, unless he looks up, he bashes his collar into every riser. I decide 
to stay up for another couple of hours – when he at last falls asleep – and then I get 
three more hours myself at 5:00 am.
I decide to take him to the park this morning – just to see how he gets on; there are 
wide-open spaces here and he has more ease in finding places to pee. Janet soon 
follows us into the park with Daisy-Mae and we walk together to the green. Fritz 
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can bob along in his War Schnauzer guise quite rapidly when he is moving straight 
forward but he has not learned the physics of his impediment and continues to 
bang up against objects on the side of our march. With every new human encounter 
I have to explain why my dog is dressed in blue – and this is soon a bore. He 
continues to take a biscuit or two when we are crowded around our table – where 
the lineup includes Janet, Georgie, Makiko, Davide, Renata, Peter, Ellen, Wendy, 
Makiko and Mika. 
I let Fritz head for home off-lead and he does a reasonably good show of this, 
though it is again a struggle getting him up the stairs. My first task is to apply his 
new shampoo – Frank has ordered a ten-minute wait before this substance is rinsed 
off – and this is therefore a protracted process. A pill goes down his throat and I 
begin another day caring for a very uncomfortable dog. 

Wednesday, April 4:
Fritz and his well-being have dominated all the hours these days. A new flea 
treatment and eye drops were added to the regime yesterday and we were able to 
maintain our usual walk schedule as well. I didn’t see any attempt to scratch at 
his plastic headpiece – though wearing it is clearly objectionable from his point of 
view. He is able to drink from his water bowl and eat from his food dish with this 
device in place – though I have pulled both of these objects away from the wall so 
that he can get his conehead over them more easily. He did eat a normal meal last 
night and we had a long walk as well. He continued to have trouble coming up the 
stairs; if he keeps his head down he soon snags the rim of the plastic collar – going 
downstairs is not a problem. When we went to bed last night I lifted him onto my 
bed – and there he remained contentedly all night. 
It is a bright enough morning today, though quite chilly, and I decide to release 
Fritz as soon as we enter the park. Janet again comes in behind us and my dog 
does a better job of keeping up with us today – we even get the first poo in some 
time. (You would think this would be an easy part of the operation – as he always 
backs up to some object as part of this process.) As we pass the environmental area 
Janet says that yesterday she had to lecture some lads who were pulling up new 
plantings – but this was nothing compared to the earful they then got from Hanna. 
We complete a walk all the way to the Randolph gate this morning and I have to 
answer many questions about the circumstances that have led to such an unusual 
appearance in my dog – who bounces along with his head swiveling rapidly from 
right to left and back to right again as he turns on a kind of radar designed to get
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 him into forward motion without any embarrassing snags. Other dogs also stare at 
him suspiciously. Bonzo does this today as so does Archie the Husky.
At the café our group includes Georgie (here with Lady Belle, Eva and Sparkie), 
Janet (who takes over the care of Winnie), Ofra, Ellen, Hanna, Wendy, Peter and 
even Vlad – who is displaced when the Japanese contingent takes over the little 
corner table. Today Mika has her little boy Hugo with her. The latter is wearing 
a plastic pith helmet. Ofra tells us that she is arranging a Passover seder and 
that she has called her mother in Israel for advice – getting such a complex set 
of instructions that her head is reeling. Wendy is very concerned by the Metro 
headline – suggesting that government agencies may soon be snooping on emails 
and tweets – but Hanna says not to worry – they do this already. Georgie is still 
without proper TV reception – though this may be true of many Londoners since 
we lose the first of our analog channels today. There is a timely move for the exit 
this morning – just as well as I have a number of errands to run while Cathy keeps 
an eye on my prince: the 123 Cleaners, a haircut at Sali’s on Formosa Street, a visit 
to Maplin’s on Great Portland Street and an eye exam at Vision Express on Oxford 
Street. 

Thursday, April 5:
The life of the invalid continues. Fritz seems a bit more reconciled to the 
impediment represented by his blue plastic cone and he has learned to submit 
meekly to the administration of eye drops and the placement of an antibiotic pill in 
his jaws – though he occasionally tries to spit the pill out before resigning himself 
to chewing on it and swallowing it. His appetite remains good and he actually did a 
late night poo yesterday – but I’m afraid that he has also been trying to scratch his 
wounded face again. I know because it isn’t easy sleeping next to an animal whose 
claws are clanging rhythmically off the plastic shield at 3:00 in the morning.
Our day begins with the arrival of Pepper, shortly after 8:00 – I will have the care 
of this fellow while Linda attends her aunt’s funeral today. Rob notes that Pepper 
is actually afraid of his helmeted friend – backing away from the apparition 
whenever Fritz gets too close. Indeed, as we transfer our efforts to the park, I can 
see that reaction to the headless specter takes a number of forms: amusement and 
puzzlement in human spectators, puzzlement and terror in the other dogs. The 
fuzzy brown Oscar, who now has to face the oncoming blue menace and Pepper’s 
barking, actually turns tail and a few minutes later a large black Lab backs away 
in fright. I keep Pepper on lead as Fritz runs free and in this fashion we circle 
the hillock and return to the café along the Carlton roadway. It is an extremely 
unpleasant morning… gray, cold and damp. Much of Scotland and northern 
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England have had heavy snows recently and everyone is wondering if London will 
escape this return to winter.
This morning our coffee club includes Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Makiko, Hanna, Peter, 
Ellen and Jo Lynn. The latter’s Tilly follows her mommy as far as the café door 
– whereupon some chap takes it upon himself to chide Jo for this breach of the 
rules. “Can’t you see she has just escaped and that we are heading back to our area 
now?” Jo asks – adding the adjective “bossy” to this conversation. Once seated she 
says that when she is challenged like this she usually says, “She’s a therapy dog, 
and I have to keep her with me at all times” and we agree that she could also have 
expanded this to, “She’s a therapy dog and I know where I can get one for you 
too!” Our conversation requires each of us to say how the beginning of London’s 
switchover to digital broadcasting affected reception yesterday. Today a hosepipe 
ban takes place – in reaction to the paucity of rainfall of late – and strategies for 
coping with this restriction are discussed by the gardeners among us. Ofra says she 
can’t cope with all of the intricacies of a Passover seder and that she is abandoning 
her attempts to produce one at her house. Again Schnauzers rule at our feet – with 
Fritz, Pepper, Yoyo and Eva all in evidence. Eva and Pepper are particularly noisy; 
Hanna says that all Schnauzers have a concierge gene – they have to comment on 
every aspect of the ongoing activity. Everyone is complaining about the cold but 
we have managed to remain in our seats for as long as usual. I am certainly happy 
when a move is made at last – I can’t wait to get home and turn the heat on.

Friday, April 6:
Pepper seemed a bit more comfortable as the day wore on yesterday – having 
gotten over his anxieties when faced with a headless War Schnauzer. He was 
picked up at 4:45 by Linda – who also gave us a ride to the Hamilton Vets on 
Boundary Road. Here Fritz was seen by Dr. Janet, who renewed all of his old 
treatments and added some cream that I am to use twice a day – they even gave me 
some rubber gloves to use when I accomplish this mission. Linda, bless her heart, 
was waiting for us when we emerged from our appointment and we also got a ride 
home – with Fritz’s next checkup scheduled for Thursday next. (He did not try to 
scratch himself at night – so we both had a more restful sleep.)
This morning it is again bright but chilly as Fritz, still in his blue lampshade, 
heads for the park. Janet comes in behind us and we follow her and Daisy-Mae 
over the top of Mt. Bannister. Fritz seems to maintain his normal speed, in spite 
of the impediment of his helmet  – soon he is rushing out to middle of the green 
to touch base with some of the other dogs and their owners. As we filter into the 
doggy compound we are reminded that today is Hanna’s birthday and the coffees 
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are on her. Ellen buys the birthday girl a cupcake but Hanna has brought a tin of 
little buns for the rest of us – utilizing the shortbread biscuit tin I brought back 
for her from Inverness Airport several years ago. Participants in today’s session 
arrive in dribs and drabs but by the time we are all assembled there is a bumper 
crop of fifteen squeezed around our tables: Hanna, of course, Georgie, Janet, Ofra 
(about  to return to Israel, where Ricky’s sister is poorly), Wendy, Renata, Matthew, 
Makiko, Dan, Shefali, Peter, Ellen, Linda and the latter’s father, Mark. 
Linda has brought with her copies of a petition decrying the threatened closure of 
the Jubilee Sports Centre by Westminster Council – which wants to sell this site 
for flat construction and contribute to the rebuilding of another center – which lies 
just across the border in Brent. The artificial boundaries that separate London’s 
boroughs are themselves an item for discussion – as Westminster only wants 
its citizens to sign any petitions – while so many of its sites are used by people 
who live elsewhere but nevertheless use Westminster facilities and are therefore 
affected by the council’s policies. Today, for instance, Renata and Peter are not 
allowed to sign the petition  – but a number of the other dog owners take copies of 
the document to circulate elsewhere. Linda has done a good job of convincing us 
that her neighborhood has so few amenities as it is (even the local pub has been 
closed for years) that it would be a crime to eliminate its one bright spot. When we 
are not preoccupied with these issues we have to follow Dan’s efforts to wind us 
up with a program on his telephone that gives anyone photographed a huge head. 
Then he starts in on Peter’s choice of costume – insisting that our friend needs to 
add more color to his ensemble. Peter takes the bait and says that when he wore 
a blue jumper (in a shade close to that of Fritz’s cone) that Dan didn’t like it. 
“Nevertheless,” Dan adds, “there’s too much black and grey – whereas you,” he 
now turns to Janet, who is wearing her red coat, “need to tone it down a bit.”   

Saturday, April 7:
I have switched the medical schedule slightly – since Fritz now receives a dollop 
of steroid cream on his wound (I have to wear rubber gloves) and I do not want 
any well-wishers to touch his face in the park. Now we have the first of two daily 
therapeutic sessions (also including eye drops and antibiotic pill) only after our 
return. He seems to be doing pretty well on this regime and it has been three days 
since I have seen him trying to scratch himself – nevertheless I leave his plastic 
hood on at all times, just as a precaution.
It is a gray and chilly morning in the park and the light level of activity here is a 
reminder that we are in the middle of a holiday weekend. Soon after we begin our 
in-lap we met a delightful cousin, a black, be-tailed Miniature Schnauzer puppy 
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named Max. Fritz pays scant attention to this little fellow and he makes quick work 
of his dash to the green – I can see him on the Carlton roadway, waiting for me; 
these days it is easy to see him at a great distance. Soon he is out in the middle of 
the grassy space, visiting with old friends. Dan takes his picture with his phone but 
it is such a close-up that it simply looks as though his head is posed against a blue 
background. There is a little toddler out here and he loves running around with the 
dogs, including Sparkie and Fritz. Eventually it is time to head for the café – where 
I take Fritz off-lead immediately – since his chances of escaping our compound are 
diminished considerably by his own headgear.
Our group this morning includes Dan, Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Peter, Ellen, Matthew, 
Makiko and Hanna – though at the little corner table we have a toddler and his dad; 
the former is eating a chocolate ice cream cone and Ofra has to offer extra napkins 
to clean off a very dirty face. Peter has his charts at the ready, though there is still 
some ambiguity over whether we are going to continue with the Irish lottery or not. 
Dan says he has run into Michael (of Michael and Charlie fame) and this former 
king of the Paddington Rec doggy scene has sent us his greetings. A lot of our dogs 
spend time in laps this morning: Winnie, Emilio, Eva, Daisy-Mae. Bailey, whom 
I continue to instruct in the art of sitting and staying, jumps into an empty chair 
at the little corner table and noses about for treats. Suzanne comes in with Sunny 
and adds yet another entry to that long list of descriptions for my dog’s unique 
appearance (lampshade, conehead, etc.) – “Ah, I see Fritz has become a blue collar 
worker.”  

Sunday, April 8:
As I look out the sitting room window I can’t quite tell whether it is still raining – 
all the surfaces are wet but there are no drops evident in the puddles. I decide that 
both of us should be in our rainwear and, indeed, there is a fine mist still falling 
as we head for the park on a gray Easter Sunday. Janet soon comes in behind us 
with Daisy-Mae but she continues on without us – as Fritz has a lot of sniffing to 
do before he is ready to approach the green. I can see that there has been a change 
of line-up at Georgie’s house – since Eva has gone home and Yaris has spent the 
night. Shefali’s dog is speeding over the grass in joyful leaps as Georgie and Ellen 
head for the café. Fritz, however, still wants to wander and so we begin a slow 
circuit of Mt. Bannister before returning ourselves to the comfort of the big green 
umbrella.
Quite a feast has been provided by the dog owners today. Renata has brought some 
chocolate Easter eggs wrapped in foil, Hanna has brought some hard shell candy 
eggs from M&S, Dan has brought two kinds of pastel-colored M&M’s (peanut and 
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almond) and Janet has brought some freshly-baked cheese scones. Others present 
this morning are Peter and Linda. The dogs have to make do with their regular 
fare – which means Winnie is again reduced to her diet pellets and many of the 
dogs benefit from biscuits dropped from the mouth of the coneheaded Fritz. There 
is a good deal of paranoid grumbling over the absence of that traditional chorus of 
Easter bells from St. Augustine’s (have the Moslems silenced this serenade?) but at 
10:00 the bells do ring out.
Dan, up to more mischief, wants to see a show of hands… do we prefer Janet’s 
original recipe (with cream and jam) or this new cheesy version with butter? He 
clearly prefers the former but the rest of us are not going to rise to this provocation 
and so he turns to advising Peter on what our lottery strategies should be now – 
though Peter refuses to take any advice from such a source. Attempting to change 
the mood I ask the assembled citizens whom they are supporting in next month’s 
mayoral election. There is no great enthusiasm for this topic but those who express 
an opinion all say they prefer Boris Johnson to Ken Livingstone – if only as the 
lesser of two evils. Hanna now reports that yesterday she visited Claire, who 
has been staging one of her famous sales in Brick Lane, undertaking a journey 
that, like so many others in London these days, was complicated by engineering 
works and construction everywhere. Peter’s journey home (or at least as far as 
Renata’s car) is also troubled by another loss of concentration in which he stumbles 
against a bench at the top of the running track. Linda wants him to have some 
physiotherapy; I suggest he needs a walking stick. When we reach the street Linda 
accompanies me upstairs, carrying Pepper so that he can spend a day with Fritz and 
his babysitter, me.  

Monday, April 9:
I would say that today seems almost a replica of yesterday, weather-wise, for it is 
again gray and damp; this time, however, the moisture is more pronounced and, 
with a light rain falling throughout our session in the park, I have no hesitation in 
donning my own rain gear and strapping on Fritz’s raincoat. There is one other 
change to his costume this morning. I have not seen any attempt to scratch his 
injured cheek in several days and so I decide to remove, experimentally, his blue 
cone. I think this object has contributed to a considerable depression on his part – it 
has been a week now since he has enjoyed a proper play period in the evening, for 
instance. He now seems to savor his close contact with the park’s greenery (where 
one little tulip has already opened its head) and he sniffs and tastes his way slowly 
toward the cypress trees. “I didn’t recognize him,” Georgie says as she, Don
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 and Janet make their way toward the café. Fritz needs a bit more exercise – so we 
continue to circle Mt. Bannister before returning to the café.
Under the protective arms of the green umbrella we have the aforementioned 
trio – plus Ellen, Matthew, Makiko (who has brought her own cushion to place 
on a damp chair), Hanna and Vlad. Winnie is sitting on Dan’s lap – barking 
out her discontent…if it weren’t for all these other dogs I could have all of the 
treats here. Dan says that he has had a peek at the Pug’s diary and that Winnie’s 
murderous mood is confirmed: “Janet was standing at the top of the stairs when 
I just happened to pass by” or “I tried to get Daisy-Mae to chase me across the 
street but I had to wait for that big red bus to come first.” Vlad says that his wife 
has been watching Britain’s Got Talent – which currently features a very talented 
pooch, Pudsey – and that this has caused her to denounce Tara as “useless.” I don’t 
quite know what Bailey’s talent might be – though perhaps there could be a special 
category for the number of trouser legs you can saturate with your wet paws. 
Emilio does cause great merriment, when it comes to his turn, by pissing through 
the bars at the face of the curious Pomeranian, Zorro – who pisses back, requiring 
Emilio to piss a second time. Jo Lynn comes in and her Tilly also displays a talent 
for naughtiness. Dan is holding the plastic sack with Winnie’s diet pellets in it 
and the Border Terrier leaps up and takes a bite out of the bottom of this bag. “Oh 
well,” someone consoles Jo, “when next she poos it’ll come giftwrapped.” 
Jo says that she had seven people over to Easter lunch yesterday and that her flat 
is so small that she had to disassemble her kitchen table and drag it into the sitting 
room. “You can see why some women choose to get married,” she says – I add, 
“Surely it would be cheaper to get a larger flat.” I ask the others if any of them 
have been watching Julian Fellowes’ four-part version of Titanic on ITV 1 – a 
show Dan dubs “Downton Abbey on Ice.” It amuses me, I suggest, to note the 
repeated attacks on the snobbish values of the upper class passengers pictured on 
this show, those whose unearned privileges are constantly being ridiculed while 
steerage passengers are drowning– while, at the same time, a hundred years later, 
we are having a media orgy in celebration of the royal family – with its weddings 
and its jubilees. Janet, however, is not amused by what clearly seems to be an 
attack on a treasured institution and, in retaliation, drags up the treatment of the 
Native Americans by the rest of us. “Yeah,” Georgie says, “but at least the Indians 
were killed without any regard to which class they belonged to.”  

Tuesday, April 10:
The sun is shining brightly this morning and I am not pleased! This is because 
Tosh and I had nominated today as a walk day in the Chilterns but dire weather 
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forecasts led to the cancellation of this project last night – and now look at it! Fritz 
is spending his second day of freedom this morning and today we can even say 
his medical regimen has been much reduced: twice he has thrown up an hour-and-
a-half after swallowing his antibiotic pill and so I have decided to withhold this 
dosage; I have also stopped squeezing drops into his eyes and this means that only 
his facial salve is still being deployed. He seems to be enjoying his freedom and 
he samples and savors all the smells as we make our way to the green – it may be 
bright out here but it is also quite chilly.
To my surprise he voluntarily enters the doggy compound at the cafe when the 
other owners move into their accustomed places. There are nine of us this morning 
– including Georgie, Janet, Davide, Peter, Ellen, Wendy, Renata and Makiko. 
Georgie has brought Bailey with her and so we have to return to our painful 
lessons in “sit” and “stay.” Who knows what is going on in the Cavalier’s addled 
brain? For the third day in a row, at about 10:00 or so, he begins to whine piteously 
– having convinced himself that his missing mommy must be in the café itself. 
Peter has brought Bobby with him and he is soon at the center of a number of 
storms. First he takes forever to dissect the small biscuit I have given him (a three 
course meal for a dog as tiny as Bobby) and the dieting Winnie snatches part of it 
for herself – and they call Lucky the land shark. Next Daisy-Mae happens to pass 
too closely to Bobby and he shrieks in protest, starting a brief fight. Fritz moans at 
Ellen’s feet until it is time to switch his attentions to my biscuit bag.
Georgie, who is starting another cold, says that her TV is still not working 
properly – after almost two weeks – and that she has exhausted her vocabulary 
of expletives. Wendy reports that there has been a heavy police presence on the 
Shirland Road last night after a woman was found dead in her nightclothes “in 
suspicious circumstances.” Janet tells us that she is trying to organize a trip to 
New York for next month. And Peter suggests that we are likely to abandon the 
Irish lottery in preference for an English version – with most of us needing to 
replenish our lottery stakes and some of us invited to participate in this week’s 
racing ventures, including the Grand National. There are some problems in all 
this. He hasn’t brought his charts and he has no pen – having changed coats this 
morning.  “Has anyone at this table got a pen?” he asks loudly – several times – 
until Janet gets up and fetches one from the café counter. Then when he reaches 
inside his coat for a little writing pad he discovers not one but two pens: “I forgot, 
I’m wearing two coats today.” He now remains behind with Wendy as the rest of 
us start a back passage walkround. Janet is still talking about more rain today (it 
better) and Renata says that hail is expected. As often happens the Pugs have great 
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difficulty making normal progress  – with Winnie hanging back and Emilio, having 
lost track of Makiko, heading off in the wrong direction.  

Wednesday, April 11:
Again we have bright weather   – but no one would call it warm today and there 
are lots of ominous clouds about as well. Will and Grace are heading our way as 
we reach the cypress trees and we haven’t too long to wait before we have made 
it to the green – where a number of dog owners are milling about on the walkway 
outside the café. Fritz decides on a slow stroll along the Randolph roadway this 
morning and as we reach the tennis courts we meet Renata – with her Maxi. She 
asks me if I was disappointed not to have had my country walk yesterday. I tell her 
that I never saw any hail but there were showers in the afternoon and it would have 
been uncomfortably cold on the trail. As we return to the café Fritz has to get his 
lead tangled up with an inquisitive young Beagle.
Renata is at the coffee counter when I enter and so, of course, is the illegal Maxi – 
who is having great difficulty in understanding that he is not allowed to leave his 
ball in here. Outside we also have Peter, Ellen, Janet, Makiko, Davide, Wendy and 
Georgie. The latter has Sparkie with her, of course, but also Lady Belle and Bailey. 
Ofra’s dog, playing the orphan card, is up to all sorts of mischief this morning. He 
scratches away at me in the vain hope of eliciting a biscuit handout, he snatches 
at some food intended for Maxi, he climbs onto chairs at either end of the table in 
order to rake in foodstuffs he finds here  – even Winnie’s pellets are not safe this 
morning. Fritz, for his part, keeps up a nonstop serenade of longing at Ellen’s feet 
(he never makes these sounds inside the house) but this noise is nothing compared 
to the chorus of protest that is launched every time an alien dog wanders into the 
vision of our pooches. Sunny also sets up a racket when Suzanne arrives  – but she 
only wants mommy to launch the tennis ball with the ball sling. 
People want to know if there is any more information on the mysterious death 
on Shirland Road, where there is still a substantial police presence – and Makiko 
makes a fruitless effort to look up the answer on her phone. Renata and Janet are 
discussing life in Goa – I want to know if “coming from Goa” is the equivalent 
to “going to Como.” Renata says that when she was in the Indian resort she 
befriended one of the many stray dogs – only to have it shot on the beach by 
the local animal control officer. Georgie reports that she still has inadequate TV 
reception and that today she is taking a blowup chair to the TV store in order to 
catch up on her afternoon viewing. Twice, while we are sipping our coffee, we can 
hear the patter of rain on our green umbrella and when we get up to begin our back 
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passage walkround we are greeted by the unusual sight of no fewer than eight baby 
carriages sheltering under the café’s overhang. Then it is sunny and dry again.

Thursday, April 12:
It is Fritz’s ninth birthday today and he will have a most unusual way of celebrating 
this event – though I’m sure he could think of some things he would rather be 
doing. The morning is again undertaken under dramatic skies – with clouds and 
sun changing position every few minutes. Fortunately the dog does not wander too 
far away from the café because I want to be the first to enter these premises  –  so 
that Fritz can buy all of the dog owners their coffees today: Janet, Georgie, Davide, 
Wendy, Makiko, Peter, Ellen, Yara and Hanna are here to wish the birthday dog 
well. Peter has brought his charts with him and he passes out the selections for the 
first of three days of racing. Wendy says that she and many of her neighbors have 
been interviewed by the police about the recent death on Shirland Road. Now, it 
turns out, the victim was male – one of a pair of lively drunks often seen on our 
streets. 
At 9:55 I settle my bill inside the café and we begin a walk to Boundary Road, 
where Fritz has another checkup. I tell Frank that I have stopped both the eye drops 
and the antibiotics – the latter because they didn’t seem to be agreeing with my 
dog’s stomach. His wound is examined and Frank uses his skillful fingers to pick 
off the scab. More salve and a new kind of antibiotic are prescribed but it looks like 
we don’t need to book another visit. I have brought my pet insurance claim form 
with me and Tara says she will have it filled out and sent off. It is only the second 
time in all these years that I have claimed anything.
Under normal circumstances we would now be free to head for home but Fritz 
also has an 11:00 appointment at St. John’s Pets for a much needed grooming – so 
we spend the next fifteen minutes making our way over to Allitsen Road. I remind 
Karen about the dog’s facial wound and, since scratching had much to do with this, 
I am careful to request some attention to his nails. 
I usually complete some errand while Fritz is having his treatment but I have out-
dumbed myself this morning – having forgotten my Freedom Pass. So I have to 
walk all the way home to get it, then I walk back to the Maida Vale tube stop, then 
I travel to Piccadilly Circus and on to the end of the Piccadilly Line in Cockfosters 
(where the puppy Fritz was first handed over to his new owners in 2003). I am here 
to take some photos needed for my forthcoming website and I am lucky to miss 
showers on several occasions. After forty-minutes or so I begin a return journey 
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– switching to the Jubilee Line at Green Park so I can ride to St. John’s Wood and 
reclaim my dog.
The streets are very wet here – a shower has just rattled through  – but it is dry as I 
complete my mission. Fritz looks half his size and we are happy to see each other 
– but there is a small complication…they can’t find his red extendo-lead and they 
have to give me a loaner, promising to return the original when they have figured 
out where it has gotten to (they never do). Now, with the sun becoming ever more 
prominent in the western sky, we can begin a slow walk home  – getting back at 
3:00 or so. I am knackered but at least I don’t have to give Fritz an afternoon walk. 

Friday, April 13:
Gray skies are dominant as we begin our Friday the Thirteenth sojourn in the park 
– but the sun is fighting its way through a well. On a bench at the head of the track 
I find Sabina sitting with her Oscar. The latter and Fritz often resemble one another 
but not today – when my dog, after his grooming, is clearly seen as much smaller 
than his shaggy cousin. I don’t see the Westie, Scamp, and Sabina says that he 
has pulled a ligament and that he is therefore restricted to very short walks these 
days. After we pass Will and Grace again we head for the green, where I can see 
that, among the many half-term activities designed to keep kids busy, someone has 
chalked a running track into our grass – as if we don’t have a real track just a short 
distance away. Fritz touches noses with a Beagle, rushes over to see Ellen with 
Jack and Lucky and then I succeed in getting him to enter the doggy compound – 
where the gang is already taking their seats.
While I am in the queue I can see an unknown woman taking a place at our table 
and this turns out to be Karen, whom I have seen several times entering the park 
from our usual gate – with a fluffy white fellow named Dudley. The latter turns 
out to be one of those rare specimens, a Coton de Tulear; he is an adorable chap, 
only four months old, and his mommy, a marketing consultant who lives on Janet’s 
street, can’t keep her hands off him – though eventually he is allowed to meet all 
the other dogs, squeezing through the bars on several occasions as well. Karen 
then picks up the handy Bailey for another cuddle – which the orphan seems to 
welcome. Meanwhile there is an outcry as a tiny version of the ginger whinger (as 
we sometimes call Bailey) is spotted with two Asian boys in the forecourt. This is 
Lupa, only eleven weeks old – much fuss is made of her too. Near the end of our 
session the Vizsla pair of Suki and Bronny also make an appearance with Nicole 
and her mom (Suzanne is here too with Sunny). Then Tracy comes in with Sweep 
– it’s a full house. Prize for the naughtiest animal of the day goes to my Fritz who, 
while she is intent on her conversation with Karen, jumps up to attract Ellen’s 
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attention and manages to catch the arm that is lofting a coffee cup – spilling the 
contents all down the front of Ellen’s raincoat. (I offer to foot the dry cleaning bill.)
Georgie reports on a visit to an office yesterday – where she was asked where she 
was born. “Glasgow.” “Is that in Scotland?” “Yes.” “Is that in England, then?” 
Davide reports that Dan is still in bed, though not his own, after a night out with 
his old friends  – and that someone has already posted a photo of this sleeping 
phenomenon on Facebook. Tracy reports that she has just spilled a bucket of 
Dulux paint in her car and this seems to be the closest we get to the bad luck that 
is supposed to be lurking on Friday the 13th – though Matthew seems quite bored 
today and heads for home long before Makiko is ready to make a move. I have 
to give a thorough report on Fritz’s visit to the vet and the beauty parlor and then 
we start off for home at last. Well, sitcom fans, has anyone noticed that we have 
done it at last? – having encountered on the same day a Will, a Grace, a Jack and a 
Karen. 

Saturday, April 14:
Karen is the first person encountered as we enter the park on a chilly Saturday 
morning. She is just leaving with Dudley as Fritz dances by to begin his usual 
passage along the back walkways. A large milk float is just turning around as 
we reach the Carlton roadway  – where Fritz disdains his usual shortcut and 
heads directly for the busy green. Peter is standing at the entrance to our doggy 
compound – complaining that no one else seems to be heading our way. I tell 
him that I can see Janet on the Morshead roadway and that she is visible at great 
distances because of her red coat. (Peter says there are at least three people with 
red coats in the park.) Fritz and I continue on to the Randolph gate, followed by 
Remy the French Bulldog and then accompanied by Maxi on our return.
I let Fritz roam free in our little caged area as I enter the café – preceded by Janet 
and Ellen. Our group this morning also includes Georgie, Peter (of course), Dan, 
Renata, Hanna and Linda. The latter came by yesterday afternoon so that she and 
Pepper could accompany us on our afternoon walk in the park; Linda is a bit of a 
local celebrity these days, with articles and pictures in Westminster publications 
and The Wood and Vale – as a consequence of her fight to save the Jubilee Centre 
from the wrecking ball. Her Pepper now sets up his shrieking litany while the other 
dogs adopt various strategies in search of an easy handout. No one has an easier 
time of it than Daisy-Mae – who is sitting in Janet’s lap while Georgie spreads 
scrambled eggs on little pieces of toast and offers them to the spoiled Shih-Tzu. 
Dan actually sends his toast back – since he has asked for white and they have 
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brought him brown. For the rest of us there is a “sand cake” baked by Renata; 
I assume it is so-called because it is covered in hundreds and thousands  – but a 
waspish Dan says it is as dry as sand.
Peter passes out his selections for three races at Aintree, including the Grand 
National. “According to Pete” is one of his selections but it is noted he has chosen 
none of the horses ridden by female jockeys and some of our lady punters say 
they are going to place their own bets. “For ladies,” Peter adds, “there is an entry 
that has your number on it, Number 18… ‘Always Right.’” While we are on the 
subject of our gambling fantasies I propose a new variation on what to do with 
our lottery stakes. I suggest we buy scratch cards and bring them to the breakfast 
table – where the hidden results can be revealed as we drink our coffee. I further 
nominate Dan as the master of ceremonies in this process – a role he soon seems 
to relish. He does add that he needs an assistant to calculate our chances as each 
symbol is revealed, our own Carol Vorderman, and, naturally, he wants Peter to 
assume this role. The appropriate squawk of protest is registered by this gentleman 
and I have no way of knowing if anyone is taking my idea seriously. At any rate, 
I am getting cold and so I take the opportunity of Linda’s departure to accompany 
her on a back passage walkround. As we near the running track we are discussing 
some news about this space itself. It is to be closed for fourteen weeks while a new 
surface is laid down. We can already feel the hot breath of the displaced joggers on 
our collars. 

Sunday, April 15
We have a beautiful morning in the park – with bright sun illuminating the 
springlike scene: a dozen colors of green accented with blossoming trees and 
darker leaves under dramatic skies with clouds in shades of white and gray piling 
up in great splendor. It is also very cold. We are a few minutes behind schedule 
today but Fritz charges forward with some speed and we are soon in the chasm 
between the playing fields. At this hour only the central pitch is in play – with 
the usual contingent of the sons of Siam; indeed one late arriving contestant is 
running toward us with cleats clattering  – only to discover that the gate on this side 
is locked and he has to reverse himself in order to enter from the other side. This 
enables us to see that his jersey has “Shit” embossed above the number and “Thai 
Society” below. Some of the other dog owners are heading for the café as we round 
the corner but Fritz now slows his pace down to a steady shuffle and we complete 
a very lazy circuit of Mt. Bannister. It has been a few days since we have done this 
and I know how much he is enjoying this journey of discovery (“the nose knows”).
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Our group this morning begins with a lineup that includes Linda, Georgie, Janet, 
Peter, Ellen, Renata and Wendy. Neither of Winnie’s daddies makes an appearance 
today but Makiko soon comes – taking the seat of a departing Linda, who claims 
she is too cold to sit any longer – and Yara arrives to take up the little table in 
the corner…the favorite perch for sun-lovers and smokers. Fritz soon sets up an 
outpost over here – correct in his assumption that Yara must have some interesting 
treats in her purse. He is succeeded in this quest by a barking Daisy-Mae. When 
Yara is out of treats Daisy-Mae comes over to bark at me. Then she has a fight 
under the table with Emilio – whose unease over the presence of the bullying Shih-
Tzu is only confirmed. Today Makiko has with her an item of apparel brought 
recently from Japan by her niece. This is a samurai wig for dogs – several of our 
animals now have to try this on (Daisy-Mae, Luna, Sparkie) while pictures are 
snapped. 
Wendy, who tells us that T-bone is scheduled to lose yet more teeth, begins an 
expected lamentation on the subject of yesterday’s Grand National at Aintree. 
We did not win our bet (although we had winners in the first two of the three race 
parley) but worse than this is that one of our horses in the third (ominously called 
“According to Pete”) has been put down after breaking a leg – as has another 
favorite, “Synchronise.” Wendy always disapproves of races involving the jumping 
of hazards – which always increase the odds of injury – but Peter insists that safety 
standards have been improved and that you might as well ban all racing (and 
boxing) if you are unable to accept any risk of tragedy. Wendy is not mollified – 
believing that all these sports are just opportunities for big time gambling. I ask 
her if anything more is known about the suspicious death in Shirland Road; she 
says police are still combing the scene – looking for a knife that was obviously a 
murder weapon. Meanwhile there is a bit of mock menace out on the green. Two 
ten year-olds have arrived in full battle gear, guns at the ready. They pause to 
read their maps and move off stealthily. We meet them again in our back passage 
walkround: I notice that not only their helmets but even their backpacks are clothed 
in camouflage. 

Monday, April 16:
It may a degree or two warmer this morning but it is still quite chilly and still quite 
beautiful. Almost immediately we encounter Dudley, heading our way again  – but 
this is not Karen’s Coton but the large Shih-Tzu of the same name. Behind us one 
of the veteran dog walkers is approaching with a phalanx of six pooches, including 
three Cockers. When they catch up there is an extended sniffathon. Out on the 
green we have a lot of activity as well and Fritz rushes forward to check everybody 
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out. This lineup includes Winnie – who is congratulated on making it to the park 
this morning (yesterday Dan just overslept). Georgie is the first to enter the doggy 
compound and I pause here to have a word about the handover of Fritz, who will 
soon be her houseguest while I am on my annual trip to Sweden. Our business 
concluded, I turn around to discover that there is no sign of the dog in question. 
I used to panic at such moments but these days I am a bit more laid back about 
these disappearances and, sure enough, in a few minutes I find him on the Carlton 
roadway – where he has attached himself to a walking party led by Ellen and 
including Jack and Lucky.
Our group this morning includes Georgie, Davide, Makiko, Peter, Ellen, Wendy 
and Jo Lynn   – who has brought with her two Border Terriers, her own Tilly and the 
much larger and shaggier Dora. Georgie has brought Sparkie, Daisy-Mae (Janet is 
off seeing a friend’s new grandchild), Bailey, and little Eva. The latter is almost as 
adept at sneaking treats as Bailey and she repeatedly jumps into any vacant lap the 
better to improve her chances; at one point she rakes part of Makiko’s sandwich off 
the plate and onto the floor. Meanwhile I am trying to hypnotize the begging Bailey 
into some sort of character change – “You are growing smarter and smarter……..” 
Wendy says that T-bone has had a reprieve and won’t have his next extractions 
until Thursday – she doesn’t know whether this will leave her pet completely 
toothless or not. Winnie is still allowed only her diet pellets; Fritz is still stationed 
at Ellen’s feet.
Makiko, it turns out, is considering a holiday in Sardinia so there is a lot of travel 
advice coming from Davide this morning. Georgie reports that her student charge 
failed to make it to school this morning – so she has the afternoon off. There are a 
few final comments on the Grand National  – but we are careful to wait until Wendy 
is inside the café before making them. Jo says that she and her Buddhist friends 
have been chanting for a friend who has just had a liver transplant. She says that 
she has just opened her twitter page to discover an ad for colonic irrigation – this 
inspires a suggestion that, at last, we have a way to beat the hosepipe ban… colonic 
irrigation. While on the subject of modern therapies Jo says she has been watching 
ITV 3, a channel with re-reruns so old that the actresses still have wrinkles in their 
foreheads. We have by this time been sitting in the sun for a long time but it turns 
out that Georgie is waiting for Eva’s mommy to reclaim her pet  – but since this 
woman is a friend of Ofra’s I have no confidence that she will actually show up 
– and so I start off on my own. Heading toward us is a large Alsatian – who has 
somehow managed to get two sticks and a large yellow ball into his jaws all at the 
same time. 
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Tuesday, April 17:
It is hard to determine just how much moisture there might be in those gray 
skies – viewed from my sitting room window as we make our preparations for 
another day in the park. In the event I decide not to don raingear myself but I do 
strap his raincoat on an unprotesting Fritz. There is, we soon discover, a little 
light rain falling and a chilly breeze to further dampen spirits. I have to say that 
we are soon greeted by another dispiriting sight – fencing is going up around the 
running track in preparation for an overhaul of this surface (amazing how money 
can still be found for some projects in this time of austerity). Seeing the cement 
blocks littering the back walkway induces the usual park paranoia – are they going, 
somehow, to endanger our sacred rights of way?
Today would be a day for some fast progress toward the comforts of the café but, 
of course, Fritz has other ideas as he moves as slowly as possible from leaf to 
leaf. I never see him do a poo on this day – very unusual – but perhaps this task 
has been accomplished behind the cypress trees, where he spends a lot of time 
out of shot. Georgie and Davide are already sheltering under the green umbrella 
when we approach the green but Fritz is intent on circling this space – again as 
slowly as possible. We pass Lucky, Jack and Monty the Lab as we near the doggy 
compound on the Grantully side and I let Fritz penetrate this space. Here he enjoys 
a rare sniffathon in an area we seldom penetrate. I am standing patiently and as I 
do so I have a chance to count all the empty platforms where park benches once 
invited casual custom. As we exit I note that even the covered bandstand is being 
used today for pummeling and prodding by the jocks. I need my coffee now and 
so we begin a half circle on lead, passing Red in pursuit of his famous Frisbee and 
spotting Linda, under an umbrella – heading for the café with Pepper.
She, Georgie, Davide, Janet, Matthew and Makiko make up the somewhat reduced 
lineup this morning. As usual Linda is campaigning (to the converted) on the 
subject of the crimes of the council. “You could come back here tomorrow,” she 
admits, “and you’d find me still going on about this.” “It is tomorrow,” I respond, 
“and here we are again.” In fact there is a good deal of conversation on the 
subject of local housing – with many complaints about subtenants who have no 
responsibility for maintenance or respect for the peace of the community. Someone 
asks Matthew if he has some time off; he says he has just finished a series of night 
duties and that he plans to chill out today and do a little studying. Makiko reports 
that she has been looking in kitchen shops for a colander but none has suited. “You 
mean,” I say, “the holes were either too big or too small?” More kitchen shops 
are recommended – so perhaps our style-conscious friend will at last be satisfied. 
No one is satisfied with the weather and there are many complaints about the cold 
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(Janet has both Sparkie and Daisy-Mae in her lap for warmth) so after only about 
twenty minutes there is universal assent to the proposition that it is time for a back 
passage walkround. 

Wednesday, April 18:
There is no ambiguity about this morning’s weather – I can see that it is raining 
long before we have to hit the streets. What I can’t figure out is why my dog 
doesn’t seem at all inconvenienced by these conditions. He takes forever to get 
moving, again sampling the green shoots adjacent to the trackside walkway, and 
this gives me ample time to read the announcement on the temporary fencing – one 
reminding us that the resurfacing project will take fourteen weeks and that runners 
are invited to use the “village green.” No mention of the fact that this is also the 
chief space for dog exercise and I can already anticipate more than one unhappy 
encounter. We finally manage to get to the gates of the environmental area but here 
too Fritz finds it necessary to pause – I am getting wetter and wetter and finally 
I have to go in here myself and hook my dog. Then, with everyone else already 
sipping coffee at the café, we have to make a slow inspection of the length of the 
Randolph roadway before, after another ten minutes, we are at last able to settle 
under the green umbrella.
This morning we have Georgie, Janet, Davide, Peter, Ellen and Makiko  –  though 
Suzanne also makes a brief appearance without sitting down on any of the chairs 
– which a wet-pawed Bailey is systematically making ever wetter. Once seated, I 
have to fight off his greedy intentions, since I would just as soon keep my trousers 
dry this morning. (I have Bobby raking away at me as well.) Makiko has brought 
maps of Sardinia with her this morning – hoping for additional travel advice from 
Davide. That gentleman tells us that he is soon off to Moscow but that, unusually, 
this is just a turnaround flight for him and that he doesn’t even plan to leave the 
plane before welcoming London-bound passengers. People ask me what the 
weather is like in Stockholm but I have not made a close study of this  – I plan to 
dress warmly anyway and there is no point in getting depressed even before I begin 
this junket. I have enough trouble these days with pre-trip depression.
Davide offers to give Peter a ride home – since it is still raining, but I have an 
unusual postscript to my adventures in the park as well. As we pass my place of 
residence I ask Georgie to wait while I rush upstairs, remove the dog’s coat and 
lead, give him his two welcome home biscuits, put on my knapsack and place 
two food items from the refrigerator into a shopping bag I have prepared earlier. 
Then leaving Fritz with his Auntie Cathy, I rush downstairs again and accompany 
Georgie on her way home  – handing over to her at the last minute all the foodstuffs 
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I have put aside for my dog’s stay at her house beginning tomorrow. Then I enter 
the underground at Warwick Avenue and after a morning of errands in which I 
make no fewer than twelve stops I am home in time to say goodbye to Cathy at 
1:00. The spoiled Schnauzer has not had to endure even a minute of abandonment.

Friday, April 27:
A week or so has passed, during which Fritz has again bunked down at Georgie’s 
house – where there always seems to be plenty of canine company. Our rendezvous 
took place yesterday afternoon, at about 4:30, when I marched into the park 
to reclaim my dog at the café. Georgie could see me coming and opened the 
compound gate so that Fritz could rush up to answer my summons. This he did 
most enthusiastically – but thereafter he seemed to remember that this is the guy 
who abandoned me and his revenge was swift in coming. First, he would not return 
to the café when called – and Georgie had to go out and get him to come back. 
Then he decided that he loved only his Aunt Janet and he spent the entire session 
in her lap – his back turned to me in protest. When we got home he settled in for 
a long nap on a living room sofa and here he remained until dinnertime. Then he 
responded to his normal routine, eating and playing and, with a final leap onto my 
bed, returning at last to his old ways – his sulk over.
This morning we begin our day in the park with a mission: I need to drop a 
prescription renewal form off at the Randolph Avenue surgery. Our progress is 
very slow along the back walkways, now clogged with all those additional joggers 
– displaced because of the resurfacing of the running track. This would not be a 
problem, ordinarily, but today there is an ominous black cloud drifting ever closer 
and, though the sun in still out, the drops are beginning to fall. As we are strolling 
down the Randolph roadway I spot Linda with Pepper and I hand Fritz over to her 
so that I can make faster progress. By the time I have returned from my errand it is 
raining in earnest.
Huddled under the green umbrella today we have Linda, Georgie, Janet, Ofra, 
Makiko, Davide, Peter, Ellen, Wendy and Vlad. Georgie says that there was the 
usual face-off over which dog had the right to use Roxy’s old dog bed at her house 
– and that Fritz, having discovered Winnie in residence, paced back and forth for 
a while before joining her in this nest. Insulted Winnie, still dieting, is now the 
victim of injury as well – as the cantankerous Bobby takes a bite out of her cheek 
in a food fight at Ellen’s knee. Unfortunately he does the same thing to a passing 
Lucky a few minutes later and the wounded Corgi retaliates with a chomp of her 
own – so that Bobby now has a bloody puncture on the side of his face. “Ah, blood 
at breakfast,” I conclude, “I can see that I have been sorely missed.”
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I have to answer many questions about my recent visit to Scandinavia – especially 
the weather there – for here there seems to have been a week of rain and storm. 
I have brought back from my brief visit to Helsinki a tin of smoked whitefish for 
Hanna – who is sitting at a little table of her own under the front overhang and 
complaining that a bus driver has used a nearby street to disgorge a contingent of 
QK kids – rather than the Rec’s own parking area. These kids are soon marching 
back and forth and getting wetter and wetter as the rain continues steadily. 
Our departure is put on hold since no one wants to head out in the downpour – 
especially Janet, whose Daisy-Mae is the picture of regal elegance after a grooming 
yesterday. This gives us time for the exchange of further intelligence. Davide 
says that, due to an accounting error, his BA check this month was a demand that 
he repay £211.00. Janet says that her sister, having been fined after an accidental 
council overpayment several years ago, has been told that, no, the council is 
again at fault – and she will receive £3000.00! By this time there is a brightening 
in the skies, a lessening in the moisture, and we are soon ready to make a move 
for it. On the Morshead roadway I receive some really good news from Makiko: 
she and Matthew, faced with the sale of their flat by its owner, have secured new 
accommodation in the same block and on the same floor only two doors away from 
their present position in our community.  

Saturday, April 28:
It is gray and damp outside this morning and I have no hesitation in strapping his 
raincoat on my dog. Indeed, there is a light rain falling throughout our session 
in the park today – with dire warnings of worse weather in the offing. As usual 
on such an unpleasant day Fritz takes his time in sniffing and sampling and at 
one point he even disappears behind some trackside bushes. Progress is further 
complicated by all the displaced joggers and by parents running breathlessly with 
their kids in an attempt to find the right entry point for Saturday morning footie 
activity. More traffic is encountered as we pass beside the green (already showing 
signs of wear with its increased usage as a substitute running track) and turn left 
at the tennis courts. Here we find more kids under instruction and one lone knee 
bender – exercising under her yellow umbrella. Fritz does make short work of his 
stay in the doggy compound and we can soon head back along the Carlton roadway 
for the comforts of the café and its green umbrella. 
On such a day I am fortunate that there is no queue at the café – and my 
cappuccino even comes with the tracery of a chocolate star on its foam carapace. 
The turnout this morning is disappointing in the extreme. Georgie has a good 
excuse – since she is off celebrating her grandson’s third birthday – but where are 
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Ofra, Makiko, Hanna or Renata? We do have Peter, Ellen, Janet and Dan – and the 
latter has brought his mother, Christine. Vlad’s son does leave Tara with us while 
he gets his coffee. Also, Rob comes by for a visit with Pepper and, just when we 
are ready to leave, Wendy arrives with T-bone. I should say that the most unusual 
doggy sighting this morning comes when the park manager himself comes by 
(in mufti) with his Staffie, Louis. Our dogs offer their usual hostile chorus to this 
animal and to other passersby. People keep asking me if Fritz is speaking to me 
now and I can assure them that his sulk lasted only a few hours. He distinguishes 
himself today by escaping once, when Ellen is trying to leave with Jack and Lucky, 
and a second time – when Rob makes a one-handed stab to secure his collar as 
Pepper exits.
I remind Dan that, while he was resident at Georgie’s, my Fritz has slept with 
his Winnie and now we must decide whether to establish the wedding gift list at 
Harrods or Selfridges – what silver pattern do you think they might prefer?  Dan 
and Janet discuss travel plans that include a junket to New York next weekend. 
This panics Peter – who has to remind them that lottery top-up money is due 
on May 19th! That gentleman also has some racing printouts to distribute to the 
punters. He tells us that when he reported to owner Jackie that the aggressive 
Bobby had been bitten by a retaliating Lucky, that lady had seen this lesson as 
salutary – “Good!” Peter is one of the first to leave today and soon the rest of us are 
gathering ourselves amid the flowery detritus created by a bevy of bored little girls 
who have been plucking at the forecourt bushes – entirely unsupervised. We begin 
a back passage walkround – it is still raining. 

Sunday, April 29:
And it still raining as we prepare for our Sunday in the park as well – indeed it 
seems never to have stopped; both of our remaining walks yesterday were rain-
inflected and my front windows are speckled with droplets as, once again, I strap 
his raincoat on Fritz. There is less activity in the park this morning – just footie 
teams lining up for an early kick-off and the odd jogger or two. Fritz again makes 
me wait around like a dummy in the wind – though I am needed when his first poo 
won’t descend properly and I have to knock it off with a stick. When we reach the 
green we meet up with Janet, who is accompanying both Daisy-Mae and Sparkie, 
and we follow them on a grand circle. Fritz actually gets ahead of this troupe on 
several occasions; Janet is trying to get the willful Sparkie to keep up (and to 
forego barking in the face of an approaching Akita). On our right I can see that the 
bottom of the village green is becoming a bit of a swamp – perhaps Lake Botham 
will make an appearance this year. (I won’t say that we have had a lot of rain but 
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it is true that in the middle of this wet field we do have today a pair of mallards!) 
Ofra is now approaching the clubhouse with Bailey and Dan and Makiko are 
coming up the Morshead roadway with Winnie and Emilio. And that’s it – no one 
else has braved the elements this morning, though Rob does again make a brief 
entrance with Pepper. 
Dan agrees to keep an eye on Fritz (who is into escape mode these days) as I enter 
the lovely warmth of the café’s interior. Once seated my knees are soon soaked by 
the wet paws of the dogs – especially the pestering Bailey. Dan says that Emilio 
reminds him of a vampire – though he is not very specific about the reasons for this 
assertion. Georgie is due back this afternoon and she will inherit a number of these 
dogs when Janet and Dan both fly to New York at the end of next week. Absent 
today as well are Renata, Hanna, Ellen and Peter. Janet knows that we did not win 
on the track yesterday but she has lost her lottery numbers and doesn’t know if we 
did any better here. We speculate that Peter is at this very moment buying a ticket 
to Rio with our purloined profits – or, Dan says, “ordering a Thai bride on the 
Internet.” 
Last night’s television offerings are discussed without much enthusiasm, though 
Janet and I agree that the most recent EastEnders, the one in which Patsy Palmer’s 
Bianca was taken back to jail following one financial disaster after another, was a 
real tour de force – Cathy Comes Home to Walford. Cars are also discussed. Ofra 
says that Ricky’s first car was a “Ford England” – but it (actually a Ford Anglia) 
was stolen. I add that both of my VW Golfs were stolen as well. Dan says that 
as a teen he was given a wonderful car with electric sunroof – which he utterly 
destroyed by failing to add any oil. There is much speculation on the weather in 
New York but here in London we are just faced with more of the same; the others 
tell me it rained all the time I was away in Sweden and it is still falling now – 
driven as well by a chilling wind that has littered the walkways with tree junk. 

Monday, April 30:
On the first day of this month I wore my sunglasses throughout our session in the 
park; it is appropriate, therefore, that I do the same on the last day. It is, of course, 
considerably warmer than it was on April 1 – a consequence of the return of bright 
sunny skies. What a relief to forego raingear  – though, as local flooding continues 
to plague much of the nation, we are promised more rain in the future. We are 
a bit behind in getting started today and I am glad that, for once, Fritz makes a 
lively enough charge along the walkways – indeed, with a tractor crawling down 
the Carlton roadway – he is almost too swift. Once we have reached the green 
(these days being pounded into submission by displaced school kids) we turn left 
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and soon there is a rendezvous with Linda. That lady has brought not only Pepper 
today but also her neighbor’s dog, the burly Jack Russell, Chica. Chica, who rarely 
gets much of an outing these days, responds to the attentions of Renata’s Maxi 
by rolling the little Poodle up in a tight defensive ball. Linda and I begin a circuit 
of the green; she tells me that she has had some success in her Jubilee Centre 
campaign and I tell her that I am close to submitting Volume IV in the Paddington 
Rec cycle. We talk about possible titles  – “You’ve Got Pee-Mail” and “Dogtown 
Abbey” each having been rejected for one reason or the other. As I head for the 
café the leading candidate is “A Doggy Day in London Town.” 
It takes forever for my cappuccino to emerge from the café (and there are no 
chocolate sprinkles at all today). I sit down with Janet, Georgie, Renata, Makiko, 
Wendy, Peter, Ellen and Karen. Ofra eventually arrives but when she enters our 
compound from the café side she manages to let both Karen’s Dudley and my Fritz 
out. The latter, seeing that the gate on the Carlton Road side is wide open, now 
takes off – bored with our company – and heads for home. I have to pick up his 
lead and give pursuit but he is at his willful best this morning and will not stop, 
despite my many entreaties and the squeezing of the squeaky mechanism I keep 
in my jacket pocket (he is not going to be fooled by this trick anymore). As we 
pass between the playing fields a puzzled Richard Dunkley is heading our way, 
surprised to see the distance between man and dog. I don’t catch up with my pet 
until we have rounded the top of the track – when I can at last collar the beast and 
head back to the café; I am only half way through my iced coffee. I can see that 
Dudley has also been recaptured and that, confused by the ever fragrant Bailey, the 
pup is trying to mount the exasperated Cavalier.
Georgie is giving us a report of her weekend in Hereford – where Oliver’s third 
birthday was also affected by the rain. She says that the trampoline she had bought 
him could not be set up outside nor the bouncy castle deployed – disappointments 
indeed when you consider that Oliver had invited thirty of his closest friends. 
(Georgie still looks shattered by this festivity.) Peter wants to know what has 
happened to the first Monday May Bank Holiday but we can assure him that it 
will come around next Monday. Ofra says she has tried out Metty’s latest culinary 
offering – fajitas – and that this was a great success. Makiko says that she and 
Matthew have a holiday booked in Sardinia, that she and a friend will be visiting 
Bordeaux as well, and that moving day will be in June. I get her assurance that she 
will be here on May 20, which I have selected as the date for my annual Sunday 
afternoon party. 
The fine weather has led to a long session for a weekday but at last we make a 
move – Fritz still attached to his lead. Once again we cross paths with Richard 
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Dunkley and we are overtaken by my former colleague, the jogging Keith Millman 
as well. When we get home I decide to continue on to pick up my laundry at the 
123 Cleaners. Fritz usually gets the bribe of a treat at this point but he has lost his 
chance today. As soon as the door is closed he sets up an aggrieved howl and I 
have to re-climb the stairs, lift the lid of the mail chute and shout a commanding 
and successful “Stop that!” through the open slot. 
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“And Your Little Dog, Too”
Life Among The Dog People of Paddington Rec, Volume VIII

By Anthony Linick

Chapter 12—May, 2012

Puppy Dudley arrives on the scene. 
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Tuesday, May 1:
Of course the rain soon returned – even our late night walk was affected and, until 
I put him up on the bed, Fritz had begun to demonstrate several signs of anxiety 
as thunder rolled us into midnight. Today it is damp outside and quite gray but at 
least our raingear does not have to repel any more moisture. Will and Grace pass 
us on the back walkway as we gradually approach the café. Georgie and Janet are 
heading our way along the Randolph roadway but our route takes in a circle of Mt. 
Bannister. When we reach the café a second time I ask my friends to keep an eye 
on the escape artist while I undertake a brief solo journey to Vineyard chemists 
with my prescription request form. 
Again the breakfast turnout is very poor – just Janet, Georgie, Ellen, Ofra and 
Wendy. Daisy-Mae and Sparkie decide to share Janet’s lap and this means that 
only Lucky, Bailey and Fritz make an appearance at my feet – though Wendy does 
break up a biscuit for the nearly toothless T-bone. I have made some progress with 
Bailey’s sitting and staying but this is undermined by the fact that before he will 
perform these tasks he insists on putting his wet paws on my knees. Winnie does a 
good deal of this too but she more frequently utilizes an empty chair – from which 
she can insist on a steady supply of her diet pellets. Fritz does not make a break for 
it today.
Ofra says that her visiting mother, 84, complains that back in Jerusalem she is 
easily bored. Ofra says she has suggested that her mother join a sewing class 
or some other group activity  – only to be reminded, “But there are so many old 
people in such groups.” On such a chilly morning the conversation also includes a 
debate on an age-old question: blankets or duvets. Ellen says she has never liked 
duvets and will even iron her own sheets. Other laundry chores then arise and Ellen 
admits that she used to starch her husband’s underwear – poor man. I am reminded 
of a debate between two of my teenagers in a Twentieth Century American Lit 
class at the American School. The young ladies each accused one another of being 
spoiled – with one of them at last winning the day by saying, “Yeah? Your mother 
irons your socks!” Georgie admits she used to do this in her house, but not any 
longer. As we begin our back passage walkround I discuss with her my next junket, 
a Norfolk walk at the end of the month when, once again, Fritz will be staying with 
his auntie.

Wednesday, May 2:
The chestnuts have been in blossom for several weeks, the bluebells are out  –   but 
you would have a hard time proving that it is spring from the chilly, gray day that 
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greets us as we head for the park. Simba and Ozzie are soon bypassed as we reach 
the green, where we turn left to begin another circuit of Mt. Bannister. In the tennis 
alley we soon meet Ofra with Bailey – Fritz can easily detect some delicious odors 
rising from her shopping bag but we are heading in the opposite direction, followed 
at some distance by Fonzi. We don’t spend too much time in the doggy compound 
because a leaf-blowing park keeper is also following us. There are two lorries 
waiting for someone to lift the bar so they can continue down the Carlton roadway. 
Presumably they represent the workforce – whose labors on the running track have 
turned the green into a noisy extension of the schoolyard.
A burly Cavalier has been tied to the hooks opposite the café door and Ofra, with 
the approval of this fellow’s owner, takes the barking bruiser into our doggy area 
– where he is soon besieged by Karen’s Dudley. The latter will be in Georgie’s 
charge today and perhaps it is just as well that the lively pup is trying to tire 
himself out in endless, joyous circles around our table. Bailey zeros in on my 
biscuit bag but, though he can sit and stay on command, he can’t remember that 
this is the posture he must assume if he is to attract my attention in the first place. 
Lucky, getting fatter, steals food from any slow-moving dog, Bobby begs a biscuit 
(which I have to snap in two so that he can bite into it) and Daisy-Mae jumps into 
an adjacent chair in order to bark out her orders in my ear. Fritz spends most of his 
time wooing Ellen; he is trying to get his head into her handbag since she has told 
him he can have the treat that is hidden here.
Peter is bewailing the appointment of Roy Hodgson as the manager of England’s 
football team yesterday. I tell him that I was hoping that one of the sites chosen for 
the installation of surface-to-air missiles during the Olympics would be Paddington 
Rec – in which case I could just see him out on the green with his binoculars, 
scanning the skies anxiously for enemy incoming. Makiko passes around a phone 
picture of Davide celebrating a festival in Sardinia and Ofra passes around some 
delicious biscuits she has just baked. Makiko then departs, leaving Emilio in 
Georgie’s care as well. I am just as happy that we make an early departure (so early 
that Ellen is still seated) because it is chilly out here and, besides, I have to get 
ready for an expedition to Sainsbury’s. 

Thursday, May 3:
I can see the odd umbrella or two lofted against some light level of moisture in the 
park – as Fritz and I make last-minute preparations for our morning in the Rec. 
This means that Fritz has to wear his coat – though why he acts as though this is 
some sort of undeserved punishment I don’t know. It is cold and gray outside as 
we make our way out to the green – where Fritz has to rush forward to greet Ellen, 
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Jack and Lucky. Peter is standing in front of our gate with Bobby and we are both 
amused by a lady jogger who dashes by in loud conversation with someone on the 
other end of her handless mobile phone (see, women can walk and talk at the same 
time). Ofra is also chatting on her phone as she descends Mt. Bannister, though she 
is holding her version of this device; when we have completed our own circuit of 
this pinnacle we find her on the Carlton roadway – still chattering away. 
Today is Vlad’s birthday and that gentleman has paid for our coffees this morning; 
he sits at the little table, close enough to the rest of us to enjoy some of the 
protection of our green umbrella – Ellen, Georgie, Karen, Peter, Ofra, Wendy, 
Janet and Makiko are also present. There is an immediate crisis involving Dudley – 
who, perhaps agitated by the disappearance of his mommy into the café’s interior, 
himself escapes our magic circle – only to be followed by the anxious pair of Janet 
and Georgie. Fortunately he is attracted in his flight by the ever-fragrant Bailey, 
who is still on the Carlton roadway with his phone-besotted mom. Restored to our 
confined space Dudley continues in his pursuit of the elusive Cavalier – who has 
to utter a stern growl of disapproval when Dudley takes too great an interest in his 
private parts; such attentions do deflect him from his insistent begging at my knee. 
For his part, the rejected suitor looks half his size – having rolled about on the wet 
grass. Karen says that today is obviously bath day and that Dudley enjoys getting 
a nice blow dry at the end of the process. (Ofra admits that she has lost her blow 
dryer – go figure.)
Janet announces that there has been a crisis in her weekend travel plans – since 
BA has cancelled “for technical reasons” the flight that she was supposed to take 
to New York. The point of this exercise was to be on the same flight that steward 
Davide was working on and, as this no longer seems possible, some re-scheduling 
may be necessary. Some people will do anything, I say, to get an extra bag of 
peanuts – but then I remember that, because one person may be allergic (without 
knowing it) no passenger gets peanuts on an airplane journey these days. Peter 
now wants to know if everyone has voted in today’s mayoral election; he admits 
he hasn’t (finding both Ken and Boris equally unpromising) but if he did vote 
he’d probably vote for the British National Party – I can see Wendy’s liberal jaw 
drop at this pronouncement. We are on safer ground when it comes to the weather. 
Everyone is fed up – April having taken its place in the record books as the rainiest 
in English history while, at the same time, draught conditions have meant we still 
have a hosepipe ban in the south. Karen says that the same thing happened on her 
father’s ranch in Australia – years of drought followed by torrential rain falling on 
soil so hardened that it just bounced off. At least we haven’t gotten too wet today 
and so, at last, we can head for home. I am dying to turn the heat on. 
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Friday, May 4:
Cold and gray persist – I have seen only one sunny day since my return from 
Sweden and it is no wonder that my back aches. At least there is no moisture as 
Fritz and I begin our morning in the park. I let him go as soon as we reach the 
Essendine entrance, where moms are chattering away in Arabic after dropping their 
kids off at the nearby school. We dodge the leaf-blowing groundsman and make 
our way out to the green – continuing on down the Randolph roadway almost as far 
as the gate. Alexa the Akita and Alfie the Cavalier are active at this end but Fritz 
has an interest only in the findings of his own nose; our progress is painfully slow 
as he must inspect every blade of grass for hidden messages.
Our group this morning includes Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Wendy, Makiko, Dan 
and Davide. Janet has definitely decided not to go to New York today – though 
Dan is still committed. Someone has sent him a list of unusual places to visit in 
the Big Apple – including a spot that offers fifteen flavors of rice pudding. For her 
part, Ofra has produced a tasty cake with rhubarb filling. She passes this around – 
forgetting Ellen’s name in the process. Ofra is so intent on her chatter, indeed, that 
she forgets to pick up the coffee that someone has ordered for her – and she begs 
Blarina to bring it out for her. The latter complies graciously and I suggest that 
perhaps Blarina could also drink it for her too. Ofra says that this just proves that 
she is the café’s favorite customer. I reply that this proves they just don’t want her 
to enter the café itself.
Meanwhile her dog is on a roll – climbing onto the empty chair next to me, the 
better to facilitate his endless begging and to steal biscuits from the tabletop 
bag or rake Winnie’s diet pellets into his own mouth. (Fritz is not much better 
– sitting at Ellen’s feet and whining for treats.) Dan plays a telephone video of 
his pet barking madly at Sparkie – who has earned her disapproval by remaining 
sleepily on his own sofa when she wants to go out. (At this moment Daisy-Mae is 
barking at me – from a position on my own lap.) Peter, after taking our money for 
tomorrow’s racing, now asks Georgie if she can look after Bobby next Wednesday. 
This is because he has some medical people who are coming to his flat to further 
their investigations into his repeated episodes of stumbling and collapse. The 
fact that they are coming to his flat makes me suspicious – “this isn’t a medical 
intervention,” I tell Ellen, “it must be an exorcism.”

Saturday, May 5:
We could use some Mexican heat on Cinco de Mayo for, once again, our session 
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in the park begins under cold gray skies. I have to zip up my leather jacket from 
the outset, I regret that I am not wearing my wool cap and my gloves will soon 
be in play as well. Fritz doesn’t seem bothered by the cold at all and he is soon 
slicing through the crowds of footie parents and their dogs in the defile between the 
playing fields. He now begins a circle of the green as we make steady progress in a 
leisurely loop – meeting up with Lupa, Jo-Jo and Maxi in the process.
Our coffee club includes Janet, Georgie, Davide, Ofra, Peter, Ellen, Makiko and 
Renata. The latter announces that her hearing aid is playing up today and that she 
can’t hear very well. Janet then says that she too is having problems with one ear 
and that the medicos are still baffled as to the cause of this deficiency. I continue 
to instruct Bailey in the proper etiquette for biscuit begging and he will even sit 
properly when I merely point to the ground  – he just can’t remember to assume 
this posture the next time he wants a treat – and soon he is clawing away at my 
legs as though he has learned nothing. (Indeed he ends the session by climbing on 
top of the table – the better to enhance his culinary prospects.) Other customers 
this morning include Sparkie, Winnie (still on pellets), and Daisy-Mae. The latter 
sets up a command post to guard her prize under Janet’s chair and when she snarls 
at poor Emilio the latter has his usual hysterics – letting all of us know that there 
is a menacing presence in our midst. Fritz takes the occasional biscuit as well but 
he is more interested in visiting Ellen (who has a sack with the internal organs of 
Bambi) or Hanna, who comes in to take the little corner table after we have been 
sitting for half an hour.
The gang is getting up another expedition to the Brazilian restaurant in Kensal 
Green. Renata says that the last time she dined here she found the food too salty 
– but nevertheless she agrees to give it another chance. Peter (who has just passed 
out our racing choices) will also come but, knowing that I must abandon my dog 
on a number of occasions in the next week, I decline. We discuss Boris Johnson’s 
re-election in Thursday’s mayoralty race; Davide is shocked at how few Londoners 
(only about 30%) bothered to vote. Renata complains that she has the cleaner in 
her house and needs to stay away for four hours this morning  – perhaps this is 
why she joins our back passage procession. Progress is not easy as we fight our 
way through the legion of footie parents who are on our walkway. I can see that 
Mary McCartney, here with her Beagle Paddy, is among this mob today. Yesterday 
she was on TV touting a new cookbook, today she is suddenly transformed from 
glamour(ous) photographer to soccer mom. 

Sunday, May 6:
No change. As Fritz and I enter the park we encounter Terry with Cris, the Alsatian. 
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Terry says he is glad he still has his hat and gloves left over from wintertime   –  
for they can certainly be employed with profit today, a cold and gray morning. 
Janet now arrives with Daisy-Mae and we accompany them over to the Morshead 
roadway and on to the green. On the way I get a thorough review of last night’s 
expedition to the Brazilian restaurant. She says she didn’t like her entrée but her 
real problem came with too much wine consumed too quickly – so much so that 
she doesn’t quite remember how she managed to climb aboard two buses on the 
way home. On the green itself we catch up with Davide and Georgie and I can 
see that the latter also has little Eva with her today. Fritz bypasses this party and 
completes a quick circuit of Mt. Bannister before we can return to the café. 
Here we are joined here by Ofra, Peter, Ellen and Makiko. I am not even allowed 
to sit down before the dogs start pestering me for treats. I am almost out of Winnie 
pellets and, in Eva, I have a new starving mouth to feed. Ofra takes umbrage when 
someone refers to Bailey as “stupid.” She thinks it is clever of him to ascend the 
tabletop in pursuit of some tidbit and there is a certain logic to this assertion. I 
show her that I can now get him to assume a seated position merely by pointing 
to the ground  – but she is not impressed. For his part, my dog suddenly makes a 
bolt for it when Blarina arrives with Davide’s thoroughly nuked sandwich. I have a 
new strategy for making sure that he doesn’t head for home, as he did earlier in the 
week – I get up and bolt the forecourt door to the Carlton roadway and soon I have 
effected a recapture. When we return to our compound a furious wrestling match is 
taking place between Eva, Sparkie and Daisy-Mae. The latter, growing tired of the 
pummeling, slips through the bars and then runs up and down outside the perimeter 
fence, taunting her adversaries. 
I ask Peter, “Well, was it a goal or not?” He understands the reference – a 
disallowed Liverpool shot off the crossbar that permitted Chelsea to claim the 
FA Cup title yesterday, 2-1. He is uncertain, as are many commentators, but he 
grumpily admits that we did well in neither our lottery nor our trackside efforts 
yesterday. He reports astonishment that he missed the chance of ordering fish and 
chips at the Brazilian restaurant last night   – claiming that he did so because the 
menu was in Polish. Makiko has brought with her some marrowbone segments for 
the dogs, a purchase from the butcher’s counter in Selfridges – where Ofra plans to 
take her visiting mother later today. I decide not to take home any of this treat for 
Fritz, not knowing how his stomach might react to this fare. I do ask if anyone else 
heard the fierce fireworks bombardment at 11:15 last night – a fusillade that caused 
Fritz to abandon his late night walk and head immediately for home. Georgie does 
remember this moment and we speculate… was it Chelsea supporters celebrating 
their triumph or Mexicans celebrating their national holiday? “It was none of 
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those,” Janet interrupts, “it was me throwing up as soon as I got home!”

Monday, May 7:
We begin this bank holiday morning in hope – for the sun is shining brightly. But 
by the time we have entered the park the gray skies have returned; it is still cold as 
well. When we reach the green (Fritz having raced ahead for once) I can see that 
Rob is standing at a corner of the green with Pepper and soon we are undertaking 
a grand circle with this pair. Both Pepper and Fritz are into grass munching this 
morning and that means that progress is very slow. Eventually I have to drag my 
dog away (at considerable cost to my back) so that I can return to the café – where 
we soon have a good holiday turnout: Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Wendy, Renata, Peter, 
Ellen and Karen.
Karen leaves Dudley with us while she undertakes a few laps around the park; her 
pet’s circles are far tighter – as he engages Eva in endless manic circles around 
our table. At one point Fritz, disturbed by all this hyperactivity, steps in to protect 
Eva – but this means that Dudley merely has to switch his attentions to Bailey, who 
resents them deeply. Bailey’s intentions, of course, are riveted on my biscuit bag; at 
one point he follows Ofra into the forecourt – where he stays when she returns. She 
doesn’t want him re-admitted because he has been scratching her legs. “What about 
mine?” I want to know. Ellen too leaves for a short while; when she returns Lucky 
and Jack are so happy to be reunited with her that they begin to bark hysterically 
in welcome. Fritz takes advantage of an open gate and reaches the green – where 
Georgie soon retrieves him.
The ladies are full of the wonderfulness of Pudsey, the dancing dog on Britain’s 
Got Talent – and several suggest that, with a little training, their own pets could 
have been contenders. I entertained my friend Tosh in viewing three recorded 
episodes of Mad Men last night and wonder if anyone had an experience like 
ours – when, as I was walking her back to the tube stop, a voice on high (someone 
standing on a nearby balcony) commanded, “Look at the super moon!” This huge 
presence, hanging at the end of the street, soon became an object of fascination 
for several people – including one of my neighbors and Natasha, out walking with 
Millie. Both took out their phones in order to take pictures. 
When it is time for us to head for home this morning I decide to take the short 
route down the Morshead roadway. As I do so I can see some very latecomers in 
Carrie, heading our way with Oggy, and Makiko, accompanied by Emilio. They 
have certainly mistimed their appearance this morning – for it is beginning to rain. 
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Tuesday, May 8:
There seems to be lot of activity near our entrance gate this morning – with 
Chica, the Boxer, Simba and Dudley all playing through. In the case of the latter, 
Karen reports considerable disappointment because her pup has discovered that 
no one has yet arrived in our doggy compound at the café – but I promise that 
this will soon be remedied. Fritz seems to have a lot of poo in him today but then 
I remember that he did nothing last night because – upset when a taxi ran over 
something that issued a loud squeak – the ninny again wanted to head for home 
immediately. I’m sure I saw a little bit of sun out of the window earlier but now 
it is again gray, though not too cold. We continue on to the green, where the nice 
man in business suit and wellies is just taking out Toby the Bulldog’s ball from a 
knapsack. Then we continue behind the tennis courts but I decide not to enter the 
doggy area on the Carlton roadway since there is an unknown Staffie patrolling its 
precincts. As we head back to the café we encounter Pepper with Rob and Linda – 
who is just back from an expedition to Switzerland.
Dudley is a bit happier now that our area is filling up – but there is still no one to 
chase and Bailey resists all advances. Winnie lucks out a bit this morning – since 
none of us have any pellets on us – and she gets real biscuits. Fritz stations himself 
at Ellen’s feet and keeps up his usual litany of need so insistently that she has to 
empty her purse to show him that he’s eaten all her treats. Karen learns the hard 
way not to offer her fingers to the snatching Lucky. She has been teaching Dudley 
how to dance and offers a demonstration, using one of my biscuits as a reward. The 
dogs, as usual, rush the fence to protest against the proximate presence of any other 
animal. The Alsatian, Red, is the object of much fury – since he merely has to tap 
the forecourt gate with his nose to get it to swing open; he pays no attention to the 
cries of distress that this gesture produces.
In addition to Karen and Ellen we also have Ofra, Georgie, Janet, Peter, Makiko 
and Renata this morning. Georgie passes around pictures of her sister’s dog in 
Glasgow, the young Ziggy, and Renata announces that she has just come from 
the hospital with her hearing aid repaired at last. Peter is still figuring out the 
chances of his beloved Queen’s Park Rangers surviving the Premiership chop – 
while Karen, who says she has decided to take up tennis, says that she is taking 
her mother to visit the Trooping of the Colours at Horseguards Parade. (Ofra is 
running out of things to do with her bored mother – but she won’t let the lady do 
any cooking and this is a clearly a source of discontent.) She now gets up to talk 
to her friend Ellie, who is looking very tanned after ten days in Sharm-el-Sheikh – 
Bailey takes advantage of this moment to hump his mommy’s leg – giving the rest 
of us a sustained moment of merriment. Makiko wants to know if Georgie has read 
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the article I had clipped from The New Yorker on the subject of the Tokyo Yakuza. 
I suggest that Makiko should organize her own yakuza gang to patrol our park: 
“Maida Vale Yakuza” has a nice ring to it.    

Wednesday, May 9:
Cathy arrives to announce another drizzly day and I pause to put his coat on the 
back of my dog. As so often happens when I am distracted by her arrival chatter, 
I have forgotten something essential – poo poo bags. I can see Janet heading our 
way as we enter the park, however, and I wait for her in order to borrow some 
emergency replacements. She heads to the right and we follow, Fritz keeping in 
fairly close touch as we reach the green. Thereafter he continues on down the 
Randolph roadway, passing Maxie II, another Toy Poodle, albeit this one in brown. 
Fritz completes a circuit of Mt. Bannister in a fairly speedy fashion and we have 
returned to the café just as they are opening the doors.
Taking refuge under our umbrella this morning is the owner of the mid-sized 
brown Rex, now described as part Lab, part Ridgeback. The dog does have 
beautiful golden eyes and he is quite gentle in his approach to food. His owner has 
just returned from a two-week holiday in Japan so he and Makiko have much to 
talk about. Georgie, Ofra, Peter and Ellen are also here but the lousy weather seems 
to have dampened the spirits of some of our usual participants. It has stopped 
raining but the perpetual damp is definitely not helping my sore back and it has 
certainly given Sparkie a bad hair day – “From Brad Pitt to Johnny Rotten in one 
day,” Janet teases.  
I let Bailey take the empty chair next to mine – only because this will put his wet 
paws at some distance from my trouser legs. Emilio sits next to the fence, staring 
disconsolately out at his mistress, who has entered the forecourt in order to take 
a telephone call. Unfortunately this takes place just after she has been served her 
scrambled eggs on toast and we can see this dish gradually lose its steam – slowly 
icing over (well, that’s an exaggeration) as the conversation continues minute after 
minute. Someone suggests that Makiko is probably making so much money on this 
business call that she can easily afford to start all over with a second order. 
Earlier, Makiko has told me that she has decided that The Maida Vale Yakuza 
will have as its special enemy the army of the Staffordshire enthusiasts. (The New 
Yorker article has now been read by Georgie, who passes it on to Janet.) Georgie 
reports that another desperate visitor has arrived at her door after getting herself 
locked out  – in this case it was Shefali, who even had her cooking on the stove 
but, fortunately, she had left a set of keys with Georgie. Peter is the first to leave, 
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passing Bobby (who has spent the session cuddling up in Ellen’s lap) to Georgie – 
who will look after the little fellow while the medical team visits Peter’s flat. Next 
to leave is Janet, who is taking Daisy-Mae for her booster shots this morning. As 
we get up to leave Bailey is covetously eyeing the still untasted scrambled eggs on 
toast – Makiko is still on the telephone.

Thursday, May 10:
An all-night rain has lifted at last but we still walk under gray skies; it’s humid but 
quite warm and dry. On the back walkways we encounter Hanna, out walking with 
Yoyo, and she reverses directions in order to accompany us on a climb up to the 
top of Mt. Bannister. She brings me up to date on her battles with the Royal Free, 
which scheduled a review session to see how her plantar fasciitis treatment was 
progressing – without actually giving her the treatment first. Fritz disappears into 
the foliage as we climb down from our hill and I have to follow; Hanna is checking 
up on one of the park gardeners, who is digging up a planting – some elements of 
which will be recycled rather than thrown out. This delights Hanna, who can never 
stand this kind of wasted effort… she says they must have had their budget cut. 
She then takes a little table in the corner, leaving me to sit in a grouping that 
includes Peter, Ellen, Wendy, Janet, Karen, Georgie, Davide, Ofra and Makiko. The 
latter has brought her own food with her this morning, a sandwich from the Italian 
deli on Lauderdale Parade. We tease her about yesterday’s abandoned food but she 
says that when a customer calls from Japan this has to take a higher priority than 
scrambled eggs on toast. I am able to offer several pieces of recently recovered 
gossip: (1) Saskia has been able to take off the heavy back brace that she has had to 
wear since giving birth to little Romy; (2) She says that Buddy, the famous Golden 
Retriever, will soon be seven; (3) she has learned that Kate and Bob, whose Skye 
and Isla were once such fixtures in our park, have moved to Spain and, finally, (4) 
I have heard from Ronnie, who will soon have a minor operation in hospital, and 
who hopes we haven’t forgotten him. 
Linda now enters with Pepper, distributes some chocolate bars from Switzerland, 
and accompanies us on our back passage walkround – which turns out to be a 
disjointed operation at best. First Davide has to go back to fetch a recalcitrant 
Winnie. Then Daisy-Mae enters the empty five-a-side pitch in order to roll around 
on the little black surface pellets and the door blows shut, trapping her inside. Then 
Janet and Linda, discussing the Jubilee Centre’s fate, get far ahead of the rest of 
us. I want to catch up with Linda in order ask her to take a look up at my window 
boxes, whose plants she helped me to buy on an expedition to Homebase on 
Tuesday afternoon. I tell her that I was able to get the annual spring plantin’ done 
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so expeditiously because I had the help of Cathy, yesterday morning. “And the 
best part,” I conclude, “is that being a cleaner she couldn’t stand the mess we were 
making and remained behind for an extra hour to tidy it all up!” 

Friday, May 11:
There is even a little sunshine about this morning, one of those moments when we 
remember that this is supposed to be spring. Janet comes in behind me with Daisy-
Mae and reports that her pet received a clean bill-of-health at the vet’s yesterday – 
save for a little plaque on the teeth. I respond that I had my own removed yesterday 
by my dentist on Boundary Road. When we get to the café Janet urges her pet to 
look for the biscuit she buried here yesterday but Daisy-Mae seems to have lost all 
interest in this object. I continue on around the green, briefly joining Hanna, who 
is just descending Mt. Bannister with Yoyo. Today Hanna has a pile of refuse in 
one hand and says that the chap who usually picks up the park garbage has had his 
hours reduced – and that she is just doing her part to make up for this loss.
At the roundabout garden nearby she pauses to confer with Boyd over the ripe 
buds of a Japanese magnolia and I continue on as before. During this next stretch 
we have the company of Dudley, the Shih-Tzu, who has just had his summer 
cut at Grand Union Pets and is therefore swaddled in a coat against the cold. 
Yesterday Hanna had said that her hay fever was so bad she had already taken 
two antihistamine tablets; today, with a shower of leaf litter falling from above, 
I am the one who is choking. There is a long queue in the café and it takes a 
while before I am able to sit down with Janet, Georgie, Renata, Davide, Makiko, 
Peter and Ellen. Makiko is hiding out in the park while her flat is being shown to 
potential buyers by the estate agents. Now she has to search for her stake money as 
Peter is collecting for tomorrow’s racing program. He warns all of us that we need 
to top up our lottery money next week. 
Emilio is unhappy over Daisy-Mae’s presence and warns us several times about 
this menace. Sparkie takes over as the chief supplicant in the biscuit department 
today. Renata has brought a knockoff version of my usual Shapes biscuits, 
bought at the pound shop, but she can’t break these treats into small enough 
pieces to please her Maxi. When this is a problem we usually turn this task over 
to Ellen – whose working life must have involved extensive use of the thumbs – 
there is nothing she can’t crack. Winnie, of course, is still on pellets but as I am 
administering one of these I notice that she has a yellow blob of something stuck to 
her eye. I can’t brush it off and Georgie, Davide and Hanna all have a go (we need 
Janet’s water pistol). While we are discussing mysterious droplets I mention that 
this morning I was astonished to see half a dozen drops of blood in my bathtub! I 
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had not used the tub, there was nothing leaking through the ceiling and the source 
of this unexplained deposit was a vexing puzzle. Finally I traced the matter back to 
yesterday afternoons walk in the park. It was, of course, raining, and I had utilized 
my big umbrella. When Fritz and I returned I had placed the umbrella in the tub 
to dry – forgetting that it had collided with a flowering tree as we made our way 
home. Blossoms from this source (and not blood drops) were responsible for the 
dark pattern on the white porcelain. 

Saturday, May 12:
I can see that it is a bright, sunny morning in the park – but I also know that it 
is still quite chilly. I know this because I have installed an outdoor thermometer 
(which I picked up at a gadget store in suburban Stockholm) to a front window. 
This means that I am still wearing my winter scarf and scruffy black leather jacket 
as Fritz and I make our appearance on the street. Once again there is a large 
amount of puppy poo, the consequence, no doubt, of another early bolt for home 
during last night’s walk – when some sudden noise convinced my dog that we were 
somehow under attack. The park is very crowded this morning – the displaced 
joggers are charging up and down our walkways and the footie parents are lining 
the sidelines on all the pitches. Fritz chooses a straightforward advance on the 
Randolph gate today. Out on the green Cris the Alsatian has stationed herself at 
Ellen’s feet, hoping for some sort of treat.
We have a good turnout at our conjoined tables this morning: Ellen, Peter, Hanna, 
Dan, Davide, Janet, Ofra, Margaret, Makiko and Renata. The latter has taken a seat 
in the sun, displacing Peter, who now sits down with Ellen – when Renata begins 
to hum, he mutters, “Oh no, not Lili Marlene again.” It turns out that Hanna’s nose 
is also out of joint over seating arrangements – since there is often no chair left for 
her at all. (I know better than to suggest that if she were here every day and if she 
always arrived at the same time as the rest of us things would be quite different.) 
It turns out that she is also upset because she contributed to a farewell gift for 
Ronnie – and no one ever showed her what the gift was. I also have objections to 
the seating pattern – since some of our latecomers squeeze in at the parkside end 
of our arrangement, even though seats are available at the other end, and because 
those who pull their chairs forward to eat (as Renata does now) effectively block 
sightlines for the rest of us. Ofra, suffering from this same objection, returns from a 
long chatter with Eva’s parents and asks Georgie to pull her chair back. 
Feeling the chill, Ofra is wearing a hood this morning and Dan (who is quarreling 
with Davide over Winnie’s diet again) complains about the cold as well. He gives 
us a report on his social schedule in New York and tells us that Sacha Baron Cohen 
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was a fellow passenger on his return flight. Margaret summarizes her progress 
with the flying Pugs brand and says that she is taking a booth at a trade show in 
Earl’s Court. Janet calls Ronnie and her phone is passed around so people can quiz 
Ronnie on his forthcoming operation and to learn that he and Susie now have a 
three month-old black Labrador puppy. Dan asks Janet when she is having a scan 
that is meant to uncover the source of a blockage in one ear. “I’m waiting to hear,” 
she replies – and then starts to chuckle over her unintentional pun. Georgie has 
Emilio in her lap and there is great merriment when her scratching away at the 
fellow’s fur produces an obvious erection. (For his part, Fritz manages to escape 
twice this morning.) We have two visitors joining us briefly now – Eva, whose 
parents are pushing the baby in its stroller, and Buddy, the Golden Retriever, whom 
Patrick admits briefly so that we can greet the shambling beast. Ofra decides to 
accompany us on our back passage walkround (so does Peter) and this means that 
Bailey has a lot of trouble adjusting to this variation – and he goes missing twice as 
well. 

Sunday, May 13:
Again we have lovely spring weather in the park – but there is less of a breeze and 
therefore it seems a bit warmer too. A large contingent of dogs is in procession at 
the head of the running track as we pass by; soon Karen is heading our way with 
the buoyant Dudley as well. When she stops to give Fritz a cuddle I note that my 
dog responds by growling in two keys –the first one is sheer delight, the second a 
warning note: Dudley is not to share in any attention at such a moment, not even 
from his own mommy. Out on the green Ellen has already made herself the object 
of desire with her treat bag; Jack, Lucky, Pucci and little Toby sit in a circle at her 
feet – and Fritz makes a fifth bum on grass. Thereafter we make a leisurely circle 
of the green itself, arriving back at the café just as they are opening the doors. 
Renata compares the caff to a disco – since she is now better able to hear the 
golden oldies on the sound system. I am just about to give my order when a 
familiar figure slips in ahead of me – this is Ofra, whose coffee is, in fact, added to 
Davide’s order. (It’s just as well she didn’t try to insert her request into my order; 
my cappuccino is presented to me almost immediately – they have seen me coming 
and begun preparations long before I have a chance to say anything.) Outside the 
umbrella remains undeployed – so that the sun worshippers can bask in the radiant 
light. Today, in addition to those already mentioned, we have Georgie, Dan, Peter, 
and Makiko. The chief topic of discussion seems to be the victory of Pudsey the 
dancing dog on last night’s final of Britain’s Got Talent. Dan, perhaps getting ready 
for next year’s competition, passes around a recording of himself singing a song 
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in the bathroom. Makiko is back from a music show with a t-shirt for Georgie 
featuring the latest sensation, the Alabama Shakes. 
“Well, Sparkie,” I add, “now that a dog has won Britain’s Got Talent perhaps it’s 
time to enter you in Mastermind. This remark elicits the desired group chuckle 
(Sparkie is as vacant as ever) and there is some discussion about all of our dogs 
competing in the latter competition. (The only problem being that each would have 
the same specialized subject – food.) Sparkie returns to Georgie’s lap and before 
long he is having one of his patented bark-offs aimed at Winnie in the next lap. But 
wait, it’s not Winnie in Davide’s lap, it’s Emilio! There is a shout of triumph from 
Dan at this point – since there has been a long-standing argument over which of 
the dogs is responsible for starting the argument and now it appears that Sparkie is 
the guilty party. Poor T-bone, in Georgie’s care, takes no part in these hi-jinks. He 
sits disconsolately next to the gate, facing the café as though he expected Wendy 
to emerge at any moment. Bailey is also otherwise engaged. Noting the Cavalier’s 
marauding habits Peter has lined up ten of Winnie’s pellets at the edge of the table 
– where Bailey, standing on his back legs, scratches away in the vain attempt to 
bring these treats closer to his greedy mouth. Dan, feigning umbrage over this 
cruel ploy, objects vociferously and gets up in order to pop each of the pellets into 
Bailey’s mouth in turn. 

Monday, May 14:
It is again deeply gray outside and even worse – when Fritz and I reach the street 
there is a light drizzle, which I hadn’t expected at all. I can just see Linda inside 
the park with Pepper and Chica and she soon joins us for our traditional entry 
walk. She wants to know if I saw her Rob on the Channel Four evening news 
the other night, and I did – he was talking about his friend, the famous Vietnam 
era photojournalist Horst Faas, who died last week in Germany – where Rob is 
heading as we speak. Linda has again made the papers herself, this time in an 
article in the Kilburn Times about her Jubilee Centre efforts. For that matter, she 
wants son Liam to consider a major in media studies as he gets ready for important 
exams next week. We discuss his options and the arcane practices of university 
admissions agents in Britain – Linda always wants to know what I would advise, 
but such practices are as obscure to me as most forms of higher mathematics.
We manage to make our way around to the parking lot behind Mt. Bannister but 
there is an unknown Akita in the doggy compound here and I decide to give this 
space a miss. Before going off Linda takes Fritz into our own doggy space at the 
café while I order my coffee. Today the green umbrella is resolutely unfurled and 
here a small group of stalwarts shelter from the wet: Georgie, Ofra, Matthew, 
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Makiko, Peter and Vlad. Matthew has had a lie-in this morning and he is still a bit 
sleepy – so it is hard for him to remember Makiko’s sandwich specifications: fried 
egg, crispy bacon and lots of mayonnaise on toasted white bread. Still very much 
in dieting mode himself, he takes no nourishment this morning. He claims he has 
lost so much weight that his wedding ring fell off his finger twice last week. Today 
he is scheduled to meet with Makiko’s personal trainer, a smiling South African. 
(“They’re all gay, these trainers, aren’t they?” Peter adds.)
The latter gentleman has to be congratulated on the Premiership survival of his 
team, Queen’s Park Rangers, who managed to lose a game they were winning 
in injury time to Manchester City – who, with two goals in the last five minutes, 
also pipped rivals Manchester United for the league title. (QPR survived because 
Stoke beat Bolton.) Many of those present this morning have been close followers 
of these events – Ofra is a United fan and is therefore in a sulk, but she has a far 
greater sadness today: her Ricky’s sister has died in Israel and Ofra will fly there 
later today. This means that Georgie, who is already looking after her own Sparkie, 
Winnie, T-bone, and Lady Belle (who, in fact, has moved to Richmond) must now 
take on Bailey as well. Indeed she manages to get all five dogs on lead when it is 
time to go – fortunately they are all the same size – but she decides to get them 
home as rapidly as possible by taking the Morshead roadway, I follow along with 
Fritz; I want to turn on the heat as soon as I get home. 

Tuesday, May 15:
It has obviously rained very recently as Fritz and I sample the fresh air of 
Paddington Rec on a very gray Tuesday. It is quite cold for mid-May and I resent 
all these pauses for grass shoot sampling  – since I need to keep moving. Coming 
towards us on the Randolph roadway are Janet, returned from a visit with her 
sister, and Georgie – who still has her canine quintet  – though Sparkie, freed 
from the retrains of his lead, is running ecstatic circles in the grass. Nearby, Toby 
the Bulldog is chasing down his football and Bekki is attempting to get Chica 
to start for home. I think that Fritz is heading for the Randolph gate but shortly 
after the tennis court turnoff he reverses himself – so that he can accompany his 
old pal Fonzi on an expedition to the doggy compound on the Carlton Roadway.  
From here we return to the café – amid a chorus of mock barks issued by young 
sportsmen on their way to an hour of exercise (it doesn’t take much to amuse them, 
evidently). 
Sheltering under the umbrella today we have Janet, Georgie, Makiko, Peter, Ellen 
and Hanna. Almost immediately I can tell that a change of trousers is mandated 
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 – as wet puppy paws are soaking the ones I am wearing now. Makiko asks me 
if Emilio can have a biscuit – which, however, he prefers to take from her hand. 
No sooner has he mouthed this treat then he is stalked by other canine hopefuls 
– just in case he drops it. These contenders include that biscuit shark, Lucky, and 
the always ravenous Winnie. Emilio manages to evade these pursuers, the biscuit 
untasted within the confines of his little mouth – and eventually they give up. Fritz 
accepts a few treats from me as well but he spends most of the session in Janet’s 
lap – receiving a prolonged cuddle. Daisy-Mae doesn’t seem too perturbed to see 
her own seat thus usurped; she is also guarding her treats  – though in this case she 
is just daring someone to try and take them off her.
Hanna, still complaining of hay fever, reports that she had to knock furiously on 
the window of a car, about to pull from a parking place on Grantully Road recently, 
because the woman in charge of the wheel had forgotten to put her third dog into 
the back seat – and he was still sitting on the pavement. Peter is expressing shock 
over the amount charged by Matthew’s new personal trainer; it does distract him 
from fretting too much about the penalties facing QPR’s Joey Barton, who was 
sent off for thuggish behavior in Sunday’s game. Janet says that she received a call 
from an Indian call center yesterday, advising her that there were problems with 
her IP address and causing her great discomfort because they knew her address 
and telephone number as well. Makiko is complaining about the cold and Georgie 
says that all the damp weather is making her depressed. Nevertheless we soon 
have to experience these foul conditions first hand; we get up for our back passage 
walkround just as it starts to rain again.  

Wednesday, May 16:
Although it is still on the cool side we have the return of sunshine as we head 
for the park – after another day of sun and showers. There is quite a procession 
under way along the back passage, with dog walkers and their clients, strollers and 
joggers all heading in the same direction for once. In front of the café I note that 
Ellen has two Jack Russells at her feet this morning, Jack having been joined by a 
cousin named Bobby  –  who also knows that Ellen is good for a nice treat or two. 
To confuse matters, Peter is also heading our way with the original Bobby as well. 
Fritz and I head for the Randolph gate but once again he is distracted long before 
we reach this goal – in this case by the appearance of Yoyo.
I head back to the café with my pet on lead and pass the handle of this object over 
to Peter while I wait for my coffee inside. Today our group includes Janet and 
Georgie (who are about ten minutes later than usual), Makiko, Peter, Ellen, Renata 
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and Hanna. The corner table is occupied by Yara’s mother and younger brother 
– and Luna and Luci soon have many canine companions since two full English 
breakfasts are delivered here. Fritz and Yoyo both park bums at the feet of these 
diners – while Bailey actually climbs into an empty chair the better to advance his 
own claims to anything going. After a while Vicky arrives with still more food, a 
plate of toast ordered just for the dogs themselves. This feast continues for some 
time and then Hanna begins to fret over all the weight Yoyo must be packing in 
and she gets up to reclaim the greedy Schnauzer – I hand her Fritz’s lead so that 
she can divert him from this rich diet as well. Daisy-Mae, after snapping at an 
apoplectic Emilio, now ingratiates herself as well; after a while I can see that she is 
sharing a chair with Yara’s brother.
Hanna is describing the antics of the scaffolders who, being too cheap to obtain the 
right parking permit, woke several people up early this morning so that resident 
cars could be removed from the spaces they needed. Georgie is reminded of the 
time she was moved out of her flat for renovations  – much needed since the bathtub 
was still in the kitchen. I describe my puzzlement over the orange netting shrouds 
wrapped tightly around the bushes in front of my building yesterday – a strategy 
evidently needed to facilitate the painting of the basement windows. Georgie still 
seems to have a full house of dogs (five of a kind) but before we get up to leave she 
is handed the lead of a sixth candidate; she has agreed to look after Bobby while 
Peter visits the chiropodist. 

Thursday, May 17:
It remains overcast and chilly as Fritz and I make our morning visit to the Rec. 
Progress is fairly rapid as we reach the green – where Boyd is making ever 
decreasing circles atop his lawnmower. This is not an easy task this morning – 
first because there are many dogs about and then troops of school kids arrive as 
well. (Suggestion: finish this job a bit earlier in the day.) Hanna is here with Yoyo 
again but she heads directly for the café while I follow Fritz into the foliage at the 
east end of the green. A woman in a green knitted cap is standing at the corner 
imploring her dog, a Cavalier in a plastic collar, to join her: “Orlando, good bye!” 
This doesn’t work very well – perhaps because Toby the Bulldog is making so 
much noise chasing his football. When Fritz emerges at last from the bushes I put 
him on lead again so that we can march past a long file of little girls in front of the 
loos and thus join the others at the café. 
This morning our group includes Georgie, Janet, Peter, Ellen, Makiko, Renata, 
Karen and the latter’s visiting mother, Pat. Karen is trying to get Dudley to perform 
some of the tricks that have won Pudsey such international fame – “Put your left 
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paw out, put your right paw out,” but Dudley is soon distracted by the other dogs 
– who expect to share in the biscuit reward. Dudley, it soon transpires, can still 
squeeze between the bars – though we had thought that he was now too large to 
do this – because when Thomas comes by the Coton puppy thinks he would make 
a good playmate. Maxi and Daisy-Mae can still squeeze through the bars too and 
both do so during our session. Emilio is making noisy representations whenever 
Daisy-Mae is on the loose and it is the height of folly to place these two animals on 
adjacent laps; when this happens today Emilio has a snarling meltdown.
Makiko is pretending that she was really offended that it took Peter so long (five 
years) to learn how to pronounce her name. “Five years!” he explodes, “I haven’t 
known you for five bloody years.” (The joke is on all of us – for we consistently 
mispronounce the name of our Japanese friend anyway; only Matthew knows to 
place the accent on the first syllable, not the second.) Renata says that on the bus 
she met a lady in her mid-eighties who told her that she was on her way to buy 
a newspaper in Archway – even though she lives in West Hampstead  – spending 
hours on the bus each day just in order to have something to do. Renata seems to 
be in a sour mood this morning – resisting Maxi’s requests for some ball slinging 
and denouncing the cuddle that Dudley is receiving from Karen as “substituting 
a dog for a child.” Karen finds a subtle way to retaliate, though she succeeds in 
shocking her own mother when, pointing to the plastic cigarette dangling from 
Renata’s mouth, she says, “What’s the purpose of that tampon you always have in 
your teeth?” When Renata says that it is a nicotine substitute Karen asks why she 
feels the need for this remedy. “So I can breathe!” Renata replies – silencing the 
opposition.  

Friday, May 18:
Noise dominates the scene as Fritz and I emerge into the gray light of another cool 
May morning. The sanitation workers have been sucking the sewers since 8:00 
today and a digger, at the head of the Paddington track, is shifting earth as the shot-
put area here undergoes preparations for a new surface. These mechanical sounds 
will soon be accompanied by human ones as legions of school kids soon occupy 
all the pitches and the green itself – today we have more than our fair share of self-
dramatizing young ladies who like to shriek in mock horror whenever a Pug passes 
by. To my surprise Fritz decides to ascend Mt. Bannister itself today – rather than 
accomplishing his usual circumnavigation at ground level. “All right,” I tell him – 
with any eye on a May 27th departure date for my next big walk – “I’ll consider this 
a practice hike.” On the other side of our hill we continue on to the café. I notice, 
on the way, that trash bins are disappearing.
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Our group this morning includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Makiko, Peter, Davide, 
Ellen and Kevin – though, discomfited by a chill wind, Hanna gets up after a while 
and joins us as well. Fritz sets up his usual headquarters at Ellen’s feet, nagging 
away in his usual fashion – much to the amusement of Kevin. His Lucky seems to 
be on her best behavior this morning, though I remind Ellen that I have recently 
learned that in Australia they call an inexperienced surfboarder a “shark biscuit” 
– whereas I always refer to the opportunistic Corgi as a “biscuit shark.” Of course 
Daisy-Mae, Yoyo, Winnie, Sparkie and Bailey have more straightforward strategies 
for securing treats than hoping for mere windfalls. At one point, while I am talking 
to Hanna, Ofra picks my biscuit bag off the pavement – where, no doubt, a greedy 
Bailey has knocked it off the tabletop with an enterprising paw. When they are not 
seeking treats the animals form their usual protest chorus at the appearance of any 
alien dog. They would consider the tiniest Chihuahua a menace but I suppose they 
are on the right track today when a pink Bull Terrier is led by their fence.
Ofra has just returned from her sister-in-law’s funeral in Jerusalem and she 
talks about this event for some time. She looks worn out but, for that matter, so 
does Ellen – who evidently collapsed in the park a few minutes ago; she has an 
appointment at the doctor’s on Monday. Peter is today scheduled for his first 
physiotherapy session – as part of the strategy devised to keep him upright. Today 
he is upright for most of the session since he has his betting charts in front of 
him so that he can check off dues and stakes. At one point Makiko objects to 
the presence of his big behind in her face and I argue that if he would sit down 
suddenly he could take care of our Bailey problem once and for all. Makiko has 
brought with her a workbook issued by her instructors at the Italian Institute – 
where she has an exam tomorrow. I tell Davide that it says something about the 
state of the Italian economy that this government funded agency insists on only one 
form of payment – cash. 

Saturday, May 19:
The sun is making a bit of an effort this morning and it is easy to believe that there 
is actually a bit of warmth in its rays. Fritz makes his way through the crowd of 
joggers and footie parents; the latter have a number of dogs on lead and you can 
tell that they envy my dog’s independence. I can see that a tent city (with isinglass 
windows) is being erected in the picnic area but it takes me a while to figure out 
that this is, in fact, a private event sponsored by the Polish Information Agency. 
Fritz spots some of the other dog owners out on the green and here he heads. Janet 
is out here with Dan and Davide and the latter tells me that, for the first time in the 
history of my spring parties, he will not be airborne tomorrow and he will thus be 
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able to attend. Fritz is now free to choose a flight path of his own and we end up 
circling the green slowly – meeting Georgie (who is down to one dog this morning) 
and heading back to the café. Ellen, whose husband is not well, tells me she may 
not be able to attend tomorrow but that Karen’s mom has passed on the message 
that she and Karen will attend after all.
There is a very large turnout this morning. Matthew and Makiko are seated at my 
end of the table arrangement and so are Vlad and Ellen. Then we have Peter, Dan, 
Margaret, Davide, Wendy, Georgie, Ofra and Janet – with Hanna at the little corner 
table and flying visits from Rob and Linda and later from Renata, who has her 
grandson with her today. Linda has both Pepper and Chica again and it is the short 
temper of the latter that leads to a decision not to mingle for long – already Chica 
has turned on poor Maxi. Matthew and Makiko have to leave early because they 
are signing a new lease this morning (and conferring with the painters) and they 
soon depart with Emilio. Vlad then leaves with Tara and Ellen takes off with Lucky 
and Jack. This means that, once again, I am all alone at my own table – the outcast 
of Paddington Flats. Fortunately the dogs are loyal – at one point I have both 
Winnie and Daisy-Mae in the empty chair next to me, each seeking treats. 
Peter must have spent his former life as a croupier – since he can’t conduct his 
gambling business without standing up. He has even managed to convince Vlad to 
enter our lottery syndicate today. The latter is trying to explain his name to Makiko 
– who has as much trouble pronouncing it as he has in saying her name. He says 
the Vlad was also Count Dracula’s name and I tell him that, because he smokes, I 
often use a variation on the more infamous Vlad’s name to refer to our Paddington 
friend as Vlad the Inhaler; he takes this well. Some of those present have watched 
Piers Morgan’s interview with Lulu last night – not Georgie, who hates the Scottish 
singer. (Georgie much prefers watching Pudsey do anything.) Dan reports that 
Davide is cooking up a feast today and that he himself plans to get some sun in 
his garden. Near the end of our session he gets into a good-natured slanging match 
with Margaret, whose Irish nationalism Dan rejects – finding the Irish neither 
universally friendly nor jolly, as the cliché would have it. Before she takes Mutley 
off Margaret says she is making up her mind whether Dan is still her friend or not.   

Sunday, May 20:
It’s the day of my annual spring party, when I get to repay, in part, all the friendship 
and hospitality I have received from my park friends – and others as well. In 
anticipation of this event I have given Fritz a bath with his new shampoo and so 
it is with a nice, clean and fluffy dog that I enter a gray Rec on a frigid Sunday. 
Joggers and uniformed footie teams are making the walkways into obstacle courses 
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as we near the café – where I am in for a big surprise. Already seated among the 
early comers at our table is Liz – who has arrived from New York to crash my 
party (and get in another week in the company of her many London friends) – a 
surprise visit that the other members of the group have kept from me for weeks. 
I am thinking about my guest list as Fritz and I undertake a Randolph roadway 
ramble. Heading toward us is Karen’s mom, Pat, with that white rascal Dudley 
– whom she is afraid to let off lead. I had invited Karen to my party and she had 
accepted, later asking me if she could bring her mom. Of course I assented but 
a few days later it was discovered that these two had some event at the V&A on 
the afternoon in question and could not, therefore, come. Yesterday Ellen passed 
on to me the intelligence that now they would be coming after all. Now Pat says 
that her daughter is at home with a terrible cold and they won’t be attending as a 
consequence. I haven’t spoken to the often-missing Yara about the party (though I 
did send her an email) but here she is with Luna and Luci. We note that brother and 
sister no longer bear a close resemblance to one another since the larger Luci is still 
sandy in color but his smaller sister has turned gray. “Good,” I said, “Luna shares 
a name with the moon, the moon is silver, and that makes it easier to remember 
which dog is which.” At the café counter I urge Yara to make an appearance at my 
party.
Our group today includes Dan, Davide, Janet, Georgie, Makiko, Liz, Yara, Ofra, 
Peter, Ellen, Pat and Hanna. Liz spends a lot of time agonizing over where to 
buy her next home, London or New York. She says that property in the latter is 
encumbered by all sorts of re-renting restrictions as well as by high service charges 
and property taxes. This reminds me to ask Makiko how her meeting with her 
new landlord went yesterday. She says it went well and that the chap is actually an 
Iranian nuclear scientist (albeit one who lives in California)! Peter and I discuss 
yesterday’s footie results – a day of triumph for London clubs – with West Ham 
earning promotion to the Premier Division and Chelsea taking the Champion’s 
League title in a penalty shootout with Bayern Munich. We even came close to 
victory in our own horseracing wagers yesterday  – with two winners and one 
second place finish among our selections. “Well, there goes my five pounds,” 
Makiko sighs philosophically.  

Monday, May 21:
I have two bags worth of recycling materials to wrestle with as Fritz and I reach 
the street on another chilly and gray May morning. Soon after our entry into the 
park we meet a cute little eight year-old female Schnauzer named Socks. The latter 
is mostly black and has long floppy ears like Gus. She is accompanied by a black 
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Lab as well and Fritz, after we have all dodged the white Shar-Pei, Cracker, now 
joins this procession for our advance on the green. Here there is an explosion of 
exercising dogs – I can count twenty as my gaze travels from left to right. Fritz 
continues on down the Randolph roadway without acknowledging any of these 
other animals and soon we are circling around Mt. Bannister on our own. I am a 
bit concerned that too much time is spent wandering around the parking lot but at 
least all the cars here are stationary. After we have made a brief visit to the Carlton 
roadway doggy compound it is time to head for the café.
This morning our breakfast group includes Georgie, Liz, Ofra, Makiko, Hanna, 
Peter, Ellen, and Wendy – though near the end of our session Pat arrives with little 
Dudley. Liz says she cannot believe how much weight Winnie has lost – but that 
back on Cape Cod her Roxy is also a successful slimmer. Winnie is as greedy as 
ever – though her rate of success has slowed down a bit – and now I have to resist 
her entreaties, especially after she rakes her claws over my hands in an attempt to 
grab my attention. Another omnipresent food hawk is Yoyo – who is eyeing every 
morsel with keen attention. Hanna now tells me that on an earlier occasion Makiko 
was carelessly holding her sandwich while making a conversational gesture 
and that the black furry madam leaped from the floor to snatch this treat away  – 
consuming the mouthful in a single swallow. 
Much of our morning conversation is a devoted to an analysis of my party, a very 
successful affair in which the dog people dominated in a group of 29 guests. Today 
there are many comments on the delicious food provided by caterer extraordinaire, 
Leonard, and I can report that we managed to consume all of the sixteen bottles 
of wine that he had provided. We are still chatting about the event as we begin our 
back passage walkround – in which, unusually, we even have Ellen with us today. 
Both Lucky and Jack can’t stop barking and when we are in the pathway between 
the playing pitches Jack charges forward aggressively – displacing a bevy of 
yellow-clad girls from St. George’s, who are sitting with their backs up against a 
fence. After the screaming dies down, however, these girls then begin to coo coyly 
at the parade of dogs passing by – which is quite an improvement. As we near our 
exit gate I can see the giant recycling truck from the city of Westminster paused in 
front of my building. “Look,” I announce, “they’re taking away all of the empties!” 

Tuesday, May 22:
I have had a bad night (back problems) and I begin the day with a phone call to 
the physiotherapist. I blame several factors for my current discomfiture – standing 
around for almost three hours during party time on Sunday didn’t help, I have not 
been wearing my boots the last few days, and then there is London’s persistent cold 
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and damp. I had to start using the heating pad last night and I applied a healthy 
dose of Deep Heat before going to bed – but I could find no comfortable position 
and sleep was hard to come by. Near dawn I remembered that the Pimlico Plumber 
who came to install the new extractor fan in the bathroom told me that for his back 
problems he uses not heat but its opposite: a frozen bag of peas. So I rifled the 
freezer drawer of the refrigerator and got a towel and lay on my own peas for a 
while – eventually remembering that I have a sack of frozen gel in the ice cube tray 
as well. This strategy did seem to work and I found some relief. I was certain that 
I would have to begin today’s session with my walking stick in my right hand but 
now I find that I am able to navigate pretty well without it. Of course at the back of 
my mind is the fear that this problem will affect the walking trip that is supposed to 
begin on Sunday.
Fritz makes his usual slow progress along the back walkways – just as an 
aggregates truck is offloading a pile of chippings to the shot-put area. I am just as 
happy with this pace, which we maintain in our slow advance along the margins 
of the green – where some frustrated owner is shouting in vain for her Cavalier, 
Fudge. Our coffee club this morning includes Georgie (who is fifteen minutes 
late because her cab got trapped behind a lorry), Ofra, Liz, Wendy, Renata, Peter, 
Makiko, and Ellen – Janet is making another visit to Lake Como this week. Vlad 
and Hanna are sharing the little corner table – which is now bathed in a warming 
sunlight – and near the end of our session we are joined by Karen and Pat. Ellen is 
the focus of canine greed this morning; every time I look up I see four or five heads 
hovering at her knees – hoping for some sort of handout from the treasure trove 
that is her purse. 
Ofra, who is wearing her son’s sweatshirt, says that Guy went to school in tears 
this morning – it is his last day in high school and he will be at university next 
year. She is fussing over a text message she is writing on her phone and now she 
wants to know how to spell “cabbage” – because this is what she wants her Ricky 
to bring back for her from Israel. Liz reports that last night she and Dan attended a 
performance of a new production of The Sunshine Boys starring Richard Griffiths 
and Danny DeVito. (She says that Danny forgot his lines a number of times 
and that Richard was miscast – and you kept waiting for the huge man to break 
something when he sat down.) It turns out that there are plans for a number of 
evening gatherings this week: both Makiko and Renata are offering dinner parties – 
I only wish I were better company. We get up to begin our back passage walkround 
as two schoolboys rush into the forecourt to escape the menace of Winnie. “Are 
you for real?” Hanna asks them disapprovingly. 
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Wednesday, May 23:
Temperatures have soared as Fritz and I head for the park on a sunny Wednesday 
morning (“Look, Ma – no coat!”). Karen and Pat are heading our way with Dudley 
and then Fritz is tracked by Cracker for several minutes. I’m sure my dog has done 
a poo behind the cypress trees because he now continues forward unaffectedly and 
though I have a poo bag at the ready he seems to find no need for another comfort 
stop. Today we do a grand circle of the green itself, that is we do so as far as the 
Grantully gate – where Fritz heads back toward the café, dodging the yellow-clad 
youngsters under exercise instruction and one large Alsatian, who has managed to 
get three sticks and a ball into its mouth at the same time.
We have a large turnout at breakfast this morning  – perhaps a byproduct of the 
balmy weather. Georgie is here (with Emilio in tow) and so are Ofra, Karen, 
Pat, Peter, Ellen, Wendy, Hanna, Liz and Renata. Dan too makes an appearance 
– somewhat later than usual, with Winnie; evidently he has been under the 
impression that it is 9:00 when it is now 10:00 and he is late for work. In addition 
to the usual animals we have two newcomers, the dogs belonging to a young girl 
who is sitting at the little table in the corner. These are a mid-sized fluffy black 
dog named Apollo and a dozy black Lab named Pepe. Apollo would really like to 
wrestle with Dudley but he is restrained by his mistress, who ties him to the fence. 
Fritz is begging at Ellen’s knee while the other dogs zero in on my biscuit bag and 
Bailey mounts the table to stare with the greatest intensity at some left over toast 
on a distant plate. Georgie reports that Winnie is so greedy that when the food bowl 
is lifted from the floor at the end of a meal the Pug puts her head into this object 
and presses down – so it won’t be taken away. Hanna now fills a saucer with water 
– so that the warm dogs can have a drink. 
Karen is still suffering from her cold; today she is wearing shorts and a t-shirt 
decorated with a dog-encrusted New Yorker cover from 1970 – I note that an 
issue of the famous magazine sold for fifty cents a copy back then; today is costs 
$5.99! Ofra goes into the café in order to apply a new lipstick in front of one the 
mirrors that line the walls. A bottle of lotion is also passed around at our table 
and someone suggests that it would be a good idea to rub it all over Peter so that 
someone (unspecified) can lick it off. Peter take this suggestion in good spirit; he 
is happy to learn that some of the ladies are longing for beer in this hot weather – 
he denounces wine and champagne and all that stuff as far inferior to his favorite 
tipple. No one seems interested in making a move and so, with an appointment 
ahead of me, I decide that it is time for us to make a move on our own – we use the 
Morshead roadway for this purpose and here, at last, my dog does a second poo. I 
can report that my back problems have all disappeared. 
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Thursday, May 24:
After surviving a very hot day (and a trip to Sainsbury’s) I ready myself for a day 
in the park – where it is still sunny, though not quite as warm as it was yesterday 
at this hour. Fritz is given a flea treatment just before we head downstairs and he 
then begins a very slow search for just the right grass shoot as we make our way 
past the building site that is the head of the track these days. When we reach the 
green, already infiltrated by P.E. teachers and their charges, we continue forward 
and turn left at the tennis courts. In the parking lot we meet Simba and in the doggy 
compound on the Carlton roadway we discover Apollo and Pepe at play. I can see 
that the QK bus driver has finally learned where to park – as Fritz and I head to the 
café at last.
There is such a queue that I have to wait five minutes before I am able to order my 
coffee. Our table boasts the following line-up this morning: Georgie, Davide, Ofra, 
Renata, Peter, Ellen, Makiko, Liz and Wendy – with Hanna and Vlad at the little 
table in the sunny corner. As often happens when an unexpected guest takes a seat 
(this means you, Liz) there is a certain displacement –since favorite positions are 
forfeited. Peter is the first to complain of exile – since he has taken a seat opposite 
his usual perch but it has been shoved along, while he was otherwise occupied, so 
that Ofra can have Makiko (the flavor of the month) close at hand. Such sudden 
rearrangements are often the product of two distinct desires: special pals have to be 
connected as closely as possible and, preferably, they need the sun as well. Peter 
protests that he has lost the sun with the new positioning (and Daisy-Mae is in his 
seat anyway) – but it is soon pointed out that since he is addressing his gambling 
charts (and thus standing up) he doesn’t really need a chair at all. When he does 
sit down he finds Fritz’s nose in his jacket pocket – this is because Bobby’s mom, 
Jackie, has sent along some chicken pieces in a plastic bag and my dog has winkled 
this out. Again, the nose knows.
Questions of the day: Is the twelve-week suspension meted out to QPR’s Joey 
Barton too severe? What should Ofra wear to her son’s graduation? Will Greece 
be kicked out of the Eurozone? Will Davide soon find himself in Korea – since 
BA has added Seoul to its list of flight destinations? Has the flotation of Facebook 
stock fallen flat? Who will bring what to Renata’s dinner party tomorrow night? 
Will there be any leftover plant bargains for Ellen at the conclusion of the Chelsea 
Flower Show? These issues remain the topic of conversation as we begin our 
back passage walkround. During this walk I tell Liz, one of the event’s organizers, 
that with my departure for Norfolk imminent, I will not be attending the party at 
Renata’s – or any other social gatherings this week. 
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Friday, March 25:
I have now abandoned even my sweatshirt as Fritz and I begin our Friday session 
in the park in warm sunshine. This does not mean that there is any eagerness to 
reach the café (which is open fifteen minutes early) but when we do reach this 
oasis I can see a number of the dog owners already at table. Of course we have to 
bypass such pleasures at this moment but we haven’t gotten very far when I notice 
a familiar figure on the walkway behind us. This is David the Dogsitter – who is 
here today with Saskia’s Buddy. I urge Fritz to say hello to his old pal and so we 
intercept him as he and Dan are making their exits across the green. David, who 
now has his own flat nearby, is mostly occupied with his photography career these 
days but it is nice to see him undertake a nostalgic assignment like this. For his part 
Buddy is full of joy, rolling over on the grass, barking noisily and then stationing 
himself at my feet for the obligatory biscuit. Buddy and elephants never forget.
Our group this morning includes Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Ofra, Makiko, Liz, Davide, 
Wendy and Renata – with Hanna at the little table in the corner. Winnie, who has 
earlier been denied a place on Dan’s lap (since he doesn’t want Pug hairs all over 
his trousers on a work day) is soon putting a paw on many a knee in her search for 
sustenance. Ellen has ordered a cheesy croissant and begins to tear it apart for the 
dogs and I end up with both Daisy-Mae and Bailey on my lap because this gives 
them the quickest access to the treat administrator. “I’m nothing more than a dinner 
mat to these dogs,” I complain. Dudley, in Georgie’s care today while Karen is at 
the Chelsea Flower Show, is only interested in humping – and he has a long list of 
unsuitable candidates. He seems to have lost his passion for Bailey but he hectors 
poor T-bone mercilessly – meeting his match only when he tries it on with the 
fearsome Yoyo. Just outside our fence we have Thomas, who is led away by his 
daddy – only to reappear after a few minutes because life here is so much more 
interesting. 
Liz says that she was awakened at 7:00 am this morning by street repairs outside 
Janet’s house – and that she only got to bed at 1:00 after watching endless episodes 
of Coronation Street on Janet’s video recorder. She tells us that she is thinking of 
lengthening her stay and I propose that she just ask for one small change on her 
ticket – the substitution of 2013 for 2012. Peter, who is collecting racing money, 
finds a 20 Cent Euro coin under a chair and there are rueful reflections of its likely 
loss in value from Renata. That lady is having lots of difficulties with her breakfast 
order. They bring her a bacon and egg toasted sandwich but she says she wanted 
the bacon and egg on toast, not a sandwich. A few minutes later Lurch arrives with 
an open-faced substitute but this time it comes with ham, not bacon. Finally Metty 
arrives with version three – only to endure complaints that these days his bacon is 
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too salty. Wendy now announces, quite to our surprise, that her cousin’s daughter 
has married Marilyn Manson’s famous drummer, Ginger Fish. This has required 
some research into heavy metal on the part of our friend. She says she quite likes 
the music – but not the words. By this time I can see that the others are settling in 
for a second round of drinks – so Fritz and I head for home alone. 

Saturday, May 26:
The lovely summery weather continues and Fritz and I have warm sunshine for 
our entry into the park on a busy Saturday morning. Workmen are still grading the 
shot put area at the head of the track, displaced joggers are still charging down the 
walkways, footie lads are contending on the pitches and, when we reach the green, 
I can see that this space too has been lost to its regular users – virtually the entire 
space has been cordoned off by the Girl Guides and there are tents and balloons 
everywhere. Fritz continues on as far as the Randolph gate and then we return to a 
café – where all these extra people are putting a strain on the counter staff.
Our group this morning includes Dan, Davide, Renata, Janet (returned from Lake 
Como), Ofra, Georgie, Wendy and Makiko – with Hanna at the corner table and 
Linda soon arriving with Pepper in tow. Pepper is now barking at me for some 
biscuits but the other dogs are content to wait it out. Dan accuses Winnie of 
bullying me with her petitioning while Emilio, once he has recovered from his 
distress over the presence of Daisy-Mae, actually agrees to accept a treat directly 
from my hand. It is very noisy this morning and our dogs are contributing their part 
– whenever some strange animal happens to pass by. 
Much of the session is devoted to a post-mortem on last night’s social gathering at 
Renata’s. It would appear that Dan was at his mischievous best. He drew Renata 
aside to warn the hostess that Liz was, in fact, a kleptomaniac. Then, as the hour to 
depart drew near, he hid both a large kettle and a magnifying glass in a bag. (Some 
water was spilled in the process but Renata assumed that one of the dogs had just 
peed.) On the bus home Dan soon received a text from a worried Renata – who 
had discovered that her kettle was missing and asking if Liz did not, in fact, have 
it now. Dan texted back that Liz never takes her prizes home  – she just puts them 
in the nearest bin. This exchange evidently produced gales of laughter aboard the 
wayward bus and it wasn’t until this morning that Dan finally revealed the hoax 
to Renata – who had greeted Liz most coolly. Liz now announces that she has 
changed her return ticket so that she can fly back to Boston and attend to some 
matters related to the selling of her house on Cape Cod. Peter says that Ronnie 
has put him in charge of arranging a day for all of us to visit his new home in the 
country – and possible dates are discussed. I too will be traveling soon and as part 
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of my preparations I rush upstairs at the end of the session in order to fetch for 
Georgie my dog’s provisions. The others are still in the park – wondering where 
Georgie has gotten to.

Sunday, May 27:
The warm weather persists as Fritz and I head for the park at our usual time. As 
soon as we have entered the Rec I find obvious evidence of another impromptu 
barbeque near the trashcans. At least they didn’t set the walkway itself on fire this 
time  – as they have often done in the past. Next I notice that one of the footie teams 
is wearing the livery of Thai Rice – one of whose outposts is directly opposite the 
tube stop in Maida Vale Parade. When we reach the green Fritz rushes forward 
to greet Dan, Davide, Georgie and Janet – who are flopped down on the cricket 
crease. Thereafter we complete our own circle beneath the flanks of Mt. Bannister 
 – disdaining a stop in the doggy compound in order to head directly for the café.
In addition to those already mentioned we have Renata, Ofra, Peter and Hanna 
 – Ellen is missing today and this is a great disappointment since Renata needs that 
lady’s strong thumbs to crack Maxi’s biscuits. Renata is still complaining about 
the trick played on her by Dan the night before last – but this only encourages our 
prankster to remind us that once, while Janet was out walking Daisy-Mae, he and 
others rearranged all of the pictures on Janet’s walls, even turning some upside 
down. Janet, who is passing out some almond-flavored biscuits from Italy, seems 
merely bemused by this trickery. Maxi now has the hiccups and then the other dogs 
can go back to hectoring me for treats. There is one canine stranger in the pack 
today; this is Emily, the Beagle. Dan (who is used to Liz’s more sedentary Roxy) 
says he has never seen a Beagle move so fast. 
I am getting depressed – as I often do on the eve of trips. Indeed the time has come 
for me to turn over my biscuit bag and the lead of my dog to Georgie and to say my 
farewells. As I make my lonely walk down the Morshead roadway I can reflect that 
this is not only the last entry for the month but that, once again, I have completed 
a year’s worth of commentary on life among the dog people of Paddington Rec. 
A total number of 214 canines made an appearance in our sacred space this year 
(during my hour in the park at least). Among the most popular names this year 
were Buddy, Henry, Max, Molly, Ollie, Oscar, and Suki (at three each) but Monty 
earned the prize this year at four (two Labs, a Pug and a Schnauzer).  
In leaving Fritz to Georgie and the company of my other Rec pals I can, of course, 
remain supremely confident in the care and attention he will receive – and this is 
surely something that offers its own antidote of good cheer. 
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 Index: The Dogs of Paddington Rec

In the following list I have tried, by date, to note every time one of the dogs 
of Paddington Rec has been mentioned in this text. If the¬y have only been 
mentioned, though not actually seen by me, I have recorded the date in italics. Of 
course many dogs share the same name, so I have tried to indicate (in parenthesis) 
which animal is being referred to. Apologies for the occasional misspelling of a 
dog’s name – but this is inevitable in our world. Dates begin with June, 2011 and 
conclude with May, 2012.

Alastair: November 18

Alexa: December 30, January 17, February 1, 3, May 4

Alf: July 26

Alfie (Cavalier): May 4

Alfie (Poodle): January 5

Alfred: March 31

Andrew: December 23

Anya: August 8

Apollo: May 23-24

Archie: April 4

Bailey: June 2, 4-5, 15-16, 23-26, July 2, 4, 7-8, 10, 16-17, 19-21, 25, 28-29, 
August 1-2, 6, 8-16, 21-22, 25-26, 28, 31, September 1, 3-8, 13, 15, 18-19, October 
4, 6, 9, 19, 22, 31, November 1, 3-5, 9-12, 16-17, 23, 26, 29, December 1-4, 7, 11-
13, 15-16, 19, 21, 23-24, 28-29, 31, January 3, 5-7, 9, 12, 14-15, 17-20, 24, 26-28, 
31, February 3-6, 8, 28-29, March 1-2, 5-8, 10-11, 14, 17-21, 24-26, April 7, 9-11, 
13, 16, 18, 29-30, May 1-9, 12-16, 18, 23, 25

Barkley: July 7
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Barney: March 25

Bella: July 20, December 27

Bella (Clumber Spaniel): August 20

Bianca: August 13

Billie: March 31

Billy: June 21, 24

Binky: March 24

Biscuit: September 18

Blanco: August 12

Bliss: June 3, 22, August 20, September 7, 15, October 19, November 6,  
January 11, 29

Bo: September 19

Bobbie: November 2

Bobby (Jack Russell): May 16

Bobby (Toy Poodle): June 6, 22, 27-28, July 2, 4, 6, 19, 21-22, August 25-26, 27, 
September 7, 14-16, 17, October 11, 19, November 1, 3, 10, 16, 18, 21, 24-25, 30, 
December 1, 2, 7, 20, January 6, 12, 24, 26-27, 31, February 7-9, 28-29, March 1, 
6, 8, 15, 19, April 10, 18, 27, 28, May 2-3, 4, 9, 16, 24

Bonaparte: January 14, March 3

Bonzo: March 30-31, April 1, 4

Boris: August 20, October 10, March 18
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Brady: March 9

Bronny: November 22, April 13

Brutus: December 20

Buddy (Golden Retriever): December 11, May 10, 12, 25

Buddy (Pom): September 1, October 21

Buddy (Yorkie): September 11

Caesar: December 20

Callie: August 6-7, December 17-18, January 22

Casper: September 11, October 9, November 28, December 1, 21, 25, 30,  
January 27

Charlie (Cocker): October 9

Charlie (Labrador): July 18

Ché: September 11, October 30

Chica (Boxer): November 4, 8, 16, 21, 23, December 14, May 8, 15

Chica (Jack Russell): July 28, December 12, April 30, May 14, 19

Chicca (Weimaraner): February 6, March 19

Chinny: June 3, 22, August 20, September 7, 15, October 19, November 6,  
January 11, 29

Chloe: June 2-3, 15, 26, July 24, 29, August 1, 5, 12, 14, 28-30, September 2, 4-6, 
14, 16, October 20, 22, 30

Coco: November 14
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Coco (Lab): November 30

Cosmo: December 2

Cracker: May 21, 23

Cressida: November 20, March 15

Cris: August 18, 27, May 6, 12

Daisy-Mae: June 2-4, 14-15, 22-25, 27-30, July 1-7, 9-19, 21-23, 25-26, 29-31, 
August 2, 5-17, 21-24, 26, 30-31, September 2-3, 7-8, 11-15, 18-19, October 4-6, 
9-11, 13, 17-22, 25-27, 31, November 1-4, 6, 9-12, 14-16, 20, 24, 26-30, December 
1, 3-6, 8-10, 12-13, 16-20, 23-24, 28-31, January 1, 3, 6-9, 11-12, 14-17, 21-23, 
25-31, February 2-3, 5, 9, 28-29, March 1-2, 4-6, 8-9, 11, 13-14, 18-20, 24, 26, 30, 
April 2-4, 6-10, 14-17, 27, 29, May 1-2, 4-6, 9-11, 15-19, 23-27

Dash: July 7, November 13, March 24

Digger: August 6, 15, 30

Dora: August 7, April 16

Dubs: March 25

Dudley (Coton de Tulear): April 13-14, 16, 30, May 2-3, 7-8, 13, 17, 20-21, 23, 25

Dudley (Shih-Tzu): April 16, May 11

Eddie: July 25

Emilio: June 1, 27, July 3, 6, 12-14, 16, 22-23, August 4-5, 7-8, 10-13, 15, 17, 
25-27, 31, September 1-2, 4-8, 11, 16, 19, October 8, 10-11, 13, 17, 19-21, 31, 
November 1-3, 10, 13, 18-19, 21-22, 23, 26, 28-29, December 1-2, 7-10, 13, 21, 
23-24, 29-31, January 1, 7, 9-10, 12-13, 15, 17-18, 20, 23, 26, 31, February 5, 9, 
March 2, 7-9, 13-15, 17, 20, 24, 27-28, 31. April 1, 7, 9-10, 15, 29, May 2, 5, 7, 9, 
11-13, 15-17, 19, 23, 26
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Emily: May 27

Erik: July 9

Eva: July 6, March 31, April 1, 4-5, 7, 8, 16, May 6-7, 12

Flora: December 25

Fly: June 24, July 11-12, September 5, 9, January 30, February 1

Fonzi: July 1, March 22, 25, May 2, 15

Frank: August 13

Frankie: July 4

Frederick: March 26

Fritz: June 1-6, 14-16, 21-30, July 1-31, August 1-2, 4-31, September 1-19, 
October 4-6, 8-14, 17-27, 29-31, November 1-30, December 1-31, January 1-31, 
February 1-9, 28-29, March 1-28, 30-31, April 1-18, 27-30, May 1-27

Fudge: May 22

George: August 14

Gilbert: March 31

Grace: July 1, August 8, November 8, December 23, January 5, 17, 26, February 1, 
April 11, 13, May 1

Grizzly Bear: September 19

Guinness: June 25, July 31, August 15, 31, September 2, 13, November 8-9, 18, 28, 
December 12, January 19

Gus: September 5, October 9, 23, November 27, March 30, May 21
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Gypsy: July 10, 19, August 19, September 2, January 14

Hamish: December 27

Henry: November 14

Henry (Beagle): December 23

Henry (Pug): February 8

Hercules: June 21, December 17 

Hero: June 3

Izzy: January 31

Jack: June 4, 6, 24, 27, July 3, 5, 17, 27, 30, August 2, 13, 18, 22, 26-28, 
September 6, 8, October 4, 6, 19, 21, 23, 30, November 4, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 17, 21, 
24, December 8-9, 29, January 3, 5, 15, 17, 23-26, 28, February 28, March 4, 8, 24, 
April 13, 16-17, 28, May 3, 7, 13, 16, 19, 21

Jasper: August 1, 4, 30

Jazz: July 18, August 24, December 16

Jesse: August 9

Jez: June 2, July 4, 18, September 5, 13, 18, October 12

Jo-Jo: September 10, October 5, 23, 29, November 3, January 14, 29, May 5

Jonesie: June 22, September 7

Josie: July 4

Katy: December 5, 25, January 12, 27

Koji: June 26, July 21, 24, October 19, 23, December 2
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Lady (Labradoodle): October 11, January 12

Lady Belle: June 3, 15-16, 22, 24, July 5-6, 8, 13-15, 25, August 10, 13, 18-19, 22, 
24, 30, September 8-9, 16, November 2-4, 9, 11, 14, 16-17, 29, December 1, 6, 19, 
30, January 5, 12, 16, February 1, March 1, 5, 12, 17, 31, April 4, 11, May 14-16

Leon: August 29

Lexie: November 28

Lola: September 18

Louis: April 28

Luci: June 14, July 9, August 6, 19, September 14, October 24, December 22, 26, 
28-29, 31, March 8, May 16, 20

Lucky: June 4, 6, 24, 27, July 5, 17, 27, 30, August 2, 6, 8, 13, 18, 22, 24, 26-27, 
September 6, 10-15, October 4-6, 19, 21, 23, 30, November 4, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 21, 
24, December 2, 5, 8-9, 18-19, 25, January 3-5, 9, 11, 15, 23-26, February 4-5, 8, 
29, March 4, 8, 15, 24, April 10, 13, 16-17, 27-28, May 1-3, 7-8, 13, 15, 18-19, 21

Lucy: July 21, August 10

Luna: June 14, July 9, August 6, 19, September 14, October 5, 24,  
December 22, 26, 28-29, 31, March 8, 15, April 15, May 16, 20

Lupa: April 13, May 5

Marley: August 14

Max (Cavalier): February 4

Max (Miniature Schnauzer): April 7

Max (Staffie): December 27, January 13
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Maxi: June 14, 26, July 3, 11, 22-25, August 2, 8, 12, 16, 27, September 1, 10, 17, 
November 12-13, 24-25, December 1, 3, 25, January 2, 5, 14, 20, March 1, 9-11, 
15, 23, 26, 28, April 11, 14, 30, May 5, 11, 17, 19, 27

Maxie: May 9

Megan: July 27, September 12

Millie: June 27, August 10

Millie (Miniature Pinscher): August 18, September 11, October 27, January 12, 
February 6, March 6, May 7

Milo: December 14

Mimi: October 6

Minnie: June 21

Molly (large brown): July 21

Molly (small white): June 14, July 10

Molly (Westie): March 31

Monty (black Lab): July 5, 31, August 23, April 17

Monty (chocolate Lab): August 16

Monty (Pug): September 11

Monty (Schnauzer): January 18

Morrison: November 14

Mutley: June 25, July 23, August 13, 17, October 13, 29, November 9, 18, 
December 10, January 21, 24, 26-28, February 1, March 9, May 19
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Nanook: August 24, October 17

Nelly: March 31

Nelson: September 16

Nico: October 6

Ninja: March 9

Nutella: January 21

Oggy: June 2, 14, 30, July 4, 7, 12, 16, 19, 27, August 4, 12-13, 28, 31, September 
1, 6, October 4, 14, 25, 29, November 19, 22, 27-28, December 5, 10, March 11, 
May 7

Ollie (Golden Retriever): June 21, 24

Ollie (Maltese): July 24, August 16

Ollie: December 26

Orlando: May 17

Oscar (fuzzy brown): June 1, January 4, April 5

Oscar (puppy): July 20

Oscar (Schnauzer): June 1-2, July 25-26, 30, August 2, 8, 15, 25, September 10, 
October 8, 29, January 14, April 13

Ottie: December 18

Ozzie: June 6, 22, August 26, September 5, 7, 16, 
October 26, November 21, 25, December 7, 12, January 16, 23, 30, February 6, 
March 12, 23, May 2

Ozzy: November 5
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Paddy: July 21, November 12, December 12, March 17, May 5

Pancho: November 8 

Panda: June 2-4, 14-15, 25, July 3-6, 9-10, 12-14, 19, 21, 28, August 1, 12, 18, 
23-24, 27-28, 30, September 7, 12-13, October 4, 6, 14, 25, 29, November 1-3, 7-9, 
14, 18-19, 21-22, 24-25, 27-30, December 2, 5-6, 8-9, 12, 14, January 4 

Pasha: June 5, November 15, 17, 23, February 6

Pepe: May 23-24

Pepper: June 1, July 1, 7, 16-17, 25-26, 28-31, August 1, 4, 5-7, 9-10, 13-17, 19-
20, 23, 27, 29, September 3, 10, 18, October 13, 17, 19, 24-26, 29, November 
12, 26-27, December 3-4, 5, 8, 12-14, 18, 21, 25, 27, 30, January 2, 8, 10, 24, 30, 
February 4, March 2, 18, 25, 28, 31, April 1, 5-6, 8, 14, 17, 27-30,  
May 7-8, 10, 14, 19, 26

Phoenix: January 30, March 17

Pickle: September 3

Pippa: September 6, October 21, November 12, 18

Popsy: January 18

Princess: November 27

Pucci: January 8, May 13

Purdy: January 25

Rebel: July 4, February 4

Red: June 24, July 13, November 1, March 9, 12, April 17, May 8

Remy: June 26, April 14
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Renzi: November 4

Rescue Rex: December 9

Rex: March 22, May 9

Rizzo: August 19, September 10, December 4, January 27

Rocca: July 4

Rocky (Shih-Tzu): August 15, 31, September 13, October 9, December 10,  
January 1, 16, 27 February 3

Rocky (Staffie): June 4, October 26

Roxy (Beagle): August 25, October 4, November 1, February 28, March 20,  
April 27, May 21, 27 

Roxy (Cocker): January 28

Samson: November 29, December 2, January 9, 14, 24

Satchmo: July 2

Scamp: June 2, July 25-26, 30, August 2, 8, 15, 25, September 10, October 8, 29, 
January 14, April 13

Scout: July 13, 25-26, August 27, December 6-8

Sherlock: November 4

Sidney (Boston Terrier): August 27

Sidney (Cavalier): June 27, August 10

Simba (Puggle): December 30
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Simba (Golden Retriever): June 4, November 18, January 18, March 12,  
May 2, 8, 24

Skye: June 25, July 9, 11-15, 30, September 2, 5, 14, October 25, November 13, 
December 7, 18, January 1, 12, March 24

Smiler: February 29

Snowdon: June 26, November 20-21

Socks: May 21

Sonny: August 18, September 11, October 27 

Sparkie (Pom): September 1, October 21

Sparkie (Yorkie): June 3, 14-15, 22, 24-25, 27-28, 30, July 1-7, 9-14, 17, 19-21, 25, 
August 7-10, 13, 15-16, 19, 21-24, 26, 30-31, September 2, 6-9, 16, 18, October 
4-6, 9-11, 20, 22, 25-26, 31, November 1-4, 6, 9, 11, 13-14, 16-17, 20, 24, 26, 29, 
December 1, 5-6, 9-13, 16-20, 25, January 1, 3, 5-9, 11-12, 14, 16, 20, 23-24, 28-
30, February 2, 5-7, 9, 28-29, March 1-2, 4-6, 8-15, 17-18, 20-21, 26, 30-31, April 
2, 4, 7, 11, 15-17, 29, May 1, 4-6, 9, 11, 13-16, 18-19

Stanley: September 4

Suki (Japanese Spitz): June 14, August 18

Suki (little white): January 25

Suki (Vizsla): August 11, 13, November 19, 22, April 13

Sunny: June 4, August 11, 13, 15, September 15, October 13, 18, November 15, 19, 
26, March 22, April 7, 11, 13

Sunset: January 15

Sweep: June 3, August 15, September 7-8, 13-14, 17, December 1, 25, January 25, 
April 13
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Tackis: August 23, November 8, January 3-4, March 28

Tank: September 19

Tara: June 21, July 5, 29, August 17, 27, September 9, 16, October 20, 24, 
November 8, 11, 15-16, 28, 30, December 2, 6, 8, January 9, 14, 16, 19,  
February 4-5, March 22, April 9, 28, May 19

Tay: August 16

T-bone Ted: June 15, July 6, 26, August 7-10, 12-13, 16, 21, October 9, 27, 
November 5, 10, December 2, 7, 31, January 1, 25, March 4, 8, 11, April 15-16, 28, 
May 1, 13-16, 25

Ted: September 15-16, 18

Teddy: August 17

Teddy (Cockapoo): October 4, 11, November 8, 16, 22, January 17, March 6, 13

Theo: July 5, 22, 25, 28, March 2

Thomas: September 1, November 13, December 23, January 23, 30, February 6, 
March 23, May 17, 25

Tilly: June 30, July 31, August 6-7, December 14, January 11, 17, 26, February 2, 
April 5, 9, 16

Timmy (Rowena’s): October 6, March 26

Timmy: December 26

Toby (Bulldog): July 1-2, 11, January 1, 23, 26, May 8, 15, 17

Toby: July 6, May 13

Violet: February 5
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Walter: June 26, October 12, November 1, 28, December 22, January 26, March 31

Walter Benjamin: March 31

Wesley: June 21

Will: July 1, August 8, 19, November 8, December 23, January 5, 17, 26, February 
1, April 11, 13, May 1

Winnie: June 1-5, 15-16, 22-23, 25, 28, 30, July 1-7, 9-10, 12-14, 16-17, 20-21, 
23, 25-27, 30, August 2, 8-9, 13-17, 21-29, 31, September 4, 8-9, 11, 13, 15-17, 
19, October 4-6, 8, 10, 12-13, 17, 19-22, 25, 29, 31, November 2-5, 9, 11-14, 16-
18, 20, 21, 24-25, 28-29, December 1, 3-4, 6, 8, 10-11, 13, 18-20, 25, 27, 29-31, 
January 1, 6, 9-10, 12, 15, 20, 26-27, 30, February 2, 5-7, 28-29, March 1-2, 4-5, 
8-9, 11-12, 14-15, 17-21, 23, 25-26, 28, 30, April 2, 4, 7-11, 15, 16, 27-29, May 1, 
4-6, 8, 10-11, 13-16, 18-19, 21-23, 25-26

Yaris: October 30, November 5, December 10, 31, January 8, 15, March 4-5, 11-
12, 19, April 8

Yoyo: June 14-15, 23, July 3-4, 6, 17, 20, 26, August 4, 6, 13, 16-17, 24, 
September 7, 9, October 4-6, 8, 10-11, 14, 25, 29, November 7-8, 16, 25, 
December 3, 5-6, 13, 19, 21, 23, January 6-8, 10, 17, 18, 21, 28, 30, February 28-
29, March 28, April 1, 5, May 10-11, 16-18, 21, 25

Zack: July 27, September 12 

Zara: July 7, November 13, March 24

Zebedee: March 11

Ziggy: June 1, August 19, December 27, 31, January 1

Zigzag: July 10

Zorro (Pomeranian): October 19, April 9

Zorro (Pug): June 25, July 18, 23, September 11, October 9, 29, November 9, 18, 
December 10, January 11, 13, February 1, 3, March 18
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